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INTRODUCTION 

Selective licensing is a discretionary power available to Leeds City Council (‘the Council’) 

under Part 3 of the Housing Act 2004 (‘the Act’). It allows the Council, subject to a business 

case proposal put forward, to designate an area as a selective licensing area which then 

requires all private landlords in that area to obtain a licence for each property they rent out. 

The licence has conditions which a landlord has to abide by during the period of the scheme, 

which can last up to 5 years. The Act also requires that an applicant for a licence also has to 

be considered a “fit and proper person” to hold a licence.  

The aim of selective licensing is to improve the management and condition of properties in 

the private rented sector; it does not address hazards or improvement of accommodation, 

beyond any required by the mandatory licence conditions in the Act, as the Council already 

has a duty to address these under Part 1 of the Act. 

The licence is subject to payment of a fee to cover the cost of the administration of the 

scheme, including the enforcement of licence conditions.  

Failure to obtain a licence or to comply with conditions may lead to legal proceedings being 

taken against the landlord, either prosecution or imposition of a civil penalty with a potential 

fine of up to £30,000. 

Any selective licensing scheme must be subject to a business case being made out for the 

designation of the area. The Government has provided guidance1 (‘the Government 

guidance’) on what a council should consider and how they undertake the process - to 

determine if there is a case for designation.  

The Government guidance identifies six potential criteria (one or more of which should be 

experienced in the area) for any case to be considered. The criteria are; 

 low housing demand; 

 anti-social behaviour directly associated with the private rented sector (‘PRS’); 

 poor housing conditions within the PRS; 

 high levels of migration; 

 high levels of deprivation; 

 high levels of crime associated with the PRS. 

In February 2017, the Council’s Executive Board (‘the Board’) considered the option of 

introducing selective licensing within Harehills. The Board approved officers to look at the 

potential of developing a business case for the area and to report back at a later date to 

allow them to fully consider the option.  

Officers have considered the criteria of high levels of deprivation and have taken into 

account the Government guidance that states, “In deciding whether to make a designation 

because the local authority considers the area suffers from a high level of deprivation we 

recommend that the local housing authority considers the following factors when compared 

to other similar neighbourhoods in the local authority area or within the region: 

 the employment status of adults; 

 the average income of households;  

 the health of households; 

 
1. Selective licensing in the private rented sector A Guide for local authorities, Department for   

Communities and Local Government, March 2015 
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 the availability and ease of access to education, training and other services; 

 housing conditions; 

 the physical environment; 

 levels of crime 

Although it is a matter for the local housing authority to determine whether, having regard to 

the above factors, the area is one suffering from a high level of deprivation, the local housing 

authority may only make a designation if a high proportion of housing in the area is in the 

private rented sector”. 

The Harehills area covers approximately 8200 properties in total. Initial estimates put the 

private rented sector in Harehills at around 58% or 4500 of all of the housing stock. This is 

based on an investigation into the potential tenure of approximately 65% of all residential 

dwellings in the area based on information available to officers. Any level above 20/25% 

which is the city average is considered a high level of PRS housing so Harehills clearly fits 

this criteria. 

At present, the Council has no designated selective licensing scheme in the city which 

means that the level of private rented properties in this area, when combined with the 

potential scheme currently being considered for another part of the city, is less than the 20% 

required for Secretary of State Approval of the scheme. This scheme can therefore be 

considered by the Council’s Executive Board for approval and subsequent designation. 

The proposal for designating a scheme within Harehills has been consulted on with the 

sector, residents and stakeholders. The consultation ran for 13 weeks between 1st August 

and 31st October 2018. The Government guidance requires local authorities to consult on 

proposed schemes for at least 10 weeks if they wish to self-designate.  

The business case detailed in this document contains the evidence to show that all the 
criteria in relation to designating an area experiencing a high level of deprivation are met. 
Those criteria are that: 

 the area contains a high proportion of properties that are in the private rented sector; 

 that the area is suffering from a high level of deprivation affecting a significant 
number of occupiers of the private rented sector;  

 that making the designation will contribute to a reduction of the level of deprivation in 
the area and will improve housing conditions when combined with other measures 
taken in the area; 

 that other alternative measures that could achieve the same as selective licensing 
have been considered; 

 that selective licensing will significantly assist with achieving the objectives of the 
scheme; 

 that a co-ordinated approach will be taken with other services in the area such as 
homelessness, anti-social behaviour and empty properties; 

 that using selective licensing is consistent with the authority’s overall housing 
strategy; and 

 that reasonable steps have been taken to consult with people who are likely to be 
affected by the designation and to have considered those representations.  
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AIM OF SELECTIVE LICENSING IN HAREHILLS 

The main aim of the scheme is, together with other measures as part of a wider strategy, to 

improve the housing conditions in the private rented sector in order to contribute to a 

reduction of issues relating to the level of deprivation in the area. 

To achieve this aim it is the intention to:  

 Improve the management of the private rented sector properties in the area in partnership 

with the sector or using the powers available under the scheme as appropriate by visiting 

every licenced property during the life time of the scheme 

 

 Improve the quality of private rented sector properties to ensure the safety of occupiers in 

the area by supporting the scheme with resources to address substandard accommodation 

where they fail to meet the minimum legal standards 

 

 To work in partnership with other agencies and supporting licence holders to address 

issues relating to the environment, crime and ASB  

 

 To working in partnership with agencies and residents to address their needs in relation to 

household income, employment, health and access to services. 

 

STRATEGIC SIGNIFICANCE – WHY HAREHILLS? 

Harehills is strategically important to the Council. The aim of the Council is to ensure that all 

the citizens of Leeds enjoy the benefits of living in one to country’s largest and more 

prosperous cities. Not everyone has benefitted from the city’s success and some have been 

less fortunately than others. To address this the Council has developed a number of 

strategies to try and tackle the stubborn inequalities which have affected areas of the city. 

Strategic Framework 

Below, we highlight key elements of our Vision and strategy framework relevant to our 

selective licensing proposals for Harehills. 

Leeds 2030 – Vision for Leeds 2011 to 2030  

Our Vision sets out both the ambition for the city and our ambition to be the Best Council in 

the UK. This means: 

- Leeds will be fair, open and welcoming 
- Leeds’s economy will be prosperous and sustainable 
- All Leeds’s communities will be successful 

To achieve this challenge the Council has set a number of aims for itself and partners. 
These include: 

 Sufficient housing including affordable housing that meets the needs of the community 

 People have the opportunity to get out of poverty 

 Communities are safe and people feel safe 

 All homes are of a decent standard and everyone can afford to stay warm 

 Houses to rent and buy will meet the needs of people at different stages of their lives 
 

This ambitious strategy has been subject to consultation with partners businesses and the 
residents of Leeds. 
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Best Council Plan 2018/9 to 2020/21 

Our Best Council Plan sets out how we intend to work towards our Vision.  Its core focus is 
on tackling poverty and inequalities by strengthening the economy and do this in a way that 
supports the most vulnerable in the city. The plan has 7 interconnected key themes: 

 Inclusive growth 

 Health and wellbeing 

 Child-friendly city 

 Safe, strong communities 

 Housing 

 21st-century infrastructure 

 Culture 
 
 The key elements of the Safe, Strong Communities theme are: 

 Keep people safe from harm, protecting the most vulnerable 

 Helping people out of financial hardship 

 Tackling crime and ASB 
 

In addition the Housing theme includes: 

 Improve housing quality 

 Creating sustainable communities 

 Improving health though housing 
 

Housing Strategy 2016/2021 

The Housing Vision, linked to the overall vision for the city, is for all Leeds residents to be 

living in: 

 Good quality affordable homes 

 Homes with the appropriate levels of support 

 Safe and harmonious communities 

The Housing Strategy adopts the same 6 themes as the Best Council Plan. The aim of the 

strategy is to address issues such as the quality of housing, homelessness prevention, 

better neighbourhood management especially in relation to ASB, domestic violence and 

crime and to try and to try and reduce health inequalities and poverty by supporting people 

to meet their health needs including consideration of their housing options.  

In relation to the private rented sector, the housing quality is generally the poorest of all 

tenures in the city. This includes the management of occupiers and the general housing 

standards. To address these issues the Council has invested in the (housing?) service, 

doubling in size since 2010, addressing issues in the sector, recognising the growth and 

importance of this tenure in the health of the city.  

The Council recognises the vital importance of the sector in providing homes for individuals 

and families. Private renting has increased in size over the last couple of decades, mainly at 

the expense of the owner/occupation market and is now the second largest tenure in the 

city. The twin approach adopted by the Council is to support self-regulation by the sector and 

to target resources at the poorest quality homes and worst performing landlords. 

To support the good landlords in the city the Council promotes the principle of self-regulation 

through the Leeds Rental Standard. The Standard has been developed by the National 
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Landlord Association, the Residential Landlord Association and Unipol to all the sector to 

self-regulate. Coming together to form the umbrella organisation accredited landlords of all 

three bodies are dealt with by via the Standard rather than via enforcement by the Council.  

Any tenant can make a complaint regarding their housing conditions to the Council and it will 

be investigated and appropriate action taken. In addition to reacting to complaints the 

Council also issues around 3000 mandatory HMO licences pre 5 years, improving the 

standards within this market.  

The sector is also proactively targeted via the Leeds Neighbourhood Approach (LNA) and 

the Rogue Landlord Unit.  

The LNA targets areas of poor housing on a geographical basis, currently targeting Holbeck, 

a priority area for the Council and partners. As well as targeting poor quality PRS homes and 

landlords it also supports the good landlords and the community in general, helping to create 

a better more sustainable community in the Holbeck 

The Rogue Landlord Unit targets landlords based on intelligence and in partnership with 

other agencies such as the Police, HMRC, Trading Standards, and Immigration amongst 

others. The aim is to target those using the sector to support or drive their criminal activities 

and dispute and dismantle their businesses. 

Selective licensing in Harehills is consistent with the Councils overall housing strategy as it 

will contribute to the work of the Council in trying to improve the overall management and 

conditions of private rented housing in this area. 

Homelessness and Rough Sleepers Strategy 2018 – 2022 

The Council has a history of addressing issues around homelessness and rough sleeping. 

Nationally there has been a significant increase in homelessness across the country, 

something which Leeds has managed to mitigate through its innovative ways of working and 

partnerships. Below details some of the success achieved in the city. 

 9,180 households had their homelessness prevented in 2017/2018 which is up 
from 7,070 in 2016/17 

 Over 80% of all cases approaching Leeds Housing Options have their 
homelessness prevented 

 Statutory homelessness acceptances around 30% of core city average 

 Lowest TA figure per 1,000 of the population of any core city 

 Around 800 private rented tenancies set up via our scheme per year 

 No families have been placed into B&B accommodation since 2013 

 Successful implementation of the Homelessness Reduction Act with a current 
prevention rate of 92% 

 Increase in number of community based surgeries to 10 per week 

 Increased opening times in our City Centre Hub 

 No increase in wait times despite increase in footfall from around 100 per day 
to around 160 per day 

 Specialist housing options and eligibility workshops provided for EEA nationals 
in their own language 
 
The 2017 Homelessness Reduction Act (HRA) came into force on 3 April 2018 and 

represents the most fundamental change in homelessness law since 1977.  The HRA 

introduces new duties for local authorities to take reasonable steps to prevent homelessness 

if an eligible household if at risk of losing their home and to relieve homelessness if an 

eligible household has no accommodation.  These duties are underpinned by a duty on the 
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part of the local authority to develop a Personalised Housing Plan, in conjunction with the 

household, setting out the steps to be taken to prevent and/or relieve homelessness.  The 

plan must be reviewed over the 56 day period that a prevention or relief duty is in place.   

The HRA also changes the definition of at risk of homelessness (to likely to lose 

accommodation within a 56 day period) so to more closely mirror the two month notice 

period on an Assured Shorthold Tenancy and the definition of homelessness to make clear 

that a person whose section 21 notice on an Assured Shorthold Tenancy has expired is 

homeless. The Act maintains other definitions of homelessness and particularly that a 

person is homeless if the accommodation they have available to occupy is not reasonable to 

occupy.  These may well be particularly relevant to private rented tenants who the local 

authority determines are living in accommodation that is sub-standard or where they are 

subject to harassment by their landlord. The Council’s Housing Options and Private Sector 

Housing Team work closely together to ensure that legal duties set out in the Homelessness 

Reduction Act and 2004 Housing Act are applied appropriately.  

The Council has recently updated its Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy (2019-

2022) which is framed around five themes: 

 Minimise rough sleeping 

 Maximising homelessness prevention 

 Future role of housing related support in Leeds 

 Youth homelessness 

 A focus on priority groups 
 
The preventative approach taken by the Councils Homelessness Strategy will provide 
support to any residents of the area who may be affected by a risk of homelessness as a 
result of selective licensing. The aim of selective licensing is also a longer term improvement 
of the management and condition of properties in the private sector which could increase the 
availability and suitability of this accommodation for occupation.   
 
Empty Homes Strategy 2016/19 

The Council has a robust and nationally recognised strategy. Since March 2012 there has 

been a net reduction of empty homes in the city by over 2000. This is due to the mix of 

options used to address empty homes. These include: 

 Initial engagement with all owners once the property becomes long term empty. All owners 

are contacted by letter and offered help and advice to bring their home back into 

occupation.  

 Leeds Letting Scheme– Leeds offers incentives to the private sector to take families and 

individuals off the housing register. 

 Empty Homes Doctor – social enterprise organisation supported by the Council but 

independent of it. They support empty home owners to return their homes back into use. 

Last year the service returned over 100 properties back into use. 

 100% Council Tax is charged on all empty properties as a disincentive to leaving them 

void. After 2 years the Council Tax increases to 150% as a disincentive to the owner to 

leave the property empty. The recent Budget included proposals to increase this from 50% 

to 100%. 

 Day to day management of empty properties is dealt with by the Cleaner Neighbourhoods 

Teams. Enforcement actions are taken to ensure that they are secured and are not 

detrimental to the neighbourhood 
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 Targeted enforcement action by Empty Property Team – proactive actions are taken 

against owners. The team will undertake all actions necessary to try and bring these 

properties back into use, including enforced sales and CPO’s 

 Leeds Neighbourhood Approach – proactively targeting of empty homes in specific 

geographical areas. In Holbeck as part of the approach over the last 18 months 70 empty 

homes have been returned to occupation.  

 Compulsory Purchase Orders – essential to be able to undertake as a last resort. Having 

the sanction means that owners know the Council is in a position to take their property 

away from them if they don’t deal with it. This has proved successful in recent years. In the 

last 5 years over 35 CPO actions have been taken to return properties back into 

occupation. 

This, and future strategies, will be able to respond to any potential empty property increases 

which may be seen in the area as a result of selective licensing.  

Locality Working – Tackling Poverty and Reducing Inequalities 

In November 2017 the Executive Board agreed that further focus was required on those 

neighbourhoods in the city which face the most acute deprivation, as identified by the Index 

of Multiple Deprivation (IMD).  

In 2005 no neighbourhoods in the city were in the lowest 1% most deprived areas in the 

country based on the IMD data, but by 2015 there were 16 such neighbourhoods. The 

reasons are complex and vary from area to area. The Executive Board agreed, following 

consultation with various partners and interested parties, to a new place based approach to 

target early interventions and preventions to try to reduce the issues of poverty and 

inequalities in these neighbourhoods.  

The approach identified a strategic framework of  

 Priority Neighbourhoods – six priority neighbourhoods which have been identified as the 

most deprived in the city. These neighbourhoods would be targeted for priority 

interventions, resources and actions to address the issues of deprivation in the areas 

 Priority Wards and Estates – to prioritise the 12 wards incorporating the 16 most deprived 

neighbourhoods or where there was significant challenges to address issues of financial 

hardship, help people into work, crime, antisocial behaviour, improve the environment and 

improve people’s lives. 

 City wide – ensure services continued to provide a city wide provision for all citizens of 

Leeds 

The six priority neighbourhoods include: 

 Boggart Hill 

 Clifton and Nowell’s 

 Crosby Street/Recreations/Barton’s 

 Stratford Street/Beverley’s  

 Holdforth’s/Clyde Approach  

 Lincoln Green 

The priority wards include: 

 Armley 

 Beeston Hill and Holbeck 

 Bramley 
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 Burmantoffs and Richmond Hill 

 City and Riverside 

 Chapel Allerton 

 Gipton and Harehills 

 Hyde Park and Woodhouse 

 Middleton park 

 Killingbeck and Seacroft 

 Kirkstall 

 Temple Newsam 

These areas are seen as a priority for the Council and partners when considering how to 

deliver services across the city. 

Inclusive Growth Strategy 

The strategy recognises that Leeds has had a robust economic growth over the last few 

years, including the highest growth in private sector jobs of any city. However not everyone 

is benefiting from this growth. Some communities in the city are still not accessing good paid 

employment and to ensure the future prosperity of the city this needs to change. 

The strategy aims to ensure that everyone benefits, that the skills base improves, that 

inequalities are tackled with the help of the economic growth in the city and that there is 

support for all sections in society into god well paid jobs. 

One of the strands of the strategy is to support places and people to respond to economic 

change. This includes: 

 Tackling investment and interventions to tackle poverty in our priority neighbourhoods 

 Improve housing and quality of place in our priority neighbourhoods 

Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2016/21 

The overarching aim of the strategy is for those people who are the poorest improve their 

health the fastest. The strategy recognises the wide issues that affects health and wellbeing. 

One of its aims is for Housing and the Environment to enable all the people of Leeds to be 

healthy.  

The strategy recognises the link between health and housing. This is not just physical 

wellbeing such as a safe home free from falls, but a warm affordable home which is safe 

secure and in a good condition which effect’s  people’s mental wellbeing.  Selective licensing 

can help deliver better managed housing.  

Joint Strategic Assessment 

The Council regularly undertakes a joint strategic assessment of the city to consider the 

range of socio-economic issues it faces. The latest assessment undertaken in 2018 

identifies three key areas: 

 Population as a whole and how it will affect the future needs and demands of the city 

 Housing  

 Labour Market 

In relation to housing the assessment has raised a number of issues around the housing 

market in Leeds: 
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 The overarching challenge is to provide enough quality and accessible homes to meet the 
city’s growing population, whilst protecting the quality of the environment and respecting 
community identity.  Within this overall context the need for affordable housing and 
affordable warmth are key issues.  Good quality housing is a pre-requisite for good health.  
People who live in clean, warm, safe and affordable homes are less likely to experience 
housing-related ill health.  

 

 The mix of housing tenure has changed significantly of the two decades.  The significant 
growth of the private rented sector is a key trend which brings with it associated 
challenges, particularly at the low cost end of the market where housing conditions can be 
poor. The sector shows a growth, which almost doubled between 2001 and 2010, to 18%.  
It is likely that this rate of change has continued if not accelerated. 

 

 Research highlights the change in composition of our most deprived neighbourhoods 
influenced by the growth of the private rented sector, with an expansion of ‘disconnected’ 
neighbourhoods.   

 

 The assessment of the housing markets in the lower market areas shows an increase in 
people who movers in and out of deprived areas rather than these being a step to better 
housing and areas. They are relatively disconnected from the wider housing market and 
residential mobility patterns. They tend to have a socio- economic status which is unlikely 
to change unless there is an intervention in the areas concerned. Over the last 10 years 
these areas have grown in nature, especially in the inner east and south of the city, 
possibly due to the changing nature of those housing markets with the increase of the 
private rented sector. 

 

Child Friendly City 

The Council and partners recognise that it is important for all children to have the best 

possible start in life.  

The growth in the population of children in the city has seen the highest rise in the more 

deprived areas of the city. Whilst there are numerous factors which affect a children’s life 

chances the recent Scrutiny Board (Children and Families) Inquiry published on the 15th May 

2018 recognised the importance housing plays in a child’s development. One of the desired 

outcomes and recommendations (Recommendation 4) of the report was to improve the living 

conditions for children in order to support their education and wellbeing. To this end the 

Council’s aim was to target and work better to address children and young people living in 

sub-standard or crowded housing conditions to minimise the impact this may have on their 

education and development. 

Living in a poor quality or overcrowded home can affect a child’s educational development. If 

a child does not have a place which is quiet safe warm place to undertake their educational 

work them they are less likely to complete the work. This alongside the lack of security of 

tenure in the private rented sector which can result in a child moving schools or having to 

travel distances to remain in school can materially affect a child’s educational attainment in 

the long term. 

The aim of an overall improvement in the private rented housing sector in the area as a 

result of selective licensing should contribute to the Council in achieving the aims of the 

relevant strategic plans detailed in this section.  
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WHY SELECTIVE LICENSING IN HAREHILLS? 

Socio-Economic Context 

Leeds has a strong, diverse and growing economy, and is increasingly the main driver of 

economic growth for the city-region. The city has key strengths in financial and business 

services, manufacturing, and health, creative and digital industries.  During the recession 

Leeds fared better than many of its neighbours, with workplace-based employment in the 

city now estimated to have recovered to pre-recession levels.   

However not everyone is benefitting from this economic success.  Poverty and deprivation 

remain significant challenges.  Indeed, evidence suggests that the city is experiencing an 

intensification of inequalities, particularly centred in the most deprived communities.  Despite 

very strong performance in job creation, low pay is an increasing problem, with people 

caught in a loop of low pay, low skills and limited career progression.  These challenges 

combine with localised patterns of demographic change; patterns of housing tenure and 

condition; and poor educational attainment, to further compound poverty and inequality. 

Pursuing inclusive growth and reducing health inequalities are central to the City’s ambition.  

Harehills is key in realising that ambition and has been identified as a Priority Area for the 

Council and partners.  

The Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) is widely accepted as a primary indicator of relative 

inequality.  The IMD provides comparative analysis to very local geographic units: Lower 

Super Output Areas or LSOAs (dividing England into 32,844 LSOAs, with each LSOA 

typically having an average 1,500 residents and 650 households). 

Leeds is made up of 482 LSOAs, of which 16 are ranked in the most deprived 1% in the 

country. The proposed area of Harehills identified for potential designation for selective 

licensing has three LSOAs of the most deprived 1% in the country.  These are: 

LSOA Name Reference Number Ward 

Clifton’s Nowell’s E01011347 Burmantofts and Richmond Hill 

Compton’s Ashton’s Cowper’s E01011433 Gipton and Harehills 

Bellbrooke Ave Kimberley 
Road Compton’s 

E01011344 Burmantofts and Richmond Hill 

 

All of the proposed area for selective licensing is ranked within the 10% most deprived areas 

in the country based on the IMD 2015, this ranking has worsened since the 2010 IMD. 

In terms of population, Harehills is not only densely populated, it is experiencing significant 

growth, particularly amongst young people. Based on the latest Office of National Statistics 

mid-year estimates (2016), the population for the proposed selective licensing area is 18,764 

this is a 13.5% increase on the 2011 census figure compared to the city-wide increase of just 

3.9%. This gives the area a population density figure of 97.6 people per hectare compared to 

the citywide figure of 14.2. 

The largest age group in the area are the 25-49 year olds who make up 38% of the local 

population. The population is significantly younger when compared to the city average with 

31% being made up of 0-15 yr. olds whereas the Leeds figure is just 19%. 

61% of the local population come from black and minority ethnic backgrounds, the graph 

below shows the population breakdown by ethnicity from the 2011 Census (however it 
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should be noted that this data significantly underestimates the population from black and 

minority ethnic backgrounds): 

 

The 2011 census shows that in terms of housing, by far the largest household group in the 

area are one person households who account for 37% of all occupied homes.  

The 2011 census shows that the housing stock in the area is dominated by terraced houses, 

making up 66% of all properties in the area, compared with the city average of 27%. 

94% of the area falls within the lowest council tax banding compared with the Leeds total of 

39%. 

Key Challenges Facing the Area 
 
The Government Guidance: Selective Licensing in the Private Rented Sector: A Guide for 
Local Authorities provides the background to how and why a council should consider the 
case for selective licensing. The guidance states that a council should consider if the area 
suffers from a high level of deprivation when compared to similar neighbourhoods. Factors 
that an authority should consider include: 
 

 employment status of adults 

 average household income 

 health of households 

 availability and ease of access to services such as education, training and other services 

 housing conditions 

 the physical environment 

 levels of crime 

 if the area has a high proportion of privately rented homes. 
 
Drawing directly from the key areas identified in the Government’s guidance, the following 
sections highlight the evidence of significant levels of deprivation in Harehills as a vital 
component in support of the business case for selective licensing in Harehills.  
 
Employment Status 
The area has far higher levels of worklessness than the city average, with many households 
in receipt of work and earnings related benefits.  A significant number of these households 
are family units with children.  Key analysis includes: 
 

0%
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Breakdown of non UK population (Census 2011)

Harehills Leeds
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 In February 2019 the area accounted for 2.4% of the city’s population yet over 6% of the 
city’s residents in receipt of out of work benefits and claiming job seekers allowance (JSA) 
or Universal Credit (UC). 

 People living in the area are almost three times more likely to be unemployed (and claiming 
benefit for reason of unemployment) compared to the city average; in March 2018 the 
working age population in receipt of JSA or UC was 6.3% compared to a Leeds average of 
2.3%.   

 In March 2019 7.3% claimed unemployment benefits in Burmantofts and Richmond Hill 
(highest ward in the city) and 6.5% in Gipton and Harehills (2nd  highest ward in the city) 
compared to the Leeds average of 2.7% and the England average of 2.6%  

 In 2017, 2,455 children (0-18 years old) in Burmantofts and Richmond Hill lived in 
households claiming out of work benefits - the highest level of any ward in the city, with a 
further 2,230 children in Gipton and Harehills living in households claiming out of work 
benefits, the third highest in the city  

 
Income 
The area is also characterised by low income affecting many of the residents. This low 
income is not only a factor of unemployment, but increasingly of in-work poverty.  Based on 
the IMD ranking, 80% of the area falls within the lowest band when considering household 
income compared with only 20% for the city as a whole. Key analysis includes: 
 

 In the 18 months to September 2017, 560 food vouchers were issued by the council for the 
Gipton and Harehills and Burmantofts and Richmond Hill wards, ranking them as the 
highest wards in the city, accounting for over a fifth of all food vouchers issued by the 
council in the city during this period. 

 The council’s Customer Service Contact log for the same period recorded 947 requests for 
discretionary housing payments in these wards again amongst the highest in the city.  

 Figures from the Department of Energy and Climate Change show that between 2012 and 
2015, 29% of the area was in fuel poverty, double the city average. 

 25% of children in the area are eligible for free school meals compared to a city wide 
average of 16%. 

 Government statistics from the children in low-income families local measure: 2015 
snapshot show that overall, it is estimated that 35% of all children in area the live as part of 
a low income family. 

 In October 2018, Gipton and Harehills (2,093 claims) and Burmantofts and Richmond Hill 
(1,812 claims) had the first and second highest levels of claims for council tax discount in 
the city. 

 The consultation undertaken in support of the business case for selective licensing 
indicated that 71% of landlords and 89% of managing agents had issues with tenants in 
rent arrears in the last 12 months. 

 
Health  
The area’s residents also encounter significant health inequalities. Again, based on the IMD 
ranking for health, 60% of Harehills is in the most deprived band compared to only 21% of 
the city as a whole. Key analysis includes: 
 

 Data from the Office of national Statistics shows that on average life expectancy for males 
living in Harehills is 74.6 years old, 3.5 years less than the city average and almost 9 years 
less than those living in the Wetherby ward. 

 Data from the Office of national Statistics shows that on average life expectancy of females 
living in Harehills is 79 years old, almost three years less than the city average and 6 years 
less than those living in the Wetherby ward. 
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 The council’s Customer Service Contact log (April 2015 to September 2017) recorded 
Burmantofts and Richmond Hill and Gipton and Harehills as the second and eighth highest 
wards for enquiries for issues relating to drug and substance misuse in the city. 

 Data from the National Child Measurement Programme shows that in relation to childhood 
obesity Burmantoffs and Richmond Hill is ranked in the top three wards for childhood 
obesity at Reception and top five for the Year 6 cohort. The rates of children classed as 
overweight or very overweight increased from 27% to around 40% between reception and 
year 6.  The corresponding figures for Gipton and Harehills are 20% in reception to just 
over 40% Year 6. 

 Public Health figures show that on a wide range of public health indicators – adult obesity, 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, mental health, smoking, coronary heart disease 
and diabetes; Burmantofts and Richmond Hill and Gipton and Harehills wards consistently 
demonstrate significantly higher rates than the city average.  

 
Access to services such as education, training and other services 
The area has significant challenges regarding educational attainment and adult skills.  Based 
on the IMD ranking all of Harehills falls within the most deprived band compared to the city 
average of only 20% for education, skills and training. Key analysis includes: 
 

 In the 2016/7 academic year 20% of school children at KS4 achieved a strong pass in 
English and Maths compared to 40% for the city average, 42% of children living in the area 
at KS2 achieved the expected standard compared to 56% for Leeds as a whole. 

 52% of children at Early Years Foundation stage (0 to 5 years old) living in the area had a 
good level of development compared to the city average of 65%. 

 Persistent absence from school is higher in the area than the city average. In 2016/17 16% 
of primary school children were persistently absence compared to the city average of 8% 
and 25% secondary school age children were persistently absent compared to 15% for the 
city as a whole. 

 
Housing conditions 
The area has a substantial amount of older housing, with a large amount of back-to-back, 
terrace housing still in use.  More than double the city average of the housing stock was built 
before 1919.  As a result, many houses are in poor condition, particularly in relation to their 
energy efficiency. Key analysis includes: 
 

 The Building Research Establishment (BRE) Private Sector Stock Condition Survey in 
2017 found that Gipton and Harehills was of one the top three wards for the presence of 
category 1 hazards as defined by Part 1 of the Housing Act 2004. 

 The BRE Private Sector Stock Condition Survey in 2017 found that Burmantoffs and 
Richmond Hill was one of the top wards for high concentrations of properties with excess 
cold. 

 The BRE Private Rented Sector Stock Condition Survey in 2017 found that Gipton and 
Harehills was one of the top 3 wards for the levels of falls. 

 The BRE Private Sector Stock Condition Survey in 2017 found Gipton and Harehills had 
one of the lowest Standard Assessment Procedure ratings in the city in relation to energy 
efficiency.  

 The BRE Private Sector Stock Condition Survey of the stock showed that the private 
rented sector has the highest level of category 1 hazards of all sectors at 25% of all the 
private rented stock. 

 Figures from the Office of national Statistics show that the median average house price in 
the Harehills SL area dropped by almost 14% between 2007 and 2017. Across the city, the 
average house price increased by 13% over the same period. 
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 Research carried out by the Councils Private Sector Housing Team shows that a sample of 
sales for all property types between 2013 to 2018 identifies Harehills as having significantly 
lower house prices when compared to similar neighbouring areas.  

 The Private Rental market report commissioned by Leeds City Council in 2017 shows that 
low property prices coupled with high rents mean properties in the wards covered by 
selective licensing have some of the highest potential yields in the city. Burmantofts and 
Richmond Hill potentially offers more than double the profit than a property in Adel & 
Wharfedale. 

 Research carried out by the Councils Private Sector Housing Team shows that the average 
rental prices for one and two bedroom properties in the LS9 postcode area are higher than 
the city average.  

 In terms requests for help with homelessness linked to notices served by private landlords, 
between the same period the council recorded 309 requests in Gipton and Harehills and 
206 in Burmantoffs and Richmond Hill making them the first and fourth highest wards in the 
city for such an enquiry. 

 In terms requests for help with disrepair in private rented properties, the council recorded 

274 requests in Gipton and Harehills and 156 in Burmantoffs and Richmond Hill, ranking 

them first and fourth highest wards. 

 The area accounts for 2.4% of the city’s residential dwellings but over the period of 2015 to 

2018 has accounted for 8.6% of the complaints to the Council’s Private Sector Housing 

Service, 9.0% of all inspections undertaken and 13.6% of all health and safety hazards 

removed. 

 Poor housing conditions was one of the top 3 concerns for residents and stakeholders in 

the area from the consultation undertaken into the proposal. 

Environment 
Environmental quality is all a concern in the area. Based on the 2015 IMD ranking, 100% of 
the area is in the lowest 20% ranking for the environment in which people have to work and 
play compared to the citywide figure of 35% falling into the same ranking. Key analysis 
includes: 
 

 In Gipton and Harehills and Burmantofts and Richmond Hill the average number of calls to 
the council during 2017/18 for problems with fly tipping was 4735 compared to a city wide 
ward average of just 768.  

 In 2017/18 the average number of calls to the council’s Cleaner Neighbourhoods Team for 
both wards was 5,445, far higher than the city average of 1,149 per ward. 

 The consultation results showed that 69% of landlords believed that environmental issues 
were a problem for the area. 

 The consultation showed that environmental issues was one of the top three concerns for 
residents and stakeholders in the area. 

 
Crime 
Crime and anti-social behaviour are key issues in the area.  Key analysis includes: 
 

 Both the Gipton and Harehills and Burmantofts and Richmond Hill wards are within the top 
10 wards in the city for reported crime between November 2017 and October 2018. 

 Burmantofts and Richmond Hill had the third highest overall crime rate of all the wards in 
the city at 195.8 crimes per 1000 population in 2018 compared to the citywide rate of 131.8 
per 1000. 

 In 2018, Gipton and Harehills had the seventh highest overall crime rate of all wards in the 
city at 186.3 crimes per 1000 population compared to the citywide figure of 131.8 per 1000. 
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 Between April 2015 and September 2017, the council’s Customer Service Contact log 
showed that the two wards were both in the top 10 of all wards for reported Hate Crime 
related to race and racial issues. 

 This data source also showed Burmantofts and Richmond Hill  and Gipton and Harehills 
the 3rd and 10th highest wards for enquires in relation to noise nuisance at 797 and 536 
enquires respectively. 

 The consultation undertaken in support of the business case for selective licensing showed 
that 63% of landlords believed that crime and ASB was an issues for the area. 

 The consultation also showed that crime and ASB was one of the top 3 issues for residents 
and stakeholders in the area. 

 
Tenure Mix 
The area has very high levels of housing which are in the private rented sector. Key analysis 
includes: 
 

 Between the 2001 and 2011 census the private rented sector almost doubled in the area 
from 20% to 36% of the total stock. In 2011 the census showed that 18% of the properties 
in Leeds were in the private rented sector. 

 As of March 2019, investigation of the existing stock shows the level of private rented 

properties in the area is currently 58% based on a sample of 65% of the total number 

properties across the area. The BRE in 2017 estimated that the level of the private rented 

sector across the city was 20%. However it likely that this has now increased further in the 

last 2 years with estimates varying but most put it around 22/25% of the stock. 

WHY EXISTING POWERS AVAILABLE TO THE COUNCIL ARE NOT SUFFICIENT AND 

WE NEED TO INTRODUCE SELECTIVE LICENSING IN HAREHILLS 

As part of its strategy for the PRS, the Council has approved a number of policies. 

Underlining all of these is the wish to work with the sector whilst targeting resources to 

address landlords who fail to meet the standards of property management and conditions 

required.  

The Council and partners have used and continue to use the measures available to them to 

improve standards in the PRS in the area. These include working with the sector as part of 

an accreditation scheme (the Leeds Landlord Accreditation Scheme) and more recently a 

voluntary landlord self-regulation scheme, the Leeds Rental Standard. These however have 

had little impact with few landlords in the area joining the Leeds Landlords Accreditation 

Scheme - when in existence - or the current Leeds Rental Standard.  

Delivery models such as the Leeds Neighbourhood Approach (whereby all properties within 

a small geographical footprint are inspected and occupiers helped to meet their needs), 

which require intensive support funded by the Council, are not appropriate in the Harehills 

area due to the size of the area. However, the lessons learnt from this way of partnership 

working have informed how selective licensing can be delivered as it helps to address not 

just housing conditions but issues around health; income; employment and training and 

continuing the partnerships with the Police; West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue; third sector 

providers, public health and others to improve the lives of those living in the area. 

Initiatives such as the Rogue Landlord Unit working in partnership to target criminal 

landlords has had some success but this approach is also limited due to the size of the area.  

The Council receives around 3000 requests for assistance from the public regarding their 

private sector rented accommodation city wide per annum. As a result in 2018/19:  

- Total of 3,378 inspections / re-inspections of properties occurred 
- Total of 4,366 people benefitted from our interventions 
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- Total of 1,666 hazards were removed following our interventions 
- Total of 1,740 legal notices were served (all notices served). 

 

The area accounts for 2.4% of the city’s residential dwellings but over the period of 2015 to 

2018 has accounted for 8.5% of the complaints to the Council’s Private Sector Housing 

Service; 8.8% of all inspections undertaken and 13.01% of all hazards identified. Despite this 

the houses remain poor and as the sector grows the impact of these existing actions will not 

have a significant impact on improving the area as a whole. 

 

The Council works with the sector to support people into living in the private sector rented 

market by working in partnership to find homes for families and individuals via the Leeds 

Landlord Scheme and offering financial incentives to support tenancies. This includes the 

payment of bonds and upfront rent and damage liability cover provided to landlords. As part 

of the scheme, all properties are inspected to ensure they comply with legislation. This helps 

drive up property standards in the sector. In 2018/9 over 500 tenancies were created via this 

process. 

 

With all the engagements that the Council has via the above work, all tenants are offered 

support and help via Housing Support Officers and partner agencies. This helps to support 

tenancies, address people’s needs and improve their lives. 

Whilst there has been some notable successes and recognition of the improvements in the 
sector, the growth of the sector in the city, especially in the lower rental markets, means that 
these actions alone have not led to any significant change in terms of improving conditions in 
Harehills. The introduction of selective licensing will provide a sustainable and proportionate 
mechanism (and funding) through which it will be possible to inspect all private rented 
properties in the area as part of the licensing process. It can act as a means to attract further 
investment and resources to enable a combination of actions to help improve the sector, its 
management and conditions, contributing to improvements in the area as a whole as well as 
the safety and well-being of those who make the area their homes. 
 

CONSULTATION – WHAT DID THE COUNCIL DO TO CONSULT IN HAREHILLS? 

The consultation ran from the 1st August 2018 to the 31st October 2018. The Government’s 

guidance states that for any scheme to be self-designated, a consultation must be at least 

10 weeks in duration. Given the size and make-up of the area concerned, we thought it 

appropriate to extend this period and therefore this consultation lasted a total of 13 weeks.  

All consultations must follow the Local Authority Code of Publicity as issued by the 

Government. To ensure this was the case, legal opinion was sought on the material used to 

ensure compliance with this Code. Additionally, and to further support the consultation 

process, other Council’s acted as critical friends and shared their good practice and the 

lessons they had learnt from their recent consultations for selective licensing. 

The consultation for Harehills consisted of a city wide campaign together with localised 

events and initiatives to ensure that as many people as practically possible could have their 

say on the proposal. All stakeholders were encouraged to have a say and complete a 

questionnaire either electronically or on paper. Whilst the consultation was largely targeted 

at the local area it was also city wide as interested stakeholders are located across the city. 

The consultation consisted of a variety of city wide and local events as well as other 

initiatives, including the following: 
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A series of drop in events for all stakeholders 

There were 3 drop in events in the area which were mainly visited by landlords with only a 

limited number of agents and residents attending. All were asked to sign an attendance 

register on arrival at each event, unfortunately not everyone did. The figures of attendees 

stated below are based on the number who actually signed in to each event. The figures 

were enhanced due to a number of individuals attending more than one event. 

The events were publicised by posters (see Appendix 3) displayed in the Council’s One Stop 

Centres in Harehills and Beeston, in council offices and in 27 local businesses; via local 

networks and on the Council website. In addition, they were promoted by the landlord 

associations and by a local radio station, Fever FM and South Leeds Life community 

newspaper. At each event representatives from the Say No campaign group attended. They 

also promoted the drop in events via their own networks. 

The drop in events were held at: 

 Catch on the 17th September 2018 between 3pm and 8pm. This was attended by 73 

people of which 53 signed in as landlords; 4 as managing agents and 9 as residents. 3 

people signed in as both resident/landlord and 1 as an agent/resident.3 people did not 

state their connection to the area.  

 Shine on the 25th September 2018 between 3pm and 7:30pm. This was attended by 45 

people of which 28 signed in as landlords; 4 as managing agents and 7 as residents. 2 

people signed in as both landlord/agent and 6 did not state their connection to the area. 

 The Old Fire Station on the 8th October 2018 between 3pm and 8pm. This was attended by 

41 people of which 27 signed in as landlords; 10 as residents; 1 as landlord/resident and 3 

who did not state their connection to the area.  

 

In addition to the above, a further drop in event was arranged as part of the priority 

neighbourhood group for the Nowell’s (one of the Council’s priority areas of the city). The 

event was publicised to stakeholders during a group walkabout in the Nowell’s and Clifton’s 

and as part of the walkabout, leaflets (Appendix 3) advertising the event were delivered to all 

residential properties within the footprint of the area.  

This drop in event, which was also attended by representatives of the Say No campaign was 

held at Nowell Mount Community Centre on the 27th September 2018 between 3:30pm to 

6pm. 

In addition to the above, The Compton Centre hosted a Neighbourhood Vision Event for the 

community on the 1st October 2018 between 5pm and 7pm. This was attended by a number 

of different partners including other services within the Council and resident groups. Officers 

from the selective licensing project attended the event to promote the consultation to the 

community. Several representatives of the Say No campaign were also in attendance at this 

event. 

Leaflet drop to all properties in the proposed area 

The aim was to deliver 2 leaflets (see Appendix 3) to every property in the area proposed for 

Selective Licensing. The first leaflet was sent out during the week commencing the 20th 

August 2018 and the second leaflet the week commencing the 8th October 2018. In order to 

verify that delivery occurred, the Council employed a company from its approved list who 

use GPS to track their delivery agents. There has been some feedback that not all properties 

received the leaflets; GPS data however shows that delivery covered the whole area (see 

Appendix 3)  
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Whilst the aim was to ensure that all properties received at least one leaflet this could not be 

guaranteed therefore the leaflet formed only part of the overall consultation as the potential 

weakness in the process was recognised from the outset. 

Leaflets were also left at all managing agents in the area; at locally used public buildings 

such as the Bangladeshi Centre and the Compton Centre, and with partners and 3rd sector 

groups accessed via various multi-agency meetings for them to share the leaflets with their 

client groups. 

Consultation and advertising via local outlets 

To raise awareness of the consultation, adverts were placed on Fever FM; two articles in the 

community newspaper and website South Leeds Life, on the rear of buses and on digital 

billboards on key routes in the city. Posters were also displayed on litter bins within the 

locality.  

The Compton Centre also had a publicity stand containing information and questionnaires 

and Centre staff were briefed  regarding the proposal. Visitors to the Centre were 

encouraged to have their say. Also, officers from the project team regularly attended the 

Centre to promote the consultation to users of the Centre including completing 

questionnaires with them.  

At the start of the consultation, all managing agents and letting agents in the area were 

visited by members of the project team (see Appendix 3 for details) to explain the proposal; 

to provide information and to encourage the agents to engage with their clients so that as 

many landlords as possible were made aware of the proposal and how it could affect them 

should the area be formally designated. 

Officers from the project team also attended a number of meetings in the area which 

involved discussions with partners, the community and stakeholders. Appendices 3 and 13 

shows a detailed list of these meetings. During the meetings, partners were requested to 

help with the consultation and involve their clients to ensure that they were made aware of 

the proposal. This was important as the diversity of the area means it is not easy to engage 

with all communities directly. Partners were asked to undertake this within their specific 

community group.  

The Council also engaged via specific community-based organisations and schools inside 

and outside of the proposed area. The project team worked with the Outreach Team from 

Leeds Housing Options who regularly visit the area; CAB; MAP+; the Salvation Army on 

Hunslet Hall Road and the DWP. The Cluster Officer for inner east was contacted and asked 

to share the message with school heads within the area.  All were provided with a link to the 

Selective Licensing page on the Council’s website, which contained electronic versions of 

the consultation questionnaires and all were informed that, if required paper copies of the 

questionnaires could be provided together with pre-paid envelopes so that it will be at no 

cost to anyone wishing to complete a paper questionnaire. 

Where requested by groups, paper questionnaires and pre-paid envelopes were delivered to 

assist people in having a say about the proposal. In Harehills the project team were 

approached directly by the Bangladeshi Centre and Burmantofts Senior Action Forum. As 

requested by them, a supply of paper questionnaires and pre-paid envelopes were left with 

them.   

Further to representatives of the Roma community discussing their concerns with the project 

team, a dedicated community worker was commissioned to engage with the community 
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directly to ensure that their views and concerns could form part of the feedback from the 

consultation. Similarly, Syrian refugees were directly engaged with via the Council’s 

Outreach Team who work with the community. Their views were sought to again form part of 

the feedback for the proposal. 

Officers also attended the Inner East Advisory Housing Board to discuss the proposal and to 

allow them to have a say as part of the consultation. 

There was also local media interest in the proposal. The Yorkshire Evening Post ran two 

articles on the selective licensing consultation and the Director of Resources & Housing 

appeared on Radio Aire to discuss the selective licensing proposal.  

The proposal for selective licensing, whilst specific to Harehills does have a wider implication 

for stakeholders. As such there was a city wide campaign that included the following:  

Out of home advertising (OOH) 

Digital billboards were used as the main method of communicating the consultation 

outdoors.  Boards were selected on two of the arterial commuter routes in the city with 

adverts running day and night for up to 12 weeks to signpost and raise awareness of the 

consultation.  Based on industry standard insights –  

 the board on York Road at the junction with Harehills Lane in east Leeds ran for 12 

weeks of the consultation and received 476,138 impacts per fortnight.  

 the board on Meadow Road in south Leeds ran for 2 weeks towards the end of the 

consultation and received 344,924 impacts per fortnight. 

Appendix 4 city contains a photographs of the digital billboard used at both sites.  

Bus advertising 

During August and September, consultation marketing was placed on the rear of 30 buses 

operated by First Bus, the largest bus operator in Leeds. Based on industry standards, 

88.92% of the Leeds public potentially saw the adverts 2.505 million times over 4 weeks. 

Appendix 4 contains photographs of the bus advertising campaign.    

Social media 

The Council’s various Facebook and Twitter accounts, including the corporate accounts, the 

Private Sector Housing team’s Twitter account and those targeting localities, were used to 

publicise the consultation.  

The corporate Facebook account, which has 29,306 followers, was the main focus for the 

social media element of the consultation.  

Each post contained a question designed to encourage discussion and debate and posts 

were boosted to maximise reach to followers. Comments made were promptly responded to 

and used to inform themes for future posts.   

In September, the corporate Facebook account was the busiest it has ever been. In part this 

was due to the selective licensing consultation.   

Social media helped ensure that a large number of people were made aware of the 

consultation and it gave them the opportunity to have their say.  

The analytics below, which have been taken directly from the corporate Leeds City Council 

Facebook account, show the impact the Facebook campaign had during the consultation:  
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 Reach of selective licensing posts during the consultation - 126,824 

Reach is measured by how many times a post appears in a user’s newsfeed. 

 

 Reactions to posted content - 1196 

Reactions such as ‘like’, ‘love’ and ‘angry’ measure interaction with posts. 

 

 Comments - 1,191 

Comments on a post, discussions/ debate and queries.  All queries were responded to 

promptly by the Digital Access and the Private Rented Housing teams. 

 

 Clicks - 17,707 

Clicks are measured by people clicking into a post to fully read it. 

 

 Shares - 287 

Where a post was shared by a user to their own Facebook page 

 

 

A short URL (www.leeds.gov.uk/selectivelicensing) was placed on all marketing materials, 

media and social media to signpost stakeholders and residents, with ease, to the 

consultation. 

Promotional adverts were placed on the main landing page of the Council’s website during 

the consultation period to maximise engagement. 

Email alerts were also sent to landlords and agents who have signed up to the service to 

receive such and there were discussions on local Facebook accounts in the area. The 

consultation was also publicised internally within the Council via its In Site page and in email 

bulletins to staff.  

Approximately 350 staff in the Council’s Housing Support service changed their email 

signature for the period of the consultation to include the consultation branding and the short 

URL. All emails sent by these officers highlighted the consultation. It is not possible to 

determine the reach of the emails sent or the number sent during this period.  

Appendix 12 shows the responses as part of the social media consultation 

LCC website 

The Council’s website www.leeds.gov.uk/selectivelicensing contained details of the proposal 

together with information such as a set of frequently asked questions (FAQ’s), a map of the 

proposed area and the draft licence conditions as well as the electronic versions of the 

questionnaires for anyone to complete. Appendix 5 has copies of the website and the 

information which was publicised as part of the consultation.  

The selective licensing webpage was built within the existing Private Rented Sector pages. 

During the first 2 weeks in August the area map was the 4th most downloaded document on 

the Council’s website. The reach and numbers accessing the selective licensing webpage 

was as follows: 

 Page views – 7,952 

 

 Downloads – 1,761 

The top 3 most downloaded documents were –  

- Maps  808 
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- List of street names  283  

- FAQ’s  266 

The questionnaires were developed based on the experience of our previous designated 

selective licensing area in Cross Green/East End Park, together with the experience and 

lessons learnt from other Councils who have undertaken the process. The questionnaires 

were also shared with colleagues from the Commination Team and Legal for their input  

The questions contained within the questionnaires were based on the high level of 

deprivation criteria referred to in the Government’s guidance. The aim of the questionnaires 

was to determine if there are issues for all stakeholders in the area and if the proposal of 

selective licensing is one which, when combined with other initiatives, could help to make a 

difference to people’s lives and improve the area as a whole. 

Community Based Activities 

Officers from the project team attended city wide community events such as Leeds Pride, 

Refuge Family fun day and the Voice of Involved Tenants across Leeds to ensure that 

details of the proposal and the consultation were promoted to all potential stakeholders and 

they were given an opportunity to ask questions and have their say. 

Information provided via existing tenant, landlord and managing agents networks 

Information about the proposal and the consultation was provided to all known local 

landlords via email alerts and links to the Council website. Officers also discussed the 

proposal with the relevant national landlord associations, namely the Residential Landlords 

Association (RLA), the National Landlords Association (NLA) and Unipol, all of whom were 

invited to make representations. Appendices 10 and 11 contains copies of the 

representations made by the RLA, Unipol and NLA. The local Leeds Property Association 

were also involved in the consultation.  

Officers attended the RLA/ Leeds Property Association meeting on the 8th October 2018 to 

discuss the proposal directly with members of both associations and to take questions and 

obtain feedback. 

The Leeds Wider Housing Advisory Board also had the proposal presented as part of their 

meeting and their views on the proposal were sought as part of the feedback. 

Internal advertising to Leeds City Council employees 

As part of the consultation, the Council’s own staff were engaged with as they have an 

interest in the area by either living in it and/or working there. To engage with staff, the 

Council’s own Insite pages were used. Two adverts were place on the staff portal for a 2 

week period, each time raising awareness of the consultation to 11,500 users. The 

consultation was also included in the staff email bulletin, ‘Essentials’ again targeting all staff 

and encouraging them to have their say on the proposal. In addition, the Housing Leeds staff 

email bulletin, ‘Housing Leeds Matters’ which is sent to 1786 users weekly, contained 

articles on selective licensing.  

Leeds Says No to Selective Licensing  

During the consultation period, a campaign group, Leeds Says No to Selective Licensing 

(‘Say No campaign’) comprising mainly of local landlords and managing agents formed. The 

group are concerned as to how selective licensing may impact on their businesses, their 

tenants and the area as a whole.  
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As part of the consultation process, the Council invited representatives of the group to a 

number of discussions and their members attended all the drop-in events to promote their 

views and to give their opinions on the proposal.   

The group also produced a website, letter templates, posters and leaflets to support their 

campaign against the proposal. Appendix 19 shows some of the information produced by the 

Say No campaign. 

QUESTIONNAIRE FEEDBACK – HAREHILLS 

The main form of feedback received was via the questionnaires which was available both 

online and as paper copies. There was one for residents/stakeholders and one for 

landlords/managing agents. The questionnaires allowed people to have their say on the 

proposal of selective licensing for the area, what they considered to be the issues affecting 

the area in relation to the criteria of high levels of deprivation set by Government and 

whether they were in favour, against or neither in terms of the introduction of a scheme. 

As a result of the consultation, a total of 1126 questionnaires were completed by residents, 

stakeholders, landlords and agents. 904 responses were received from residents and 

stakeholders and 222 from landlords and agents. 

All returns from the questionnaires have been validated and checked for duplicated or 

numerous multiple returns from any individual, group etc. to ensure that the results are a true 

reflection of the opinions of the various stakeholders and that no one has tried to manipulate 

or influence the outcome unjustly. The validation showed that there is no reason not to have 

confidence in the outcome of the feedback from any of the respondent groups.  

Landlord and Managing Agents Feedback 

222 responses were received from landlords and managing agents. 214 were from landlords 

(193) and agents (21) who manage properties in Harehills and 5 who manage properties 

outside of the area. 3 others were also received. The ‘others’ represented third sector 

organisations operating in the Community Led Housing sector and landlords in the area who 

were generally in support of the proposal.  

For the purposes of detailed feedback, the figures below are based on the 214 responses 

received from the landlords and agents who operate in the area as this represents the most 

relevant and the majority of all respondents. Appendices 6 and 7 provides the detailed 

information on the response received from all landlords and managing agents. 

Of the landlords who responded to the questionnaire and who rented and managed 

properties in Harehills, 43% (83 respondents) resided in the area. The majority of the rest 

lived elsewhere in Leeds with only 8% (15 respondents) living outside the city. Most 

managing agents lived outside the area; a third lived and worked in Harehills. 

80% of private landlords own and rent up to 10 properties, with the majority of respondents 

(57%) renting out 2 to 10 properties in the area. 18% rent out 11 to 50 properties and only 

2% 51 or more. Managing Agents were slightly different with 57% managing up to 50 

properties and 43% more than 51. 38% of agents manage 2 to 10 properties with the same 

managing 100 or more properties.   

Just over two thirds (69%) of all landlords and agents have a longer term interest in the area; 

having owned and/or rented properties for 5 or more years. However just over an eighth 

(15%) of all landlords/agents are new to the area having owned and/or managed properties 

for 2 years or less. 
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Just over half of the landlords, 53% (102/193), said they were a member of a recognised 

landlord association. Of the 102 who responded, 20 respondents were members of the 

Leeds Rental Standard or 10% of all landlords. In respect of the agents who manage 

properties in Harehills, 62% (13/21) said they were a member of a recognised association 

with most being members of the Residential Landlords Association but none were members 

of the Leeds Rental Standard.  

A mandatory condition of any selective licensing scheme is the requirement for references to 

be obtained as part of any new let. The vast majority of landlords (84%) who rent their own 

property and managing agents who manage properties in Harehills (86%) said they already 

ask for references. 

When asked what landlords perceive to be some of the main issues in Harehills, the top 3 

were environmental issues (70%); tenants not being able to pay the bills (65%) and 

crime/ASB (64%). For managing agents, the top 3 were empty homes (75%); crime/ASB 

(75%) and accessing services (67%) such as schools; GP surgeries; Council services etc.  

Table one shows the responses for both landlords and managing agents. 

Issue affecting the area Response from 
landlords (%) 

Response from managing 
agents in Leeds only (%) 

Poor housing conditions 60.5 33.3 

Empty homes 51.9 75 

High turnover of tenants 61.1 62.5 

High level of unemployment 62.6 48.1 

People not being able to pay the rent 65.1 53.3 

Problems accessing services 59.2 66.7 

Environmental Issues 69.8 60 

Crime/ASB 63.6 75 

Poor perception of private landlords 61.6 52.9 

Don’t know 35.1 33.3 

 

In terms of issues the sector has faced in the area in the last 12 months, landlords identified 

rent arrears (72%); problems evicting tenants (55%) and tenants not looking after their 

property (45%) as the top three issues. For managing agents, rent arrears (89%) was the 

main issue with problems evicting tenants (58%) and problems with waste (47%) making up 

the top three issues for them.  

Table Two shows the responses from both landlords and agents for the issues the sector 

has faced in the last 12 months. 

 
Issue affecting the area 

Response from 
landlords (%) 

Response from 
managing agents 
in Leeds only (%) 

Difficulty finding new tenants 17.16 15.79 

Difficulty for obtaining a reference for new tenants 33.58 26.32 

Tenants in rent arrears 71.64 89.47 

Problems evicting tenants  55.22 57.89 

Problems with neighbouring properties 29.1 21.05 

Your tenants causing ASB 14.18 10.53 

Your tenants not looking after their property 44.78 36.84 

Your tenants suffering poor health 14.18 26.32 

Problems with waste 34.33 47.37 
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In relation to the area proposed for selective licensing, there is over whelming feedback that 

the sector does not agree with the proposed area; 93% of landlords and 100% of managing 

agents who own and rent in Leeds and manage property in Harehills do not agree with the 

area proposed for selective licensing.  

In addition, the vast majority of both landlords and agents disagree that selective licensing 

will improve the environment; reduce ASB; improve the quality of accommodation; tackle 

poor landlords or help good landlords in the area.  

Table Three shows the responses received.  

 
Statement 

Response from landlords (%) Response from managing 
agents (%) 

Agree Neither Disagree Agree Neither Disagree 

Selective licensing will help 
improve the environment 

3.6 7.9 88.5 0 9.5 90.5 

Selective licensing will help 
reduce ASB 

2 4.2 93.7 0 4.8 95.2 

Selective licensing will help 
improve the condition 
accommodation 

5.7 10.9 83.3 14.3 19 66.7 

Selective .licensing will 
allow the Council to tackle 
poor landlords in the area 

12 15.2 72.8 9.5 28.6 61.9 

Selective licensing will help 
good landlords in the area 

3.1 10 86.8 4.8 23.8 71.4 

 

Most landlords and manging agents did not agree with the proposal to offer a discount of 

£150 per licence with 97% of landlords disagreeing and 95% of managing agents 

disagreeing 

Most landlords and agents do not agree with the proposed conditions should selective 

licensing be introduced. 89% of landlords and 85% of managing agents strongly 

disagree/disagree with the proposed conditions. The remaining landlords and agents were 

neither in favour nor against. 

Overall, the sector is strongly against the proposal for selective licensing in Harehills. 93% of 

landlords strongly disagree/disagree with the proposal compared to only 4% who are in 

favour of it. Agents are similarly against the proposal, 90% strongly disagree/disagree.  

Resident and Stakeholders Feedback 

In total, 904 responses were received from residents and stakeholders. 612 responses were 

made on paper questionnaires (mostly from face to face surveys) and 292 responses were 

made using the electronic questionnaire on the authority’s website. Of the 904 responses, 

544 (60%) indicated they were residents of Harehills with 273 (30%) indicating they were 

private rented tenants living in the area.  

Appendices 8 and 9 provides detailed information on the responses received from residents 

and stakeholders. 

Of all respondents to the questionnaire, the largest single group was private rented tenants 

(37%) followed by public sector tenants (23%) and owner occupiers (19%). The remaining 

respondents (21%) were from local businesses; representatives of organisations having an 

interest in the area; visitors to the area and others.  
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The responses from those who indicated they lived in the area varied from the overall 

responses with 50% of respondents being private rented tenants; 21% being owner 

occupiers and 20% public sector tenants.  

The way in which residents from the different tenure types responded varied. Owner 

occupiers tended to have accessed the online questionnaire whilst most tenants (from both 

the private and social sector) had their say via paper questionnaires. 

Over a third (37%) of all respondents have lived in the area for longer than 10 years. Most 

respondents indicated that they intended to stay in the area for the next 5 years with around 

70% of all respondents indicating this was their intention regardless of their tenure type. 

For those living in the private rented sector, 43% had lived in the area for 2 years with 60% 

living in their current home for 2 years or less. Just under a third (30%) had lived in the area 

for more than 5 years but only half of those (16%) still lived in the same home. 

When asked what the main issues they felt were affecting Harehills, the overall response 

from all respondents showed the top three were environmental issues (68%); crime/ASB 

(67%) and poor housing (66%). The response from Harehills residents only was very similar 

but their order had crime/ASB (64%); environmental issues (63%) and poor housing (60%) 

as their top three. For those indicating that they were private rented tenants living in the 

area, the top three issues were poor housing conditions and crime/ASB (both 56%) and 

environmental issues (52%)  

Table Four shows the overall responses for all residents and stakeholders; for Harehills 

residents only and for PRS tenants living in Harehills. 

 
Issue affecting the area 

Response from 
all residents & 

stakeholders etc 
(%) 

Response from 
Harehills 

residents only 
(%) 

Response from 
PRS Harehills 
tenants only 

(%) 

Poor housing conditions 66.17 59.85 55.98 

Empty homes 19.56 16.86 15.06 

High turnover of tenants 43.27 42.42 25.87 

High level of unemployment 49.25 43.75 36.68 

People not being able to pay the bills 34.87 30.49 31.66 

Problems assessing services 24.74 23.48 22.01 

Ill health 30.15 24.62 20.46 

Environmental issues 67.66 63.45 52.12 

Crime/ASB 66.97 64.02 55.98 

Poor perception of private landlords 37.97 35.42 32.05 

Don’t know 9.09 10.61 13.90 

 

Over 54% (54.18%) of all respondents indicated they had experienced at least one of the 

issues above. This figure increased to nearly 70% for Harehills residents (69.29%) and 

nearly 65% (63.36%) for private rented tenants living in Harehills. 

Two thirds of all respondents (62%) and those who lived in the area (62%) indicated they 

had been a victim of or had witnessed ASB in Harehills. Of those who indicated they had 

witnessed ASB, around a third of all respondents and those living in the area stated that it 

was as a result of individuals who they believed to live in privately rented properties. For 

those resident in the private rented sector, half (50%) had witnessed or been a victim of ASB 

whereas 43% had not been a victim or a witness. Of those exposed to ASB, 21% stated that 
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the ASB was due to privately rented tenants. 11% said their experience was not from 

tenants of this tenure.  

In relation to poor housing conditions in the private rental market, around 60% of all 

respondents had experience of such conditions compared to 40% who had no experience.  

The vast majority of residents and stakeholders, as well as Harehills residents and private 

rented sector tenants living in the area, believed that landlords should maintain a safe home 

for people to live in; ensure the outside of the home is in a good condition and address crime 

and ASB if it is their tenants who are responsible.  

Table Five shows the responses received. 

 Response from all 
Residents/stakeholders 

etc (%) 

Response from 
Harehills residents only 

(%) 

Response from PRS 
tenants only (%) 

Statement Agree Neither Disagree Agree Neither Disagree Agree Neither Disagree 

Landlords 
and agents 
should be 
responsible 
for 
maintaining 
their 
properties 
in a safe 
condition 

95.3 3.9 0.7 93.8 4.9 1.2 92.7 5.9 1.4 

Landlords 
should be 
responsible 
for 
maintaining 
the outside 
of their 
properties 
in good 
condition 

85.3 9.1 5.6 82.3 10 7.7 75.7 15.4 8.8 

Landlords 
and agents 
should be 
responsible 
for taking 
action 
against 
tenants 
who cause 
ASB 

84.5 8.7 6.8 79.9 11.7 8.4 73 17 9.9 

 

When asked if, as a private tenant, their home was of a good standard, more responses 

were received than those who had initially indicated that they were responding as a private 

rented tenant. Analysis of the responses however of those who indicated they were 

residents of this tenure and living in Harehills showed that whilst 60% indicated they lived in 

good housing conditions, nearly 40% did not think they were living in a good standard home. 
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Similarly, when asked as private rented tenants if all landlords took action to address ASB, 

more respondents answered than had indicated at the start that they were living in this 

sector. Of those private tenants who indicated they were living in Harehills, a quarter (26%) 

had experience of their landlord taking action in relation to ASB; just under a quarter (23%) 

had no experience of their landlord addressing ASB and half (50%) did not know if their 

landlord took such action. 

82% of all respondents agreed with the proposed area for selective licensing. For Harehills 

residents this was 78% and those living the PRS 73%. 

When asked whether, as a private tenant, they would be prepared to pay an increase in rent 

if selective licensing was introduced, more responses were received than those who had 

initially indicated they were living in this tenure. Whilst the majority of all responses and 

Harehills residents indicated that they were willing to pay an increase in rent, this is not a 

true reflection of those who actually live in the private rented sector as all those who 

responded would not be liable based on their current tenure.     

Of those living in privately rented properties who responded (255 in total) to say whether 

they were willing to pay increased rent 57% (144 respondents) indicated that they were not 

prepared to pay more rent. However, 44% (111 respondents) were willing to pay an increase 

in their rent if the proposal was approved. Of those willing to pay an increased rent, most 

(57% or 63 respondents) were willing to pay up to £2 per week extra whilst 22% (24 

respondents) were willing to pay £3 to £5 per week and the same number £5 or more per 

week if selective licensing was introduced. 

There was a majority in favour of the proposal to introduce selective licensing in Harehills 

from the residents and stakeholders. Overall, 84% strongly agreed or agreed with the 

proposal compared to 11% who strongly disagreed or disagreed. This compares to residents 

only who were 81% in favour compared to 14% against. For private rented tenants living in 

Harehills who responded to the survey, 78% strongly agreed or agreed compared to 17% 

who strongly disagreed or disagreed with the proposal for Harehills. 

There was a greater difference between the paper returns and those who completed the 

electronic questionnaire. Those completing the paper questionnaire were 90% in favour and 

2.7% against the proposal compared to 71% and 27% respectively.  

CONSULTATION – GENERAL FEEDBACK 

As well as the responses to the questionnaires, direct feedback was also received as a 

result of the social media campaign and the drop-in events; via emails and telephone calls to 

the project team and elected members; from meetings and via written representations.  A 

summary of the feedback is set out below.  

Written Representations  

Landlord representatives; the Say No campaign and individual responses from the sector 

tended to be against the introduction of selective licensing in the area, although this was not 

always the case.  

The Residential Landlord Association; the Say No campaign and individual representations 

from the sector put the case against selective licensing. This was based on: 

 It is not required – the evidence did not warrant the introduction of selective licensing in the 

area; 

 The Council needs to use its existing powers or have better ways of working in the area; 
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 The cost of the fee being prohibitive and affecting the sector as a whole, particularly when 

coupled with other concerns such as the changes to managing agent fees and the change 

in the tax regime;  

 It being a tenants tax – it will impact tenants as rents will increase; 

 An increased level of homelessness due to landlords choosing to leave the market; 

 Increased number of empty homes due to landlords evicting tenants and choosing to leave 

their properties empty; 

 Concerns relating to the social housing sector  - the conditions of properties and the 

management of tenancies; 

 The potential for Brexit to adversely affect the rental market in the area due to the large 

numbers of EU residents currently living in Harehills.  

 It will lead to a negative perception of the area and will affect investment    

Individual representations from landlords were also received either as a formal response or 

as individual emails and enquiries. In general they raised the same issues as those 

highlighted above.  

17 emails (17 emails in total received from LLs containing the Say No campaign text. 16 

were for both areas & 1 tailored for Beeston only) containing some or all of the standard Say 

No campaign text were received from landlords, either directly and/or via an elected 

member.  2 emails were received from residents using the Say No campaign’s standard 

letter for residents.  

Not all landlord associations however were against the introduction of selective licensing in 

the area. The National Landlords Association and Unipol were in favour of the proposal, with 

caveats to ensure its success. Whilst supporting the proposal they suggested that there be 

quick wins and that the Council works with landlords as part of the implementation of any 

scheme. 

Written representations were received from a number of organisations and individuals also in 

support of the proposal. These included: 

 Voice of Involved Tenants Across Leeds 

 Inner East Housing Advisory Panel  

 Leeds Strategic Migration Board 

 National Landlord’s Association 

 Unipol 

 several Harehills residents meeting 
 
These organisations and individuals indicated that they believe the proposal would benefit 

the area as they recognise the issues in the area. They also recognise the need for action to 

be taken to address poor housing management and conditions in the private rented sector. 

Appendices 10 and 11 shows all the written responses received as part of the consultation. 

Social Media  

As part of the consultation, the Council posted information on its corporate Facebook page 

as well as on pages that specifically targeted the area.  

The analytics below, which have been taken directly from the corporate Leeds City Council 

Facebook account, show the impact the Facebook campaign had during the consultation 

period:  
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 Reach of selective licensing posts during the consultation - 126,824 

Reach is measured by how many times a post appears in a user’s newsfeed. 

 

 Reactions to posted content - 1196 

Reactions such as ‘like’, ‘love’ and ‘angry’ measure interaction with posts. 

 

 Comments - 1,191 

Comments on a post, discussions/ debate and queries.  All queries were responded to 

promptly by the Digital Access and the Private Rented Housing teams. 

 

 Clicks - 17,707 

Clicks are measured by people clicking into a post to fully read it. 

 

 Shares - 287 

Where a post was shared by a user to their own Facebook page. 

 

Appendix 12 contains all the comments received by the Council’s corporate Facebook 

account in relation to the consultation. 

In addition to Facebook, Twitter was also used as part of the social media campaign. 

Unfortunately it was not possible to capture all the tweets as not all were within the remit of 

the Council’s feeds.  

Three Leeds City Council Housing Twitter accounts were used to promote the consultation 

and the drop in sessions;   

 Housing Leeds, which has 3204 followers 

 Private Rented Housing, which has 1767 followers 

 Leeds Housing Options which has 1450 followers 

During August, the selective licensing campaign was Housing Leeds’s top tweet with 4,353 

impressions.  Again in September, it was the top tweet with 2,084 impressions 

Other Twitter accounts belonging to local partners also promoted the consultation, for 

example the local community hubs and South Leeds Life. 

Drop-in Sessions   

As detailed above three main drop in events (which were open to all interested parties) were 

organised in the area as part of the local consultation. In total, 159 individuals signed in at 

the three events. Unfortunately not everyone wished to sign in and a number of individuals 

attended more than one event so this is not a true reflection of the level of attendance.  

At each event, people were able to provide their comments. Proformas were available at all 

sessions for individuals to complete and provide feedback or for Council officers to complete 

on behalf of individuals. As with the other consultation feedback, the landlords were 

generally opposed to the proposal whilst residents were for the introduction of selective 

licensing in the area.  

In total 72 proformas were completed at the drop in events of which 55 were generally 

opposed to the proposal and 6 for. This is typical of the large number of landlords who 

attended the sessions. The remainder were either undecided or had used the forms to 

convey information. 
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There were a number of residents who attended the drop in events who told Council officers 

that they had been instructed by their landlord or agent to attend and to say that they oppose 

selective licensing as their rent would increase or they would be made homeless if it was 

introduced.  

Representatives of the Say No campaign attended all the drop in sessions and canvased the 

opinion of those attending. 

Direct consultation 

As part of the consultation process, officers from the project team also consulted directly with 

partners via the various local meetings and network groups for Harehills and via city wide 

forums. This included attendance at landlord forums; community groups and various Council 

boards such as the Strategic Housing Panel.  

Appendices 3 and13 has a full list of the meetings attended by the Council in relation to the 

consultation for selective licensing. 

In addition to the above, due to the diverse population in the area and some communities 

being hard to reach, a community worker was directly engaged to help complete 

questionnaires and to provide the Council with a summary of the feedback from all 

communities on their perception of the area. This feedback showed that different 

communities had different issues - the East European community had concerns around the 

condition of their homes and a feeling of vulnerability in relation to addressing concerns with 

their landlord while other communities had concerns in relation to crime and antisocial 

behaviour and the need to address both not just by landlords but the Council, the Police and 

partners. 

Appendix 9 contains a copy of the summary provided by the community worker. 

COUNCIL CONSIDERATION AND RESPONSE TO FEEDBACK 

Appendix 14 contains the details of the main themes of feedback from the landlords and 

agents feedback from the consultation, together with the Councils consideration and 

response to these.  

Appendix 15 contains the details of the main themes of feedback from the residents’ 

feedback from the consultation, together with the Councils consideration and response to 

these. 

This detailed feedback has been provided to those who responded to the consultation at the 

time this business case has been published.  

RISKS TO SELECTIVE LICENSING 

Any selective licensing scheme has risks if introduced. The risks include the following -  

 A potential increase in homelessness as landlords choose to evict tenants to avoid having 

to licence a property. 

 Increased rents for tenants as landlords pass on the cost of a licence. 

 Landlords withdraw from the market and move to other areas of the city or to other local 

authority areas. 

 Landlords choose to leave properties empty. 

 Financial concerns around the introduction of Universal Credit; loss of mortgage tax relief; 

increased costs due to higher insurance premiums and borrowing costs and also the loss 

of borrowing as some lenders choose not to lend in the area. 
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 The dispersal of issues to adjoining or other areas of the city. 

 A lack of cooperation by the sector leading to increased enforcement and not able to 

deliver within the planned 5 year period.  

The Risk Assessment has identified a number of potential risks to the scheme. The 

comprehensive assessment and actions to address the risks is contained in Appendix 16. 

POTENTIAL DISPLACEMENT FROM HAREHILLS INTO OTHER AREAS 

There is always the potential for any landlord or tenant to move from one area to another. 

This already occurs and will continue to occur regardless of whether selective licensing is 

introduced or not. Selective licensing can increase the likelihood of displacement occurring 

as it highlights an area and as a result resources are directed to the area to address issues 

such as poor housing conditions and management; crime; ASB; environmental issues etc. 

This can lead to both landlords and tenants moving and potentially taking the issues to 

locations outside of any area designated for selective licensing. 

Feedback from the landlords consulted indicates that some are prepared to sell their 

properties in the area and move to other areas. One respondent indicated that when 

selective licensing was proposed and subsequently introduced in the Cross Green/East End 

Park area of Leeds in 2009, they sold up and moved to another part of the city. Other 

landlords have stated their intention to sell and move, not necessarily just within Leeds but to 

other parts of West Yorkshire and further afield. Obviously, at this stage we do not know 

what will happen but we should acknowledge the initial perception of landlords in the area.   

Similarly, there are concerns amongst tenants that if selective licensing was introduced and, 

as a consequence, rents increase - as has been indicated by the landlords - they may need 

to move from the area due to unaffordable rents. This may mean they would miss out on 

improved standards of homes and the support which would be offered as part of the 

package of initiatives.   

If displacement was to occur in the city then traditionally it would be moving within similar 

rental markets. Generally this means Cross Green, Holbeck or Beeston. The Council is 

delivering the Leeds Neighbourhood Approach in Holbeck; working systematically across the 

area, in conjunction with the sector, key partners and stakeholders, to help improve 

neighbourhoods from a housing standards perspective as well as environmental and living 

conditions. Beeston is subject to a similar proposal for selective licensing and, if approved, 

would be a tool to help manage any displacement from Harehills.  

There are other rental markets in the city, predominantly in the inner south and west that 

may be affected by displacement from Harehills. This would need to be monitored, to 

determine if there are any issues as a result, and subsequently managed. Any displacement 

at all would need to be identified and appropriately managed as part of any selective 

licensing delivery approach.  

The proposed scheme area in Harehills has natural boundaries which mean that 

displacement into local neighbourhoods is likely to be minimised;  

 To the south east is York Road. The housing market immediately across York Road is 

different with significant social housing;   

 To the north east, in Gipton, there is also significant social housing which provides a 

different rental market;  

 To the south west there is social housing; St James’s Hospital and other commercial sites 

and one of the gateways into the city centre;  
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 To the North West, beyond Easterly Road, is a significant private market with privately 

rented properties. This market is slightly different due to the size of the properties 

compared to those in Harehills but it does provide the potential for displacement 

immediately adjacent to the area proposed for selective licensing. 

Overall the geography is likely to limit any displacement locally. It is more likely that any 

displacement would occur into similar markets elsewhere in the city. 

LICENCE FEES 

As part of the scheme, all eligible owners will be required to obtain a licence. The cost of the 
licence is based on the cost of administering the licensing process and the enforcement of 
the scheme. The licence fee has to be split into 2 parts based on the above. The overall cost 
of the licence will be £825 per property. This is split into £425 for the administration and 
£400 for the enforcement. It is proposed to offer a £150 discount to all Leeds Rental 
Standard members provided they are members of the scheme at the date they make their 
licence application (as is currently offered to landlords who apply for Mandatory HMO 
Licensing). The £150 discount will apply to the second part of the licence fee as it is based 
on the assumption that, as members, the time taken to inspect and ensure compliance will 
be less than a non-member. Appendix 17 shows the licence fee calculation 

LICENCE CONDITIONS 

As part of the approved scheme any licence will have conditions attached by which the 

licence holder will be liable to ensure compliance in all of their licenced properties. The 

condition were subject to consultation as part of the overall process. The conditions related 

to the management of the property only. The licence conditions for the scheme will be as 

follows: 

Licence Conditions for Selective Licensing in Harehills 

Part 3 of the Housing act 2004 allows the Council to apply conditions in relation to privately rented 

properties. This conditions must be in relation to the management of the property. Any breach of the 

conditions could lead to a licence holder being subject to legal proceedings with the potential for 

prosecution or a Civil Penalty up to £30k per breach. 

 

During the consultation the Council consulted on draft conditions, which will now be adopted as part of 

the licence provisions under the designation of the area. These are set out below:  

 

Conditions for Selective Licensing in Harehills 

Leeds City Council (‘the Council’), being the Local Housing Authority, attaches the following 

conditions to the house subject to selective licensing by virtue of the provisions of Section 90 

of the Housing Act 2004.  

The licence holder and (if appropriate) a person on whom restrictions or obligations 

under a licence are imposed, is required:   

Gas  

To ensure that all gas installations and appliances are in a gas safe condition and that an 

annual gas safety check is carried out by a Gas Safe registered engineer.  

To produce to the Council on demand for inspection, a copy of the gas safety certificate 

obtained in respect of the house within the last 12 months.   
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To provide a copy of the current gas safety certificate to all tenants/occupiers at the beginning 

of their tenancy/occupancy and to keep a written record that this has been provided.    

Electrical Safety  

To keep any electrical appliances that are made available in the house in a safe condition and 

to supply to the Council, on demand, a declaration as to the safety of such appliances.    

Smoke Alarms  

To ensure that a smoke alarm is installed on each storey of the house on which there is a 

room used wholly or partly as living accommodation and to keep each alarm in proper working 

order  

To supply to the Council, on demand, a declaration as to the condition and positioning of any 

smoke alarm.  

Carbon Monoxide (CO) Alarms  

To ensure that a CO alarm is installed in any room that is used wholly or partly as living 

accommodation and contains a solid fuel burning combustion appliance and to keep any CO 

alarm in proper working order.  

To supply to the Council, on demand, a declaration as to the condition and positioning of any 

CO alarm.  

Furniture and furnishings  

To keep any furniture that is made available in the house in a safe condition and to supply to 

the Council, on demand, a declaration as to the safety of such furniture.  

Antisocial Behaviour  

To take all reasonable and practicable steps to prevent or reduce antisocial behaviour (ASB) 

by persons occupying or visiting the house, including, but not exclusively -   

i. To put in place a written procedure that indicates how complaints relating to 

ASB will be dealt with. A copy of the procedure shall be supplied to the occupier(s) 

upon the commencement of their tenancy and to the Council on demand. 

ii. To keep a written record of complaints received relating to ASB. The record 

shall include details of the complaint together with the action taken to resolve the 

matter, and shall be retained for the term of this licence. iii. Where ASB is sustained, 

regular or more than one occurrence (even if months apart), the licence holder shall 

take all reasonable and practicable steps to ensure it is effectively dealt with, up to and 

including eviction. 

Management of the Property  

To ensure that the internal structure of the house and every window and other means of 

ventilation is maintained in good repair and that any fixtures and fittings and appliances made 

available are maintained in good repair and working order.    

To ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, that the exterior of the property (including any 

boundary walls, gates and yards) is maintained in reasonable decorative order and in a good 

state of repair; that the exterior is free from graffiti and fly posters; and that gardens are 

maintained in a reasonably clean and tidy condition.  
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Household Waste  

To ensure that the house has suitable and sufficient provision for the storage and collection of 

waste arising from the household occupying the property, including the correct type and 

number of waste bins.  

To ensure that all waste collected from the premises complies with the Council’s Waste Policy 

for the collection of waste from domestic premises  

Tenancy Management  

To supply to all the occupiers of the house, within 7 days of the commencement of any new 

tenancy, a written statement of the terms on which they occupy the property and to keep a 

written record that this has been supplied.    

To obtain a reference for each person who wishes to live in the house as their main home. 

References shall be obtained before entering into any new tenancy, licence or other form of 

agreement to occupy the house and shall be retained for the term of this licence.   

To supply to the Council on demand any references obtained for any tenancy for the term of 

the licence.  

To supply to the Council, on demand, details of all occupiers of the house. 

Where a tenancy is terminated during the term of the licence, to ensure the correct process is 

followed and to supply to the Council, on demand, a copy of all relevant documentation to 

demonstrate that the correct process has been followed.   

To ensure that they give the tenant/occupier at least 24 hours’ written notice of their intention 

to enter the house and specify the reason(s) entry is required. The exception to this is when it 

would not be reasonable to give such notice and access is urgent, for example in an 

emergency.  

Licence  

To notify the Council, within 14 days, of any material change in circumstances that may affect 

the validity and/or terms of the licence, including:  

• A change of address 

• A change of manager, management arrangements or property ownership 

• Any change in the licence holder’s and/or (if appropriate) a person on whom 

 restrictions or obligations under the licence are imposed, or any associate’s 

 circumstances that may affect their status as a fit and proper person under the Housing 

 Act 2004 

• Any proposed changes to the house, including its layout that would affect the licence 

 or licence conditions 

MONITORING OF THE SCHEME 

We will monitor and review the scheme during its lifetime. This will allow us to ensure that 

we are achieving the outcomes hoped for; make any ongoing necessary adjustments and be 

as flexible as possible to help ensure the scheme’s success.  

The aim is that all licensed properties in the area will be visited during the life of the scheme. 

This is based on the assumption that 75% of licensed properties in the area are compliant; 

15% will require informal intervention and 10% will require formal intervention. 
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Representatives of the sector have indicated in their discussions and submissions that the 

sector is compliant and that, as such there is no need for the scheme to be introduced.  

However, should these assumptions prove to be incorrect and it is found that there is less 

compliance in the sector than anticipated once monitoring starts, it may not be possible to 

inspect all properties during the life of the scheme. This would require further discussion and 

decisions on how best to address this including the potential for looking at a further business 

case to extend the scheme after the initial 5 years. This option is recognised by the 

Government as potentially necessary in order to ensure delivery of the intended outcomes.  

The private rented sector in the area - the landlords and managing agents - will have a major 

role to play in determining how the scheme will run over its life. The greater the level of 

cooperation and compliance with the legislation, the less enforcement and formal actions will 

be required and the better the outcome for all. If the sector is not cooperative or compliant, 

the scheme may need to have a more robust enforcement approach. This may then require 

a review of the way the scheme operates and the way it targets its resources as well as 

assessing the time taken to address issues in the area. 

As part of the monitoring process the Council will look at publishing an annual summary on 

the progress of the scheme against the criteria used to monitor it.  

The aim of the scheme is a reduction of problems with housing in the area that contribute to 

the high levels of deprivation in the area; the scheme is one measure as part of wider 

strategy to improve housing conditions in the area and to help improve the area and the lives 

of people living in it.  

To monitor the progress made by selective licensing, the Council will monitor a range of out 

outcomes over the life time of the scheme. 

As part of the monitoring annual feedback will published and will included  

 The number of applications received and licences issued; 

 The fee income generated and the spend; 

 The number of inspections undertaken under Part 3 of the Housing Act 2004, i.e.  those 

carried out in relation to selective licensing; 

 The number of properties found to be fully compliant, those requiring informal action and 

those requiring formal action; 

 The number of visits undertaken under Part 1 of the Housing Act 2004, i.e. those that fail to 

meet the minimum legal requirement; 

 The number of properties that require intervention (informal and formal) under Part 1 of the 

Housing Act 2004; 

 The number of legal notices served on properties under the various legal options available 

to officers;  

 The number of properties improved 

 The number of formal actions undertaken (civil penalties; prosecutions; cautions; work in 

default etc.); 

 The number and type of referrals to other partners to support landlords and residents in the 

area. 

 Other activities (where available and appropriate) including actions taken to address 

environmental issues, ASB, crime etc. 

At the end of the scheme it is proposed to consider wider issues based on the IMD criteria to 

determine the success of the scheme such as  
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 Property data (the level of empty homes; property prices; turnover in the market etc.);  

 IMD indexes (deprivation; ASB; crime; income, employment etc.) although these will tend 

to be longer term indicators of the scheme’s outcome. 

As part of the monitoring, other similar areas will be used as a benchmark to try and 

determine the effects of the scheme in the area, both positive and negative. This will help to 

inform the monitoring and review of the scheme and the progress made during its life. 

DELIVERY OF AN APPROVED SELECTIVE LICENSING SCHEME IN HAREHILLS 

The Government guidance states that any scheme designated under the high deprivation 

criteria should address issues of housing associated with deprivation, including management 

of properties. The outcome of any designation should be a reduction in the problems with 

housing in the private rented sector contributing to the high levels of deprivation. 

The primary aim of the scheme will be to improve the housing conditions in the area. It is 

estimated that 4500/58% of the properties in the area are within the private rented sector. 

The intention will be to visit all the properties at least once over the term of the scheme. This 

is based on the assumption that a significant number (approximately 70%) of the properties 

and owners will be compliant and 10% will require formal actions. The remainder will 

hopefully be dealt with informally with owners improving their properties via informal action. 

In discussions with representatives of the sector, it was indicated that significant parts of the 

rental market in the area are compliant and therefore part of their opposition to the proposal 

is that selective licensing is not required. However, if this proves not to be the case, 

inspecting all properties in the 5 year term may not be feasible. This would require either the 

consideration of an alternative inspection regime or, depending on the evidence, 

consideration being given to re-designating the area beyond the initial 5 years. The 

Government guidance recognises that, in some cases, this may be required due to the scale 

of the issues in an area. 

Owners who fail to apply for a licence or comply with licence conditions could be liable to 

prosecution or a civil penalty. For those who persistently fail to comply with the 

requirements, the Council could apply for a Banning Order against the owner subject to 

numerous successful legal actions having already been taken against the owner. 

Crossing the threshold of each privately rented property is a key to improving the area. This 

is not just to ensure improvements to the housing stock within the area but also to the lives 

of the occupiers and for the community as a whole. To achieve this, a number of initiatives 

ways will be introduced to support improvements. 

Selective Licensing Licence Conditions  

The scheme itself is aimed at improving the management of the stock which will provide 

benefits for both the occupiers and the community at large.  The licence conditions (see 

Appendix 18) cover the safety of properties for the occupier, namely gas; electrical and fire 

safety as well as the provision of safe furniture. A licence holder would also be expected to 

maintain and repair the property so it is kept in good order and suitable for occupation. 

Together this will contribute to the property being a safe home for people to live in but also 

that it is in such a condition as not to blight the area. 

The licence conditions also provide for the proper management of the properties by 

landlords which provides benefits to the community as a whole as well as tenants. The 

licence holder would be expected to ensure that their tenants behaved appropriately and 

were not causing ASB; to ensure the property was well maintained and well-kept so it was 
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not causing a blight to the community and to ensure that waste is managed and collected 

from the property.  

All of this will help improve the management of the largest tenure in the area as landlords will 

have to comply, with appropriate support, with the licence conditions as part the 

management of their properties. 

Improvements to the Housing Stock 

Selective licensing addresses management issues and not the physical condition of 

properties. To improve the housing stock, a number of complimentary initiatives will also be 

introduced. 

In Leeds, a landlord has the ability to become a member of the Leeds Rental Standard 

(LRS), a scheme jointly run by the NLA, RLA and Unipol that is supported by the Council.  

The LRS is a form of voluntary self-regulation that establishes an overarching minimum 

standard for privately rented accommodation across the city and provides landlords with the 

ability to self-regulate as to how they manage their houses and run their business. It also 

offers benefits such as access to the city’s waste facilities and parking permits outside their 

property. The scheme also provides a helpline for assistance to resolve problems.  

To become a member of the LRS, landlords are firstly required to be a member of one of 

three recognised accreditation schemes. Accreditation recognises housing suppliers who 

provide a quality service and who have demonstrated skills in property and tenancy 

management.   

Membership of LRS provides an accredited landlord with access to education (including 

training courses); advice; a legal helpline and landlord meetings to help improve their 

understanding of the housing market and their business. It also provides a system for 

dealing with any initial complaints.  Only if there is an unwillingness to deal with the 

complaint and complete any works required would the Council become involved 

The Council recognises the importance of the LRS approach and fully endorses it. As part of 

selective licensing, the Council will continue to actively promote membership of the LRS and 

the role that landlord associations can and do play in helping landlords to improve 

their businesses; meet standards and ensure they provide good standards of 

accommodation. 

In recognition of the importance of the scheme and acknowledging the fact that members 

should require less intervention by the Council, a £150 discount on the licence fee, per 

property, is proposed.   

The aim is that all private rented properties will be inspected as part of the scheme and this 

will also help identify those properties which do not comply with property conditions under 

Part 1 of the Housing Act 2004. Whilst selective licensing and the income generated from 

the licence fee cannot be used to support action under Part 1 of the Act, officers crossing the 

threshold will be gathering intelligence to support other actions and initiatives. The Council 

has a duty under Part 1 of the Act and any property identified as failing to meet the legal 

minimum will be subject to action as per the Council’s Enforcement Policy. All Houses in 

Multiple Occupation (HMO) are subject to legislation covering their management whether 

mandatory licensed or not. All such properties in the area will be targeted to ensure they 

comply with all relevant legislation. 
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Property standards are an issue of concern as recent research undertaken by the CIH/CIEH 

into selective licensing in 20 authorities identified that 69 to 84% of properties in an approved 

area required works to bring them up to the legal minimum standard, with a significant level 

of hazards identified. This means the resources available to undertake the inspection work 

will need to be kept under review as well as the proposal to inspect all properties in the 5 

years as mentioned above. 

The Rogue Landlord Unit (the Unit) works in partnership with other agencies to target 

criminal activity involving the sector. Criminals use privately rented property from which to 

run their activity and to launder money. Working in partnership with the Police; the Home 

Office Immigration;  HMRC; commercial licensing; DWP; Highways Agency etc. the Unit 

proactively targets criminal landlords and their facilitators, i.e. those who offer services to 

support their activity. This activity will be targeted to support the enforcement of standards in 

the area and criminal activity in the area linked to the private rented sector. The intelligence 

gathered by the scheme and officers working in the scheme will allow better targeted 

enforcement, a better understanding of the area and better disruption of the criminal activity 

in the area. 

Mandatory licensed Houses in Multiple Occupation will not require a licence under the 

selective licensing scheme as they are already covered by Part 2 of the Housing Act 2004. 

All licensed HMO’s will be visited in the first 12 months of any approved scheme to ensure 

they are fully compliant, well managed and of the required standard. Any property which is 

not will be dealt with as per the Council’s Enforcement Policy. 

Empty homes can be a blight on a community. Whilst at present the level of empty homes in 

the area is not significant, the feedback from owners during the consultation is that they may 

sell and leave the area thus increasing the level of empty homes. The Council has a robust 

Empty Homes Strategy with a history of success. If there is an increase of empty homes in 

the area, the Empty Homes team will proactively target the area to address all long term 

empty homes hopefully working with owners - in partnership with the Empty Homes Doctor - 

to remedy void homes and return them back into occupation. Where owners do not wish to 

bring their homes back into occupation, the team will use its legal powers (including 

compulsory purchase) to bring homes back into use. Partners in the Community Led 

Housing Sector have expressed an interest in purchasing homes if they are available. The 

market will also purchase empty homes which, together with the above, will help to mitigate 

any issues which may arise if owners decide to leave the area. 

It is accepted that, as a result of the introduction of selective licensing into the area, there 

may be an increase in homelessness. Under the Homelessness Prevention Act 2018, a 

person is homeless if the accommodation they are occupying is unreasonable to occupy 

because of the standard of accommodation and/or poor standards of housing management. 

With the aim of inspecting every privately rented property during the term of the scheme it is 

expected that families and individuals will be found to be living in unreasonable conditions. 

Selective licensing will allow property conditions to be addressed but will also enable the 

tenant to be supported to find better accommodation when necessary. This will also 

empower the tenant and assist them to understand their right to a reasonable standard of 

accommodation in the PRS. The service has access to dedicated tenancy support workers 

and any tenants / individuals identified as vulnerable or in need of assistance can be directly 

supported. 

The Council recognises that it has significant stock, with 1136 properties, in the area and 

has a role to play in contributing to improvements. As part of the introduction of the scheme, 

resources will be realigned to provide more intensive management of its existing tenants and 
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stock. This help ensure that tenants are provided with full support to meet their needs to 

ensure that they are managed to reduce any crime or ASB associated with their properties 

and that they do not contribute to environmental issues affecting the area. 

As part of the Council’s own capital programme, finances have been made available to 

ensure the Council’s stock in the area is well maintained, improved and meets the minimum 

legal requirements where they are found to be failing. The funding is a combination of 

existing programmed works, new contracts of works or the responsive repairs budget. The 

Council will look to review its existing stock condition data and provide additional funds 

above those already available to ensure that it contributes to an improved area. 

As the aim of the scheme is to visit all licensed PRS properties, officers will be able to 

engage with residents to address their needs. This is a model which has shown success in 

other parts of the city - it allows other resources to be targeted to assist those who wish to be 

helped or take up advice or other service offers.  

The introduction of the scheme will also allow initiatives such as:  

 Working with Employment and Skills to commission services to support residents getting 

into work or further learning. By working in this way, services can be targeted to those in 

need and ensure that service provision meets that need. 

 Working with partners who provide financial help and assistance, such as the Leeds City 

Credit Union, to provide help and advice on debt management and access to bank 

accounts etc. 

 Working with colleagues in waste to support increase recycling by providing additional help 

and advice to residents and landlords with the Waste Doctors helping to support the 

community 

 Working with the Cleaner Neighbourhoods Team be able to action and intervene on 

environmental issues to improve and maintain the area 

 Empowering residents to understand their rights and empowering them to ensure that 

landlords meet their legal duties – this can be done via help and advice as well as 

educational material  

 To work with and engage with the sector to improve understanding of need and to ensure 

that all landlords know what is required to meet the legal minimum requirements 

 Working with Leeds Anti-Social Behaviour Team to generate closer working with private 

landlords in order to tackle anti-social behaviour through early intervention and to provide 

advice and assistance to landlords dealing with tenants who cause anti-social behaviour 

 

CONCLUSION 

The Council has the power under Part 3 of the Housing Act 2004 to consider the option of 
selective licensing as part of an overall strategy to address issues in the private rented 
sector. In February 2018, the Council’s Executive Board considered a proposal to look at this 
option for Harehills linking it to the Strong Economy Compassionate City agenda to address 
inequalities in the city.  

Harehills is strategically important to the Council. As part of the Strong Economy 
Compassionate City agenda, the aim is to ensure that all citizens of Leeds enjoy the benefits 
of living in one of the country’s largest and more prosperous cities. However not everyone 
has benefited from the city’s success. To address this, the Council with partners has 
developed a number of strategies to try and tackle the stubborn inequalities that affect parts 
of the city such as Harehills.   
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Introducing selective licensing has a number of potential benefits for the area. By licensing 
properties, all owners will be identified, allowing better engagement and support for 
landlords. This will help to improve partnership working within the sector; to raise standards 
and help address problems with anti-social behaviour and crime in their properties. In 
addition, officers will have the opportunity to gain access to all privately rented properties 
which will allow tenants to have better engagement and support with and from the Council 
and other agencies. Working in partnership will bring in other services to help with issues 
such as poor health; access to services; financial hardship etc. to meet the needs of tenants. 
This will help to make a difference to individuals as well as the community. Better 
intelligence will also allow targeted action to be taken against those landlords who choose to 
not comply with minimum legal requirements. This will ensure that they provide the required 
standard of accommodation which not only benefits their tenants by improving their safety 
and well-being but also provides an even playing field for the good landlords who are already 
or willing to be compliant. 

Consideration has been given to determining whether there is a business case for selective 
licensing in Harehills based on the legal requirements and government guidance. The 
business case considered the evidence for selective licensing under the criteria of high 
levels of deprivation in the area. The evidence showed that the area under consideration is 
deprived when compared to other areas in Leeds and the city as a whole. All of the area is in 
the lowest 10% of the most deprived areas in England, based on the most recent 2015 IMD. 
This compares to 80% of the area in 2010. In 2015 the area had 3 Lower Super Output 
areas (LSOA) in the lowest 1% in England compared to none in 2010.  Over the last couple 
of decades, the area has seen a significant rise in the private rented sector from the Census 
in 2001 at 20% to a current estimate of 58%. This compares to a city wide average of 
20/22%. 

As part of the development of the business case, all stakeholders and interested parties 
have been invited to have their say on the proposal through the consultation process. The 
Council is required to take reasonable steps to consult with people who are likely to be 
affected by a proposal for selective licensing and to consider any representations made. The 
Government’s guidance states that any consultation for selective licensing has to be for a 
minimum of 10 weeks. The consultation for the proposal for Harehills ran for 13 weeks from 
the 1st August to the 31st October 2018. It involved both local and citywide activities to 
maximise the opportunities for people to have their say.  

The main feedback was via completed questionnaires although written representations both 
for and against were also received. All the feedback has been considered by the Council and 
a full response provided to all the issues raised by both landlords/managing agents and 
residents/stakeholders. A total of 1,126 questionnaires were completed by residents, 
stakeholders, landlords and agents. 904 responses were received from residents and 
stakeholders and 222 from landlords and agents.  

The outcome of the consultation for residents and stakeholders showed that there was a 
high majority in favour of the proposal to introduce selective licensing in Harehills. Overall, 
83.87% strongly agreed or agreed with the proposal compared to 10.57% who strongly 
disagreed or disagreed. This compares to all Harehills residents living in the area who were 
81.48% in favour compared to 13.89% against. For private rented tenants living in Harehills 
who responded to the survey, 78.36% strongly agreed or agreed with the proposal 
compared to 17.17% who strongly disagreed or disagreed. The landlords and managing 
agents were against the proposal for selective licensing in Harehills. 92.7% of landlords 
strongly disagreed or disagreed with the proposal compared to only 3.67% who were in 
favour of it. Agents are similarly against the proposal; 100% strongly disagreed or disagreed 
with it. 

The legal criteria in the legislation and statutory guidance for designating an area for the 
condition of a high level of deprivation are that: 
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 the area contains a high proportion of properties that are in the private rented sector; 

 that the area is suffering from a high level of deprivation affecting a significant number of 
occupiers of the private rented sector;  

 that making the designation will contribute to a reduction of the level of deprivation in the 
area and will improve housing conditions when combined with other measures taken in the 
area; 

 that other alternative measures that could achieve the same as selective licensing have 
been considered; 

 that selective licensing will significantly assist with achieving the objectives of the scheme; 

 that a co-ordinated approach will be taken with other services in the area such as 
homelessness, anti-social behaviour and empty properties; 

 that using selective licensing is consistent with the authority’s overall housing strategy; and 

 that reasonable steps have been taken to consult with people who are likely to be affected 
by the designation and to have considered those representations.  

 

When determining if an area is suffering from a high level of deprivation, the Council may 
have regard to the following factors in relation to the area: the employment status of adults, 
the average income of households, the health of households, the availability and ease of 
access to education, training and other services for households, housing conditions, the 
physical environment, and levels of crime. 

The business case put forward for Harehills contains the evidence to show that all the legal 
criteria in relation to designating an area experiencing a high level of deprivation have been 
met.  The business case contains strong evidence of high levels of deprivation in the area, 
together with the fact that existing strategies have not resulted in an improvement to the 
issues in the area relating to housing and to the condition of the stock.  The business case 
also evidences that the feedback received from the consultation and the views of the 
Residents and Stakeholders and Landlords and Agents has been considered and the 
responses are detailed in Appendix 14 and 15. There have been views both for and against 
the proposed scheme which have been considered.  Landlords are 93% opposed to the 
scheme and Agents 100% opposed.  However this contrast with the residents of Harehills 
who are 81% in favour of the proposal and the residents of Harehills who are living in the 
PRS are 78% in favour.  Considering results, the views of the residents of the area who are 
occupying the PRS being in support of the proposals, together with the strong evidence of 
high levels of deprivation in the area and the evidence that alternative measures have not 
been widely taken up by the sector when considered as a whole, on balance this indicates 
that there is a business case for the designation of Harehills as a selective licensing area.  
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Appendix 1 

 

STREET LIST OF THE AREA IN HAREHILLS TO BE DESIGNATED FOR SELECTIVE LICENSING 
 

Street Name Street Name 

A Back Milan Road 

Anderson Avenue Back Milan Street 

Anderson Mount Back Nice View 

Ashley Avenue Back Nowell Crescent 

Ashley Road Back Nowell Mount 

Ashley Terrace Back Nowell Place 

Ashton Avenue Back Nowell Terrace 

Ashton Court Back Rossall Road 

Ashton Grove Back Ruthven View 

Ashton Mount Back Sandhurst Grove 

Ashton Place Back Sandhurst Place 

Ashton Road Back Sandhurst Road 

Ashton Street Back Seaforth Avenue 

Ashton Terrace Back Seaforth Place 

Ashton View Back Seaforth Terrace 

B Back St Alban Crescent 

Back Ashley Avenue Back Stanley Street 

Back Ashley Street Back Strathmore Drive 

Back Ashton Place Back Trafford Avenue 

Back Ashton Road  Back Westlock Avenue 

Back Banstead Street Banstead Street East 

Back Bellbrooke Grove Banstead Street West 

Back Bellbrooke Place Banstead Terrace East 

Back Bellbrooke Terrace Banstead Terrace West  

Back Berkeley Avenue Bayswater Crescent 

Back Berkeley Terrace  Bayswater Grove 

Back Broomhill View  Bayswater Mount 

Back Broughton Avenue Bayswater Place 

Back Broughton Terrace Bayswater Road 

Back Chatsworth Road Bayswater Row 

Back Clifton Terrace Bayswater Terrace 

Back Coldcotes Avenue Bayswater View 

Back Compton Road  Bellbrooke Avenue 

Back Conway Street Bellbrooke Grove 

Back Cowper Grove Bellbrooke Place 

Back Darfield Mount  Bellbrooke Street 

Back Dorset Mount Berkeley Avenue 

Back Dorset Road Berkeley Crescent 

Back Dorset Terrace Berkeley Grove 

Back Elford Place Berkeley Mount 

Back Harehills Park View Berkeley Road 

Back Harehills Place  Berkeley Street 

Back Hovingham Grove Berkeley Terrace 

Back Hovingham Mount  Berkeley View 

Back Hovingham Terrace  Bexley Avenue 

Back Karnac Road Bexley Grove 

Back Lambton Grove Bexley Mount 

Back Lascelles Terrace Bexley Place 

Back Milan Avenue Bexley Road 
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Street Name Street Name 

Bexley Terrace D 
Bexley View Darfield Avenue 

Broughton Avenue Darfield Crescent 

Broughton Terrace Darfield Grove 

Brown Hill Avenue Darfield Place 

Brown Hill Crescent Darfield Road 

Brown Hill Terrace Darfield Street 

Buller Close Dorset Avenue 

Buller Court Dorset Mount 

Buller Grove Dorset Road 
Burton Way - from junction with Hudson Road to junction with  

                           Upper Westlock Avenue 
Dorset Street  

C Dorset Terrace 

Chatsworth Close  E 
Chatsworth Road Easterly Grove 

Clifton Avenue 
Easterly Road - from junction with Roundhay Road up to &  

                              includes house No.52 on South side only 

Clifton Grove Edgware Avenue 

Clifton Mount Edgware Grove 
Clifton Terrace Edgware Mount 

Coldcotes Avenue - from junction with Harehills Lane to  

                                      junction with Harehills Park View  
Edgware Place 

Compton Avenue Edgware Row 

Compton Crescent Edgware Street 

Compton Place Edgware Terrace 

Compton Road Edgware View 

Compton Row Elford Grove 

Compton Terrace Elford Place East 

Compton View Elford Place West 

Conway Avenue Elford Road 

Conway Drive F 

Conway Grove Florence Avenue 

Conway Mount Florence Grove 

Conway Place Florence Mount 

Conway Road Florence Place 

Conway Street Florence Street 

Conway Terrace 
Foundry Approach - from junction with Harehills Lane to  

                                        junction with Foundry Place 
Conway View Foundry Drive - house No.2 only 

Cowper Avenue Foundry Place 

Cowper Crescent G 
Cowper Grove Gledhow Mount 

Cowper Mount Gledhow Place 

Cowper Road 
Gledhow Road - from junction with Roundhay Road to junction  

                                with Roseville Street 
Cowper Terrace Gledhow Terrace 

Cross Banstead Street  H 

Cross Bellbrooke Avenue 
Harehills Lane - from junction with York Road to junction with  

                               Roundhay Road 
Cross Conway Mount  Harehills Park Avenue - even side only 

Cross Elford Street 
Harehills Park Road - from junction with Harehills Park View to  

                                          junction with Harehills Park Avenue only 
Cross Milan Road Harehills Park View 
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Street Name Street Name 

Harehills Place N 

Harehills Road - from junction with Roundhay Road to junction  

                                with Stanley Road 
Nice Avenue 

Hepton Court Nice Street 

Hovingham Avenue  - from junction with Harehills Lane to  

                                           junction with Hovingham Grove 
Nice View 

Hovingham Grove Nowell Approach 

Hovingham Mount Nowell Avenue 

Hovingham Terrace Nowell Close 

Hudson Grove Nowell Court 

Hudson Place Nowell Crescent 

Hudson Road Nowell End Row 

Hudson Street Nowell Gardens 

J Nowell Grove 

Juniper Place Nowell Lane 

K Nowell Mount 

Karnac Road Nowell Parade 

Kepler Grove Nowell Place 

Kepler Mount Nowell Street 

Kepler Terrace Nowell Terrace 

Kimberley Place Nowell View 

Kimberley Road – from junction with Harehills Lane to entrance  

                                   of Harehills Cemetery 
Nowell Walk 

Kimberley View R 
Kitchener Avenue Rachel Court 

Kitchener Grove Roberts Avenue 

Kitchener Mount Roberts Court 

Kitchener Place Roberts Place 

Kitchener Street 
Roseville Road - from junction with Roundhay Road to junction  

                                with Roseville Street 

L Roseville Street 

Lambton Grove Rossall Grove 

Lambton Place Rossall Road 

Lambton Street 
Roundhay Road - from junction with Easterly Road to junction  

                                  with Roseville Road on East side only 

Lambton Terrace Ruthven View 

Lambton View Ryan Place 

Lascelles Mount S 
Lascelles Place Sandhurst Avenue 

Lascelles Road East Sandhurst Grove 

Lascelles Road West Sandhurst Mount  

Lascelles Street Sandhurst Place 

Lascelles Terrace Sandhurst Road 

Lascelles View Sandhurst Terrace 

Lowther Street Seaforth Avenue 

Lupton Avenue Seaforth Grove 

Luxor Avenue Seaforth Mount 

Luxor Road Seaforth Place 

Luxor Street Seaforth Road 

Luxor View Seaforth Terrace 

M Sofia Close 

Milan Road St Alban Approach 

Milan Street St Alban Close 

 

 Street Name 
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St Alban Crescent Torre Mount 

St Alban Grove Torre Road - between Lupton Avenue and York Road only 

St Alban Mount Torre Square 

St Alban Road - even side only  Torre View 

St Alban View Torre Walk 

St Cyprians Gardens Trafford Avenue 

Stanley Avenue Trafford Grove 

Stanley Place Trafford Terrace 

Stanley Road 
Trent Road - from junction with Hudson Road to junction with  

                         Upper Westlock Avenue 

Stanley Terrace U 

Stoney Rock Lane - from roundabout with Compton Road &  

                               Stanley Road to junction with Westlock  Avenue 
Upper Westlock Avenue 

Strathmore Avenue W 

Strathmore Drive Wepener Mount 

Strathmore Street Wepener Place 

Strathmore Terrace Westlock Avenue 

Strathmore View Whitley Gardens 

Sutherland Mount William Hey Court 

Sutherland Road Y 

Sutherland Terrace 
York Road - from junction with Lupton Avenue to junction with  

                        St Alban Road on North side only 

T Z 

Torre Crescent Zetland Place 

Torre Drive  

Torre Grove  

Torre Hill  

Torre Lane  
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Introduction 
 

This appendix contains statistical intelligence and insight to support the business case for selective licensing in 

Harehills based on the criteria of there being high levels of deprivation in the area.  

 

Data has been gathered from a variety of sources, including the Office of National Statistics, the Department for 

Work and Pensions, West Yorkshire Police and the Leeds Observatory.  

 

Where possible, Lower Layer Super Output Area (LSOA) and Middle Layer Super Output Area (MSOA) data has 
been aggregated to the bespoke boundary of the selective licensing area (see the map of the area in Appendix 1).  
 
There are 482 LSOAs and 107 MSOAs in Leeds. They were produced by the Office for National Statistics for the 
reporting of small area statistics and are a standard way of dividing up the country. Most indicators in this 
appendix use LSOA data, where other data is used this is highlighted.  Where LSOA and MSOA data was not 
available, electoral ward or postcode areas were used.  
 
 
LSOAs included: E01011340, E01011344, E01011347, E01011348, E01011428, E01011430, E01011432, 
E01011433, E01011434, E01011673 
MSOAs included: E02002382, E02002394 
 
Most indicators provide a comparison to the Leeds Average. 
 
Arrows have been used in tables to show where an area is notably higher or lower than the Leeds average. The 
colour ramps show categories in which results are high in red or low in blue. 
The blue or yellow in charts symbolise the area whilst the orange line symbolises the Leeds average.   
 
 

Index of Multiple Deprivation - The Index of Multiple Deprivation, commonly known as the IMD, is the official 

measure of relative deprivation for small areas in England. It is constructed by combining seven domains of 

deprivation according to their respective weights. The Income and Employment domains are given the most 

weight then the Education and Health domains. Crime, Barriers to housing and services and the Living 

environment domains are given less weight. All domain data is put together to calculate an overall measure of 

deprivation for every small area in England. 
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Factors of Deprivation  

 
This document outlines the evidence used to justify the area proposed for inclusion within the selective licensing 

designation and is designed to ensure that the Council’s proposal meets with the governments guidance1 for local 

authorities which states “In deciding whether to make a designation because the local authority considers the 

area suffers from a high level of deprivation we recommend that the local housing authority considers the 

following factors when compared to other similar neighbourhoods in the local authority area or within the region:  

 the employment status of adults; 

 the average income of households; 

 the health of households; 

 the availability and ease of access to education, training and other services for households; 

 housing conditions; 

 the physical environment; 

 levels of crime. 
 

The evidence is therefore organised and presented in line with the above. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
1Selective licensing in the private rented sector A Guide for local authorities, Department for   Communities and 

Local Government, March 2015 
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Headline Data 
 

There are 32,844 LSOA’s in the country; 482 are in Leeds.  Of these, 16 neighbourhoods are in the 1% most 
deprived nationally. The LSOA’s highlighted in blue in the table below are within the proposed boundary for 
selective licensing. 
 

LSOA Name Reference No Ward 

Stratford Street, Beverley’s E01011372 City and Hunslet 

Crosby St, Recreations, Barton’s E01011368 Beeston and Holbeck 

Lincoln Green E01033035 Burmantofts and Richmond Hill 

Foundry Mill Drive, Hawkshead Crescent, Alston Lane E01011667 Killingbeck and Seacroft 

Foundry Mill Terrace, Brooklands E01011662 Killingbeck and Seacroft 

Clifton’s, Nowell’s E01011347 Burmantofts and Richmond Hill 

Boggart Hill E01011658 Killingbeck and Seacroft 

Wickham Street. Sefton’s, Harlech’s E01011375 City and Hunslet 

Holdforth’s, Clyde Approach, E01011363 Armley 

Trentham Street, Oakley’s, Garnets E01011312 City and Hunslet 

Winrose’s, Whitebeams E01011473 Middleton Park 

Armley Grove Place, Hall Lane, Abbot View E01011294 Armley 

Bismarck’s, Dewsbury Road, Burton Street E01011371 City and Hunslet 

Compton’s, Ashton’s, Cowper’s E01011433 Gipton and Harehills 

Bellbrooke Avenue, Kimberley Road, Compton’s E01011344 Burmantofts and Richmond Hill 

Halton Moor, Kendal Drive, Cartmell Drive E01011624 Temple Newsam 

 

   The 16 lower super output areas (LSOA) in Leeds that are in the 1% Most deprived neighbourhoods in the country 

 
Overall IMD ranking 

This section uses data from the DCLG to provide a breakdown of the overall relative deprivation ranking of LSOAs 
in this area. It can be used to understand how deprived an area is. 
 

Overall IMD rank -% 
of LSOAs in each band 

(DCLG 2015) 

Harehills Leeds 

1 – most deprived 100% 22% 

2 0% 9% 

3 0% 9% 

4 0% 7% 

5 0% 8% 

6 0% 8% 

7 0% 10% 

8 0% 10% 

9 0% 8% 

10 – least deprived 0% 9% 

Total  10 482 

 

0%
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60%

80%

100%

120%

Overall IMD rank - % of LSOAs in each band (DCLG 
2015)

Harehills Leeds
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Overall IMD rank -% of LSOAs in each band  2015 2010 

1 – most deprived 100% 80% 

2 0% 20% 

3 0% 0% 

4 0% 0% 

5 0% 0% 

6 0% 0% 

7 0% 0% 

8 0% 0% 

9 0% 0% 

10 – least deprived 0% 0% 

Total  10 10 

 
 
Population size 
This section uses 2016 ONS mid-year estimates to provide an up to date picture of population size. This is 
compared with 2011 Census data to measure if there has been a change. Population density is also included. 
 

 

 
 
Age 
This section uses 2016 ONS mid-year estimates to provide a breakdown of the population by broad age groups. It 
can be used to identify particular groups such as children and young people, young adults and older people. 
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Ethnicity 

This section uses Census 2011 data to provide a breakdown of the population by ethnicity. It can be used to 
identify particular ethnic groups and support delivery of targeted services. 

 

 
 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
Household composition 

This section uses Census 2011 data to provide a breakdown of households by composition. It can be used to 
understand different types of family structures and identify particular groups such as lone parents or households 
with children. 
 

 

 
 

0%

2%
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8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

18%

20%

Breakdown of BME population (Census 2011)

Harehills Leeds

Household composition (Census 2011) Harehills Leeds

One person 37% 33%

Married: With dependent children 17% 14%

Married: No dependent children 11% 24%

Same-sex civil partnership: With dependent children 0% 0%

Same-sex civil partnership: No dependent children 0% 0%

Cohabiting: With dependent children 4% 4%

Cohabiting: No dependent children 5% 7%

Lone parent: With dependent children 17% 8%

Lone parent: No dependent children 4% 4%

Multi-person: All full-time students 1% 2%

Multi-person: Other 4% 4%
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Property type 
This section uses Census 2011 data to provide a breakdown of households by property type. It can be used to 
identify particular property types such as densely populated terraced housing or multi occupancy housing. 
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Council tax bandings 
This section uses data from Leeds City Council to provide a breakdown of households by council tax bandings. It 
can be used to identify the value of properties and how much residents are contributing towards council services. 
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Employment Status 
 
Employment IMD ranking 

This section uses data from the DCLG to provide a breakdown of the employment deprivation ranking of LSOAs in 
this area. The ranking takes into account the proportion of the working-age population in an area involuntarily 
excluded from the labour market. This includes people who would like to work but are unable to do so due to 
unemployment, sickness or disability, or caring responsibilities. 
 

 
 
 
Unemployment Benefits 

This section uses data from NOMIS to provide information on the working age population in receipt of 
Jobseeker’s Allowance or Universal Credit. It can be used to measure the population claiming benefit for the 
reason of being unemployed. 
 

 

 
 
Claimant Count (Ward & LSOA) 

Claimant count is the headline indicator of the number of people claiming unemployment related benefits. It 
includes both people claiming Job Seekers Allowance (JSA) and people claiming Universal Credit (UC) who are 
required to seek work. The ward rate is the number of claimants as a percentage of the resident population aged 
16-64. 
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Employment IMD rank -
% of LSOAs  

in each band (DCLG 
2015) 

Harehills Leeds 

1 – most deprived 70% 20% 

2 30% 10% 

3 0% 8% 

4 0% 9% 

5 0% 6% 

6 0% 8% 

7 0% 8% 

8 0% 6% 

9 0% 12% 

10 – least deprived 0% 13% 

Total  10 482 
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Age 16+ -Total - Claimant count 03-2019 Age 16+ -Total - Claimant count % 03-2019 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 1,200 7.3 

Gipton & Harehills 1,285 6.5 

Killingbeck & Seacroft 780 5.5 

Armley 790 5 

Beeston & Holbeck 775 4.7 

Middleton Park 835 4.4 

Chapel Allerton 640 4.2 

Hunslet & Riverside 965 4.1 

Farnley & Wortley 635 3.8 

Kirkstall 485 3.4 
 
  

January 2019 February 2019 March 2019 

Harehills SL Area  755 835 875 

Leeds Total 12570 13285 14075 

Harehills % 6% 6.30% 6.20% 

 
Children in out of work benefit claimant households 2017 (Ward) 

In Burmantofts & Richmond Hill, there are 2,455 children aged 0-18 living in households where a parent or 
guardian is claiming an out-of-work benefit- Jobseeker’s Allowance, Income Support, Employment and Support 
Allowance, Incapacity Benefit/Severe Disablement Allowance, Pension Credit or Universal Credit. 
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In Gipton & Harehills, there are 2,230 children aged 0-18 living in households where a parent or guardian is 
claiming an out-of-work benefit- Jobseeker’s Allowance, Income Support, Employment and Support Allowance, 
Incapacity Benefit/Severe Disablement Allowance, Pension 
Credit or Universal Credit.  
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Income 
 

Income IMD ranking 

This section uses data from the DCLG to provide a breakdown of the income deprivation ranking of LSOAs in this 
area. The ranking takes into account the proportion of the population experiencing deprivation relating to low 
income. The definition of low income used includes both those people that are out-of-work, and those that are in 
work but who have low earnings. 
 

Income IMD rank -% of 
LSOAs in each band  

(DCLG 2015) 

Harehills Leeds 

 

1 – most deprived 80% 20% 

2 20% 10% 

3 0% 8% 

4 0% 9% 

5 0% 6% 

6 0% 8% 

7 0% 8% 

8 0% 6% 

9 0% 12% 

10 – least deprived 0% 13% 

Total  10 482 

  
 
 
Net annual income (MSOA) 

This section uses data from ONS to provide information on the average net income of areas.  
 

 
 
 
 
Fuel poverty 
This section uses data from the DECC to provide information on households affected by fuel poverty. It can be 
used to identify where heating and electric is unaffordable due to poor infrastructure and/or low incomes.  
 

Households in fuel poverty % (DECC 2017) Harehills Leeds 

2012 28 12 

2013 32 12 

2014 25 12 

2015 31 14 

 
 
Free School Meals 
This section uses data from the January 2018 school census to provide information on households where children 
are eligible for free school meals. It can be used to identify where children are living in low income families. 
 

Area % of Pupils FSM eligible 

Harehills 25% 

Leeds 16% 
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Foodbanks (Ward) 
Using data collected from Leeds City Councils customer contact data base (CRM) logged between April 2015 and 
Sept 2017 the table below shows the number of requests per ward where residents approached the Council for a 
food voucher entitling them to an emergency three day food parcel from a local food bank.  
 
 

Ward No. of Vouchers Issued Ward No. of Vouchers Issued 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 290 Morley North 52 

Gipton & Harehills 270 Hyde Park & Woodhouse 42 

City & Hunslet 168 Horsforth 38 

Beeston & Holbeck 159 Ardsley & Robin Hood 37 

Armley 146 Kirkstall 36 

Killingbeck & Seacroft 145 Garforth & Swillington 31 

Middleton Park 126 Weetwood 31 

Alwoodley 115 Wetherby 31 

Chapel Allerton 99 Moortown 28 

Pudsey 98 Kippax & Methley 27 

Bramley & Stanningley 93 Roundhay 25 

Farnley & Wortley 90 Otley & Yeadon 22 

Morley South 83 Guiseley & Rawdon 14 

Cross Gates & Whinmoor 62 Adel & Wharfedale 10 

Rothwell 62 Harewood 6 

Temple Newsam 62 Headingley 5 

Calverley & Farsley 54 Total 2557 

 
 

 
Discretionary Housing Payment (Ward) 
Using data collected from Leeds City Councils customer contact data base (CRM) logged between April 2015 and Sept 
2017 the table below shows the number of requests per ward where residents approached the Council for a 
discretionary housing payment (DHP). A DHP is an extra payment to help people who claim housing benefit or get the 
housing element of universal credit and are struggling to pay the rent. 
 
 

Ward Requests for DHP Ward Requests for DHP 

Armley 609 Morley North 157 

City & Hunslet 566 Bramley & Stanningley 153 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 504 Weetwood 139 

Beeston & Holbeck 494 Cross Gates & Whinmoor 131 

Killingbeck & Seacroft 454 Moortown 131 

Gipton & Harehills 443 Roundhay 113 

Middleton Park 382 Ardsley & Robin Hood 111 

Chapel Allerton 352 Horsforth 109 

Hyde Park & Woodhouse 342 Headingley 96 

Temple Newsam 258 Kippax & Methley 94 

Morley South 243 Calverley & Farsley 85 

Farnley & Wortley 215 Guiseley & Rawdon 68 

Otley & Yeadon 190 Wetherby 66 

Rothwell 183 Garforth & Swillington 59 

Alwoodley 176 Adel & Wharfedale 52 

Kirkstall 175 Harewood 26 

Pudsey 166 Total 7342 
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Local Council Tax Support (Ward) 
This section uses information form Leeds City Councils Welfare & Benefits Section to show the number of claims in 
payment for Council Tax Support, this is a discount which reduces the amount of council tax you have to pay if you are 
on a low income, this includes people who are working. The table below contains the top 10 wards in Leeds.  
 

Ward   
No.of Claims 

(Oct 2018) Ward 
No.of Claims 

(Oct 2018) 

Gipton & Harehills 2093 Middleton Park 1004 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 1812 Killingbeck & Seacroft 956 

City & Hunslet 1184 Hyde Park & Woodhouse 933 

Armley 1091 Chapel Allerton 932 

Beeston & Holbeck 1030 Bramley & Stanningley 701 
 

Children in Low Income Families (LSOA & Ward) 
This section uses data from the DWP to show the proportion of children living in families receiving out-of-work 
(means tested) benefits or receiving tax credits where their reported income is less than 60% of UK median 
income, as of August 2015. 
 

Ward  / Area Name % of Children in low-income families All Children 

  Under 16  
England 16.80% 16.60% 

Yorkshire & the Humber 19% 18.60% 

Leeds 19.60% 19.20% 

Hyde Park & Woodhouse 40.50% 39.90% 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 39.10% 38% 

Harehills Selective Licensing Area 35.62% 35.51% 

Gipton & Harehills 30.90% 31.30% 

City & Hunslet 30.60% 30.90% 

Middleton Park 31.80% 30.80% 

Killingbeck & Seacroft 31.50% 30.50% 

Armley 30.70% 30.10% 

Beeston & Holbeck 27.60% 27.30% 

Kirkstall 0.264 0.258 

Bramley & Stanningley 0.265 0.255 

 
 
Children in Out of Work Households (Ward) 
This section uses data from the DWP to show the number of children who lived in households where a parent or 
guardian claimed an out-of-work benefit as of 31 May 2017. The table below contains the top 10 wards in Leeds. 
 

Ward Age 
0-4 

Age 
5-10 

Age  
11-15 

Age 
16-18 

Age 
0-15 

Age 
0-18 

Number of  
Households 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 1020 820 405 150 2245 2395 1205 

Middleton Park 835 770 500 160 2110 2265 1120 

Gipton & Harehills 755 765 510 230 2025 2260 1085 

Killingbeck & Seacroft 620 625 415 175 1655 1835 925 

Armley 650 555 340 140 1545 1685 855 

Beeston & Holbeck 540 440 305 130 1285 1415 740 

City & Hunslet 480 530 330 150 1345 1490 685 

Bramley & Stanningley 460 470 280 105 1205 1315 640 

Farnley & Wortley 420 400 245 115 1070 1180 600 

Chapel Allerton 315 380 300 125 995 1120 550 
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Health 
 
Health IMD ranking 
This section uses data from the DCLG to provide a breakdown of the health deprivation ranking of LSOAs in this 
area. The ranking takes into account the prevalence of premature death, the impairment of quality of life through 
poor physical or mental health as well as morbidity and disability. 
 

Health IMD rank % of LSOAs 
in each band (DCLG 2015) 

Harehills Leeds  

1 – most deprived 60% 21% 

2 40% 16% 

3 0% 10% 

4 0% 11% 

5 0% 12% 

6 0% 11% 

7 0% 9% 

8 0% 8% 

9 0% 3% 

10 – least deprived 0% 1% 

Total  10 482 

 
 
Life expectancy (MSOA & Ward) 
This section uses data from the ONS to provide information on average life expectancy. It can be used to 
understand the presence of environmental and structural factors that hinder quality and length of life. 

Average life expectancy (ONS2009-2013) Harehills Leeds Wetherby 

Male  74.6 78.1 83.2 

Female 79.3 82.0 85.6 

 
 
Health issues recorded by GPs (MSOA) 
This section uses data from Public Health to provide information on the prevalence of health issues as recorded 
by GPs. It can be used to understand the prevalence of specific health issues and target prevention work. 

GP recorded health issues-dsr per 100,000 
(Public Health 2018) 

Harehills Leeds 

Asthma 8634 10390 

CHD 4650 3854 

Common mental health 18327 21801 

COPD 4263 2604 
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Drug & Substance Misuse (Ward)    
Using data collected from Leeds City Councils customer contact data base (CRM) logged between April 2015 and 
Sept 2017 the table below shows the number of reports of drug and substance misuse reported to the council. 
The table below contains the top 10 wards in Leeds.  
 

Ward Case Count 

Armley 26 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 22 

City & Hunslet 22 

Beeston & Holbeck 21 

Killingbeck & Seacroft 17 

Middleton Park 17 

Farnley & Wortley 14 

Gipton & Harehills 11 

Kirkstall 11 

Kippax & Methley 10 

 
 
Child Obesity (Ward) 
This section shows the rates of children who are overweight or obese as provided by the National Child 
Measurement Programme (NCMP). The data shows children by ward of residence as a proportion of all children 
in the ward. The wards are ranked in descending order of deprivation. 
 
 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 

 
 
Gipton & Harehills 
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Health Complaints (Ward) 
This section uses data from the quarterly data collection of GP data from July 2018 t show the levels of common health 
complaints. GP data can only reflect those patients who visit their doctor. Certain groups within the population are 
known to present late, or not at all, therefore it is important to remember that GP data is not the whole of the picture. 
This data includes all Leeds GP registered patients who live within the wards. 
 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 

 
 
Gipton & Harehills 
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Access to Services 
 

Education, skills and training IMD ranking 
This section uses data from the DCLG to provide a breakdown of the education, skills and training deprivation 
ranking of LSOAs in this area. The ranking takes into account the lack of attainment and skills in the local 
population. 
 

Education, skills & training 
IMD rank-% of LSOAs in 
each band (DCLG 2015) 

Harehills Leeds 

1 – most deprived 100% 20% 

2 0% 10% 

3 0% 8% 

4 0% 9% 

5 0% 6% 

6 0% 8% 

7 0% 8% 

8 0% 6% 

9 0% 12% 

10 – least deprived 0% 13% 

 Total  10 482 
     

 
Attainment 
This section uses data from Leeds City Council Children’s Services to provide information on attainment levels. It 
can be used to highlight barriers to learning and achievement, future knowledge gaps and target interventions. 
 
 

Attainment               
(Leeds City Council       

16-17 academic year) 

Harehills Leeds 

 KS4 – strong pass in 
English and Maths 

20% 40% 

KS2 – expected 
standard 

42% 56% 

EYFS – good level of 
development 

52% 65% 

 

 
Persistent absences 
This section uses data from Leeds City Council Children’s Services to provide information on persistent absences. 
It could be used to highlight physical barriers to accessing schools, turbulent family lives or child health issues. 
 

Persistent Absence       
(16-17 academic year) 

Harehills Leeds 

Primary  
 

16% 8% 

Secondary 
 

25% 15% 
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NEET 
This section uses data from Leeds City Council Children’s Services to provide information on young people not in 
education, employment or training. It could be used to highlight the presence of disengaged young people. 
 

 Harehills Leeds 

NEET (Jan 2018) 9% 7% 
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Housing Conditions 
 

Property type 
This section uses Census 2011 data to provide a breakdown of households by property type. It can be used to 
identify particular property types such as densely populated terraced housing or multi occupancy housing. 
 

 
 

 
 
Tenure 
This section uses Census 2011 data to provide a breakdown of households by tenure. This is compared to Census 
2001 data to measure if there has been a change. It can be used to understand housing demand and gain an 
understanding of the social and private rented stock. 
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House prices 
This section uses ONS data to provide a median house price for properties sold. It can be used to understand 
value, quality and demand of the housing market. 
 

Median house price 
£ (ONS2017) 

Harehills  Leeds 

2007 90,773 158,544 

2008 89,050 159,832 

2009 75,139 143,409 

2010 76,950 149,972 

2011 71,556 147,807 

2012 69,775 146,300 

2013 65,275 147,122 

2014 64,500 151,730 

2015 70,889 161,565 

2016 76,625 170,838 

2017 78,370 179,014 

 
 
The chart below was produced using information taken from rightmove.co.uk covering the period from 2013 to 
2018, taking a selection of all property types sold in the respective area during that period.  
 

 
 
 
 
Rent Levels (Postcode & Ward) 

Using data from www.home.co.uk the table below shows rental price analysis for the LS9 area and 
summarises the advertised rents for homes to let, calculated daily from the rental properties found by the 
Home.co.uk property search engine. 

 

Average Property Rents Leeds LS9 

Overall £1,226 pcm £709 pcm 

One bedroom £614 pcm £645 pcm 

Two bedrooms £784 pcm £800 pcm 

Three bedrooms £1,011 pcm £626 pcm 
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Using data collected by arc4 for their 2017 report on the private rented market in Leeds the table below shows 
potential rental yields achievable in different wards. It assumes median rent levels and sales values, different 
property types and sizes will achieve higher yields. 
 

Rental yields 

Ward Median sales value 
2016 

Median Rent pcm 
2016 

Annual rental 
income 

Potential yields 

Adel & Wharfedale  270000 722 8664 3.2 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill  81000 529 6348 7.8 

Gipton & Harehills  85750 524 6288 7.3 

Wetherby  273000 702 8424 3.1 

Leeds  158000 624 7488 4.7 

 
 
 
Disrepair& Evictions (Ward) 
Using data collected from Leeds City Councils customer contact data base (CRM) logged between April 2015 and 
Sept 2017 the table below shows the number requests to the council for help with disrepair in private rented 
properties and the number requests to the council for help with eviction notices served by private landlords. The 
table below contains the top 10 wards in Leeds. 
 

Disrepair in Private Rented Homes Notice Served by Private Landlord 
Ward No. Ward No. 

Gipton & Harehills 274 Gipton & Harehills 309 

City & Hunslet 204 City & Hunslet 284 

Beeston & Holbeck 166 Beeston & Holbeck 251 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 156 Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 206 

Armley 133 Armley 201 

Chapel Allerton 72 Chapel Allerton 138 

Hyde Park & Woodhouse 48 Middleton Park 127 

Middleton Park 48 Cross Gates & Whinmoor 92 

Farnley & Wortley 38 Bramley & Stanningley 88 

Bramley & Stanningley 35 Headingley 88 

 
 
 

Enforcement (Postcode) 
Using data collected from Leeds City Councils environmental data base (Uniform) logged between January 2015 
and December 2018 the table below shows the number of complaints received, inspections carried out, health 
and safety hazards removed and legal notices served by the Councils Private Sector Housing Team. 
 

Service Requests  
2015 No. of 

Requests 
2016 No. of 

Requests 
2017 No. of 

Requests 
2018 No. of 

Requests 
Total No. of 

Requests 
Total % of 
Requests 

Harehills 239 185 163 184 771 8.6% 

Rest of Leeds 2423 2268 2180 2071 8933 91.4% 

Total 2662 2453 2334 2255 9704 100.0% 
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Inspections  
2015 No. of 

Inspt 
2016 No. of 

Inspt 
2017 No. of 

Inspt 
2018 No. of 

Inspt 
Total No. of 

Inspt 
Total % of 

Inspections 

Harehills 268 189 199 466 1122 9.0% 

Rest of Leeds 3215 2499 2236 4550 12500 91.0% 

Total 3483 2688 2435 5016 13622 100% 

 

Hazards Removed  
2015 No. 

Properties 
2016 No. 

Properties 
2017 No. 

Properties 
2018 No. 

Properties 
Total No. 

Properties 
Total % 

Properties 

Harehills 55 34 18 51 158 13.6% 

Rest of Leeds 277 332 206 349 1164 86.4% 

Total 332 366 224 400 1322 100.00% 

 

Works Notices  
2015 Works 

Notices 
2016 Works 

Notices 
2017 Works 

Notices 
2018 Works 

Notices 
Total Works 

Notices 
Total % Works 

Notices 

Harehills 54 50 47 108 259 15.9% 

Not in SL Area 290 374 348 360 1372 84.1% 

Total 344 424 395 468 1631 100.0% 
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Environment 
 

Living Environment IMD ranking 
This section uses data from the DCLG to provide a breakdown of the living environment deprivation ranking of 
LSOAs in this area. The ranking takes into account the quality of the local environment, quality of housing and air 
quality and road traffic accidents. 
 

Living Environment IMD 
rank-% of LSOAs in each 

band (DCLG2015) 

Harehills Leeds 

 

1 – most deprived 90% 20% 

2 10% 15% 

3 0% 13% 

4 0% 18% 

5 0% 9% 

6 0% 10% 

7 0% 7% 

8 0% 6% 

9 0% 3% 

10 – least deprived 0% 0% 

Total 10 482 

 
 
Environmental issues recorded by Leeds City Council (LSOA & Ward) 
This section uses data from Leeds City Council to provide information on environmental cleanliness issues. It can 
be used to identify areas where there are cleanliness issues and target interventions. 
 

 
 
The table below shows the number of fly tipping reports and environmental requests, by ward, received by the 
Council between April 2014 and March 2017 to deal with issues such as dog fouling, graffiti, waste in gardens, , 
litter etc.   
 

Requests for Service 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 Average over 4 Years 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 1809 1356 2022 2607 1949 

Gipton & Harehills 2539 2240 3824 8283 4222 

Leeds Ward Total 23522 24437 30716 37928 116603 

Leeds Ward Average 713 741 931 1149 884 

 

Reports of Fly tipping 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 Average over 4 Years 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 1070 574 1110 1969 1181 

Gipton & Harehills 1572 1349 2990 7501 3353 

Leeds Ward Total 13703 13698 17228 25341 17492 

Leeds Ward Average 415 415 522 768 530 
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Crime 
 

Crime IMD ranking 
This section uses data from the DCLG to provide a breakdown of the crime deprivation ranking of LSOAs in this 
area. The ranking takes into account the risk of personal and material victimisation at local level. 
 

Crime IMD rank-% of 
LSOAs in each band 

(DCLG2015) 

Harehills Leeds 

 

1 – most deprived 100% 21% 

2 0% 12% 

3 0% 12% 

4 0% 11% 

5 0% 10% 

6 0% 7% 

7 0% 8% 

8 0% 6% 

9 0% 7% 

10 – least deprived 0% 6% 

Total  10 482 

 
 
Overall crime rate 
This section uses data from the Police to provide information on the overall crime rate. It can be used to 
understand prevalence of crime in areas. 
 

 
 

 
Crime rate by crime type 
This section uses data from the Police to provide information on the crime rate by type. It can be used to 
understand prevalence of particular crime types in an area. 
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Crime Rates (Ward) 
Using information provided by West Yorkshire Police the table below shows the top ten District Neighbourhood 
Ward Areas for the highest volume of crime recorded between November 2017 and October 2018. The charts and 
graphs give figures for the electoral wards for year 2018. 
 

Neighbourhood Ward Area Volume of  Crime Occurrences Recorded 

Little London & Woodhouse Ward B 9716 

Gipton & Harehills 6288 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 5118 

Armley 4712 

Killingbeck & Seacroft 4709 

Hunslet & Riverside Ward A 4600 

Beeston & Holbeck Ward A 4576 

Middleton 4066 

Hunslet & Riverside Ward B 3574 

Chapel Allerton 3222 
 
[ 
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Hate Crime (Ward) 
Using data collected from Leeds City Councils customer contact data base (CRM) logged between April 2015 and 
Sept 2017 the table below shows the number of race related hate crimes reported to the Council. The table below 
contains the top 10 wards in Leeds. 
 

Ward No. 

Armley 60 

Gipton & Harehills 44 

City & Hunslet 42 

Middleton Park 38 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 33 

Beeston & Holbeck 28 

Temple Newsam 24 

Killingbeck & Seacroft 16 

Hyde Park & Woodhouse 15 

Bramley & Stanningley 15 

 
 

Noise Nuisance (Ward) 
Using data collected from Leeds City Councils customer contact data base (CRM) logged between April 2015 and 
Sept 2017 the table below shows the number of noise nuisance incidents reported to the Council. The table 
below contains the top 10 wards in Leeds. 
 

Ward No. 

Hyde Park & Woodhouse 1061 

Headingley 998 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 797 

Armley 773 

City & Hunslet 741 

Killingbeck & Seacroft 711 

Kirkstall 709 

Farnley & Wortley 608 

Beeston & Holbeck 603 

Gipton & Harehills 536 
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CONSULTATION ACTIVITY IN HAREHILLS 

 

Local publicity during the consultation period 

 

Photograph showing a roadside advert for the selective licensing consultation placed on a digital screen at 

the junction of Harehills Lane/York Road, Harehills. A screen next to the M621 motorway in south Leeds was 

also used.    
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Copy of the poster advertising the drop in events in Harehills and Beeston. In addition to displaying them in 

27 local businesses on Harehills Lane, posters were also displayed in The Compton Centre Community Hub, 

Dewsbury Road Community Hub, the Support Hub @ Holbeck and Fearnville Leisure Centre 
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Copy of a leaflet advertising an additional drop-in event hand-posted to residential addresses in the Nowells 

and Cliftons area of Harehills  
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Copy of the first leaflet distributed to addresses within the proposed boundary and made available/ 

displayed at four of the Council’s HUB buildings (The Compton Centre Community Hub, Dewsbury Road 

Community Hub, Support Hub @ Holbeck and the Merrion Centre) – page 1 
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Copy of the first leaflet distributed to addresses within the proposed boundary and made available/ 

displayed at four of the Council’s HUB buildings (The Compton Centre Community Hub, Dewsbury Road 

Community Hub, Support Hub @ Holbeck and the Merrion Centre) – page 2 
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Copy of the second leaflet distributed to addresses within the proposed boundary and made available/ 

displayed at four of the Council’s HUB buildings (The Compton Centre Community Hub, Dewsbury Road 

Community Hub, Support Hub @ Holbeck and the Merrion Centre) – page 1 
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Copy of the second leaflet distributed to addresses within the proposed boundary and displayed at four of 

the Council’s HUB buildings (The Compton Centre Community Hub, Dewsbury Road Community Hub, 

Support Hub @ Holbeck and the Merrion Centre) – page 2 
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Example of a map supplied by the distributor of the above leaflets showing the progress of the GPS tracked 

delivery in a part of Harehills   

 

 

               

Adverts placed on litter bins on the main roads in Harehills  
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Publicity display at the Compton Centre in Harehills 
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Consultation with letting and managing agents in and near the area proposed for selective 

licensing in Harehills 

              

Copy of the letter posted to or left with letting and managing agents – page 1 
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Copy of the letter posted to or left with letting and managing agents – page 2 
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Name & address of agent contacted 

 
Method of contact 

Date of 
contact 

Flash Property Link, Suite 2 3rd Floor, 99 Mabgate, Sheepscar  LS9 7DR 
Letter posted via 

Royal Mail 
08/08/18 

Habito Living, Office 5, Twenty Twenty, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 1BF 
Letter posted via 

Royal Mail 08/08/18 

Handley Gibson, Scott Hall House, Sheepscar Street North, Leeds LS7 3AF 
Letter posted via 

Royal Mail 
08/08/18 

Intelligent Business Transfer, Rose House, 80 East Street, Leeds LS9 8EE 
Letter posted via 

Royal Mail 
08/08/18 

Rent North Ltd, Office 1 5C Oak Tree House, 408 Oakwood Lane  LS8 3LG 
Letter posted vi Royal 

Mail 
08/08/18 

Moorlands, 205 Chapeltown Road, Leeds LS7 3DX 
Letter posted via 

Royal Mail 
08/08/18 

No 1 Property Management Ltd, 237A Harehills Lane, Leeds LS8 3QH 
Letter posted via 

Royal Mail 
08/08/18 

Oakwood Properties Yorkshire Ltd, 147 Easterly Road, Leeds LS8 2RY 
Letter posted via 

Royal Mail 
08/08/18 

Octopus Residential Lettings Ltd, 227 Chapeltown Road, Leeds LS7 3DX 
Letter posted via 

Royal Mail 
08/08/18 

Select Properties, 83 Harehills Lane, Leeds LS7 4HA 
Letter posted via 

Royal Mail 
10/08/18 

Preston Baker And Associates Ltd, 641 Roundhay Road, Leeds LS8 4BA 
Letter posted via 

Royal Mail 
15/08/18 

Martin & Co, 460 Roundhay Road, Leeds LS8 2HU 
Letter posted via 

Royal Mail 
15/08/18 

360 Property Management, 233 - 237 Roundhay Road, Leeds LS8 4HS 
Officer visit. 

Letter & leaflet left 
10/08/18 

Ask, 321 Harehills Lane, Leeds LS9 6AA 
Officer visit. 

Letter & leaflet left 
10/08/18 

GoGo Real Estates, 203 Harehills Lane, Leeds LS8 3QH 
Officer visit. 

Letter & leaflet left 
10/08/18 

Fox Kirk David Moor, 261 Harehills Lane, Leeds LS8 3RG 
Officer visit. 

Letter & leaflet left 
10/08/18 

Greenacre Estate Agents, 243 Harehills Lane, Leeds LS8 3RG 
Officer visit. 

Letter & leaflet left 
10/08/18 

Hogan and Co Estate Agents Ltd, 300 Harehills Lane, Leeds LS9 7BG 
Officer visit. 

Letter & leaflet left 
10/08/18 

Polonez Estate Agency, Basement 291 Roundhay Road, Leeds LS8 4HS 
Officer visit. 

Letter & leaflet left 
10/08/18 

Ritz Properties, 387 Harehills Lane, Leeds LS9 6AP 
Officer visit. 

Letter & leaflet left 
10/08/18 

Westgate Estate Agents (Leeds) Ltd, 291 Harehills Lane, Leeds LS9 6AA 
Officer visit. 

Letter & leaflet left 
10/08/18 

Care4 Properties, Rukbat House, 188A Roundhay Road, Leeds LS8 5PL 
Officer visit. 

Letter & leaflet left 
15/08/18 

Meridian Properties Leeds Ltd, 101 Roundhay Road, Leeds LS8 5AJ 
Officer visit. 

Letter & leaflet left 
15/08/18 
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Consultation drop in events held in Harehills 

 

 
Date of 
Event 

 

 
Venue 

 
Attendees 

 

Breakdown of Attendees 

Landlords Agents Residents 
Resident 

landlords/agents 

Other 
stakeholders
/not stated 

17/09/2018 
CATCH (Ark), 
Hovingham Avenue, 
Leeds LS9 3QY 

73 53 4 9 4 3 

25/09/2018 
Shine,  
Harehills Road, Leeds 
LS8 5HS 

45 28 4 7 0 6 

27/09/2018  
Nowells Community 
Centre, Nowell Mt, 
Leeds LS9 6JJ 

4 1 1 0 0 2 

 
8/10/2018  

 

The Old Fire Station,  
Gipton Approach, 
Leeds LS9 6NL 

41 27 0 10 1 3 

 

 

This is the list of the main material made available at the consultation drop-in events; 

   

 Maps showing the proposed area for selective licensing in Harehills, see Appendix 1  

 Copies of the proposed licence conditions, see Appendix 18  

 Copies of the Council’s Frequently Asked Questions document, see Appendix 5 

 Copies of the Council’s Fire Safety Principles for Residential Accommodation, available on the Council’s 

website,  

https://www.leeds.gov.uk/docs/Fire%20safety%20principles%20for%20residential%20accommodation.

pdf  

 Copies of the Council’s Tenant Handbook Private Rented Housing,  available on the Council’s website,   

https://www.leeds.gov.uk/docs/Private%20Rented%20Tenants%20handbook.pdf 

 Copies of the Council’s document, How Could Selective Licensing Make a Difference? (available from 

25.09.18), see below 

 Blank copies of Feedback Forms for officers and attendees to complete, see below 

 Copies of The Leeds Rental Standard leaflet, Rewarding good landlords in Leeds, see below 
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Page 1 of Leeds City Council’s document made available at the consultation drop-in events, How Could 

Selective Licensing Make a Difference? (available from 25.09.18 at the drop-in events) 
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Page 2 of Leeds City Council’s document made available at the consultation drop-in events, How Could 

Selective Licensing Make a Difference? (available from 25.09.18 at the drop-in events) 
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Copy of the Feedback Form used at the drop-in events 

 

 

Copy of the Leeds Rental Standard leaflet made available at the consultation drop-in events, Rewarding 

good landlords in Leeds 
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Meetings/events attended in Harehills ahead of and during the consultation period 

Date of 
Meeting 

Nature of Meeting 

02.08.18 Cliftons and Nowells Core Team. Attendees to promote consultation when networking.  

02.08.18 Update given to LCC Localities Manager & Senior Localities Officer for Gipton & Harehills. 

 
10.08.18 

Attendance at team meeting at the Compton Centre. Selective licensing introduced to 
customer service and library staff and consultation details given. All staff to encourage all to 
have a say.     

12.08.18 
Attendance at the Nowells Fun Day organised by the Inner East Communities team.  
Engagement with residents, questionnaires completed by attendees. 

11.09.18 
Briefing presentation to partners and stakeholders at the Bangladeshi Centre in Harehills. 
Q&A session and workshops held re encouraging all to have a say.  

13.09.18 
Attendance at the Inner East Housing Advisory Panel. Presentation and discussion as to how 
the selective licensing consultation can be promoted. 

14.09.18 
Environmental door knock in the Nowells supporting the Localities Programme Manager. 
Nowells drop-in event flyer posted through doors.     

01.10.18 
Attendance at the Neighbourhood Vision Event at the Compton Centre to promote the Private 
Sector Housing service and the consultation for selective licensing.  

25.10.18 
Meeting with Burmantofts Senior Action Forum. Attendees briefed on selective licensing and 
how they can have a say.  

 

 

Miscellaneous activity in Harehills ahead of and during the consultation period 

Date Detail of Activity 

18/07/18 
Attendance at Fever FM to pre-record an advert. Advert to be aired during the breakfast and tea 
time shows daily from 1 August.  

23/08/18 Promotion of the consultation at Harehills Fun Day 

05/09/18 
Copies of the poster detailing the drop in events in Harehills and Beeston left for distribution 
with the Dewsbury Road Town Team  

12/09/18 Fever FM adverts promoting the drop in events started (to be played 12 times a day until 8 Oct) 

18/09/18 

27 businesses on Harehills Lane visited and posters detailing the drop in events put up or left 
(D&K Quality Butchers; Frankies Mini Market; Royal Smokehouse;  Harehills Maxi Foods; Imaan 
Pharmacy; Butcher Prosiacek;  Morrison’s; Spizirina Foods; Computer 2.Com; Lord of Linens; 
Polski; Watches Jewellery & Toys; Impressions Fashions; Benjis; Grosik; Bells; New Sat; Direct 
Discount; Harehills Pharmacy; St Gemmas; Lake Victoria GE; Super Wash Laundrette; Pound Plus 
Store; The Meeting Point Café; Todays Local; Jinos barbers & Nezaro Barbers 

11/10/18 Have Your Say postcards placed in the 1st floor NHS waiting area at the Compton Centre 
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Emails sent by the project team to partners in Harehills ahead of and during the consultation period 
 

Date of 
Email 

Partner Name 
 

Summary of Email 
 

30/07/18 Ward Members  Confirming launch of consultation on 1.8.18 

30/07/18 Housing Leeds  
Email sent to Area Managers and the head of Housing 
Management for east Leeds confirming launch of 
consultation on 01.08.18 

30/07/18 Housing Leeds 
Email sent to local Housing Office managers and team 
leaders confirming launch of consultation on 1.8.18 

30/07/18 LCC Inner East Communities team Confirming launch of consultation on 1.8.18 

06/08/18 LCC Inner East  Communities team 
Request for information to be shared with partners and the 
community. FAQ's, questionnaires & area map attached. 

08/08/18 Agents not within the SL boundary Mail shot sent to agents located outside of the SL area 

24/09/18 Inner East Cluster Officer 
Advising of proposal & consultation. Artwork shared so that 
it and details of the consultation can be forwarded to school 
heads (for sharing the message with parents & carers) 

03/10/18 Salvation Army Leeds West Hunslet 
Advising of proposal & consultation. Encouragement to have 
a say. 

04/10/18 

East Leeds children’s centres –
Harehills  Gipton North/Richmond 
Hill/ Shakespeare/Gipton South/ 
Shepherds Lane 

Advising of proposal & consultation. Encouragement to have 
a say.  

10/10/18 Friendly Lunch Club  
Advising of consultation and encouraging to have a say. Club 
aimed at the Roma community but all welcome 

16/10/18 Engage Leeds 
Email to organiser of weekly housing drop-in session at 
Compton Road One Stop Centre  

18/10/18 ESOL Strategy Manager Consultation with the Roma community in Harehills 
 

Meetings/events attended by the project team in Harehills ahead of and during the consultation period 

Date of 
Meeting 

Nature of Meeting 

02/08/18 Cliftons and Nowells Core Team. Attendees asked to promote consultation when networking.  

02/08/18 Update given to LCC Localities Manager & Senior Localities Officer for Gipton and Harehills 

 
10/08/18 

Attendance at team meeting at the Compton Centre. Selective Licensing introduced to staff in 
customers services and the library; consultation details given and staff advised to encourage all to 
have a say.     

12/08/18 
Attendance at the Nowells Fun Day organised by the Inner East Communities team.  Engagement 
with residents, questionnaires completed. 

11/09/18 
Briefing presentation to partners and stakeholders at the Bangladeshi Centre in Harehills.  
Q&A session and workshops held re encouraging all to have a say.  

13/09/18 
Attendance at the Inner East Housing Advisory Panel. Presentation and discussion as to how the 
Selective Licensing consultation can be promoted. 

14/09/18 
Environmental door knock in the Nowells supporting the Localities Programme Manager.  
Nowells drop-in event flyer posted through doors.     

20/09/18 
Meeting with the Operational Service Manager, Leeds Housing Options (LHO).  Briefing re Selective 
Licensing. Commitment given for LHO staff to discuss Selective Licensing with client group and 
complete questionnaires where appropriate.  

01/10/18 
Attendance at the Neighbourhood Vision Event at the Compton Centre to promote the Private 
Sector Housing service and the consultation for SL. 6 community questionnaires completed and 
two taken away.  

25/10/18 Meeting with Burmantofts Senior Action Forum. Attendees briefed on SL and how to have a say.  
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Attendance at the Council’s Compton Centre during the consultation period 

Officers from the Private Sector Housing service attended the building on the dates shown in the table 
below to promote the consultation to users of the Centre and help complete questionnaires with those 
wishing to have a say.  

 
 

 

 

 

Activity Undertaken by LCC Inner East Communities Team to promote the consultation 

 

Date Action Summary 

02/08/18 Twitter 
Retweet from Housing Leeds - Consultation info and link shared via Your 
Community, Senior Localities Officer & Localities Programme Manager 
accounts 

06/08/18 E-mail 

Harehills NIP 
Youth Cohesion Group 
Eastern European Engagement Sub Group 
Harehills Tasking Partnership 
Advising of proposal & consultation. Encouragement to have a say. 

06/08/18 E-mail 
Burmantofts elected members and partners. 
Advising of proposal & consultation. 

06/08/18 Online Link 

Facebook - IE Community Committee 
Harehills Community Watch 
Twitter - link of consultation shared via Community Committee, Senior 
localities officers & Localities programme manager accounts 

06/08/18 Twitter 
Consultation info and link shared via Your Community, Senior Localities 
Officers & Localities Programme Manager accounts 

07/08/18 Facebook 
Inner East Community Committee 
 

08/08/18 
50x paper 
copies of 

questionnaire 

Delivered to Harehills Community Watch to distribute within the community 
 

11/08/18 Twitter 
Consultation info and link shared via Your Community, Senior Localities Officer 
& Localities Programme Manager accounts 

16/08/18 Twitter Senior Localities Officer Re-Tweet of Housing Leeds Tweet on 16th August 

12/09/18 Twitter Consultation info and link shared via Senior Localities Officers account 

13/09/18 Twitter Senior Localities Officer re-tweet of tweet on 12th September 

26/09/18 Twitter 
Twitter –link of consultation shared via Community Committee, Senior 
Localities Officers & Localities Programme Manager accounts 

 

 

Month Dates Attended 

September 2018 5, 7, 13, 18, 21, 24, 25, 27, 28 

October 2018 1, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18, 19, 22, 29 
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List of partners/organisations who received email alerts from LCC Inner East Communities Team to 

promote the consultation 

Burmantofts & Richmond Hill - 
Organisation 

Gipton - Organisation Harehills - Organisation 

St Vincent’s Support Centre 
Church of the Epiphany, 
Gipton and Oakwood Church 

Archways 

Cross Green Growing Together East Leeds Project Bangladesh Centre 

St Hildas Church GIPSIL Bankside Primary School 

Leeds Mencap Gipton Together CATCH 

Burmantofts Senior Action Public Health 
Cleaner Neighbourhoods 
Team 

Canopy Housing LCC – Gipton Children Centre Communities Team 

Meeting Point Café / Newbourne 
Methodist Church 

LCC - Housing Leeds Connect For Health 

Richmond Hill Elderly Action LCC - Youth Services Connect Housing 

Zest Health for Life Oakwood Medical Centre CO-Op Academy 

Leeds Refugee Forum Old Fire Station Fever FM 

Bridge Community Church Space2 Get Away Girls 

Touchstone Wybeck Valley Friends GIPSIL 

English in the Community West Yorkshire Police Gypsy Roma Traveller Team 

East Street Arts  Hamara 

Project Hope  Harehills Children's Centre 

Get Technology  Harehills Primary School 

Roots LS9  Housing Advisory Panel 

Leeds Money Buddies  Housing Leeds 

Learning Partnerships  Hovingham Primary 

Ebor Gardens Advice Centre  IntoUniversity 

Connect for Health  LASBT 

The Orion Partnership  Leeds Credit Union 

Housing Leeds  Leeds Housing Concern 

LCC Cleaner Neighbourhoods Team  Migration Access Officer 

LCC Youth Services  Muslim Youth Forum 

LCC Employment & Skills  Orion 

Inner East Cluster  Positive Futures 

Public Health  Prevent 

Active Leeds  Public Health 
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Children Centres  Public Health, Best Start 

The Compton Centre  Refuse 

LASBT  Shantona 

West Yorkshire Police  Shine 

  Space2 

  St Aidan's Church 

  St Augustines Church 

  Targeted Services 

  The Compton Centre 

  Touchstone 

  Women’s Life’s Matter 

  West Yorkshire Fire Service 

  West Yorkshire Police 

  Youth Offending Service 

  Youth Services 
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CITY WIDE CONSULTATION ACTIVITY 

 

Out of home advertising (OOH) 

Digital billboards were used as the main method of communicating the consultation outdoors.  Adverts 
were placed on two boards on main arterial commuter routes in the city (the A64 in east Leeds and on 
Meadow Road adjacent to the M621 motorway in the south) to signpost and raise awareness of the 
consultation.  The adverts ran day and night for 12 weeks of the 13 week consultation period.   
 
 

 
 

Photograph of the OOH board on A64 York Road at its junction with Harehills Lane in east Leeds. Based on 

industry standard insights, the advert received on average 476,138 impacts per fortnight 

 

 
 

Photograph of the OOH board on Meadow Road adjacent to the M621 motorway in south Leeds. Based on 

industry standard insights, the advert received on average, 344,924 impacts per fortnight 

 

Bus advertising 

During August and September 2018, consultation marketing was placed on the rear of 30 buses operated 
by First Bus, the largest bus operator in Leeds. 88.92% of the Leeds public potentially saw the adverts 2.505 
million times over 4 weeks.  
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Photographs showing the adverts placed on the rear of buses to promote the consultation  
 

Local media   

The Director of Resources & Housing, Neil Evans was interviewed on Radio Aire on 10 September 2018 to 

discuss the selective licensing proposal for the area. In addition, the Yorkshire Evening Post newspaper ran 

two articles on the selective licensing consultation. The first was published on 6 August 2018 and the 

second on 31 October 2018. Screenshots of both articles can be found below.   
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Screenshot of Yorkshire Evening Post article published on  06.08.2018 

https://www.yorkshireeveningpost.co.uk/news/plan-to-tackle-deprivation-in-leeds-rent-sector-1-9286898 
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Screenshot of Yorkshire Evening Post Article published on 31.10.18 

https://www.yorkshireeveningpost.co.uk/news/leeds-selective-licensing-scheme-for-beeston-and-

harehills-last-chance-to-have-your-say-1-9420857  

 

South Leeds Life, a news website and newspaper run by a not-for-profit social enterprise, published two 

articles on 6 August 2018 and 13 September 2018. Screenshots of both articles can be found on the 
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following pages.  They also promoted the local drop in events held during the consultation period. The 

following are links to the webpages that promoted the events –  

 https://southleedslife.com/event/landlord-licensing-consultation/  

https://southleedslife.com/event/landlord-licensing-consultation-2/  

https://southleedslife.com/event/landlord-licensing-consultation-3/  

 

 

 

 
 

 

Screenshot of article in South Leeds Life on 06.08.2018  

https://southleedslife.com/should-landlords-be-licensed-in-beeston/  
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Screenshot of article in South Leeds Life on 13.09.18 

https://southleedslife.com/landlord-licensing-raising-standards-or-a-tenants-tax/ 
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Email alerts  
 
The Private Sector Housing service sent two emails to over 3600 recipients during the consultation 
period to landlords, agents, organisations etc who had subscribed to receive news updates on 
housing matters. The emails were sent on 6 August 2018 and 7 September 2018 and can be seen 
below. In addition, a further email was sent on 6 August by the Leeds Neighbourhood Team to 
landlords and agents subscribed to their email alert system.       
 
 

From: Thorpe, David  
Sent: 06 August 2018 10:42 
Subject: LCC Private Rented Sector Housing Update - SELECTIVE LICENSING Consultation. 
 
Private rented sector news – 6th August 2018. 
 
URGENT – Selective licensing consultation 
 

The Council is considering the option of selective licensing for parts of Harehills and Beeston. The 
consultation runs from the 1st August until the 31st October 2018.  
 
All the information regarding the proposal, the issues facing the areas and how to have your say by 
completing the questionnaire, can be found at: www.leeds.gov.uk/selectivelicensing.  
 
During the three months we will send out further information regarding events and drop-ins which you are 
very welcome to attend. The Council will also be posting updates on both its Facebook and Twitter accounts 
which you may wish to follow to keep in touch with developments through the consultation. 
 
If you wish to contact the team please email selective.licensing@leeds.gov.uk or telephone 0113 
5351369 and we would be more than happy to discuss the matter with you. 
 
Mark Ireland 
Service Manager Private Sector Housing 
Knowsthorpe Gate 
Leeds City Council 
LS9 0NP 
0113 3786334 
E mail: mark.ireland@leeds.gov.uk 
Click for all private rented sector housing matters 
Click and  subscribe to our regular private sector housing update 

www.leeds.gov.uk/selectivelicensing  
Thanks for reading! 

 

Email sent on 06.08.18 to 3605 recipients subscribed to receive email updates from the Private Sector 
Housing service  
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From: Thorpe, David  
Sent: 07 September 2018 14:09 
Subject: LCC Private Rented Sector Housing Update - 7th September 2018 
 

Private rented sector news – 7th September 2018. 
 

Annual Landlords Conference  
Save the date for our FREE annual Landlords Conference – Wednesday 28th November 2018. Agenda to 
follow.  Email to book your place/trade stand PSH@leeds.gov.uk 

  
URGENT - landlords & agents are you ready for the extension of mandatory HMO licensing? 
From 1st October 2018 you will need to have made an application for all your one and two storey HMO 
properties.  Link  
 
New HMO licence holders – have you attended the mandatory training course? 
Licence conditions 8 & 9 require licence holders & agents to attend our Training course 
 

Selective licensing consultation – Drop in session dates. 
Have your say on our Harehills/Beeston proposals.  

 
 

Property managers/agents don’t get caught out!  
You’re strongly advised not to engage in any management arrangement with a landlord operating an 
unlicensed but licensable HMO. If you do, you will be committing an offence.  Check our list of live HMO 
licences and stay on the right side of the law.  

 
 

Boilers through ‘Better Homes Leeds’. 

 
 
Landlords Letting Scheme 
Want to find tenants? See how our scheme can help you.  

 
 

How to contact the Private Sector Housing Teams: 
Area Renewal/Empty Homes and Loans:  0113 3784702.   Landlord Letting Scheme: 0113 3784701. 
HMO Licensing:0113 3784698. Private Rented Sector (general complaints regarding disrepair):0113 3784699. 
Leeds Neighbourhood Approach (area-based proactive work in Holbeck):  0113 3785951. 
Property Redress Scheme: 0113 3786305.   Selective Licensing: 0113 5351369.                     
Click for all private rented sector housing matters 

 

Email sent on 07.09.18 to 3637 recipients subscribed to receive email updates from the Private Sector 
Housing service  
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Social media 

Facebook and Twitter were the main focus for the social media element of the consultation.    

Facebook - the corporate Facebook account was utilised, with 29,306 followers. Each post was boosted to 

maximise reach to followers. In September 2018 - during the middle of the consultation - the account was 

the busiest it has ever been.  Comments from followers, which can be found in Appendix 12 were promptly 

responded to by the Council’s Digital Access team and the Private Sector Housing service and were used to 

inform of themes for future posts. 

 

Highlights of the Facebook campaign: 

 Reach of selective licensing posts during the consultation period - 126,824 (where ‘reach’ is measured 

by how many times a post appears in a user’s newsfeed) 

 Reactions to posted content – 1196 (‘reactions’ such as ‘like’, ‘love’ and ‘angry’ measure interaction with 

posts) 

 Comments - 1191 (‘comments’ on a post, discussions/ debate and queries)  

 Clicks - 17,707 (clicks are measured by people clicking into a post to fully read it). 

 Shares (where a post was shared by a user to their own Facebook page) - 287 

These analytics were taken directly from the corporate Leeds City Council Facebook account. 

 

Twitter – the account managed by the Private Sector Housing service was utilised during the consultation 

period. Screen shots of Tweets and Retweets can be found below.  
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Screen shots of Tweets and Retweets 

 

Leeds City Council’s website 

A selective licensing page was built within the Private Rented Property webpages of the Council’s website, 

www.leeds.gov.uk  It contained information about the proposal for selecting licensing in the area together 

with a series of downloadable documents and access to the two consultation questionnaires.  Screenshots 

of the webpage together with copies of the questionnaires and downloadable documents are contained in 

Appendix 5.  
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A short URL (www.leeds.gov.uk/selectivelicensing) was placed on all marketing material, in the media and 

in social media posts to signpost stakeholders and residents, with ease, to the consultation. Promotional 

adverts were placed on the main landing page of the Council’s website during the consultation period to 

maximise engagement. 

Highlights of the web site campaign: 

 During the first 2 weeks of the consultation in August, the map showing the proposed area was the 4th 

most downloaded document on the entire Council website.   

 Total page views – 7,952 

 Total downloads – 1,761 

 The top 3 most downloaded documents during the consultation period:  

Maps - 808 

Street names - 283 

Frequently Asked Questions - 266 

 

Internal advertising to Leeds City Council employees 

A number of activities took place during the consultation period to make Council staff were aware of the 

proposal for selective licensing in the area –  

INSITE – Insite is an internal (staff) web portal with 11,500 users. Two adverts were placed on the portal for 

a 2 week period, each time raising awareness of the consultation to the users. 

Essentials – Essentials is a weekly staff news bulletin that is emailed to 11,500 recipients. On 8 August 

2018, a graphics interchange format (GIF) about the consultation was included. The GIF can be 

viewed on You Tube via the following link - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnwiUIVRCyU 

   
Screenshot of the graphics interchange format from Essentials Leeds 

 

Housing Leeds Matters – Housing Leeds Matters is a Housing Leeds staff bulletin that is emailed weekly to 

1,786 recipients.  On 7 August 2018 the bulletin contained an article about the launch of the consultation.  

Email signatures - approximately 350 staff working in Housing Support (which includes Leeds Housing 

Options and the Private Sector Housing service) changed the signatures on their emails to carry the 

consultation branding and the short URL link to the selective licensing webpage. 
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Emails sent to city wide partners ahead of and during the consultation period   

Date of Email Partner 

01.08.18 Canopy Housing 

01.08.18 Gipsil 

01.08.18 LATCH 

03.08.18 Residential Landlord Association 

03.08.18 LCC Partnership Intelligence and Service Development 

06.08.18 Landlords/agents subscribed to receive updates from the Leeds Neighbourhood Team 

20.08.18 
PRS housing lead officers at surrounding West Yorkshire authorities (Wakefield, 
Calderdale, Kirklees & Bradford) 

22.08.18 Fabian Hamilton MP & Hilary Benn MP 

24.09.18 Citizens Advice Bureau 

25.09.18 Feel Good Factor 

03.10.18 MAP+ 

03.10.18 DWP 

16.10.18 Engage Leeds 

22.10.18 Learning Partnerships 
 

City Wide Meetings/Events Attended Ahead of and During the Consultation Period 

Date of 
Meeting/Event 

Nature of Meeting/Event 

11.07.18 Presentation to the Voice of Informed Tenants Across Leeds (VITAL) 

04.08.18 Promotion of the selective licensing consultation at Leeds Pride  

08.08.18 Attendance at team meeting at the Leeds Housing Options  

22.08.18 Meeting with the Residential Landlord Association 

05.09.18 Meeting with representatives from GIPSIL, Canopy Housing & LATCH  

12.09.18 Meeting with representatives from the Say No campaign group 

17.09.18 Attendance at LCC internal policy network meeting 

18.09.18 
Attendance at the Leeds Rental Standard Board Meeting. National Landlords 
Association, Residential Landlords Association & Unipol present 

21.09.18 Meeting with Leeds City Credit Union  

24.09.18 Meeting with Housing Support Team Leader, Leeds City Council.  

03.10.18 
Attendance at meeting with Cllr Anderson and representatives of the Say No 
campaign group 

10.10.18 Meeting with representatives from the Say No campaign group 

11.10.18 Attendance at the Strategic Housing Partnership Collaboration Workshop  

30.10.18 Attendance at the Refugee Family Fun Day at Woodsley Road Community Centre  
 

Miscellaneous Activities Undertaken 

Date of 
Activity 

Detail 

02.08.18 
Email signatures updated by PRS Housing staff to include the "have your say" icon and 
a link to the Selective Licensing page on the Council’s website 

10.09.18  Neil Evans interviewed on Radio Aire 

21.09.18 Paper questionnaires delivered to officers in the Housing Regulation team. 

24.10.18 
Attendance at the Merrion Hub, Leeds city centre. Information and advice provided to 
the public and questionnaires completed. 

26.10.18 
Attendance at the Merrion Hub, Leeds city centre. Information and advice provided to 
the public and questionnaires completed. 
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LEEDS CITY COUNCIL WEBSITE - SELECTIVE LICENSING WEBPAGE 
 

As stated in Appendix 4, a selective licensing page was built within the Private Rented Property 

webpages of the Council’s website, www.leeds.gov.uk  The webpage contained information about 

the proposal for selecting licensing for the area together with a series of downloadable documents 

and access to the two consultation questionnaires.  Screenshots of the webpage together with 

copies of the questionnaires and downloadable documents can be found below.   

 

Screen shots of the selective licensing webpage 
https://www.leeds.gov.uk/business/privately-rented-property/selective-licensing  
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Related documents 
  
The following are screenshots of the related documents referred to on the webpage.  

 

Beeston selective licensing street names –
https://www.leeds.gov.uk/docs/Beeston%20Selective%20Licensing%20street%20names.pdf  
 

            
 
Screenshots of pages 1 & 2 of the downloadable document titled Beeston Selective Licensing street  
names 
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Screenshots of pages 3 & 4 of the downloadable document titled Beeston Selective Licensing street 
names 
 

 
Screenshots of page 5 of the downloadable document titled Beeston Selective Licensing street names 
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Harehills selective licensing street names – 
https://www.leeds.gov.uk/docs/Harehills%20Selective%20Licensing%20street%20names.pdf  

 

                     
Screenshots of pages 1 & 2 of the downloadable document titled Harehills  Selective Licensing street 
names 

                          
Screenshots of pages 3 & 4 of the downloadable document titled Harehills Selective Licensing street 
names 
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Screenshots of pages 5 & 6 of the downloadable document titled Harehills Selective Licensing street 
names 

 
 
Selective licensing frequently asked questions -   
https://www.leeds.gov.uk/docs/Selective%20Licensing%20Frequently%20Asked%20Questions.pdf  
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Selective licensing draft conditions - please see Appendix 18 
https://www.leeds.gov.uk/docs/Selective%20Licensing%20Draft%20Conditions.pdf  

 
 
Proposed selective licensing area map – please see the following page 
https://www.leeds.gov.uk/docs/proposed%20selective%20licensing%20area%20map.pdf  
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Screenshot of the map for Harehills contained within the selective licensing webpage  
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Screenshot of the map for Beeston contained within the selective licensing webpage  
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Consultation questionnaires 
 
The selective licensing page on the Council’s website contained two buttons for visitors to access the 
electronic questionnaires for residents/stakeholders and landlords and letting/managing agents. The 
questionnaires were identical in question content to the paper questionnaires used during the 
consultation, however, due to the way in which the electronic questionnaires had to be built – 

 the Privacy Notice on page 2 of the paper questionnaires had to feature as question 1 in the 
electronic versions of the questionnaires, and  

 the opportunity to keep in touch (page 7 of the paper questionnaires) featured as questions within 
the body of the electronic questionnaires.   

Copies of the paper questionnaires can be found below.  
 
Paper questionnaire for residents/stakeholders 
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Page 2 of the paper questionnaire for residents and stakeholders 
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Page 3 of the paper questionnaire for residents and stakeholders 
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Page 4 of the paper questionnaire for residents and stakeholders 
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Page 5 of the paper questionnaire for residents and stakeholders 
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Page 6 of the paper questionnaire for residents and stakeholders 
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Page 7 of the paper questionnaire for residents and stakeholders.  
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Page 8 of the paper questionnaire for residents and stakeholders. This page featured on the paper 
questionnaire only.  
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Paper questionnaire for landlords and agents 
 

 
 
Page 1 of the paper questionnaire for landlords and agents 
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Page 2 of the paper questionnaire for landlords and agents 
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Page 3 of the paper questionnaire for landlords and agents 
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Page 4 of the paper questionnaire for landlords and agents 
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Page 5 of the paper questionnaire for landlords and agents 
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Page 6 of the paper questionnaire for landlords and agents 
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Page 7 of the paper questionnaire for landlords and agents 
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Page 8 of the paper questionnaire for landlords and agents. This page featured on the paper 
questionnaire only.  
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RESULTS FROM THE CONSULTATION 
QUESTIONNAIRE FROM LANDLORDS AND AGENTS 

 
 

1. Please confirm...  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 

I confirm that I wish to submit the 
information entered into this form to 
Leeds City Council. I give my 
consent (permission) for this to be 
used as described in the privacy 
notice above. 

  
 

100.00% 222 

  
answered 222 

skipped 0 

 

2. Are you responding as:  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 
A private landlord who owns and 
rents out a house in Leeds 

  
 

86.94% 193 

2 
A letting agent/managing agent 
operating in Leeds 

  
 

9.46% 21 

3 
A private landlord/letting 
agent/managing agent operating 
outside of Leeds 

  
 

2.25% 5 

4 
Other (please state in the space 
below): 

  
 

1.35% 3 

  
answered 222 

skipped 0 

See Appendix 7 for free text comments in relation to 4 above  
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3. If you are a private landlord, where do you live? (please tick one box only)  

A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Beeston   
 

6.77% 13 

2 Harehills   
 

43.23% 83 

3 Elsewhere in Leeds   
 

42.19% 81 

4 Outside of Leeds   
 

7.81% 15 

A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Beeston   
 

27.78% 5 

2 Harehills   
 

33.33% 6 

3 Elsewhere in Leeds   
 

38.89% 7 

4 Outside of Leeds    0.00% 0 

A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating outside of Leeds 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Beeston   
 

20.00% 1 

2 Harehills   
 

20.00% 1 

3 Elsewhere in Leeds   
 

20.00% 1 

4 Outside of Leeds   
 

40.00% 2 

Other  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Beeston   
 

100.00% 1 

2 Harehills    0.00% 0 

3 Elsewhere in Leeds    0.00% 0 

4 Outside of Leeds    0.00% 0 

 
 

5. If you are a private landlord, letting agent or managing agent, please tell us how 
many properties you currently own or manage in Leeds?  

A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 0    0.00% 0 

2 1   
 

23.16% 44 

3 2 - 10   
 

56.84% 108 

4 11 - 50   
 

17.89% 34 

5 51 - 100   
 

1.58% 3 

6 More than 100   
 

0.53% 
1 
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5. If you are a private landlord, letting agent or managing agent, please tell us how 
many properties you currently own or manage in Leeds?  

A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 0    0.00% 0 

2 1    0.00% 0 

3 2 - 10   
 

38.10% 8 

4 11 - 50   
 

19.05% 4 

5 51 - 100   
 

4.76% 1 

6 More than 100   
 

38.10% 8 

A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating outside of Leeds 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 0    0.00% 0 

2 1    0.00% 0 

3 2 - 10   
 

60.00% 3 

4 11 - 50   
 

20.00% 1 

5 51 - 100    0.00% 0 

6 More than 100   
 

20.00% 1 

Other 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 0    0.00% 0 

2 1    0.00% 0 

3 2 - 10   
 

50.00% 1 

4 11 - 50    0.00% 0 

5 51 - 100   
 

50.00% 1 

6 More than 100    0.00% 0 
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6. If you are a private landlord, letting agent or managing agent, please tell us if you 
own or manage homes in the following parts of Leeds?  

A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  Yes No 
Response 

Total 

Beeston 
50.7% 
(68) 

49.3% 
(66) 

134 

Harehills 
100.0% 
(193) 

0.0% 
(0) 

193 

A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  Yes No 
Response 

Total 

Beeston 
89.5% 
(17) 

10.5% 
(2) 

19 

Harehills 
100.0% 

(21) 
0.0% 
(0) 

21 

A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating outside of Leeds 

  Yes No 
Response 

Total 

Beeston 
60.0% 

(3) 
40.0% 

(2) 
5 

Harehills 
100.0% 

(5) 
0.0% 
(0) 

5 

Other 

  Yes No 
Response 

Total 

Beeston 
66.7% 

(2) 
33.3% 

(1) 
3 

Harehills 
100.0% 

(3) 
0.0% 
(0) 

3 
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7. If you own or manage homes in Beeston, please tell us how long you have been a 
landlord or agent in Beeston:  
 

A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 0 - 12 months   
 

15.91% 14 

2 1 - 2 years   
 

9.09% 8 

3 3 - 4 years   
 

21.59% 19 

4 5 - 9 years   
 

23.86% 21 

5 10 years plus   
 

29.55% 26 

A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 0 - 12 months   
 

11.76% 2 

2 1 - 2 years    0.00% 0 

3 3 - 4 years   
 

23.53% 4 

4 5 - 9 years   
 

11.76% 2 

5 10 years plus   
 

52.94% 9 

A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating outside of Leeds 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 0 - 12 months    0.00% 0 

2 1 - 2 years    0.00% 0 

3 3 - 4 years   
 

25.00% 1 

4 5 - 9 years   
 

50.00% 2 

5 10 years plus   
 

25.00% 1 

Other 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 0 - 12 months    0.00% 0 

2 1 - 2 years    0.00% 0 

3 3 - 4 years   
 

100.00% 1 

4 5 - 9 years    0.00% 0 

5 10 years plus    0.00% 0 
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8. If you own or manage homes in Harehills, please tell us how long you have been a 
landlord or agent in Harehills:  
 

A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 0 - 12 months   
 

3.13% 6 

2 1 - 2 years   
 

11.98% 23 

3 3 - 4 years   
 

15.63% 30 

4 5 - 9 years   
 

27.60% 53 

5 10 years plus   
 

41.67% 80 

A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 0 - 12 months   
 

5.00% 1 

2 1 - 2 years   
 

5.00% 1 

3 3 - 4 years   
 

25.00% 5 

4 5 - 9 years   
 

15.00% 3 

5 10 years plus   
 

50.00% 10 

A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating outside of Leeds 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 0 - 12 months    0.00% 0 

2 1 - 2 years    0.00% 0 

3 3 - 4 years    0.00% 0 

4 5 - 9 years   
 

40.00% 2 

5 10 years plus   
 

60.00% 3 

Other 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 0 - 12 months   
 

33.33% 1 

2 1 - 2 years    0.00% 0 

3 3 - 4 years    0.00% 0 

4 5 - 9 years    0.00% 0 

5 10 years plus   
 

66.67% 2 
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9. If you are a private landlord, letting agent or managing agent, are you a member of 
any of the following (please tick all that apply)  
 

A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 The Leeds Rental Standard   
 

25.32% 20 

2 Residential Landlords Association (RLA)   
 

58.23% 46 

3 National Landlords Association (NLA)   
 

26.58% 21 

4 Unipol   
 

3.80% 3 

5 
Other accreditation scheme (please specify 
in the space below): 

  
 

15.19% 12 

A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 The Leeds Rental Standard    0.00% 0 

2 Residential Landlords Association (RLA)   
 

83.33% 10 

3 National Landlords Association (NLA)   
 

16.67% 2 

4 Unipol    0.00% 0 

5 
Other accreditation scheme (please specify 
in the space below): 

  
 

8.33% 1 

A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating outside of Leeds 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 The Leeds Rental Standard    0.00% 0 

2 Residential Landlords Association (RLA)   
 

100.00% 2 

3 National Landlords Association (NLA)    0.00% 0 

4 Unipol    0.00% 0 

5 
Other accreditation scheme (please specify 
in the space below): 

   0.00% 0 

Other 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 The Leeds Rental Standard    0.00% 0 

2 Residential Landlords Association (RLA)    0.00% 0 

3 National Landlords Association (NLA)    0.00% 0 

4 Unipol    0.00% 0 

5 
Other accreditation scheme (please specify 
in the space below): 

  
 

100.00% 1 
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10. If you are a private landlord, letting agent or managing agent, do you ask for 
references from prospective tenants?  

A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Yes   
 

84.04% 158 

2 No   
 

15.96% 30 

A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Yes   
 

85.71% 18 

2 No   
 

14.29% 3 

A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating outside of Leeds 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Yes   
 

100.00% 5 

2 No    0.00% 0 

Other 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Yes   
 

66.67% 2 

2 No   
 

33.33% 1 
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11. Looking beyond any properties that you may own or manage in Beeston and/or 
Harehills, which of the following do you feel are a big problem in the area proposed for 
Selective Licensing ? (In each column, please tick all that apply)  
 
A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  Beeston Harehills 
Response 

Total 

Poor housing conditions 
39.5% 
(17) 

60.5% 
(26) 

43 

Empty homes 
48.1% 
(25) 

51.9% 
(27) 

52 

A high turnover of tenants (tenants not staying long) 
38.9% 
(28) 

61.1% 
(44) 

72 

A high level of unemployment 
37.4% 
(46) 

62.6% 
(77) 

123 

Tenants not being able to pay the rent 
34.9% 
(51) 

65.1% 
(95) 

146 

Problems accessing services (GPs, schools etc) 
40.8% 
(20) 

59.2% 
(29) 

49 

Environmental issues, e.g. dog fouling, fly tipping, graffiti etc 
30.2% 
(32) 

69.8% 
(74) 

106 

A high level of crime and ASB 
36.4% 
(36) 

63.6% 
(63) 

99 

A poor perception of private landlords 
38.4% 
(33) 

61.6% 
(53) 

86 

Don't know / no knowledge 
64.9% 
(24) 

35.1% 
(13) 

37 

A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  Beeston Harehills 
Response 

Total 

Poor housing conditions 
66.7% 

(2) 
33.3% 

(1) 
3 

Empty homes 
25.0% 

(1) 
75.0% 

(3) 
4 

A high turnover of tenants (tenants not staying long) 
37.5% 

(3) 
62.5% 

(5) 
8 

A high level of unemployment 
51.9% 
(14) 

48.1% 
(13) 

27 

Tenants not being able to pay the rent 
46.7% 
(14) 

53.3% 
(16) 

30 

Problems accessing services (GPs, schools etc) 
33.3% 

(2) 
66.7% 

(4) 
6 

Environmental issues, e.g. dog fouling, fly tipping, graffiti etc 
40.0% 

(8) 
60.0% 
(12) 

20 

A high level of crime and ASB 
25.0% 

(3) 
75.0% 

(9) 
12 

A poor perception of private landlords 
47.1% 

(8) 
52.9% 

(9) 
17 

Don't know / no knowledge 
66.7% 

(2) 
33.3% 

(1) 
3 
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A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  Beeston Harehills 
Response 

Total 

 A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating 
outside of Leeds 

Beeston Harehills 
Response 

Total 

Poor housing conditions 
0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0 

Empty homes 
0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0 

A high turnover of tenants (tenants not staying long) 
50.0% 

(1) 
50.0% 

(1) 
2 

A high level of unemployment 
33.3% 

(1) 
66.7% 

(2) 
3 

Tenants not being able to pay the rent 
33.3% 

(1) 
66.7% 

(2) 
3 

Problems accessing services (GPs, schools etc) 
0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0 

Environmental issues, e.g. dog fouling, fly tipping, graffiti etc 
50.0% 

(1) 
50.0% 

(1) 
2 

A high level of crime and ASB 
0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0 

A poor perception of private landlords 
0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0 

Don't know / no knowledge 
50.0% 

(2) 
50.0% 

(2) 
4 

Other 

  Beeston Harehills 
Response 

Total 

Poor housing conditions 
33.3% 

(1) 
66.7% 

(2) 
3 

Empty homes 
33.3% 

(1) 
66.7% 

(2) 
3 

A high turnover of tenants (tenants not staying long) 
50.0% 

(1) 
50.0% 

(1) 
2 

A high level of unemployment 
50.0% 

(1) 
50.0% 

(1) 
2 

Tenants not being able to pay the rent 
50.0% 

(1) 
50.0% 

(1) 
2 

Problems accessing services (GPs, schools etc) 
50.0% 

(1) 
50.0% 

(1) 
2 

Environmental issues, e.g. dog fouling, fly tipping, graffiti etc 
33.3% 

(1) 
66.7% 

(2) 
3 

A high level of crime and ASB 
33.3% 

(1) 
66.7% 

(2) 
3 

A poor perception of private landlords 
33.3% 

(1) 
66.7% 

(2) 
3 

Don't know / no knowledge 
100.0% 

(1) 
0.0% 
(0) 

1 
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12. If you own or manage homes in Beeston and/or Harehills, have you encountered 
any of the following issues with your property in the last 12 months? (please tick all 
that apply)  
A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Difficulty finding new tenants   
 

17.16% 23 

2 
Difficulty obtaining references for 
new tenants 

  
 

33.58% 45 

3 Tenants in rent arrears   
 

71.64% 96 

4 Problems evicting tenants   
 

55.22% 74 

5 
Problems in a neighbouring 
property affecting your 
property/your tenants 

  
 

29.10% 39 

6 
Your tenants causing anti-social 
behaviour 

  
 

14.18% 19 

7 
Your tenants not looking after 
your property, including external 
areas 

  
 

44.78% 60 

8 
Your tenants suffering from poor 
physical and/or mental health 

  
 

14.18% 19 

9 
Problems with waste, e.g. 
tenants not using the bins, fly 
tipping on your land 

  
 

34.33% 46 

 

12. If you own or manage homes in Beeston and/or Harehills, have you encountered 
any of the following issues with your property in the last 12 months? (please tick all 
that apply)  
A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Difficulty finding new tenants   
 

15.79% 3 

2 
Difficulty obtaining references for 
new tenants 

  
 

26.32% 5 

3 Tenants in rent arrears   
 

89.47% 17 

4 Problems evicting tenants   
 

57.89% 11 

5 
Problems in a neighbouring 
property affecting your 
property/your tenants 

  
 

21.05% 4 

6 
Your tenants causing anti-social 
behaviour 

  
 

10.53% 2 

7 
Your tenants not looking after 
your property, including external 
areas 

  
 

36.84% 7 

8 
Your tenants suffering from poor 
physical and/or mental health 

  
 

26.32% 5 

9 
Problems with waste, e.g. tenants 
not using the bins, fly tipping on 
your land 

  
 

47.37% 9 
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12. If you own or manage homes in Beeston and/or Harehills, have you encountered 
any of the following issues with your property in the last 12 months? (please tick all 
that apply)  
A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating outside of Leeds 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Difficulty finding new tenants    0.00% 0 

2 
Difficulty obtaining references for 
new tenants 

  
 

50.00% 2 

3 Tenants in rent arrears   
 

50.00% 2 

4 Problems evicting tenants   
 

75.00% 3 

5 
Problems in a neighbouring 
property affecting your 
property/your tenants 

  
 

25.00% 1 

6 
Your tenants causing anti-social 
behaviour 

  
 

25.00% 1 

7 
Your tenants not looking after your 
property, including external areas 

  
 

50.00% 2 

8 
Your tenants suffering from poor 
physical and/or mental health 

   0.00% 0 

9 
Problems with waste, e.g. tenants 
not using the bins, fly tipping on 
your land 

  
 

25.00% 1 

 
 

12. If you own or manage homes in Beeston and/or Harehills, have you encountered 
any of the following issues with your property in the last 12 months? (please tick all 
that apply)  
Other 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Difficulty finding new tenants    0.00% 0 

2 
Difficulty obtaining references for 
new tenants 

   0.00% 0 

3 Tenants in rent arrears   
 

50.00% 1 

4 Problems evicting tenants    0.00% 0 

5 
Problems in a neighbouring 
property affecting your 
property/your tenants 

  
 

100.00% 2 

6 
Your tenants causing anti-social 
behaviour 

  
 

100.00% 2 

7 
Your tenants not looking after your 
property, including external areas 

  
 

50.00% 1 

8 
Your tenants suffering from poor 
physical and/or mental health 

  
 

100.00% 2 

9 
Problems with waste, e.g. tenants 
not using the bins, fly tipping on 
your land 

  
 

50.00% 1 
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13. Do you agree with the two areas proposed for Selective Licensing?  
A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  Yes No Don't Know 
Response 

Total 

Beeston 
4.5% 
(8) 

81.8% 
(144) 

13.6% 
(24) 

176 

Harehills 
4.7% 
(9) 

92.7% 
(177) 

2.6% 
(5) 

191 

A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  Yes No Don't Know 
Response 

Total 

Beeston 
0.0% 
(0) 

95.0% 
(19) 

5.0% 
(1) 

20 

Harehills 
0.0% 
(0) 

100.0% 
(21) 

0.0% 
(0) 

21 

A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating outside of Leeds 

  Yes No Don't Know 
Response 

Total 

Beeston 
0.0% 
(0) 

100.0% 
(5) 

0.0% 
(0) 

5 

Harehills 
0.0% 
(0) 

100.0% 
(5) 

0.0% 
(0) 

5 

Other 

  Yes No Don't Know 
Response 

Total 

Beeston 
100.0% 

(2) 
0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

2 

Harehills 
100.0% 

(2) 
0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

2 
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14. The following statements seek to gauge your opinion as to the effect Selective 
Licensing may have on the issues listed (please tick one box per row)  
A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree 

Neither 
Agree or 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Response 
Total 

Selective Licensing will help 
improve the environment in 
Beeston and Harehills 

0.5% 
(1) 

3.1% 
(6) 

7.9% 
(15) 

13.6% 
(26) 

74.9% 
(143) 

191 

Selective Licensing will help 
reduce antisocial behaviour in 
Beeston and Harehills 

1.0% 
(2) 

1.0% 
(2) 

4.2% 
(8) 

12.0% 
(23) 

81.7% 
(156) 

191 

Selective Licensing will 
improve the quality of 
accommodation for tenants in 
Beeston and Harehills 

1.0% 
(2) 

4.7% 
(9) 

10.9% 
(21) 

16.1% 
(31) 

67.2% 
(129) 

192 

Selective Licensing will allow 
the Council to tackle poor 
landlords operating in Beeston 
and Harehills 

2.6% 
(5) 

9.4% 
(18) 

15.2% 
(29) 

9.4% 
(18) 

63.4% 
(121) 

191 

Selective Licensing will help 
good landlords operating in 
Beeston and Harehills 

0.5% 
(1) 

2.6% 
(5) 

10.0% 
(19) 

8.4% 
(16) 

78.4% 
(149) 

190 

 
14. The following statements seek to gauge your opinion as to the effect Selective 
Licensing may have on the issues listed (please tick one box per row)  
A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree 

Neither 
Agree or 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Response 
Total 

Selective Licensing will help 
improve the environment in 
Beeston and Harehills 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

9.5% 
(2) 

19.0% 
(4) 

71.4% 
(15) 

21 

Selective Licensing will help 
reduce antisocial behaviour in 
Beeston and Harehills 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

4.8% 
(1) 

14.3% 
(3) 

81.0% 
(17) 

21 

Selective Licensing will 
improve the quality of 
accommodation for tenants in 
Beeston and Harehills 

0.0% 
(0) 

14.3% 
(3) 

19.0% 
(4) 

19.0% 
(4) 

47.6% 
(10) 

21 

Selective Licensing will allow 
the Council to tackle poor 
landlords operating in Beeston 
and Harehills 

0.0% 
(0) 

9.5% 
(2) 

28.6% 
(6) 

9.5% 
(2) 

52.4% 
(11) 

21 

Selective Licensing will help 
good landlords operating in 
Beeston and Harehills 

4.8% 
(1) 

0.0% 
(0) 

23.8% 
(5) 

4.8% 
(1) 

66.7% 
(14) 

21 
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14. The following statements seek to gauge your opinion as to the effect Selective 
Licensing may have on the issues listed (please tick one box per row)  
A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating outside of Leeds 

  
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree 

Neither 
Agree or 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Response 
Total 

Selective Licensing will help 
improve the environment in 
Beeston and Harehills 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

20.0% 
(1) 

20.0% 
(1) 

60.0% 
(3) 

5 

Selective Licensing will help 
reduce antisocial behaviour in 
Beeston and Harehills 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

20.0% 
(1) 

80.0% 
(4) 

5 

Selective Licensing will 
improve the quality of 
accommodation for tenants in 
Beeston and Harehills 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

20.0% 
(1) 

0.0% 
(0) 

80.0% 
(4) 

5 

Selective Licensing will allow 
the Council to tackle poor 
landlords operating in Beeston 
and Harehills 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

20.0% 
(1) 

80.0% 
(4) 

5 

Selective Licensing will help 
good landlords operating in 
Beeston and Harehills 

0.0% 
(0) 

20.0% 
(1) 

0.0% 
(0) 

20.0% 
(1) 

60.0% 
(3) 

5 

 
 

14. The following statements seek to gauge your opinion as to the effect Selective 
Licensing may have on the issues listed (please tick one box per row)  
Other 

  
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree 

Neither 
Agree or 
Disagree 

Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Response 
Total 

Selective Licensing will help 
improve the environment in 
Beeston and Harehills 

66.7% 
(2) 

33.3% 
(1) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

3 

Selective Licensing will help 
reduce antisocial behaviour in 
Beeston and Harehills 

33.3% 
(1) 

66.7% 
(2) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

3 

Selective Licensing will 
improve the quality of 
accommodation for tenants in 
Beeston and Harehills 

100.0% 
(3) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

3 

Selective Licensing will allow 
the Council to tackle poor 
landlords operating in Beeston 
and Harehills 

100.0% 
(3) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

3 

Selective Licensing will help 
good landlords operating in 
Beeston and Harehills 

100.0% 
(3) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

0.0% 
(0) 

3 

Free text comments submitted are contained in Appendix 7 
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15. To what extent do you agree with the proposed fee structure for Selective Licensing 
of £825 per property, with a discount of £150 for members of the Leeds Rental 
Standard?  
A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Strongly Agree   
 

1.56% 3 

2 Agree   
 

1.04% 2 

3 Neither Agree or Disagree   
 

0.52% 1 

4 Disagree   
 

2.60% 5 

5 Strongly Disagree   
 

94.27% 181 

A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Strongly Agree   
 

5.00% 1 

2 Agree    0.00% 0 

3 Neither Agree or Disagree    0.00% 0 

4 Disagree   
 

10.00% 2 

5 Strongly Disagree   
 

85.00% 17 

A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating outside of Leeds 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Strongly Agree    0.00% 0 

2 Agree    0.00% 0 

3 Neither Agree or Disagree    0.00% 0 

4 Disagree   
 

20.00% 1 

5 Strongly Disagree   
 

80.00% 4 

Other 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Strongly Agree   
 

50.00% 1 

2 Agree    0.00% 0 

3 Neither Agree or Disagree   
 

50.00% 1 

4 Disagree    0.00% 0 

5 Strongly Disagree    0.00% 0 

Free text comments submitted are contained in Appendix 7 
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16. To what extent do you agree with the proposed conditions for Selective Licensing 
in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  
A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Strongly Agree   
 

2.08% 4 

2 Agree   
 

2.08% 4 

3 Neither Agree or Disagree   
 

6.77% 13 

4 Disagree   
 

5.21% 10 

5 Strongly Disagree   
 

83.85% 161 

A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Strongly Agree   
 

5.00% 1 

2 Agree    0.00% 0 

3 Neither Agree or Disagree   
 

10.00% 2 

4 Disagree   
 

25.00% 5 

5 Strongly Disagree   
 

60.00% 12 

A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating outside of Leeds 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Strongly Agree    0.00% 0 

2 Agree    0.00% 0 

3 Neither Agree or Disagree    0.00% 0 

4 Disagree    0.00% 0 

5 Strongly Disagree   
 

100.00% 5 

Other 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Strongly Agree   
 

66.67% 2 

2 Agree   
 

33.33% 1 

3 Neither Agree or Disagree    0.00% 0 

4 Disagree    0.00% 0 

5 Strongly Disagree    0.00% 0 

Free text comments submitted are contained in Appendix 7 
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17. Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our proposal to introduce 
Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  
 
A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds and manages homes in 
Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Strongly Agree   
 

1.05% 2 

2 Agree   
 

2.62% 5 

3 Neither Agree or Disagree   
 

3.14% 6 

4 Disagree   
 

5.24% 10 

5 Strongly Disagree   
 

87.96% 168 

A Letting/Managing Agent operating in Leeds and manages homes in Harehills 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Strongly Agree   
 

5.00% 1 

2 Agree    0.00% 0 

3 Neither Agree or Disagree   
 

5.00% 1 

4 Disagree   
 

10.00% 2 

5 Strongly Disagree   
 

80.00% 16 

A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating outside of Leeds 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Strongly Agree    0.00% 0 

2 Agree    0.00% 0 

3 Neither Agree or Disagree    0.00% 0 

4 Disagree    0.00% 0 

5 Strongly Disagree   
 

100.00% 5 

Other 

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 Strongly Agree   
 

66.67% 2 

2 Agree   
 

33.33% 1 

3 Neither Agree or Disagree    0.00% 0 

4 Disagree    0.00% 0 

5 Strongly Disagree    0.00% 0 

Free text comments submitted are contained in Appendix 7 
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18. Is there anything else that you would like to say? 

Free text comments submitted are contained in Appendix 7 

 
 

19. Do You Want to Receive An Update About the Selective Licensing Consultation? The 
Service is offering individuals the opportunity to subscribe to a list to receive the results of 
this consultation by either email or by post. It is made clear that there is no obligation to 
participate and the Service asks for consent to use either email or postal addresses 
exclusively for this purpose. Individuals that do not consent will not miss out on this 
service or the exercise of any right, so they are able to give or refuse their consent freely. 
Please tick the following box only if you would like to receive a one off summary of the 
responses received to this questionnaire.  

  
Response 

Percent 
Response 

Total 

1 
I wish to receive a one off summary 
of the responses received to this 
questionnaire by email 

  
 

59.14% 110 

2 
I wish to receive a one off summary 
of the responses received to this 
questionnaire by post 

  
 

4.84% 9 

3 
I DO NOT wish to receive a 
summary of the responses 
received to this questionnaire 

  
 

36.02% 67 
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FREE TEXT COMMENTS EXTRACTED FROM COMPLETED LANDLORD 
AND AGENT QUESTIONNAIRES 

 

1. Please confirm...  

  Response Percent Response Total 

1 

I confirm that I wish to submit the information entered 
into this form to Leeds City Council. I give my consent 
(permission) for this to be used as described in the 
privacy notice above. 

  
 

100.00% 222 

 

2. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Are you responding as:  

1 A Tenant providing accommodation to destitute female Asylum Seekers, under a Licence to occupy at Will, charging 
no rent and providing financial assistance to residents whilst residing in the properties - one in Holbeck/Beston the 
other in Harehills.  Do we come under the proposed new regulations? 

2 Community Housing Provider with supported housing properties in the area 

3 A Housing Charity operating in Harehills. 
 

 

9. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, If you are a private landlord, letting agent or managing 
agent, are you a member of any of the following (please tick all that apply):     

1 TPO 

2 no 

3 no 

4 letting through esatate agents 

5 NONE 

6 
 

7 RLAAS 

8 NHF Member 

9 
 

10 
 

11 
 

12 No 

13 NONE 

14 NONE 
 

 

14. Free text comments submitted in response to the statements seeking to gauge opinion as to the effect selective 
licensing may have on the issues listed:   

1 I do not believe there is any evidence to suggest that licencing private sector landlords in this way will benefit the 
two geographic areas in question. There are problems with disruptive tenants but the private sector does not 
have a monopoly on poor tenants, indeed good private landlords will take action to remove disruptive tenants, 
these tenants will then go to the council declaring themselves homeless and the council will have to find them 
accommodation. Government policy over the years has made it increasingly difficult for landlords to remove 
tenants. I agree that there are bad landlords and tenants in these two areas and some form of licencing would 
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14. Free text comments submitted in response to the statements seeking to gauge opinion as to the effect selective 
licensing may have on the issues listed:   

help the more responsible landlords but do not see how licencing landlords in this way will achieve the apparent 
aim of getting rid of antisocial and criminal behaviour of tenants. 

2 For good landlords this is just an additional expense gaining nothing in return for this fee. Leeds city Council are 
not offering to tackle problem tenants for this fee because if they are not living in the private rented houses they 
are the council's responsibility for housing and the council don't want to house them either. The cause of anti 
social behaviour and environment problems in the area is down to the people who live there not the landlords. 

3 I can understand if your a rich landlord with lots of proeprties but it should only be for landlords with more then 1 
property or people who have a portfolio...people who rent out 1 property should not be penalised especially 
when the rent abrley covers the mortgage on the property. 

4 This is just another way to make money off landlords and does not tackle any issue other than making landlords 
more reluctant to let their properties 

5 I don't think this is required tenants need to take responsibility for environmental and crime issues and police and 
council can deal with this using existing powers 

6 More information is need about what is required from landlords. I agree that there is a big problem with a lot of 
the housing in these areas private and council owned rents. I believe though that the owness is not only with the 
landlords but also with the tenants. If a fee is going to be required for the licence this will also be unfair as these 
are the lowest rent areas and really your then punishing good landlords also discriminating against landlords in 
these areas.  I would like to hear more 

7 This will impact on having to raise rents The price of the licensing is far too high I feel it will not make any 
difference to the areas It will put unnecessary burden on landlords and tenants 

8 Selective licensing is proving to be a sledgehammer to crack a nut, just look a the mess in Nottingham. The 
problem is not the landlords, although there are some bad one, we all know that. The problem is the tenants and 
the courts, and the help that bad tenants get from LHA and CBA and the lack of support landlords get with the 
legal process. For me, combined with all the other attacks on Landlords, selective licensing will mean me selling 
up, simply because it is one more cost that I cannot afford. What you are doing is taking £825.00 + from each and 
every landlord and giving them nothing in return, it's a tax, a way of raising revenue, it's that simple and everyone 
knows it.  

9 1) Charging landlords to improve environment is wrong. The council should be providing waste removal and 
investment in the environment in line with statutory duty. 2) Low economic status tenants (who are the main 
cause of ASB) need to live somewhere. You don't change the quality of tenants by implementing selective 
licensing. 3) Landlord at being hit on several fronts at the moment - section24 tax, wear & tear allowance & 
additional stamp duty. By implementing selective licensing you will force many good landlords to sell. This will 
drive down prices and investment in the area from private landlords. The property stock is Victorian and very 
expensive to maintain without the additional costs & burdens of selective licensing. 4) Surely the council should 
be tackling bad landlords anyway. I'm regularly disgusted by the quality of accommodation some landlords 
provide with impunity from the local authority. I follow HHSRS standard in all my properties (which is expensive) 
and to my knowledge I've never once had a property randomly inspected. I bet 99% of private landlords are not 
even aware of the standard they should be bringing a house up to before letting. In particular, 2bed back to back 
terraces are a nightmare! 5) How will selective licensing help good landlords? Good landlords are already 
compliant and offering a good service despite very dangerous threats to the market (tax & regulation) 

10 I cannot see licensing improving the overall environment in harehills. The area is poor and has a very high level of 
immigration and so social integration is not good. It is a typical inner city area.  he bad landlords will still continue 
under the radar. Why do you need a scheme like this to weed out the bad landlords. Why not carry out 
inspections of properties when issues are reported by a tenant. IF the property is in poor condition this house 
then needs to join the licensing scheme. 

11 I feel this is just another money making scheme by the council. The good landlords will be affected and out of 
pocket. If you want to crackdown on the issues mentioned then you should focus on the bad landlords and stop 
trying to bleed the rest of us dry. The cost is too high per property to apply for the licence. If it was free then it 
wouldn't be a problem. 
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14. Free text comments submitted in response to the statements seeking to gauge opinion as to the effect selective 
licensing may have on the issues listed:   

12 So there is an expectation that I will be happy to spend several hundred pounds a year paying for licences on 
those of my properties in the affected areas. What will it do for me? Nothing at all it will be merely an extra cost 
on my business which I can well do without. What will it do for the rest of the market? Well lets examine two 
types of tenant the vulnerable and the not vulnerable . Regular able bodied tenants can be asked a question by a 
prospective landlord viz "do you wish to live here or not?"  They have a choice they can answer yes or no. So far 
no input required from any council department. Clearly fire standards etc will require to be conformed with but 
that's the case now any way without licensing. So we have no new situation which requires a council employees 
involvement. So you may say , what about protecting the vulnerable? Strangely enough, although I believe in the 
power of the market to solve most problems of supply I accept that vulnerable tenants require more assistance 
than the rest of the market. How difficult can it be for a social worker to make a call to your office pointing out a 
tenants vulnerability and suggesting that special measures may be appropriate in that case. Of course confronted 
by that extra cost a landlord may not wish to take on that tenancy but that's another question.What you will be 
doing is moving money from a productive part of the economy to the "dead hand of the state" -see "Adam Smith 
The Wealth of Nations " As for the other stuff , anti social behaviour, getting rent from tenants etc, if I want your 
help I can always ask for it  

13 Most of the landlords that we have on our books, only have 1 or 2 properties, rather than a portfolio. Most of 
those, do not have a huge amount of free money available; an additional licensing cost would drive A LOT of good 
landlords out of the business, leading to more empty properties, at a time when there is a MAJOR shortage. 

14 This is just another way for leeds council to try to punish landlords for there own incompetence and social 
depirvation leeds council should have a dedicated department funded by council tax who go checking porperties, 
my property has been done to a high standard I should not have to pay £825 leeds council for nothing as for the 
crime in those areas they should be more police patrolling. 

15 I think Selective Licensing won't help reduce antisocial behaviour in Beeston and Harehills as this is caused by the 
tenants, not the landlords. What will happen is that it will drive rents up, and only make these areas benefits 
ghettos as landlords like myself who only wish to rent to employed/referenced tenants will sell up, as the current 
fee is not viable. What you will be doing is counter productive to what you are doing in other areas of the city 
where mandatory licensing exists for HMO's etc - as these are different markets with more options for non 
licensed stock. 

16 The selective licensing will chastise good private landlords who wish to provide a service for the rental  
The selective licensing will help the council sanction rouge private landlords. 

17 Licensing the area may make some landlords improve their homes but most likely the bad eggs will either sell the 
houses, which will sit empty which will in effect attract anti social behaviour or simply board them up, which will 
bring the area down. Licensing was brought in the Cross Green but now is not licensed, the area was as bad 
before, during and after the licensing was in tow 

18 Anti social behaviour and fly tipping are the remit of the council and police. Shifting responsibility to landlords will 
not resolve issue. Only action landlord can take is a lengthy eviction; which often results in wrecking of landlords 
property. At which point council intervenes on the side of tenant; only exacerbating the issue. 

19 Landlords are required to meet Leeds Homes Standard. Licensing just formalises and charges for this.  Landlords 
cannot socially control their tenants and their interactions within the community. Indeed tenants have a right to 
non interference from landlords in their daily lives. 

20 Landlord perception is built on relationship with tenant; not via threat of eviction. 

21 Scheme not necessary and only increase workload. 

22 Will have little impact on social issues 

23 I am absolutely shocked to find out this is even being considered..can you please look into not implementing this 
at all..as this will cause major havoc..if that's the case and it does go ahead..be prepared to receive hundreds of 
notices given to tenants..and then we're would you take all them???jus have a think about it. 

24 Seems like an ill thought out scheme that imposes too much regulation on landlords, who only recently carried 
out hhsrs improvements. 
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25 I previously owned a rented property in the old cross green selective licencing area.  I already comply with the 
Leeds Rental Standards as an accredited landlord with the NLA and carried out gas checks, installed wired in 
smoke detectors, fire blankets, electrical safety checks, etc.Felt that the selective licence penalised "good 
complying landlords" who already meet the necessary standards due to others who do not.Like the idea it will 
expose landlords who are not registered with HMR&C as landlords and enforcement action can be taken by LCC 
to get them to meet minimum safety standards.  Possibly prevent them from letting out substandard dwellings. 

26 Selective licensing does not tackle the above problems 

27 the problem certainly in harehills is the influx of shall we say poorer clients who have no respect for law , 
property or it is becoming increasingly obvious life, I try to avid them as tenants but to be made responsible for 
their actions is ludicrous that will just mean they have no comebacks whatever they do as they say I am not my 
brothers keeper, on the one hand we cannot do anything in a tenants (our own) house without their say so and 
on the other we are responsible for anything they do. make sense to you ??? also when we do have a tenant we 
want to evict the council I.E. you have specific departments to help them stay in the house as long as possible so 
what will you do fine us for not evicting them on time ? there are problems in the areas but the problem is not 
the landlords ,its a problem you have caused why are you now penalising us to try and sort it out ,I am already 
thinking about selling all the properties in the area this is not designed to do anything but shift responsibility from 
the council and the tenants (who it would appear you cannot police) onto landlords who are an easy target 
because we are law abiding. tenants will no longer feel they have any responsibilities and will feel they can do as 
they wish with no comebacks as you will penalise us not them , does any of this seem rational to you you don't 
give us anything to do what you SAY you want , even faster eviction proceedings and help from the council 
instead of hinderence would make it seem like you were trying 

28 Licensing only applies to Private Landlords. Ignores fact that social tenants on little or no income cause the 
majority of crime/ antisocial behaviour in area.  No evidence showing this is a private sector problem. In fact 
social tenants are more likely to be on little/no income, suffer from sunstance abuse and have homes exempt 
from HHSRS with standards far lower than Private Sector Housing. 

29 I have rented out property in Harehills for 30 years I consider myself a quality Landlord with quality property 
making me have the expense of paying out thousands of pounds for licences is just giving me an enormous bill for 
nothing due to me having a sizable portfolio which ultimately i will have to increase rents or sell property to pay 
for it .I am member of NLA attend council run events especially the yearly one thoroughly vet out prospective 
tenants. with areas like Harehills having a high density of property i feel looking at the whole picture the vast 
majority of the property are of a good living standard far out weighting the few that are not and the council 
should be able to address poor property condition without selective licencing. Harehills as an excellent shopping 
main street brand new supermarkets redeveloped modern shops very vibrant no bored ed up shops new 
redeveloped council /library etc. My opinion of the area there is a equal mixture of employment to 
unemployment regards to antisocial behavior i think statistics collected over a number of years the council will be 
able to check to see if crime is rising or falling in the area. I feel the vast majority of landlords conduct themselves 
in a good manner and while there a some landlords that do not, selective licencing I feel is not the answer here 
licencing is not a stand alone tool other courses of action should be considered to see if it can provide an effective 
method to achieving the objective that the licencing is trying to do. 

30 Licensing will not help the percieved issues Harehills where i have a property or Beeston where i dont.I have 
property in Holbeck which has just had alot of investment in it. I dont want the fallout of those tenants move on 
from Beeston or those who miss out after having a smaller pool of housing, to bog down neigjbouring areas 
impacting on the value and renatability. Short termism at its best. 

31 Any additional costs would impact already diminishing returns and would certainly lead to a reduction in available 
housing for housing benefit tenants. 

32 Good landlords are already good. The licensing is basically a penalty on good landlords. Problem 
properties/landlords should be targeted directly not this scattergun approach. 

33 Selective licence is a money making scheme. If this is introduced i feel this should not be targeting certain areas 
this needs to be for the whole of Leeds and not certain areas as there is landlords and housing in poor condition 
theoughout. So i think it is a waste of time. Leeds city council should take time to update and ensure their own 
properties meet the minimum spec before they preach and enforce on small landlords. I know many tenants who 
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are in properties provided by the Leeds City Council that do not meet any fire regulation, no fire doors, no 
interlinked smoke alarms etc... i made a specific tenant call the council and ask him for them to come and carry 
out a health and safety assessment and that property does not have interlinked fire alarms at the propery. The 
response he recieved was im sorry there has been government cuts and the council cannot afford to do these 
works anymore. This is appaling to hear especially as a small landlord we are dealt with like this and threatened 
with enforcement action instantly. We are feeling the squeeze as it is and barely surviving. When a tenant moves 
out and a new one moves in a couple of days later we have council tax breathing down our backs and if it is 
overlooked there will be a £70-90 court summons to pay on top! The 6 month empty home grace period should 
be brought back. Any landlord that wants to buy a second home is hit with a 3-5% stamp duty. Furthermore we 
are no longer able to deduct the interest from our mortgages. The interest rates are going up gradually which is 
yet another expense. What does not help the matter is when a leeds housing benefit claimant has his claim 
cancelled by the council. the tenant has no means to pay the rent as Job Seekers barely is enough for them to eat 
and the council refuse to pay, the housing options department advise the tenants to not to worry and that the 
landlord cant do anything for 2 months and has to serve notices and even then he cant remove you so potentially 
the tenant can live in the property for upto 12/18 month rent free! Landlords have bills, mortgages insurance and 
the rest. So targeting landlord in the areas where there is more tenants signing for housing benefit is completely 
out of order and not acceptable. If this is what you propose us landlords will want guarantee once the properties 
have the licence that you treat us like a housing association and guarantee aswell as pay rent direct to us. The 
selective licence will not make any difference, rather than charging landlords it is more welcome that you work 
with landlords and ensure the peoprties are upto standards if they are not already. Offer them help if the 
landlord is struggling to cover costs. Most landlords are surviving and the rent covers the mortgage and so do not 
have disposable income and in some cases the total works can cost upto £2000. So yes there may be some 
properties which are below standards but that is the same in any area of Leeds. Bad propeties are the result of 
the landlord attitude not the area the properties are in. There is anti social behaviour in every area of Leeds and i 
feel the questions you put in the questionnaire are biased, they do not give a choice for the applicant. They sinply 
ask for example anti social behaviour is a problem click on one of the two below with the 2 options Beeston and 
Harehills. There should be a box i do not think there is any anti social problems in my area or any other are. So i 
would like you to consider the points raised here and i have asked other landlords to reject this as it will have a 
negative effect as more properties will be put up for sale as landlords have had enough, its coming to a point it is 
costing you to be a landlord. If the many properties are up for sale this will result in the prices coming down and 
the landlord will put sny tenants in the whole rigmerole starts all over. So leave everything as it is. Many thanks 

34 This is just another money making scheme from the council.  I am very sure no action will be taken when it comes 
to anti social behaviour, as it hasn’t worked in the past!  I would suggest you use your budgets wisely elsewhere 
and there then may be a pot left over for improving these areas. I would support selective licensing if, of course, 
there is no charge to the landlord! 

35 This is purely a revenue generating scheme for the Council, for which the council gave neglected the areas for 
years. Now the areas are run down and need money, it’s aiming at landlords again to line the pockets of the 
council. If the landlords house is well maintained, then there are no real issues. If the Council really want to 
benefit the tenants, there should be no fees involved. 

36 This is a way of the council making money. Landlords are easy targets. The council should focus on the bad 
landlords only. 

37 Most landlords rent through an agency and property is up to standard. Why does Leeds City Council run an 
education programme for all tenants on what basic rules are of theirs, this would help educate them now and 
future generations. 

38 Too much to state 

39 There is no evidence showing PRS housing has impacts on anti social behaviour or environmental issues.  A 
growing migrant population has been catered for by the PRS. Though cultural norms and adjustemts plus 
employment are more likely to impact in these areas; rather than tenure. 

40 I feel that the majority of landlords do a good job and feel this extra cost will in turn add to the financial cost 
make it even less viable. The extra cost will have to be funded by either increasing the rent or reducing the spend 
on property upkeep. 
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41 It would possibly significantly increase the pressure on landlords in what is already a difficult area to work in. It 
may result in costs being passed onto tenants and therefore increasing rents.  Failure to comply may result in 
more empty houses. This could further affect the aesthetics of the area. Vacant properties are more likely to be 
vandalised.  If licences are needed for all properties it could possibly lead to evictions. It appears to be targeting 
smaller landlords and less affluent areas of Leeds 

42 This is a racist decision to remove romainian peoples from leeds. White british tenants are the worse tenants in 
my experience 

43 Will penalise decent landlords, bringing in unneeded scheme. No proven record that changes in prs will affect asb 
or flytipping. 

44 Bring designated an SL area will hit property value; lenders are wary of SL areas, Less products are available and 
at much higher rates. Making remortgaing difficult. Rents will be pushed up.  This impacts on homeowners too as 
properties are classified by area and value by saleability. Being labelled a slum will only feed into this, rather than 
better targetting council powers to deal with specific issues.  Using public resources effectively. 

45 Your just putting another burden onto the Private Landlord.  Who thought this would be a good idea? The 
problem is with the people in the area.  Landlords already have to have Gas and safety certification. How can you 
justify £900 for the privilege of renting out a property? 

46 No Proof that selective license will affect ASB/Environment. No Proof with causative link between PRS in these 
areas and above issues. No promise by LCC of reduced ASB or better Environment if selective licensing 
introduced.  Leeds Rental Standard not promoted enough. Calls made by myself and others this week to the 
Private Rented Sector Office at Knowsthorpe Gate illustrated that thet could not even explain what this the LRS 
was. Only after a talk through by myself, who asked if it was an accreditation scheme, did the PRS confirm this. 
When asked what it entailed to get this accreditation, I was told to Google this.  If the local authority cannot 
adequately explain its current coregulation scheme, how can landlords be expected to join. 

47 No matter what conditions you have in your place crime rate will still stay the same as landlords don't have 
control over it same with flying tipping and if landlords are poor keeping their house up to date it will happen but 
there might be a few that are like that your brushing everyone under the carpet. 

48 All this will do is introduce a stealth tax for Landlords and a scheme designed to get the landlords rid of their 
properties for a pittance. Shame on the council for even proposing this in the first place. 

49 Environment with police attending calls will improve area not selective licensing.  Antisocial behaviour is not 
linked to the condition of ones house, rather it is down to police not attending crimes, or delaying and criminals 
getting away with more and more. Money should be spent on more police.  Good landlords will always look after 
their properties and these are available to tenants. Bad landlords will always find a route to not. Why should i 
spend on a licence when I can spend that on improving my tenants living standard. Despite Leeds CC beliefs a lot 
of landlords are hand to mouth. Focus should be made on creating more property and more choice for tenants. 
Selective licensing could force good landlords to walk away.  What will tackle poor property and poor landlords is 
more choice. More property will achieve this. Poor landlords will sell up or improve when their property is not let. 
I strongly disagree taking £800 of landlords, what could be spent on a property will improve a property. 

50 Selective licensing is nothing more than a charge on landlords who have enough legislation to deal with. Why are 
you charging every landlord in one area when the issue is only due a limited number. Why are you not applying 
similar constraints on difficult tenants who many landlords find very hard to deal with due to the lack of legal 
protection / timeframes. Why are you not applying similar checks to other areas? What evidence do you have 
that properties in other areas are better.  Landlords have no way of controlling an arbitrary cost raised by the 
council & there is no evidence to show this works. 

51 There are many good landlords. I feel it is unfair to penalize these professional landlords by way of charging unfair 
fees. 

52 We don't believe that selective licensing will help good landlords as they already provide good standards of 
accommodation and tenant engagement / management. The benefit will be that bad landlords / agents will have 
to meet the required standards which will improve the overall area in time. 
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53 I do not believe that there should be only two areas that have to pay for rest of the country it’s a bad idea that 
will result in massive loss for landlords and also Harehills there will be lots of empty houses. 

54 In order to achieve any of the above does not require a license. When you consider the whole of leeds, the area is 
run down because the lack of investment from leeds city council. Consider Holbeck where investment by Council 
involved the area with particularly with the support of landlords. 

55 Selective licensing will provide more problems for landlords and tenants. As not everyone will be able to offered 
to pay this amount of money it is unfair. There are already problems with tenants paying their rent and landlords 
meeting tenants requirements, adding a new large amount of expense will only assist more difficulties and 
problems. You are planning on adding selective licensing to this already struggling area and this may further 
divide and fuel (racial) tensions.  Is there a plan to role this out into more affluent areas or is it just designed to 
further punish the disenfranchised? 

56 The issues cited are wide ranging, with multiple and complex causes. The thought that Selective Licensing with be 
a suitable tool alone to resolve them is both simplistic and delusional. If it was that easy, then every local 
authority would be doing this with spectacular results. You have provided no evidence that the abovesaid issues 
are wholly or mostly caused by either private sector landlords or their tenants. The proposal cannot proceed 
without robust, independent evidence of the issues, their root cause and their cause link to the private rental 
sector.   Also, it is rather suspicious that the Council has suddenly found it's moral compass, after nearly fifty (50) 
years of inaction and neglect, in wanting to help some of it's poorest areas in Leeds and England (Harehills 
especially). What has caused this sudden change of heart - perhaps the thought of fleecing owners of £825 per 
property? The money is not legally ring-fenced for reinvestment within the Selective Licensed area, and cannot be 
used in any enforcement action against those landlords that breach are in breach of their licence terms and 
conditions.  If we take the 80:20 rule, you are collectively punishing 80% of landlords and their tenants, who are 
NOT the problem in Harehills, As such, this blanket approach to the problem, using what is ironically called 
"selective" licensing, is wholly unjust and is not sufficiently precise in its application to be morally defensible.  
 
In a letter to you by Minister of State for Housing and Planning, Department for Communities and Local 
Government, dated the 11 Mar 2015, he stated that "Licensing can play an important role when it is strictly 
focused on discrete areas with specific problems. However, the blanket licensing approach adopted by some local 
authorities has major drawbacks. This is because it impacts on all landlords and places additional burdens on 
reputable landlords who are already fully compliant with their obligations, thereby creating additional 
unnecessary costs for reputable landlords which are generally passed on to tenants through higher rents. The 
vast majority of landlords provide a good service and the Government does not believe it is right to impose 
unnecessary additional costs on them, or their tenants. Such an approach is disproportionate and unfairly 
penalises good landlords." In your FAQs you are proposing to act against this exact advice, when you lazily state 
that "Good landlords cannot be exempted from any scheme...". Really? If the good 80% cannot be exempted, 
then this Selective Licensing tool CANNOT be the right answer to the problem. Offering good landlords a few 
pounds discount on the licensing fee is quite frankly an insult and a kick in the teeth to those landlords who have, 
and continue to, act in a professional, efficient and conscientious manner. They are the answer and the perfect 
partner the Council needs to raise standards and resolve issues in Harehills. If you engage with them in a grown 
up way, then they may even help you achieve the outcomes that WE ALL want to see in Harehills. Call me when 
you're ready - I'm will help in any area wider regeneration scheme.  In terms of me - I am qualified solicitor, 
property investor, management consultant and a UNIPOL accredited landlord. We are an excellent landlord and 
own and manage some of the best properties in the area (Elfords, Bayswaters and Darfields). We have many, 
many, customer testimonials, covering the last 10 years that attest to our high service quality and customer care. 

57 as a landlord we always try to get a good tenant to live in the properties. Selective licence will only place more 
stress on myself as its more outgoing which is already causing financial stress. I don't understand how by selective 
license will help other than charge landlords money. Leeds City council need to concentrated on their own 
properties as all of them are not compliant. 

58 This just another way of extracting money from landlords to go into LCC pockets. As LCC continue to make it 
harder for landlords i.e not being able to claim council tax for empty properties. Landlords are made the victims 
when tenants do not up keep the property damage the property and cause rubbish issues and fly tip. However it 
is the landlord who has to pay out each time i have a mortgage on my property and it is not easy surviving to keep 
it i do not see any financial rewards in the property. However i have kept going to hopefully see a return after 25 
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years but all these changes and legislation make it harder. I believe the LCC are only helpful to first their own 
income stream secondly trying to extract more money for the tenant. Rules should change for evictions and not 
needing to go to court due to rent arrears etc if you want to help landlords help for the better for both sides not 
just one it is appalling and victimisation for the owner. WHY should the landlord allows suffer WHY WHY WHY.It is 
a disgrace LCC is a disgrace 

59 I completely disagree selective licensing will help Leeds City Council pocket money. Leeds City Council have failed 
in east end park, why is harehills and beeston being targeted. Landlords are already facing financial losses they 
have under the new government are no longer able to claim the interest. Also they are spending more money on 
their properties to bring them to Leeds City Council standards. On top of this tear and wear for the house, other 
financial costs eg. mortgage payments, property Insurance, utility bills while the property is under renovation or 
empty for the new tenants, Council tax isn't exempt no longer. On top of this you want to charge £825 per 
property. I will be contacting the local Councillors & MP 

60 As a responsiable landlord there are plenty of regulation which landlord are already following. Tenant have more 
rights then landlord now ,very year new regulation are forced on us. We even have to pay council tax when 
tenants vacate until we get new tenants. 

61 It will improve if you apolu it to all of leeds not just areas with immigrants. 

62 I don’t think this will do any good. Needs to be more policing if anything. This will make no impact at all as I use a 
reputable estate agent to vet my tenant. 

63 Money making scheme 

64 Licensing just detracts from decent landlords. Will label huge areas as slums making lending and moving for all 
problematic 

65 Selective licensing will not resolve any problem encountered by the tenants and landlords, will only increase 
council interference and costs. Council needs to utilise powers which it has effectively and positively which can 
make things better. Increasing bureaucracy is the last thing we want to make life more difficult 

66 Improvement of specific areas may be achieved through investment and partnership, not effectively taxing 
landlords and their tenants. Alternatives such as private sector leasing by Leeds City Council or a greater push on 
the Leeds Homes Standard via education would be a fairer way to make desired improvements. Rather than 
relying on a disproportionately unfair tax on these vibrant areas. Areas that provide homes for many vulnerable 
and disadvantaged people. 

67 You need to clarify why you have specifically chosen Beeston and Harehills for the Selective Licensing. 

68 License will not eradicate issue of ASB and only serves as a revenue stream. Cross Green failed and this isnt even 
that. 

69 Seems sensible 

70 You already have units to deal with these SOCIAL issues. We can see how you are pushing them to inflate 
statistics, so you can show how much this measure is needed. Very poor form. 

71 A. Landlords do not want asb and we try deal with this legally. Cannot do job of police. We do not shirk 
responsibility like the council.  B. Flytipping is mostly on public footpaths. This is unfortunate and mostly people 
driving into area and tipping. Closely bunched dark back streets aid in this. 

72 I consider myself to be a good landlord. I have an agent who looks after the properties. All properties have smoke 
alarms,hand rails, fire doors where needed etc., and I consider I do not need a third party to come round and look 
for things which are not only expensive but unnessary and pay £800 for the privilege. I can't see how selective 
licensing is going to affect anti social behaviour Some of my houses have been let in excellent condition only to be 
handed back trashed. So how is selective licensing going to solve that problem. 

73 May help small minority of tenants at huge expense of vast majority of tenants. Totally wrong 

74 Charging landlords will not solve any issues when the majority of landlords have good quality rental 
accommodation. There is no benefit to me to pay you £825 / property when we get nothing tangible in return. I 
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already have satisfactory tenants & will not entertain any tenants without references & a deposit. This is the case 
for most landlords. In addition our properties already meet current legislation & are actually fitted with more 
safety then our own homes.  We are not responsible for anti social tenants - our current AST's allows us to 
remove them if required. There is also sufficient legislation in place to deal with this issue.  Fly tipping is due to 
the withdrawal of council services such as regular bin collections & collecting unwanted items & charges for 
attending the waste sites.   This should have been obvious before implementing such policies. 

75 No funding for anything. Just words 

76 i dnt think having a licence in these areas is the right step ahead as landlords are already struggling to get rent 
from their tenants and this would be an added extra cost. 

77 I find it difficult to see how selective licensing will improve the environment in Harehills and Beeston given that 
most environmental problems are to do with litter and fly tipping. Neither of these issues is going to be addressed 
by ensuring that landlords of safety certificates and safe properties.  It is also difficult to understand how 
antisocial behaviour will be reduced with a selective licensing scheme. Antisocial behaviour is a social and cultural 
issue and not a housing issue. Even if a individuals who are inclined to behave anti socially, living in a licensed 
property will have no relationship to that. What is needed is more social activities, groups etc to keep antisocial 
behaviour off the streets and more positively engaged. Again, no relationship to housing. Regarding improving 
the quality of accommodation, on the face of it this may appear to be obvious, but in reality, the specific 
landlords that are responsible for poor quality housing are usually unscrupulous individuals who are often below 
the radar of the council, and even with a licensing scheme, these individuals will continue to do what they do 
undetected, unless someone whistleblows on them.  Selective Licensing will only serve to penalise good 
landlords, who not only ensure that their properties are fully compliant with the law, and health and safety. 
Essentially what selective licensing is doing is charging good landlords for doing a good job and then regulating 
them for doing a good job. Completely unfair! 

78 Having taken part in the Selective Licensing in East End Park it was a very expensive exercise that didn't help the 
tenants and didn't get rid of the bad Landlords and then it stopped after 5 years. What a waste of time and 
money. The council think Landlords are made of money but we aren't and we have to take tenants who turn out 
to be unpleasant, don't pay the rent and leave the properties in a terrible state. Selective Licensing will not help 
the Landlord or the tenant 

79 I think the council need to understand how this is going to have a NEGATIVE effect on Landlords we are be 
exploited in every single way we don't have wear and tear allowance any more , the tenants that are located in 
these areas are 90% on benefits .100% off all the houses in areas especially harehills are owned by private 
landlords/agents and do you really think asking more money from landlords who are just about breaking even 
from all the work they do on the house , the damages that are caused by tenants .If all the landlords decide to 
come together in force leeds city council will have a big problem on their hands because enough is enough and I 
am pretty sure we will all stop letting our houses out . a dramatic move but for fed up landlord sand when we do 
then Leeds city council can house all the people of harehills. 

80 what can a poxy license achieve it is useless in solving any of the issues as the problem is with the tenants not the 
landlords. 

81 U need to tackle the landlords that have a high turnover of tenants... and also the landlords that get complaints 
about there properties to yourself from the their tenants!!! 

82 After experiencing Selective licensing first hand with it being done in East End Park. I can see the benefits, 
however I strongly disagree with the proposed £820 fee for this licence. I do not see how the council can justify 
such a cost to each property in Beeston and Harehills!  I would suggest an amount of approx. £300. I believe this 
would be much fairer with the amount of properties they are in this area and the amount of work do be done by 
the council. 

83 The scheme is a brilliant idea intended to improve standards which will not just benefit tenants but will ensure 
rogue landlord are not able to operate the way they are currently doing so. Initially, I was opposed to the idea of 
the scheme, however, this recently changed when viewing properties around Harehills. Some properties had 
been clearly unoccupied for some time, but others which were let at the time of the viewing, were in very poor 
condition. When I questioned the letting agent, they made excuses such as ' it was fine on the last viewing'. This 
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would have been believable if I there wasn't 6 inches of water in the kitchen, damp on one side of the property 
and damaged plug sockets.  With regards to the scheme improving the environment and issues relating to anti-
social behaviour, I have gradually seen this getting worse and it seems nor the police or Council have a plan in 
place to tackle this. 

84 This is a very poor proposal by whom ever come up with the idea. This is not going to solve any issues that we 
currently facing it will cause more crime thefts especially antisocial behaviour This is a bad deal for Tenannts 
landlords. this is just a underhand scheme by the council. I feel Harehills and Beeston are being discriminated 
against. It will push rent for people who can’t already afford to put food on the table. It will cause more and more 
problems for the already stretched communities. 

85 I strongly believe this move is biased and unjustifiable for following reasons. 1. Leeds council should provide me 
the evidence of my tenants has done anti social behaviour and fly tipping has been carried out.  2. If the crime is 
risen in Harehills or Beeston its nothing to do with the landlord again council should provide us solid evidence 
that council tenants or private tenants has done this or any other crime.  3. The council believe that Harehills too 
crowed, this is council issue why they have given the permission to built so many back to back houses.  Finally, 
Leeds Labour council is run by incompetent and unqualified peoples who have no direction and vision how to run 
the council . 

86 Selective licensing should not take place at all. the council is using out money to invest else were.. Do not do this 

87 I strongly agree that a minority of Landlords of properties in these areas exploit the poor and vulnerable by not 
maintaining their properties to a standard suitable for human habitation and charge high rents and evict tenants, 
without due process, if the tenants cannot pay their frents. 

88 i have a property in cross green lane where i paid selective licence which did not improve the area at all also did 
not do any of the things you suggest will help me or the community and the scheme was scrapped after two years 
and no body refunded me any money. 

89 Taxing landlords and labelling areas slums decimates our entire portfolio. Even the mention of this is dissuading 
buying.  If this is forced through, I, and many other small landlords will sell up. 

90 I am appalled with this pathetic proposal that Leeds City Council have put forward for landlord in Beeston and 
Harehills area.   Leeds council have only segregated Beeston and Harehills on silly and ill thought grounds of anti 
social behaviour and fly tippings etc. There are other areas of Leeds where the council could have focused on 
such as Moortown, Alwoodley and especially Headingly.  The Council have not spent sufficient resources to 
improve both areas instead they are wasting council tax payers money on stupid projects such as on Harehills 
road which was not necessary.  I honestly believe that this proposal will effect landlords who will increase the 
rent of their tenants which will cause hardship for rental tenants. 

91 Referencing will lead to evictions not impact asb 

92 It is just about filling the pockets of Lcc 

93 Hitting landlords in a market which has been hit with taxes again and again. The viability is no longer worth it. I 
have spoke to many landlords who are wanting to sell up as it isn't worth it anymore. This is the nail in the coffin. 
What is the council going to do then? Other alternatives is to pass on charges to tenants, but already they are 
struggling to keep up with rents, hence evictions, hence homelessness. You may think this is a cure, but what 
would be bought with it would be a much stronger disease... 

94 currently i have no problems with tenants and think that the selcetive licensing will only creep up costs which will 
create higher costs fro tenants as all other costs will have to rise. With brexit date looming and a fear of a no deal 
could be catastrophic for the housing industry 

95 How can taxing good landlords help the area? We will put rents up or spend less on the properties! Fine bad land 
lords don’t Penalise good land lords. 

96 all that will happen is the extra cost will be added to the rent, tenants are stuggling to pay as it is. we do not need 
an additional tax. council need to invest in these areas. council has created more fly tipping, by not collecting bulk 
items free. areas need help not taxing 
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97 The house if up to date why need a license. It's the council job to do random checks. When it's time to evict 
tenants the council are not bothered and it can take up to 6+ months for tenants to leave. Your targeting these 
areas to make money. 

98 I think the system works well as it is and there are already mechanisms in place to go after rouge landlords 

99 I do not believe selective Licensing will do anything other than pay incompetant housing officer wages. 

100 there are already existing laws in place to cover all these problems.designating a slum area in this way will lead to 
lack of investment in all ways.property values will plummet.evictions will increase due to landlords leaving the 
sector.i will sell up and invest in a city that respects providers of social housing. 

101 We personally don t have a problem with tenants as we have strict policy in place as a letting agent But it will 
affect my investors who are investing Leeds with cost of licensing per property especially if they own a block of 
flats 

102 It will add an unnecessary cost as I will have to buy a licence for each of my properties. It won't improve the 
condition of any of my houses - they are all in good condition. Gas safety checks are already done annually - its a 
legal requirement. 

103 Your fee will not resolve any issues regarding the nature of the tenants, late payments & the damage done to our 
properties. References are a waste of time. Even professional references barely describe the character of a 
candidate. Many tenants in these areas don't speak english as a first language & so will not understand half of 
what is said regarding a reference. They will also cotton on to just saying we weren't given any from the last 
landlord or we were living in shared accommodation with a friend & don't have any. It's amazing how quickly 
these type of tactics are picked up. Even with references - ultimately they are just bits of paper that guarantee 
nothing.  Late payments are mainly due to the council paying the tenant directly / delaying the issue of benefit 
payments which then impacts us. The tenants spend the money elsewhere - do they eat first or pay us first??  
Your charge does nothing to upgrade the general condition of a property & attacks every landlord - The majority 
of conditions listed are already in place. Do your job & enforce those. 

104 We own houses in east end park which underwent same scheme and it made no difference just cost landlords 
more money. There should be another way of targeting bad landlords and spot checking. We used to be credited 
landlords for students and they had a star system for good landlords with one joining fee which covered all 
owned properties 

105 1) What evidence does Leeds City Council have that rogue landlords would apply for a licence? Unless LCC visibly 
put adequate resource AND time into identifying, pursuing and prosecuting that element, there will be no 
environmental improvement. Additionally, what evidence is there that the private rental sector is responsible for 
the environment issues in Harehills and Beeston 
2) Where is the evidence that landlords can reduce anti-social behaviour levels? Additionally, LCC already have 
sufficient legal powers to address anti-social behaviour issues themselves. 
3) Good landlords already look after their rental properties. Unlicensed bad landlords will not improve their 
properties unless they are caught by LCC  
4) LCC already has existing legal powers to tackle poor landlords, and does NOT need Selective Licencing to do 
this  
5) Selective Licensing will add significantly to the costs of good landlords 

106 I strongly believe that all of the issues listed above are due to irresponsible tenants. I feel that selective licensing 
will only put responsibility on the landlords which is in in the large part a responsibility of the tenant. Landlords 
should not be held accountable for the actions of the tenants. Tenants will never learn, and their attitudes will 
not improve if landlords are continually being persecuted and being forced to clean up after the tenants. I believe 
that a whole new system needs adopting which penalises the tenant when it is found that the issues highlighted 
above are as a direct result of them. 

107 It puts a huge burden on the majority of good landlords to pay for the council to unnecessarily inspect every 
house. The bad houses are quite easy to find as they are typically reported by tenants to the council/social 
workers/charitys but not enough is done by Leeds council to remedy them (especially the houses which are 
owned by leeds council themselves). Inspections are too infrequent to have any real impact. Better for Leeds 
council to work with landords and agents at trying to identify problem houses. Considering the low rent in the 
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area £825 for a license is a lot and will lead to less houses becoming available to rent and therefore rent rises in 
areas where affordability is limited anyway. Finally references are often difficult due to changes in living 
circumstances/new migrants and language barriers, how will this be accounted for? 

108 Selective licensing is a way for the council to make more money. 

109 Its simply a tax. 

110 No suggestions put forward how issues will be resolved or helped. 

111 I do not believe the council imposing fines on LL's will not necessarily make any difference to the demographic of 
people choosing to live in Harehills & Beeston. 

112 I am a good landlord 

113 LCC already have the power to tackle problem LL's & environmental problems. 

114 Very unfair how only two areas have been targeted, selective licensing should not be implemented. 

115 Will not help eradicate any problems as all the above mentioned teams are in place. 

116 Already too many problems 

117 I am a landlord in Leeds. The proposed excessive fee per property and exhaustive conditions outlined would place 
an onerous burden on owners and agents and drive up rents in what is already poor parts of Leeds, effectively 
becoming a tenant tax.  1. The proposed Licensing scheme seems to place social responsibility for tenants on 
landlords. Effectively having to police the behaviour of tenants under the threat of fines and evictions.  2. Cost of 
investigating and evicting supposed problem tenants would fall on landlords. At which point council housing 
options teams then oppose eviction elongating the expensive process.  3. Eviction does not solve the issue, just 
moves it onto another landlord or social housing provider or neighbouring area.  4. Selective licensing for tenants 
would mean adding a layer of compliance, as anything from loud music to strong smelling food could be 
construed as grounds for eviction. This is somewhat problematic in multi ethnic areas such as those targeted by 
selective licensing.  5. For tenants, this would hike rents, as the cost of the licence, further costs due to carrying 
out administration of complying with licence conditions and a lower availability of housing (As a number of 
landlords I have spoken to would remove themselves from the market). Costs of a license plus cost of carrying out 
works would on average be over £2000.  6. Tenants would also face a greater amount of disruption; due to 
inspection and remedial works having to be carried out. These tenants would have to comply with whatever 
conditions placed upon them by the local authority. This seems unfair as public sector housing tenatnts, tenants 
in more affluent areas and owner occupiers are left free to enjoy their home, whilst these poorer tenants are 
treated without the same courtesy.  7. Leeds City Council already have an great powers to utilise HHSRS and 
obtain results via enforcement. The council make use of this quite often. Enforcement costs are recouped at this 
point anyway. 

118 Landlord have all the issues yiu have menstioned in place already. so why would we pay money to do nothing.... 
anti social behaviour can be tackled by the police. flying tipping is sorted by the Council.. better environment is 
the Council jobs anyway... why should i pay for zero additional benefits. ive been to the drop in centres and had a 
conversation with one of the councilers he could even explain one benefit i as a landlord would have... sorry apart 
from we will support you with that....that!!!!!being I'll give you a number to call...I cant affort the additional fee 
for this proposal so i will have to increase the rent in order to get the money or sell up and leave.... if the rent 
goes up and the tenants cant afford to pay they will have to move out and as most of the tenants are DSS they 
will just come to you for emergency homes costing the council twice to amount.......im just saying... think this 
though. 

119 XXX is a community housing provider and provides quality housing for young people (with visiting support), in 
both areas, although this will be a cost for us we agree that it's necessary and believe it will drive up quality 
having a positive effect on some of the most vulnerable and isolated people in Leeds.  We also provide floating 
support to those living in private tenancies through XXX Leeds and Flagship in both areas and some of the 
properties can only be described as slums and are a cause of MH and other health issues. Our clients are often 
fearful of complaining about poor housing conditions as housing is in short supply and they fear eviction.  
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120 There is no need for selective licesing in Beaston and Harehills, this will put extra financial burdom on landlords, 
and why its Beeston and Harehills only? 

121 This is money making exercise for LCC. I as a landlord with two properties will struggle to pay the fee along with 
all the other costs and mortgage payments. I have had no help from LCC when i have had problem tenants who 
have been in receipt of housing benefit and have not been paying me the rent due. If you carry out selective 
licensing I am aware that many landlords will be selling their properties, especially with the uncertainty of Brexit. 
Making the private housing stock decrease. 

122 Good landlords are being penalised. The proposed scheme is just a money making scheme to raise money for the 
Council and will make landlords not want to invest in properties in the future. The Leeds Rental Standard is a joke: 
you wait weeks for someone to come out to inspect your property, a tenant is eventually found at the LRS's own 
pace, and then they stay for a short while because they are only seeing the house as a short term fix until they get 
a council house. The process is then repeated. After experiencing these problems it is easier to find a suitable 
tenant myself. Why should landlords pay for thus unsatisfactory service? 

123 As a small, independent and concisentious landlord managing one property in Harehills and one in Kirkstall, i 
cannot see how licensing helps me or my (prospective) tenants at all. I keep in touch with both my tenants and 
neighbours already. The council could enforce against existing bad landlords with existing legislation. My 
properties already meet and exceed those.  Getting references and deposits from tenants in Harehills and frankly 
my worst experiences over the last 10 years are generally from tenants that came to me vis the council. On at 
least two occasions I was severely misled by the housing officers when asking for a reference, directly leading to 
several thousand pounds of damage as well as lost rent during and after their tenancy whilst repairing the 
damages  Often i have been told the council will not supply references 

124 I don't believe that the selective licensing scheme will have a positive impact on Harehills or Beeston.  the issue 
surrounding these areas will not be rectified in anyway from introducing selective licensing.  In fact, I think Leeds 
City Council have not taken all external influences into consideration as with Brexit looming, I feel this is not the 
time to be introducing selective licensing for the following reasons:  - selective licensing will not improve the 
issues in the arears, noticeably bad road conditions, poor upkeep of business premises, large groups of local 
residents standing around outside commercial properties etc  - Brexit has lots of uncertainty that it will bring. This 
will hit landlords in many ways and selective licensing is just another problem (cost) that we will have to deal with 

125 There are serious issues with private sector housing in Harehills in regards to the quality of property and tenancy 
management services being provided to many of the most deprived people in the city. We have approximately 22 
properties in the are and through our support work with our tenants are very aware of the problems and believe 
that the selective licensing scheme will help address these issues. Selective licensing has been shown to work in 
Cross Green and will help us by improving the area and making our tenants safer and properties more desirable 
to new tenants. better quality private sector homes will allow us to move tenants on to good quality 
accommodation create new opportunities for those in need of short term supported accommodation. 

126 My properties are decent so will not improve a thing. 

127 A good landlord maintains his property so that the property is good for the tenants and also to re-let.  There are a 
number of landlords including Leeds city council properties that are of really poor standard and condition. These 
are visible from both outside.  These people including the LCC need to tackle their properties and bring up to 
standard and a selective license is not required to govern this. 

128 Scheme just penalises landlords. Anti social behaviour is job for police 

129 We've never had issues with our tenants. We don't even see the issues mentioned. It's depressing. We are then 
being to pay for something we do not need. Ultimately its no longer viable to be a landlord. 

130 Don't see it doing any good. LLs will sell up. Not wanting it. Daylight robbery. 

131 The majority of landlords and agents in Harehills manage the properties to a reasonable to high standard 

132 Selective Licensing will not improve environment or reduce anti social behaviour, as I believe there is no link or 
connection between them and selective licensing. Selective Licensing will not improve accommodation and will 
reduce accommodation and will increase more empty houses. If there are poor landlords they will move in other 
areas and this will not tackle this issue. Landlords will stop working in these areas. 
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133 It will tarnish the name of the said areas and decent tenants will not want to live in the area. House prices will 
drop. Landlords will be forced to request more rent. 

134 Does not affect issues 

135 There will be no change in behavioral -problems of tenants and quality of properties is also the result of bad 
tenants habits 

136 The licensing will not help tackle antisocial behaviour. That is a symptom of society and the wider social 
ecomomic triggers. Also some management agencies allow anyone to go in properties without proper vetting; 
someimes letting antisocial tenants in without the landlords knowledge which leads to wrecked properties. They 
are unscrupulous and only care about making money. If they were responsible, they could help address the 
decline of the neighbourhood.  Again the landlord has to put this right. Letting agencies should managed. These 
are the people you should be clamping down on, not landlords who trust and pay management companies to 
maintain their properties and do the right thing by the tenant 

137 As a pensioner who has invested for retirement income, and who has been meticulous in ensuring the property 
remains in good condition, the introduction of a fee will at best mean cosmetic work will no longer be conducted. 
Worst case scenario is that tenants will be evicted and properties sold. Without investment from private 
landlords, housing stock in the area would deteriorate resulting in fewer available for rent. 

138 I am responding on behalf of my Mother who suffers from dementia and for whom I have Lasting Power of 
Attorney. My mother who is 84 years of age purchased a property in Harehills with her savings in an effort to 
increase income to help pay for her care. When the tenant moved in, the property was in excellent condition. The 
tenant in the property is currently £1500 in arrears, has damaged the bathroom and kitchen, and after numerous 
attempts to resolve the situation we have therefore finally decided to issue an eviction order. The threat of this 
stealth tax has caused my mother a considerable amount of stress and we are seriously considering selling the 
property. This proposal puts additional pressure on good landlords who already strive to meet the needs and 
requests of tenants and to provide a safe and comfortable environment. 

139 Landlords should not be tasked with policing anti social behaviour and other issues related to council work. 

140 Selective licencing is discriminatory and will result in higher rents and fewer house available for rent 

141 No way will a poxy license do any good. It will no affect at all on 1) improving environment 2) reducing antisocial 
behaviour 3) improving any accomadation as tenants smash everything. 4) tackle bad landlords 5) license will not 
help good landlords as they are good anyway it is pointless money making idea by the LCC. LCC cannot tackle any 
of the issues in their own property they suffer from all the above and more the LCC as landlords are disgraceful. 
They cannot fix any of the properties within time scales or to any fit standards. 

142 You still haven’t dealt with rogue landlords, instead you are attacking every other law abiding landlord with 
additional costs. 

143 Good landlords already provide this service. I don’t see what improvements good landlords can make. I am 
already member of RLA and have previously had my houses inspected by the Leeds Landlord Accreditation 
scheme this is now the Leeds Rental Standard. This scheme will increase rents in these areas and making it more 
expensive. There is anti social behaviour on the high street outside bookies and off licences where people hang 
out but that does not affect any residential properties. This is not a landlord issue and nothing to do with housing. 
The council already have a private sector housing team with powers to inspect properties. 

144 I do not see how SL will improve the environment.  ASB is not something landlords have any powers to tackle. It is 
also not unique to the private rented sector as Council estates have even higher levels of ASB.  Also, ASB usually 
takes place near bookies and main roads which private landlords have no control over.  The lawful landlords 
already provide good quality accommodation- in most cases this is better than the accommodation offered by the 
council in their council houses. SL will not impact the criminal operators who already ignore regulation and cost 
and will continue to do so regardless of SL.SL will NOT help good landlord as the excessive cost will only create an 
additional burden.  The powers to address these issues and problems already exist and can be tackled without 
the need to implement SL. 

145 I see no benefit in the selective license scheme, it will not benefit the area only penalise good landlords who look 
after their property and provide a good service to Leeds city council. The tenants are on low wages or benefits, 
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this cost will have to be passed onto the tenant, indirectly Leeds city council will end up paying the additional 
costs. Those tenants that cannot pay the additional costs will have to be evicted. 

146 If i pay 825 then i dont have any money for repairs or improvements. I will put my rent up but my tenants will 
probably leave as they are on benefits & dont earn a lot. This increase is more than i have increased my rent over 
the last few years. You are not helping me, you are charging me for nothing. My tenant will be paying your fee. 

147 I dont earn enough to pay this. You will give me nothing for my money that i can use on my houses or tenants. 

148 No explanation of how you will do anything with the money 

149 I think any such scheme should be free. I agree standards should be reasonable in all properties including LCC 
properties. The same standards should apply to all. private landlords should not be unduly targeted. Free 
assistance should be made available to landlords in bringing up standards. For example free advice on how to 
manage mould, condensation, working with landlords in tackling anti-social behaviour, eviction processes, 
hoarding behaviours. My experience is LCC works against Private Landlords as oppose to creating harmony and 
trust. Creating communities starts with environment, streets and highways being maintained. I am ashamed that 
often the roads in well off communities are attended to whereas the roads in harehills, gipton, Beeston etc are 
not. Get the Beeston and harehills people doing community and voluntary work. Bring community service back in. 
What is the evidence base for the scheme. Are Private landlords simply being escape goated? Will those landlords 
who are compliant be refunded the license fee? I am aware there was excess money from the previous Leeds 
License scheme. Will this money be brought forward to any new scheme.  What consideration has been given to a 
voluntary free scheme.  Has LCC plainly told landlords what their obligations are within the licensing scheme.  Has 
LCC plainly told landlords what LCC expectation is if them  How cost effective was the previous scheme compared 
to others parts of the country   For cost efficiency will any new scheme be put out to tender? 

150 You charge me for admin, i charge the tenant. I will charge the tenant more than 825 because it will cost me time 
& effort to do what you need.   Someone is very stupid to think this is a good idea.  It is a waste of time & money. 

151 i do not have this money to pay for nothing 

152 You wont find the bad landlords - just like other areas that have tried this. You will just create a financial & admin 
overhead for all the good landlords. This will then cost the tenants even more. This can only be regarded as a plan 
created by someone who has no understanding of being a landlord or someone just looking to generate an 
income for the council. 

153 I think that the area will improve 

154 I believe there are a few rogue landlords. But the majority of the landlords would be for their interest to keep the 
properties up to date and in good condition otherwise it would be value the property. 

155 Too little money in the pot - trying to make money to fill the gap. Its not easy 

156 Good landlords are being penalised for the bad.  We do not accept bad properties only work with good landlords.  
Agents given a rating, LCC can work withy best agents / tackle the bad. 

 

 

15. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, To what extent do you agree with the proposed fee 
structure for Selective Licensing of £825 per property, with a discount of £150 for members of the Leeds Rental Standard?  

1 Although the stated policy is the scheme will be ring fenced financially I cannot understand how such a high fee is 
justified. If one assumes that a council employee is paid £15 per hour this is doubled for employment overheads i.e. 
HR, salaries & wages etc. and doubled again for overheads such as offices computers phones etc. Assuming each 
employee spends 8 hours each year reviewing a single property this only amounts to £480 per house. I cannot see 
who £825pa can be even partially justified. 

2 Disgusted by this charge. As stated above landlords get nothing for this fee except inspected which I don't want to 
start with. For many landlords that charge is 2 months rent. If that fee remains the same I will be passing that 
charge onto the tenants through rent and fees. Nottingham councils fee is also half that price at £400 what are 
leeds city council spending an extra £425 on?! Certainly not trying to be cost effective ..jist trying to put landlords 
out of business. 
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3 People that have mortgages which the rent covers the mortgage cannot afford this 

4 I think this will make it difficult for landlords to let out property at an affordable price, and I think it's unfair 
punishment for landlord 

5 Please read above. Also if you are already a good landlord working well with your tenant then this is unnecessary 
and prejudice 

6 another rent increase for tenanats 

7 As stated above 

8 What's the colour of the sky in your world? You will force a massive sell off of property and a hike in rents, resulting 
in less property at more expensive rent! 

9 Do you realise that most landlords make only £200pcm after costs on a 2-3 bed house in these areas? (I know as I 
own 60 and manage 300)  The current tax changes are horrific and will see a huge number of landlords (privately 
owned houses not Ltd) get repossessed. Many are in negative equity still and won't have cash to pay tax bills. There 
is a time bomb about to go off and no one has worked it out. There will be 100% reduction is mortgage interest rate 
relief by 2021! I predict a flood of lower value & condition properties hitting the market in January when landlords 
do their first tax return under the new rules. Adding to a landlords' costs with £825 fee will hurt too much and see 
even more leave the market. This will damage the local community as empty houses are good for no one!  The 
council needs to be very careful and should try working with private landlords and not against them. We are 
already reducing our LHA tenants to limit the number of interactions we have to have with the council.   Why don't 
you do an initiative/questionnaire titled 10 things the council could do to help local landlords? This will keep areas 
and properties in better condition. A landlord who is making money is much more able / happier to invest in their 
property. 

10 This is £625 per house. It is an extortionate amount. I will not receive anything back in return and so all costs will be 
passed onto the tenant.  My houses are done to a very good standard, why would you want to penalise a good 
landlord ? I was on the Leeds licensing scheme until it changed last year. There is no benefit from me being on this 
scheme, hence i have not renewed.  Your licensing fee is simply a money raising ploy and will not contribute to 
improved housing. I really wish the bad landlords were not allowed to practise as i would have an easier life as the 
choice of tenant would be higher, but this scheme will not sort that issue. The only way to tackle the bad landlord is 
to impose a fine on them. The selective licensing scheme is a fine really, but why impose it on a good landlord?  
Have you any idea of the work which goes into making a good home? It is 6 months usually of hard work to fully 
renovate. The capital input is high, but the labour cost is low because i do all the work. At the end of the period i 
get a new property which rents very well. I have upgraded the housing stock if you like. Why cant you incentivise 
this type of behaviour? Get landlords to make it worth their while updating a property. 

11 The cost is too high and unaffordable for me. 

12 Zero would be nearer the mark 

13 This would depend on whether there is actual help available to landlords, to get their properties up to standard. 
Where possible, we have always tried to make use of things like the ECO scheme, to try to get properties up to 
standard, but this is not always possible. Even when it is possible, some of the companies who have been let loose 
on this area to make 'improvements', have worsened some properties (external insulation, in particular).  Due to 
the shortage of properties in the area, for some time, rents have been going up steadily, since the Brexit vote. If 
this additional cost to landlords is brought in, I can only see the costs being passed on to tenants. How would this 
money be spent? will it just be for staff wages, or will there be help for landlords? 

14 Charging landlords for a social problems is not going to help 

15 My personal opinion and that is based on wishing to attract high quality referenced, employed tenants, forsaking 
high profit, in favour of long term stable tenants in well managed properties, is that in order to attract employed 
tenants and their families I need to to offer a reduced rent comparable to what I might get from a benefits or 
welfare dependant tenant. If this is coupled with a high licensing fee of £675 per property, it will take a large chunk 
of the rent, typically almost 2 months rent where the rent is £375, and would make this nonviable. I would suggest 
a lower fee for Leeds Rental Standard members, and maybe a reduced fee for the first 5 years - whilst the area is 
improved. 
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16 Disgustingly high!  The whole idea that landlords have plenty of money is simply not true, we deal with landlords 
that are good landlords who look after their properties and tenants but who struggle with money with voids and 
repairs etc I think in effect another tax on them especially at this sky high amount is not going to help anyone, you 
are taking money away from the pot that could be spent on the house rather than paying to run a department then 
really is not needed as was with Cross Green 

17 Fees seems excessively high. Landlords are asked to begin implementing the various standards anyway. Licensing 
cost seems to be a levy on landlords; which shall be passed on to tenants. 

18 Seems like an inflated fee for a landlord which further diminishes any financial gains. 

19 Seems to be a figure plucked from thin air. 

20 No breakdown in what this is for. 

21 I just see it as a money making scheme for Leeds City Council. The same as landlords having to pay council tax for 
empty properties. 

22 Standard should be promoted more vigourously. Taking money away from owners lessens what can be invested 

23 Very expensive tax in comparision to rent, house value and national average for similar schemes 

24 But think even a discounted fee is a bit steep.  Surely landlords who are already members of the Leeds Rental 
Standard are already on the whole meeting the necessary standards so why do they need to be included.  Why not 
have a reduced annual fee to pay rather than having to pay this as one lump sum. How many years will this cover or 
will that depend on how long LCC decides to keep it in place. 

25 THE LICENSE SHOULD BE A MINIMAL FEE FOR THOSE THAT ARE MEMBERS OF RECOGNISED BODIES SUCH AS NLA 
OR RLA AND ATTENDED TRAINING. 

26 This is just a revenue raising exercise 

27 its only £400 in London where properties are worth far more and rents are 3 times what they are on Leeds , why so 
dear 

28 A very high fee, with no breakdown on payment structure, where this money is to be used.  Local Authourity are 
prohibited from making any profit from this scheme. 

29 I feel when you are a good landlord with a sizable portfolio property as in my case the licence will not do anything 
you cannot improve on a decent landlord. All it will do is give me a very large bill for nothing. I understand the need 
to clamp down on rouge landlord having said this it cannot be right to penalize the descent ones. I feel the Council 
as a responsibility regards this and should ensure it addressed.  

30 Cannot see where this figure comes from. Local authority can only charge for admin and visits, each of which has 
been shown to be £35 for the former and £77 for the latter. Enforcement costs are separate and already charged 
upon enforcement. Double billing is strictly prohibited. 

31 It's far too much. 

32 As above 14 

33 There should be no fee. If the Leeds City Council wants to improve the area then it should do at their own expense. 
Not introduce fees to rent out a property like we dont have enough fees as it is. They need to mind their own 
business and improve living condition provided by Leeds City council 

34 There should be no charge to landlords as this is an initial instigation on the part of LCC! 

35 It's ok for landlords who have 1 property in the area but extremely costly for landlords like me. 

36 This is equivalent to nearly 3months rent. It is already hard to make any profit on properties with the recent tax 
changes, landlord regulations. The Costs are extremely aggressive and not in proportion to the rent, value of 
property or area. Again the landlords are being hit with additional costs. 

37 It penalises good landlords. Focus on the bad ones. 
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structure for Selective Licensing of £825 per property, with a discount of £150 for members of the Leeds Rental Standard?  

38 Why does the landlord have to pay on average 2months rent when the problem is with the tenants who are 90% on 
Leeds city council housing benefits.  Should they not instead be educated on basic principles of what good 
standards on living should be and how to get rid of rubbish and ant social behaviour etc 

39 Eating into profits from a low profit margin 

40 The figure of £825 seems amazingly high when national averages are below £370 

41 To cover this cost housing rent will go up to cover the cost. Which would make tenant on low income suffer more 

42 It seems unfair and very expensive. This is especially for small businesses/landlords. 

43 This is equivalent to council rates. Yet council rates pay for education, police etc. No way does £825 give value to 
landlords/tenants 

44 Fee seems very excessive. Is in line with £825 for a 5 tenant hmo, though hmo would make 3/4 times income and 
require more resources to inspect. 

45 A somewhat top heavy fee; bearing no relation to fair and honest cost of set up, admin and visitation. 

46 Daylight robbery 

47 The LRS is the better scheme, but needs better investment and understanding by the local authority. Key issues 
would be that LRS requires membership and classes with another body, which becomes problematic with those 
that are not internet savvy, or do not speak/understand English very well, as a lot of landlords are first generation 
Asian in these areas. The 825 mentioned is way out of kilter. This estimate seems to be plucked from thin air. Extra 
costs (fees, cost of improvements, cost of time for extra admin) will either be passed onto the tenant, or 
property/landlord shall be removed from market. 

48 £825 is way too high and excessive don know how you pluck your numbers out of thin air. they pay around £500 
there rental income is more than harehills etc. Your just targeting a certain group and certain areas for these fees 
and making it hard for everyone 

49 Strongly agree to the discount 

50 Council implements then it will be challenged judicially 

51 A good landlord like me, who sticks to the rules and invests time and effort in his/her property will be forced to pay 
for poor landlords. I have three flats in the same building. I will have to pay £2475.00. I would rather spend this on 
renewing and renovating my property than council red tape. 

52 What is the basis for such a ridiculously high fee. Why should the landlords on lower incomes & returns be forced 
to pay such a fee. Try applying this fee to Moortown & see what response you get. What is the justification that if I 
pay 825 I will see any personal benefit. This is nothing more than a council scheme to bolster it's own coffers. For 
some landlords this is the equivalent to 2 months rental income. If you work on the basis that a property is only 
occupied for 11 months of the year then the landlord is now down to 9 months rental income. Then factor in that 
the council takes 8 weeks to make a first payment or frequently stops tenants payments whilst recalculating their 
benefits then the financial burden on the landlord is even greater. Keep in mind that the mortgage payments & 
other costs continue unabated. So this becomes a downward spiral - either stop renting becomes it's no longer 
viable or increase rents to cover the additional costs or split properties up even more into smaller units to generate 
more income thereby preventing families from finding properties big enough. 

53 There are many good landlords. I feel it is unfair to penalize these professional landlords by way of charging unfair 
fees. 

54 The proposed fee is excessive and would have a financial impact on large landlords, ultimately reducing the amount 
of money available to maintain and improve their properties.  It would be fairer, in our view, for you to implement 
a sliding scale fee structure that reduces the fee per property payable inline with the number of properties owned. 

55 You do not make any profit as the money just goes back in property to deal with repairs etc and then charging a fee 
will be absolutely devastating. 
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structure for Selective Licensing of £825 per property, with a discount of £150 for members of the Leeds Rental Standard?  

56 The cost is not proportionate to what the landlord will get out of this. It seems the only person benefitting is the 
Council and as normal the hit being taken by the landlord. 

57 As an excellent, award winning landlord, I strongly disagree with any need to pay a single penny towards any 
scheme that is aimed at bringing poor landlords or delinquent tenants to account. This is the equivalent to 
collective punishment, which in the case of war, would be deemed a war crime. Asking completely blameless 
landlords to pay £825/£675 per property is not morally indefensible. Only offenders should be subject to any form 
of punishment (financial or otherwise), not innocent parties 

58 Why would I pay £825.00 to yourself when I could use the money to utilise 

59 A disgrace £825 is ROBBERY its complete robbery and a disgrace do not agree its just a income for LCC to rob 
landlords completely ridiculous i cannot express my opinions on this without loosing mind.  You need to increase 
rent to for a two bedroom property to £800 a month to compensate for this. 

60 £825.00 per property it's a con and why is it selective property council is trying to con the public in anyway to make 
money from private landlords 

61 please see above 

62 Strongly disagree what Leeds City Council is proposing. The scheme should be in whole England not just in harehills 
or Beeston. Once again Leeds City Council is creating another money making scheme to strip profit from local 
landlord.  The whole mess in harehills and Beeston area is due to Leeds City Council, migrants from EU and and 
other deprived background are re-housed in to these area by leeds city council plus council paying the rent on LHA 
rate. 

63 I don’t think this will do any good. Needs to be more policing if anything. This will make no impact at all as I use a 
reputable estate agent to vet my tenant. 

64 Money making scheme 

65 I pay that on a hmo. With yield that far outstrips the back to back make up of Beeston/Harehills. Just not worth it. 

66 £825...are you guys for real?? Outrageous!! £825 for someone to come and tell me my house its up to standard?? 
Can barely payvthe mortgage on the property. 

67 This cost is disproportionate and will adversely affect the landlords and will lead to rent increase. The poor and 
deprived tenants will be victim of this draconian scheme.  Council shouldn’t try to increase their income through 
this back door. 

68 There has been no transparency on how the inflated figure of £825 per house was derived. Similar schemes in 
London, where house values start at £300,000 were on average £400 for a 5 year licence. Rents there are typically 
£1200-1500 per month. In contrast house values in the areas of Leeds that are being mentioned are around 
£50000-60000 with a typical rent around £400. Extra costing of implementing licence conditions, would make it 
unaffordable as every area has a ceiling rent. The council already charges a fee when they go to enforcement, so 
this proposal is crazy 

69 very expensive 

70 Fee is crazy 

71 I rent one house via Landlord Letting Scheme PSLS and although I support this the council already has copies and 
inspect my property. This duplicates the existing checks. 

72 Inexplicable. Fees are not there to plug funds. 

73 Wonderfully high fee. To pay for problems of councils own making. 

74 This would mean I would be losing 2months rent if these fees come in. I don't make a great deal on these lettings 
after paying management fees & mortgages. A lot of the tenants only want 6months letting and when they leave 
there is all the expense of cleaning the property, decorating and usually new carpets. So to lose two months rent 
would be financially difficult for me. 
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structure for Selective Licensing of £825 per property, with a discount of £150 for members of the Leeds Rental Standard?  

75 As per recent court judgement this could be illegal.  https://www.landlordsguild.com/judges-rule-councils-hmo-
licence-fees-unlawful/ 

76 Cost makes it hard to make a profit 

77 The discount is irrelevant when the £825 is simply an unwarranted tax on landlords. Many of the tenant issues are 
caused by the class of tenant in the council properties in these areas. You will simply increase the rental values as 
landlords will not absorb these costs. Any increase will be passed on. Any forced repairs will be calculated into the 
next rental contract. Your short sightedness will simply increase rents in these areas & then in surrounding areas. 
Your scheme has failed in Cross Green & been abandoned. So you have ripped off the landlords that you offered a 5 
year deal & then cancelled after 2 years. 

78 Another tax on landlords 

79 Extortionate Price - for a license 

80 The ridiculous and arbitrary setting of a fee of £825 is absurd given that London boroughs who receive considerably 
higher rents charge considerably less for a 5 year license. They are currently charging £560. How on earth could 
Leeds City Council set such an arbitrary rate is beyond me. The only explanation is that the proposal has been 
deliberately set high with a view to reducing it through the consultation so that the implementation of the scheme 
doesn't seem as punitive as it first appears. 

81 Why is the Landlord being taxed for something that won't help improve the area and we have all the additional 
costs to pay out is a short space of time 

82 Far too expensive!!! 

83 Huge amount for nothing it is money making idea only for the Leeds city council 

84 Too expensive, the scheme will not do anything besides make money for the Council 

85 As above 

86 I agree with the selective licencing proposal and the costs, but believe it is unfair that a landlord should pay £825 
per property It is also unclear in the FAQs whether or not this can be paid monthly (£13.75). 

87 How can you justify these fees. We don’t live in alwoodly leeds!! the rent is £350 -£400pm in Harehills. After I pay 
my mortgage repairs to property each year getting more in debt. If I have a empty property Council still expect full 
council tax how is this fair. The council should start paying loss of rent when tenants move out and then you can say 
this a fair deal. 

88 This is tax on our hard earn money. 

89 Is this charge intended as a deterrant to "bad" Landlords, if so it will not work, a system of Inspection of private 
rented properties done by the Council, without notice, would be a far better option. 

90 how do you get these figure of £825 similar schemes are around £400 even in London this would increase rent to 
pay for licence cost 

91 Incredible amount 

92 Inappropriate, more excuses to rip off landlords. 

93 Why not ask for 5000. Its ridiculous 

94 Are you joking £825 I want you a lcc worker to come up with £825 just like that 99.9 percent will not be able to and 
As a landlord with mortgages properties I cannot neither it is ridiculous amount of money. You need to put this 
huge tarrif on tenants who destroy my houses and rent arrears they need to pay for this 

95 There is no new service being provided. Especially something that's worth £825.  Isn't that what council tax goes 
towards? Running the council and it's services. 

96 This proposed fee is crippling for landlords who are just trying to make a decent income. with those with multiple 
properties this could be disastrous 
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97 Licencing fee is excessive, this would erase any profit that landlords make on those properties, making even more 
difficult for them to maintain the property to an acceptable standard. 

98 If a landlord will have to pay the £825, then the rent will have to rise for the tenant, this will cause further problem 
with the tenants going into rent arrears, its totally unfair about the amount being charged with the selective 
scheme even with the discount given. 

99 £8250 for 10 properties. Where should we get this money from? 

100 Far far too expensive and beyond excessive 

101 Massively inflated fee in comparison to rental. 

102 how can you justify such a large amount for basically nothing.  it will only increase rents. 

103 I just can't see how it will benefit my investors 

104 £825! For nothing! You're trying to rip me off! 

105 The discount is irrelevant as you still pay these organisations. In addition if my property is already up to standard 
then neither option benefits me. I'm simply paying for a piece of paper to say - you passed. I'm just going through 2 
sets of checks instead of 1. More paperwork, more admin more cost. 

106 It’s going to cost a lot of money and still won’t sort out the bad from the vgood 

107 LCC has provided no cost breakdown as to how that figure has been derived. The proposed figure is MUCH higher 
than that quoted for most other councils that have considered Selective Licensing 

108 I agree to the licensing being beneficial to push out rouge landlords and antisocial tenants but charging the fees to 
licence in the outset will cause many landlords to sell. Especially if they have many properties. I think propose a 
deadline to bring the properties to the standard they should be, install stricter referencing on tenants which should 
allow access to Leeds city council tenants references too. If the then a landlord fails to meet these then charge the 
licence fee and impose fines. 

109 See above. In addition, I feel that it is just another way to extract easy revenue from Landlords. I myself shall be 
looking to increase rents in order to cover the cost of selective licensing (something which i have not done in 8 
years). 

110 Very expensive for some of the lower rent houses and flats. This will lead to their rent going up. 

111 I totally disagree 

112 Don't agree 

113 I believe its unreasonable it is unreasonable to demand of LL's such an amount with the false pretence it will 
improve the situation for tenants. However it will only make it more expensive for struggling tenants as rents will 
increase. Leading to more homelessness. 

114 Much more higher than Cross Green scheme and inflation hasn't raised that much. 

115 No fee should be charged, Good LL's already doing what's required. 

116 Does it really cost this much. I believe it is extortionate. 

117 Standards. LCC to get their own housing stock in order prior to selective licensing. 

118 Too much. Why not introduce fee free for 1st year? 

119 We are strained with interest rates increase, not able to claim interest back with many regulations and tenants not 
keeping up payments and now council wants to charge up £825. 

120 Already pay for other LL requirements, this is an unnecessary fee. 

121 I feel that there is no justification to the fee or what the money will be used for. 

122 why should landlords pay for problems relating to communities. 
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123 No need 

124 There has been no transparency on how the inflated figure of £825 per house was derived. Similar schemes in 
London, where house values start at £300,000 were on average £400 for a 5 year licence. Rents there are typically 
£1200-1500 per month. In contrast house values in the areas of Leeds that are being mentioned are around 
£50000-60000 with a typical rent around £400. Extra costing of implementing licence conditions, would make it 
unaffordable as every area has a ceiling rent.  There is no mention of how these fees would be structured, would 
they be split for different stages, would they be refundable if the landlord failed or withdrew from the licence 
process. There is also no mention on where these proceeds are to be used, as FOI has shown an inspection costs 
around £77 and administration per property would take 2 hours (@ £35 per hour). Which equates to £147, not the 
£825 being mentioned. 

125 Why would i pay for something that we already have in place... police council 

126 Another way for council to make money 

127 This cost if selective licencing is carried out should be borne by the Council and not small landlords who are trying 
to earn a living and have a pension when they retire. 

128 It's a money making scam. Residents pay their rates to ensure a clean, safe and a pleasant place to live. 

129 Existing legislation would enable the council to enforce against existing bad landlords. If you did want to inspect a 
property even once per a year i still can’t see how this fee would be justified.  Landlords have very little redress 
against problem tenants, eviction is an expensive and drawn out process with no support from the council 

130 I don't believe that the selective licensing scheme will have a positive impact on Harehills or Beeston.  the issue 
surrounding these areas will not be rectified in anyway from introducing selective licensing.  In fact, I think Leeds 
City Council have not taken all external influences into consideration as with Brexit looming, I feel this is not the 
time to be introducing selective licensing for the following reasons: - selective licensing will not improve the issues 
in the arears, noticeably bad road conditions, poor upkeep of business premises, large groups of local residents 
standing around outside commercial properties etc.  - Brexit has lots of uncertainty that it will bring. This will hit 
landlords in many ways and selective licensing is just another problem (cost) that we will have to deal with 

131 The discounted fee works out at approx £2.60 per week. This is a very low fee for a service that will in effect ensure 
that your properties are meeting regulatory standards and that your homes and all others are let to an equivalent 
standard. 

132 Even if this was £1 this is a waste of resource 

133 If selective licensing was introduced, which I do not agree or support, the cost should be propionate to the rent and 
area. 
£825 is extremely high and does not justify the cost. The Leeds city council are exploiting and taking advantage 
where they have the power to do so. If the fees were £200, I think you will have the support and backing from 
'good' landlords to help 

134 Tenants not paying rent, I am already losing money 

135 825 is 2 months rent also will make it unprofitable. Too much 

136 It is a completely unnecessary fee. Discount has nothing to do with it. We already pay our taxes and income tax 
now this? It no longer makes it viable. 

137 much higher East End Park 

138 To higher than East End Park 

139 Disagree with fee. Would sell properties if introduced. 

140 The fee is too high, the council are claiming this money will used for administration but surely the council already 
have housing officers so I believe this money will be used to fund other projects 

141 Landlords are already struggling. More costs will increase empty properties and people will rent less houses and 
tenants will go to other areas as costs/rents will increase. 
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142 This will essentially raise rent by £825+ to the poorest section of society in these areas 

143 It's added cost for the landlord which in turn can have repuccusions on the tenants. 

144 All costs and extra work shall be recouped from tenants within 18 months. License cant restrain trade as landlords 
not locked into owning houses for 5 years. 

145 This fee structure is far too high especially for landlords with a large portfolio in these areas I can see this cost being 
passed on to the tenants who are also struggling to pay their rent. The running costs of rental properties keeps 
rising making this an added financial burden on landlords. Only the good landlords will suffer and possibly exit this 
market making way for more rogue landlords. It is a disgraceful way for the Council to make money 

146 That is such a massive amount of money. What do you intend to do to improve the community with that amount of 
money. It seems to be a money making scheme by the council that penalises landlords and does not solve 
underlying issues of sociey 

147 As a pensioner, the funds would be difficult to find and would result in considerable hardship for myself and my 
wife. This is an excessive sum and amounts to no more than a stealth tax on landlords who provide a public service 

148 My mother can't afford it as all of the income on the property currently goes towards her care. How can £825 per 
property be justified? An inspection will only take 10 minutes. The burden of follow up actions such as emails and a 
further inspection to ensure work is carried out should fall upon the 'bad' landlords rather than penalise those who 
strive to get it right! 

149 Unjustified fee’s which would not change the measures already in place 

150 Landlord's will have to pass on these extra fees to tenants. Councils can force bad landlords to improve properties 
without imposing large fees on all tenants. 

151 The cost is a joke just paying for LCC ADMIN FEES. For such a pointless scheme the cost is that high it should include 
rent arrears insurance for tenants and building insurance for the property as well as accidental cover for tenants. 

152 Tenants pay for everything I do, the rents will increase massively because of this. A minimum of approx £2000 pa / 
property 

153 It will leave me at a disadvantage and I’ll be forced to put up rents and possibly have to sell up if the properties 
aren’t profitable. I am already struggling with increased government taxes attacking the private landlord. The 
discount is too small. I am already part of the RLA that offers much more for the landlord. 

154 This is an extortionate fee for a service which does not provide any benefit to law abiding landlords. 

155 We take in our property, and do not make much money in renting out our properties, instead of penalising the 
landlord, the council should target problem the problem people in the area.  A landlord can not police people's 
behaviour. 

156 landlords shouldnt be penalised for the failure of council, police services nhs services and all other professional 
services 

157 It's not a discount i still have to pay to join them. I dont need them or get any benefit from them. 

158 i use an agent who tells me everything so why do i need to waste money joining this scheme. 

159 LRS are a waste of money. I can find everything from my agent. 

160 In order to raise standards any such scheme should be free and training could be provided at cost price. This give 
Landlords better incentives. Provide a better open door policy and an advice surgery for Landlords without the 
constant threat of being penalised by LCC! 

161 It is no benefit. 

162 If it's such a good scheme why dont the councillors use it? 

163 I think this is expensive. What about £550 - 600 
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164 I disagree with the £825 is far too high. I do agree with the structure of selective licensing. The fee should be 
reconsidered to that which will be reasonable. 

165 Too expensive - hassle. Not worth investing in. 

166 fee is too high cannot afford to license all properties at once, been operating in the area for 20 years. Fee should be 
reduced to £150-£250 

167 I think the fee is too expensive. I think a fee of £500 is more realistic. 
 

 

16. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, To what extent do you agree with the proposed conditions 
for Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

1 Need to be better thought out on how it will work in practice. It sounds a plan based upon desperation. 

2 I have not seen any documents advising what the conditions are 

3 I can understand if your a rich landlord with lots of proeprties but it should only be for landlords with more then 1 
property or people who have a portfolio...people who rent out 1 property should not be penalised especially when 
the rent abrley covers the mortgage on the property. 

4 All you will do is make more and more landlords reluctant toilet houses 

5 I think this can be resolved by better education for tennants 

6 Need more information 

7 As stated above 

8 You do not need to charge every single landlord £825.00 per property to police the few landords who cause 
problems 

9 Selective licensing in Cross Green was probably the right thing to do but now the economic landscape has changed 
so much that landlords will be completely unable to justify the cost and burden selective licensing causes. 

10 As above.  If you are going to go ahead with the licensing scheme then why not run a two tier system. Charge your 
higher fee for someone not willing to upgrade the property, but charge a much lower fee for houses in good 
condition or ones which meet a higher EPC rating.  The maximum amount for licensing needs to be around £100 
and no higher.  Your £800 fee represents 11% of the gross rent approx. This is a huge chunk to carry and many 
people will not be able to do it. I would have to seriously consider selling my 3 houses in this area.   All grafted on 
for 6 months each. 

11 my above response should be adequate 

12 What proposed conditions? I have only seen a link to this questionaire. 

13 I agree with trying to drive standards of accommodation up, improve an area and also other a wider demographic 
of occupant. I don't however think the current model would do this. 

14 See above 

15 Licensing conditions seem to be quite exhaustive; with more hours having to be allocated to simply administrate. 
Both areas are multicultural, so extra costs shall be incurred in communicating further information into foreign 
languages. 

16 An extensive list of requirements (some of which are legally required anyway). More work/costs=higher rents. 
Higher rents which shall further diminish relationship with poorer tenants. 

17 Very exhaustive list. Especially dealing with different cultures and backgrounds. 

18 Immigration always leads to challenge on house and resource. Increase of obsticals only make this issue worse. 
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19 I don't agree with it at all Jus to take more money away from landlords. which leads to landlords increasing thier 
rent much higher 

20 There are no great increase on asb/environment in the last 5 years, than preceding 10 years. Only difference being 
cutting of council funding. 

21 In principle I am for selective licencing and when cross green was a selective licencing area at the time thought that 
harehills was more in need of being in such an area.  The area is deprived being in one of the lowest quartiles in the 
country and suffers from high, unemployment, low health, high crime and ASB and a high number of BME 
population. Also owner occupiers are on the low side with any properties coming on the market being sold to 
investors of properties to rent. With some private landlords some doing this under the radar. 

22 These are basic legal requirements already and the council have powers to enforce. 

23 The cost will push landlords out of market. We will start issuing notices to quit & sell our properties -which is what 
your plan is 

24 if you make one person responsible for anothers actions that just encourages the other person to feel free to flout 
the laws, also my house (owned and managed) are all up to standard when the tenant moves in but rarely are when 
they move out as they do not look after them some live like pigs , how is that my responsibility as they say you can 
lead a horse to water!! 

25 Authority have strong raft of powers to enforce safety, can easily recoup expenses through enforcement. License 
conditions seem to overreach.  Social control is not the remit of the landlord. If it was, Leeds City Council would be 
liable for their red light district. 

26 Harehills in my opinion as it problems but not excessive I feel that there alternative options to sort the problems 
without selective licencing. 

27 Conditions seem to be over bearing and over reaching. 

28 I do not agree 

29 Each landlord in the country is responsible for there own house. Don’t need the council to be involved. There are 
already regulations in place. This scheme brings nothing else but additional costs and benefits to Council in 
revenue. If tenants have issues, they can contact Council thenm selves to investigate 

30 The tenants were are Leeds city council tenants from Europe individual rogue landlords should be given warning 
but initially a programme showing minimum standards for tenants and landlords should be riled out. 

31 Removes discretion of landlord to home people, migrants, social tenants, single parents. Who are undesirable from 
a business sense, but catered for with starter homes with lower rents. Social housing is just not available to pick up 
the slack. 

32 I feel as a landlord I'll be penalized for my choice of area of invesment 

33 It was donevas a racist decision against romainians. This is anti gypsy racism 

34 Resources and cost of SL will push landlords out of business or more likely to go down HMO route. Leading to 
higher rents and a destabilised community.  Not a well thought out plan. 

35 No evidence shows that SL of PRS tackles ASB and Environmental issues. Though there is evidence showing a 
blanket labelling of areas as problematic, only drives down values and aspirations. Private sector has pushed 
improvements in these areas; double glazing, central heating, fitted kitchens, replastering; secure doors etc have 
been pushed by PRS not social housing. 

36 Conditions will make housing people with mental health and dependency issues even less attractive. Fear of being 
prosecuted for someone with untreated issues, symptoms often showing as antisocial/environmental issues, will 
preclude vulnerable tenants from even getting a property. 

37 Its no more than a stealth tax.   It will not make wonders  

38 As above. Good landlords will be paying for poor landlords. 
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16. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, To what extent do you agree with the proposed conditions 
for Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

39 No valid justification for penalising everyone with an exhorbitant cost generated by some pen pusher who has no 
understanding of life on the street. This is the lets bash the landlord whilst ignoring the problems created by 
tenants who have no responsibility & often just walk away with unpaid debts, rental agreements & stolen property 
which the landlord must then replace. Where do you think this money will come from? There is only 1 source - 
increase the rents by £825 for every single property in the area to cover the expense. So where is the benefit - I 
would spend even less on my property to cover this cost. 

40 I object to the selective licensing due to the amount of fees for the service. the are many rogue landlords, who 
should be penalised, however this is unfair on good landlords. Property inspections should be carried out, to 
identify rogue landlords, and action should be taken against those. 

41 Every area in every city has good areas and bad areas. I have properties in other cities and the council have not 
considered what LcC are doing. This is completely stupid and will cause more issues, more properties being sold and 
the increase being charged to tenants. 

42 It is not fair to put a small number of people through this difficult process. It will make things more difficult than 
they already are 

43 Selective licensing should ONLY be used where other measures don't work. You have provided no evidence as to 
the scale of the problem, what you have already tried and the degree of success achieved. Also selective licencing 
cannot be the right tool to lift people out of poverty, improve a lack of work opportunities or address poor 
education standards. This all contributes to the way people behaviour within their neighbourhood. 

44 why only harehills and beeston we feel we are being targeted 

45 It is as mentioned just another way for the LCC to rip off landlords 

46 Can you prove how you will help the situation 

47 Money making scheme 

48 Conditions already met in other legislation. No need for license 

49 Leeds does have a vast resource of decent landlords and others who have had to let out their homes due to 
affordability. Though not as professional or as organised as more established corporate landlords, their housing has 
plugged the gap in social housing. Rents raised by these small scale landlords invariably stay within the local area 
and are reinvested into it. 

50 Safety is covered in existing regulation. Issue of reference maybe problem. Benefit claimant and Foreign applicants 
have no credit 

51 The council refers tenant to me and not all are in a position to obtain a reference. Some are new arrivals to Leeds or 
leaving due to abusive partners. Although reference seem like a good idea it will stop some vulnerable people 
accessing housing. 

52 Stricter referencing + credit checking and immigration will make houses empty and tenants homeless. 

53 Many measures do not seem legal or enforceable. 

54 I understand there are some bad landlords out there but I think its very unfair to penalise good landlords like 
myself. 

55 Seacroft and Holbeck are far worse off than Harehill and Beeston 

56 EU and LHA tenants have huge issues getting proper referencing. Leading to many people being evicted. 

57 Sufficient legislation in place. Targetting every landlord when only a small minority may not be providing a good 
service. Reasons provided for implementing this policy do not match the reason to charge a landlord £825. We are 
not equipped to do the job of the police or social workers. 

58 Will cause more problems than it solves 

59 . 
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16. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, To what extent do you agree with the proposed conditions 
for Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

60 Won't improve anything 

61 Waste of time 

62 Over the last 5 years, there has been an increase in properties being let in these areas and from experience many of 
these are in poor condition. 

63 The only people this will benefit will be the Counil. Making it impossible for people rent a house forcing evictions of 
people who can’t pay increased rent. A very bad deal 

64 Everything is already common practice, we dont need affiliation and fees to prove that 

65 I am preparing to evict my tenants so Leeds council can rehouse them. 

66 Conditions do nothing to affect flytipping or asb. 

67 It’s the people living in the houses causing the problems not the landlords the tenants cause the problems not the 
landlord they destroy and cause destruction 

68 Another tax for absolutely no reason. 

69 I feel this is highly unfair as those who are flauting the rule as landlords should be severely punished but all 
landlords should not have to face the same fate due to the faults of a few 

70 it will make these areas slums , private residents will move out , finance to buy will dry up. you will create a bigger 
problem than you are trying to cure 

71 Far too harsh 

72 it will all increase costs on landlords and tenants. 

73 No tangible benefit to the landlords that already offer a good service. You still will not catch the rogue landlords. 
How often are you going to visit - once in 5 years - so after your inspection a landlord can ignore the property for 
almost 5 years. 

74 As above 

75 The proposed conditions go beyond what is legally enforcible, and will, I'm certain, lead to legal challenges if 
implemented. 

76 As above. 

77 The requirements over referencing could be difficult. Especially for EU migrants who have just arrived in the 
country. Otherwise it all landlords are legally obliged to meet the rest of the criteria anyway. Which would just 
indicate this is driven by leeds council not wanting to fund their required Environmental Health enforcement 
activity. 

78 Should be rolled out throughout the whole country. House prices will go down. Tenants will be homeless. 

79 Simply not required current housing scheme targeting rogue LL's is good enough. 

80 Its pointless 

81 The money isn't being reinvested, its Government cut backs with Council want to penalise us for. 

82 I do not agree as I feel this will not make the area better if anything it will worsen area. 

83 A perfunctory consultation seems to be taking place, whereby other options to alleviate the social issues raised 
have not been promoted, looked at or even mentioned. It seems LCC are quite determined on this. The fact that 
most stakeholders In Harehills and Beeston, those who do not use email, or those who don’t speak English as a first 
language have been left in the dark emphasises how flawed this process has been. 

84 You will not use the money from the fee to improve the area... you have shown this by your previous plan for the 
area that have failed... Harehill Road improvements is one that spring to mind 

85 As above 
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16. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, To what extent do you agree with the proposed conditions 
for Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

86 None 

87 I can’t see how landlords can act anymore against problem tenants that they do already. I try to screen against 
them originally, however traditional credit checks are not feasible for much of this population; there is no hope of a 
guarantor so either i choose not to rent to probably 80% plus of applicants or i take the risk.  Landlords want 
tenants who don’t damage /litter their property, annoy neighbours etc already. Council should be more supportive 
of them to help weed out problem tenants but ultimately i guess where are they going to live? Can they be re-
educated becAuse the existing sanctions are insufficient it seems 

88 The conditions that selective licensing will require seem to me the minimal of what we should be seeking to offer 
the people of Leeds. The right to decent housing is a basic human need and should be provided to the highest 
standards with no equivocation and if this isn't happening then regulation is the only way it will. 

89 Has not led to improved outcomes in areas that have already had this. 

90 I think the boundary proposed for both beeston and harehills is covering a very large area.  I think leeds city council 
need to review the area and boundary and reduce the size, so that it covers the areas that really needs it and 
secondly but more importantly the area is manageable for the council.  There is no point have a really large area, 
where the council know is 70% all rentals, impacting every landlord, generating income for LCC, but Leeds city 
council have no resources to manage. I have first hand experience of the over-stretched resources LCC has and the 
pressure of work load right now. This will only make things more difficult. 

91 Cause people to sell - empty homes 

92 We have not seen these issues, we have no issues with our tenants or properties. We are very aware of the 
standards we have to keep. This is a pointless endeavour which will ultimately end up selling up and moving out of 
the area. 

93 Look at individual landlords 

94 Look @ individual landlords 

95 Already up to standard. some good & some bad. 

96 The properties are already being managed to a high standard 

97 I will stop working and renting property in the areas. 

98 Some properties shall be sold, the rest shall have rent increases (including increases for properties in other areas) 
Meaning more unavoidable upheaval for my tenants. 

99 As the comments above in section 15 

100 If you are going to license private lets, you should do it everywhere. You will make the area less desirable for 
landlords which will drive prices down and lead to further decline in the area.  How will licensing a landlord improve 
an area / prevent antisocail behaviour? You are not dealing with the cause of antisocial behaviour or penalising the 
right people 

101 Landlord's will have to pass on these extra fees to tenants ring rents. Councils can force bad landlords to improve 
properties without imposing large fees on all tenants. 

102 It will no way improve anything Harehills and Beeston will remain socially deprived inner city areas no poxy scheme 
will help this at all. It will only help LCC by brining in more revenue and make things worse for landlords and 
tenants.  The cost will be passed to tenants and cause a higher eviction rate. 

103 Tenants pay for everything I do, the rents will increase massively because of this. A minimum of approx £2000 pa / 
property 

104 I completely disagree. The rogue landlords will continue to do what they want and will avoid detection at any cost. 
The good landlord will pay for no benefit whatsoever. My tenants will lose out by paying for this through increased 
rents and not receive any benefits. All my properties are renovated to a very high standard and I reference them as 
well. 
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16. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, To what extent do you agree with the proposed conditions 
for Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

105 All my properties are of a high standard and already meet and exceed the standards set by the council. I do not see 
why I have to pay £825 when my properties already comply. 

106 The council/police should monitor the area, and stamp out anti social behaviour 

107 I cannot fix the problems you say - crime or fly tipping or anti social behaviour as they all happen out on the street 
not in my houses. If a tenant is bad i just get them to leave. I dont have the time for these problems. 

108 a waste of money, my tenants will be very angry if i ask them for all this money. 

109 written by people who have never been landlords with this type of tenant 

110 What is the evidence base that licensing will improve the area. If a street and roads looks nice to begin with then 
everything else will follow. How about LCC working with the probation service on providing painting, cleaning and 
repair service in the marked areas, along side with those few landlords (who and wherever they are) driving up 
safety standards. A lot of private tenants want private landlords because of the service they provide and tenants 
they provide. One tenant told me she avoids council and housing associations because of the type of tenants. 

111 You will not find the bad landlords & only anger the good ones like me. The tenants will pay for your charge. 
Everyone is using the words Tenant Tax because the tenants will have to pay for your administration. I will pass all 
of this cost on. I will probably stop letting to tenants on benefits as they will not be able to pay. 

112 ASB team are not worth bothering with. Have previous experience where they expected me to police/tackle ASB 
and deal with it without help. 

113 It may deter unscrupulous landlords. 
 

 

17. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our 
proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

1 Will it not just move the problems to outside Beeston and Harehills? 

2 Licencing will not solve problems in harehills. A tougher stance needs to be taken on the people living in harehills 
causing all these problems. Bad landlords should be dealt with via fines to cover cost of enforcement good 
landlords should not need to pay for this if they had to the cost will just be passed to the tenants living in the area 
who are already on low incomes. 

3 as discussed in the above points 

4 More information required and the poor landlords should be made to pay don’t tar all with the same brush  

5 I think there will be a lot of landlords who will sell the properties and there will be even less properties for rent 

6 You do not need to charge every single landlord £825.00 per property to police the few landords who cause 
problems 

7 as above 

8 my above response should be adequate 

9 Without knowing what its purpose is, and what issues it proposes to fix, and HOW it proposes to fix them, it is hard 
to say. 

10 These areas are social problems not landlords 

11 I think selective licensing could work if done more strategically, for instance if the fee was less, more emphasis was 
placed on council dealing with nuisance tenants, and the police with crime. Passing the burden on to landlords who 
wish to improve standards in the area, doesn't necessarily incentivise them to retain tenants that are working if 
they pay less rent than housing benefit. 

12 Licensing seems to absolve tenants of their personal and social responsibility. As an extension, it also seems to 
absolve the council of providing a proper environmental + antisocial behaviour services. 
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17. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our 
proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

13 Tenants and public bodies need to take some responsibility for their own actions. Landlords are not police and 
provide a valuable resource to the area. 

14 No evidence shown why this is required in these areas. 

15 As above. 

16 I will be taking this much further.. no totally disagree with these types of legislations your trying to impose on us 

17 Proposal put forward without alternatives makes consultation seem quite perfunctory 

18 As previously stated above think it will definitely raise standards and offer more protection to tenants who often 
due to their social backgrounds may fear officially complaining due to fear of retaliatory eviction.  If overall 
standards for the area increase it may even increase demand for PRS tenancies. 

19 The council does need to tackle bad landlords but not penalise good ones who strive to do the correct things and 
invest. 

20 Driven by political dogma not common sense 

21 doesn't address the issue just removes the councils responsibility and passes it onto landlords , You need to address 
it but the problem is not within households its out on the streets, as the recent spate of firebombing is proving 

22 Problem tenants will over spill into neighbouring Holbeck, and Cross Green when landlords remove properties from 
the market. Undermining LCCs neighbourhood approach, illustrating the Jekyll and Hyde thinking of the Council. 

23 As said I feel and in my opinion there are other option that can address the problem in the Harehills area that the 
council can use. 

24 Selective licencing will have a negative affect on surrounding areas impacting on their rentability. 

25 My tenants are mostly housing benefit claimants. Because of freezing of housing benefit, non reduction of empty 
home council tax, and short average tenancies, I would be unable to afford to pay any additional costs, and would 
probably sell up and move to another area of the country. I already maintain my housing stock to a high standard. 
My return on investment has dropped substantially over the last seven years. 

26 As above 

27 Each landlord in the country is responsible for there own house. Don’t need the council to be involved. There are 
already regulations in place. This scheme brings nothing else but additional costs and benefits to Council in 
revenue. If tenants have issues, they can contact Council thenmselves to investigate 

28 Penalises good landlords 

29 Better measures should be promoted. Licensing is a last stop, little has been done in real terms to promote better 
options. 

30 Fails to take into account changing economic and social landscape. Higher overheads and interest rates and impact 
of brexit on european tenants will affect areas negatively. 

31 A misguided scheme would pass on heavy costs of fees, finance & workload to tenants without rectifying issues it 
sets out to. 

32 Landlords have to absorb cost of extra taxation, interest rate rises, uncertain tenant issues (large european 
community + brexit=very uncertain times). Some landlords will pass this headache onto an agent, most of whom 
are compliant, but strictly do not take "dss" tenants. Removing whole sections of current housing from poor, 
elderly and vulnerable tenants.  Decreasing affordable/available properties, increasing demand will lead to more 
homeless tenants or tenants in emergency housing. Which is neither pleasant for the tenant nor cheap for the local 
authority. 

33 Points made above 

34 Its a blanket attack on landlords. There is no separation of those who are working hard to keep their property in 
good condition & those that don't. There are many other areas in Leeds that can be viewed with the same issues - 
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17. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our 
proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

Gipton / Armley / Stainbeck / Seacroft. This whole policy seems to target the immigrant population - Asian / Black & 
central European. So the incentive is to buy a property in a white dominated area such as Gipton / Seacroft & avoid 
this charge. 

35 Landlords who comply with good housing standards should be exempt from any additional charges. 

36 The council can work with landlords with charging them. All of my properties are of high standard in the area 
proposed and I spend a lot of money to achieve this. I am now being penalised for the very small selected people 
who do not maintain their property. Therefore this is not fair. 

37 Due to all the reasons mentioned above. It is not RIGHT. 

38 This is NOT the answer to the problems of Harehills. You seem to have decided what the key issues are and what 
the causation is, as well as the answer (Selective Licensing). I agree that the look and feel of the area is poor, too 
much rubbish, fly tipping, poor street scene / visual amenity, a mish-mash of garden wall / fence styles etc. These 
issues can be addressed by implementing an environmental cleansing / improvement scheme, which has absolutely 
nothing to do with selectively licensing. 

39 we are bring targeted 

40 See comments you need to put rents up if this happens. 

41 I don’t think this will do any good. Needs to be more policing if anything. This will make no impact at all as I use a 
reputable estate agent to vet my tenant. 

42 It should be in whole Leeds not just in harehills or Beeston. We feel that we are being discriminated. 

43 It is Money making scheme. 

44 It is a bad and inefficient policy. Ultimately will cost tenants their homes. A seriously ill thought out proposal. 

45 As mentioned before. 

46 For example; a struggling home owner in Beeston, who loses his low skilled job, should have the option to retain his 
former home via renting it out, without the cost and burden of licensing. As this could feasibly lead to the loss of 
their home. This seems doubly unfair as a resident in a more affluent area would be more likely to find tenants, find 
alternative work and have no issue with licensing as it would not apply to them. 

47 Not workable. Not practical. 

48 The overlap with the landlord letting scheme and the issues with references stop me being more in favour but if 
these were cleared up then I'd agree with the proposals. 

49 It shall lead me and many like me to evict and sell. Not worth risk of criminal penalties for paltry rental return. 

50 Badly thought out scheme civering thousands of homes. Really really comes across as a money making scam. A sure 
fire way to lose goodwill in these close knit communities. 

51 I think yet again the Private Landlords are being hit again financially. Leeds City Council need ourselves to provided 
houses and I feel if this goes ahead you will see a lot of houses just boarded up with the Landlords just willing to 
pay the rates which would probable be cheaper. 

52 Interesting that you are targeting areas mainly owned by Asians and tenanted by EU citizens, and leaving worse 
areas that are owned and tenanted by white English people (Seacroft, Halton Moor, East Leeds, Holbeck) 

53 May be forced to sell up. Even if my properties ARE compliant, extra workload and issues being part of a slum 
would harm my other interests. 

54 Appalling idea. No justification has been provided to warrant this targetting of landlords.  Please explain what 
protection / action you have ever offered to benefit a landlord / agent - NONE. 

55 Poorly thought out. Badly promoted consultation 

56 I just think its in appropriate 
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17. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our 
proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

57 See reasons given above. 

58 Already answered 

59 100% Disagree 

60 Over the last 5 years, there has been an increase in properties being let in these areas and from experience many of 
these are in poor condition. 

61 It is a bad idea, will force good landlords out and result in a number of evictions. 

62 What do environment or asb teams do? Landlords are legally restricted. Doing more would constitute harassment 

63 Useless idea by LCC making money 

64 Waste of time. Solving one problem, creating a hundred more. 

65 for many of the reason listed previously. personally i have had no complaints from my tenants and they are very 
good. however i do understand others are not the same and some rouge landlords are also at fault however to tar 
all landlords with the same brush is highly unfair and unjust 

66 As I have already said. There will only be 1 place we get the money from. 

67 I don't want it, i get on with my tenants and gave no issues!! 

68 this is a draconian measure to raise money for the council with no suggestion of any investment forth coming.if 
there are rogue landlords enforce the current legislation. 

69 Paper exercise to just bring in admin revenue. No benefit to the tenant or landlord. Minimum of 825 will be 
charged to the tenant in 1 lump sum. at the start of their tenancy. 

70 Selective Licensing will benefit neither good landlords nor tenants. It will add significant extra costs for landlords, 
who will have no choice but to pass those extra costs onto their tenants. This in turn will lead to more tenant 
evictions for rent arrears. 

71 As above. 

72 I don't think it will improve the housing stock 

73 Holbeck - scheme introduced in 2015 yet it is still a priority 3 years later. If Harehills is a high priority area the 
government should increase funding not take from LL@s whose sole income relies on rent. this will potentially lead 
to selling the houses and evicting tenants. Council is not controlling the anti-social behaviour. How is £825 per 
property which will be used for administration change the anti-social behaviour and crime & lack of access to 
services.  Demographic within Harehills is very diverse & requires education, how is LL paying more going to 
improve tenant behaviour?  Essentially LL pays £825 per property - council obtains money to fund paperwork & 
admin costs - uneducated & unaware tenants who cannot speak English & lack understanding fail to interpret 
changes that are being made - money invested is lost.  

74 Not happy with it 

75 If inspection takes place on houses I have a lot of friends who are in council properties and they do not have smoke 
alarms, fire doors etc. and have evidence needs to be the same throughout. 

76 I believe it will not achieve the objectives that are being used to justify its need. 

77 Good that conditions should be adhered to but will penalise good LL's who are already doing it. 

78 Don't think it will improve anything 

79 We are landlords, we can't police our tenants, we can't clean streets and we can't maintain the health of our 
tenants. 

80 Only more issues 
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17. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our 
proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

81 Leeds does have a vast resource of decent landlords and others who have had to let out their homes due to 
affordability. Though not as professional or as organised as more established corporate landlords, their housing has 
plugged the gap in social housing. Rents raised by these small scale landlords invariably stay within the local area 
and are reinvested into it.  For example; a struggling home owner in Beeston, who loses his low skilled job, should 
have the option to retain his former home via renting it out, without the cost and burden of licensing. As this could 
feasibly lead to the loss of their home. This seems doubly unfair as a resident in a more affluent area would be 
more likely to find tenants, find alternative work and have no issue with licensing as it would not apply to them. 

82 please read above 

83 We believe Landlords will benefit over the longer term as the population will be less transient and communities will 
build resilience which will reduce costs for them. 

84 Council should not intoduce these selective licensing in these two areas, as another way of making money 

85 I have spoken to many landlords, some who have a large housing stock who are preparing to start selling their 
housing stock because of these proposals. 

86 I believe existing bad landlords could easily be policed under current legislation. The draft conditions are essentially 
tenancy law/god practice any way. I think responsibility has to come back the tenants 

87 The people of these areas need better housing and better tenancy and property management. It is as simple as 
that. If your properties are to the standards required then you will pay £2.60 per week. If your properties are not to 
the necessary standard then they need to be and the fact they are not would suggest that they never will be 
without the added incentives provided by regulation. 

88 Time consuming waste 

89 I think the boundary proposed for both beeston and harehills is covering a very large area.  I think leeds city council 
need to review the area and boundary and reduce the size, so that it covers the areas that really needs it and 
secondly but more importantly the area is manageable for the council.  There is no point have a really large area, 
where the council know is 70% all rentals, impacting every landlord, generating income for LCC, but Leeds city 
council have no resources to manage. I have first hand experience of the over-stretched resources LCC has and the 
pressure of work load right now. This will only make things more difficult. 

90 Waste of money for landlords already losing money with tenants not paying also still have mortgage to pay 

91 Not worth it 

92 Families will be made homeless as a result of landlords selling up. It will no doubt make the area worse and cost the 
council so much more to rehouse these families. 

93 LCC should concentrate on issues that count eg. road improvements, one way system on H-hills Lane & Road.  
Tackle problems with litter/flytipping. Concentrate on those doing the tipping not those who get tipped on. Will do 
more harm than good. Tax on money. 

94 This is the wrong methodology a better approach would be to give the landlord the option to join a scheme with 
incentives 

95 Not needed. 

96 Short sighted money making scheme 

97 As above comments in section 15 

98 Do it for every rented home in leeds to protect tenants or not at all as anti social behaviour is everywhere. How will 
licensing and penalising private landlords improve the anti social behaviour of tenants? Sounds very flawed 

99 There is nothing in this proposal to support the numerous good landlords in these areas. It is likely to result in a 
reduction in the housing stock, and properties that remain will have less cosmetic investment and landlords 
attempt to mitigate against what is clearly no more than a politically driven stealth tax!   
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17. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our 
proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

100 Landlord's will have to pass on these extra fees to tenants raising rents. Councils can force bad landlords to improve 
properties without imposing large fees on all tenants. 

101 See comment above completely pointless money making idea. 

102 Tenants pay for everything I do, the rents will increase massively because of this. A minimum of approx £2000 pa / 
property 

103 If there’s a problem tenant, they will rent in a different area and so selective licencing has failed. The council and 
police already have a vast amount of powers. No new powers are justified. 

104 I am vehemently opposed to the plans for SL. The reasons provided by LCC for considering SL are not issues that can 
be tackled by landlords or something they have any control over.  Poor health & education is not a landlord issue. 
Both areas are heavily populated by migrants which serves to explain these problems. LCC has access to monies 
from the Controlling Migration Fund which should be used to tackle these issues. The two areas identified for SL are 
both described as the most densely populated. The most obvious reason for this is due to the type of housing that 
exists in these areas. They are either all tightly packed 4 bed through terraces or back to backs. Clearly the area will 
be densely populated as there is a lack of large properties elsewhere. Also, the majority of tenants in these areas 
are foreign and have a culture of having large families. This is not something private landlords have any control 
over. LCC also houses large families.  ASB is an issue which involves LCC tenant just as much as privately let tenants. 
This is a policing matter as landlords do not have any powers to control ASB. The ability for LCC to prosecute bad 
landlords for cleanup requests already exists. You don’t need SL to do this. 

105 As above 

106 council are more then welcome to inspect propertiws but shouldnt be harging the already strained landlords for 
doing so. just because of a few rogue landlords every landlord shouldnt be penalised as there are rogue landlords 
everywhere as the famous case inchapeltown where 18 tenants living in one property! 

107 We do not earn a lot. So we have to charge the tenants. I know my tenants cannot pay this so they will leave. I will 
have to put my houses at more rent. I think you are just being greedy. 

108 I disagree simply on the costs. If the council is committed to driving up standards then the scheme should be free. 
keep it clean, Keep it simple and best of all, keep it FREE. 

109 Spend money on the area not on your housing dept. You will get more reward. 

110 This will clean up the area. House prices will improve 

111 I agree on accoutabilaty on landlords and of course the fees are unreasonable. 

112 If you have any further queries please feel free to email me  

113 Agree in principal with the scheme, believe it will benefit good landlords in the area. Fee is too high. 

114 Educate residents re litter / asb  Good agents deal with issues already.  Tax relief is stopping on mortgages. 

115 You could say any rented property in England would benefit from good health & safety, but you wont stop people 
misbehaving. 

 

 

18. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Is there anything else you would like to say? If so please use 
the space below.  

1 Introduce a scheme yes, make the cost sensible yes. be sure the scheme will not alienate good landlords which I 
think this one does. 

2 You never see police walking around in harehills you sometimes see police cars but never police waking around 
dealing with people who are up to no good. You also never see council enforcement vechiles or staff. Leeds city 
Council are making a poor attempt to pass the blame onto landlords but a landlord is not stood on a street corner 
selling drugs or fighting a landlord is not dumping all there furniture on street corners landlords are not in control 
of what there tenants do and we are not their guardians who have time to sit and baby sit tenants watching there 
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18. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Is there anything else you would like to say? If so please use 
the space below.  

every move. I would also like to know what the council are planning to do with all the empty homes that will be 
created with landlords not paying the fee and leaving homes empty and not been able to sell them. 

3 I can understand if your a rich landlord with lots of proeprties but it should only be for landlords with more then 1 
property or people who have a portfolio...people who rent out 1 property should not be penalised especially when 
the rent abrley covers the mortgage on the property. 

4 This should be designed for people who have more than 1 property or this is their business not for people with 1 
property that can just about cover the mortgage. 

5 I think this is unfair on landlord and other options need considering such as educating tenants and also the extra 
licence fee is unfair and unnecessary. its difficult at the moment covering damage costs to property which is caused 
by tenants 

6 I hope a meeting will beheld to discuss this further 

7 Can’t the council find any other ways of raising money without further penalising landlords and tenants 

8 Yes, this consultation document for landlords is pointless as you will go ahead with the proposal no matter what. I 
own approx 20 properties in Beeston and Harehills, and have provided good quality accommodation to tenants for 
20 years. As a Landlord, I know my responsibilities and act in accordance with the law and with the best interest of 
the tenant. Let there be absolutely no doubt, with everything that is going on in the PRS at the moment, and the 
future proposals, this business is no longer viable, add an extra "tax" of £825.00 per property is simply the final 
straw - there comes a tipping point in any business and for me, this would be it. 

9 Rather than imposing a selective license in areas that cannot afford it why do you look at things that would improve 
the area. 
1) Use current powers to enforce repairs on landlords. Go door knocking in these area. If you want I'll do it and 
keep the money raised in fines. 2) Provide waste removal to improve areas. Most landlords will work with you on 
this fly tipping problem caused by tenants. 3) Black list of problem tenants?  4) Training and education for landlords 
- help educate them with seminars / support 
5) Compulsory purchase orders on persistent non-compliant landlords. Basically, I feel it's unfair to hit good 
landlords with an £825 fee for renting properties in these areas. 

10 Decent landlords look after there properties and this comes at a continued cost. To then charge £825 per licence 
with only £150 discount for multiple properties is ludicrous. Maybe it wiser to set the rules of the licence and then 
charge if the standard of the property being let has not been met. There is already a shortage of properties and this 
will just likely hinder the rental market more with the added extra cost. 

11 The proper way to deal with these issues is for the council to introduce a scheme for tenants to report bad 
landlords and then the council can focus on them. If this scheme is introduced I will not be investing in these areas 
anymore and I will seriously think about selling the properties I do have and look elsewhere. It is unfair to penalise 
the good landlords in this way. 

12 my above response should be adequate 

13 Aside from the maps of areas, there is NO information on this proposal at all. How can we make an informed 
opinion on what appears to be yet another tax. 

14 Why not introduce voluntary registration to start with, inspect the properties of those who do so, get all those in 
line and on the same standard, then you will see what percentage are left to deal with, you could then phase in 
mandatory licensing knowing that a good proportion of stock had been dealt with, if you offer the voluntary 
registrations a guarantee of a healthy discount when you get to mandatory licensing, it may encourage more 
registrations from the outset. 

15 Licensing will not dramatically improve the areas in question though will make it more difficult and costly for 
poorer tenants in these areas; many of which are on housing benefit. Lack of central government funding, for 
policing and education coupled with freely available alcohol are more direct causes of urban decay. 

16 Image of landlords and rogueish and greedy is greatly unfair. Other options and schemes should be looked at 
before compulsory licensing. 
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18. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Is there anything else you would like to say? If so please use 
the space below.  

17 Alternatives should be sought. 

18 Are any new jobs being created, if so at what cost? I like many other landlords just see this as a quick way for the 
council take more money from landlords. 

19 It is difficult to maintain a property as landlord with current strict legistation and now doing this. 

20 I have said enuf 

21 Good Luck you are doing the right thing and hopefully will use the licence fee to carry out more enforcement of 
properties in the area. 
When my former rented property in cross green was inspected I welcomed the inspection and was please that I 
was already complying with everything. Gas Safety Certificate on display, wired in smoke detectors, fire blanket, 
carbon monoxide detector, safety grab rails, bannisters, no trip hazards, five year electrical inspection certificate 
and property in a good state of repair. 

22 The council should consider if it could charge all landlords a fee or Deposit Initially with refundable incentives if 
property's pass inspection recognising the lower resources required. It should also make the payment of Housing 
Benifit conditional on inspection of properties. 

23 remove the benefits that allow shall we say non uk nationals to stay in the UK and not work end of problem in 
harehills and beeston 

24 If licensing goes ahead, I and a significant number of house owners in Beeston and Harehills will have to sell up, or 
move our properties out of the rental market. 

25 I feel in my opinion the council should speak to experienced landlord to address problems each have regards 
renting property and see if a more stream lined procedure can be worked out. 

26 Proposal has not properly involved residents and stakeholders. Both positive and negative arguments have not 
been shown. No alternatives have been brought forward.  

27 I see no benefit here. Gas and electrical certs are already provided. So are smoke detectors There is no benefit in 
this scheme 

28 Leeds city council needs to improve its own internal processes, the licencing issue was different in east end park 
but harehills is a different issue that is a problem but has to be dealt with in a different way, the landlords need to 
improve standards but the problem is the tenants who are firstly customers of Leeds city council,they need to be 
educated on the dos and donts of living in UK and how to resolve issues like waste management etc, this is not the 
answer to the problem. 

29 I myself am a landlord who got stuck with 2 properties during the crash. I am still learning , council could offer more 
advice, a little training and help to achieve better property 

30 I feel more invesment is needed in the proposed area for further regeneration to improve them but not at the cost 
to landlords 

31 Stop racism against racism 

32 Other options and drives would be a more efficient use of lcc resource to tackle asb and fly tipping. 

33 Better schemes and co regulation must be the natural step. Not slum labelling these vibrant multi cultural areas 

34 Council has to look at the bigger picture. Standards in these areas are not demonstrably worse than Holbeck, 
Burmantofts, East End Park (Even with SL). Areas are much larger so need cooperation between relevant parties 
not blanket regulation. 

35 The council should just have a list of all houses that are on rent and do random checks on the properties. If any 
landlord doesn't meet criteria then do what you can but the ones that do meet the criteria should have a like a 
system in place similar to food hygiene 

36 Good luck 

37 Disband the council!   Out source its functions  
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18. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Is there anything else you would like to say? If so please use 
the space below.  

38 How has a fee of £825 been agreed? 

39 1) Stop bashing every landlord when there is no valid / justifiable reason to do so   2) Fine the ones who are 
commiting crimes 
3) Stop trying to turn Harehills / Beeston into a 5 star area when even you as a council do not do this - if your 
services were better the area may not look so bad & people may take more pride. 4) £825 is not justifiable  5) Apply 
the charge to everyone not just these 2 areas if you are going to do this - if not explain why. At the moment your 
charge looks like a racially / ethnically biased charge. 
6) Stop charging council tax & selective licensing if the property is empty as we would be paying for no service. How 
much more do you expect the landlord's to financially suffer & yet still expect them to keep paying out. We do not 
have a cash tree in the back garden that we can just pull out more money from. 

40 a system needs to be devised to determine guidelines of quality properties offered on the rental market, and 
exclude these from any detrimental charges, as the feasability of the proposal would make many landlords sell up, 
thus producing a much more negative impact on the already oversubscribed housing market. 

41 The rich are being looked after and the poor are being robbed. 

42 The council need to work with the landlords and not create issues with them. A good example is Holbeck and 
Crossgates where working with the landlords and council has proved to be a success. This proposal is going to have 
the opposite affect there will be hatred and Council trying to rip off landlords. The council tax rates already high 
enough proportionally for each properties in leeds compared to other cities 

43 This selective licensing will cause a lot of trouble that the council will not be able to manage. 

44 As an award-winning UNIPOL accredited landord of many years, I feel betrayed by the Council's assertion that good 
landland's cannot be exempted from the proposed scheme and that they will still need to pay £675 per property. 
We already pay UNIPOL to join their Code of Standards (which includes membership of the Leeds Rental Standard). 
We are concerned by this injustice that we will be writing to the Minister of State for Housing and Planning, 
Department for Communities and Local Government, to lodge a formal complaint against the Council's proposal. 
Your proposal goes against the spirit and intendment of the said legislation.  

45 scrap it 

46 Absolute ridiculous idea you need to spend LCC money wisely so you wouldn't think of such schemes you are 
wasting the publics money and ripping off hard working people. You should be arrested 

47 Get rid of selective licensing 

48 Stop preceptions of bad housing in harehills anf beeston and instead tackle local issues and national issues 

49 I am opposed to this being brought in. There are also areas as bad such as hunslet, armley, chapeltown, 
littlelondon, gipton, Middleton and Belle isle. It is silly just to target these two areas and blame private landlords!!! 

50 Council wants to make money from Landlords because it is very easy no much effort. 

51 Alternative policy must be looked at first. 

52 Another way for the council to make money. Why doesn't the council issue licence for free??? 

53 Council should try and foster good landlord- tenant relationships for the best of the poor and deprived people of 
Harehills & Beeston. The very unfortunate notion that more power for the Council will make these areas safer and 
pleasant should be abandoned. The pledge of reducing inequality and increasing access made by the Council will be 
blatantly denied by these measures. Council is not that brave to implement these measures in leafy rich North 
Leeds. Because ‘We are all equal, some are more than the others’.. 

54 Improvement of specific areas may be achieved through investment and partnership, not effectively taxing 
landlords and their tenants. Alternatives such as private sector leasing by Leeds City Council or a greater push on 
the Leeds Homes Standard via education would be a fairer way to make desired improvements. Rather than relying 
on a disproportionately unfair tax on these vibrant areas. Areas that provide homes for many vulnerable and 
disadvantaged people. Landlords and their tenants face uncertain times, with the loss of mortgage interest relief, 
Brexit impacting on actual tenants, interest rate hikes and costs of actually improving properties. 
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18. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Is there anything else you would like to say? If so please use 
the space below.  

55 It is very unfair to apply the Selective Licensing only to Beeston and Harehills, and not the whole of Leeds. Good 
landlords like myself managed by estate agents do not have any problems with the tenants nor neighbours for the 
past 6 years. 

56 Work with rental sector, not against. 

57 Alternatives must be thought of with input of landlords 

58 I have experience from one of the Landlords I know with the Selective Licensing in East Leeds. It involved someone 
coming out and reporting that the landlord had to do thousands of pounds of safety improvements which was 
totally unnecessary and uneconomic and like I said earlier if this goes through I think there will be a lot of houses 
boarded up and left empty, which considering there is supposed to be a shortage of housing seems ridiculous. As 
landlords we do have to try and make some money out of the letting as there seems little point in all the hassle we 
sometimes get from bad tenants which is quite often. 

59 Misinformation provided by council should be investigated. 

60 Do not charge landlords a tax just to cover any council shortfalls. This will be challenged. We will take action against 
those councillors that have proposed & voted for this. You may be targeting these areas but most landlords live 
elsewhere. A landlord with 5 properties for example will be charged 825x5=4125. He will receive no benefit for this 
except more harassment from your enforcement officers who will try to make them create a 5 star hotel in a 2 star 
area.  Instead of wasting council funds on foolish road reduction schemes & unused cycle lanes that simply create 
more traffic jams & affect local businesses - use them to improve these areas & encouraging tenants to attend 
behavioural courses etc 

61 Suspect survey. Quite bogus 

62 nothing. 

63 A licensing scheme whereby there have been great landlords with quality properties and good tenants will run the 
risk of prosecution simply for not forking out additional license fees. There have been no other alternatives 
suggested by or consulted on by the council. Also what is the status of the Leeds Rental Standard? How successful 
or unsuccessful has this been? 

64 It is a lot of unnecessary work and expense for something that only lasts 5 years 

65 I see this as another money making scheme by Leeds City Council 

66 Another get money scheme from the LCC not worth the paper it is written on how will a license solve any issue the 
issue with problem tenants 

67 Please ensure this idea is scrapped immediately it will cause a lot of problems and higher crime rate in these areas 
force more and more eviction of really poor families. 

68 Leeds council members who have decided this proposal should be sacked.  They are out of their depth to find 
different ways to raise the money for the council. 

69 This is ridiculous.. I have been a landlord for over 30 years..This is jus another way to penalise the landlords 

70 Dont let this be selective hearing. Listen to people 

71 I am living in Leeds since 2004 and this great city is run by Labour Council who have no vision for the city but only 
know how to drain out money from those who have worked hard to earn an honest living. The labour council has 
deceived the voters of Harehills and Beeston who are really disappointed and will never vote for labour party again. 
The council is segregating a particular communities and areas. The leader of council should be ashamed on herself 
and should be put in front of landlords to justify her proposal. She is not fit to run this city as a leader such a big 
disappointment. 

72 I will sell my small portfolio if this comes into force. There is nothing the council have described that shall impact 
positively 

73 If you want to go with this new TAX on landlords increase all rents by £100 per week to cover all the costs the 
tenants cause the landlord you only take on one people opinions and not get other opinions of landlords .... 
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18. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Is there anything else you would like to say? If so please use 
the space below.  

74 Don't go ahead with it. 

75 To make me pay to clean up the councils mess is barmy! We keep our properties in good condition and try pick 
tenants that will do the same.Charging us will only promote properties falling into a state of dilapidation as rents 
won’t cover the new tax laws with HMRC and the leeds council tax. I can’t afford to pay the tax and so I will be 
asking the tenants to pay an extra £80 per month to cover it. 

76 Forget the license it's not happening 

77 It's a racist and narrow minded policy targeting only Harehills and Beeston 

78 Like I said previously I can't see how as a letting agent how it will benefit my investors as we as a company do credit 
check our tenants and keep the properties up to a good standard because we care for our tenants 

79 £825 for absolutely nothing is daylight robbery! 

80 You will cost the tenant at least £825 per property / flat. The tenant is already on the breadline so will have to leave 
/ be evicted. All for a piece of expensive paper. Complete lunacy 

81 This Selective Licensing proposal does not stack up. There is no evidence that it has made significant improvements 
to any area in which it has been introduced. 

82 Will come to the drop in event at Shine. 

83 I think trying to shift the funding for landlord enforcement like this will end up meaning there are less properties to 
rent and therefore rents will go up. This ultimately means that people on some of the lowest incomes in Leeds will 
be forced to shoulder the costs. To tackle poor housing in harehills the council should work with letting agents, 
local charities, social workers and police to target specific houses through the existing Environmental Health 
system. This blanket approach of inspecting every house will just cause unnecessary expense and cost without 
really improving anything for the tenants. 

84 No a coherent & strong argument that an increase in funding within a specific area owned by private LL's within 
council will result in better access to services eg GP's/schools. How will this help tenants pay their rent? How is an 
increase in staffing on the council, hence increase in relationships across agencies lead to educating the current 
demographic & increase employment.  Communication resolution between council services should be tackled via 
government funding not via private LL's. 

85 Don't allow selective licensing to go through 

86 Dead money - no investment to roads/infrastructure.  Inspect properties ad-hoc, pick 100 properties at random & 
inspect, tackle and fine to deal with standards. 

87 Nobody helped me from the council when I had a bad tenant 

88 The private rented sectors tenants have protection by using environmental health to target rouge landlords. 
Perhaps tenants require educating/awareness to this right?! 

89 This is just another tax on LL's 

90 Citywide scheme would be fairer. If property already compliant why should LL/tenant suffer? Some LL's may sell, 
increasing homelessness. License everywhere make it equal. How will license fee stop fly tipping? Rent will 
increase. It will create more problems than it solves. 

91 License fee is just another expense on LL with benefit 

92 Selective licensing should not be implemented, private LL's like myself & others are carrying out role perfectly 
without the need for the implementation of this licensing scheme. Poor rationale behind this. 

93 If LCC feel like improving properties or conditions of selected areas there are other avenues to do this by. We have 
a ASBO team, fly-tipping team and police in place. 

94 Tipping is an issue, Leeds city council not doing anything to help landlords. 
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18. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Is there anything else you would like to say? If so please use 
the space below.  

95 The council is in a very unique position, as it has introduced a legalised red light district in neighbouring Holbeck, 
closed down refuse sites and introduced restrictions to their use and underfunded bin collections. Though these 
material factors are ignored by LCC. 
Improvement of specific areas may be achieved through investment and partnership, not effectively taxing 
landlords and their tenants. Alternatives have not been adequately explored or correctly promoted. This is a 
disproportionately unfair tax on these vibrant areas. Areas that provide homes for many vulnerable and 
disadvantaged people. 

96 We feel we have a role to play in reporting rouge Landlords. 

97 What are the councils options/plans for tenants who persistently break their tenancy agreements and trash one 
property after another? Landlords need to write off losses and try to repair the property to relet. It is very hard to 
chase down and legally enforce the costs these tenants. A tenant register would probably be a better use of time, 
you could make it free for tenants and LAndlords pay a fee to check their tenants against the register. Including 
information like not passing HB to landlord, clean up orders enforced on previous landlords etc. I would pay 25 to 
50 eg equivalent to a basic credit check for this. 

98 I have been to a number of consultation events but have not been given any clarity on how the scheme will 
improve the area. 
I feel that the council are unable to provide me with the evidence to show how the arear will be improved. One of 
the key reasons to introduce SL in Harehills and Beeston is that there is 'fly tipping' - I have personally seem many 
other areas e.g Seacroft where the state of properties and fly tipping is worse than Harehills. The only difference 
between the arrears is that the majority of the properties in Seacroft are owned by the council. I would be happy to 
take a council member round Seacroft to have a look first hand 

99 Housing is a basic human need and must be met to the highest possible standard. 

100 I think there are a handful of landlords that are letting the side down and where they are issues. I would like to 
express that the areas proposed also represent the poor standard of properties owned and let out by Leeds city 
council themselves too. 

101 Probably have to sell if goes through Antisocial behaviour is the responsibility of the person involved unless it 
involves the property. ASB is not landlords responsibility.  Each individuals responsibility.  Sometimes take 
references 

102 We are vigilant landlords who have had no issues yet we are asked to pay for an issue we have not experiences 
personally - this will make us sell up and leave the area without a doubt. Its no longer viable. Also, if we raise rent it 
will hit the poor families very hard - none of it makes sense from what is being proposed for this. 

103 Will not house HB/LHA tenants. 

104 I feel being a single house landlord, this is going to make a negligible difference to me personally as I can add this 
fee to the rent. So in essence the people who are going to suffer hardship is the tenants. 

105 This will not benefit landlords, tenants or residents. Furthermore more empty houses will effect the environment in 
a negative way. 

106 I am not a landlord for a Living and my margins are pretty small on the property I do let out. If this charge becomes 
part of my expenses I will have no choice but to forward this expense to my tenant 

107 No I’m too disgusted 

108 Flawed thinking. Agree the area needs to be improved but do not think this is the way to achieve it 

109 This proposal is likely to result in a deterioration in rented accommodation as landlords seek to recoup some of the 
costs. 

110 Having been involved in numerous consultations in the past, I am aware that my time has been completely wasted 
as I suspect that Leeds Council already know what they will do as this is a politically motivated attempt to penalise 
landlords who have become a soft target due to recent demonisation by the media. I have no issue with attempts 
to address the issue of bad landlords, but please have the courage and imagination to do this in a way that does not 
penalise those who have already invested heavily to deliver a service which the council has failed to provide. 
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18. Free text comments submitted in response to the question, Is there anything else you would like to say? If so please use 
the space below.  

111 NO NO NO to selective licensing 

112 In no way whatsoever will this scheme help any thing from anti social behaviour to housing standards. These are 
much bigger LCC do not have any sort of infrastructure to cope with anti social behaviour etc. Or fly tipping. LCC 
keep reducing staff and providing less of a service each year they can not cope with any pressure. They have too 
many managers and not enough workers.  The scheme will cause greater pressure on landlords who are already 
suffering from tenants who continually smash properties and do not pay rent. Drugs and intoxicants in society are a 
bigger problem and metal health heath both are bigger then the selective license. How will a pony license help it 
only helps line the pockets of LCC. Who are either understaffed in areas or over staffed in others. There is too much 
wastage in the back offices which can be discontinued. Front line services of LCC suffer due to cutting of budgets 
and thus not provide a service to customers. Too many chiefs not enough indians in the whole scheme of things in 
the LCC comes to mind. 
The license is pointless just to penalise hard working landlords who have worked 80 plus hours for 20 plus years to 
get where they are. Not claim benefit and live from the state and social welfare state.  You help the poor by 
providing them an easy way to live no work and we will provide you everything from housing to council tax relief to 
feeding you and your family. It is a disgrace the scheme the director of the LCC will be ok though as they will make 
it point how they helping and tackling areas such as fly tipping anti social behaviour. However in fact just not 
tackling any thing but just taxing those who have worked hard and paid taxes and suffered paying mortgages and 
facing tenants who smash properties and not pay rent. But on the face of things the LCC the landlords at fault. 
Taking into account LCC themselves they cannot meet any such targets for example plastering, damp, 
condensation, brickwork, roofing,drainage tiling all running well behind schedule and the tenant facing hardships. 
Appointments cancelled for work such as gas repairs. Sub contacting all major works to companies who are 
cowboys and charge scandalous prices for not completing ny works . Wasting all LCC money they receive from 
residents who WORK for a living. Something needs to be done within the LCC first before trying to fix other 
problems. Fix the problem within the LCC there own residents there own issues. The LCC need to knock on their 
own tenants doors and ask are they happy with the condition of the house?.  The LCC need to consult their own 
tenants first before starting to help private housing. I would like to carry out a consultations on LCC tenants and 
hold meetings groups so the LCC can give opinions like you have done for this scheme to see responses and then 
decide what is needed to be done with the LCC as a LANDLORD. 

113 This is just an expensive experiment that won’t improve anything, but will force up rents and reduce supply of 
landlords and property to rent.  Don’t do it. 

114 This is a ridiculous idea to extract money from good law abiding landlords and selective licencing should not go 
ahead. I had a Property in the LS9 area where there was selective licensing previously. All I got for my fee was an 
inspection that passed. The council need to look at the wider issues affecting society and not try to make these 
private rented housing issues. The above questions are all one sided trying to get the answers that the council 
want. 

115 Private landlords have invested a huge amount of time and money into bringing areas like Beeston and Harehills 
back into use. What are the statistics on how many derelict and empty houses have been brought back into use by 
private landlords? SL fees will only serve to disadvantage law abiding landlords. The additional costs will have to be 
passsed onto tenants who are already under great financial strain. SL will not actually address the issues identified 
but only serve to move the problem to another area.  The criminal operators will continue to ignore the regulations 
and avoid the costs. The Housing & Planning Act 2016 provides ample enforcement powers such as civil penalties, 
banning orders and the introduction of a database for rogue landlords and letting agents. LCC is already aware of 
who the rogue landlords are whether they have been entered into the database or not. I suggest they spend their 
efforts in updating this database rather than trying to implement another scheme. Finally, and most importantly, 
there is currently a review being carried out on the effectiveness of SL, which implies that SL is perhaps not working 
as well as it is supposed to, otherwise the statistics would speak for themselves. Therefore, I believe it is important 
for LCC to await the outcome of this review before it decides to implement an expensive (to private landlords) 5 
year plan which could prove useless.  
In my opinion SL is merely a lucrative opportunity for LCC to exploit private landlords as they are viewed as an easy 
target. 

116 1. LCC are trying to charge us for a scheme that we don’t want!!! 2. ASB – the scheme was not change ASB, this will 
still continue regardless of the standard of the property they live in 3. FLY TIPPING- with or without the scheme, 
this will continue as LCC have implemented a charges for bulky good collections 4. Giving tenants a house, which 
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has adequate heating/electrics being up to date (smoke alarm, carbon monoxide alarm, GAS certificate, ELECTRIC 
certificate) will not stop overcrowding in houses 
5. When landlords visit the property, and we see several other tenants there, we ask who they are, they simply say 
they are guests- landlords cannot monitor their tenants 24/7.  6. We can’t police our tenants 24/7- this is not our 
responsibility and in our powers!!! 
7. If the government/ council want to bring the new scheme into effect, why does the landlord have to pay a FEE? 
The government should fund the council to do this like all other Council services.  8. The main issue in most house is 
damp, 95% of the time, it is not damp, but condensation caused by the tenants by not opening the windows and 
drying their wet clothes on the radiators 
9. 99% of the damage in properties is caused by tenants as they don’t respect the property  
10. The tenants that I have are vulnerable- alcohol or drug dependent. They’re on benefits and they’re not willing 
to work 
11. Most tenants have no respects for the house they live in 
12. If the scheme is put into motion, we have no option but to give notice to the tenants. Once they have been 
evicted, they will be approaching housing options and applying for a council house as no other private landlord will 
accept them. This will cause more homelessness, resulting in more people living on the streets and more people on 
the council house waiting list 
13. £825 per house?! How did you come up with such a ridiculous figure? This huge compulsory amount should 
cover tenant’s arrears and damage caused by the tenant 
14. Regardless of tenure (LCC, House Association, Private Landlord, if a tenant is asked, is there any issues with their 
house, they will reel a list off for you longer than their arm, LCC do not see the issues in their own properties but 
want to penalise the Private Landlord.  15. How much money can a Private Landlord spend fixing/repairing his 
property because of the tenants fault 

117 I can see the council will have to increase its housing budget to cater for the increase in rent, and provide 
alternative accommodation to tenants who have been evicted due to this license. You broke down the cost of the 
license, into weekly, monthly, yearly cost, but you expect a landlord to pay the full amount upfront, why not offer 
the cost of the license over longer periods i.e. Pay monthly/ weekly. the Tenant would be able to afford this more 
readily 

118 why are you charging for office staff when you can help invest in the areas. You punish the landlord with no benefit 
to the landlord. I cannot afford this. So I will charge my tenants. 

119 keep it clean, Keep it simple, keep it FREE. 

120 No money spare to pay for this 

121 I dont earn enough to pay you for nothing & still look after my property. I dont think my tenant can afford this extra 
money so I will probably sell it & buy in another area. 

122 On reflection I think this is going to be a good idea - Harehills in my opinion has deteriorated dramatically over the 
last 5 years. It also needs to cut down on anti-social behaviour. I give this my full support. 

123 NO 

124 its easy council to ram fees on the landlords. I have not seen any improvement in the area. all use have seen road 
closed and harehills road is a disaster. Id like know who was the arcrtect for proposing the road Barrieis. if 
ambulance went that it definently get stuck. delayind in emergency could be life and death. 

125 What are LCC doing with their own houses. They need to put them in order. 

126 The area has gone downhill in the last 18 months any money generated by a scheme such as this should be put 
back into the area. 

127 Landlords will sell up/Rents will go up. Different tenants (Eastern European) If all Landlords had an agent would not 
need a license as well, agent would deal with all issues inc ASB/repairs -1point of contact. Agents can deal with 
issues quicker than LCC. 
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CONSULTATION FEEDBACK FROM THE COMMUNITY 
 

Summary provided to the Council by a community worker commissioned to engage with residents 

 
 

 
Summary of information gathered from residents of Harehills area  

After visiting Harehills and listening to views of residents' in the area.  I found that different communities had 
different points of view. Their opinion depended on which community they belonged to and what they felt was more 
important to them. 
 
Meeting people from different communities suggested that there were victims and offenders on all sides but some 
wouldn’t like to leave the area because of connections with their community, friends, relatives, local shops and 
schools. The Roma community felt that they were living in poor housing conditions, the landlords were taking 
advantage of them, and landlords did not fulfil their promises or would easily return housing deposit paid.  However, 
this community did not say much about issues with the environment or neighbours in the area.   
 
Other people from Eastern European countries had similar concerns regarding the landlords and poor housing 
conditions but they also felt insecure to walk in the streets in Harehills. A lady I have spoken to said she often takes a 
taxi to go from Compton Road library to her house near Easterly Road because she does not feel safe to walk alone in 
this area.  She said her purse was about to be snatched the other day if the shop keeper did not alert her of what 
was about to happen. She said her friend’s bike was stolen from outside the house. She believed it was the Roma 
neighbour next door who did it as this neighbour was there a few minutes before the bike was stolen and after its 
disappearance.  
 
The general feeling of Roma community is that they are not happy for the landlords to be given powers to deal with 
antisocial behaviours, their fears are that they are already victims of theses landlords, they have a language barrier 
and they are unable to argue their case or make a complaint against landlords if they are bullied or harassed by these 
landlords.  
 
While some landlords feel they will not be able to deal with tenants causing bad behaviour. Being in conflict with the 
tenant can get them in trouble and can cost them a lot to evict such tenants if they were disturbed or agitated.  
 
Residents from none EU countries feel that something needs to be done to control the crime in this area. The streets 
need to be cleaned and the antisocial behaviour needs to be stopped. They feel LCC, and landlords should be 
responsible to tackle these issues. It is also felt by many residents that there is not enough presence of the police in 
this area, and a blind eye is turned on crime and other issues by the authorities.  
 
Overall some people would want to leave the area and move somewhere better while others did not want to move 
from Harehills because of either owning their home or connections with the area.  
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Free text comments extracted from completed residents/stakeholders questionnaires 
 

1. Please confirm...  

  Response Percent Response Total 

1 
I confirm that I wish to submit the information entered into this form to 
Leeds City Council. I give my consent for my personal information to 
be used as described in the privacy notice. 

  
 

100.00% 904 

 

2. Are you responding as:  

1 Family Member of Owner Occupier 

2 Work as a community nurse in the area 

3 cooperative tenant 

4 Support worker 

5 enforcement officer 

6 Leeds Anti-Social Behaviour Team 

7 Local vicar in a church owned property 

8 Safeguarding professional 

9 LCC Employee 

10 Working with tenants of the area 

11 LA social worker 

12 Had to let home after job loss 

13 Work away from home (harehills) 

14 Volunteer map 

15 Work in the area 

16 St James's Hospital worker 

17 A former resident 

18 link worker 

19 Council Employee 

20 Leeds City Council Employee 

21 I both work in the Harehills area and live in the Beeston area 

22 childrens centre manager 

23 Worker regularly visiting the area 

24 
 

25 
 

26 Homeless 

27 once every so often I work there 

28 with parents for a short time left 

29 work in the area 

30 work in the area 

31 G4S tenant 

32 work in the area - local health worker 

33 work in the area 

34 with parents 

35 With parents in LCC tenancy 
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2. Are you responding as:  

36 A Leeds resident 

37 Meridian (agent) 

38 with parents 

39 
 

40 Business man 

41 
 

42 new to the area 

43 works in Harehills 

44 
 

45 Woman Health visitor 

46 worker - LCC 

47 homelsss - sofa surf C/O friends 

48 homeless- sofa surf 

49 With parents 

50 Housing Support Worker.Live in Harehills 

51 HOMELESS 

52 Council 

53 Homeless person 

54 Living with parents 

55 With parents 

56 With parents 

57 My Neice owns property in Harehills. I reguglarly visit her. I live in the roundhay area. 

58 Council Staff 

59 
 

60 Live with son. He is O.O. 

61 No regular home - sleeper on sofa of friend who privately rents 

62 Living with parents 

63 Living with family 

64 work in area 

65 With parents looking to rent 

66 Living with friends & family 

67 Sub-letting 

68 
 

69 Not got a house yet. 

70 Housing applicant for homeless 

71 Staying with a friend 
 

 

8. Do you intend staying in the area for the next 5 years?  

1 The area is not safe to raise children and it’s depressing looking at the state of the run down buildings. Crime is rife and landlords let 
to criminals drug dealers and bond care for their properties. 
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8. Do you intend staying in the area for the next 5 years?  

2 Because the area is being turned into a ghetto by poorly maintained overcrowded rental properties with unregistered persons using 
them to base their criminal activities from and we feel threatened constantly to point where we need CCTV visible inside and out, lock 
all access to garden when laundry out, garden furniture chained to sunken land anchor etc 

3 Unless something is done in the area with regard to all the dodgy drug houses, constant fly tipping due to short term tenancies and 
gardens/bin yards full of waste, for my sanity I will have to move elsewhere. 

4 Because its a dump, Disgraceful, Dump, Ashamed to live here, Noise is appauling after 10 at night 

5 High crime and anti-social behaviour. Landlords not taking responsibility for their tennants. 

6 Area is gradually getting worse and i don't want to be bringing my 3 year old daughter up in the area long term 

7 I fear for my life. So many unsocialised, aggressive people in the area. Because most places are rented there is no community and 
the population transient. It's hopelessly overpopulated, noisy and a visual disgrace. 

8 My children are getting older and I wouldn't feel safe allowing them out without me in Harehills. Living in Harehills is very lonely and 
isolating. The streets are always full of rubbish. Gangs hang around in the local parks, they are full of broken glass and needles. 
Drunken people are hanging outside shops on an evening. There is a brothel on my street. Many houses are used just for drugs. Gun 
violence is on the rise. Too many people live in Harehills and conflict happens all the time. I don't want my children caught in the 
crossfire 

9 The level of private rentals that are let to more than the occupation of houses ie 8 to 2 bedrooms - landlords fly tipping and not vetting 
renters. Not taking care of property's, noise and unheavel with amount of mid night flits they do and when rent is not paid arguing in 
gardens screaming 

10 Too many dirty romanians who talk too loudly and are dragging harehills down 

11 Due to the standards of the area at the moment is not very nice to live in, let alone the security of our homes, there have been lots of 
incidents in the area and not feeling it safe anymore, there are lots of issues and I am not happy nothing is being done to solve such 
issues. 

12 The area has deteriorated beyond recognition in the last few years. Houses which used to be privately owned are now rented out to 
people who have no appreciation for their homes or surroundings. What used to be a good shopping parade is now mainly polish 
supermarkets and there are gangs of people everywhere making it quite daunting to walk there. Our house prices must be the lowest 
in Leeds because of the area making it difficult for us to be able to move. 

13 If I could leave tomorrow I would do. It is embarrassing to tell people where I live because the area has deteriorated so much. There 
are so many Eastern Europeans walking around in gangs it is very intimidating. They gather outside the homes they inhabit and play 
music till all hours. They sit on the church wall and in groups on the park all night. My wall has been knocked down several times. 
Supermarket trolleys are used to transport things and then dumped on the streeet. There are 2 shops open within a short distance of 
each other for 24hours selling alcohol all night so cars are screeching round all the time. Drug dealers are on the park with people 
pulling up in taxis regularly. 

14 Harehills is an awful area that's only going to get worse 

15 because a combination of council mismanagement, over population and the shameful proliferation of exploitative private landlords 
has destroyed the area. 

16 Over the years the area has become overcrowded. There have been a rise of private properties. Tenants who are housed in the 
property cause the properties to look run down.  House prices have fallen the area has become so dirty with rubbish and broken 
furnitures left in the side streets.  The area looks like a slum and no one seems to care. 

17 The area is run down really bad and it doesn't seem like it will ever come back up again and crime is really bad and the police do 
nothing very much about it 

18 I have lived here since 1985. I can no longer cope with the constant noise from my neighbours and other tenants in my street, the 
never ending rubbish tipped in the back street and thrown over my fence, the gangs of youths openly dealing drugs and groups of 
drunken men causing street brawls, the vans overflowing with scrap to such dangerous levels parked on every street, gardens being 
used as scrap yards and most upsetting are the houses some of which are in complete state of disrepair. 

19 Better area for kids 

20 Crime 

21 Because of all the empty houses left and not being maintened brings the rest of the area down 

22 The area is run down. Lots of anti social behaviour, fly tipping, crime, not many facilities, lots of language barriers, not much sense of 
community 

23 Would like to move to a flat or bungalow because of reduced mobility. 

24 It's filthy, currently a dead rat is laying in the middle of the street! People dump rubbish, household items anywhere.... not sure many 
people are actually living in some properties. Landlords don't seem to care about who they have as tennents anymore and certainly 
don't appear to be close by as never come to properties until tennants have had many police visits or left. Not able approach people 
with regards to noise and behaviour in and around properties and spills out on to the streets. People housed in same areas with no 
understanding of difference in cultures bring disagreement, fallout and incidents happening all the time like muggings etc so people 
are scared and intimidated 
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8. Do you intend staying in the area for the next 5 years?  

25 The area is getting worse, attracting people who are selfish and just care about themselves. The place looks a complete mess all the 
time and 2 bed houses are being used by huge families. You try your best to keep things looking nice and tidy but once the rot sets 
people just leave rubbish on the street and just don't care. I have some lovely neighbours and have been here for 17 years but I have 
a good job at the University of York and keep thinking why I am staying here. If things start getting better I will stay but landlords have 
destroyed this area, taking money from housing benefit claimants in the main and doing nothing to the houses. 

26 Not sure have only just moved to the area, too early to say. 

27 Not a great area, run down, lots of crime and social problems 

28 Harehills used to be a really good place to live - plenty of shops, amenities, clean streets and a good community spirit (where people 
looked out for each other). Unfortunately, the area is now run down, the roads are in desrepair, litter is a problem and furniture, 
televisions, fridges, etc are frequently dumped on the streets 

29 I plan to attempt to move elsewhere to access better schools in the area 

30 need to get out 

31 moving to USA. I'm intending on renting my house out. 

32 There has been a significant rise in antisocial behaviour and crime rate in this inner city area of leeds and over the years. I have seen 
drastic changes in terms of number of people living in this part of the city, the cleaniness is absolutely shocking at times. And overall 
the safety of this area i believe as a tenant gone beyond crisis level. As a tenant who has lived and grew up in this neighbourhood, 
It’s unbelievable to think now, that this was once an affluent area. These are contributing factor which may lead me as a tenant to 
move out of the area but also to seek new opportunities to find better housing too. 

33 Anti social behaviour 

34 Want to move to Gipton. Family support. New baby. 

35 want somewhere with more space for a garden 

36 Crime / noise / dirtiness 

37 ASB 

38 Not a good area have been burgled 3 times also noise neighbours. 

39 Too much trouble 

40 I don't like the area, I was mugged on my street, I don't feel safe in the area 

41 no specific reason 

42 Residents have no respect / Rubbish dumped everywhere / Fly tipping - LCC not doing anything. 

43 House is full of damp and in a unsuitable condition. 

44 Do not feel safe / feel intimidated. Lots of trouble, something happening every day. 

45 Not an area to bring a young child up. 

46 Prefer to be in LSS17 or LS16 area. 

47 There has been a too rapid influx of immigrants that naturally affects the local community. Many of these immigrants are respectful of 
the culture some are not. It is difficult to generalise the reasons why this is so but it has something to do with their economic 
circumstances (apparently poor) and an understandable desire to group together for support from each other in a foreign country. 
Locally there are children of immigrants that are not so closely supervised by parents that show no respect for accepted boundaries 
such as gardens leading to minor but irritating damage. There has also been a marked increase in local littering. 

48 It would depend on the area - Harehills has rapidly declined in terms of quality. Landlords in the area are all major landlords owning 
multiple properties and therefore are keen to let these properties out without consideration for other residents in the area. Their 
primary aim is rental income, yet owner residents are left with poor, dirty tenants who bring blight to the area through anti social 
behaviour, rubbish and noise. 

49 Crime rate has increased dramatically, Don't feel that myself and more importantly my children would be safe. Litter / rubbish all over. 
No care for upkeep of the area demonstrated. 

50 Increased pay saving to buy in other area 

51 Not the best area in Leeds. Don't feel safe / gangs of kids in street. 

52 Area has gone down hill. Large groups hanging outside of shops intimidating. Crime - bags being snatched. Noise nuisance, 
neighbours urinating on the street. Would like to move but own house and will not get what's its worth. Last two to three years has 
been a marked drop in standards. 

53 Because its not good standard where I am living 

54 I don't feel safe in this area 
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8. Do you intend staying in the area for the next 5 years?  

55 My partner has obtained work in another city and the area has also deteriorated greatly since I first moved into it. Both of those are 
incentives to move. 

56 Not happy in the area - litter / dumping / dog fouling / asb / shouting & fighting in the street / dangerous driving 

57 It's not currently a great area in terms of public health, there's dog shit everywhere. 

58 Buying own house 

59 The area & the house 

60 Don't like the area. Lived in Harehills 15-16 years ago and it has changed a lot for the worse 

61 Being evicted. Landlords property being repossessed - hadn't paid mortgage. Don't like the area any more 

62 The area has gone down hill fast.  Too many houses rented out . Too many incidents of antisocial behaviour . 

63 Area is being run down and crime is rife 

64 It doesn't feel safe here once it gets dark dardent go out and its a long frightening walk from any bus stop. 

65 Need to move to more select area 

66 The area is becoming dangerous 

67 It is a no go area at night, want a better up bringing for my children 

68 Its got a lot rougher and a lot closer my front door i dont feel safe to let my dog or children out in the garden and cant even leave 
anything in the garden anymore as they say if its not nailed down its getting took 

69 I love my house and my street but the way the wider area has gone over the last 5 years it makes me worry.  The privately rented 
homes are often in a right state. I hear horror stories from tenants about lack of safety checks, landlords by passing electricity metres. 
Uninhabitable rooms or houses shared with pests such as bedbugs and rodents. Houses with no heating. Houses that have had huge 
extensions without planning permission to squeeze as many tenants as possible with no regard to their safety. Tenants afraid to 
report concerns to their landlord for fear of eviction. Tenants with young children who have had to stay with family due to issues with 
their own properties. This leads to a huge turnover of tenants which leads to mass fly tipping. The landlords and the workmen they 
employ seem to be the worst for this. You see grotty sofas, mattresses, carpets, lino and other large items dumped. Bathroom suites, 
kitchen units, huge buckets of paint, doors and windows. This is not residents fly tipping.  The landlords and owners of the shops in 
the area sometimes show the same disregard for area. They don't care about the impact their businesses, noisy customers, bins, 
litter and long opening hours are having on residents. The way it's going I can't see myself still here in five years. 

70 The area has been taken over by rental property and the area is no longer like when I first moved to the area the shops have gone 

71 However, if there continues to be signs that the area is declining due to shoddy landlords not taking care of their houses and causing 
an increase in anti social behaviour from unruly tenants then I may be forced to move to a less deprived area. 

72 change of job 

73 find somewhere cheaper 

74 HEALTH ISSUES 

75 crime - burgled - kid stabbed outside property - avoid certain people 

76 Don't like area, not sure 

77 Too many changes. Noise at night. Groups of youths making noise + throwing rubbish. 

78 ? 

79 crime - scared / too much trouble in area 

80 Rough area not suitable for kids 

81 House is full of damp/council not responded to reports 

82 Don't know 

83 The area is becoming increasingly unsafe to live in. There is a lot of anti social behaviour drug use and a disregard for rules and 
respect. I'm embarrassed to invite friends and family to stay. 

84 Because of clientele in area. If I move out, a Romanian will move in. Property prices already falling because of Romas 

85 depends where I can get a permanent home 

86 violence lads with knives / smashed windows. 

87 It's unsafety area, rubbish and no good neighbroughs. Second of all my property is very bad as my landlord does not take care of it. 

88 It's diabolical 

89 Horrible area untidy rubbish landlord 
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8. Do you intend staying in the area for the next 5 years?  

90 Area - don't like it and not safe for their children. 

91 Moved close to work Morley 

92 Only temporary as no other option. 

93 Moving soon to the area 

94 Personal reasons 

95 Personal 

96 My street is not safe, I feel I am living between criminals. Last night the house opposite was attacked by a gang and damaged their 
living room window. The people living in the house are also a big group who were ready to face them and they came out with sticks to 
conform them.   There is not respect for peace of other neighbours. Often people in cars coming to this neighbourhood beep their 
horn regardless of the time of day or night and often due to noises it gets difficult to sleep at nights. The cleanliness in this street is an 
issue, shop lifting, drug dealing, street fights and prostitution in this area is a norm. The neighbour in our street does some kind of 
trade that runs from the night to early hours of the morning. Children are playing on the streets, gangs of youths intimidating people 
passing by ands it does not feel safe to return home late at night.  This is the reason I wouldn't want to live in this area for long. 

97 We have had enough of the bad landlords in our street, putting rubbish in their properties 

98 Anti social behaviours and landlord 

99 I have lived in harehills for 20years, have watched it going downhill, enough is enough. I want to live among people who give a damm 

100 Eastern European tenants are causing a lot of nuisance in thís street. I have tried this everythíng to resolve issue but have been 
unable to achieve this.  Both my wife and I go to work in the morning. The neighbour to the right of my house often plays extremely 
loud music till early hours of the morning. I ínitially tried to find the landlord but ended up finding the estate agent' The estate agent 
did not care much saying rent is receíved on time and they don,t have any issues with the tenant.  Additionally' that neighbour has 
further sublet his parking garage to his EU neighbour who has extended his garage gate over my side of front garden wall. The 
garage is used for stripping cars brought from Czech Republic and spare parts being sold. On occasions a number of such cars are 
parked on our street causing parking issues' oil spill on footpath which looks bad is noticeable and sometimes the street looks like a 
scrap yard.  Furthermore, the children playing in the street and my neighbours children play foot ball kick my fence which has not long 
been installed, the wood of this new fence has already began having cracks. My plants are damaged, external lamp has been 
damaged and rubbish been dumped in my front garden. I wish if someone can talk to me about this issue. I was asked by LCC to 
write a diary but still nothing much was achieved. The neighbours know very well the neither the police nor LCC would do much to 
stop them.  It is getting difficult to live in this area; we feel there is no prace to get support from LCC, police, Letting Agent or the 
landlord no one would help.  I guess looking at all the nuisance caused in this area, any decent individual would want to move out of 
this place if possible.  Finally, there are other tenants in this street who also cause trouble. 

101 Personal issue 

102 Social behaviour. Dump in the bedrooms, no safety in the steps, leaking water in the kitchen, lots of hole mouse are everywhere. 

103 People taking drugs, Crime, Overcrowding 

104 Move to other area, more space for lads and better school. 

105 Not keen on Area 

106 Not sure if stay or go 

107 Nor safe or clean. Noisy area. 

108 Due to my future contract and business in other area's of Leeds 

109 No paning ?? in street. Litter everywhere. Music playing loud most nights. So much drug dealing going on, metal scrap vans. 
Everywhere the area is disgusting 

110 mice/flea infestation in property- electrics - roof leak into attic bedroom 

111 N 

112 Don't feel safe here any more 

113 Don't like amount of drug using needles left on floor 

114 Don't like the area. Doesn't feel safe. 

115 Looking to move because of problems in area 

116 Because it's not clean its noisy 

117 Don't like area & don't feel safe 

118 I would like to move out of the area. 

119 I'm bidding as here are problems with the house, it's too small. our neighbours were robbed in the middle of the day. We feel 
intimidated. ASB. 
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8. Do you intend staying in the area for the next 5 years?  

120 Looking to move somewhere nice. 

121 Is a temporary accommodation and wouldn't be extended. 

122 Lived in Beeston for 4 years - grew up n Harehills 
 

 

9. If you don’t live in Beeston or Harehills -Please tell us in the space below what connection you have with Beeston or Harehills eg. 
you may work or volunteer in the areas proposed for Selective Licensing; you may visit family and/or friends in the areas proposed for 
Selective Licensing; you may visit to study in the areas proposed for Selective Licensing.  

1 Work as a community nurse on the area. Regularly see patients in their homes in the area 

2 I work for LCC and cover Harehills focusing on Neighbourhood Improvements. 

3 I am a Programme Manager for the Communities Team and my work programme includes neighbourhood improvement activity in 
Harehills 

4 I live in gipton directly next to harehills ward 

5 I am a Family Outreach Worker, based at Harehills Children's Centre. My role involves working alongside Health Visitors (Early Start 
Team) to support parents in Harehills with children under 5. I regularly visit families in their homes. 

6 I work in Harehills 

7 I am an ex Harehills resident but travel through the district on a daily basis and on occasions shop in the area 

8 I have family in the area 

9 I lost my brother most days. I am his support so I am there regularly. 

10 I volunteer at St Cyprians Church for mums and tots also I am a leader in the Brownie pack which is based there. on the area map I 
noticed my address is covered but we are classed as Burmantofts. 

11 I visit friends who live in the area 

12 Work 

13 Friends live there 

14 Work with families in the area. 

15 I work there. I do community development 

16 I carry out food hygiene inspections 

17 I work in Burmantofts ward, some of which is in the proposed Harehills area. 

18 Work for housing department also I visit Harehills a lot. 

19 I live in Chapeltown, close to the Harehills border. The changes are likely to impinge on Chapeltown in various ways, as the residents 
of both areas often move between the two, and landlords often own properties in both areas. 

20 My mum lives in Harehills and I am an ex- resident of the area. 

21 I work in the area and also have friends and family who live in the area. 

22 I have been working with families from all over Harehills. 

23 I work for a charity in Harehills - Learning Partnerships that works with the local community with the aim of 'Engage, Inspire and 
Achieve'. It offers ESOL classes, adult learning, employability, supported reading for disadvantaged children and a community 
improvement project. 

24 I work with many families that live in both Beeston and Harehills. 

25 I lived in Harehill for 7 years and have family and friends who live there. I visit the area on a weekly basis 

26 I work in children's safeguarding and deal with issues in both areas regularly. 

27 Visiting friends 

28 Regularly visit the area to visit friends, shopping etc. 

29 visit friends and shop in the area 

30 I grew up in Harehills, have lived there since then and I spend some time there. 

31 Harehills is part of the area I cover through work 

32 I work in housing and Harehills is one of the area I cover. I have lived for 15 years in Harehills and still have lots of friends that I visit 
there 
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9. If you don’t live in Beeston or Harehills -Please tell us in the space below what connection you have with Beeston or Harehills eg. 
you may work or volunteer in the areas proposed for Selective Licensing; you may visit family and/or friends in the areas proposed for 
Selective Licensing; you may visit to study in the areas proposed for Selective Licensing.  

33 I work with tenants and landlords who live/operate in the area 

34 Working with tenants of the area 

35 Wellbeing coordinator within Leeds 9 area. 

36 My stepson's Dad lives in Chapeltown, very close to Harrhills. We travel through Harehills regularly to take him to and from his Dads. 

37 As part of my previous job roles, I’ve been approached by people living in extremely poor housing conditions where properties were 
predominantly situated in Beeston and Harehills. 

38 I'm an Assistant Head Teacher of a local school and a founder of a charity that provides beds for children referred through schools. 
As a result I visit approximately 10-15 properties in the area each month. 

39 Social work team manager covering ls9 

40 I work with families who are private tenants within Harehills 

41 I work full-time in Harehill at a charity for young women.  

42 I have my family home in Harehills 

43 Social worker which covers Harehills. 

44 I work in both areas but mostly Harehills. Job involves home visits to vulnerable groups. 

45 I work in Harehills and the amount of customers who are private tenants that come into where I work and complain about Labdlords 
who do not do repairs and are renting properties that are not up to living standards is huge. Something has to be done, this is an 
everyday occurrence where I work. 

46 work in Harehills 

47 My daughter and Grandchildren Live in private rented accomodation in harehills - We visit regularly. I lived (and worked) in Harehills 
for over 20 yrs before retiring and moving. 

48 I own home in Harehills; had to move for work. Can't sell damn thing due to neg equity. Was thinking of renting it out. though have 
some small repairs. 

49 Regular visitor to the area. I visit friends in Harehills and I am a client of businesses based in the area 

50 Family, work, and friends. 

51 I used to live on XXX Road in Harehills. I am now doing PhD research (University of XXX) on the back-to-back houses there, which is 
concerned with the architectural heritage of the houses, and also the communities who live in them. Full details of my research aims 
and objectives can be found on my website.  

52 I was brought up in Harehills, lots of extended family and friends there,also worked in the area.  
Our daughter and her husband have lived there for the last 6 years, so I am a regular visitor. 

53 Family 

54 Daughter lives in the area 

55 Work 

56 Service provider work in area 

57 I run a Social Enterprise based in Harehills over 10 years. 

58 work in the area 

59 I work in the area. 

60 I used to own and rent a property in the Ashtons. These are excellent housing stock and are ripe for good tenants. Poor ownership, 
management of bad tenants and slum practices like flytipping need to be monitored more closely. There are some residents with 
immense pride who deserve wider support. 

61 I work in harehills 

62 My son was housed in harehills and suffered months of anti social behaviour he couldn't leave the house and we couldn't visit him as 
it involved abuse .. in the end the police removed my son and housed him the next day in armley.. 

63 I have friends in the area. 

64 friend and family in the area 

65 I work in Harehills and teach adult students, the majority live in the Harehills area. 

66 I drive through it 

67 I work in St James's Hospital 
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68 I have family that live in Harehills 

69 I live very close to Harehills and have friends there. 

70 I live in gledhow = close by & use the facilities/amenities in the targeted area daily. 

71 I have many friends who live in the aea and do a lot of my shopping there 

72 Pass through the area regularly and also visit friends in the area. 

73 Lived in Harehills from 1960 to 1989 

74 Nearby community 

75 I am a former resident of Harehills and still have friends there 

76 I have lived in Harehills for more than two years as a private sector tenant. 

77 It’s veey close to where I live and I have lived in the area or close to it for all of my life. I also have to pass through it every day. I have 
also done canvassing work which I have entered into many houses in hare hills recently 

78 Work in harehills and beeston and have family living in both areas 

79 My brothers support worker/carer 

80 We moved from the XXX estate in Harehills in April because the area is no longer safe on a night my in laws live in XXX place and 
have since 1965 the are is rapidly deteriorating and undsafe because of this landlord issue 

81 I used to live a few miles outside of Harehills for many years with my family, and commutes through the area on a daily basis for work 

82 I was born and brought up in Harehills. 1954 -1976 .My extended family all lived there at the time but all had left by 1990. 
My daughter and her husband live in Harehills now, they have a mortgage to buy their house. 

83 support clients who live in the area 

84 I support clients who live in private rented property in Leeds 

85 I work in and around this area 

86 Used to live in Harehills 

87 WORK IN THIS AREA 

88 Shop, library, OSC 

89 OSC, nursery, visit friends & family 

90 Nursery, OSC, Shops 

91 Live in Gipton, use Harehills for shop, OSC, workshop, family 

92 Work in the area 

93 I have shop on Harehills lane 

94 Visit family use OSC 

95 Visit to use the OSC and shops 

96 Visit the OSC and shops 

97 Visit friends, use shops & OSC 

98 Visit friends use OSC and shops 

99 I am an enforcement officer for Leeds City Council working in the Harehills area 

100 Place of worship visit shops and OSC. 

101 I work within Harehills on a daily basis. As part of my work I have to deal with local residents and landlords. 95% of my work load is 
due to the lack or responsibility taken by private landlord acting in a irresponsible way. Whether its enforcing their tenancy agreement 
or not disposing of waste correctly this in turn adds to the locality being held siege by issues such as fly tipping, Waste in Gardens, 
Litter and graffiti. This is in turn is having a serve detrimental impact on the quality of the lives of the populous within Harehills. 

102 Lives in Gipton, use Harehills for shops. OSC. 

103 I live just behind Easterly Road which is across the road from the proposed area and I drive through and used to shop in the Harehills 
area 

104 I work at St James Hospital 

105 I work for housing leeds in gipton/harehills 
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106 I work in a secondary school with many students who live in the area 

107 Used to live in Harehills 

108 Used to live in Harehills 

109 Work in areas, Support & people in areas 

110 Several friends live there 

111 Work & OSC 

112 Use OSC, visit friends & family. 

113 One Stop Centres, shopping & family 

114 One Stop Centre / shops 

115 One Stop Centre / shops / family 

116 I have friends in private rented who live in harehills. 

117 Work within area 

118 I work in the area but I also lived within the prposed area as a live in landlord from 1993 - 2003 

119 I work with families within the Harehills area of Leeds, some of these are in privately rented properties.  Some of the properties are in 
a poor state of repair and have not had the appropriate safety checks. I think the selective licensing will be positive for both tenants 
and landlords Also LCC will have a register of all landlords so this will ensure landlords are accountable for their properties and 
tenants will be accountable for ensuring their property is clean. Any ASB will be monitored 

120 I visit family and friends there 

121 Work with residents and organisations in Harehills 

122 Family, friends and community colleagues liven in the area 

123 I work in the area and have friends that live in the area 

124 Family & friends 

125 Work in the area 

126 Visit one stop centre, shops, friends 

127 Visit shops, friends & family 

128 Working with vulnerable people in supported accommodation 

129 Friends / family & OSC 

130 Work in Harehills - grew up in Harehills & lived there for 18 years 

131 Work in Harehills & also used to live there 

132 I was born and grew up in Harehills. I still visit family who live there and I am devastated as to how the area is run now. Anything to 
improve processes, safety, regulation etc is welcome to me. 

133 OSC / job centre 

134 OSC 

135 Family / OSC 

136 OSC / friends 

137 Family 

138 I grew up in Harehills and lived there for 25 years. I still have family and friends in the area. 

139 Housing Support Officer for LCC - occasional visits to Harehills 

140 Family live in Harehills 

141 I have friends living in the Harehills area 

142 OSC 

143 Pasture Road Harehills 

144 my brother has lived in that area 

145 Visit family 
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146 When I first moved to Leeds I lived in Harehills where lots of my friends live, also was robbed at knife point. 

147 Previously lived in the area still visit to use the OSC 

148 OSC 

149 Visit the library, using internet, shopping reading books. 

150 shops / friends / osc 

151 OSC 

152 Use OSC, visit friends & family. 

153 Too rough - will not feel safe there 

154 previously lived in Harehills 

155 Live locally. I have seen the conditions of some private rented houses. I would not leave an animal in some. 

156 work in the area 

157 Used to live in Harehills, family still lives there 

158 Used to live in Harehills for 2 years 

159 friends and family in Harehills 

160 No connections 

161 I lived in Harehills previously as a private rented tenant. 

162 I sometimes work in Harehills once in a blue moon as I work in the community. 

163 Use OSC, shops 

164 Use shops, OSC 

165 Use OSC, shops 

166 osc 

167 osc/shops/bank/used to live in the area 

168 Visit OSC 

169 Friends / OSC 

170 I work in Chapeltown also have friends & family in Leeds. 

171 work in the area - out reach worker 

172 Use for OSC, shops & friends 

173 Use OSC, shops 

174 Visit OSC 

175 Use OSC for project 

176 osc / work / family 

177 Work in the area 

178 Use for OSC, shops 

179 Work in the area (local school) 

180 Use osc / shops 

181 Use OSC / shops / friends 

182 use for OSC / shops / friends 

183 I work in this area 

184 Use for shops, OSC. 

185 Previously lived in the area, visit friends, OSC 

186 OSC 

187 OSC/job centre/jobs 
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188 Use shops, OSC 

189 Use OSC, shops 

190 I used to work in Harehills and I live close to the area and travel through and shop there. 

191 I live in North East Leeds and have friends in Harehills. 

192 Work in the area 

193 I visit Harehills almost daily by car to hone my hazard perception skills. 

194 Report repairs   Previously lived in XXX Mount, Harehills 

195 Mum lives in area. Whole family lived here 40+ years 

196 Visit family, shopping, OSC 

197 Shopping & library 

198 School Business Manager at Hovingham Primary School. We are a primary school in the heart of the Harehills Community. 

199 I live in chapeltown not far from Harehills and have friends who live in harehills. I am also considering buying a house in harehills 

200 I lived in social housing in Harehills in 1997-2000 and 2011-2016, and continue to have friends in the area 

201 Visit friends in the area 

202 I work in the area, shop and use services 

203 I am a co-ordinator for a third sector organisation covering the east of the city, a number of families I work with live in Harehills 

204 Visit family 

205 Housing provider 

206 I often shop in the area and have friends who live there. 

207 Work there regularly 

208 I work in the proposed area for selective licensing. 

209 I know people in beeston. 

210 Use OSC, friends/family. Shop 

211 Used to live in Harehills (Nowells) 

212 OSC 

213 I lived in harehills for two months 

214 Works in Harehills 

215 lived there in the past 

216 friends in area . comes here to shop 

217 works in Harehills 

218 Used to live in Harehills. Use OSC, shops, friends 

219 OSC/SHAS 

220 Use OSC , SHOPS 

221 works in Harehills 

222 Used to live/work in Harehills 

223 work 

224 used to live in Harehills also just OSC/shops 

225 SHOPS/friends/dsc 

226 osc 

227 have visited many private rented houses in Harehills 

228 Work in the area. 

229 Use osc, shop 
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230 OSC/SHOPPING 

231 live in Gipton - go through to get to town / work etc 

232 OSC 

233 Use OSC Shops 

234 used to live in harehills 

235 use OSC,Shops 

236 Pass through on the way into town. 

237 Friends in Harehills 

238 use OSC Post office 

239 I was brought up and lived most of my life on Gipton and Harehills estates 

240 have family in the area 

241 I have friends living in Harehills and Beeston areas. 

242 friends 

243 family/osc 

244 I lived in Harehills area 4 years ago and I still go for my shopping there. I wanted to rent a house and viewed many houses but was 
not able to find a good home in that area. All of them were in dreadful condition. The houses were dirty, smelly and had broken 
furniture, doors, kitchen units, walls were dark and dirty. 

245 friends in the area 

246 We visit Harehills to see friends quite often. 

247 N/A 

248 Live in Meanwood area. 

249 travelling through seeing friends 

250 My hairdresser has a salon in Harehills 

251 None 

252 Visit family and friends 

253 Used to live in Harehills. 

254 My Neice owns a property in Harehills and I regularly visit her 

255 Friends/family/shops 

256 OSC 

257 Used to live in Harehills. 

258 Work in the area shops. 

259 Used to live in Harehills 

260 Live next to Harehills. , walk through to town on the way to work. 

261 Use shops, OSC, 

262 Work 

263 I work in the surrounding area of Harehills 

264 I have family & friends who live there. 

265 try to stay away from the area unless I have to work there. as Im a Carer in different communities 

266 Job Centre / OSC / Library / Shops 

267 Use to live in Beeston, know Harehills as well. 

268 Used to live in Harehills 

269 Used to live in harehills 

270 Use OSC, shops 
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271 Use OSC, Shops, Friends 

272 Use one stop shop - Live in East End Park 

273 work in the area 

274 work in the area 

275 I work in Harehills 

276 Live near 

277 My place of work is located on, Harehills 

278 Use OSC, shops, family 

279 Visit friends 

280 Work in the area 

281 I have friends and family residing in Harehills. 

282 Use One Stop Centre, friends. 

283 Used to live in Harehills 

284 No people who live in harehills 

285 one stop centre 

286 I lived in Harehills and work there 

287 Lives in Gipton has friends in area and visits regularly 

288 Family 

289 Family and friends in the area. Dining etc. 

290 Live close to Harehills 

291 Family and friends in area shops in area 

292 OSC Previously lived in Harehills 

293 I visit friends in this area. 

294 work in Harehills 

295 Family 

296 Nearest call in centre 

297 Live with friends in Seacroft 

298 One Stop Centre 

299 One Stop Centre, family 
 

 

12. If you live in Beeston or Harehills, have you experienced any of the problems listed in the question above?  

1 Fly tipping, Litter, Drunks on the streets, ASB from tenants 

2 I own my own property but the landlord who owns the house next door has cost me money due to not doing repairs and having effect 
on my property this includes rotten drain pipes causing water running down side of my house and causing damp, cockroaches , 
bedbugs and mice i have had to pay to get rid from my property damaged drains water in my cellar. Every time a tennant has moved 
out garden full of rubbish for weeks on end causing people to rummage through then dump items outside of the garden. I feel i have 
environmental health number on redial but the most annoying thing is when they give him 28 days to sort problem he does it on day 
28 or even day 30 with no consideration to the upset he has caused me . 

3 Decrepit houses in the area, Local tenants changing frequently, People hanging around the streets at all times of the day and night 
which gives the impression that they don't work, People suffering with poor mental health and wellbeing, often impacted by bad 
neighbours.  Regular dog fouling, even on church properties, fly tipping is regularly seen as is graffiti, Police often called for shouting, 
screaming, loud music at all times of day and night, Private landlords seem to not care about their tenants or the impact that their 
tenants can have on the local community because they're living in poor conditions and think that's the norm. 

4 Anti social behaviour, fly tipping, criminal damage, attempted theft from garden, have had to take private gp and medical cover out on 
our toddler to make sure she can see a dr when she needs to, and have had a cannibis farm, drug users, and high turnover of 
tenants on rental properties either side. 
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5 Anti social behaviour is a constant problem. On street drinking. Fly tipping. Drugs use and dealing drugs. Lack of police. Low quality 
rentals attracting low quality tenants. Been mugged. Two attempted burglaries on our house. Gangs hanging around streets. 

6 I have constantly had to report maintenance issues with properties, flytipping. The house next door to me had three tenants in two 
years. The rubbish left each time was appalling and the second lot had moved in unchecked, we're evicted as they had tampered 
with gas/electric trying to bypass metres and then came back to smash the door of the property in overnight to teach the landlord a 
lesson. They also stole lots of items when they left too.  In my street two privately rented properties which are suspected drug houses 
have been shot at. Two weeks ago I was woken up in the middle of the night by the commotion from the petrol bomb. 
I've also heard awful accounts from people who rent privately. Gas leaks/no heating/rats/damp not dealt with etc. 

7 Witness lots of people drinking/doing drugs on the street, fly tipping is such a massive phenomenon that pretty much every week 
there are multiple posts on the facebook group Harehills community watch. I have done some basic level statistical analysis of crime 
in the area using open data from police.uk but I don't think I really need to say crime is high in Harehills. There have been multiple 
accusations of landlords not respecting the area and when renovating or getting rid of furniture using the street as a skip. 

8 Antisocial behaviour, drinking on the streets, fires in the gardens to cook meals. Smoking drugs, household items dumped on streets 

9 I have fly tipping occurring next door to me, at least once a week, on average twice a week. Only one of my neighbors has lived here 
as long as me, the rest are all under 6 months. There is also an issue with social housing being sublet. 

10 Landlords who flaunt the law, Putting crap tennants in which cause ASB And it never gets addressed.  Overcrowding main issue and 
then the houses and streets become slums 

11 Nrighbour playing loud musc throughout the night 

12 ASB, fly tipping. 

13 I help run XXX Group, Harehills XXX and I am the Harehills XXX. Fly tipping has increased ten fold over the last 4/5 months. I spend 
a few hours each XXX morning cleaning the grounds of St Cyprians church of litter and dog fouling. Also on Saturday's a do a walk 
round where I walk the streets looking for fly tipping, which I then report to LCC. There is fresh fly tipping almost everyday on many of 
our streets. I also frequently clean XXX Park play area of litter, this park is barely fit for purpose and is actually dangerous. Please 
check our Facebook page for all the grisly details. People drink alcohol on Harehills Lane in spite of the PSPO, this happens every 
day. There has been a significant decline in many standards over the last few years. The transient tenants are living in squalor, the 
landlords do not care so the cycle continues. 

14 We have lived on the street for 16 years and seen a significant turnover in residents, changing demographics (not a bad thing) and 
constant anti-social behaviour. We live next door to a house that has been privately rented for 15 years and have endured a 
succession of anti-social behaviour (most recently over-occupation / noise / rubbish / multiple cars illegally parked on the street). We 
live opposite XXX Park, but our children do not use the park (we will walk to Potternewton) because of the dog mess, broken glass, 
litter, and ASB. A lot of these tenants - who are sh*tting on their own doorsteps - live in appalling conditions in properties allowed to 
rot - if the landlords don't care, why should they, if they complain they risk being kicked out and new tenants moved in. Our landlord 
kicked out the last tenants (who lived there for 3 years, the longest stint, because of over-occupation, if the licensing was in place with 
annual checks this would have been discovered sooner) 

15 Fly tipping on a daily basis 

16 Environmental issues on a daily basis. As soon as it's cleared it's replaced. ASB on a regular basis especially by inconsiderate 
neighbours who think the street is theirs alone. 

17 Fly tipping and anti social behaviour 

18 Had our name down for 3 nursery's didn't hear back from any of them and theres anti social behaviour in the area every day 

19 I have been threatened, had my property vandalised, been unable to sleep due to noise, been burgled, had my car broken into, had 
my car damaged, had children screaming obscenities at me pretending to shoot guns at me, seen people beaten up in the street, had 
drug addicts try to get into my house and asking me for money. 

20 Two cases of XXX on our street since we moved in (6 months ago). Fly tipping a problem in all areas of Harehills. Some houses in 
very poor condition. House opposite had mould/ algae all down the front due to guttering having a foot long gap in it. Over crowded 
conditions in many houses that are rented. 

21 Anti social behaviour, fly tipping and rubbish/litter on the streets, high turnover of residents which means lack of stable community. 
Crime such as theiving of items from garden, stolen car and car set on fire 

22 All of them. Issues on a daily basis. 

23 Dig fouling, graffiti, fly tipping, unemployment,crime,schools 

24 fly tipping is causing massive issues in area, with increase in rodents.  the high turnover of residents means there is less care in an 
area - it's a tricky balance with multicultural conflicts at best of times, but if you add new populations, rapidly, with little resources, it 
becomes a tinderbox. The shootings in the area are terrifying. 

25 ASB, lot of fly tipping, gangs shouting and dropping litter, food debris, vandalism to property, cars, trees, fencing. Very loud adhoc 
street events going on late into small hours.  Lots of fireworks at all hours from summer to after January.Drug raids, killings, police 
helicopter out all night. 

26 Constant dog fouling on street and outside house, flytipping. 

27 Flytipping & illegal 'scrap' vans, theft - running back handed mechanics from properties within their micro communities with no desire 
to integrate despite other residents attempt to engage with them - BBQs everyday all day! Children unsupervised until past midnight 
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running riot, street drinking not reinforced! Ridiculous amount of fried chicken shops licences given out (no wonder everyone needs dr 
appointments, diabetes and other contraindications rife) too many licences for alcohol selling shops given with extended open hours 
increasing anti social behaviour which is not policed properly. 

28 ERM far too much info required here to fit in this box! Shootings, flytipping, racism, poverty and antisocial driving and parking are 
massive problems at the moment. 

29 theres a lot of ASB and no1 (landlords) care at all 

30 Lots of crime, lots of bad tenants moving in. Opposite where I live, I had some Czech or romanian nationals moved in. About 20 of 
them lived there. They had 3 vans and 2 cars. How they managed to get in these vans you wouldn't believe. They even got into Be 
boot of the car! And they were not taxed vehicles. There are also houses here that are empty and either are not being sold or rented 
out to good tenants. Landlords need to do a better check o the tenants they bring in 

31 Biggest is environmental and high crime are a huge problem and needs fixing 

32 Fly tipping has become a really big problem recently. Some Tenants have had to resort to creating 'makeshift' boundaries to their 
property (to keep children safe from the very busy roads), which creates a 'shoddy' appearance because landlords cannot be 
bothered, or don't really care. We have a property at the top of our street, that has no boundary wall (have several small children). 

33 In the Nowells area of Harehills I have been involved in working to reduce ASB and tackle the perpetrators of ASB. While visiting 
properties in the area I have noticed the poor conditions of some of the properties, the fly-tipping and rubbish, the crime and ASB, 
and the poor health - both physical and mental - of the residents in the area. I am now aware of similar issues in the Bellbrookes area 

34 Next door to my mum’s is a private rented property, they keep a dog in the paved garden to the rear of the property is full of dog 
mess, it is foul and a health hazard but mum is unwell and doesn’t want to make a fuss. Further down the road one of the properties 
was empty for a significant length of time. It was vandalised and made the street look mess. There has been ongoing drug dealing 
and anti social behaviour in the nearby ginnel but despite the police and the council being aware of the problem, nothing has been 
done to close this off because it is ‘right of way’. There is nowhere for children to play so they play in the streets often causing 
damage to the cars parked in the street. 

35 I have experienced numerous issues with crime and anti-social behaviour and observe fly-tipping and littering daily. Anything which 
addresses these issues would be welcomed by me and other residents. 

36 I have witnessed and reported vandalism and anti-social behaviour. Many houses have too many people living in them which means 
that people are constantly spilling onto the street. 

37 not enough dentists in the area 

38 Bins in the area not collected regularly, litter in public parks not dealt with, empty homes in the area which could be let out, 
neighbours often leave soon after moving in 

39 ASB, environmental issues, high turnover of some neighbouring tenancies 

40 Have seen poor housing conditions visiting locally I see regular turnover of tenants in the neighbourhood, Through conversations, I 
know of high unemployment and low self-esteem and high casual crime amongst some of the local youth.  We run a food share, and 
lots of the clients are in poor health and mental condition.  Dog fouling, fly-tipping, littering, graffiti and casual vandalism is ripe in the 
Banstead Park/Elford Place/ Bayswater/ Bansteads areas. I witness and hear about regular casual drug use and sale, intimidation 
and threatening behaviour 

41 Crime, poor quality housing, fly tipping 

42 I am a Case Officer within LASBT & deal with ASB/crime on a daily basis 

43 Environmental issues are the biggest issues for me. There is very little pride taken in the area. I have had friends who moved out of 
Harehills despite owning their own homes because the state of the neighbourhood. 

44 There is frequent antisocial behaviour such as noise pollution, flouting of the local PSPOs. The fly tipping is now epidemic in areas of 
high diversity populations. 

45 The streets are full of rubbish and fly tipping occurs regularly 

46 As above. 

47 There is a perpetual problem with fly tipping in the area also anti social behaviour often a consequence of people from other cultures 
who have no idea of the right way to behave over here and overcrowded houses where multiple families living in 2 bedroom b2b 
houses and families with more children than the houses, yards and local facilities can cope with 

48 Unable to get a doctors appointment for 2-3 weeks when the surgery is full of non English speaking people and many appointments 
are missed every month. 

49 All of the above 

50 Fly tipping is rife in the area. Anti-social behaviour is also rife. Drunkenness (or the influence of other drugs) is common. Children 
have no access to services or leisure, so they act unruly in the streets as they have nothing else better to do. Their parents don't 
cafe. Poor transport links mean people have to stay in the area and cause trouble. Tenants don't stay long so they don't take 
ownership of the area. Landlords don't care. Drivers have no sense of safe driving. Litter is everywhere. 

51 Rowdy difficult local tenants sat shouting in street and playing music until 5am. Landlord next door unwilling to discuss problems. 
Also not taking responsibilty for recent water damage caused by his property. Despite bin yards most people leaving bins and 
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overturned bins on street. Dumping of mattresses and other items on street. Increase over past 5 years of young men hanging about 
in large groups on the street and harassing young (and older) women as they walk past 

52 Private landlords do not keep their properties in good condition. They rent out to inappropriate tenants that often do not stay around 
for long. The reputation of Harehills is so bad now that decent people will not come here... ensuring there's a higher percentage of 
dysfunctional difficult tenants. These tenants have no interests in the upkeep of their home or the area, no community awareness... 
sometimes they are contemptuous of anyone they perceive as more privileged then them. With these brutalised people comes a 
higher crime rate, lack of social awareness and all the other trappings of intellectual and financial poverty. 

53 Lack of amenities and funding where it needs it. 

54 Fly Tipping, Anti-Social behaviour, 

55 Old Terraced houses that are falling to bits, Back streets and Alleys full of refuse dumped by local residents and shop keepers. 
Antisocial behaviour from "Ethnic" minorities using threatening and abusive language. Poor standard of accomodation provided by 
private Landlords 

56 High levels of crime (ASB) violent incidents such as shootings, fights with bats and other objects. These happen on Dorset road, 
Ashton Avenue etc known by LCC 

57 Poor housing conditions and clear examples of multiple occupancy. Continued instances of dumping rubbish in back alley. multi 
occupancy leading to overuse of Banstead Park with regular instances of people urinating and sometimes defacating in the park. 
Overall impression of neglect and impoverishment in the area reinforcing social stigma and alienation. 

58 Flytipping and antisocial behaviour seems to be the normal. Therefore becoming a no.go area. Hard for the local businesses ashould 
people no longer want to visit the area 

59 Environmental issues high crime levels been a victim myself more times than I can count and mental health issues are plain to see on 
the streets spice use is high and so is alcoholism 

60 There have been two houses next to mine that have stood empty since before I moved in 2010, so for 8 years there were used by 
squatters and drug users, thankfully they have just been renovated this year but I'm not sure of the standard inside. Fly-tipping, 
general rubbish left on the streets, urinating in public places, people hanging around on street corners or outside shops drinking and 
making noise late into the night as well as increasing crimes are all a concern for me as a resident of Harehills. 

61 Loud music, youths young childrenroaming streets day and night. Flytipping in my back street. Racial tension. High turnover of 
neighbours. Rubbish found in my back yard. 

62 paying bills 

63 See previous statement. 

64 Rasism 

65 Burgled drugs sab from kids 

66 Poor housing, environmental issues, crime 

67 Constant fly tipping at the end of our street on XXX Grove, high turnover of house tennants, children on their own in the street until 
late at night, fast cars zooming down the street 

68 Poor housing conditions in my own home and those around me. Fly tipping is also a real problem in the area, along with anti-social 
behaviour.I really like the area generally, but there are problems that need to be addressed for the benefit of everyone who lives here. 

69 The house across the street from ours, a rental property, looked incredibly damp on the outside of the house as any guttering was 
either damaged or completely missing. Also I have noticed multiple properties where the landlords have cleared out furniture or had 
building work, and have just fly tipped the rubbish onto the street. 

70 High number of tenants to small properties and subletting. A densely populated area with little control on the level of amenities 
suitable for this. Flytipping is a massive issue and over ambitious owners neglecting half finished building projects! 

71 I work for Leeds city council and deal with customers with above issues daily. 

72 12 to 16 people live in one house. In harehills especially with Czech/Romanian influx we have had, I've seen many live in cramped 
out houses. The rest of the street suffer because these homes as full of different men and women, they hold loud parties, rubbish 
everywhere, have cars that are not taxed on public roads, I've had to give noise complaints many times, I've even complained to the 
landlord who laughed in my face and said he get a paid so he don't care. Unbelievable. We need to keep our streets clean and we do 
not want to go back to the Victorian era of living in poor conditions causing health issues and rats 

73 The house my son was in was in a state of disrepair.  Landlord took over 6 weeks to fix a leaking toilet but claiming maximum rent 
from lcc.  The area is like a tip  Can't leave the house without being abused or robbed at knife point  

74 I was given temp accommadtion by leeds council in 2007. This house was in harehills and it was infested with rats, the basement was 
filled with rubbish. This property was supposed to of been checked by the council and consider to meet their criteria. My back window 
was smashed a number of times by little kids. 

75 Anti social behaviour high problem noise nuisance at night not letting people live in peace. youth shouting running in street till 
late.music playing dog barking all night. 

76 Anti-social behaviour 
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77 Poor condition of the houses, rubbish everywhere in the streets, never felt safe walking in the area. 

78 All of the above I have ticked we’re a concern when I lived/canvassed in the area 

79 ASB regularly, dilapidated houses. Loads of litter and dog mess 

80 Constant ASB. My brother was attacked and XXX 2 yrs ago. Landlord left him 73 days without a toilet/shower or any form of washing 
facilities.... could not even use the kitchen sick as that black water and smell backed up in it. 'Letting Agent' put gaffa tape around the 
bathroom door to seal the smell in and told him to use someone elses bathroom within the house!! 

81 Fly tipping is really bad 

82 East Leeds and specifically this area and certain street within this have some of highest rates of deprivation terms of health, 
education etc in the whole of Leeds..this will of course ultimately lead to many other things as people are desperate. Unfortunately it 
feels like some landlords consistently contribute to state this area is now in by not communicating the need for cleanliness with 
tenants and discussing behaviour i. e just leaving or smashing glass bottles empty beer cans, takeaway cartons around street floors 
or outside other properties. 

83 There is a constant turnover of disruptive tenants. Fly tipping caused by lazy landlords is a big problem when a new tenant moves in 
or out. Tenants often moved in being issues of noise alcohol and drug taking with them. 

84 high level of unemployment, people not being able to pay their bills, environmental issues & a poor perception of landlords 

85 Poor conditions - plaster falling off, roof leaking. Landlord not done repairs 

86 Fly tipping, Dog fouling, Anti social behaviour - mini motorbikes, loud music, shouting and screaming late at night, gangs of kids. 
Constant smell of cannabis, people openly smoking cannabis.  Car vandalised.  Few people working therefore leads to excessive 
alcohol consumption and drug use in the day.  Large families with large numbers of children playing in the road and shouting and 
screaming all day.  Brothel next door a few years ago, raided by police.  High turnover of tenants 

87 As many of the houses near me are sold off to landlords for private letting I see these good solid houses deteriorate thanks to the 
lack of care from the landlords. This lack of respect spreads to the streets leading to excessive littering etc. Landlords don't even pass 
on info about bin collections etc. When tenants leave, some landlords don't remove and dispose of the unwanted contents 
responsibly. Visibly from the outside many houses are in poor repair, yet rented to families. Conscientious landlords do exist, but 
there is too much damage done by those who buy up houses thinking to make easy profit whilst showing no respect for the area and 
its residents, or for their tenants. 

88 Council need to invest it the local communities - better opportunities and fix potholes on the road 

89 Neighbour dispute (neighbour is private rented), problem with vermin in the street due to all rubbish. Empty / ransacked house at the 
end of my street. 

90 Landlord not doing repairs in friends house, in a poor state of repair. 

91 Dog fouling is particular problem and no action is ever taken also see numerous empty properties when I am walking around the area 

92 All the ones that ticked 

93 Anti social behaviour witnessed in the Harehills area. I don't feel safe to shop in the area on foot anymore with groups of mostly 
males present even early on a morning. Criminal activity and noisy sirens / police helicopter on a regular basis. Speeding cars and 
inconsiderate / dangerous driving. I also think tenants are exploited by Landlords who do not maintain their properties and equally 
Landlord who do not enforce their tenancy agreements and allow their properties to be eyesores and poor behaviour from their 
tenants blighting the communities both in Harehills and the immediate surrounding areas. 

94 Please see information in previous answer 

95 Poor property conditions in previous private lets. 

96 all of the above. Main problem is fly tipping & noise nuisance. Rubbish is accumulated on street corners on a daily basis & residents 
do not have any consideration for cleanliness 

97 All the issues ticked 

98 All ticked, especially accessing to school 

99 Poor housing conditions 

100 Gardens full of settees and fridges, cars speeding in 20 zones, drunk revellers leaving the mainly Eritrean licensed premises on 
Roundhay Road at approx 6am - 8am on Sundays waking up residents with their shouting and fighting in the streets. 

101 Anti Social Behaviour 

102 Lots of litter and empty looking houses. 

103 Litter should be more bins. 

104 Problems getting repairs done by private landlords also litter and rubbish in the area. 

105 i work and live in harehills, all the above are issues I see regularly with my own eyes as I walk through the area and all these things 
are reported to me at work 
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106 Street drinking 

107 I have a poor perception of private landlords because my private landlord behaves badly 

108 We have far too many houses on rent that are not been looking after by the tenants. Fly tipping etc is a major issue with all tenants 
throwing stuff out. Walk down towards Morrison's near ls9 you don't feel gang's hanging on street corners 

109 There have been dog fouling. drug dealing i have witnessed in the area and witnessed appauling street and cleaniness as i happen to 
walk everyday outside my area. 

110 Health issues are rife, and lack of ownership by council to help people 

111 Anti social behaviour.  Crime 

112 ASB 

113 I have not come across these issues. 

114 The children in the area are unsupervised and at risk, as well as behaving in an antisocial manner.  I myself suffer from very poor 
health and am now unable to work.  The outside of a lot of houses in the area are run down and unkempt. I can only imagine the 
interior may be the same.  People are always coming and going, so they don't care about neighbours or the community. There's no 
investment there.  My own landlord threatens me with a rent increase each time I ask for any repairs or improvements to be made. 
My neighbours on both sides have terrible landlords too, who don't care and just want the rent. 

115 All the one ticked above 

116 I have lived on the same street in Harehills for 26 years. As older long term residents have passed away or had to move to accessible 
accommodation, houses have been bought up by buy to let landlords. Our street has subsequently ended up with approx quarter of 
houses becoming gradually more squalid with a succession of transient tenants who understandably don't stay long. Some are a 
relief to see the back of due to their anti social behaviours, others might have made nice neighbours had the disrepair of their homes 
and extortionate rents not forced them to move on. It is demoralizing for permanent residents to have to live near these squalid lets 
and to put up with the constant dumping of manky household contents spilling out of yards on to shared pavements. The 
unsightliness lets whole streets down and adds to the negative perceptions held by many about Harehills. Over the years this has in 
turn put off decent people moving into Harehills either to rent or buy and as such has undermined the cohesion of the permanent 
community who want to put down stable roots and invest in making houses homes to be proud of and feel safe in. Harehills has 
reached a critical point in this regard and unless the unfettered exploitative activities of negligent landlords is taken in hand Harehills 
will slip further into social degradation as more stable residents who contribute to their community and engage in demanding better 
services and facilities for the area, finally give up and move on. 

117 Especially; poor housing condition, high turnover of tenancy and high level of crime/ASB 

118 All the one ticked aboved 

119 People that move and put tenants in there houses tend to let the condition of there former Home deteriorate 

120 All the ones ticked above but especially, poor housing conditions. Empty houses. Environmental issues and high level of crime/asb. 

121 All the ones ticked above 

122 Poor housing conditions - damp 

123 Poor housing conditions 

124 Poor housing conditions 

125 Poor housing - damp/disrepair 

126 All the above boxes ticked. Poor housing conditions. High turnover of tenants. High level of unemployment Environmental issues - 
LITTER & FLY TIPPING!  Poor perception 

127 gangs / poor housing 

128 Poor housing conditions 

129 Poor housing conditions 

130 Crime/asb - saw a man after being stabbed & car accidents nearly everyday 

131 Parents struggling to access basic services 

132 When I lived in Harehills there was constant fly tipping, drug dealing, ASB and general poor living conditions for a lot of people. 
Before selling my property I rented it out but found that I could not retain tenants due to the transient nature of the community. The 
feeling was that tenants did not want to commit to living in the area due to all the issues. 

133 People struggling to pay their bills is the biggest problem i hear from my friends in the area, the roads & footpaths are in a poor 
condition 

134 Burglary and noise nuisance / rowdy behaviour. 

135 Harassment from residents. 
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136 Unable to pay rent £120 pw for a bedsit.  Poor housing condition - living in a bedsit basement 

137 Anti-social behaviours 

138 I am directly aware of neighbouring tenants struggling to pay their bills. 

139 Poor housing conditions, LL will not fix / repair, asked to leave for complaining. 

140 Doesn't notice it anymore. Has suffered ASB in flat LL didn't deal with it. 

141 Rubbish / Litter.  Burglary, theft from washing line, bike's stolen from garden. 

142 Gangs on the streets.  Litter / filthy area.  Old people are frightened to go out 

143 Generally ok but drug sales on scooters happening, scooters driven fast. 

144 Noisy, drug dealing in the streets 

145 Dirty area. 

146 Housing repairs - having to wait up to a year for work to be done.  Groups of youths gathering outside my property. 

147 Litter / Fly Tipping / Ganga / Drugs 

148 yes everyday at work and witness during the day 

149 Poor housing 

150 ASB 

151 Environmental issues / paying bills 

152 Graffiti 

153 Crime & ASB 

154 Poor housing conditions - 

155 Poor housing conditions - gas & electric problems / power cutting out / damp 

156 Many of things 

157 Got worse in last 10 years-used to be good now not safe to be on the streets. Crime/stabbings/drug dealing. 

158 Area has improved - problems previously with Roma community 

159 I had my car broken into 6 times then stolen on the 7th. I work and my earnings were not great as a single person and it was 
devastating for me.  I witnesses someone being beaten up by 2 males then I was threatened. 

160 When I lived in the area near the Hovingham primary school, I lived there for 7 years. I work in the area as a health visitor so I see the 
problems listed above first hand from clients I visit with children under 5 years old 

161 Your questions are poorly written. There is no way of replying to them properly as they don't even contain a time limit - over what 
period of time are you asking about? Which streets are you talking about. 

162 Poor housing conditions 

163 Environmental issues such as littering. Accessing the health service. 

164 Crime / Stabbing / Begging 

165 Poor property condition & rats 

166 Asaulted on Harehills park(knife) perpetrators never found despite police report. General harasment walking through the area to work 

167 I work in this area 

168 Many of the houses are obviously owned by slum lords/ rogue land lords cramming as many people as possible into one space. 
These people have to live somewhere and this is not the solution. They will just charge more and it will cause more poverty in this 
area. Do not price poor people out of this area for the sake of gentrification. The only people who will gain out of this are land lords 
who will eventually sell when all the poor minorities are priced out of the area 

169 All the one ticked above 

170 Dilapidated state of neighborhood property, extremely high turnover of tenants. Overcrowding in many properties. Rubbish strewn 
across street. Unresponsive landlords. High volume of traffic. General lack of care and investment in community by landlords. 

171 Gangs / intimidation 

172 large items of furniture just put out on street when I had to pay to have mine removed from the garden. Bin bags dumped and being 
ripped open by dogs/cats. Dogs fouling on footpaths and owners not cleaning it up. Loud noisy gangs of adults standing in street at 
all hours. Vans used to collect scrap parked outside my home and the owners banging about in them at 10pm and later. Theft from 
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garden of plants in pots which has stopped me bothering to try make my home of 40 years nice. Bins left in the street all the time not 
put back in gardens. The area has gone from a nice place to live into a slum that no one wants to be in but cannot afford to get out as 
prices have dropped so much due to the run down state and bad residents. 

173 All ticked above but especially GP issue. 

174 All ticked above, especially Environmental issues. 

175 All ticked above, especially Environmental issue, crime & ASB & poor perception of private LLs. 

176 All ticked above, but especially fly tipping. 

177 all ticked above 

178 All ticked above, especially fly tipping. 

179 Noise from people in street and loud music 

180 Disrepair in property - heating / damaged caused by contractors 

181 All ticked above. 

182 Rents too expensive.  Prostitution 

183 Noise/rowdy behaviour. cars burnt out in the street.  Children not attending school.  Overcrowding 6/7 children in a house. 

184 Large groups hanging outside of shops intimidating. Crime - bags being snatched. Noise nuisance, neighbours urinating on the street 

185 I've got rob twice 

186 Rubbish, old furniture mattresses etc just appearing ran coming in the streets overnight. Nice houses let out to tennents who wreck 
them and have no consideration for anybody else.  Fighting between groups and gangs. 

187 All ticked above but especially Fly tipping & graffiti 

188 1. Poor housing condition - The landlord at no:, does not maintain his property. When I first moved in I had issues with flooding in my 
bathroom coming from the roof. When I hired a workman, he found that one of the slates from had been directing the rain water to my 
gutter overflowing it. The landlord at had a plumber replace a broken toilet in his property. The plumber replaced the outside toilet 
pipe but broke the pipe on my side, did not repair it and cost me £65.00 to repair. The landlord at was uncontactable so I could gain a 
refund. 2. The landlord at has had 5 tenants since 2010 - one a drug dealer who was intimidating and the landlord was not interested 
in my complaint. 3. There is a big environmental and public health issue in Harehills with dog fowling. Tenants in the area allow their 
dogs to fowl outside your home and do not clean up. 4. Landlords not reference checking tenants - renting out to undesirables (ASB). 
5. I have a poor perception of landlords, they only care about the housing benefit rent they receive and do not take the time to get to 
know the home owner living next door that has to put up with their tenants ASB. The area used to attract people moving to the area to 
work i.e. St James's doctors and nurses renting the properties but since buy-to-let the area has a reputation for crime and these 
professionals moving out. Selective licencing will attract professionals and first time buyers in the area, make the area a pleasure to 
live in when landlords look after their properties and care about who they rent out to. 

189 I have seen a great turnover of the population in the street where I live. There is a lot of dog mess on pavements. People leave 
unwanted items like fridges, sofas, broken televisions in the street for someone else to clear up. There is a lot of anti-social behaviour 
in the area. I have to book an appointment with the local doctors' surgery two weeks in advance unless it it an emergency, and so I 
have had to go to the Burmantofts Drop-In Health Centre on a number of occasions. There are properties in the area which have 
been unoccupied for too long and some look to be in poor condition, though that is not a great number. 

190 Poor Housing - repairs not getting done 

191 Dirty streets, rubbish everywhere 

192 Fly tipping, scrap vans everywhere 

193 Poor property conditions - disrepair / landlord will not do repairs, LCC investigating 

194 Litter / dumping / dog fouling / asb / shouting & fighting in the street / dangerous driving also have had to wait a month without hot 
water before landlord fixed the boiler 

195 Crime / stabbings / intimidation 

196 ASB 

197 All of the above. 

198 All ticked, especially fly tipping 

199 All the ones ticked 

200 Environmental issues and crime, poor conditions you can tell from outside the houses too 

201 Anti-social behaviour has increased a lot in recent years, and so has fly-tipping, littering and the general state of the area. Many 
houses are kept in a deplorable condition, with rubbish piled up in the front gardens. 

202 Not enough schools in Harehills 
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203 All ticked above 

204 Poor access to services 

205 Struggle to manage on my income. Difficulty getting a doctors appointment 

206 Late benefit payments mean I have difficulty paying my rent. 

207 Problems with ASB when lived in the Nowells - children smashing windows. Parents not controlling children. 

208 Dog fouling, rubbish 

209 Drugs, dog fouling, housing conditions 

210 People causing trouble 

211 All ticked above 

212 All ticked above 

213 Canopy Housing have been renovating empty properties in Harehills with the assistance of volunteers and homeless people for the 
last ten years. We have hosted street clean-ups and other events to build links with the local Roma community and help them engage 
with statutory services. 

214 All ticked above 

215 Dilapidated houses look on poor condition. Fly tipping and litter. Can’t get doctors appointment for weeks. Terrible antisocial 
behaviour, noise, groups gathering on street, fighting, drinking on streets, neighbours that have no respect for others  

216 Anti social behaviour from neighbours 

217 Can't get doctors appointment,dog three all over.and rubbish dumped anywhere. 

218 Dog fouling in street and people dumping items on street or near by 

219 Crime 

220 had my shed and garden robbed.......going shopping on harehills lane amongst all the drunks and drug dealers openly selling 
drugs.....the rubbish on harehills lane is disgusting attracting rats 

221 Fly tipping leaving rubbish out the house 

222 There has been a few occasions where the bins have not been taken because of cars blocking the backstreet. Everyday on my street 
people stood blocking the paths and i feel quet intimidated walking past this wouldnt be a problem if they had jobs as am sure they 
woulsnt have time to stand on the streets all day and these are adults am talking about. Also children and groups of teenagers as 
young as 2 years old out on the roads making it card for cars to come through and making noise till late at night. 

223 Too many Eastern European’s in one area who’s private landlords don’t care about there anti social activities 

224 Rubbish dumped all over, alcohol consumption on Harehills lane all times of day 

225 Please come and go and don’t care 

226 High tennat turnover and using the gardens as a rubbish dump, It's a complete eyesore and lowers the tone of the street. Illegal 
vehicles parked with no tax, mot and insurance is also problematic in this area. 

227 People tipping outside my house and men urinating on the roads along with people making noise at stupid hours of the night 

228 From this list I would say mostly fly tipping 

229 My house needs a few repairs ive been in my property nearly four years and my house is council it jus doesnt feel like the council or 
private doesnt care bout their tennents the way they did 

230 I have mentioned it in my last comment. I have had to ring the police several times due to ASB. The deprivation that some of the 
private rented landlords are inflicting on their tenants is criminal. A lot of the homes are bought cheaply and rented out quickly. 
Residents live there for 6 months and if they are lucky move on to escape the squalid conditions. Home owners invest in the houses 
as they are living there but a lot of the landlords leave leaky pipes and guttering. They leave cellar doors off so rats take up home 
there. They let gardens fill with weeds and hedges grow into trees. If they can the tenants move out but many have physical or mental 
health conditions so it's not always possible so they are trapped in situations that make their health even worse. 

231 Fly tripping bin yards being set on fire people stealing garden furniture and ornaments 

232 Continuous fly tipping as a result of private landlords gutting houses between tenants. Open drug dealing and drug use in the street. 
Drunken people with issues and little to do. All of it feels like a desperate escape from poverty and depravation. 

233 High turnover of tenants who don't care or respect there home or neighborhood, noise, fires, fireworks most of the year Constant fly 
tipping. Bins been rummiged through then left on the street daily. Scrap vans taking thing from gardens daily.the landlords just want 
the rent don't care about the conditions,so the tenants don't care either, then they cause problems for the neighbors then move on to 
be replaced by they same thing again. I've lived & loved harehills for 22 years but it's becoming unbearable & scary to watch the area 
go down hill in the last 5 years breaks my heart! I could say alot more!! 

234 struggle to get appointments.  not enough bins, stolen bins 
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235 Tenants leaving rented properties very badly damaged. 

236 seems to be many people not paying rent on time 

237 Fed up with people not looking after their dogs & cleaning up the mess on the pavement. People driving around fast & double parking 
Litter dropping - no public bins anywhere. 

238 Several houses near me are empty, they used to be rented out but have been empty for 6 months. One is for sale and has been for 
at least 6 months, which makes me think nobody wants to buy it yet all the young people I know would love to buy their first home! 
The reason is its too expensve! 

239 Unable to pay my rent 

240 Some tenants leave at short notice, then the property is empty for a while until it gets repaired.  Friends are struggling at times to 
manage to cover their bills 

241 High levels of crime, poorly maintained housing, flytipping 

242 hard to find cheap enough properties 

243 N/A 

244 Some of my friends are struggling to manage to pay for everything. 

245 I've always had a good reputation with my landlord and have been discussing this issue with them. Ive lived here for a number of 
years now and feel like i would probably have to move to a cheaper area due to the rents going up because of this proposal 

246 i have to borrow money sometimes to pay my bills 

247 I used to rent we had a good landlord but the house was still in poor condition with damp, mice, bed bugs. The street had a rapid 
turnover of tenants and the general state outside of the houses was poor with lots of rubbish, abandoned furniture 

248 The area is not clean. Utilities are too high to pay 

249 Tenants making lots of mess and being noisy till late night. The tenants from EU countries do not care for the peace of other 
neighbours. Children are playing outside till late night. Theft is on the rise in this area. Iam not alone , I have a fried who is as tired of 
the nuisance caused in our area. 

250 RUBBISH, LITTER, BOARDED UP HOUSES, VERMIN. 

251 Streets are dirty and need looking after people are selling drugs in this area. 

252 Furniture and rubbish is dumped in streets many houses don't appear tidy from the outside which makes the area look cheap and 
dirty. The streets are dirty and there is no proper care to them or look after the area. The are is over populated and you can see more 
than one family living in some housise. 

253 The house where I live represents hasards and my landlord refuses to improve the conditions of the house 

254 CRIME/GANGS/FLYTIPPING/LITTERING 

255 Crime 

256 Overcrowding, Crime, Intimidation 

257 ASB 

258 litter, dumpping 

259 CRIME/DIRTY 

260 Rubbish - people dumping in garden.  Crime - Stabbing/fighting - frightened for child about 

261 Dumping - sofas/mattress etc 

262 crime, LL's not doing repairs 

263 crime - stabbing / drug dealers in street / litter / flytipping 

264 poor conditions. LL would not carry out repairs 

265 drugs, groups of youths, ASB 

266 Busy lots of people 

267 people kicking off in the street police called lots of times 

268 CRIME - STABBING/SHOOTING 

269 NOISY NEIGHBOURS / SMOKE FROM FIRES 

270 poor housing - had to leave.  crime - robbed at knife point 
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271 poor housing / crime / no jobs / no money 

272 crime - windows smashed 1 week after moving in 

273 Yes I am currently experiencing anti social behaviour from a known person 

274 All of the above 

275 High turnover of tenants/poor tenants.  Rubbish  poor standard of housing   ASB,noise 

276 ALL 

277 Anti Social Behaviour Drug use in property in my street from private landlords as well as in council property- fly tipping in the street 
across many parts of Harehills. swearing and angry comments if I ask someone to keep noise down or stop smoking drugs. 

278 don't live there 

279 LITTER 

280 clientele problem - landlords shouldn't be penalised by Selective Licensing. They're having to let to Romas who are bringing the area 
down. 

281 Most people talk of area being like Beirut all families poor hang out on street corners living off shoplifters or steeling themselves for 
drug & drink 

282 GP 

283 fly tipping 

284 poor housing conditions 

285 No kitchen door / broken windows / lights not working / gaps around door 

286 In my house there is no window and very cold, mouldy and in kitchen tub leaking, ceiling leaking and toilet not working. My son was 
abused on streets. 

287 All of them. 

288 My landlord doesn't care of his property at all. I complained many times, reported damage or asked to do necessary repairs, but 
landlord said it is not his responsibility. I live in house where is not heating. Boiler mostly not work. I am not able to have hot water 
and have to use electric heater. Condition of the house is appaling. 

289 My landlord is arrogant and looks down only, sometimes he appears to be racist. I understand that members of my family have a 
language barrier, but this should not permit him to look down only. We pay him rent and we look after his house. We do all house 
repairs because the landlord is not willing to do anything. 

290 Poor Housing Conditions Crime ASB 

291 Neighbours are drug users and dealers. Report to landlord and police nothing happens. 

292 Poor housing conditions 

293 Poor landlord crime outside my house 

294 Last year I decorated my front garden. I spent a lot of money on decorations, I bought plants, flowers and decorative baskets. 
However in a few days everything was stolen. I informed my landlord but he said he can do nothing about this. 

295 Nuisance, drugs, ASB 

296 Poor housing, ASB 

297 Drugs, rubbish in streets. 

298 Drugs, crime, ASB 
Poor housing conditions. 

299 - Poor housing conditions   - Environmental issues   - Unemployment 

300 Poor Housing ASB 

301 Dog fouling and large amounts of rubbish. 

302 Very poor housing eg. rats/mice, easy to open windows. Taking unprescribed drugs to ease pain eg.tooth - problems accessing 
services - dentist? High level crime - almost every street, drughouse. Lots of ill health - mental and physical eg. depression, not 
enough nutrients. Lots of drug use to ease depression. 

303 Poor Housing conditions, environmental issues, high levels of unemployment and a poor proportion of private landlord 

304 Don't like living in the area - Only place where I can rent. 

305 poor Housing Damp cold 
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12. If you live in Beeston or Harehills, have you experienced any of the problems listed in the question above?  

306 poor property standard, no lock on bathroom door in shared house. Smashed window, vermin infestation. 

307 Poor property 

308 Gangs of kids out on a night, broken road, broken window, no police present. 

309 I am currently experiencing the difficulties I have mentioned above and I have also seen wrong doings in this area. 

310 All the above ticked 

311 Crime - lots of problems  Poor property - 

312 Used to live in Harehills 

313 Too over crowded, groups on streets, intimidation 

314 Poor housing, anti social behaviours, ill health, environmental issues 

315 Everything that I ticked in the prev. question. Many ASB. 

316 There is a high turnover of tenants in this area. The tenants who are students they cause no issue but the tenants for Czech Republic 
are causing so much nuisance in the area that the entire street is annoyed by their behaviour. There are three such families' living in 
my street and one is my neighbour next door, just the other night they were making a lot of noise and playing very loud music that we 
couldn't sleep. I had to bang the wall several time for them to reduce the sound. All of them they have a large number of visitors they 
are often there that you don't know who lives in the house and who the visitor is. If a visitor wants to call someone, the visitor will not 
knock on the door but rather sound their car horn. Often the cars of these visitors make parking difficult. My washing machine was 
stolen from my back garden. The scrap metal trucks belong to these families. Often sharp objects and nails fall from these trucks and 
cause damage to car tyres. I had to pay for this damage many times. The scrap metal trucks are loaded and unwanted stuff is just 
dumped in this area. We the residents in this street feel that Leeds City Council is failing to take action against this nuisance caused. 
This used to be a good area to live in, there was a time when you can smell someone barbequing once in a while but now it seems 
like these tenants are barbequing every day. Due to the food wastage and mess caused, this area is now infested with cockroaches, 
mice and rats. Drug dealing is visible in this area, and the landlords don't care who moves in and what impact will this have on other 
residents, their only interest is to receive rent.  Little children are roaming on the roads, it seems like parents don't care if something 
happens to them. These children are causing hazard on the roads they are endangering themselves and drivers on the road. 
Bin bags are taken out of the bins and searched and many times rubbish from these bags is left on the street.  I own my house and it 
is not easy for me to move to another place, but now I feel this area is not much safe for my family. 

317 This area is very dirty with high level of crime. From my point of view, nobody really taking care what is happening in Harehills area, 
not just landlords. 

318 Landlords usually offer very dirty houses for rent, the houses are empty or have broken furniture. The carpets are dirty and smelly 
and the overall condition fo the property is awfully poor. In comparison to the condition of the house the rent charged it too high. 

319 Damp and & damage not fixed/repaired. Landlords promise but don't help. 

320 Poor Housing 

321 Crime/Litter 

322 Poor housing condition. High level of crime in Harehills a poor perception of landlord. 

323 selling and taking drugs all experienced 

324 Cant get son into nursery/ child care. 

325 All of the indications of all the ticked options 

326 I have sometimes worked in the arear abusive children litter, graffiti Don't feel safe. too much Vilonce 

327 Noise - swearing and raised voices at night 

328 Night time noise, Rowdy behaviour near shops 

329 Crime , neighbours causing trouble 

330 rubbish, drugs, ASB 

331 Observing people drinking alcohol and raise voice during the day and fly tipping 

332 see previous notes 

333 Poor conditions, Council property damp 

334 Speeding within the area 

335 Rubbish  High turnover of neighbours 

336 Littering in street 

337 There is a campaign for a cleaner area (harehills) but people just throw rubbish on the ground, street etc. 

338 Drug use - see Q5 
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12. If you live in Beeston or Harehills, have you experienced any of the problems listed in the question above?  

339 ASB / theft/ Dumping rubbish / vandalism / ?? Damage 

340 Poor housing conditions 

341 Poor housing.  Empties 

342 Poor housing rubbish dumped. Drugs. 

343 ASB- hate crime police involve  poor housing conditions 

344 Theft from shop 

345 Crime/Drugs/ASB-occurions over the years.  Housing -sort out repair + maintenance 

346 housing  rubbish crime 

347 property next door keeps getting windows smashed. thought to be council property rented to drug dealers. 

348 yes I Have been threatened and abused and assaulted 

349 Don't like the area people leave rubbish and a lot of dog fouling. 

350 Several factors influence my perception. Where occupied rented accommodation seems from the outside to be dirty and unkempt. 
Landlords don't seem to take as much care of the properties. 

351 As above 

352 ASB, crime, noise, intimidation 

353 Poor housing in Harehills 

354 FleshToned/Intrusions By Guests on that stoney no lower use shops on Lyne/Road Have been spat on in past. Litter rubbish dumped 

355 I have lived in for over 9 months without employment. 

356 rubbish dumped 

357 poor housing conditions, environmental issues high levels of crime and ASB 

358 Unreadable 

359 Gangs, intimidation, litter 

360 Dirty Streets, fly tipping 

361 Gangs of youths  Drinking  Unreadable 
 

 
 

22. Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

1 Landlords need to be held accountable and preventing from ruining the area 

2 For years Harehills has been subjected to negligent landlords- they buy up houses and then rent them out to anyone. They don’t care 
about who they rent they rent them out to as long as they get the rent!   Landlords dump household waste in Harehills as do tenants 
of the landlords have more cleared out properties. Tenants come and go in Harehills it is a very transient and as such some tenants 
do not care if they cause ASB.   Responsible residents have been waiting for this for a long time . 

3 I'm hoping that it will help both the tenants, the landlords and the other local residents in terms of raising and maintaining standards in 
Harehills 

4 Landlords might actually check who is actually living in their homes and what they were doing in them if there was a level of 
culprability attributed to them. 

5 A lot of these properties are really well built but they are up to 130yrs old. With a bit of maintenance they are lovely homes which are 
a good size, full of character, warm & dry. It is criminal the way some have been neglected at the hands of dodgy landlords who are 
bringing down the area in order to buy the properties cheap and run down the area further. Others must have cared so little they have 
turned a blind eye to (or involved with?)criminal activity going on in their properties.Good landlords have long term happy tenants who 
become part of the community as much as an owner occupier would. The good landlords need to be the standard not the exception 

6 Landlords need to be more responsible about who they let to and not allow the area to become a ghetto. 

7 At the moment there seems to be no restrictions on people renting out properties and no support for the Tennant. Also there is a large 
amount of sub letting happening no and the standards of the properties are very varied, most are substandard and would not meet 
minimum safety standards. 

8 If a landlord isn't looking after their property, there is no incentive for the tenant to do so either. This means that nobody wants to stay 
in the property for any length of time, so every couple of weeks the landlord is emptying the property of the detritus left behind, which 
increases the fly tipping issue. Nor are any decent tenant attracted to the area. This increases the antisocial behavior. 
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22. Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

9 Im a home owner And its utterly disgraceful that harehills has become so run doen.  Shoddy landlords who have no clue what there 
tennants are up to.  Disgraceful    They need there houses took of them 

10 Quite often residents seek support in terms of poor housing conditions not being managed appropriately by the landlords. Another 
issue that has a detrimental effect on the wider community is anti social behaviour and environmental crime which is not tackled with 
tenancy enforcement. 

11 Harehills is an area to the east of Leeds city centre. It is an area that crosses two wards – Gipton and Harehills and Burmantofts and 
Richmond Hill. This area has many streets of terraced houses which offers cheaper housing. The area is cultural and ethnically 
diverse. It is situated in the country’s top 5% of areas of deprivation. Unemployment is high at 9%.  Harehills is a deprived area with a 
high crime rate. Along Harehills Lane and Harehills Road there are a high number of off licensed premises, far more than is usual.  
The predominant nuisance problems in the area are around neighbour and youth nuisance. Anecdotally street and back yard parties 
are common, noisy and disruptive with the peak time for nuisance being in the evening. There were 1710 recorded crimes between 
1/12/16 – 30/11/17 which was a 26.7% increase from the previous year and violent crime accounts for 37% of recorded crimes in the 
area.  Residents have been active in trying to improve the area for many years but there is concern that with an increasing crime rate, 
and unrestricted licensing possibilities the problems being experienced in Harehills will only increase despite their best efforts.  
It is my opinion that selective licensing would help bring some common decency standards to the lived experience of residents in 
Harehills, many of whom are subject to landlords who are negligent in their duties. 

12 I visit Harehills Lane every day, the properties surrounding it ate mainly private rented , they are massively over populated which on 
turn is leading to fly tipping, strain on services, high crime rate , making it an increasingly dangerous place to be 

13 Some families live in properties that have many issues. Landlords and letting agents can prove difficult for families to contact and 
seek resolution to these issues. Rents can seem high for properties in poor repair. The LCC private sector housing team do not seem 
to have much success in tackling the problems with landlords, leaving families and children at risk. The implications on physical and 
mental health put pressure on the NHS. 

14 In my opinion it is absolutely necessary to have this in place. I have been running our community meetings for the past 17 years and I 
have never seen so many residents in despair, feeling helpless, frustrated, angry and many are now considering leaving the area, 
there is only so much you can take. 

15 I think it would improve the area. 

16 We moved to Harehills in 2002 while there, due to a buoyant economy and national programmes like Sure Start our LSOA moved out 
of the most deprived. Following the financial crisis, the closing of SureStarts and the influx to Harehills from eastern Europe the area 
has become visibly worse and our LSOA has returned to the most deprived. Local primary schools have been forced to increase by 
adding classes with no houses being built this can only mean significant over-occupancy of rented properties. Some streets in 
Harehills are depressing in the state they have been allowed to fall into, this is through uncaring landlords (who bizarrely don't want to 
invest in property they own). licence scheme is a step towards attempting to address the condition of the properties and the illegality 
of the management of them (this government isn't helping by blocking laws to ensure private rentals are fit for human habitation). 

17 Harehills has gone right down over the past few years down to a combination of absent/bad landlords and problem tenants who have 
no idea how to live alongside other people without causing problems. 

18 If this comes into effect then Landlords will have to step up and sort out their problem tenants and make the area safer and a nicer 
place to live and visit. 

19 Hopefully it will improve the ASB, the condition of housing and create a better community feeling. 

20 Selective licensing in the future would stop landlords from letting houses without the relevent checks on both houses and tenants to 
make sure both are suitable for the area. Hopefully this may stop the overcrowding In some of the properties ie tenents sub letting 
without landlords or agents permission. In my view some letting agents do not check and follow the agreed tenancy on the property. 

21 I live in my own home in Harehills. The area has turned into a slum area as houses are bought to let and then not looked after. 
Tenants are often home all day with too many living in one house, loads of children running wild and their standard of living leaves a 
lot to be desired. Add to this the fact that the landlords obviously do not look after the properties and if you don't care about people 
then people don't care!! 

22 Landlirds would be forced to have more of a vested interest in their properties & the tenants that they put in them 

23 My main hope is that this will force private landlords to sell their houses and then get the houses back into owner occupation. This is 
the only way the community can be stabilized. If too many houses are owned by landlords, the community has few long-term 
residents and this leads to instability and a general decline of the environment. 

24 I think the proposal could really help Harehills. I believe many of the environmental problems in the area are caused by private 
landlords e.g tenants leaving at short notice and leaving behind furniture etc which is then dumped by the landlords or new tenants. 
Also overcrowding leads to more noise, and also isn't healthy for the people living in such conditions. I know of one back to back 
which was converted to three flats. 

25 If landlords looked after their properties the area would look nicer and attract better tenants that would probably take greater care in 
where they lived, they would also be more likely to live in the house linger which helps to create a better community, rather than a 
high turnover of people that are not likely to care much about the property or surrounding area if they aren't planning on being there 
very long 

26 Landlords need to be held accountable. Most of them make a lot of money at other people's expense. As such they deserve to be 
held to high standards. 

27 If rents are increased the condition of the housing should match the increase.  This additional cost imposed by the government should 
not be passed onto tenants living in poor areas. 
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22. Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

28 It would make people more responsible for who or what happens in the houses or business premises and would help to make the 
area better 

29 Within reason they are to provide good standard living to rent out to people BUT people have to take responsibility to maintain a 
property they live in have them sign terms etc to up keep also landlords to do spot checks and have more power to have people out 
that refuse to pay rent or mis use property or damage it 

30 We have a local problem with rats, unfixed repairs, water leaks effecting other properties not being dealt with, fly tipping which local 
residents end up moving, over grown gardens, anti social behaviour, children and dog defecating in gardens, cars broken into and 
wing mirrors being smashed off to name few 

31 The council needs proper leverage over private landlords to force them to fulfill their responsibilities. 

32 do it. ASB is terrible 

33 We need to have landlords that take responsibility for their property. Many people’ll pay low rent to stay in a house that's falling apart 

34 Harehills is a good area 

35 Would hopefully encourage landlords to become more responsible for their property & their tenants 

36 I don't necessarily agree with landlords putting the rent up to cover the licensing fee - I feel they are already charging a premium rate 
and taking advantage of families on benefits, while not providing a decent housing standard to match the price. However, I feel that 
the selective licensing is overdue and can only help to improve the area for all the residents. 

37 Poorly maintained houses, overcrowding, anti social behaviour, fly tipping and poorly maintained outside space are a blight on 
Harehills as well as on Chapeltown. I strongly agree that landlords need to take responsibility for their properties and for looking after 
their tenants. The back to backs of Harehills are particularly densely populated, so badly maintained properties and antisocial tenants 
have an immediate effect on dozens of households in the vicinity, as well as on the streetscape. 

38 Harehills is one of the most deprived wards in the country. Landlords take advantage of the large number of people who would 
otherwise be homeless and so accept the property as a last resort. Landlords can currently refuse inspections by Leeds Housing 
Options staff but yet still request bonds are paid by Leeds Benefits Service which defies logic. 

39 I agree if it brings improvements to the private sector, but I don't see why that would mean that private rents need to increase - any 
formal licencing is in the landlord's interest if they are reputable so they should soak up any additional costs, not the tenants. 

40 There are far too many landlords ripping off tenants and causing damage to communities, the council urgently needs to do something 
to improve conditions 

41 I see many properties that I would describe as poor housing that families are living in in these areas. I have previously spoken with 
housing to question some of the accommodations when whole families are living in a room in a cellar for example. I am shown some 
tenancy agreements as proof of address and I have previously been shocked at the cost of the rent for property in such a poor state 
of repair/ poorly maintained. 

42 I think that there should be more regulation (and enforcement) on private landlords, I think that private rents in these areas are 
already high enough, landlords tend to set them in line with LHA (housing benefit rates) so increasing rents would probably push any 
tenants on benefits or low wages into poverty or debt. Landlords should not be allowed to let homes that are not safe or secure or let 
homes that are in bad state of repair, people have a right to decent homes and affordable rents 

43 As local vicar I am interested in anything that will improve the local area and neighbourhood, and help towards greater community 
cohesion - and better housing is surely part of this. 

44 I believe that the LA should use papers to regulate private landlord and deny them access to HB is not registered. 

45 Harehills is a real dump, which is a shame becuase there are some amazing houses and buildings there. When my fiance moved to 
Leeds, she visited Harehills and did not feel safe, it's a disgrace. 

46 Some landlords seem solely focused on collecting payments with no regard for the maintenance of their properties or who they let the 
property to, which has resulted in an increase of crime & asb 

47 The condition in which some landlord expect their tenants to live is shameful. 

48 The current action undertaken in these areas is not enough to counter the scale of the problems. A selective license policy would be 
the best outcome for tenants in the area and directly result in a better quality of life 

49 The proposed licence would help curb rogue landlords and also those landlords who fly tip after evicting tenants. It will also improve 
the quality of life in the area, something that some residents lack. 

50 This would make landlords having to register their property have to follow rules and laws and would probably make it better for people 
who wish to rent out properties and also make the landlords of these properties take more care and to respect tenants of their 
properties and other tenants who live in the area. 

51 Hopefully it will make landlords more responsible and provide a cleaner and better environment for everyone in the area. 

52 Certain landlords have numerous properties and let them out to multiple people who do not look after them. 

53 Landlords have a responsibility to maintain homes both inside and out of there property’s. Tennant should be made aware that they 
have the responsibility to take care of the homes they are letting by keeping them tidy and cared for. 
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22. Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

54 I went to school at Corpus Christi in the 1990s. Harehills was considered a decent area. Many of my peers lived in good family homes 
in a strong diverse community. People from other surrounding council estates aspired to live in Harehills. Families no longer feel it is 
safe to live there and people do not generally aspire to live there. Any action to change this perception is welcomed. 

55 Harehills looks like a slum area. People will not go there 

56 It’s a great idea and should help control landlords who have no desire to let safe properties 

57 There is no option in part 2 to comment on overcrowding as an issue. Many homes in the Harehills area have too many people living 
in them which, in some cases, leads to poor living conditions. This has to be the case for the huge influx we have seen in new arrivals 
to the area, mainly of Romanian people. There are no new homes in the area but we are having to increase the number of school 
places dramatically. I have regularly been into homes that have 2-4 families living in them. Some are very good at disguising it and it 
is hard to prove but it is an issue landlords in the area need to address. The GRT team are brilliant but cannot solve Harehills wide 
issues.  I have seen many cases of rats, bed bugs, scabies in homes in the area all common side effects of overcrowding and poor 
living conditions.  During our visits to homes in the area we have been overwhelmed by the damp in many properties. This can have 
long lasting health effects on children and the process to get a landlord to solve the issue is too complicated for many families (limited 
English, those in crisis) to follow. I believe, selective licensing would protect those who are most vulnerable.  Responsible landlords 
would help in tackling some of the issues of poverty raised above. 

58 Some back to back houses in Harehills have been converted to HMO's. There are people paying hundreds of pounds per month for a 
room in a cellar. The most vulnerable with fewer choices are the ones who rogue landlords accept and who's properties they fail to 
maintain to a reasonable lettable standard. They must be held accountable. As it stands there are Landlords who accept tenants on 
benefits and provide them with a dwelling not a home. Housing Benefit paid to these Landlords benefits no-one, but with a deficit of 
social housing in Leeds responsible landlords are needed to fill the gap. They need to be providing value for money. 

59 We need to make these landlords accountable, especially when their tenants are wreaking havoc in an already struggling area.  
Poor living conditions mean tenants behave worse. 

60 I am home owner so rental questions do not apply. The landlord in next door property has not been helpful when i have contacted him 
with concerns about his tenants and refuses to take responsibility for problems that effect my house. 

61 Anything that returns what should be low cost housing back into dweller ownership is a good thing. This housing should not be used 
to exploit the poor and ensure they are trapped in poverty - hemorrhaging money to landlords is IMMORAL! 

62 I could not afford to live in my home after bein made redunadant and having a breakdown. Letting out home and staying with sister 
allows me to get by. 

63 I might be reading it wrongly but it sounds like you are taxing a landlord to ensure he/she carries out things that would be expected in 
any other area such has having a safe home. Things that they could spend this money on. In addition there is a requirement that they 
record anti-social behaviour and evict tenants to whom they receive reports about it months apart. I think I would like to see a list of 
the anti-social behaviour, how they might be expected to resolve certain issues in comparison to others and what action they are 
expected to take. A lot of the problems I see in these areas come as this is last resort housing. Vulnerable members of society who 
no longer have a voice or any resources find themselves bunched together in expensive but unsafe properties and do not for various 
reasons report the problems. This could be because they don't want to draw attention to themselves but could also be because they 
don't want to lose the roof over their heads. I would foresee any tenant that reports a late repair or lack of safe equipment/furniture 
suddenly finding there were some anonymous reports of their being noise nuisance or similar at their home and being served notice 
just as happens now with repairs.  There needs to be more explanation as to what will be done with the money that the license pays 
for (will it just cover the cost of the inspectors?). What will happen to fine money? What will happen to tenants when the landlords pull 
out of the scheme? Have you done a risk assessment to note how many people will be made homeless as a result of this coming in 
and the likely cost to the taxpayer of rehousing these tenants. 

64 Everyone living in an area share responsibilty for ensuring the area is a pleasant place to live. Private tennants are often transient, so 
property owners should accept this responsibilty is theirs. 

65 I strongly agree as I think it would bring better living standards for private tenants less pest infestation, better health and less anti 
social behaviour. 

66 think it will improve housing conditions within the area and try and eradicate bad landlord behaviours for example lots of properties in 
disrepair and landlords taking advantage of vulnerable tenants and high turnover of tenants in area. 

67 Many private Landlrds a "rogue" they charge extortionate rents for poor quality housing - due to the lack of social housing and the 
high demand of such places -"Captive market"! 

68 Circumstances have meant I MAY have to rent house out. I am barely covering my costs and working away from my family/friends, 
just to hang onto my home. Selective Licensing would undermine my own efforts here. 

69 I agree with the proposals for housing, Hopefully this will reduce the currently high level of crime and drive out drug dealers, street 
drinkers and other incidents. 

70 Landlord do not look after their property. Landlord don't care about tenants who are care not for their neighbours.  
Overcrowding tents housed in one property 

71 I had no idea that landlords weren't already legally required to maintain their homes in good condition, make sure they had gas safety 
certificates, etc. I am genuinely quite shocked to discover how lax current regulations are, and I support any move which pushes 
landlords to improve living standards. 

72 It will not solve the problem, will result in hight rentals from tenants who may already be finding it hard. This is another money making 
scheme for Leeds City Council making money off the back of tenants and landlords. LCC should provide affordable social housing!! 
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22. Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

73 The scheme would set standards and accountability for landlords / agents to maintain a proper living standard for tenants; who in turn 
would be required to enter into the terms of agreement and uphold their responsibilities more fully. Currently, I believe anti social 
behaviour is perpetuated in part by cycles of neglect; experienced on a fundamental level within the lack of basic standards of living. I 
believe we have landlords in the area who do not hold their tenents living standards as a priority. 

74 There is too much anti-social behaviour in the area, and it appears to be perpetrated by short-term tenants who have no attachment 
to / investment in the area. When landlords do not maintain properties, only the tenants with the lowest standards will move in (and 
not for long!). The combination of poorly maintained properties and badly behaved tenants makes the lives of longer term residents a 
misery, and the reputation of Harehills then ensures that socially responsible people avoid the neighbourhood, driving it further and 
further into trouble. If landlords were responsible for maintaining the standard of their houses and dealing with problematic tenants, 
they would be careful about who they let to. This is a really important step to take, and I back it fully. 

75 Landlords need to be made resources sei bless for theIreland properties and tenants 

76 I do not rent so don't feel able to comment on possible rent increases.  I do see badly maintained properties, anti social behaviour, 
massive problem with fly tipping almost daily , intimidating gangs of men and teenagers congregating on street corners, urinating in 
the street, taxi drivers throwing take away rubbish from their cars even when bins provided. Many of the local residents are organising 
litter picks and bulb planting -they need all the help they can get!! The landlords and business owners do not live there and don't 
seem to care at all about the area, they should be held responsible for the rubbish thrown by their customers. 

77 A large number of private landlords do not take any responsibility regarding the people they are putting into the properties. Plus they 
take the rent from people and have to live in poor conditions. Private landlords have got away with this for too long and should be 
made to take responsibility for their properties. 

78 Someone has to be responsible for the type of behaviour some residents are exhibiting but not sure it is just private tenants causing 
these problems. 

79 We have experienced extreme anti social behaviour from tenants, windows broken, car smashed to pieces, partner attacked in street. 
People moving out of their properities and then bought to sell. Loud music both day and night. This is the reason I believe selective 
licensing should be introduced. Make landlords more reliable for their tenants. 

80 dirty and poor living conditions 

81 They may put better people in.  not just someone to get rent.. 

82 Harehills needs to see a change and selective licensing will help it is about time landlords took respon6for their tenants 

83 properties need to be maintained and behaviour of tenants monitored 

84 Many, not all, private landlords do not seem to appreciate the notion of community, community pride, togetherness and a need to 
move gently throughout the area within which you live. In the main our street is lovely, but many house owners who let their property, 
seem to dump beds, carpets, ex tenants bits and pieces, in the streets rather than take them to the yip. There should be a collective 
responsibility for landlords, private owners and the council tenants, to maintain a clean, pleasant street 

85 I worry that I'd landlords were to use it as an excuse to increase rents, it might make it difficult for some tenants to keep up with 
payments. Leeds is become an increasingly expensive place to live, due to the large scale gentrification, so I would be concerned 
about that happening in Harehills too. There is a lot of poverty in this area, and pushing people out is certainly not the best way to 
deal with it. 

86 I believe landlords should be held to account in order to provide safe and good quality housing to their tennants. There are many 
landlords who own more properties than they can realistically look after to a high standard, and I don't believe this is a good thing for 
the tennants. 

87 Investigation Anti social behaviour should be independent. Landlords could make up complaints just to evict tenants.  Area is mainly 
street lined terraced, rubbish or dog shit on pavement is down to council, if theres evidence that someone did this, then council can 
and should prosecute as it is their jurisdiction. You already have powers, use them instead of putting tax on tenants. 

88 regulations are needed If we are to improve the area for those who live and work in the area people need to be held accountable for 
their actions or lack of action which is affecting the lives of those who live and work in the area 

89 I work with the residents of Harehills and have often heard about the problems they have with landlords, poor housing conditions and 
I see the state of the local area. 

90 I feel that any rise in rents should be refected on the safety, security and comfort of the properties. Private landlords who take 
advantage with little gain for their tenants need to be monitored for this reason also. 

91 in my lint of work come across tenants who rent from private landlords and they properties are in a very poor condition and 
overcrowded. 

92 The council needs to do something. The long terms effects anti social behaviour and poor living will impact our council in the long run. 
It is not cost effective. Harehills and beeston are two areas that need major work doing. 

93 Something needs to be done to improve the basic conditions for the lower income people 

94 Landlords are renting out disgusting houses that need repairing and decorating but claiming maximum rent and doing nothing .. 

95 I strongly disagree because it will increase rent. This will then mean people will be unable to afford to live in the area and will then 
have to move away from support. Also the council fail to police the current homes standard for those properties that have volunteered 
to the free scheme, which makes this pointless. It will achieve nothing. If private sector problems are to be fully addressed then this 
needs to come from central government with real policies on housing such as a rent cap and a real homes standard. 
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96 The area needs regulating and there seems to be too many landlords who are allowed to provide poor housing conditions whilst 
collecting high rents. 

97 They are both disgusting areas and something needs to be done about it, it’s like driving through the 3rd world, cars go all over the 
place, feels as if there is no rules and it’s a free for all, there are some people there who want to live an honest life and do try, but the 
large majority don’t care and live like disgusting creatures 

98 It's scary to even walk past the Harehills, there's kids running everywhere and getting inside the hospital, people consuming or 
dealing with drugs in the hospital grounds, workers have been assaulted in the past...To me it's obvious there's a need to do 
something about that area 

99 Currently there is no or very little responsibility taken by landlords and letting agents to maintain properties and surrounding areas. 
Houses are also overpopulated putting pressure on local amenities and services such as policing and refuse collection. 

100 Its not just tennants who are affected. ALL the community suffer due to bad landlords. Housing needs to give peopke safety and 
security and be of a certain standard. 

101 Pass years we in area having problems of noise nuisance youths making life difficult to live in the area.private tenant playing music at 
night can there children's play out in streets. landlord don't care in1 household 3 to4 family rented out. there dogs bark at night & day 

102 Landlords need to be held accountable for the appalling state of the area. The locals deserve better 

103 Some thing needs to be done about the poor condition of private rented homes and the amount of fly tipping in the area and tenants 
that cause anti social behaviour 

104 If the landlord is permitted to gain from renting then they should be held responsible and the costs should be met by them, it should 
also be upto the landlord to empty clear and remove all waste being left behind 

105 Both areas are full of private rented houses. 99% of these has tenants who do not respect the area or other people. Severe ASB, 
Harehills lane uswd to be a thriving part of leeds loads of lovely shops. Now I would not go near them on my own for fear if being 
attacked or robbed. Houses are dangeriously over crowded and nothing is getting done to the tenants or letting agents/landlords  

106 Having travelled through the Harehills area for many years and read about it in the news, it is clear that the area could benefit from a 
great level of responsibility in regards to the maintenance of properties and the tenants who rent those 

107 The decrease of living standards in Harehills has dramatically increased since the rise of private landlords over the last 10 years. I'm 
aware they can only do so much but they must have the right to evict tenants if they don't look after properties and tenants cause 
distress to those around them. Literally walk around Harehills now, I can't defend it anymore it's a horrible place to live!! 

108 When I lived in Harehills to my knowledge everyone I knew was an owner occupier. People took pride in their homes and gardens.  
For the last 6 years I have re -visited the area to see my daughter and son-in-law. I feel sickened by the detrimental changes and 
think this is mainly because of private landlords, who boast they don't have to live there themselves!!!  Houses are patched up as 
cheaply as possible, with no visual aesthetic to the rich VictorIan architecture, fly tipping between tenants, rubbish left to pile up in 
gardens and street corners. Drug houses that spring up in residential streets.  Many resident volunteers work extremely hard ,litter 
picking, tree and bulb planting, these individuals need support ,to change it for the better. The landlords don't care. I don't think the 
council has helped matters by building a school on the Stanley Road rubbish tip. I think Harehills residents should be exempt from the 
new charges for waste collection too. This would help tenants to get rid of the items left by previous tenants that landlords seem to 
dump. The landlords and their associates know they are doing wrong, in no civilised country is it acceptable to behave as they do but 
they just don't care !!!!  And have got away with it for far too long! !!!! 

109 I think it is needed to ensure that landlords are renting out suitable properties 

110 I believe in Beeston & harehills some landlords at the moment get away with letting property in a bad state. I would like to see some 
form of robust action taken 

111 its very Bad earea and it doese need attention and need a lot of services 

112 Don't see how it will change things 

113 This will kill my business. 

114 Good idea - some landlords rip off people they take rent but give nothing back 

115 Things are bad now and getting worse, something has to be done to stop the area sinking any lower. There are really good people in 
the area and we are just fed up of people moving into the area and not caring about anything. Landlords have a role to play in making 
sure tenants respect the property they live in and their impact on others just like local authority properties. 

116 NB Q's 18 & 19 not applicable, I'm not a tenant. There's not enough so-called social housing. Many people and families can't buy 
their homes. So there's an over-dependence on private landlords. Private landlords need to be made face up to their responsibilities. 
Many don't. Some action has to be taken, for the sake of our communities (where many of the landlords don't live). Maybe selective 
licensing will help? Though the proposed penalty sounds high, the suggested cost of the license is very low.  

117 There is no need for this in leeds - thing are fine as they are - there are no issues wih landlords nor tenants 

118 Making renting a real issue 

119 Who wants to be told they live in a slum 

120 Houses should be safe and of a good standard to live in all necessary works should be carried out. 
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121 It would help clean up the area and support vulnerable tenants 

122 Don't see how it would change anything 

123 Having worked in the area for over 3 years I rgularly deal with issues in properties where the landlords basically have the outlook of 
take the money and run. There are some good landlords but they are very few and far between. Managing agents leave a lot to be 
desired also. 

124 It will hopefully help to clean up the area. 

125 Better homes for people. 

126 The private landlord sector is in need of regulation, not only in it's quality but on rip off rents charged above mortgage levels 

127 Typical council "scheme" which will do nothing & waste money. 

128 licensing is required in order to safeguard private tenants but also to ensure Landlord manage and enforce their tenancy agreements 
effectively, including taking responsibility for monitoring their properties and taking appropriate action. Where I live both properties 
recently sold are to private Landlords who do not seem to care about the other residents of the area. One property is an eyesore with 
rubbish in garden and washing left hanging out at the side of the property with the new tenants leaving their children to be excessively 
noisy in the front garden and also congregating in both the front garden and the path outside. You can easily see which properties are 
private rented in my street and I also worry about the impact this will have on property prices. I have lived here happily for 22 years 
but am seriously thinking of moving when something happens to my elderly neighbour. Other residents have also moved because of 
the deterioration of the street and it seems like the problems of Harehills (albeit currently on a lesser scale for now) are creeping 
beyond the boundary you have stated. 

129 Some landlords need to get their act together they are making their tenants do the work on properties they should be doing. 

130 I agree if it were to clean up the area of Harehills. As walking around these streets is shocking and I can’t believe people want to live 
in these conditions. 

131 It's a good idea but private landlords already charge a lot of rent and most people in these areas already struggle to afford the rent 
due to low incomes. 

132 - Play ground in the area is not safe for kids to use. ASB issue in the park, dog fouling, teenager hanging around till really late, 
intimidation etc 

133 Residence should take responsibilities too, not just local authority's responsibility 

134 Needs to be more responsibility placed on Landlords & Tenant. 

135 Landlords seem to be able to run rings around Leeds City Council who do not appear to enforce any of the powers they have. For 
example, landlords letting out properties which do not meet decent standards of accommodation, rodent infestations, non working 
boilers yet these same landlords are able to easily obtain Housing Benefit payments from Leeds City Council. As part of the scheme I 
would like to see Leeds City Council enforce the rules they already have to ensure all gardens and the exterior of the property are 
kept in a good condition. For example, not allowing gardens to be used as local tips or allowing residents to build fences out of odd 
pieces of old furniture such as doors, cupboards and baby gates etc. 

136 I agree in principal, but only IF the funding from the proposed scheme is used to;  1. Ensure improvement in the quality of properties 
in the area.  2. Reduce crime and ASB in the area.  3. Ensure environmental improvement in the area. 

137 House value and kudos of my home will be hurt by slum label 

138 Friends neighbours are taken advantage of by landlords due to their poor english, houses not maintained properly with sewer outlet 
blocked by landlords pouring of concrete for bodged fence, and drain now pouring over garden. Many foreign tenants don't know their 
rights. 

139 Some houses are I a terrible state bringing down the area this should be addressed 

140 The areas have large sector of private landlords & are areas that appear unkempt & at times almost set aside from other communities 
Landlords-who make profit from their residents/properties must also take some responsibility for who they let properties to 

141 Private sector tenants need to have the same rights as social housing tenants. Private Setor landlords should also be held 
resposinsible for the behaviour of their tenants in the manner of social housing landlords. More than anything the standard of property 
being rented should be of a livable standard. 

142 Current landlord knows that our gas supply is illegally close to the electrics and refuses to remedy this 

143 Your consultation is on making another money making scheme. Am not a landlord but when landlord have tenants in their properties 
it's the bloody tenants fault for asbos and fly tipping as they the ones that are doing it. The council don't help by bringing this area to 
it's knees and the cllrs in harehills are a bloody joke that rig the voting system 

144 The tenants should also be responsible for the place they live in. There should be more focus on tackling nuisance tenants and 
making landlords responsible and to evict nuisance tenants 

145 If i believe that this scheme would to go ahead then it would mean that the councils would have at least power to deal with situations 
like this and overall improve the area which is excellent as far as im concerned. 

146 There's a perception that large numbers of landlords in Harehills take no responsibility for their properties or for the welfare and 
wellbeing of their tenants. There is also the perception that the behaviour of some tenants goes unchecked and unregulated which 
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has a very negative impact within the community. There's a perception in Harehills that the private rented sector housing (both 
landlords and tenants) is neglected and that no one is willing to do anything. Selective Licensing would be a positive step towards 
tackling this. 

147 More intelligent controls needs, not just hoops used with benchmarks for PR purposes 

148 I work with tenants who experience ASB from tenants of private rented properties where the landlords are not willing to do anything 
about it. I also see privately rented properties in very poor condition but tenants are too afraid of losing their home to report problems 
to environmental health. Both of these cause problems at an individual level but also affect the neighbourhood as a whole and make it 
less attractive for people to live there. 

149 We will not be able to afford rent if it increases. We don't have issues with our landlord or our property. 

150 Tenants will be penalised for selective licensing and rent will go up 

151 Will lead to increased rents - several landlords have confirmed this will be their first option. These areas do not match your description 
of the problems that are supposed to exist. The majority of streets seem to be clean. There are none that are boarded up or have 
broken windows. 

152 This is going to cause my rent to go up. 

153 I could not afford to pay more rent. I'm on housing benefit and my rent is more than the benefit allowance already. I'm not sure where 
you are supposed to rent somewhere for the benefit allowance, but I've never seen anywhere! So any increase in rent would make it 
untenable to remain. 

154 Harehills is currently drowning in a see of constant household fly tipping. The root cause is negligent landlords who either do not clear 
disgusting broken furniture from their properties before letting to desperate tenants, or if they do arrange for clearance do so cheaply, 
paying a man and a van with no questions asked about where the said household waste gets dumped. Negligent landlords also do 
not care that their properties are squalid eyesore's often with yards full of accumulated detritus because they do not have to live next 
to it. Those who leave properties empty for years are also contributing to a boom in vermin populations. Neglectful landlords also fail 
to address the activities of antisocial tenants leaving demoralised neighbours to have to live with the constant noise, inappropriate 
behaviours and in some cases drug dealing and cannabis growing. 

155 Area is changed so much over the years. 

156 I think that landlords should be responsible for the maintenance of there property but tenants should be responsible for there share as 
well, it’s a two way system speaking as a land lady 

157 I feel that the area has been left to decline into a poor state. There needs to be some sort of action to make the area safer, tidier and 
get back to the happy place it once was. 

158 Feels it will push bad housing underground. 

159 I don't want anyone disturbing my private space. 

160 ASB, high crime rate, fly tipping, rubbish. All issues in area need dealing with. 

161 There are huge amounts of landlords living in the city that have become millionaires from housing benefit and low income families. 
The majority whilst earning colossal amount of money have shown a blatant disregard for the standard of properties they deem 
acceptable for a person to live in. Landlords need to be held accountable and there needs to be a expectation & commitment to this & 
enforcement measures followed if they chose not to embrace selective licencing. I truly hope that this proposal comes to fruition and 
FINALLY we can move away from accepting it's ok for people in a city that cares by no longer allowing residents to live in utterly 
shambolic conditions. The Beeston & Harehills communities are beautiful so let's give the residents the accommodation they deserve. 

162 We must be responsible like LCC 

163 Good idea - area has gone down hill in the past 10 years 

164 Landlords take advantage if they see vulnerability. 

165 good idea 

166 Very good idea if word spreads it improves the city 

167 Good idea if landlords take note & do what is required.  Scheme should calm the city 

168 Potential benefits but LCC must deliver 

169 Good idea 

170 It is the collective responsibility of the council, the police and the local resident community to report and curb crime and ASB! Why are 
landlords being penalised and made to police? How many times has my family, resident in Harehills, reported drug-dealing happening 
in their back street? NOT ONCE did the police arrive or did ANYTHING! So now my family should be penalised for that? By shoving 
the responsibility of 'policing' to local landlords so that police can utilise their time in setting up coffee mornings to raise dementia 
awareness?? It's like the service providers are unable to do their job so someone has to pay the price and it would be the 
homeowners of Beeston and Harehills!  What a STUPID idea! Who came up with it? Completely beyond comprehension! 

171 Selective licensing is a brilliant idea and will protect some of the most vulnerable people in these areas. It will support the need for 
properties to be maintained to a good standard and improve the general feeling within the communities. It will support people to feel 
better about themselves if their home is in a good state- poor housing is often linked to poor mental health. 
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172 If licencing should take place it should be for the whole of Leeds and not just Beeston or Harehills where there are a lot of ethnic 
minority people. Tenants may already be finding it difficult paying the rent/bill. Licensing would probably mean their rent going up. 

173 not fair my landlord is good and looks after my house 

174 You are charging the landlord all of this money. My landlord gives me a good property at a good rent. They have told me they will 
charge me this extra cost in one fee at the start of my next contract. I cannot afford this cost & will need to find somewhere else or 
even leave Leeds as I hear rents in Bradford are less. 

175 Tenants can be afraid to complain about poor service and conditions when they have little security of tenure - they fear revenge 
evictions or rent hikes to unaffordable levels, forcing them out. Therefore if the Local Authority vets the standard of properties as a 
matter of routine then tenants can have a better chance of improved conditions and service without having to confront their landlord. 
The Landlord will have to maintain and manage the property to a good standard anyway so will have no hard feelings towards the 
sitting tenant. 

176 Good idea but higher rents would be an issue. 

177 Good idea tenants will be assured everything will be ok. 

178 Good idea but believe student market also needs regulation and a city wide licensing scheme would be of benefit. 

179 Good idea will make it safer. 

180 Good idea 

181 Good idea 

182 It will make houses better for rent 

183 Properties need to be liveable not dangerous 

184 This scheme can solve problems of tenants and improve health and safety and comfort levels of tenants then it is a good idea 
provided the rise in rents are affordable. 

185 The level of crime and drugs, drink in Harehills would be halved if landlord were made to deal responsibly with tenants. 

186 There is a great need for such a measure, its long overdue. 

187 It seems like all the money charged will only go into administrating a scheme that seems to be in place. So what use is this to either 
the landlords, tenants or owners like me. Any money collected should all be used to improve the facilities. More police would be very 
useful 

188 Council responsibilities being put into landlords, it’s not houses that need improving its streets. 

189 Good idea thought they already had to have a licence. 

190 good idea 

191 Good idea 

192 good idea 

193 good idea 

194 Good idea 

195 Good idea to inspect properties and make sure they are safe. Should cover all the city not fair to pick on one/two areas. 

196 Good idea, there should be responsibility & accountability. Scheme will safeguard both LL & tenant. 

197 Look at Grenfell. People must be safe. 

198 Want to see change happening.  Don't want to pay rent increase and nothing happens. 

199 Good idea 

200 Then people won't be able to afford their rent and then more people will go to the council. 

201 Good LL why should I have to pay the fee. 

202 It would keep the housing standards at a level that would build a community. If selective licensing went ahead it might introduce rent 
controls? 

203 Really good idea - but cannot afford to pay rent if increased. 

204 They are the worst places in Leeds. Landlords take advantage of their tenants. Violence and overcrowding. 

205 Area needs environmental issues to be looked at. 

206 People paying any form of rent regardless of who pays to be made to live in poor housing conditions. 

207 Good idea if followed up - will work if homes are behind it 
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208 Good idea 

209 I have seen the conditions families have to live-in in the area. On many occasions the properties are not maintained to a good 
standard the landlords do not carry out repairs and the families health and well being are affected. I don't think that the tenants should 
have to pay more rent if these proposals are introduced.This is unfair as they already get charged rent that is too high for substandard 
accommodation. If they receive housing benefit this often doesn't cover the whole cost of the rent and they have to make up the 
shortfall. Any increase could lead to increase in debt and potentially losing their home. 

210 I can't see how what you propose will make any difference except make the landlords charge me more & cause them to keep 
attending my house in order to do what you want them to do. My house is fine. 

211 I will just get charged more rent to cover the landlord's costs. I can't afford this & so will need to move. Why are you doing this when 
my place is fine & I'm happy living here? Some of my friends in the area have said the same thing. We cannot afford to pay £825. 

212 Bayswaters & Harehills Road area needs a good living environment. 

213 I feel that addressing the problem of poor housing and poor environment will encourage us all to respect each other and share the 
responsibility of maintaining a good place to live. 

214 Selective licensing will be a wakeup call to all these corporate landlords whose main motivation is rent. They will be encouraged to 
actually do something about their poor tenants and in turn charge additional rent. This will levae behind high quality tenants and get 
rid of poor tenants who bring with them anti social behaviour, pollution and enviromental damage. I as a resident along with other 
local residents and family have the view that Harehills is one of the most disguting places in Leeds due to poor quality tenants who 
are in most cases migrants. The issue is not the migrants though, it is landlords who are neglecting their duties they owe to other 
residents by not enforcing a duty upon their own tenants to live in a manner which does not bring about negative externalities. 
I personally will await to see the outcome of this scheme, if it does not go ahead, I will bring about legal action against the landlords 
and maybe even the council itself for neglecting public duty to this area which is now very run down. Is Roundhay like this? Is 
oakwood like this? Is chapel allerton like this? Is Meanwood like this? Is Alwoodley like this? Is shadwell like this? Is Moortown like 
this? Is Wetherby like this? Is Morley like this? I can go on and on, the answer is No, they are all clean areas which quality tenants 
and landlords alike. Harehills has local businessmen who are landlords buying properties with the sole intention of generating income 
at any means. No wonder the area is a disgrace. 

215 Tenants needs to manage the houses they live in. Even a dog clean the spot with his paws before he sits there. Landlords can't baby 
sit tenants they have to earn a living. If selective licensing goes ahead landlords will increase rents which will impact the tenants. 

216 Good idea 

217 Good idea some landlords take advantage of people that don't know the law or speak the language. 

218 It makes it more difficult for morally reprehensible landlords to do as they will with their properties for, maximum financial gain without 
a care for the area they are directly / indirectly destroying. 

219 As previously 

220 Landlords have a social, ethical and moral responsibility to ensure that their properties are safe. They have a duty of care to their 
Tennant's and to the local community. Sum landlords have a profoundly negative effect and cumulative impact on the community. 

221 This would hopefully sift out the bad tenants as well as make sure the houses were taken care of. If a tenant did not look after the 
house they should be asked to move out, not kept there just so the landlord received his rent. The people who have lived there for 
years and bought their own homes are now suffering to a degree it is causing ill health to the older residents, my husband included. 

222 Good idea because there are a lot of cowboys out there who don't look after their properties and do not carry out repairs. 

223 There are too many ways for landlords to wriggle out of their responsibilities. 

224 Very good idea. 

225 Good idea 

226 I agree with selective licensing because they can take care of the tenants and keep their property in a good condition. 

227 I think this is the best solution 

228 Think great idea, lets hope it works! 

229 High turnover of tenancy 

230 Flytipping issue in the area, needs to be tackled 

231 Why not visit local school.  Speak to family support worker within school 

232 Need to look into pot holes & pavements too. 

233 Landlords is not the problem, the government is the problem & LCC. The whole system need to look into. Won't get done in 5 years 
will take 10 years. 

234 Lived in the area for over 35 years. Feels area has changed for worse over the years. Harehills is not the same place as it was before 

235 Selective licensing will attract professionals to the area, who care about their homes. It will also give the council the power to ensure 
the landlords repair and maintain their properties and keep it safe for tenants and the neighbours. Selective licensing will also reduce 
crime and money laundering by checking landlords credentials. 
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236 This used to be quite a pleasant area to live in, with a good selection of useful local small businesses. My partner is now rather 
frightened by the anti-social behaviour in the area and disgusted by the amount of dog fouling and rubbish left in the streets- as am I. 
Anything that can be done to improve things is to be welcomed. 

237 Good idea 

238 If it improves the price paid for rent. People are struggling with rents. Landlords are charging more than the properties are worth, how 
about a cap on rents based on size / quality / furnished or not. 

239 Good idea 

240 Good idea - landlords not carrying out work 

241 I think anything that discourages private landlords from operating is a good idea, I think the council should go further and seize 
property from private landlords (problem ones initially) to use as social housing stock that is publicly operated. 

242 Pretty important 

243 Good idea 

244 Landlords are in the business of making as much money as possible renting out properties whilst doing as little as possible to 
maintain the property and the area. I strongly agree that the Leeds Council takes control of the situation by using selective licensing.  
I do not think rents will increase as they are probably dictated by housing benefit levels and will probably be at a market rate now. 

245 Not sure if this is a good solution but something should be done finally to improve those areas as people live very poorly. 

246 It is unfortunate that in your surveying you are anticipating that LL will pass on the cost of the licensing; rather than challenging this. 
Tenants should be entitled to a safe and sound home without LL neglecting. 

247 I don't know all the details of the proposed scheme or whether it could be done better, but I do believe that some sort of licencing 
scheme would help. 

248 Especially in Harehills 

249 Landlord has already explained that my rent must go up to cover the charge. I will need to make a one off payment of £825. I cannot 
afford this. I cannot afford to pay any large increase. 

250 Universal credit will make it harder for me to manage. I cannot afford to pay this fee if it is passed on as seems to be the case. 

251 Some landlords go out of way to please tenants, some don't. Need to address core issue - racism. 

252 Should be responsible as receiving rent 

253 Better housing needed 

254 Good landlords treat tenants well & everyone should be treated the same 

255 Family have problems with fly tipping and crime 

256 People should look after their properties they rent 

257 I can only speak on behalf of the conditions I have witnessed with some of our parents currently living in privately rented 
accommodation around the Harehills area. Often rent is high & Landlords do minimal in the way of house and grounds maintenance, 
for a large percentage they often do not act on concerns raised by tenants, this can include but is not an exhausted list: Infestation of 
mice, rats, fleas and cockroaches, Boiler, central heating and hot water not working.  No repercussion or action taken in respect of 
anti-social behaviour.  overcrowding with up to 6-12 people living in one property. I personally believe Landlords should be held 
accountable for the standards of their property, every person has a right to live in a safe and comfortable home. 

258 I think it is unfortunate that government policy dictates that the scheme must be self-funded as there will undoubtedly be some 
upward pressure on rent levels. It seems we are again making poorer people take the hit for the poor performance of those with more 
resources. However, if the money raised is used wisely to drive out rogue landlords, the scheme has our support. Landlords *should* 
benefit from an increase in property values as the area improves. However, if rogue landlords chose to buy elsewhere, eschewing the 
areas where selective licensing is in place, it might have the opposite effect, since demand in Beeston and Harehills would reduce. 
XXX concerned that we *might* be classified as a private landlord despite the fact that our leases and nomination agreements mean 
our properties are let through Leeds's Housing Register. If we are, it would not seem fair that we are penalised whilst larger RPs with 
more resources are not asked to contribute at all. 

259 I am a private homeowner living in mixed ownership area. I am concerned that people I know who live in privately rented 
accommodation have very little opportunity to complain about poor living conditions 

260 Harehills has declined rapidly. Much of this is because landlords but up cheap houses and then rent them out. There is big Problems 
with overcrowding in houses. There is big problems with landlords gutting houses when tenants leave and dumping the stuff on the 
streets. No one cares. It is shocking & disgusting. It’s time the council regained Some control and held this slum landlords to account 

261 You are punishing private landlords and taking no responsibility. We pay council tax. You sort out the issues. Let the police have 
more power. Dont punnish private landlords and tenants. 

262 From my experiance i strongly disagree with this proposal. If a house is in a bad condition the tenant can always go to the council and 
report it,if the landlord isnt doing any repairs. I think it would be unfair to the good landlords that do everything they can to make their 
tenant comfortable and safe. 
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263 I think selective licensing for landlords will penalise the good landlords that are around here. 

264 The landlords need to be responsible for who they rent to, as they don’t care who they rent to or the problems some tenants cause for 
other residents 

265 The few streets where I live is nice normal most of us work and look after our homes. But you come out off here and if feels like a no 
go area its frightening I don't even like driving through to get home from work. Their is one street imperticular that is really really bad 
its so run down windows always getting smashed rubish all over. 

266 There needs be control over greedy unscrupulous landlords who are profiteering from the most vulnerable in our society 

267 The problems I have experienced all concerned rental properties 

268 Landlords keep properties in poor repair encouraging high turn over of tenancies. This add to fly tipping in the whole area. Breaks 
down community and adds to anti social behaviour and low mieal 

269 I've spoken to tenants and they say a small increase to rent woukd be ok to live in a safe, well maintained house. I do worry that the 
fee might be a bit high and the landlords have said they'd want to recover the cost of the fee within a couple of years rather than over 
five. I've heard a few good landlords say this is something they support. 

270 It would make the area nice again people in rented houses gardens and homes would look like they have been looked after 

271 I rented as a tenant in Leeds for 15 years. If the houses I lived in were not up to standard I would understand a slight rent increase for 
improvements, however I believe that the cost of maintaining property and safety checks should already be covered by the rent so 
would question large increases as that would suggest to me that landlords are only interested in maximising profit and do not have 
their tenants well-being in mind. It is not the tenants financial responsibility to ‘improve’ a property from the standard they moved in at 
but the landlords responsibility to keep it comply with required standards. 

272 Landlords are not playing fairly by ensuring home conditions are maintained to a reasonable standard and are also charging rents 
that are way out of line with social housing costs. 

273 It needs doing 

274 Landlords already are responsible. If they don’t keep thing right they get sued by tenants. Pointless and expensive proposal. 

275 I have lived in Harehills for many years and the solution you are proposing makes no sense. The public services like the police, 
council, refuse collection and social workers need to work together like they should be doing, then there would be no issues. This 
proposal is deeply flawed. 

276 My Landlord is very good to me and always keeps maintence of the house and both gardens a priority. He does not spare expense. 
He even takes out our bins and brings them back in before he goes to work. 

277 It will brand the area as a place to avoid for investment. 

278 The landlord will charge me for no obvious direct benefit. My home is already in a good condition 

279 Wont change anything for me. My home is good. If my landlord pays more then i will have to pay more but i will get nothing back for 
this extra money. I cannot afford to pay all this extra money. 

280 Cannot see how the council charging a landlord will improve anything for the tenant or the area.  The landlord will just have another 
reason not to spend as they wont have the money. 

281 Harehills has always been an area of poor people but over the past few years has become very run down, crime has increase and 
one no longer feels safe, even in daytime. Houses are not kept in the clean and tidy condition they once were, some tenants are 
disrespectful of each other, causing friction within the community, and I feel sorry for people who would like to move out because of 
this but cannot afford to. 

282 if nothing is used to make the area better then its a waste of time. 

283 cant see any benefit for me. my rent will just go up but i get nothing in return. its a good place to live but i will probably need to move 
to somewhere cheaper 

284 I strongly agree as it would put more onus on the landlords here to make their houses and flats good quality, and I hope it would 
enable you to deal with unfit landlords much more effectively. Also if landlords had to pay extra hopefully it would spur them to get 
tenants into their currently empty properties which I think is outrageous given we have a lack of affordable housing in this country! 

285 Harehills is an area of high activity crime anti social behaviour and has been left to it's own devices. Some landlords exploited people 
and too many people experiencing similar problems in one area creating a ghetto. Not save to visit without taking extra precautions 

286 I cannot afford to pay additional rent 

287 Cannot afford any more 

288 Me & my mates cannot pay this. We can't see the point when our houses are ok. 

289 i cant see how if can help a tenant financially. Any house i have viewed has always been ok. It's usually the price or not having 
enough deposit. 

290 Rent rates and all other bills are already increasing constantly all the time. I don't believe I would have the money to pay for this 
increase if it goes ahead and it will probably force me to move from the area as I don't recieve any additional benefits. I like where I 
currently live and have never had any issues with my current landlord 
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22. Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

291 Why should i have to pay more rent for this scheme to go ahead I dont suppot this at all 

292 Don't know why you're saying some landlords might put rent up when it's obvious that they all will in order to be able to pay for this. Its 
only going to affect us tennants badly so it's pointless 

293 This is an unhelpful idea to the tenants because rent will be increased because of selective licensing and bad news for the Landlords 
who are already struggling to breakeven. 

294 I cant understand how you will make this work. Dont understand how can make an owner pay all this money & how that will make 
less crime or antisocial behaviour. Why not lock the people up that do this. The landlord has said he will have to charge me all the fee 

295 Fear i would have to move because of this. Lived here for a few years now and like the area and landlord. Don't wanna have to move 
because of rent increase! 

296 People are already short on cash dont need you increasing our rents for us 

297 I have friends who are both landlords & tenants. None of them think it will fix anything. 

298 Those houses will become more expensive to live in. So people will move to other parts of the area. There are no empty houses so 
people will be forced to move to other areas or ask for a council house. 

299 In my professional role working in Beeston I see daily first hand the impact of poor housing on peoples physical and mental health. 
This is an increasing public health concern 

300 Don't want the rent to increase 

301 Don't know if it will make difference. 

302 I feel this is a good idea and can only benefit people living in that area. 

303 standards should be met and maintained 

304 About Time 

305 Too many landlords take property on but don't take responsibility for them 

306 Really good idea 

307 Very good idea 

308 very good idea 

309 GOOD IDEA 

310 Good idea - my agent is good 

311 Good idea - make landlords responsible 

312 LL take long time + access for repairs for emergency 

313 should be doing this already 

314 Landlords should be responsible 

315 Good area 

316 I think this will help the community be a safer place 

317 people should not have to live in squalor and poor housing conditions. it is not acceptable. Living in fear of being evicted if they speak 
out is not acceptable. 

318 GOOD FOR TENANTS BUT NOT FOR LANDLORDS 

319 good idea to inspect properties to make sure they are safe 

320 GOOD IDEA - MANY PEOPLE TAKING ADVANTAGE AND HAVE TO HAVE LICENCE THEY WILL BE PROPERLY MANAGED 

321 Landlords & tenants would take better care of their propertys and the overall area 

322 I think because it make a huge change , there should be a chance to go forward 

323 standards of private accommodation is shocking in those areas people should be held accountable 

324 it makes such a huge change to all of us 

325 I feel that LCC should introduce this without consultation good landlords have nothing to fear, poor landlords watch out. This is 
needed asap 

326 I feel this would benefit the local area and community 

327 LL didn't care about the tenant/family, left bags of rubbish outside due to this there was rats. rubbish was left until family left the 
property 
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22. Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills?  

328 I THINK IT WILL BETTER THE AREA 

329 Although I own my own property I agree to this as one day I may have to rent. I have lived in my own property in Harehills for the last 
15 years and have had to take matters into my own hands i.e trying to talk to landlords about all the problems RE-qu 7 most say not 
our problem and say call the police. Irresponsible landlords is an understatement. 

330 I agree because I think it will help the areas with problems with the privately rented properties because landlords will have to deal with 
the issues. 

331 need this! 

332 I feel it excellent move if it encourages landlords to fulfil the legal obligations and provide safew and healthy environments for their 
tenants 

333 definitely good idea 

334 Selective Licensing is the great idea how to control the landlords and tenants as well. Both sides should keep some rules to get a 
good connection between them. 

335 good idea 

336 Good idea 

337 Tenants and landlord should be held responsible for all actions. 

338 Landlords needs to improve their properties and should be able to provide a better service. 

339 From my opinion I think it will have a positive difference if landlord will have a rights what they have to do if they want to provide a 
house to rent. 

340 Selective licensing should go ahead because it means tenants have more security and they know where they stand. 

341 I BELIEVE IN ORDER TO GET THE LICENCE AND RENEWAL OF THE LICENCE WOULD REQUIRE SHOWING GOOD 
MAINTAINANCE OF THE PROPERTY 

342 -states, not sure why we are consulting, she feels we need to introduce this right now. 

343 I am homeless I work full time just need a roof over my head I haver looked at private rent I have not enough money coming in 

344 It needs regulating. The rents will increase anyway. I'd like my home to be monitored safely by the Council. 

345 Landlord need contacting but no rent increase! 

346 needs to be done people can't live here like this 

347 Landlords should be responsible to look after the condition of their rented property. 

348 I agree that housing in the Harehills area should remain up to scratch and that landlords provide adequate housing. 

349 Good Idea 

350 I think it would be a good idea to reduce the amount of drughouses there is. Also better living conditions may improve peoples quality 
of life eg. make them feel more happy/comfortable at home, reduce depression and drug use. 

351 Long-time due, overcrowding issue, Bellbrooks. In Bellbrooks her Eastern European friend who lives in flat told her that her flat's 
basement has room full of mattress, LL is charging £45-50 per mattress 

352 Strongly agree to ensure that privately rented properties are in good repair and conditions are good for tenant 

353 Very good idea - some trouble houses. Better Living 

354 To improve housing. 

355 LL Need Regulating 

356 Good idea 

357 both landlords and tenants needs to go through series of checks before. check procedures, can't fix the problems from the branch, 
need to look into the roots of the problem! 

358 Good idea - sort out problems in the area 

359 Person hadn't filled in rent increase question or the amount they'd be prepared to pay. Instead they entered 'N/A'. Here is what they 
wrote: I have noted the condition of properties in both areas appearing to deteriorate over the past 10-15 years. 

360 This will ensure a decent house for anyone who wants to live in a rented house. It will help bring decent tenants bin the area. 
It will help with cleanliness of the area. 

361 Too many bad landlords and ASB tenants 

362 Good idea to tackle bad tenants 
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363 Both landlord and tenant need to be educated 

364 Good idea but concerned it will cost LL's too much. how about an Umbrella fee to cover all properties instead of charging individually. 

365 I think its a good idea, but worried about the increased rent 

366 We need the private landlords to be made responsible for their tenants behaviour and to keep the properties in a good condition. 

367 Good Idea 

368 Q16- Because I believe Leeds city council is not doing much to tackle anti social behaviour and crime in this area for this reason I feel 
at least the landlords should be given the responsibility of taking care of this nuisance. Although I don't believe that the landlords 
alone would be able to achieve much. First of all the landlords will think of the loss of their income during the time their property will 
remain empty. Secondly I would say not every landlord would want to get in trouble with their tenants and face issues with evicting 
tenant who would not easily leave. The landlord may end up paying thousands of pounds to get rid of bad tenants. I believe Leeds 
city council should play the major rore in dealing with such tenants. Leeds city council should also question such landlords who bring 
bad tenants and fail to look after the cleanliness and peace of the area. 

369 Improve Housing 

370 I agree because they would know they are responsible 

371 I would be appreciated if you could kindly pay attention to our poor housing condition and area thank you. 

372 Concerns Landlords will pass on costs and make tenants pay for it 

373 I work within housing and seen properties in both areas that are sub-standard ie mould, no proper ventilation, cheap carpets beds 
landlords should be more responsible. 

374 Good for Locality 

375 personally no - have no problems happy with lic but for the community yes can see the benefit. 

376 Would like the landlord to be professional and benefit tenant 

377 Good idea 

378 It is good to have a safe environment and good standard of living but I have my reservations. This is because these areas are 
occupied by migrants and these areas receive people with JSA or benefits. They don't ask for deposits which is good for poor people. 
If there are options for negative consequences it might be acceptable 

379 Concerned about increase in rent but believe it may be a necessary trade off to crack down on unscrupulous landlords&letting agents 

380 I believe the private sector needs to be more regulated. Too many issues go under the radar 

381 Private Sector Housing MUST be improved. Conditions are unacceptable in too many properties. Landlords take from a local area 
and put nothing back 

382 Licence will make sure LCC control within for supervision. If scheme includes statistics must be well informed & aware of what to do 

383 The help is needed, however, not sure this will work in practise. Had bad experience through LHO, used to work for hospital 
discharge team, they use PSLS property and despite being inspected property was in poor condition. 

384 Housing in area is poor 

385 Good idea - everyone will get decent property 

386 Good idea - make landlords responsible 

387 very good idea 

388 LL didn't care about the tenant / family, left 10 bags of rubbish outside due to this there was rat issue, rubbish was left until her family 
left the property 

389 Poor quality of housing in the area 

390 good idea if everything is changed 

391 why not city wide 

392 Needs to uplift the area, create pride and responsibility and ownership from residence. 

393 I live in Harehills and as I walk around the area, I can see that the rented properties of some private landlords are NOT properly kept-
up. 

394 No one is held accountable for their actions 

395 poor housing standards water leak internal doors & windows. windows will not shut only part of cooker works *logged with PRS 28/09 

396 Good area - Lyerscoss status be jetter   Prospective tenants be some they hot them luv. 

397 Guess I do 
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398 I will agree, that will also mean private properties needed to be maintained to a standard acceptable. 

399 So the landlords don't let sub standard and over crowded properties. 

400 This will improve the area 

401 Not fair to pay rent and live in poor conditions 

402 I think it would be a really good idea however don't agree with rent increases and think it may make it harder to obtain private homes 
as landlords may be stricter with those on DSS 

403 Good Idea 

404 Very Good idea 

405 Unreadable 
 

 

23. Is there anything else that you would like to say?  

1 The areas are densly populated and need more resources. 

2 This has been a long time coming. Leeds city council this needs to happen. Harehills has been victim to negligent landlords for too long 
I cannot comment on Beeston because I do not live there but I imagine the problems are similar. Responsible landlords will have 
nothing to fear. Landlords need to be accountable and this is the way to do it. 

3 Please act fast, we are loosing all the owner occupiers on our street as they sell up to escape anti social behaviour from surrounding 
rental properties and those of us remaining are becoming locked in/living in fear. 

4 This selective licensing is just what areas such as Harehills and Beeston have needed for years. I'd like to thank the council for 
recognising this and I hope it goes through asap for the sake of everyone living and working in these areas. 

5 I see patients (tenants) regularly in housing that has pests & damp. I see multiple families in housing meant for 1 family in overcrowded 
conditions on a regular basis. There is graffiti, people openly smoking cannabis on the street, intimidatingly large groups of people on 
the street, people intoxicated with alcohol on the streets, noise, rubbish. There are very young children in the streets unsupervised. The 
Nowells are probably the worst area. A lot of my patients are single and elderly and scared to go out of their front doors. 

6 Landlords are currently not accountable for the safety and security of their tenants. They are responsible for a large amount of the fly 
tipping occurring in the area and are currently a law unto themselves. Whilst they are allowed to continue in this way, vulnerable people 
will be taken advantage of and the area will have no cohesion or sense of ownership and belonging. This is our home, not just a quick 
profit for absentee landlords 

7 I have no more words for this area.  Gone to the dogs  The slums of Harehills  We have gone back in time 

8 I feel that many families are already stretched financially in Harehills, and I cannot see why a selective licensing scheme would provide 
landlords with a reason to increase their rent. Rents should be monitored and measured in order that housing benefit is not abused, 
costing LCC more money. 

9 Please, for the sake of all the many amazing residents, implement this. It is necessary to help make Harehills a better place to live. We 
are drowning in litter, fly tipping and greedy, inconsiderate landlords. I have been promising our 1200 Facebook members that a 
revolution is happening in Harehills, please support our cause, thank you. 

10 The proposed scheme is being developed to address particular areas of the city that have got consistently worse over the last 10 years. 
The requirements that landlords will need to adhere to within this scheme must go far enough and beyond basic safety levels. They 
must include the condition of the outside of the property, the speed in which repairs should be carried out to boilers / plumbing /cookers 
etc. the condition of guttering and drains, the limit on number of occupants, otherwise not enough difference will be made. If it forces 
landlords to sell it will allow more owner occupiers to move to the area, which will then increase the condition of properties in the area. 
There must be a way for other residents on the street to make contact with the council to raise concerns. It can be intimidating 
approaching ASB neighbours. We have also supported previous next door neighbours when the landlord failed to carry out repairs, 
unfortunately the process found the house being declared uninhabitable by LCC environmental health and our lovely neighbours 
(asylum seeking women) were moved away. If landlords complain about having to pay the licence fee and threaten to pass it on to 
tenants, it needs to be a good enough benefit to the tenants - so a guarantee that the additional requirements (not just basic safety) are 
enjoyed in their tenancy. 

11 Not only housing, the number of times me and my grandchildren have almost been runover by people who don't know how to drive, 
what road signs and signals mean , is ridiculous. As well as addressing housing issues, you need to crack down on people who 
probably haven't even got a licence. 

12 Harehills is neglected. Since the sudden influx of certain nationalities it has declined even more. A lot of the private rented houses are 
overcrowded, this is contributing to the noise, the mess and ASB. 

13 For to Long Leeds City Council and the government have ignored the plight of inner city working class areas. 

14 This scheme would be extremely useful in Headingley and Hyde Park to hold the private student landlords to account. 

15 I would have strongly agreed with the proposal until you said private landlords may increase rents as a result - the landlord should pay 
this fee, not the Tennant, especially if the housing is not improved. Re question 9 - I do not know how many people are unemployed or 
can’t pay bills. 
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16 A lot of these houses are owned by normal working people not property tycoons - they require more power and support to evict people 
that mis use properties, don't maintain, renters that cause nuisance to other residents etc people that rent should be made to sign to 
terms and conditions and random checks should be done. Long standing hard working residents are leaving in their droves because of 
the state of this area now. High turn over of renters as they don't pay etc - should have housing benefit paid direct to landlords as a rule 

17 Private landlords cblight the area run down houses fly tipping... 

18 There should be a training programme for inexperienced landlords to learn how to produce good quality tenancy agreements, learn how 
to enforce them, and learn how to go through the whole court process to evict tenants. 

19 Licensing should be introduced across Leeds. Squalid housing and irresponsible landlords are everywhere, not just Harehills and 
Beeston. Chapeltown also needs licensing, and so do many other areas. 

20 There is a huge problem with overcrowding in some rented properties. Anything which would help with this would be much welcomed. 

21 Harehills deteriorates year on year. Properties which are let out are of a poor standard and the landlords have no interest in the anti 
social behaviour caused by their tenants or the condition of the properties. This causes problems for both the tenants living in those 
properties and also the neighbouring properties as well as the public sector costs of dealing with all the issues caused by poor quality 
housing. 

22 The rents the private landlords are asking are not fair even nowdays, they want too much for the state of the houses 

23 Landlords should be made more accountable for empty and /or neglected properties and fines imposed where landlords are not acting 
in the best interests. There should be more action available to tenants who have landlords that fail to keep their properties in good 
repair, well insulated and safe. 

24 I think such a scheme may also help with issues such as trafficking, sexual exploitation etc. 

25 This will need to be introduced alongside rent controls in order that landlord don't abuse the scheme to increase rents. 

26 These measures could be extended to the other side of Roundhay Road up to Harehills Avenue, because that stretch is also a dump (in 
my opinion) 

27 Making landlords of properties register the property they wish to rent out would give people who wish to rent a property more rights and 
assistance if it is dodgy property / landlord, and make them follow rules which is of assistance to some private tenants and other 
tenants around. 

28 All correct safeguarding and child protection procedures have been followed regarding the issues mentioned above however, this is 
reactive. Selective licensing would hopefully stop some of these issues happening in the process. Happy to discuss further if required  

29 Leeds is a beautiful, friendly city. Harehills (amongst other areas) is a festering tumour in this city. We physically cannot remove this 
tumour; we need to treat it. Making the leeches known as private landlords accountable for theirs and their tenants' actions would be a 
good start. 

30 Having lived here over 30 years I have seen this area deteriorate particularly over past 10 years and I believe that this is in part due to 
the increase in rental properties as opposed to home owners. I have seen as many as 10 people living in a back to back property. Only 
recently become involved with local groups so now know who to contact when I see this again (notice I say when rather than if) 

31 Leeds city council has ignored the plight of working class areas for too long. The state of these areas is entirely the council's fault.... 
years of neglect and using them as a dumping ground for anyone not fitting the white middle class ideal. I've lived here most of my life 
never did I image such a social disaster could happen. Shame on the government and local authorities for this mess. Return the 
housing stock to people who can take a pride in their community and look after their own home. 

32 Cannot afford to pay fees, or carry out much more extra work discribed in license. Living in Burmantofts also means that I dont want 
deluge of bad tenants or tenants escaping higher rents to swamp this area, it has its own problems. This is not accounted for. 

33 harehills is becoming a dumping ground and there are ghettos of eastern european/roma gypisies forming 

34 Just to be clear these areas are unsafe at night and not nice places to live. Properties are in disrepair and there is open drug dealing in 
the daytime in front of poor children who probably see this as the norm. 
I am aware landlords are rewarded monetarily for having HMOs and providing large families with accommodation through local housing 
allowance and agree they should reinvest this in the properties but wonder if increased environmental health spot checks with fines 
would be better than adopting a policy that will likely lead to an increase in homelessness for vulnerable groups and presumably 
problems just moving to another area... Armley and Hunslet spring to mind 

35 We really need this is Harehills. 

36 Actual guidance and web tutorials for accidental/inexperienced landlords in Leeds maybe a good start in what is expected from us. 

37 This proposal is the only way to ammeleorate the effects of central governments' legislative moves in further deregulating what I believe 
should be set as legal standards of housing. 

38 Perhaps some more radical thought should be given to the costs of licensing - if there will be more more responsible tenants and less 
antisocial behaviour / cleanup costs which are currently being paid by landlords, Leeds City Council, the Police etc then perhaps the 
costs should be borne by them - presumably the idea is that in time LCC and the Police will not need to allocate so many funds to the 
area, and as the area 'gentrifies,' then costs may be passed naturally to tenants. Failing that, I think it may be more appropriate for 
landlords to slightly increase the cost of refundable deposits rather than rent so that responsible tenants are not penalised long term for 
the licensing system. 
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39 The council's improvements to traffic on Harehills Road should be completed. Business owners that complain do not live and vote in 
Harehills. This morning there were broken traffic cones lying around, metal signage also thrown around bottom of Ashton Street 
referring to work to be done over 6 weeks from February 2018!! This would not be tolerated in more affluent areas of the city.  
Harehills is an area with all these problems but it musnt be forgotten. It was not like this when the area was mainly owner occupiers.  
The explosion of buy to let landlords has been massively detrimental. It is common sense that they should be registered by the council. 

40 Leeds City Council should have taken action before now in making private rented landlords responsible. 

41 Bringing the area up would reduces crime more community based activities. 

42 Stricter with landlords in general social and private 

43 I would like to look at a community zone in mine and surrounding streets with low mph zones, I would like to discuss creative ways in 
which we can catch the fly tippers red handed. I would like to see more active involvement by private landlords being held accountable 
to other street occupiers such as home owners and council tenants, and I would like to discuss how we can work together to improve 
what is essentially, in my street anyway, a lovely part of town with huge potential. 

44 We pay enough taxes in this country and this is just another way of stealing more money from the tax payers. You could implement 
property matenance laws without robbing more money from people 

45 There are deep seated problems in this community that need attention. This move will be a step towards it, but the area needs 
investment and the community to be mobilised and cared for. The diversity in this area is one of its strengths and it need to be nurtured, 
so measures taken to improve conditions need to be carried out with care and sensitivity, marking sure they benefit EVERYONE. 

46 I am strongly in favour of the selective licencing initiative. I believe that all private land lords should be providing houses for rent that are 
suitable and up to good living standards. They should also be held more accountable for making sure repairs and infestations are dealt 
with in a timely manner and not leaving them to get worse and cause risk to the tenants in the properties. 

47 Most of the residents are lovely people and unfornately minority’s spoil it 

48 We very very strongly agree with council .private landlords must have licence to rent there propertys .this is only way to solve the anti 
social behaviour in area. Specially in bellbrokes streets. 

49 As above landlord should have to get rid of all waste at landlords cost when tenant moves out as part of the cost of the bond 

50 houses needs to be checked as there are lots of poor houses. the fee is quite high per property for a landlord to pay and should be a 
one off fee that they pay  

51 could be about soon - 

52 Target the whole city not just two areas 

53 Please work on improving road conditions 

54 I think private landlords should be advised of their responsibilities to both their tenants and the wider residents in the area. 

55 Feels Harehills as an area, gone down a hill since he left the area 

56 Harehills has deteriorated year on year since I have lived in the area which is now a period of 38 years. There has been a huge 
increase in the population of the area, total disregard for parking rules, litter, drug houses, scrap metal collectors who are not even 
licensed to operate in Leeds stealing items from peoples gardens. Landlords routinely flytip house contents into the various streets of 
Harehills such as fridges, beds and building materials. Rat infestations are now common in many streets due to the number of people 
that housed in properties which were not designed for so many occupants. The conversion of 2 bed terraced properties into multiple 
flats further increases the number of residents in the area leading to further litter, rodent and parking problems. 

57 Scheme fees should be low and affordable as most landlords are likely to pass the cost of this scheme onto the tenant in the form of 
increased rent. 

58 More social housing regulated by council needed 

59 This questionaire seems to have clear and obvious bias against Harehills and Beeston as a ploy to show these areas suffer from these 
issues. When in reality many other parts of Leeds are much worse! 

60 I think you should charge landlords that dont deal with or evict nuisance tenants. It is not fair that people have to live next to nuisance 
tenants. Leeds city council should have more powers to do something about this 

61 Let's do something to make a difference in Harehills and give people some hope that there is a way to address the social-domestic 
challenges 

62 If they increase rent I will be homeless 

63 We're afraid we will have to look elsewhere if we can not afford our rent. 

64 If you are not putting any money into the scheme then it's nothing more than a glorified admin scheme that will just aggravate the 
difficulties of the tenants & landlords. More paperwork or confusion with strict interpretations by the enforcing officers. Properties that 
are reasonable to live in are then shut down by the council leading to voids / empty houses & further blighting the area. 

65 I know from running XXX groups and talking to residents who live across Harehills that the experiences I have on my street of the 
negative impact of negligent landlords are being shared on every street across Harehills to greater or lesser degrees. I am lucky to be 
on a street that is so far holding its own, with a balance between home owner residents and stable tenant residents still hanging on 
here. Where landlords provide a decent base level of repair tenants stay long enough to become good neighbours and a valued part of 
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the 'Street Family'. Where landlords are neglectful and exploitative, properties degrade quickly and become eyesore's and tenants don't 
stay long enough to become part of the community. Often these tenants are desperate and have entered into cash in hand agreements 
with unscrupulous landlords. I would be interested how much income tax is being dodged by unregulated landlords? 
 
Finally thoughtless landlords plying cheap and shoddy repairs to houses, concreting over and ripping out every green thing and leaving 
poor tenants to cobble together fences out of scraps in order to stop their children running into busy roads does nothing to improve the 
look of Harehills. It adds to the general air of neglect and environmental degradation and does nothing to encourage people to move 
into Harehills with a view to making it a home worth investing live and care into. Harehills and the people who call it home deserve 
much better and we need to be protected from the detrimental effects of negligent landlord activity.  
 
I would add that any scheme must also look to set fair rents that reflect the size and quality of properties. I know that many agents for 
example actively pursue 'benefits tenants' because they can get a couple of hundred pounds more in monthly rent. As a tax payer and 
given the current social care crisis I find this abhorrent. The council needs to ensure that it's social care budget is not being exploited by 
cynical and greedy landlords. 

66  

67 Take action now. Things won't improve unless there is positive action from all parties. 

68 Why just these two areas? Why not more? 

69 There has to be well publicised, open public consultation on this. Online survey is NOT ENOUGH. You are deliberately marginalizing 
people who are illiterate/ IT illiterate! 

70 If the selective licensing has a positive impact which I think it will, this should be trialled in over areas of the city where poor housing and 
ASB is an issue. 

71 I have seen your website & cannot understand why I will end up suffering this cost when everything is good in my house already. I have 
no complaints. You must stop this. 

72 Poorly managed private lets impact on wider community and incur costs to the public purse in dealing with issues such as crime and 
anti-social behaviour when there is unchecked drug dealing from a property for example. The often transient nature of residence in 
areas with high levels of private lets encourages burglaries, fly-tipping, graffiti and vandalism. Regulations that enable tenants to make 
a home and put down roots strengthen community cohesion helping to reduce such problems. 

73 Strongly believe Leeds should introduce rent control in the city as they have in New York 

74 The Leeds City Cansen is good 

75 Whilst the community is close knit the crime rate and risk of danger is exceeding at a rate that is unacceptable. 

76 This measure is timely. 

77 General funding to area needs to increase, national budget and local spending on NHS and mental health services. Local police officers 
will help. 

78 You should also consider other areas such as Belle Isle & Hunslet 

79 No community in Harehills. People keep to their own ethnic groups. Need to bring people together. 

80 Also consider Armley 

81 There should be selective licensing to inspect the property situation. 

82 Lcc is dumping Eastern Europeans in Harehills, they are causing a problem. 

83 Consider for other areas aswell - Armley, Holbeck for example. Cross Green used to be. Increase in scrap vans/collections. Vans 
dangerously loaded up also scrap beinf stored in yards. Vans block the street stopping street side 

84 Landlords make a lot of money from rent from these areas and should ensure that they maintain good health and safety and 
environmental standards for its residents and not just do nothing to improve the lives of tenants. 

85 Whatever you intend to do it will cost us more as tenant & force us to leave. The houses here are in good condition & clean so why are 
you forcing the landlords to charge us more. At the moment we have a fair rent which has not altered in all the time we have been here 

86 Good start - lots of different cultures in these areas, lots of people out of work good to do something to help. 

87 Support the people in this community eg English language lesson, support for women, youth clubs for children instead of going through 
with this 

88 I've seen lot of local propaganda against selective licensing, the subtext being that the council will force the landlords to raise the rents. 
This needs to be carefully managed, Harehills is a poor community, mistrustful of authority and in the absence of rent capping the slum 
landlords will gouge their Tennant's and blame the council for the increases. 

89 I have lived in Harehills over 60 years. My husband is retired and at home all day. The noise and disturbance he has to put up with is 
disgusting. I am often unable to sleep because of the noise and I have to get up for work early. If the guilty parties are asked politely to 
quiten down we receive a mouthful of abuse. Most of them don't work, and never have, just have many children who run around the 
streets and on the roads until after 10pm. Neighbours bang & drill well after 10pm and are in the street shouting and blowing car horns. 
My husband is ill due to this, I am also suffering but as the area is now so run down we are unable to sell for a decent price which would 
enable us to move on. I feel we have been forgotten and both private landlords and the council move anyone in the area now just to put 
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23. Is there anything else that you would like to say?  

roofs over their heads, what about the people who have lived there years, paid for their own home, they obviously don't matter anymore 
We are now in the minority in this area and it is a shame as it used to be a place to be proud of, I am now ashamed to say where i live. 

90 Also consider other areas, other tenants may be having similar problems. Poverty on increase/rents on increase costs should be lower 

91 Good idea. Getting away with doing little, should've been done years ago 

92 Consider other areas eg Burmantofts 

93 Also problems in Beeston (where family live) with youths driving aggressively on scooter's & quad bikes, something needs to be done to 
stop this. 

94 I am a home owner, and will stay in the area if selective licencing is introduced. It is convenient for me as it has good transport links. 
Undesirable residents get away with ASB because the landlords are uncontactable and not interested in your complaints. The council 
introducing selective licencing will give tenants, neighbours and residents a voice and providing them with a happy, safe and healthy 
environment to live, study and work in. 

95 Consider also Gipton / Armley / Burmantofts / Middleton. Low income areas are suffering from the same issues. 

96 You need to massively reinvest in social housing, the only good that comes out of private letting is landlords make money, this is not a 
good system. There needs to at the very least be restrictions on who can be a landlord, what they can charge, and very strictly enforced 
rules to stop bad landlords in their tracks. 

97 Noise, rubbish & rowdy behaviour. 

98 There should be a lot if consultations around it and the money raised by scheme should be invested in these areas. They must be 
improved and not just condemned. The conditions shall be controlled and landlords should pay fines rather than fees. 

99 It would be a good start if LCC enforced the existing standards and legislation for private sector LL as there are many tenants struggling 
to ensure their homes meet these standards. 

100 The biggest blight on this area was caused by the 'buy to let' boom. Twenty years ago this was quite a nice area with many owner-
occupiers and long-term tenants who looked after their homes. Dodgy landlords who don't care about the state of their properties have 
turned this area into a slum. The council can either ignore it and let the area die, or try to improve things. I hope they do something. 

101 My home is a good condition so I cannot see what this extra cost will do for me. 

102 How will it affect tenant / how will it affect landlord 

103 Seen advertising on "leeds face" warning costs will go to tenants & urging to say no. Beeston resembles Harehills. Register of landlords 
needed 

104 Motorbikes in streets, music late at night. Q15. Depends on £  Already find letting agents fees excessive. 

105 Had a good landlord for last 7 years 

106 Lot of trouble between youths. Crime is a problem 

107 A large mix of people & makes trouble 

108 People don't look after the area. Too much rubbish 

109 can assist in a number of ways: - We think there is the possibility of leasing sub-standard properties from private landlords on a 
medium-term basis, paying for the necessary repairs through reduced lease costs. At the same time, we would encourage lenders to 
reduce the landlord's repayments allowing them to keep the property whilst improving standards. - offering volunteer-led, low-cost 
external repairs to private landlords 

110 Start to do something good for the area. Of course landlords don’t want it. It means they can’t get away with their greedy ways. But 
residents do. The people who live here have had enough. By all means give a reduction in the fee for those landlords that are good 
landlords. That would be fair. But there are many landlords who are not good. Who make money out of vulnerable people. This is a 
moral decision that has to be done 

111 Lcc spend money in the area and stop trying to make money outta us again. You want to make a fortune and pay zero out. 

112 I also think that tenants should maintain the property they are living in to a high standard. Tidy gardens. Nice blinds/ curtains. Keep 
children and animals under control 

113 Harehills is becoming a no go area day & night...every shop is either a takeaway or selling alcohol there are groups of intimidating men 
drinking at all hours day and night 

114 Being in uk the life is getting more expensive. All the prices are rising and the minimum wage isnt rising as much as everything else for 
example bills. If the rent was to go up some may not be able to afford this and i think this will be a problem as more people will become 
homless and it will be more pressure on the council to rehome them or find them somewhere safe to stay. 

115 Make more council houses available to stop unscrupulous landlords 

116 Something also need to be done about the alcohol fuelled disturbances that happen at all times of the day 

117 All thought Harehills isn't one of the best areas around it still use to be a nice place to live. Now its (excuse the language but theirs no 
other way to describe it ) a shit hole 
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23. Is there anything else that you would like to say?  

118 Selective Licensing is definitely needed to reverse the deprivation inflicted on private rented tenants. The homes have been snapped to 
as buy to rent and left to rot meaning they stay in the rental market as first time buyers want to buy a home to live in not a property that 
has been left unmaintained and had all the lovely period features ripped out for unsympathetic renovations to get as many bodies in the 
houses and make money regardless of the impact this has on the lives of their tenants. People have bedrooms in the living rooms so 
have nowhere indoors to socialise which leads to social gathetings taking place on street corners or in bus stops.  I feel the landlords 
who are very against this are protesting too much. They want to keep their rented homes unregulated, cheap as possible to buy, all 
about maximum profits not investment or maintenance, off the record arrangements.  This urgently needs to change to improve the 
living standards of the tenants of private rented properties and for those living next door. The landlords seem to be blaming everyone 
else for the situation they have been instrumental in creating. Awful houses do not attract tenants who will live there happily. They will 
not be able to clean crumbling, mouldy rooms. They attract those who may suffer addiction or other issues and the conditions of their 
home will further fuel their drinking or drug taking to escape the life they are living for a few hours.  The better private rented properties 
attract tenants who are house proud. They vacuum and mop. They clean the windows and put up pretty curtains. The landlords 
maintain them as they should so the tenant stays and calls the house their home.  This is the kind of landlord and tenant we need in 
Harehills and selective licensing could be the only way we can move towards this. Left to their own devices, a number of greedy 
landlords have been quite happy to contribute a race to the bottom approach where they make huge profits at the expense of their 
tenants and the neighbouring properties.  I do feel the high fee has put a few landlords off so if this could be lower they might be less 
resistant but I fear the real resistance is to investing in their properties, declaring tax, paying for safety checks etc. The expense of 
catching up after decades of neglect may make a dint in their profits as they catch up after years of neglect!  To end the downward 
cycle landlords need to take responsibility for their part on this. A number of Landlords have been shirking a huge part of what it takes 
to be a landlord to the extent they are not even seeking planning permission for extensions!  The existing legislation has not been 
strong enough to keep it under control and tenants have had to keep quiet to avoid being made homeless as a leaky roof is better than 
no roof at all. This needs to change. Please introduce selective licensing so all tenants can live in a safe, dry, maintained house they 
can call their home. 

119 Walking around the area you see a difference in the quality of the homes that say ‘to let’ to the ones where people are obviously taking 
pride in their homes. Selective licensing could give tenants a better quality of life and guarantee an acceptible standard of living without 
fear of reprisal and potential homelessness. 

120 I own my home in Harehills. There are no issues where I live. But my home will lose value if this pointless initiative gets the go ahead. I 
can afford to sell and leave if this goes ahead. It’s beyond belief that this approach is considered a solution. I’ve lived in Harehills for 
over 30years. Public services need to work together to alleviate any perceived issues. This is a shameless cash grab which will totally 
make me lose faith in the councillors I elected and I will sell up and leave and I’m not the kind of resident you’d want to lose. Don’t do 
this poorly thought through, pointless effort.  

121 We know that our rent will increase substantially if this unusual proposal goes ahead. This is sad as it will put a severe strain on our 
finances for an issue we don’t even suffer from. We will most likely have to downsize and move if our rent is increased. 

122 A council empire building scam 

123 Why don't you use the money to provide extra bin collections instead of having lots of missed collections. Bigger bins could help. More 
street cleaning. Spend the money fixing the roads & getting rid of all the bad 1 way signs. You have wasted thousands on Harehills 
road that makes our lives really difficult. 

124 Some landlords own multiple properties, none of which they keep to a proper standard. They are getting rich at the expense of the poor, 
who have little alternative in terms of housing choices. I don’t think rents will rise much if they have to comply with licences, because 
they can’t afford to have empty properties if tenants can’t pay more. I do think it will keep irresponsible landlords from profiteering and 
protect the health, safety and decency of tenants. 

125 my rent will increase - this is no good. I have only just come here & will nedd to leave 

126 Good place to live with no real trouble. Lots of local shops that are cheap. 

127 I don't think it is too much to ask to get landlords licensed is it? If it would help catch and deal with the unpleasant landlords (which is 
something everyone wants) then I consider it would be worth it. 

128 it appears the council is using this scheme to make money. Its not for free and the landlord is going to pass the cost on to the tenants. If 
the council really cared they would either do this for select landlords who had previously been complained about or do it for a lesser fee 
of say £100. 

129 Would the residents of areas such as Roundhay horsforth etc except the number of takeaways in the area? Or the crime levels I think 
not! Why should harehills be forgotten! 

130 If the rent goes up I cannot afford it 

131 An increase in housing benefit would be great 

132 Do not go ahead with this idea 

133 I will advise that this idea should be rejected because it will cause the citizens of the proposed areas a lot of hardship. 

134 I think this is not a good idea and is just gunna make it harder for us all 

135 will cost me more money as a tenant 

136 Please do something to bring improvement to this area. 

137 I wouldn't like to leave this area because of the local mosque and Asian shops nearby. 

138 Live in Cross Green remembered the S.L Scheme it worked really well. 
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23. Is there anything else that you would like to say?  

139 area is dirty. Too much rubbish thrown in the streets 

140 If landlords raise rent by £1-£2 each week i.e. in a 4bed house with rent raised by £2 per person=£32 increase per month=£1920 for 5 
years. this means landlords will be making a profit of £1170 after licensing costs deducted. This is based on licensing costs being £750 
for 5 years. If some landlords get discounts those that have more than 1 house then the said landlord can be profiting beyond excessive 
amounts. 

141 The council need to take action soon and bring in Selective Licensing 

142 Drug use in block of flats - get no sleep. goes on till 3am 

143 Received a leaflet through the post.  Harehills is "no go" with Selective Licensing. Influx of Eastern Europeans - gypsies living in the 
area. They're a burden on society, living off the state. Don't live like humans. They're thieves - have had stuff stolen - and are illiterate. 
Government need to intervene, need to stop Romanians coming into Britain. Why Beeston & Harehills selected for Selective Licensing, 
why not Chapeltown, Chapel Allerton?  

144 If landlords do the above tenants may become more house and community proud 

145 Landlords should not have the right to let any property in a bad condition or request for deposit for any such property. The letting agents 
should ensure the property is in a good condition before asking a potential tenants to view it. Landlords or letting agents should a 
responsibility for any repairs. 

146 Harehills is full of houses with poor condition, ill mannered landlords and environmental issues that need taking care of. However, I 
don't want to move away from this area, because my family, friends and my community live there. 

147 Landlords just want to receive rent and keep on increasing amount of rent from time to time but when a tenant request repairs dine the 
landlords do not listen or just keep on promising to do repairs later. I think there should be a maximum time limit to how long the repairs 
should be delayed to. 

148 Build more social housing 

149 As long as people treat you well and are respectful and pleasant / No ASB or Nuisance. 

150 People in this area rarely report crime & issues in this area. Perhaps if is the language barrier for some & some do not know what to do 

151 Bring the licence in 

152 Since the private landlords started buying houses in Harehills ASB has increased 100% some of their houses are slums. They bring the 
whole area down! So we are all labelled the same. 

153 This area needs to be improved of, many such as; landlord's perception of tenants, housing conditions, cleanliness of street, high level 
of unemployment, need to learn English language and other educational needs. 

154 Though, landlords believe the house is in perfect condition. Landlord's perception and behaviour towards to tenant is pretty poor. 
Landlords ask for a quite high amount of deposit despite knowing the low value of their property. 

155 We don't feel safe to tackle the anti social behaviour caused by my neighbours and I feel many landlords will also feel the same way. 

156 Tenants need to take responsibility as well as landlords. They need to take better care of the property they are renting. 

157 Consider other areas once introduced 

158 Don't like the area. Want to move area. 

159 please get ready for an expected outcomes like high number of homeless people. As these area are overcrowded implementing the 
initiative might mean evicting others 

160 Far too many unscrupulous landlords who are in it just for the money and don't care about the quality of housing or issues going on in 
proposed areas 

161 The scheme must be compulsory and not voluntary 

162 I believe it is the responsibility of private landlords to provide safe and clean housing. Those renting are also responsible for 
maintenance and cleanliness of properties. 

163 Something needs to be done about fly tipping 

164 +other know area problematic- Chapeltown/Seacroft 

165 love living in the area, lots of diversity 

166 When the landlord tell you as a tenant that they will do something e.g clean windows - or the Hallways of a property there is no 
recourse to anyone if he doesn't do it. Sometimes it is included in the rent and you're paying for it but NOT receiving the service. 

167 Feel sorry for long term shop owners who are not getting enough people in the area to shop 

168 Pay rent for up keep of property. 

169 Condition of the anoy 

170 Area has got worse in recent years 
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Correspondence from CITU  
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Correspondence from the Residential Landlords Association 
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Correspondence from a landlord 
 
 
 

Reasons to Reject Selective Licensing 
 

Note: This document makes references to paragraphs published in a Report of Director of Resources and Housing to the Exec 
Board (7/2/18) produced by Mark Ireland 
 

Contents 
Introduction 1 
Issues with Selective Licensing 1 
Financial Implications not mentioned or given a very low profile by Housing/LCC 4 
Advertised benefits that are blatantly not possible 6 
Unsuccessful scheme 6 
Current Issues 6 
Government Discussion 7 
Legal Issues 8 
Conclusion 8 
Appendix 9 
 

Introduction 
The proposal for Selective Licensing is based on an initial report created by Housing & submitted to the Exec committee of 
Leeds City Council (LCC). The first step of the process is to have a consultation period where everyone can provide their 
views. Part of the consultation process requires the public to state if they agree/disagree with the proposal & submit any 
reasons for their views. This document highlights the major problems with the proposal to introduce Selective Licensing (SL) 
into large sections of Harehills & Beeston. 
 

Issues with Selective Licensing 
Any revenue generated from the license fee must cover the cost to the council to administer the Selective Licensing scheme. 
It cannot be used for enforcement purposes. Therefore the £825 tax per flat/ house must only pay for the paperwork & staff 
costs. The money will simply be used to issue & check that licenses have been applied for. 
Enforcement still has to come from existing funds. This has been the biggest complaint in other regions. This fact was clearly 
unknown to several councillors. For Cross Green 2 officers were employed but no details were provided to show what 
occurred to these 2 roles after the scheme ended. If they were retained then how are they funded now? 
 
Despite a FOI request no details have been provided to justify this cost. Councils in London are charging less than 
£400. Other areas are only charging one fee per property rather than the number of units within a property owned by the 
same landlord. The SL tax can only be regarded as a clear case of the Council/Housing deceiving the public with regards to the 
cost of the scheme. There is a strong risk that the funds will be siphoned off to fund other needs as has happened in other 
councils. Everyone is aware of the shortage of council funds & the need to increase it. 
 
The SL Proposal is to consider this income as part of a locality agenda for Harehills & Beeston Hill. This means that 
the council will be required to add additional funding to actually make this work. No guarantees or details are provided to 
ensure that this will happen. So the proposal is being put forward with a false promise to the public that it will help 
regenerate the area when it will only go to Housing Admin. Housing confirmed in the public events that the aim was to bring 
in funds from other sources to make this work. However this was pure speculation & nothing had been discussed or promised 
with regards to these additional funds. 
 
According to the report these 2 areas are in the lowest 1% based on the Index of Multiple of Deprivation data (IMD). No 
breakdown has been provided to validate this claim. The Index highlights the fact that of all the factors used – Housing is the 
least important. The only assumption is that the report is cherry picking the facts. Again a request has been made to provide 
a breakdown of what criteria of the IMD data this has been based on. There are many surrounding areas in Leeds that are as 
low or lower. Beeston & Harehills are no worse than Holbeck/Gipton/Seacroft/Halton Moor/Cross Green – see Appendix 3. 
Even within Harehills & Beeston no more than a few streets are classed this low. So why downgrade the rest of the properties 
unless you have an alternative agenda! 
 
Holbeck has regularly been held up as a beacon of how an area can be improved. However, the council selected Holbeck to 
be an official Red Light area. This speaks volumes. Why not choose an area like Moortown or the City Centre? Perhaps it’s 
better to use an area that will fit the situation. In addition millions have been pumped into the area to raise its condition. 
Holbeck cannot be used to justify SL when it is still in need of millions more to lift its status & keep it there. 
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The report is based on a few streets referred to as The Nowell’s/Clifton’s & The Beverley’s which it claims have a poor overall 
IMD figures & then used these to create a business case. A business case that cannot exist without dragging in large sections 
of Harehills & Beeston Hill (see p3.4/3.5). 
 
If this is so then the case for Beeston Hill does not exist. The Beverley’s were demolished many years ago. The only area 
that exists with that name is a couple of streets around Beverley Square. Beverley Square is a new development consisting of 
many homes that are a mix of social rented & shared ownership properties (see link below/Appendix 5/Appendix 7). 
 
http://unityha.co.uk/articles/view/29/home-is-where-the-heart-is-beverleys-beeston-leeds 
 
The neighbouring area all around Greenmount Primary school has also been redeveloped. 
So where is this mystery location of The Beverley’s? In reality it doesn’t exist as can be seen from the Appendix 6 – The 
Beverley’s – Old & New. 
 
With regards to the Nowell’s perhaps the council should look at its own report on the LCC news website in 2014. This is when 
The Leeds Neighbourhood Approach was implemented in the Nowell’s. Councillor Peter Gruen, from the Executive Board, 
stated: 
“The Leeds Neighbourhood approach was a real success in the Nowell’s area…” https://news.leeds.gov.uk/neighbourhood-
approach-to-target-housing-standards-in-armley/ 
 
If the initiative was such a success then why is it that 4 years later, the situation has been identified as to be one of the worst 
situations in the city, specifically in that neighbourhood. This is a clear case of the council failing to address the issues in the 
area and as such, despite promoting the success of the initiative, it has clearly failed as a sustainable success in their own 
opinion. 
 
It is clear to see that if funding and initiatives do not continue to be applied then the area will revert back to its previous 
state. Many locals regard the Nowell’s as a serious issue but this is due to rogue tenants not landlords. The Appendix 2 – 
Nowell’s & Clifton’s backs this up. 
 

The difficulty with understanding the Council case is that apart from 1 street, an external viewing showed the 
properties & streets to be in a clean presentable condition. So how has the SL assessment been made? Have they 
just looked at a few spreadsheets or have they actually visited the sites? (Photos supplied in Appendix 2) 

 
A major point to note is that the Nowell’s are actually part of Burmantofts not Harehills. So why has Burmantofts not been 
selected instead of Harehills? Is this a political game? Perhaps there is a case of stereotyping with the 2 areas occupied 
significantly by people from Europe & Asia. 
 
There is an unfair justification for applying the SL scheme to the broader Harehills and Beeston areas when resources should 
be targeted to these specific streets. This is Housing/LCC making circumstances fit the business case rather than the other 
way around. 
 
The Housing/LCC have continually referenced Cross Green & Holbeck as shining examples of success but avoid highlighting 
the biggest factor (& difference) – the large financial investment by the Council to attempt to fix the issues. Cross Green SL 
was started in 2009. However around 2013 a large injection of cash (almost 7 million) was used to upgrade the area. This was 
even before the SL 5 year project had ended. This proves the need for continual direct financial investment to keep the area 
in an acceptable state. The problem still exists in Cross Green but has simply shifted to another part of it. In addition the main 
issue in 2009 was empty housing not over density. 
https://news.leeds.gov.uk/cash-injection-to-boost-community-investment-in-cross-green 
 
https://news.leeds.gov.uk/holbeck-neighbourhood-project-expanded-after-initial-success/ 
 
Para3.6 - The report tries to claim the rest of Harehills & Beeston suffer from similar deprivation, high levels poor quality 
housing & poor environmental conditions. This statement ignores the fact that the biggest single landlord is the Council 
whose properties are often below satisfactory & will take ages to update. The tenants in these properties are the ones that 
have not been taken on or have been evicted by the PRS due to the issues they have caused – non-payment of rent, property 
damage, meter tampering, anti-social behaviour etc. 
 
It also totally ignores the reality of the situation. House prices are on the increase, housing availability is almost non- existent. 
Houses sell within a matter of weeks. Not bad for slum areas. Blocks of streets in other cities have been sold for peanuts just 
to find a way of offloading them with the hope of regenerating them via the PRS. That’s not the case here. 
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Para3.7 – Why is an increase in the PRS an issue? The tenants within these areas are the poorest in the city so they can never 
afford to buy them. If these properties were not there where will these people go? The council hasn’t got the 
money/resource/capacity to house even a tenth of them. Just imagine if even 200 properties were taken off the market – 
assuming 4 people live in each that’s 800 people that need to be rehoused. These properties are still some of the cheapest in 
the city. Is the council expecting to find 5* standards at 1* prices? If LCC expects a major upgrade then this will need to be 
funded & rents will need to be raised to keep the property at that level. Who will suffer – the tenant! If the properties were 
so bad then the tenants are not tied down & can move on or not move in. They have a choice. This is not the case with social 
housing where they have very little choice but to accept or remain in temporary accommodation. 
LCC seems to have no concept of these simple basic concepts or is deliberately ignoring them to justify its money grab. 
Deprivation is based on many factors. One of the least important is Housing according to IMD. However the report tries to 
imply it’s the most important. 
The quality of housing is due to many factors & not something that SL will fix nor is it solely the fault of a landlord as Housing 
seems to imply. The housing stock is old. The back to back nature of the housing automatically means that more people will 
reside in one location compared to areas with through terraced/semi-detached homes. More people will share a property to 
save costs as they cannot afford to live separately. Many non-western communities also live as large groups & do not find this 
an issue unlike traditional western communities. This is a cultural point which Housing/LCC has failed to grasp. So much for 
the promotion & understanding of multiculturalism promoted by LCC. 
In many instances the properties are bought as long term investments by small scale or accidental landlords. They are used to 
fund retirement, increase current earnings or to be used for additional family members to live in in the 
future. This is planning for the future & avoiding the problems of a poor retirement. So there is a vested interest in keeping 
the property in a good condition. Some LCC councillors think this is pure capitalism. This is reality & happens all over the 
world. Not everyone can or wants to buy/own a property. 
There is no definition given in the report to the phrase - some of the housing stock is the poorest in the city. No quantitative 
value is provided either. The properties cannot be classed as poorer than many in Gipton/Seacroft/Halton 
Moor/Armley/Holbeck/Burmantofts. A simple walk around both areas shows the external look of houses in a presentable 
condition & clean. Many of the properties are not fitted with door or window grills to protect them unlike Headingley or 
other areas. 
The council does not by its own admission know how many properties are in the PRS. So the figures provided are nothing 
more than an estimate. 
 
Para3.9 The consultation process is flawed in many aspects. 
The Question set issues are detailed in Appendix 8 & 9. 
There has been no accommodation for any ethnic group – 
The council offers multi language instructions in other documents. 
Other councils provided this. 
There are a large number of affected tenants whose first language is not English. 
The promotional statements on the website strongly imply that the money obtained will solve issues like Fly Tipping, Crime, 
Anti-Social Behaviour, Overcrowding etc. 
There is almost nothing to highlight that all of this Tax will be used for anything but administration. This is confirmed by the 
comments made by people responding to the consultation both online & in public events. The public think that the landlords 
will be paying to improve the local areas. 
LCC states that most of the landlords are not an issue & yet wants to tax all of them. 
There is nothing to highlight that the £825 tax will be applied in one go & yet the tenant question set asks the tenants if they 
would be happy to pay in instalments of up to £5 over 5 years. The council has no control how the landlords pass this cost on 
so they cannot suggest these options to the tenants. Many comments have been made where people believe they will only 
be paying a few extra pounds a week. This is deception! 
There is no public statement made that money will need to be found from the public purse to fund SL over and above the 
money received from the Tax on the landlords. This means there must be cuts to other services. This is highlighted in 4.3.4. 
Cross Green required an additional 150K of funding above the SL tax. 
4 years after it ended no post review/cost benefit analysis has ever been produced for Cross Green yet the council/Housing 
continue to boast about its success. This is a damning highlight that it wasn’t the success we keep hearing. 
Para3.18 The Cross Green case cannot be compared to SL in Harehills & Beeston. This was eventually admitted by Housing 
when it was pointed out that so much money was pumped into the area by the council to back up the money paid by the 
landlords. There will not be any council funding for Harehills & Beeston. Cross Green was all about empty properties & people 
not wanting to stay there. Beeston & Harehills are by Housing’s own words Over Populated. You do not need to be a brain 
surgeon to understand this means people want to live there. Hardly what you would expect if the properties are slums & the 
areas are run down/not safe. 
Holbeck has often been used as an example but again so much council funding has been pumped in that there is no 
comparison. This is Housing/Council’s attempt to give a false impression. 
Para3.20 All landlords & owners will be identified - This will never happen. The council does not have the time, manpower or 
money to visit every single property in both areas. It has never happened in the past & is proved by the fact that it hasn’t 
happened in any other town/city. The number of prosecutions are in single digits (see Appendix 4). 
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Rogue Landlord Register – This is already in existence with the relevant legislative powers attached. So if this is the main 
intention of the SL scheme then the whole scheme is just a duplication of effort. 
Why not introduce a similar scheme for Rogue Tenants. Housing readily admits that this type of tenant must still legally be 
rehoused. The problem tenant is just rehoused in another area. The council knows these tenants contribute to Anti-Social 
behaviour, crime & fly-tipping but remains quiet & chooses to publicly blame landlords. Education & Social Services are the 
only ones that can resolve this issue. 
 

Financial Implications not mentioned or given a very low profile by Housing/LCC 
SL will cost every landlord £825 per unit. If the landlord has more than 1 flat per property then this will cost £825 x No of flats 
they own. This is payable in one lump sum. So for some landlords this will be a fee of 20-30k or more. Even for the smaller 
landlord this still has the same impact. Like any business landlords depend on cash flow. They do not have a mountain of cash 
in reserve. This tax will have a serious financial impact on their business. 
 
On average each house has a rental income of 400-550pcm. For a flat it is 300-450pcm. These are rough values but more on 
the high side than low side. So in a year the gross income is around 6K. This is not the mega thousands that some councillors 
& public seem to think. The Rolls Royce will clearly have to wait. 
Out of this total you must deduct agency fees, repairs, void periods, mortgage & insurance costs, legal costs & admin fees. So 
this will only provide an income of perhaps 3-4k or less over the year. If the void period includes repairing the property due to 
tenant damage then there is often an annual loss. It takes time to organise a repair which results in additional lost rental 
revenue. 
Tenants on benefits are paid in arrears. This can take up to 2 months to arrive. So the landlord is already in arrears. The 
mortgage payments do not stop. Often the tenants leave without giving notice & register elsewhere. This stops the benefit 
payment to the landlord from that point. The landlord often has no idea until several weeks have passed. This is lost revenue 
& is never recovered. 
The council & police provide no assistance. So much for working in partnership. The landlord takes all the responsibility & 
loss. Even though Housing & LCC are fully aware. the phrase ROGUE TENANT is never used. There are more of these than 
ROGUE LANDLORDS. Landlords have to deal with drugs, tampered utility meters, stolen & damaged property or leftover 
rubbish dumped by the tenant to name a few issues. You offer no assistance, just extra costs to dispose of the rubbish. 
By losing £825 for no benefit to the tenant/property/locality, the landlord now has even less to spend on the property or pay 
for the running costs. What will happen? 
Rent must increase by £825 or more. This is more likely to be closer to £1000 once additional admin costs are included such as 
legal fees & paperwork to include this Tax. The SL forms are apparently many pages long. In many cases agents are needed to 
do this as landlords cannot do this. So more cost is created. 
The charge will be applied in one lump sum. The landlord is not a bank & cannot offer the tenant credit facilities. Housing/LCC 
have been deceiving everyone by implying that it will be offered in tiny instalments of 
£5 or less. This is a landlord’s choice only. 
Even if the property is empty the charge applies. So the landlord suffers further losses. 
Some landlords will find the whole process is far beyond their means & will sell their properties. These are likely to be bought 
by out of town investors who have no interest in the area. The new owners will also look to hike rents to produce a return on 
their investment. Properties are usually sold empty so the existing tenant will be evicted. 
Tenants that cannot afford the increase will be issued with eviction notices. As all the rents will rise by a similar amount the 
tenants will have to find a cheaper location but none exist. This will produce severe hardship & disruption especially to the 
elderly or children who may have to changeschools. 
Tenants will lose access to their local amenities such as local ethnically orientated food stores or places of worship if they leave 
the area. This breaks up communities & businesses lose regular customers. 
More properties will become empty & this will downgrade the area. 
Insurance & Mortgage costs will rise or be harder to obtain as finance companies rate the areas as a slum area & higher risk. 
This already happens in other SL areas. 
Properties may lose value as they are classed as slum properties & at high risk. 
If a property is sold to another landlord the charge is reapplied. The Council is in effect ripping off the new owner as the 5 
year period will not have expired but a Tax of at least £1650 will have been made. This will be even more if the property is 
split into flats. 
With the upcoming introduction of the removal of agent’s fees to tenants, landlords are receiving letters that their charges 
will increase. The agents are advising landlords that to remain profitable landlords need to increase rental costs. By the time 
SL is introduced there will be 2 charges to add to the rental. Due to astonishingly badly thought out laws the tenant will be 
the ultimate sufferer. 
Good agents take a lot of the difficult work out of the management of properties especially at the start of tenancies. They 
have the time & facilities to review & vet potential tenants, deal with deposits, legal paperwork & have a network of 
tradesmen to complete repairs. Many part time landlords need this service & rely on agents to provide updates on legal 
changes. 
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Advertised benefits that are blatantly not possible 
Crime reduction – If the council & police cannot control this then how can a landlord who doesn’t have any legal powers. 
Charging an £825 registration fee does nothing to change this. Making this part of the sales pitch for SL is grossly misleading. 
A successful major drugs raid was recently completed in the St Wilfrids area (not part of the SL area) 
 
Fly Tipping – Local councillors have admitted this has increased due to the council policy of charging for various items. Council 
fly tipping teams claim the opposite. So the council cannot even get its own story straight. The removal of local waste 
disposal sites has also increased this issue. Tenants who are already on the breadline will not spend £20 or more to remove 
an unwanted item. Do they feed their family & buy the necessities or ensure a mattress is properly disposed of? Many do not 
have a vehicle. Are they expected to carry a mattress several miles to dispose of it? Harehills was the 6th worst ranked area 
for Missed Bin collections. You cannot even get this right! 
 
Anti-Social behaviour – Landlords (via the Assured Shorthold Tenancy Agreement-AST), the council & police have existing 
powers to deal with bad tenants. Charging £825 will not make any difference. Landlords can only evict a tenant. However 
even this requires time, resource & evidence. It inevitably results in several months lost rent & damage to the property. This 
is an example of grossly misleading the public by implying that SL will help resolve this. 
 
Greater Enforcement – The implication is that the council will be able to achieve more against poor landlords. However no 
new powers are legally permitted under SL. All the required legal powers are available to the Council. So again this is 
misleading the public. 
 

Unsuccessful scheme 
Evidence for this occurring is with Thanet District Council as an example. 
Following the introduction of Selective Licensing in Thanet District Council of 26 prosecutions were made up to 2016. 23 of 
these prosecutions were made for failing to obtain a license while only 3 were for breaches of Parts 1and 2 of the Housing Act 
2004. This was in a period since of the licensing scheme commenced in 2011. This is clear evidence that the licensing scheme 
merely criminalised otherwise decent landlords and as such failed to address the actual issues that were stated in the original 
business case. 
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/housing_selective_landlord_licen_4 
 
Current Issues 
The following Police neighbourhood priorities for Leeds North East and Leeds South are as follows 
https://www.westyorkshire.police.uk/my-neighbourhood/leeds/leeds-east 
 
https://www.westyorkshire.police.uk/my-neighbourhood/leeds/leeds-south 
 
Burmantofts & Richmond Hill 
Tackling anti-social behaviour. 
Killingbeck & Seacroft 
Tackling anti-social behaviour and low level crime. 
Proactive work surrounding drug related crimes. 
Gipton & Harehills 
Proactive work targeting emerging criminality and robbery offences. 
Improving community engagement. 
Garforth, Kippax, Methley, Swillington, Allerton Bywater 
Off Road Bike patrols around areas known for quad use. 
Cross Gates & Whinmoor and surrounding areas 
Proactive work to reduce burglary offences. 
Temple Newsam, Halton Moor 
 
Reduction in anti-social behaviour including motorbike use and criminal damage. 
Beeston and Holbeck Ward – 
Managed Approach and Drugs 
Hunslet and Riverside Ward – 
None set 
Middleton Ward – 
ASB use of off road bikes / speeding 
Morley South Ward – 
Youth ASB 
Morley North Ward – 
Youth ASB 
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Ardsley & Robin Hood Ward – 
None set 
Rothwell Ward – 
Youth ASB (Town Centre) 
 
There is no mention of Anti-social behaviour in Harehills. In addition it states that there is proactive work targeting emerging 
criminality and robbery offences. This implies that it is not an epidemic but at risk of growing. So this destroys the claims 
made on the LCC website. 
For Beeston and Holbeck there is a Managed Approach and an issue with Drugs. No mention of ASB. 
Reviewing the claims found on the LCC website promoting the need for Selective Licensing we find the following listed:- 
Beeston and Harehills have some of the highest levels of antisocial behaviour and crime in thecity. 
No mention is made of the same issues in several other wards many of which have a high proportion of LCC managed 
properties. The largest landlord in Harehills is LCC. So why is there no breakdown offered to differentiate between the issues 
created from LCC managed properties and those from the PRS? 
https://www.leeds.gov.uk/docs/Selective%20Licensing%20Frequently%20Asked%20Questions.pdf 
 
On the issue of crime, one of the areas in Leeds that has the greatest amount of regulation in Leeds is the Headingley area. 
There are more members of the Leeds Rental Standard and other landlord accreditation schemes and bodies in that area as 
well as HMO Licensing. However, despite this fact, the crime statistics for the area are the highest in the city. 
 

Government Discussion 
Appendix 4 is part of a Government discussion paper which highlights several issues that are relevant to SL. A major point 
highlighted is that the scheme supposedly regarded as the best example of SL working was actually a failure (Newham). 
 
Newham have done 1,200 prosecutions, or 240 a year, out of 47,000 properties. That is 0.5% of properties in their area that 
they have done anything about and have done prosecutions. That is with 140 officers. 
They have 40 police officers, 100 enforcement officers and they have done 240 prosecutions a year. That is less than two 
prosecutions an officer. If that is what is classed as success—and it is classed across the industry as the most successful 
licensing scheme in the country—really what does that say? It is pitiful. 
Low levels of enforcement within selective licensing areas were a key concern for many of our witnesses. Dr Julie Rugg told us 
that there was little empirical evidence that selective licensing schemes had a beneficial impact on the quality of private 
rented accommodation where they have been implemented, and that many appeared to be, “a bureaucratic exercise of 
making lists of people, charging amounts of money, receiving those moneys and just maintaining lists”.216 David Smith from 
the RLA agreed, telling us, “there is no substantive evidence that licensing does anything better than get people to have 
licences”, while David Smith-Milne of Placefirst said, “the lack of evaluative evidence is a real concern”.217 The lack of such 
evidence was not denied by advocates of selective licensing, with Sir Robin Wales telling us, “I cannot, if I am honest, say that I 
have absolute proof” of a general increase in the quality of private rented housing in Newham since the introduction of 
licensing in 2013. 
This says it all. 

 

Legal Issues 
An area has to specifically have 20% of poor housing stock at the point of applying SL. You have not proved this. Therefore 
your proposal will be illegal. You openly admit you do not know how many landlords/properties there are in the PRS even 
though that is the point of the exercise. If you have not been inside then you cannot know their condition. You have failed to 
define how these properties are of poor stock. Ultimately you run the risk of being guilty of maladministration. You have a 
duty to provide a service that you have promised. 
 

Conclusion 
If the Leeds Rental Scheme is so good, then why is only 1 councillor a member? Many councillors & family members own 
many properties within Leeds. This is either a bad scheme or they do not want to waste their money on something that 
doesn’t deliver any benefits for the cost. A clear case of DO AS I SAY NOT AS I DO! Why are you asking the PRS to spend 
money to join a scheme, then spend almost £90 in order to get £150 discount. This is only a discount of £60 or even less if 
you then take the required courses etc. What happens if you only join for 1 year then don’t renew? This can only be 
described as a false sweetener!  If Beeston & Harehills areas are classed as deprived (according to the Housing report) then 
why are people not looking to move out as they wanted to do in Cross Green? The areas are fully occupied with barely any 
properties to rent or for sale. People are not looking to move from these areas. A clear sign that the PRS is doing the job. For 
people on very low incomes the PRS & the local facilities offer them a way of avoiding a homeless life. Raise the costs or 
make renting harder, then you will raise the number of homeless.  The cost of local housing has gone up at a proportionally 
faster rate than many other areas of Leeds. 15 years ago a back to back terraced house could be purchased for around 15k. 
These are now valued at over 70k (see Rightmove etc for confirmation). Empty properties are non-existent. Compare this 
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with areas such as Seacroft/Gipton/Cross Green for example. Headingley is full of properties with security grills over the 
windows & doors & has a higher incidence of property theft. The loss of available property to rent if landlords pull out will 
only lead to empty properties. The local tenants can only just afford the current costs. They cannot afford a mortgage & so 
can never buy. Houses will be left empty. 
Targeting the PRS by trying to using them as a cash cow will simply lead to resentment & non-cooperation. Without an equal 
& fair partnership between all parties there will never be any success. The issues the consultation has tried to highlight are 
not due to landlords but many other factors including Rogue tenants, other locals & most importantly lack of direct financial 
help from the council. This is not the case for other areas. 
Stop demonising landlords & give them public recognition for the hard work & service they are providing that prevents 
thousands of tenants ending up on the street. The council cannot meet this demand as it stands. What will happen if the 
available PRS property portfolio reduces by even a couple of hundred? The council will be left with a huge & immediate 
emergency housing issue. Work out the costs! Landlords will simply convert their properties into emergency housing & 
charge far more. The losers will be the Council & more importantly the tenants. 
IMD data has been used to justify the need for SL. However it’s clear that 5 of the 7 factors have nothing to do with the 
property owned by the PRS. To date no clarity has been provided to explain which factors have been used to produce the 
claim made in the Housing report. From the charts & details supplied in the IMD Appendix 1 its clear there is no valid reason 
Beeston or Harehills PRS should be selected. The index does not differentiate between the PRS sector or any other form of 
housing including Social Housing. Neither Beeston nor Harehills is any worse than many other areas in Leeds. So what is the 
real justification for doing this when it clearly fails the tenants? 
What we have is a proposal that is a REVENUE GENERATION SCHEME TO BAIL OUT HOUSING & LCC! 
 

Appendix 
Please refer to the attached documents 
IMD values 
Nowell’s & Clifton’s 
Other Areas 
Select Committee view 
The Beverley’s – Unity 
The Beverley’s Old & New 
CAS – The Beverley’s Short LR 
Tenants questionnaire 
Landlords questionnaire 
 
(This document has been produced with the aid of information from people who have joined the Landlord Group & other 
interested parties – Many thanks to you all) 

 

Appendix - IMD Values 
 
Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) 
 
The ratings in this index are the basis of the Housing report. There are 7 indicators used to produce an overall rating. Of the 7 
factors used, 5 are totally irrelevant to the property that the tenant resides in. The index can be selected to give a rating for 
each street. However this cannot justifiably be used to rate the whole area. 
 
IMD – Barriers to housing – Is one of 7 domains of the IMD, the indicators used in this domain are; - 
-Household overcrowding 
District level rate of acceptances under the homelessness provisions of the 1996 Housing Act, assigned to the constituent 
LSOAs 
Difficulty of access to owner-occupation - Road distance to a GP surgery 
Road distance to a general store or supermarket 
Road distance to a primary school 
Road distance to a Post Office or sub post office. 
The IMD map for this domain shows that Harehills is only in the 40-50% most deprived bracket. Not the 1% that the Housing 
report claims. Housing have cherry picked the report to justify their case. 
 
IMD - Living Environment - This domain combines 4 indicators to give an overall score for the level of deprivation in the 
quality of the local environment. The indicators used in the latest update of this domain are: 
Social and private housing in poor condition 
Houses without central heating 
Air quality 
Road traffic accidents involving injury to pedestrians and cyclists 
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Of these 4 factors, 2 have nothing to do with the property. How does anyone know which houses have central heating? The 
1st factor includes SOCIAL HOUSING – who owns this – LCC. An own goal I think. 
 
The other domains are – 
Employment deprivation 
Education, Skills & Training 
Health Deprivation & Disability 
Crime 
Income Deprivation, for Children & Older people. 
None of these factors can be attributed to the landlord or controlled by them. These are the responsibility of the Police & 
LCC. 
 
 
IMD map - http://dclgapps.communities.gov.uk/imd/idmap.html 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This map is the IMD for most of Leeds. The darkest red is the poorest rating. Cross Green, Holbeck, Potternewton, 
Chapeltown, Gipton, Seacroft, Halton Moor, Burmantofts, Belle Isle, New Wortley & Farnley are all in the same bracket as 
Harehills & Beeston Hill. 
 

 
Barriers to Housing & Services - Beeston 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Only a small part of Beeston is given a poor rating (20%). This is still better than the worst 10%. Holbeck has the same rating. 
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Barriers to Housing & Services - Harehills 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harehills has a 50% rating – far better than many others & a long way from the most deprived rating. 
 
Living Environment Deprivation – Harehills 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Although parts of Harehills are within the bottom 10%, this is no more than many other areas of Leeds such as Armley, 
Holbeck & Farnley. Why is Holbeck still there after all the millions that have been spent? 

 
Living Environment Deprivation – Beeston 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Although parts of Beeston are within the bottom 10%, this is no more than many other areas of Leeds such as Armley, 
Holbeck & Farnley. Interestingly the newly developed Beverley Square is still marked as part of the worst 10% 
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Appendix – Nowells & Cliftons (Oct 2018) 

 
This is the only street in all the Nowell’s / Clifton’s that has external issues Only 3 of the properties are in this state. It’s clear 
this is not a landlord issue but a tenant / external issue (note - missing flagstones). 
Note the cleanliness of the streets & gardens. The external property condition is also neat & tidy. There is no dumped rubbish 
& the footpaths are clear. 
 

 
New Housing 
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Appendix – Other Areas (ASB/Unoccupied/Fly Tipping) (Oct 2018) 
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Appendix 
 
Select Committee report on Selective Licensing issues 
 
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmcomloc/440/44007.htm 
 
You are here: Parliament home page > Parliamentary business > Publications and Records > Committee Publications > All Select Committee 
Publications > Commons Select Committees > Communities and Local Government > Communities and Local Government 
Private rented sector Contents 

 
Selective licensing 
Section 80 of the Housing Act 2004 permits local authorities in England and Wales to implement selective licensing of privately rented 
properties in areas experiencing low housing demand and/or suffering from anti-social behaviour.202 The same Act also introduced a new 
licensing regime for Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs). In areas with selective licensing, all private landlords are obliged to obtain a 
licence. The local authority is permitted to take enforcement action against any landlord who fails to obtain a licence, or does not achieve 
the minimum acceptable requirements. The Government told us that it would undertake a review of the current selective licensing 
framework before the summer.203 
 
In 2013, our predecessor Committee urged the Government to give councils greater freedom over when licensing schemes can be 
introduced and more flexibility over how they are implemented.204 Consequently, in April 2015, the Government broadened the criteria 
under which selective licensing may be introduced, so that a designation can now be made if the area to which it relates satisfies one or 
more of the following conditions: low housing demand (or is likely to become such an area); significant and persistent anti-social behaviour; 
poor property conditions; high levels of migration; high level of deprivation; or high levels of crime.205 It has also extended licensing for 
HMOs. 
  
The LGA told us that, “While landlord licensing schemes will not be appropriate in every council area, they can have significant benefits for 
landlords and tenants”.206 The RLA supported targeted, specific licensing, because it “helped to break up tenant ghettos and 
spread tenants out across the whole area”—although they continued to oppose borough-wide schemes.207 The Minister told us that, 
where schemes were shown to be working well, the Government wanted to “make sure this good practice spreads out to other areas that 
are 
similar”.208 
 
We heard that there were several advantages for local authorities that implemented selective licensing schemes. Sir Robin Wales—who 
was responsible for implementing the high-profile, borough-wide licensing scheme in the London Borough of Newham—believed that 
licensing allowed councils to set tougher basic conditions for private landlords to meet.209 For example, licensed landlords were required 
to inspect their own properties every 
six months and provide gas safety certificates to the council. Councillor Blackburn told us that selective licensing gave council officers the 
ability to “get behind the front door of properties that we would never otherwise have gotten into”.210 He highlighted the multi-agency 
approach adopted in Blackpool, which enabled officials to intervene in situations that would have otherwise remained hidden. Councillor 
Newman explained that selective licensing increased the likelihood of a positive outcome when criminal landlords are prosecuted, noting 
the “very clear focus to a set of conditions that should be met”.211  Local authorities that had implemented selective licensing schemes 
cited improved enforcement statistics as proof of their success. The London Borough of Newham told us they had issued 39,321 licences to 
26,072 landlords and, since 2013, 1,225 prosecutions had been brought against criminal landlords, with 28 having been banned from the 
sector.212 In Waltham Forest, where a borough-wide licensing scheme had also been implemented, the council had prosecuted 60 private 
landlords between February 2016 and April 2017, resulting in fines and costs of approximately £200,000.213 In Blackpool, there were 875 
properties licensed, 752 schedules of work and 87 formal notices issued, and 16 prosecutions.214 
 
However, David Cox from ARLA Propertymark told us that, far from demonstrating success, these statistics were evidence of failure. He set 
out the London Borough of Newham’s prosecution record: 
 
Newham have done 1,200 prosecutions, or 240 a year, out of 47,000 properties. That is 0.5% of properties in their area that they have 
done anything about and have done prosecutions. I would note that that is with 140 officers. They have 40 police officers, 100 enforcement 
officers and they have done 240 prosecutions a year. That is less than two prosecutions an officer. If that is what is classed as success—and 
it is classed across the industry as the most successful licensing scheme in the country—really what does that say? It is pitiful.215 

 
Low levels of enforcement within selective licensing areas were a key concern for many of our witnesses. Dr Julie Rugg told us that there 
was little empirical evidence that selective licensing schemes had a beneficial impact on the quality of private rented accommodation 
where they have been implemented, and that many appeared to be, “a bureaucratic exercise of making lists of people, charging amounts 
of money, receiving those moneys and just maintaining lists”.216 David Smith from the RLA agreed, telling us, “there is no substantive 
evidence that licensing does anything better than get people to have licences”, while David Smith-Milne of Placefirst said, “the lack of 
evaluative evidence is a real concern”.217 The lack of such evidence was not denied by advocates of selective licensing, with Sir Robin 
Wales telling us, “I cannot, if I am honest, say that I have absolute proof” of a general increase in the quality of private rented housing in 
Newham since the introduction of licensing in 2013.218 
 
Having received written evidence primarily from local authorities who were in favour of selective licensing schemes, we proactively sought 
evidence from councils that had considered, but ultimately rejected, such schemes for their areas, to ask them why they had taken this 
approach. Councillor Lawton told us that Bournemouth Borough Council had rejected selective licensing was because they were concerned 
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costs would be passed on to tenants in higher rent. He explained: 
 
[ … ] If you charge a landlord £500 per unit over five years—the licence would last for five years—it is £100 a year. That is £2 a week, and 
they would probably increase the rent by that amount. As I said earlier, although the people at the higher end of the market could probably 
afford that, people at the lower end may find it difficult. It really could just tip the balance against them.219 
 
He was also concerned about the possibility of judicial review from landlords’ representatives, and the potential cost that could be incurred 
as a result. Councillor Salier told us that, in Wandsworth, it was felt that only a very small number of private rented properties were of an 
insufficient standard, and that selective licensing would not be the best use of council resources, and would place an unfair burden on the 
majority of landlords who were doing a good job.220 In Boston, consultation responses indicated that landlords, tenants and 
businesses were unanimous in their opposition to selective licensing, and that “we were prejudicing everybody for the risk of the minority 
and that, instead, we should be focusing our enforcement action on targeting the worst”.221 
 
Furthermore, the British Property Federation highlighted several selective licensing schemes that they felt had not been well-deployed, or 
failed to meet their objectives.222 One example was Manchester City Council, which decided to withdraw their selective licensing scheme 
after five years, stating: “Members and landlords have criticised the scheme as being overly bureaucratic, with too much effort focused on 
the paperwork and administration and not enough on tackling the poorer landlords through enforcement and prosecution”.223 They also 
noted Rochdale Council which, despite having had selective licensing for 10 years, 
continued to have problems of “poor quality landlords offering very poor quality and often illegal properties for rent”. 
 
We also heard suggestions for alternatives to selective licensing schemes. ARLA Propertymark told us that local authorities should adopt 
collaborative approaches to tackling issues within the private rented sector, citing as an example the London Rental Standard—a voluntary 
minimum set of rules that landlords and letting agents must agree to adhere to in order to operate in London.224 This enabled local 
authorities to target their resources on intelligence-led enforcement, rather than the administrative burdens of a licensing scheme. The 
NLA strongly advocated landlord accreditation as an alternative to licensing, explaining that it looked to work with local authorities to 
address issues using existing powers and encourage engagement with the local landlord community.225 The British Property Federation 
supported proposals for a national register of landlords, which would provide a registration number to be used in all interactions with 
public bodies.226 
 
Application process for selective licensing 
 
Since April 2015, local authorities have had to seek approval from the Secretary of State for selective licensing schemes which would cover 
more than 20% of their geographical area or would affect more than 20% of privately rented homes in the area. In correspondence with 
the Minister, it was confirmed that—of the seven applications that the Secretary of State had considered since 2015—one had been 
rejected completely, two were confirmed in part, and four had been confirmed in full.227 
 
We heard that this application process was not fit for purpose. Councillor Blackburn told us that it took 20 weeks for the Government to 
respond to Blackpool Council’s application for a selective licensing scheme, far longer than the eight weeks it should have taken according 
to Government guidance.228 The London Borough of Newham also experienced delays with its recent application to the Government, 
leaving a significant gap between the expiry of the old licensing scheme and the commencement of its replacement.229 Councillor 
Blackburn was also concerned that the Minister’s decision was “heavily dependent upon the advice of civil servants”, who could not be 
expected to appreciate the local challenges in different parts of 
the country.230 
 
Others objected in principle to the application process. The LGA told us that, “requiring approval from the Secretary of State for licensing in 
a large area is an unnecessary intervention in local decision-making and should be removed”.231 Councillor Blackburn described the 
process as “contrary to the spirit of localism”, while Bristol City Council expressed their view that, “authorities should be able to make 
informed local decisions 
themselves on what is best to improve the private rented stock in their areas”.232 Even local authorities that had decided against 
implementing a selective licensing scheme of their own, agreed with the principle that the decision should ultimately rest with the local 
authority concerned.233 However, in response, the Minister highlighted the importance of having a high threshold for the implementation 
of selective licensing schemes: 
 
Believing in localism, they will come to me with the evidence, and the evidence will say whether it is acceptable or not. There has to be a 
high threshold. If we are bringing in very strong laws and a quite bureaucratic workload for different groups, which therefore will have a 
knock-on effect on cost, let alone the licence to register at all, then it has to have a high threshold. That is appropriate.234 
The Minister later confirmed that the application process would form part of the review of selective licensing that was due to take place 
before the summer.235 
The Beverley’s – Unity Housing article 15/2/13 
 
http://unityha.co.uk/articles/view/29/home-is-where-the-heart-is-beverleys-beeston-leeds 
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Paul Stevens and Ben Kilbride 

This Valentine’s Day our ‘Home is where the heart is’ event attracts over 50 people to our latest development ‘The 
Beverleys’ 

Unity now manages three schemes in the area of Beeston. The management of this scheme, featuring 55 two, three and four 
bedroom properties is shared between Unity Housing Association and Chevin Housing Association, part of the Together 
Housing Group. The properties are a mix of rented and shared-ownership properties – providing opportunities for first time 
buyers in the area of Beeston. 
 
The event served to welcome the families now living there to the local community and gave them the opportunity to meet 
their neighbours, their local councillors and a number of other people who had been involved in the scheme’s development.  
 
Upon arriving at the event, residents were given Valentine’s themed treats and were formally welcomed to their new homes 
by Unity’s Chief Executive, Ali Akbor, and Managing Director of Together Housing Group, Amanda Garrand. 
 

The guests at the opening event also had the opportunity to visit an occupied house on the development. The tenant said 
that ‘I am really happy with the service that Unity has provided. I’m loving the house and the area is really nice; neighbours 
are friendly. I can never imagine leaving this house!’ 
 
The Beverleys development did not only bring physical regeneration to the area of Beeston but also economic and social 
regeneration in that it’s construction provided apprenticeship, work experience and training opportunities for local people. 
Apprentices were employed by construction company Bramalls, part of the Keepmoat Group. As a result, six local people 

including , went on to secure full-time jobs. 
 
Councillor Richard Lewis, Executive Member for Development and the Economy, also present at the event, commented that ‘it is great that 
a new set of family homes are helping to regenerate the area by bringing in employment opportunities and that local people are 
benefitting from this’. 
 
The event was followed by a buffet at Rowland Road Working Men’s club where residents had the chance to get to know one another. 

 
 
 
Appendix - The Beverley’s Old & New (Oct 2018) 
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Selective Licensing Beeston and Harehills – Questionnaire for residents, local businesses & organisations 

 
Are you responding as: 
A private sector tenant 
A public sector tenant eg. Housing Leeds, housing association, charity 
An owner occupier 
A local business owner or service provider 
A representative of a local organisation 
A regular visitor to the area 
Other (please state in the space below) 
 
Are you responding about Beeston or Harehills? (please tick one boxonly) 
If you wish to have a say about both areas, you will need to complete separate questionnaires. 
Beeston 
Harehills 
Please tell us your FULL home postcode eg. LS1 1UR 
 
Where do you live? (please tick one box only) 
Beeston 
Harehills 
Elsewhere in Leeds 
Outside of Leeds 
 
If you live in Beeston or Harehills, please tell us how long you have lived in thearea: 
0-12 months 
1-2 years 
3-4 years 
5-9 years 
10 years plus 
 
Please tell us how long you have lived in your current home? 
0-12 months 
1-2 years 
3-4 years 
5-9 years 
10 years plus 
 
Do you intend staying in the area for the next 5 years? 
Yes 
No 
If No, please tell us why in the space below 
 
Which of the following do you feel are a big problem in the areas proposed for Selective Licensing? (please tick all that apply) 
 
Poor housing conditions 
Empty houses 
A high turnover of tenants (tenants not staying long) 
A high level of unemployment 
People not being able to pay their bills 
Problems accessing services eg. doctors, schools 
Ill health (poor physical and mental health) 
Environmental issues, eg. dog fouling, fly tipping, graffiti etc 
A high level of crime and ASB 
A poor perception of private landlords 
Don’t know 
 
There are no timescales set for any of these 10 issues. How long a period is this intended to cover, 1,2 or 5 years? 
Poor housing conditions – what does this mean – no definition provided. Are you trying to give the impression that a property 
that only costs £400-500 pcm should be the equivalent to one that costs £1000pcm? Are you referring to the décor, the area, 
the age of the house, the furnishings. It’s only natural someone living in these areas will underrate their house compared to a 

0
1
1
3
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more affluent area. A 1 star hotel is a poor hotel when compared to a 5 star hotel. However it costs a lot less to stay in. 
Empty Houses – How many & how long – what kind of numbers represent a problem. No evidence is provided by the council. 
The only issue is a property that may be empty for a long term. Even this period should be defined eg 1 year. 
Turnover of tenants – what period / timescale, 6 months, 1 year, 2 years? 
High level of unemployment – how are the people completing this form supposed to know this? No reference data has been 
supplied to highlight this. 
People not able to pay their bills - how are the people completing this form supposed to know this? This is nothing more than 
conjecture. 
Problems accessing services – what does this have to do with Selective Licensing? Are the landlords expected to fix a service 
that the council is not providing? Should landlords start to build schools etc? 
Ill Health - How does Selective licensing improve poor physical & mental health? These are medical issues. People smoke & 
drink a lot & exercise very little. Are landlords expected to be social workers? 
Environmental issues – Dog fouling occurs on the street, install cameras to catch the offenders. Fly tipping happens when 
someone dumps unwanted items on the street. This can be done by anyone not necessarily by someone local. If the council 
did not charge for removing large items such as mattresses & fridge-freezer’s then these would not be dumped. Your own 
teams have admitted this issue has got much worse since the free collections were removed. This is the actions of the council 
implementing a set of counter- productive cuts of service. Landlords cannot control the external actions of tenants or non- 
residents. Post some cameras in the area. The Harehills team said at a recent meeting that this had decreased since they 
began an aggressive policy to reduce this. 
High level of crime & ASB – Harehills & Beeston contain large sections of Council tenants. In Harehills the Council is the largest 
single landlord. Many of the tenants evicted from the PRS become council tenants. So it’s highly likely that many of these 
issues are created by your own tenants. There are no figures provided by the council to disprove this. There is no evidence 
provided to say that the areas marked for Selective Licensing are the cause of this. 
 
There is no evidence to show that this is not committed by people from outside of these areas. Landlords cannot patrol the 
streets or prevent criminals breaking in or tenants committing offences elsewhere. The police will not confirm these details 
to landlords due to the Data Protection Act. So how does Selective Licensing help resolve this? 
 
Poor perception of landlords – what on earth does this mean? Poor perception on what grounds? The excuse for 
implementing Selective Licensing implies that landlords are bad. Perhaps you should speak to some of your councillors as 
they & their families own many properties in these areas. Does this mean Councillors are slum landlords? You have provided 
no definition of this except to make it easy to mark down a landlord. 
 
If you live in Beeston or Harehills, have you experienced any of the problems listed in the question above? 
Yes 
No 
Not applicable 
If yes, please tell us in the space below 
No time period provided – how long are you referring to months, years? 
 
Have you ever been the victim of or witnessed anti-social behaviour in Beeston or Harehills? 
 
Yes No Don't Know 
Beeston 
Harehills 
 
No time period provided. Which part of Harehills/Beeston is this referring to? 
No reference to the fact that this may be committed by people from outside of the area. 
No reference to the definition of anti-social behaviour. 
 
If yes, was the anti-social behaviour caused by tenants of private rented properties in the area? 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 
Not Applicable (not witnessed or been victim of anti-social behaviour in these areas) 
 
No reference to the fact that this may be committed by people from outside of the area. 
No reference to the definition of anti-social behaviour. 
 
Have you been the victim of or witnessed poor conditions in private rented houses in Beeston or Harehills? 
 
Yes No 
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Beeston 
Harehills 
 
No definition of poor conditions or comparison to a property that could be classed as in good condition. This is highly 
subjective. 
No reference to the particular section of each area – does this refer to the whole of each are or the proposed selective 
licensed sections? 
 
The following statements seek to gauge your opinion as to the responsibilities of Landlords and Managing Agents. Please tell 
us how much you agree or disagree with each statement (please tick one box per row) 
 
Strongly Agree Agree Neither Agree or Disagree Disagree Strongly Disagree 
 
Landlord and agents should be responsible for maintaining their properties in a safe condition 
Landlords and agents should be responsible for maintaining the outside of their properties in a good condition 
Landlords and agents should be responsible for taking action against tenants who cause a nuisance or anti-social behaviour 
 
No definition of safe – what level of safety does this refer to? What is the safety aspect applied to? Smoke Alarms, Gas & 
Electrical certificates are already mandatory. 
What is the definition of being responsible to the outside of the building? Does this mean the garden or the building 
structure? Standard AST’s already cover this & tenants know this prior to moving in. 
 
If you are a private sector tenant, is your home to a good standard? 
Yes 
No 
Not Applicable 
 
What is a good standard? 
Totally subjective question. 
No comparisons or definition provided? 
 
If you are a private sector tenant, in your experience, do all landlords take action against tenants who cause a nuisance or 
anti-social behaviour? 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 
 
Misleading question by asking if ALL landlords take action. 
No reference to any time period when a landlord is expected to act. 
A section 21 can take several months to enforce. An outside observer will have no idea that any action is going on as this will 
be completed remotely. The landlord may be totally unaware of any tenant misbehaviour. 
No definition of nuisance/anti-social behaviour – Eg children playing loudly can be a nuisance to some but not others – highly 
subjective question. This should only be counted if the police have cautioned a tenant. 
No reference to any area 
No reference to any timescales – are we talking about over the last 10 years? 
No reference to whether this is in the immediate neighbourhood/street. 
 
Do you agree with the two areas proposed for Selective Licensing? 
Yes No Don't Know 
Beeston 
Harehills 
 
Not enough details provided to anyone to be able to fairly respond. Mark Ireland’s report states that the problem is only in a 
very limited number of streets. So why not state this. 
No comparison given to other parts of these areas. 
The St Wilfrid’s in Harehills are far worse all round compared to most of Harehills. These haven’t been included but some 
respondents will assume this. 
 
If Selective Licensing was to go ahead, there is the possibility that some private sector landlords operating in Beeston and 
Harehills would look to increase rent levels. Would you support Selective Licensing if it meant your rent may increase? 
Yes 
No 
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No reference to the fact that evictions may also occur or properties will be sold as the economics of renting are no longer 
feasible. Downplaying of the effects. Very soft language used to lower the likely effect. 
How many landlords have been spoken to that have said they won’t raise the rent? 
 
If yes, please indicate how much you would be prepared to pay extra per week: 1. £1 - £2 
2.    £3 - £5 
3.    £5 plus 
 
No justification given for these values. 
Landlords will be charged in one lump sum of £825 & have given no inclination than to pass this on in full in one go. Will the 
council offer the landlords the sameoptions? 
This implies that the landlords will subsidise the tenants over 5 years 
The Council has no legal control on how this will be charged & therefore is misleading the public by implying they will be 
offered these ultra low figures. 
 
Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and 
Harehills? 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Neither Agree or Disagree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Please provide comments to explain your response in the space below 
 
Is there anything else that you would like to say? 
No 
Yes (please use the space below) 

 
Landlords questions 
 
Are you responding as: 
A private landlord who owns and rents out a house in Leeds 
A letting agent/managing agent operating in Leeds 
A private landlord/letting agent/managing agent operating outside of Leeds 
Other (please state in the space below) 
 
If you are a private landlord, where do you live? (please tick one boxonly) 
Beeston 
Harehills 
Elsewhere in Leeds 
Outside of Leeds 
Please tell us your FULL home postcode, e.g. LS1 1UR 
 
If you are a private landlord, letting agent or managing agent, please tell us how many properties you currently own or 
manage in Leeds? 
1.   0 
2.   1 
3. 2 - 10 
4. 11 - 50 
5. 51 - 100 
More than 100 
 
If you are a private landlord, letting agent or managing agent, please tell us if you own or manage homes in the following parts 
of Leeds? 
 

1. Beeston Yes No 
2. Harehills Yes No 

 
If you own or manage homes in Beeston, please tell us how long you have been a landlord or agent in Beeston: 
0 - 12 months 
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1 - 2 years 
3 - 4 years 
5 - 9 years 
10 years plus 
 
If you own or manage homes in Harehills, please tell us how long you have been a landlord or agent in Harehills: 
0 - 12 months 
1 - 2 years 
3 - 4 years 
5 - 9 years 
10 years plus 
 
If you are a private landlord, letting agent or managing agent, are you a member of any of the following (please tick all that 
apply) 
 
The Leeds Rental Standard 
Residential Landlords Association (RLA) 
National Landlords Association (NLA) 
Unipol 
Other accreditation scheme (please specify in the space below) 
 
If you are a private landlord, letting agent or managing agent, do you ask for references from prospective tenants? 
Yes 
No 
 
Looking beyond any properties that you may own or manage in Beeston and/or Harehills, which of the following do you feel 
are a big problem in the area proposed for Selective Licensing ? (In each column, please tick all that apply) 
 
Beeston Harehills 
Poor housing conditions 
Empty homes 
A high turnover of tenants (tenants not staying long) 
A high level of unemployment 
Tenants not being able to pay the rent 
Problems accessing services (GPs, schools etc) 
Environmental issues, e.g. dog fouling, fly tipping, graffiti etc 
A high level of crime and ASB 
A poor perception of private landlords 
Don't know / no knowledge 
 
Poor Housing conditions - No definition given, what is this in reference to? Totally subjective as it stands. 
Empty homes – No timescale given. What time period is this for, 1 week, 1 month, 6 months, 1 year? Properties can be empty 
for a variety of reasons. Arranging a repair can take several weeks starting with finding an available tradesman to completing 
the repair. 
 
Turnover of tenants – No reference given to whether this is due to a landlord asking the tenant to vacate, end of tenancy 
vacation, tenant absconding leaving unpaid debts etc 
High level of unemployment – how are landlords expected to be able to affect this? How are landlords expected to know 
this? No reference data has been supplied to show this is the case. 
 
Tenants unable to pay rent – No reference given for the reason why? This could be a deliberate action by the tenant or 
benefit payment delays or loss of employment. When the full cost of Selective Licensing is passed onto the tenant then this 
will simply become far worse. 
 
Problems accessing services – How will landlords be able to make any impact on this? This is a council issue. 
 
Environmental issues – This generally occurs on the street or by others. Unless the police inform the landlords we have no 
way of knowing this or reacting to it. Fly tipping is an issue made worse by the council not collecting large items free of charge 
or expecting a household of several people to manage with a single black wheelie bin. 
 
High level of crime and ASB – This is not backed up by the IMD figures available online. Other areas of Leeds are as bad if not 
worse. What is meant by a high level? If there are more people in this area then it is no surprise it is likely to be higher. How 
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is this affected by charging the landlord £825? Should landlords join the police force? 
 
Poor perception of landlords – this is more likely due to the public complaining by councils and blinkered views of certain so 
called charities like Shelter. Shelter do not rent out any properties & have this view that all tenants are good & all landlords 
are bad. Charging a landlord £825 & then implying that they will be able to absorb the cost gives further credence to the view 
that landlords are cash rich. When was the last time a single piece of legislation was passed that made the operation of being 
a landlord easier? 
 
If you own or manage homes in Beeston and/or Harehills, have you encountered any of the following issues with your 
property in the last 12 months? (please tick all that apply) 
 
Difficulty finding new tenants 
Difficulty obtaining references for new tenants 
Tenants in rent arrears 
Problems evicting tenants 
Problems in a neighbouring property affecting your property/your tenants 
Your tenants causing anti-social behaviour 
Your tenants not looking after your property, including external areas 
Your tenants suffering from poor physical and/or mental health 
Problems with waste, e.g. tenants not using the bins, fly tipping on your land 
 
2) Difficulty obtaining references – if the local population is mostly from the lower level of the social economic scale then it’s 
not hard to see that they are most unlikely to have references of any sort. Additionally very few landlords are requested to 
provide these or want to give them in case there is a legal comeback. It simply adds to the administration costs. We all know 
references are often not worth the paper they are written on & so they are not asked for. 
 
Do you agree with the two areas proposed for Selective Licensing? 
 
Yes No Don't Know 
Beeston 
Harehills 
 
The following statements seek to gauge your opinion as to the effect Selective Licensing may have on the issues listed (please 
tick one box per row) 
 
Strongly Agree  Agree    Neither Agree or Disagree   Disagree Strongly Disagree 
 
Selective Licensing will help improve the environment in Beeston and Harehills 
Selective Licensing will help reduce antisocial behaviour in Beeston and Harehills 
Selective Licensing will improve the quality of accommodation for tenants in Beeston and Harehills 
Selective Licensing will allow the Council to tackle poor landlords operating in Beeston and Harehills 
Selective Licensing will help good landlords operating in Beeston and Harehills 
Please provide comments to explain your response 
 
To what extent do you agree with the proposed fee structure for Selective Licensing of £825 per property, with a discount of 
£150 for members of the Leeds Rental Standard? 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Neither Agree or Disagree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Please provide comments to explain your response in the space below 
To what extent do you agree with the proposed conditions for Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and Harehills? 
Strongly Agree 
Agree 
Neither Agree or Disagree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Please provide comments to explain your response in the space below 
Overall, how much do you agree or disagree with our proposal to introduce Selective Licensing in parts of Beeston and 
Harehills? 
Strongly Agree 
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Agree 
Neither Agree or Disagree 
Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Please provide comments to explain your response in the space below 
Is there anything else you would like to say? 
If so please use the space below. 
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Correspondence from a landlord responding on behalf of the Say No campaign group 
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WRITTEN FEEDBACK RECEIVED IN SUPPORT OF THE PROPOSAL FOR  

SELECTIVE LICENSING IN HAREHILLS 
 

Correspondence from the Inner East Housing Advisory Panel 
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Correspondence from the Leeds Strategic Migration Board 
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Correspondence from the National Landlords Association 
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Correspondence from Unipol  
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Correspondence from the Voice of Involved Tenants Across Leeds 
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Email dated 19 August 2018 received from a resident of Harehills  

 

From:  
Sent: 19 August 2018 15:48 
To: Coupar, Cllr Debra <Debra.Coupar@leeds.gov.uk>; Ireland, Mark <Mark.Ireland@leeds.gov.uk> 
Cc: harehillscommunitywatch@gmail.com 
Subject: Selective licensing consultation  
 

Good afternoon, 
 

My name is , I am a resident of  in 
Harehills. I am a resident that cares about the place I live .  Over recent years  I have seen an 
increase in the amount of fly tipping that is occurring in Harehills on a daily basis .  
 

Myself and other core residents actively try to make Harehills a cleaner, greener and nicer place to 
live . I am a member of the rapidly growing Harehills Community Watch group on social media as 
well as the newly constituted Harehills in Bloom group.  I attend our PACT meetings and get involved 
in community events.  
 

Today myself and a neighbour walked to the top of our street and were greeted by these heaps of fly 
tipping on the pavement and in our local park (Ashton Park). 
 

Sadly this is a daily occurrence. What you will notice from the photographs is that much of the fly 
tipping waste is from house renovations. You can see bathroom waste, flooring, old furniture. Today 
we looked through the waste and found a receipt from a local letting agent                                                               

‘ ’. I have reported this to ‘eneaction’ as I do every time I see such fly 
tipping and also to my local councillors. 
 

My point being, is that the consultation for selective licensing is so desperately needed in areas such 
as Harehills. We have, for too long been the forgotten area of leeds where rogue and unscrupulous 
landlords rule with an iron fist. Making money out of substandard housing and preying on desperate 
needy families.  
 

Much of the fly tipping  I know comes from landlords, I have photographed evidence and  sent it to 
my local ward councillors as well as eneaction.  
 

I am trying to engage members of the community to participate in the consultation in order for them 
to have their voices heard. I am aware however,  that many of the people whom selective licensing 
aims to safeguard either do not have internet access or indeed cannot speak, read or write in the 
English language. I am concerned that their voices won’t be represented in the way the large 
numbers of landlords will.  
 

It has come to my attention that a landlords group are behind a campaign objecting to selective 
licensing and are circulating a generic letter  to add further weight to their ‘no’ campaign. This 
worries me greatly .  
 

However, I am not perturbed. In fact it makes me more determined than ever to ensure Harehills 
and it’s tenants get every chance to live in acceptable standards of housing and rogue landlords are 
held to account  
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Please, in the due deliberations and consultations ahead, remember that all people deserve to live in 
accommodation that is fit for purpose, safe and of an acceptable standard that you or your own 
family would deem decent and worthy of rent.  
 

I for one have had enough of flytipping in Harehills and selective licensing could help to control and 
eliminate the sights I have emailed to you today. I have already been in contact with my local ward 
councillors and MP and am resolute in my determination to highlight the persistent and depressing 
problems we face in Harehills on a daily basis.  
 

We need real change.  
Kind regards  
 

 
 
 
 

Email dated 1 September 2018 received from a stakeholder  

 

From:  

Sent: 01 September 2018 19:46 

To: Selective Licensing <Selective.Licensing@leeds.gov.uk> 

Subject: Selective Licensing in Harehills 

Dear Leeds City Council 

I was brought up in Harehills lived there between 1954 and 1972 when I left to study in 

Liverpool.  My parents left the area in 1976.  

The last of my extended family moved away in 1990. 

My daughter and her husband moved into the area in 2012 as first time buyers.  They both work full 

time, but have helped organise and joined litter picks ,bulb and tree planting, Back to Front and 

residents groups to improve the area.  

I had a happy childhood living in Milan Street, and  feel immensely saddened now on our regular 

visits at the neglected , dirty ,rundown state of the streets. 

I think the proliferation of buy to let mortgages and landlords have blighted the area.  

'Improvements ' to buildings which do not take into account the Victorian architecture  , for which 

Leeds City Council planning department  and lax  enforcement must take responsibility have created 

ugly build outs on to pavements with massive overflowing bins and lurid shop fronts.  

All perpetrated by business owners, landlords, and council employees who wouldn't dream of living 

there themselves.!!!!! 

First and foremost the council needs to deal with the landlords without vested interests interfering 

with the process.  

These landlords are making massive profits in rent ,compared to what a mortgage would cost the 

occupants of the properties.  

I am appalled that this sector seems to be unregulated. Landlords must be held responsible for the 

upkeep of the properties, the agents they employ and the tenants to whom they rent.  Landlords are 

responsible for much of the fly tipping in the area between tenancies. Also for dilapidated gardens 

,fences and gates .  

The council now charges for bulky waste removal -and have closed the local rubbish tip.  
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I have already read a circular directed presumably at tenants , telling them if they vote for 

registration of landlords their rent will increase and they could be evicted . This is scandalous.  Can 

there not be a rent cap ? This amounts to corruption and intimidation.  

The council is either serious about improving life in Harehills and Beeston or not.  Please do this.  

 

 

 

Email dated 1 September 2018 received from a stakeholder  

 

From:     

Sent: 01 September 2018 16:58 

To: Selective Licensing <Selective.Licensing@leeds.gov.uk> 

Subject: Selective Licensing 

Hi everyone 

I think the beginning of a resurgence in the quality of life in Leeds begins with the regeneration of its 

poorest quarters. 

In these areas, the residents have any number of associations and groups who are busy liaising with 

the Council, whether Elected Members or Officers, with limited success, and also with the Police and 

enforcement agencies. 

The single biggest improvement a council can make is to insist that Landlords  (almost invariably 

living somewhere else) take proper legal responsibility for 1. Properties 2. The Agents they use to 

janitor these properties and 3. The people who live in their properties. 

The second big improvement a council can make is to insist that businesses and their owners, who 

again are invariably out of area, act responsibly with regard to A. Compliance with planning 

regulations and B. Refuse and litter arrangements.  

Further improvements need to be made with regards to traffic flow through the areas, again 

generally originating from outside and going to somewhere else. Two real nuisances from traffic, 

apart from deterioration of air quality, are rubbish dumped from cars (often taxis) and parking on 

front of residental properties because there is insufficient cheap parking elsewhere. 

Lastly, drivers of flat bed trucks and vans, often not showing registration plates, need to be 

prevented from constantly dumping domestic garbage and used white goods and furniture in areas 

they consider to be unpoliced or unguarded. CCTV?  

You are the Council. Please do your job. 

Thanks. 
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Statement received from Zarach 

 

Zarach is a Leeds based charity set up in June 2017 in order to support local schools and families 

fight the effects of poverty. We now have 44 Leeds based schools registered with is and have 

delivered 200 brand new bed bundles to children who previously did not have a bed. A bed bundle 

includes a new bed and mattress, new nightwear, new bedding and a personal hygiene kit. Out of 

the 200 bundles over 150 have been delivered to homes within the LS9 postcode.  

I'm an Assistant Head Teacher at an inner city (LS9) Primary School in Leeds and after a decade in the 

job, hungry children, poor living conditions and social care referrals has sadly become the norm. 

Children being hungry or not having a bed is unacceptable. As a city, we are better than that! 

In 2017, whilst teaching an 11 year boy, I noticed he was scratching his tummy. He told me he and 

his younger brother shared a cushion to sleep on that it had bed bugs which made his tummy itchy. 

At the time I was in the middle of teaching a lesson on irregular tense verbs. I realised I had a choice: 

be satisfied that I'm teaching him grammar because it's what I'm paid to do or continue to be the 

best teacher I can but also use my time and influence to help make sure every child in our city has 

their basic needs met in order to get the best education and break the stronghold of poverty. 

The very nature of the charity's work means we are welcomed into homes by families. We have 

visited G4S properties, Local Authority properties and private rentals. Occasionally we have come 

across health and safety issues in G4S and Local Authority properties and have worked hard with 

families to gain the correct support for them. This process is much more complicated in private 

rented properties and, in our experience often leads to issues continuing over an unacceptable time 

frame. We have experienced certain properties that have changed hands from one family to another 

but the health and safety issues still rumble on. 

A non-exhaustive overview of the most common issues we have seen can be found below: 

Overcrowding (up to 7 people in one bedroom) / No water or gas / Broken boilers / Exposed wiring  

Rats / Scabies / Large amounts of rotting rubbish in gardens / Bed bugs / Broken stairs / External 

doors that will not lock / Broken windows / Missing floorboards / Exposed joists  

Not addressing ASB issues such as (noise, violence, rubbish, intimidating behaviour) meaning there is 

an impact not only on children in the properties but the wider community  

 

Statements and feedback received from health visitors working in the area  

The following has been provided by the Clinical Team Manager; 

Privately rented 3 bedroom terraced house. Living room and 3 bedrooms seen. Damp and mould 

present to parts of walls and ceilings of all bedrooms and living room.  

Attic room not habitable. Mould seen to windows, walls and possessions of bedroom in attic. Velux 

window in attic does not shut. Appears unsafe.  

Some of the leeks have been repaired by the landlord. 4 teenage brothers sleeping on two 

mattresses in bedroom on first floor. Parents and baby sharing a bed in the other bedroom. No 

white goods in the house". 
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Mostly private rented properties - some in good condition, many in fair or poor. Families seem to 

accept anything they can to get a roof over their head and then spend time saving up for a bond and 

take time to search for an improved property 

Many terraced houses converted into flats - some of which are not suitable for use as a full dwelling 

- for example 2 adults and 2 children living in a basement that has very low ceilings, little natural 

light and only access is by a ginnel at the back of the property. This even makes accessing their post 

difficult as there is no postbox or sign to indicate a downstairs flat. 

Houses with each room rented out, small space. Eg 4 bedroom terrace and each room ‘rented out’- 

families living in 1 room. Sharing kitchen and bathroom. Bathroom always damp/ mould. Houses 

with water dripping through the ceiling. Landlord contacted by health visitor, still not acted on this 3 

weeks later.  

Flats above shops that can only accessed by a very steep, rickety and unsafe fire escape at the rear 

of the property. Heavily pregnant women and very young children using these stairs. No post box so 

really difficult for us to contact them  

Large terraced houses split for multi occupancy - front doors often unlocked or wide open. I have 

been visiting when a member of the public has knocked on a lounge door because there is no lock on 

the main door. They usually have a small bolt (like a bathroom bolt) on one door and no other 

lockable door. Plus very dim lighting in communal areas. 

Carbon monoxide monitors not fitted by landlords - rarely in situ when we ask. Smoke detectors in 

place but often with failing batteries that beep constantly yet they are in places unreachable without 

a large ladder so the families are reliant upon landlords responding to their requests to change the 

batteries but they often don't.  

On a visit recently, British Gas were also present and were replacing a prepayment meter for the 

third time since October. Apparently it is VERY common place in Harehills for the gas pipes to be 

clipped around the meter so that people can acquire free gas. British gas explained that this creates 

constant leak of Gas and is a severe housing risk to both those tenants and others around them. If 

multiple houses on the same street are doing the same, the result could be disastrous. 

Litter and discarded large items are frequently seen everywhere. Often blocking paths for mothers 

and children, prams and wheelchairs. I have had a family move recently because the landlord did not 

tackle a problem with rats in the flat they were in. The rats were visible in the living areas. 

Smell of smoke and Cannabis from neighbours is a frequent experience 

I have witnessed 2 or 3 houses with statements in their windows or taped to their front doors 

threatening violence if anyone dares to disturb them or knock on their door. One I remember clearly 

stating that English people are stupid and have been warned not to liaise with whoever lived there 

or the dogs would be set upon them. 

Young Children and toddlers playing out in the street without shoes or socks on. Lack of supervision. 

This also due to no gardens or safe area for play for children who live in the area. 

Damp and mould, damp and mould, damp and mould - a massive problem in some houses and flats! 

Again unresponsive landlords at times and families feeling stuck as no other options to move to. I 

was in a flat last week where the green and black mould was covering a third of the room and the 

landlord had said it was because 3 people (parents and child) were sleeping in one room and 

therefore there was nothing he would do! I have referred to CC for support with that one. 
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Damp is a widespread problem in the catchment area, causing health problems and damage to 

personal possessions. Many landlords either tell tenants that damp is to be expected as it's an old 

property or blame tenants for not using their central heating all day to attempt to dry it out. 

Basics facilities such as hot water and heating are often not maintained by landlords. Landlords often 

ignore requests for repairs or botch the repairs. 

Vulnerable families who manage to find a landlord who does not require a bond often end up stuck 

and unable to leave very poor quality homes as they do not have the funds to pay the bond 

elsewhere. Landlords are aware of this vulnerability and that families often feel they have no choice 

but to accept the property in whatever state it is in.  

The Rogue Landlord team provided by the council has been helpful in tackling some unscrupulous 

individuals. Many families, however, refuse this service when it is offered as they are afraid of 

potential repercussions from the landlord i.e that their bond will not be returned or if they haven't 

paid a bond, that they will have nowhere else to go.  

Generally, the cost of housing in the area is ridiculously overpriced. As an example, I have seen a 

mum and her new baby living in a tiny bedsit, without any hot water, heating or locks on the doors. 

The floor of the shower in the shared bathroom leaked significantly into the person's bedroom 

below so no one was able to use the shower. If someone did use the shower, this caused violent 

altercations between the tenants sharing the property. I also saw sparks coming from electrical wires 

which had been situated under the leaking sink in the bedsit. The landlord was very aware of these 

issues (and others) but did not attempt any repairs and continued to charge the tenant £550 per 

calendar month. Her housing benefit didn't cover this so she had to make up the rest from her 

benefit payments. The outcomes for this family were not good for a variety of complex reasons. The 

appalling state of their housing contributed significantly to the difficulties they faced.  

Affordable housing does not have to be inadequate. But the conditions I regularly see are far from 

acceptable and often at the very edge of affordable for families on very low incomes. Overcrowding 

is the norm: families with four or more children in 2 bedroom properties, parents taking it in turns to 

sleep on sofas. Damp is so common I have almost become accustomed to it: patches of grotty, black 

spots on inner walls, the result of unrepaired leaks, poor heating or broken pipes, never fixed by 

absentee landlords. The worst damp I have seen was in a family home containing two small children: 

they begged to witness the extent of the problem in the upper bedroom. There was water bubbling 

on the walls and I could not bear to take more than a step in the room, already feeling my breathing 

becoming weighed down by the moisture in the air. 

This is not aided by the fact that a lot of properties do not have adequate heating or have expensive 

heating that the families cannot afford to use. 

Infestation is also commonplace; I’ve had a mouse run over my bag during a visit and had others 

interrupted by fumigators. 

The families in these circumstances are almost always from migrant communities with limited 

English and little awareness of how the ‘system’ works, leaving them vulnerable to exploitation or 

simply just accepting poor conditions with no knowledge of how to challenge them or even that they 

have the right to live in a clean, well-maintained, well-heated home. 
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Family in Bayswater area of Harehills where there is damp in basement that hasn't been dealt with 

that has led to an insect infestation. House smells of damp and mould and has a horrible smell they 

can't get rid of. 

House in Conways in Harehills where there is a hole in the ceiling above the bed and water leaks 

through. Landlord not taken action. Mum sharing one room with baby in a shared house.  

Lots where there is overcrowding and damp. 

 

Statement from the Assistant Community Hub Manager at the Compton Centre Community 

Hub in Harehills 

The Compton Centre Community Hub is one of busiest community hubs in one of the most deprived 

areas across Leeds. We experience a high volume of tenants who come into The Compton Centre for 

assistance daily who rent from private landlords with issues ranging from disrepair, harassment, 

landlords who do not put deposits/bonds in the deposit scheme and pest infestations.  Some of the 

customers who approach are vulnerable or speak little English.   

Harehills is a typical run down inner city area with poor quality houses with which the vast majority 

of the landlords charge the highest possible rent for doing the least cost in repairs, some leaving 

families with young children with no heating or hot water for weeks. 

The practice of demanding rent in cash is endemic throughout the area and it is normal practice for 

the landlord not to issues receipts to their tenants.  Any tenant who confronts their landlord has 

been known to be threatened with violence or eviction.  

The vast majority of tenants approach us for help and assistance but when asked to make their 

concerns official they refuse which makes the job of enforcement and protection almost impossible 

due to the threats and intimidation from unscrupulous landlords. 

The amazing consequence of this situation is we have a really thriving community sprit around The 

Compton Centre and it is clear that that residents of Harehills deserve a lot better especially with 

such a high number of young children in the area. 
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COMMENTS EXTRACTED FROM LEEDS CITY COUNCIL’S  

CORPORATE FACEBOOK ACCOUNT IN RELATION TO THE SOCIAL  

MEDIA CONSULTATION  

 
Did you know that some landlords charge £100 just to view the property that's none refundable. And 
they can do it as much as they want before they accept someone and just make money knowing that 
they won't be giving them the opportunity anyway.  IT'S a scam and it's disgusting that they can do 
this. My friend went to view a property in ls9 and this happened. 

It should be rolled out up and down the country tbh 

Why would anybody agree to view on that basis? Just say no & walk away it’s a clear sign the 
Landlord is not going to provide decent accommodation. 

most of harehills and beeston needs knocking down and rebuilding 

Great solution 👍� You muppet! 

As a landlord i totally agree. Think standards should be set to keep everyone safe. 

Looking at the propsed are for Beeston, it only covers the area below the park. There are lots of 
rented houses above the park that need looking into where the landlords don't  care about the state 
of the property outside... dont like to think what inside is like.  We are beong left out yet again 

I am below the park and whilst the problem with slum landlordism is much worse down here, it's a 
blight on all of Beeston (and for that matter the whole city). Maybe they're just targeting the 
hotspots to begin with, and will roll it out everywhere later on as they did with HMOs. Can't come 
soon enough imho. 

No. They're great old houses that if they were in Headingley or Chapel A would be worth a fortune. 
We need to rebuild it as a vibrant multicultural working class community rather than a dumping 
ground for folk with multiple social problems and the slum landlords, drug dealers, loan sharks etc 
that prey on them. This is a positive step. 

Bring it on. Irresponsible landlordism is blighting Beeston Hill and most of the other older areas of 
the city too. Landlords make a fortune from buying cheap houses, patching them up, filling them with 
cheap secondhand furniture then renting them to eople who don't care about the area, the house, 
their neighbours or often themselves. Maybe it will discourage a few of them and in doing so free up 
houses for first time buyers and families. As others have said, it needs to be citywide really but this is 
a good start. 

Expand the scheme to a wider area. 

XXX. It may not be much help to you but if it pans out in the future it can't be a bad thing. Something 
like this should have been out in place years ago, across the whole of the UK not just a pilot scheme 

I need to be there to ask all the questions needed about this scheme. BUT am on both sides. Mainly 
the tenant, but benefits need to get sorted out. Tenants and landlords are left in debt ALL the time. 
So sort the benefit system too LCC. 

My nephew had to pay to view his property LS11 

XXX 

Disgusting. 

XXX most of Britain is the same . 

XXX another thing to talk about! 

And the cost ? 

Id never pay to view a property, they shouldn't be allowed to charge people 

This will be the problem, if the landlord is charged for it you can be damned sure they will pass that 
cost onto the tenant! 

I live in a part of beeston this mentions and as much as we have our problems it is nothing compared 
to the antisocial behaviour and crime in holbeck - so why aren't they having this too? :/ 

XXX they didn't bother looking tbh. 
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But I was just wondering now, can't the Leeds City Council do anything about this with robbing 
landlords?? 

😂 😂 😂 I've just seen the odds and evens for my street and all I can say is 😂 😂 😂 😂 pmsl. 

I think � this is the karma train coming for a few landlords on here 😂 😂 😂 xxx 

Have you ever rented a property? Perhaps if you did you may have a different view. New furniture 
stolen, carpets & doors wrecked, all sorts of rubbish dumped after the tenant has left, unpaid rent, 
fiddled meters. Ultimately you have a choice if it's not to your liking find another place. If you read 
the council details carefully you will realise not one single penny of the £825 will go to the area / 
property in question. It all goes to admin. So where will this new tax be recovered from - yep the 
tenant. This will be added to everyone's next tenancy agreement & will be required to be paid in 1 go 
as that is how the council will charge this. These 2 areas have the cheapest rents in Leeds. It's no 
different from paying to stay in a 1star / 5 star hotel. 

nice idea - where will this money come from? 

what will that achieve - everyone paying £825 extra. Most places already meet the required legal 
standards so who will it help? 

XXX Many of these tenants are placed there by the council because they have got rid of their own 
housing stock. You refer to slum landlords as a sweeping statement but ignore the fact this can also 
be said of some tenants. When you have experienced the after effects of a bad tenant you would not 
be saying what you do. Most of the houses in the scheme boundary are the back to back houses - so 
even if they were in another area they would still be the cheapest form of housing. Ultimately if you 
raise the cost of the property then you raise the rent. How many can afford a hike in their rent. This 
is what will happen as the cost will be passed on. 

In effect they are trying to label these areas as slums & trying to blame the landlords. Whilst there 
are some bad landlords there are also some bad tenants. That is how life is. Not 1 penny will be spent 
by the council. It must all go to admin by law. Ultimately it will be the poorest tenants who will suffer 
the most with increased rents as the cost just gets passed down. 

https://www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk/    Read here to get an alternative view. £825 charged by the 
council to cover admin only. Can you pay this when you renew your tenancy? This will be payable at 
the start / renewal of your tenancy in these areas. 

YES 

Government and councils always treat landlords as the bad guys. How about some laws and support 
to deal with bad tenants too? 

YES 

Why pick certain areas?? Seems a bit prejudice to me. Money making too....disgusting. 

Morley need to as well 

Tenants have bugger all rights against bad landlords. Bad landlords have the entire legal system on 
their side. 

Will this be a trial to be extended to the rest of the city if successful? 

We needs better laws to protect both sides of the agreement . 

How about doing it for the whole of leeds? 

Completely disagree with selective licensing proposal. Why only choose lower Beeston and not upper 
Beeston and Harehills and not Hyde Park with a huge student population. Seems to be targeting BME 
populations. Use existing HMO licensing powers to deal with issues. 
Its just another way to make money with a skyrocket £825 fee. Yes £825 fee. 

XXX worth reading 

Scarborough are targetting areas too. Mostly the dense populated areas of student and shared 
housing. Instead of dealing with the poor housing and landlords on an individual basis they blanket 
selective licensing on everyone. £550 each property. Trialled North bay last year and now its 
consulting across two more areas. It's another local tax on landlords. Should drive up standards and 
quality but at a cost to everyone including tenants. 
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They arent stupid, it'll come in phases. Scarborough trialled across North bay now consulting on two 
more areas. Always dense populated  and  multi ocupancy areas with higher unemployment and 
deprivation. Supposed to drive up standards but its a catch all, instead of handling the poor landlords 
who've been poor for years they target all. How will they measure improvments i wonder?? 

Obviously never tried removing a poor tenant then Derek Rimmer. I know people who've lost five 
figure sums over one poor individual tenant. Thats way more than the profits from any rents. 
Landlords have more and more legislation, regulation and costs tondeal with. They are making it 
harder to build succesful businesses and selective licensing just adds another layer. Wouldn't mind if 
they could measure the success properly but how do you do it. Whats their baseline? 

XXX That’s what the media will tell you... A tenant can just up and leave, it’s almost impossible to 
remove a tenant who isn’t paying or is smashing up your place. Like I said, the media, government 
and councils all love the “landlord is evil” story line, oh, the tax man hates landlords too. 

Should do it everywhere not just certain areas 

Fantastic stop landlords taking advantage of vulnerable people charging silly rents and not carrying 
out repairs to a decent standard . I would imagine that the areas chosen are due to them been run 
down nothing to do with religion. I’m sure this will then be looked at for other areas also . Have to 
start somewhere x 

One thing people seem to have forgotten, there are plenty of laws in place already, the councils job is 
to enforce them. This licence isn’t a new law or rights for tenants, it’s just another tax. Any revenue 
will likely end up in the huge reserves that the council is building, rather than spent helping people 
like they promised to do. 

Great idea if it introduces a professional attitude on the part of landlords who have to understand 
that they are serving a social need and not just looking to show a profit every year, extended 
tenancies should be part of the deal too. 

What a load of crap!! I run student accommodation and we have been targeted for years and it 
hasn’t solved that problem with rouge landlords? I could go on and start naming them but you 

already know who they are and won’t do anything about it!!😡😡😡 it’s always the race card that 
comes into play, I’m sorry but one rule for one means one rule for all!!! Get your house in order 
before trying to make tenants feel good about themselves? 

*rogue. 

The council should buy them back all landlords are crooks 

Just another money making scheme from the council. In principal good idea to improve housing 
quality landlords and tenants should be checked but let’s be realistic it won’t go wide spread and will 
be at best four people sat in an office collecting another form of tax to cover Leeds council wastage. 

They are filled by migrants so who gives a shit  all on fiddle 

It could be one of your relatives living in rented accommodation in the future , as younger people 
can't buy these days , so they all need decent housing . 

This is a good idea , as many landlords do'nt look after their houses , doesn't matter who the tenant 
is , or where they are from , they all need decent accommodation . 

XXX do your homework before writing total bollock. 

Next introduce rent caps 

XXX due to 10 million immigrants taking all the available housing stock 

Another Leeds council project. They must have a room where they think about nothing as they have 
already stretched the number brains with other I'll thought ideology. Get a grip of at least one 
project from concept to completion. 

More red tape, more expense, more persecution of landlords Why not go whole hog and ban private 
renting as you assume all landlords are evil parasites? 

£815 per property per year payable by the landlord,, do the fuckwits in labour run lcc think that the 
landlord wont pass that cost on to the tenants??? fucking doylems 

Why doesn't the council take a position across the city that all landlords must ensure the houses they 
rent out meet minimum standards for safety, hygiene, and health. If there was a star rating system as 
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there is for shops and restaurants, it could be possible to introduce sanctions like limiting the amount 
of rent that can be charged on properties of specific star ratings. That would mean landlords had an 
incentive to keep their properties in good repair and the council would have a structure to penalise 
those who are ripping tenants off. 

XXX my kids have no chance with migrants they get preference 

Disgusting Council just look at the areas crossgates going same way . 

Slums that's what it like and landlords getting the rent 

Council might want to take a lead out of its own book and get its on houses in order first.. as well 

The idea is long overdue! Landlords shoul be made responsible for the mess tenants make! 

dont compare crossgates to  harehills XXX its nothing like it 

Yeah 

its getting like it l live in crossgates and l love it but seeing all shops closing down there must be more 
hairdresses and barbers then anywhere else . 

And why people who have traded there years the council wants more rent off them and they carnt 
afford its a disgrace but yet all these new little stores coffee bars take aways they can afford shoving 
us out a shame . 

Wonder how they can afford to pay rates when lots of people couldn't and had to give there shops 
up strange don't know what's happening well lve a idear there's a handbag shop Harehills lane 300 
pounds and more for a handbag yes never seen a person go in it what's happening can somebody 
tells us.shops on Harehills lane we have to walk on the road as they shop takes all the path up only 
about 15 fruit and veg shops it's a joke 

too little too late 

There are enough rules and regs already in existence. If no one applies them or does anything about 
them we sure as hell don’t need more. They will be costly in consultation and management fees, cost 
the landlord and all this cost will be transferred to you and me in council tax. Leeds city council are 
renowned for coming up with a camel when what we needed was a horse. �  

Leeds City Council couldn't organise a XXX in a brewery. 

Never trust the council or government just a bunch of overpaid snakes seeking more money from the 
working class set of vultures 

Just another tax for lcc to rake in, there are enough power's already to deal with problem landlord's. 

Everyone will lose out, landlord's dumping property's on the market driving down prices. 

100% of liverpoool is now licensed. I have one property there, it costs £400 for 5 years (per 
property). Couple that with the fact the tax man now also hates us, having a buy to let isn't the 
investment it once was. 

Should start with rent caps then the licence. 

Yes, HULL council have doing it already XXX 

This was tried in Cross Green & failed. They couldn't even target the area that needed it the most. In 
addition, they funded the project to help make it look as though it had succedded. So now they are 
trying to mug landlords with a tax that they already have the laws & powers to deal with. £825 will all 
go towards admin & new officers. Nothing is to be offered to help improve the area. They are naive if 
they expect the landlords to fund this. This will become a TENANT TAX. Ultimately the council will be 
responsible for the tenants paying at least £825 more because rents will rise. In reality, this will end 
up costing closer to £1000. Some people mistakenly believe that landlords earn a fortune. We don't. 
These are long-term investments. We also spend a lot of money repairing properties trashed by 
outgoing tenants & trying to recover unpaid rent because a tenant has left without paying the last 2 
or 3 months rent. If a tenant is unhappy with a place they can easily look elsewhere. I think that's 
known as freedom of choice. The council uses our properties to get itself out of trouble due to its 
lack of social housing. Landlords are not social policemen as the council is trying to make this into. If 
you want to resolve social problems, bring back on the beat police, collect the refuse more often & 
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help tenants remove unwanted items rather than increasing fees in the waste disposal sites & 
moving them further away. Do your job! 

Fantastic idea guys...help quash the rogue landlords!... 

However this was designed the outcome will simply be a massive extra charge of £825 to every 
property. This will have to be paid for by the tenants when they next renew their tenancy agreement. 
The council will not invest a single penny into the property or area with this TAX. Whatever the 
council tries to force onto the landlord will ultimately be paid for by the tenant. There are no free 
gifts The council is masking it's own withdrawal of services & lack of investment by targeting 
landlords. 

Damn ryt 

How about working to bring down the prices of rent for council & private property? 

Another way for the council to take in some money so that they can pay someone thousands to sit 
around and twiddle their mums. 

Lol, mums 

I would much prefer the Council to track down and prosecute rogue landlords.  It seems easier to 
chase those who try to do a good job and provide accommodation which is fair, safe and reasonable 
where people are more than happy to live. 

Great idea 

What the council need to be doing in regards to private rented property is working to bring prices 
down, and stop imposing their age restrictions on siblings sharing! 

👍👌 

OMG.  Is that even a quesion!!  Landlords should have to provide this stuff as standard.  Dodgy 
landlords are not going to pay this fee and landlords who are already doing the right thing shouldn't 
have to.  And why are you just considering 2 areas of Leeds?? 

So if this license is about 800+£ a year are the council then going to pay landlords roughly an extra 
80£ a month . If this comes in to force then surely the rent will go up . So if a private landlord is 
renting to council paid tennant surely the rent is going to go up . 

How much will it cost landlords and how much will that put up rents? Where is the proof it makes 
bad landlords better? 

Twiddling your mums illegal, though step mums are fair game on some websites 

Surely for this to work it can't be optional? It will create a two tier system with landlords opting in 
passing the cost on to tenants in the form of higher rents, and those who can't afford those rents 
living in cheaper, unlicensed accommodation without the safety checks. Be bolder, Leeds - the kind 
of checks you have cited in this post are basic standards of decency that landlords should be able to 
comply with, so why shouldn't this be mandatory? 

How about handing over properties that are fit to live in. After all private landlords on the whole do. 

This should be made compulsory for all landlords everywhere. 

Should be all landlords! 

agree get bad landlords in line but the costs will be put on to the tenant.  what protection for both 
landlords n tenants when there is issues or disagreements. apart from paper chasing what else will 
council b offering. good landlords undertake all these requirements already 

Why not apply and enforce the landlords and tenants act, all of this is covered. 

It already is a legal requirement to have gas safety checks 

Totally, they are trying to convince people when legislation is already there! 

That's the other question - what enforcement powers do the council already have and how 
effectively are they being used? 

The point is that it won't be optional. As stated on the website, if they are found to be renting 
properties out in those areas without a licence they can face a £30k fine. 

Legislation already covers this. The good landlords will not do anything differently other than pay for 
a licence per property (which is crazy in itself. You don't have two driving licences if you have two 
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cars) and then pass it on in increased rents. The rogue landlords will not comply with the new rules 
(there is a clue in the fact that they do not comply with the current rules). It will cost the council 
more to manage and enforce than they will get in income. End result: Council, at best, break even, 
landlords break even. Tenants lose out. Genius idea! 

But if it's only in selected parts of Beeston and Harehills then all that will do is shift the problems to 
the outskirts of those areas, which is where people who can't afford to rent licensed properties will 
be vulnerable to unsafe ones. That's the option that rogue landlords have and tenants don't. If this 
can't be implemented citywide then the people who can least afford it will still lose out, in my view. 

Laws already in place LCC, you don’t need a licence to enforce them. Maybe you should think on who 
will end up paying for this licence, the very tenants you claim you are protecting. 

XXX have a read of this! 

I thought they already had to have a gas certificate?  I know landlords I'm harehills that do these 
checks already 

Private landlords already have to prove that they have gas safe certificates, electrical certificates, use 
registed deposit schemes etc. Good landlords do much more. Let's look at all the substandard 
properties the the council expect people to live in. There will always be some shitty landlords that 
breach H&S legislation and all laws that already exist. Also while we are discussing this issue why 
don't we have a tenant blacklist for those people who destroy both council and private landlords 
property with impunity. 

And also the change in law the enables local authorities to keep all fines levied on the offenders and 
not central government as it used to be 

and maybe a blacklist for landlords who break the law too? 

Absolutely right. Or how about prosecuting and jailing landlords who put people's lives in danger? 

Thanks 

survey completed! 

XXX £825 for a licence!!!!! 

XXX i know - i tagged you last week in the survey.  i think they need to do something about the rogue 
landlord. like someone else pointed out they won’t comply and it’ll be the good landlords that suffer! 

😩 
It is already the law, enforce that instead of tickling a very sorry situation. Seen to be doing achieves 
nothing. 

These laws exist, what a waste of money. X 

Do you think that landlords, who rent out properties, to Eastern European Roma, will take the 
slightest bit of notice?  Of  course not.  The same applies to 'slum' landlords.  If you want to improve 
anti-social behaviour, just stop paying LHA to tenants, who are anti-social. 

Private landlords have to make a living; they have to pay mortgages, insurance & pay for repairs.  Do 
you want people to have no choice - for the private rented sector to be the preserve of slum 
landlords? 

What happened to the rent tribunals ? 

Tenants should have many rights including a gas certificate, a proper contract and the building 
should be painted every time a new tenant takes over , the bond should be put in a separate bank 
account where the tenants includes the interest on the bond when leaving , all faults should be 
written down on signing contracts and all faults with the building and there’s so much more !! 

XXX I want affordable housing for people who are working full time like me but still can’t move out. 

It is a surprise to me that their is no requirement at the moment. 

You should have been doing that anyway,& it's time you jumped on them to get their bloody gardens 
maintained, 

Yes 

supposed to have carbon monoxide alarms fitted by law now as well 
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The council have room to talk expecting private landlords to provide this you don't even provide 
smoke detectors  or carbon monoxide detectors in your properties so double standards I would say 

U are right. 

It already happens! We do have to prove safety measures etc, it’s the rogue landlords who Don’t 
bother, and there’s already a team who check  Up on properties to ensure they’re fit for habitation - 
this is following the govn announcement today of measures to try ensure decent properties to rent 
but decent landlords do this anyway! There needs to be tougher measures against the rogue ones, an 
outright permanent ban on renting out properties if found to be disregarding the law 

Experts in how to squeeze a few more quid out of this weeks victims. Why not make it compulsory 
for landlords to fit L.C.C parking meters on their drives. 

It should be for the whole of Leeds area not just selected areas. I worked on the Good Landlord pilot 
scheme for Burnley, Pendle and Hyndburn in 2003 to 2005. By not discriminating and labelling areas 
landlords and tenants were more willing to be onboard . 

Yes of course they should 

Some landlords dont even adhere to their tenancy agreements when it comes to dealing with 
nuisance tenants, why would they want to do this 

Does the Leeds city council go around all their properties every year giving these certificates out . No 
they don't 

There is many decent landlords,  with further restrictions you'll find a mass of house's for sale in a 
short period,  and since the council properties are full of newly arrived immigrants...  This will cause 
the biggest homeless problem Leeds have ever seen. 

Any landlord should have the certificates in place before they rent a property out. 

I have lived in my property 5 years with no certificate when we moved in  & has never done safety 
check in that time 

What!? They already have to do these things. Why does anyone have to pay a fee to make sure it's 
enforced? 

Instead of pushing landlords to try find loopholes etc why not support them to become better, 
charging landlords will not improve the standards they provide long term or the services they are 
obligated to (but not enforced). I know of tenants living without certificates for years or have no 
deposit certificate but leeds city council chooses to ignore this. Focus more on support and 
assistance to provide security & safety for both landlords and tenants. 

Another attempt by council to squeeze landlords, might as well give all rent money to them too. 

What a crappy idea. Only LCC would think an £825 fee/license will help landlords improve properties. 
Why not let empty properties not pay council tax, allow LL rubbish collection (of tenants junk) & deal 
with ASBO tenants to improve areas??? 

The might ‘have’ to do these things, but with some landlords it doesn’t mean that it is done, or 
corners cut. 

Definitely. I did the gas services for a Leeds Housing Association to make sure they were done 
annually.  It also highlights other problems. 

Just after money like always 

Selective licensing areas meaning labour areas, so let’s drive all the cheap landlords out huh. 
Socialism, bullet, head. 

Cheers D. 

I have a gas inspection every year 

A.v been in my private house 4 yr never add my boiler service and the pressure keeps going on e1 

My landlord don't even do repairs 

XXX So that type of landlord won't get the licence either! LCC can enforce the current laws without 
another piece of paper that the bad ones won't get. 

Do Leeds City Council provide the same for their properties. I think not 

Go to the website and read the full details . 
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Yes and basic standards just after the money 

XXX FYI 

Leeds city council are a set of robbing ..... 

joke- landlords are already having a hard time in harehills - one i know has2 properties and has not 
been paid any rent- the tennants move on taking with them the cenral heating radiators and 
pipework for scrap ??  houses in harehills are now worth 2 milk tokens !!! 

what ever happened to minimum letable standards? just another idea to make money and not 
addressing the real problem.All landlords would do is find away of charging the Tenants for this cost 
and keeping deposits 

it's XXX who commented back lol. He's got the phone with my Facebook logged in haha nosey 

N my landlords like my arse my boys have been in a damp bedroom for 4 years n all he did was 
plaster over the damp n now it's back to square one.. my boys r in an attic bedroom with no safety 
latches to stop the windows opening fully my bedroom the window doesn't even open. I can't even 
lock mi front door and my cellar door doesn't even have a lock on I have metal gates but only a key to 
open the front door.. my shower keeps leaking through the kitchen ceiling n he does nothing n says 
he wants to put my rent up 50 pound arse hole he is 

Good idea but may push the problems into other areas that don’t have the license if not rolled out to 
the whole area? 

I thought all landlords would have to have such a license. Or perhaps I live in commonsense land? 

and how much would this cost? after landd lord insurance and buildingg insurance  are we gonna be 
down a months rent now? 

Gas safe is already a requirement for all Landlords. Why should landlords be responsible for their 
tenents behavior.  If they have a tenency the landlord can't just throw them out. The figures LCC are 
quoting are like another 25 to 30% taxation on top of all the other costs. People will stop renting out 
property and then where will all the renters live? 

Yes they should but you know what I bet they increase the rent 

If the council bring this in - I imagine the council will have the ability to add things to it.  Like rent 
caps, maybe?  Once in place as a requirement, it would then go up each year... (justified by the 
'increasing costs' label)  Good landlords will comply - The bad landlords (who this is for) will continue 
to rent 'under the table'  I don't live in these areas but if agreed, it wont be long before other councils 
hop on. 

My daughter as experienced bad attitude from private landlord and she is paying &650 a month, and 
she is disabled , not tarnishing  all landlords because some r up there sorting things out, but some r 
disgusting 

just lost my house to a bad landlord incl £4000 loss of business by arguing with a letting agent about 
disrepair- Just to add i have had this occasion 3 times now in last 8 years and moved every 2/3 years  
- I now am living with my mum 1hr away from 2 children due to lack of space with either parent my 
son is in school and now a journey of 2/3 hrs per days is required. We need better housing and think 
this idea may work - I now hate private landlords quick to take the money and offer zero service in 
return - YOUR ALL RUNNING A GOD DAMN BUSINESS - WE ARE CUSTOMERS - i never missed a rental 
payment in any property despite waiting months to be refunded for repairs - some that electrical 
safety and gas / heating issues. Rant over ! 

dont be landlord if you cant look after your customers then ! 

this was done in the cross green / richmond hill area... cost the landlords thousands... had to pay for 
a licence to prove they had all of the above & more. and it was only for around 2 years.. then it 
stopped.. now landlords are back to renting inadequate hovels out & charging much more rent to 
recoup what they had to spend.... the licences are not cheap either... so, the winner is LCC the looser 
is the occupant.... 

No one should have to pay a fee to have a law enforced. We pay council tax, among various other 
taxes, and that's what they're for. 

Good landlords wouldn't mind. Bad landlords don't any it so they don't have to make tenants safe. 
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XXX of course good landlords do mind. Landlords are there to make money and it seems council 
wants a big slice of cake.  I myself as a landlord spend loads of money making my properties very nice 
and in return some tenants don’t pay rent or end up damaging your property. This costs us money. 
I can give many examples where the council or government favours tenants and landlords get 
screwed regardless. 

XXX ... ours comply fully on every element of x 

My Land Lord of nearly 13 years abides by every rule & necessity lawfully for our home ... others 

need to do the same 👍 
XXX who is saying people can't. There are some horrible ones but why charge those that are good 
just because they are within an area. Tarring all with same brush just isn't right. Just like car sales 
good and bad in all professions. 

Leeds city council are pushing there own tenants to other towns because they can accommodate 
them in there place of birth so I think that's the last thing they should be worried about , 

Leeds city council lol they are a shambles just like this government !!!!!!!! 

More ethnic cleansing of communities , more mosques , yes we asked for this , not!!!!! 

Think the point is Graham there's more bad landlords than good - This wasn't me who said these 
words all though i have to agree with my experiences - These are the words of 25 year working 
massive well known lettings agent - house inspector. 

3 months vists are invasive and i had them for 3 years and no i dont agree its for insurance purposes 
plus each time was confirmed "yes you are doing what you should" when i asked about some serious 
issues it fell on deaf ears and its all too common ! 

Totally unfair policy. Why should I have to pay extra just because other landlords nearby run their 
properties as slums? Why am I being penalised for doing a good job, just because others are 
wretches? How about clamping down on rogue landlord instead of a broad blanket punishment for 
all? Absolute money-making extortion racket from the Council. 

this only affects honest people declaring honest incomes..... how about u put your good intentions 
into chasing and prosecuting criminal rings, tax dodgers. and clean up streets you morons 

im not even a landlord and think this is a pathetic effort by the council. it will not affect the target 
they are aiming for.... eg they know people are living in dangerous flats etc but nothing they do will 
change this as its via cash in hand business that declare nothing so i highly doubt they will be 
applying for a license to be in the testing circle   absolute joke....  

do gooders again failing to see the reality of the criminals around them ��♂️ 
Licensing decision will be made as a business decision; ASB + Environmental Concerns are secondary. 
Eliminating issues outlined are not a priority. There is also no proof that private rented tenants in LS8 
& LS11 are the cause of ASB and fly tipping. No mention on how more stringent checks + shifting 
social responsibility for tenants from council to landlords will impact on vulnerable tenants. People 
with mental health or dependency issues would be adversely effected by licensing conditions. It will 
lower housing availability. The council have not resources to remedy this. More Inspections and 
being policed by landlords is both invasive and demeaning. Tenants have a right to enjoy their privacy 
as much as everyone else. All are valid concerns but are being brushed aside... 

Definitely. Long over due . 

Agree - it will just push rents up in these areas as landlords will want to recoup the money so tenants 
will be the losers here.  Better to focus on clamping down on the rogue landlords and leave the 
majority of law abiding landlords alone. 

but sadly LCC want to profit.... so rather than making the city great again, they are causing more 
work for LCC housing & more people on the streets.... which in effect plays right in to the slum 
landlords hands who dont even register with LCC as landlords.... this is the area LCC need to target, 
the unregistered landlords who have no rules to follow..... 

It's funny that there is no proof that ASB and fly tipping are linked to private tenants. There is also no 
guaranXXXs the council will spend money on ASB or fly tipping. So what's the point?  Ask them, the 
council, the housing officers and the councillors, ask what they have planned for ASB and flytipping-
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nothing! More costs for landlords will trickle through to their tenants. The only fact is LCC owes £38 
million year on year. It's not holding landlords to account (they can already do that ). It's just a con 
job...to rip off the most vulnerable in the poorest parts of Leeds. 

Council can already enforce quite easily, and have a rogue landlords unit in place... seems that £38m 
black hole in their finances is being plugged 

Already applies. Save for redecoration. Deposits saved in a separate scheme. Faults are listed on 
inventory. Its all common sense and practice 

The whole of Beeston needs to be included not just the part below the park. There are plenty of 
houses outside the proposed area that the landlords don't  care about, only care about getting their 
rent! 

This is a great idea. 

Sounds like a good idea to me 

Be great if Seacroft was included after a trial if successful 

This can only be a good thing for these areas of Leeds but the costs shouldn’t be passed onto 
residents, many of whom already struggle financially. Landlords should take responsibility for the 
dire state of their properties and stop failing the communities they benefit from. 

This is done where I live in Scotland and it does help but sadly doesn’t solve the problems 
completely, it needs monitored closely and the landlords should have to reapply annually and be 
fined if not doing repairs. I think it should be in more than just 2 areas 

Armley needs to be done too if successful. Landlords just like to put anyone in their properties so 
long as they get their rents its not fair on the neighbours if anti-social  behaviour is happening 
landlords need to be held accountable for the tenants they put in. 

Great idea. 

Fab idea 

I agree it is a great idea. 

Go for it 

A horrendous idea!! Penalising the private housing market, driving rents up. 

If this works in Harehills it'd work anywhere. 

can we share it 

A good idea in principle but will LCC employ boots on the ground to police it. 

Sounds like a good idea, would that include lodgers or just renting! 

This was done in Leeds 9 several years ago then pulled- we are back to square one with the 
unscrupulous Private Landlords. It’s not a new initiative people! What about putting it back here 
again? 

I thought you was introducing a quarantine zone around harehills for a minute then.. 

Following a recent court ruling, won’t Councils no longer be able to charge landlord the £825.? 
Instead a more suitable charge based on what it actually costs to produce that individual licence and 
not the rest to fund the scheme? 

I would say £825 every 12 months not every 5 years that’s £165 a year , not really a deterrent . 

Should do this everywhere 

Can you extend it to parts of Armley and Wortley too? 

Making sure landlords do a good job sounds a great idea!! 

XXX correct but charging good landlords will only put the rents up 

Just another way to get money out of private landlords some of us are self employed who’s worked 
hard to buy a rental properties as a retirement fund they already made it difficult to buy them and 
get taxed to the limit doing so... and how can council judge private landlord houses when half the 
council houses are borderline derelict damp shitholes I wouldn’t let my dog sleep in 
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get your own house in order first,all the anti social behaviour in my area has been caused by the 
council moving in druggies who then bring their scummy friends. as usual the corpy being a set of 
hypocrites 

Good idea. 

Totally agree XXX. In the coming year or so I am seriously considering leaving the South and moving 
to Leeds to rent for 3 or 4 years. But looking of late I've not been blown away by anything spectacular 
you know?. 

Rents will just go up 

I agree that this is a good idea, my concern would be that whilst it improves the areas circled, would 
it shift the problem to other areas such as the outskirts on these areas and/or areas that currently 
have no anti social issues? 

Start with capping rents. All these parasitic landlords getting rich off the tax payers back. 

Not really. For most the rent just about covers the mortgage payment and all the insurances in place 
to protect the tenant. 

I think the council needs to be looking at its own tenants first, and the way some (not all) turn a 
perfectly good houses etc into a bloody sh*thole. Concentrate on making YOUR tenants look after 
YOUR properties, paying their rents on time, keeping the property in a good, tidy and clean order. 
Then you’ve room to look outside the box. 

Certainly not.  There is too much regulation in this market and some good it has done. 

Tried that in the Bronx.  Landlords boarded up properties which were uneconomical to rent; which in 
a low rent area like Harehills would be most of them.  It's a disasterous and deeply wrong-headed 
idea. 

Great idea. As a landlord i think it is security for all. We know we are fully covered and doing the right 
thing.  Think there should be support from LCC for landlords with non paying tennants etc as part of 
the deal. 

Rent caps should be imposed 

‘Anti social behaviour in the private sector...’ seriously?? Clean up your social house anti social 
behaviour first, like our ‘legal’ red light district. However, I’m sure most started in social houses 
before you kicked them out. Seems many have ended up in Wetherby from Leeds.  
By the way, you can’t sugar coat your attempts at trying to make easy money... there are already 
laws to protect tenants why not maintain those properly. How are you going to police this and what 
will that cost... you can’t even look after tenants in local authority property...  
Why do the people of Leeds keep voting these Buffoons in? 

Not a chance of LCC helping with non paying tenants. But nice idea 

Good idea 👍� 

About time private landlords were monitored as too many of them neglect the property and tenants 
live in run down houses, cannot come soon enough 

Landlords will just put there rents up .. how is this suppose to work ? 

As an estate agent, totally agree with it 👍� 

Rents will need to be put up. 

So the council intends to make being a private landlord more expensive but has no plans to provide 
more council housing. Gonna be a lot of homeless people i guess. 

All good and well as it's usually asian landlords that charge a fortune and never look after their 
properties. Don't target the ones trying to make a living for themselves, just make inspections and 
standards much tighter. 

Good stuff. 

Yes very good idea, even if it has come late,,, but as someone has already said you need to look at 
some of the tenants you let your houses to first... 

No change there then 

Good idea XXX 
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I'd be glad to see it. 

Would you like to pay the council £825 a year for the privilege of renting your house out, on top of 
paying tax on the rental income? 

Harehills and Beeston, amongst others, are cheap areas to live, the property prices are lower and 
therefore you will attract those on lower incomes or those able to claim benefits to pay rent. 
Unfortunately that demographic has a high percentage of those guilty of the anti social behaviour 
that you’re trying to eradicate.  Penalising all private landlords by way of a licence fee in these areas, 
on top of the stamp duty and taxation changes may help to increase rents and therefore make the 
areas too expensive for the vast majority of current residents, regardless of their behaviour. If I 
bought half a dozen houses on Tempest Road, renovated them to a high standard to attract higher 
income “professional” tenants and make a decent return why would you penalise me in the same 
way as a so called “slum landlord”? 

Good idea.we suffered a lot in private property 👍� 

I'm agree with you they needs to look at they are own tenants first. 

800 pounds is a lot money to to just pull out of no where 

Some landlords keep their properties as slums, so let’s penalise all landlords.  
Terrible idea. 

XXX I couldn't agree more. I live in Belle Isle and some of the houses there are properly destroyed. 
They had new roofs this year, new fencing all around last year and tenants still use back gardens as a 
skip. Horrible. 

825 divided over 60 months £13.75.. I think the margins in private letting can just about handle that 
fee. 

825 divided over 60 months £13.75.. I think the margins in private letting can just about handle that 
fee. 

It’s 825 every 5 years. 

I don’t see how it will stop anti social behaviour? 

being an ex estate agent, anything that helps regulate the rental sector has to be welcomed. 

Thanks for your input XXX.  If you’d like to pay it monthly for me, whilst I pay for the mortgage, 
insurance, gas safety certificate, repairs, void periods, maintenance and letting fees, I’ll gladly let you. 
After all, it’s only £13.75 a month? 

Do you think so XXX?  It may sound like less than a round of drinks for some but it would inevitably 
be passed on in rent and therefore increase the cost to those low income tenants. Could they afford 
the increase? 

The issue of anti social behaviour isn't caused by private landlords, that's an utter nonsense theory. 
The local authorities don't have the housing stock to accommodate the residents in question & the 
residents don't have the money to buy their own homes or move to 'better' areas. Sadly there will 
always be people with so little respect for anything, themselves included, that property will be 
destroyed by them regardless of who provides it. 

Is this £825 per property? 

Prob by about £825 over 5 yrs plus an admin fee😉😉 

Asian landlords? I didnt know we were back in the 70's. Everyone should be targetted or no one. 

Giving landlords more of a hammering? We’ve been beaten to death by the government in the last 
couple of years with multiple additional taxes and then you want to imply an additional tax in the 
form of this?! You’ll see more landlords selling up. Who’s going to help support the all the tenants of 
Leeds, you haven’t enough council houses that’s for sure. Most of Leeds landlords are decent with 
good standards like ourselves. How about working with landlords together to help improve things 
rather than throwing more costs at landlords. Pathetic. 

When you say Asian landlords, Asia is a big continent so could you please clarify whether you're 
referring to the Mongolian or the Uzbekistani landlords? 
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Its a horrible idea. Rents will increase due to the fee, extra paperwork and greater contact time. Its 
not just a con job for landlords. They can and will sell up leading to a bucket load of Evictions.  
Meaning there will be a homelessness crisis  just waiting to happen. 

This is just marketing from the council, saying they will improve homes. But in reality they are putting 
in £0, into improving properties and they have no plans to fund a proper anti social  policy. 

Private Sector landlords already are monitored. Leeds has a rogue landlords unit. Council has all 
powers to tackle poor standards already 

Landlords either pay up, or sell up. Tenants either pay up or get evicted. Council makes around 
£5million in just fees. 

Good it's about time private landlords are monitored more closely some of the properties that 
families are living in are not fitfor inhabitation and the housing shortage and people on benefits with 
little choice are left in disgusting conditions. It will cost landlords 800quid. This is barely more than a 
months rent for most properties I hardly think this means that rent will have to go up. If landlords a 
rent prepared to maintain the properties they shouldn't be renting them out. It needs to be better 
managed and in my opinion should be required crossed the board not optional. 

There are too many unscrupulous landlords that think it’s ok to not repair and maintain their 
properties. Just drive around the streets and take a look.  I don’t see why residents of Harehills and 
Beeston have to live looking at the filth and squalor caused by anti social tenants and unethical 
landlords.  Many people in these areas rely on benefits or are foreign nationals and may not be 
aware of their rights regarding quality of housing and are scared to report.  On my street in Harehills, 
the majority of landlords have let their houses literally rot away while claiming housing benefit from 
desperate tenants. I’ve lived here for years and have seen first hand how landlords treat their 
tenants and their properties. It’s disgusting and it needs to stop. Any landlord who can’t afford to pay 
to properly maintain a property shouldn’t be in the business. 

Beeston and Harehills to officially be labelled a slum? Great impact on house prices and mortgage 
products! Labelling this a slum will only make it so. Even with immigration, austerity and lack of 
council services, both areas have a number "outstanding" & "good" schools. 

Landlords owning multiple properties are clearly not short of cash and shouldn't be exploiting people 
who have to rent. People just want easy money with no responsibility and it been going on far too 
long. There has be a better form of regulation and ofc there's a cost to this. 

Think its unfair on us good landlords that look after our properties and only accept good tenants. For 
those landlords that arent and dont should be the ones to get their things in order and have to pay 
for a license. 

Part of conditions will mean more stringent checks and referencing. Meaning most on benefits, the 
poor and most vulnerable will be FROZEN out of the private sector. Council has no plans to make 
more housing available. 

It will only mean that those who haven't paid rents or have caused problems with ASB will struggle or 
will have tighter rental agreements. Many people in vulnerable conditions and on benefits a rent in 
this category but are being exploited by bad landlords. There's a huge assumption that anyone on 
benefits is causing anti social behaviour and it's simply not true. 

In reality both landlords and tenants are in the same boat. Costs will be passed on from landlord to 
tenants. Only easy money to be made shall be made by Leeds City Council. 

Newham council introduced this 5 years ago. There is no actual improvement in ASB or flytipping. 
The only thing that has boomed there is homelessness. Not the right scheme to improve standards. 

You need to cover Holbeck as well as Beeston and Harehills. 

Landlords are already making the easy money with no regulations. In my opinion rents should also be 
instructed so that people can't charge an extortionate amount. There will still be competition within 
the market and those landlords increasing their rents too much won't get the tenants 

And even if current landlords sell there will always be someone to buy and put the homes back on 
the rental market. People don't like change but there has to be regulation to protect people renting 
the properties. 
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Correct XXX. The council already have the powers to enforce safe living conditions. The majority of 
landlords do a good job and, in most cases, the tenants are perfectly happy. All this is doing is 
creating an unnecessary cost just so that a landlord can have a piece of paper to show that he doing 
what he did anyway. The majority of landlords only rent out one property and rely on that income to 
pay mortgages, bills and put food on the table for their own families. Inevitably, any licence fees will 
have to be passed onto the tenant who, in most cases, won't see any benefit from it. 

But, it punishes the scrupulous landlords as well as the unscrupulous ones. 

XXX is proposing £825 a year. 

Really? Are you seriously proposing that rents everywhere should be increased? If a landlord's costs 
increase, the rents have to increase also to keep renting out the property viable. 

Yeah, those 'parasitic' landlords providing homes for people to live in. How dare they. 

Then renting out would become unviable. Tenants would be evicted and the house would be sold, 
increasing homelessness. Genius idea. 

Surely this will put the rents up and negatively affect students? 

There is a reason you don't see it. .... It won't. 

XXX The good landlords who were part of the scheme here were ok with it, they were happy the 
unscrupulous ones were being called to task at last and now it’s all gone pear shaped again! 

XXX You seem to have a 'huge assumption' that the majority of landlords are bad people. Most take 
good care of their properties as they see it as a long term investment. However, they have to make it 
pay so any additional costs will inevitably be passed onto the tenants. That may mean that more are 
unable to afford the rent and will be evicted. This move will not provide the council with any 
enforcement powers that they do not already have. All it is doing is introducing more bureaucracy 
and increasing rents and homelessness. 

Thank you, we need this for the simple reason the landlords are negligent, I have lived in Harehills all 
my life... try living next to a rented house that has 15+ occupants and dumping random stuff in the 
street whilst your kids play. Just because some have moved out thinking they have moved to better 
areas does not mean you let anyone occupy your rented house because your chasing the profit 

Council already has powers to investigate overcrowding and anti social behaviour. As well as 
extensive powers to deal with safety. The council themselves lack the will to enforce, as they dont 
have housing avaiable for "problem" tenants. Licensing is not a magic bullet. Just a tax on tenants 
and their landlords 

Not before time! 

There already is regulation. Council has powers to implement safety and even take over management 
of property. The fact they have not done so is negligence on their part. This is just a tax on both 
landlords and tenants. If an area is labelled a slum, even investors are wary of buying there, many 
lenders wont touch a designated area. Regulation cant control rent increases, it cant stop evictions 
and has not benefitted those that have been made homeless through Selective Licensing in other 
parts of the country. 

Truth about Selective Licensing: www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 

I am a landlord myself, I agree it isn’t a magic bullet but it’s a step to level the playing field...landlords 
do need to take responsibility of who the occupants are. In the past 3 months I’ve had 4 families 
move in next door (with over 15 people residing) and the house has also been used as a crop house 
in the last 12 months. So yes I am all for this... if a landlord does not fulfil the conditions of the 
licence it will get revoked simple. 

£825 a year is a great idea and will push rents up £70 a month for hard up families. Great idea and 
clearly well thought out. � 

As stated in the post, it's a one-off cost of £825 for the 5 year scheme. If we want to run the scheme 
for any longer we need to apply to the government to do so. 

Hi XXX, the licence fee is what will fund the staff needed to police it. 
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Hi XXX, just renting - lodgers tend to be on different agreements and don't usually have responsibility 
for the property. 

It's not entirely out of the picture in the future - though at this stage we're proposing to just target 
these areas most in need. If you follow the link in the post you can use the survey to officially share 
this request as part of the consultation. :) 

I respect your opinion, as being a landlord is challenging. My concern would be that this scheme 
creates more issues than it solves. There are already powers for authorities to intervene, those who 
flout regulations will carry on under the radar regardless of licensing. But for the the majority who 
are compliant, it seems an inefficient way of dealing with issues raised. 

All landlords should be registered. It should be easier to get rid of unsavoury tenants. 

You'll need to charge a good lump to help cover the extortionate salaries that we pay for the top end  
council officers... 

XXX im proposing housing standards raise. Too many people are forced to live in moldy unsafe 
houses because landlords just dont care 

BBC News this morning, low income families can’t afford to buy school uniform for their kids, any tax, 
or license fee for investors & landlords will filter through to those who can least afford it. £15 a 
month or £70, if they don’t have it, they don’t have it! 

Any reasonable landlord won't object to being properly regulated. It's a minimal amount of money 
that covers a property for 5 years as being suitable for rental. Having a business has costs that's life. 
This legislation will make things easier for the council who are under staffed and under funded and 
can't possibly chase things up down the line. The council are still responsible to ensure that people 
are reasonably housed. I would like to see any evidence of numbers of people who have been made 
"homeless" due to selective licensing. They may have had to be temporarily housed but I very much 
doubt made homeless. It's pure scaremongering by landlords 

I am not making any such assumption. There have to be better regulations the private rental sector 
has expanded hugely over the kastv20 years ofc to enable management of this regulations have to 
change. There is a tiny cost if to landlords if homes at being well.managed and maintained. 

XXX *Some* landlords don't care. I rent out one house which is of an even better standard than 
when i lived in it. I want my tenants to be happy because i see it as a long term investment. Most of 
the rent i receive goes on agents fees, income tax, gas certificates, repairs (i've just put in a new 
boiler at a cost of £1750). I make a small profit. If i have additional costs to have a piece of paper that 
says i do less than i currently do, i will have no option other than to pass those costs onto the tenant. 
Who does that benefit? In reality, it won't change the behaviour of the unscrupulous landlords. The 
council already have enforcement powers but don't use them. All that will happen is that almost 
every landlord will pass on the licence fee to maintain the profit margin. What you are proposing, 
raised house standards, is laudable. What the council are proposing will not achieve that. 

Leeds City Council Is it £825 per landlord or per property? I have one drivers licence to show i am a 
capable driver. I don't need two licences if i have two cars. 

Some may be parasites; most are conscientious. Some get their properties wrecked by tenants who 
owe a year's rent, and then face Court costs to evict them. Let's have a balanced view here. 

Last time I checked, Japan was in Asia. Mustn't overlook the Far East. Or Turkey East of the 
Bosphorus. 

XXX you misunderstand who will be paying - more accurately rents will go up by £15 a month. 

Fix your own council properties first before picking on Property Investors. 

Ridiculous idea, as I look to invest in a property in the near future it will only mean the cost is passed 
on in rent,   if Tennant's will not pay the increased prices then perfectly good houses will go empty 
and the problem of rough sleeping will be added to 

The cost will just get passed down to the tenant,stop being silly. 

Why do you attach conditions, when you won’t enforce those conditions when they’re violated? 
#chocolateteapotorganisation 
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Truth about effects of licensing www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 

http://www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk  This tax will only increase the rent for tenants 

If this is extended to all areas im all for it as we have had nothing but the dregs of society living on 
our street for the last 5 yrs causing all kinds of havoc and the landlords dont give a toss as long as 
they get their rent 

Buy to let landlords are turning many neighbourhoods in to hovels 

Yes. You should do that for all of leeds 

This needs implementation ASAP 

Fix your own council properties first before picking on Property Investors. Council houses are awful 
too. 

The council already have these condotions and dont enforce. Tenants in Beeston should have the 
same rights and responsibilities as those in Alwoodley. This is just an inefficient ineffective policy. 

The fact that social housing is exempt from even fire safety standards, house the poorest and most 
vulnerable make it somewhat puzzling that private renters are being blamed for ASB/Flytipping 

XXX but a fabulous waste of taxpayers money..... 

You are right but some tennant are awful looking after the council property. 

I suspect the charge is a little high; much better would be to lower it to cover administration charges 
and then inspect properties, levying fines and costs of re-inspection.  Worst case, the council should 
be able to take over properties that repeatedly failed the inspection. Council properties should also 
be subject to inspections, with a NFP Housing Association ready to step in and take over. 
Somehow I believe no possessions would take place once inspections became the norm. 

I don't understand why private landlords are not accepting dss.  It's guaranXXXd money!! 

All private landlords (Nation wide) should be required, by law, to hold a licence. This would make 
sure they are accountable for the standards of the properties they rent out, and have their licence 
revoked if they fail to maintain these standards. 

That it may, however it will raise standards because some in these areas are extracting the urine. 

But most are not as awful as many shit holes in Beeston and such like. 

Most buy to let mortgage lenders don't accept because IT IS NOT guaranXXXd whatsoever.  Most get 
rent paid into claimants account with the stupid expectation they will forward to the landlord, many 
never do.  Unless vulnerable tenant or 8 weeks arrears they wont sens money to landlord. 

Whos going to pay for the staff needed to manage this?  Or do you propose to charge the landlord 
whom then passes onto tenant? 

Beeston and Harehills need this, their housing and standards within are shocking. 

If you need to introduce a special licence to ensure rented properties are safe and comfortable, that 
suggests the system as a whole must be failing and should be addressed as a whole. Or am I missing 
something? 

XXX but not everyone is like that. I have disability and will be on my benefits for life. Some times 
people just need a chance and it's not fair to tar us all with the same brush! I also understand what u 
say about landlords having issues with tennents paying the rent. Maybe a agreement should be set 
up before the tennents sign up like ie miss 1 months rent and u have 4 weeks notice to leave. Then 
that way it's a final thing. I can't see ppl missing rent then as they will have to move again. I'm sure 
theor will be a way round it 

Why just these areas? All Leeds should be implemented. 

I live in Beeston and my street and streets around me are fine but yes some are a disgrace but u can't 
just blame private landlords some of these are council and owned and lived in by the owners 

I think the issue is that disadvantaged tenants generally live in cheaper areas. That is always the case. 
But there is no actual evidence showing private rentals in Beeston are worse than say Holbeck, or 
burmantofts. And no evidence that social housing is better. Surely a level playing field should be just 
that. 
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Selective Licensing will create an even greater barrier for disadvantaged tenants, those on LHA and 
those who have fallen on hard times, to get a house. Conditions include stringent checks which count 
heavily against a non worker. Giving them little chance of getting a roof over their heads. 

Beeston is a melting pot of cultures. Tarring the whole area a slum does not help the issues. 

They know harehills is shit hole no wonder no cheap houses them 70k houses are going for 85-90k in 
harehills greedy fukers 

XXX you paying big money to council you got ber 

XXX lol other way round 

XXX if u selling one of ur 5 houses cheap I’ll buy 

XXX I wish I had 1 lol 

The council need Government permission to tax more than 20% of properties. There is no chance 
they would get this, as the effectiveness of SL is under review.  
 
As such, the council have chosen the areas with the largest proportion of private rentals, allowing 
them to net around £5million. This would explain why these areas have been targetted, whilst similar 
areas have been overlooked. 
 
This ignores that council already have powers to ensure safety and proper management. Leeds City 
Council are the largest landlord in each area. 

I'm curious as to what is going to prevent these landlords from driving the rents up to cover costs? 
These areas have some of the cheapest housing in Leeds and even then it is becoming slowly 
unaffordable due to landlords seeing property as investments rather than peoples homes. 

Contrary to popular belief, landlords are human and it is a challenging job. In all honesty rents will go 
up and evictions will rocket. It's not just about profitability, renting out a house requires landlords to 
know at least 100 sections of legislation, interest rate hikes are impacting too, the added contact 
time and paperwork will leave increase costs, leaving the areas less affordable. In turn, other areas, 
even ones without licensing, will increase rents, as there shall be greater demand. Those that dont 
increase rents shall sell up, leading to a flurry of evictions. It isnt about greed, its about plugging a 
gap that the local authority cannot deal with. 

Either it should be implented in the whole of leeds or it shouldn't be bought in at all so its a no leeds 
city council. 

Always one fuckin idiot ... who blames all foreigners... fuck sake lol 😂 

Breaking News | you'll need a licence to breathe Yorkshire air soon 

Blame the muslamics from asiastania !! They will try to hallalify your post office !! 

I totally agree. However, it should be done solely  for the benefit of the tenants and not as a money 
making activity for LCC. I’ve seen far too many private lets that are substandard with landlords doing 
the bare minimum without fear of getting themselves into bother. 

Yes. Something needs to be done about the living condition of these families. Some landlords (not all) 
are making children and their families ill by not fixing damp issues amongst other issues and it is out 
of order. 

A friend of mines landlord left her with a toilet backing up with raw sewage for 5 days over Christmas 
and refused to do anything about it. She was like “how do I go to the bathroom” and he was like “not 
my problem”.  She ended up using her neighbours loo for Christmas and NY. 

To be honest, licensing will do nothing in that situation, as maintainance of drainage is usually with 
tenants. It is really dependent on the contract. 

To be fair, ventilation is a problem (condensation), but the biggest culprit of damp housing is LCC. 
https://www.yorkshireeveningpost.co.uk/news/1-94m-paid-out-by-leeds-council-for-poor-tenant-
home-repairs-1-8415125 

XXX this was a flat and it was the landlords responsibility 

Yep, over 5 years. There's £150 off if already registered with the accredited good landlord scheme. 
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If it was the agents responsibility then they have to show the repair was done in a reasonable time 
frame. Licensing has little provision for disrepair. "Making homes better" = smoke alarms, fire doors 
& Anti Social Behaviour measures (which most properties have). 

When you say over 5 years, does this mean we can pay this over five years or is it a one off payment 
at the start? 

XXX I work with families in harehills, there are lots of incompetent landlords who don't care about 
their tennants. I agree, LCC need to sort them selves out too but sonething must be done about the 
landlords that are just in it for the money. The tennants are not blameless in most cases but 
sometimes the are families whos housing conditions are making them ill and there is nothing done 
about it by anyone, they are stuck because they can't scrape together a bond to move some where 
suitable. 

I agree with you that more needs to be done to improve both social and private housing, but this is 
like throwing out the baby with the bath water. Licensing will make it virtually impossible for poorer 
and more vulnerable tenants to even get a house (enhanced checks & referencing are one of the 
main conditions). So those who have patchy credit histories shall be frozen out. Labelling an area a 
slum will have a negative impact for all in that area. 

TBH I also agree with tennant vetting. Landlords should also have some protection and be able to 
have the knowledge to chose the best tennant for their house. Maybe then certain people will realise 
they shouldn't treat a house that belongs to someone else as a doss house. 

There needs to be a happy medium for both parties. 

It is great idea ! Standard of living in Harehills and Beeston is worst than in 3rd world countries 

It's less than £15 a month. I'll pay it on top of my rent even if my landlord doesn't want to absorb the 
costs. 

If you're undecided about the Selective Licencing Consultation on bringing in compulsory regulation 
of landlords look at how 'negligent landlords' are destroying Harehills.  And to clarify the charge is 
over 5 years and works out at under £12 per month for a property that will be bringing in between 
£500 to £750 per month. It will cover the cost of the inspectors and legal costs needed to ensure 
landlords provide decent housing. Look at the squalor that 'negligent landlords' put exploited tenants 
in and the detritus that the rest of us have to live with. Residents of Harehills deserve better than 
this.  www.leeds.gov.uk/business/privately-rented-property/selective-licensing 

It's not. It's bringing the negligent landlords who exploit their tenants into line. Harehills is similar 
affected by the activities of negligent landlords and everyone who lives here, no matter what their 
origins is sick of having to live with the results of irresponsible landlords. 

It's not a money making activity for the council. It's to cover the cost of the inspections and legal 
cases that will no doubt ensue. 

As a house owner,  I am in full support of this action.  There are too many houses which blight the 
community  and more than too many antisocial  people in these areas.  The sooner this is 
implemented  the better.  I hope that this will not just be more pie in the sky from leeds city council. 

Yes yes yes we desperately need negligent Lanlords to be regulated in Harehills. Please don't let tbeir 
strong lobbying and scaremongering about raising rents derail this. 

well said XXX. 

Good idea however won’t Landlord’s end up shifting this cost to the tenant in their rent? � 

There is no strong lobbying needed. Rents and evictions will increase. Just look at Newham that 
introduced licensing 5 years ago. No discernable improvement in the area, largest homeless rate in 
the UK 

Improvements need to be made; council already have powers to enforce; but choose not to. 

The emphasis should be lowering rents and let people letting properties to make the changes 

http://www.newhamrecorder.co.uk/news/newham-council-pays-61million-to-keep-the-homeless-
homeless-as-scale-of-housing-crisis-soars-1-5607140 
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I guess those who want to profit from licensing shall just turn these houses into "emergency 
accomodation" charging 5 times the weekly rate, without any regulation. As these are just temporary 
accomodation. 

XXX it shouldn't be about punishment but getting landlords out 

XXX should check out some of the slums landlords rip students off with in Hyde Park 

XXX Ignoring the truth doesn't either.. 

XXX oh I'm not saying private landlords are entirely to blame, just they are the main problem with 
overcrowding of tenants in illegal bedsits and the overall quality of housing provided. 

It costs council £77 to inspect property. Only 10% of properties shall be inspected. No specialist 
selective licensing officers shall be employed. It's funny that the national average is £380. It's hard to 
call it anything but a con as there is no independent oversight into how and where these funds end 
up. 

I think they're already covered under HMO licensing. Illustrates that this is not a magic bullet. 

You as a council need to become more responsible with how and what you spend out Council tax on 
for starters, maybe as a start cancel the 'gift' of £6.5 million to the playhouse and invest that in 
better roads and parks ? 

XXX ...   next time there will be a tax for breathing oxygen 

XXX we go with brexit so don’t worry:) 

XXX we go with brexit so don’t worry:) 

interesting 

Justification for further council if so 

About time 

Yes im behind the idea! Go for it (Beeston reaident) 

I work in housing and have found that introducing selective licensing in other areas of the England 
have been ineffective and a waste of time and money. They, despite what the council say, are 
another income generator for the local authority. Private landlords have to think carefully if this 
scheme is introduced: the paperwork is monumental, the fees, per property, does not tally with the 
so called assistance offered from the council  to the landlord and it does not stop anti social 
behaviour. To stop anti social behaviour the court system needs drastic reform. In addition the 
landlord will be forced to spend thousands on property improvements and enhancements before the 
council will grant the licence. Selective Licence? Waste of time and money, except for the council. 

Great comment. Rotherham is a great example of how ineffective this is.  
Squeezing landlords margin further certainly won’t achieve the desired result. 

Another money making scheme which will benefit no one apart from the council themselves. 

It should be all of Leeds because the problem will just move elsewhere. Or is that the plan to make 
the whole of Leeds a shit heap. 

I agree but I think it should b for Middleton 2 as I currently rent a private wich   the landlord is   a piss 
take don't do repairs   at all   them wen I tell I'm  e ring a me up  carrying  on   at me   I a.v reported 
I'm to council am wating on council property     currently  band  b  with medical needs 

And now  e  trying to  say    the rent will b going up to 650  a mumth   wen my  tenancy is  600  every 
munth    amount off stress    I  am under  with the house 

Excellent idea 

Instead of all these suvey's, can you just empty my f*ckin bin on time. Thank you. 

Good idea 

just get on with it 

Roads 100% some of the roads that have been resurfaced with fucking stones not tarmac that have 
now knackerd my paint job on my £18.000 car is stupid as there are roads in leeds that are full of pot 
holes and look like a patch work from steve wonder that need work but you would rather do full 
resurface roads in my opinion that dont need doing 
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Sounds great but what about all the council housing which comes under these conditions ? Many are 
in terrible condition and your going to enforce other landlords ??? Also $825 for each landlord and 
that's not enough to subsidise itself an will need further input from us ??? Sounds like another scam 
to take some MORE cash from the citizens of Leeds and to control housing how the COUNCIL want to 
manipulate it. I bet after all this is put in place it won't change the situation too much. But i bet lots 

of councilors friends end up very comfortable out of it 😥😥😣☹️ 

Yes about time 

Should be in place in all council tower blocks. We have refurb work being carried out at all sorts of 
unsociable hours in privately owned lets  and we are powerless to stop it. 

About time xx 

Why is it not the whole of Beeston? 

Run out of money to waste? 

Good idea!!  But if you can support people to put dash cameras in their cars to save every road every 
where in Lovely Leeds.  Specially Taxi, Buses and Business, 

Good, the private rent sector needs regulation and I hope it goes further to rent control but we also 
need a mass public social housing program and give people the basic right of a roof over their head 

Who the fuck pays 600 bar to live in beeston or harehills 😅 

XXX does ben 

XXX you do realise from as little as 500 pounds a month you can rent in much nicer areas not 
twinned with pakistan/iraq/nigeria/eastern europe 

I don't think Diane knows about this I pay 270 a 'munth' and after a lot of years it'll be mine 

Id rent it out and buy another pal 

Imagine money I'd make if I rented it to Diane 

Mine in miggy   house not  even worth  that 

Yet another charge the landlord will pass on to the Tennant making it even harder to afford to 
private rent with bond rent upfront credit search fee administration fees and now this your talking 2 
grand before you can even think of private renting!!! And this is in let's say the less desirable areas! 

Sounds good to me, But they should also make sure the licence includes the upkeep of the garden, & 
to not let trees etc & hedgerows to grow above a certain height, 

Gift?? Surely the Playhouse makes profit on its tickets? If not increase the ticket prices!!! 

If it's to stop anti social behaviour then the council need to look into their own council estates where 
crime is rife.. just another way to kick in the balls again of the hard working man in climbing the 
ladder from poverty to rich. It's the council estates the surrounding estates in both Preston and 
harehills that have a problem.. just another way to force the layman to sell his property so the bigger 
can buy them cheap and rent them out themselves.. problems occur regardless of landlord. This is 
just putting blame on the landlord for the tenants behaviour... 

Council has option of long term leasing of private rental housing at a reduced rate. Giving a boost to 
available rentals. Enabling them to control quality of housing and reduce costs in one go. But always 
seem to find a way to shaft everyone rather than serve everyone. I guess that £5million golden egg is 
too tempting. 

Surely this is just going to give landlords another excuse to raise rents and as a result increase 
poverty and the problems that arise from it won’t help anyone except those receiving the license 
fees! 

XXX just checking you know about this x 

Totally agree, the scheme needs to cover all of Beeston.  I lived in the cross Flatts area for 24 years 
and when I moved out, more and more properties were bought by landlords. 

interesting. Thanks XXX 😉 

XXX the detailed maps are on this one 

Not sure why your only focusing on two areas, surely any scheme should  be city wide, and if LCc are 
really are trying to make housing better and reduce above problems then radical change is required. 
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No one chooses to live in a damp, dangerous tiny flat... We need more support for renters and our 
vulnerable people and not sure enforcing a regulation is the most innovative way forward. 

This will mean less housing because landlords will sell up due to the compliance regulations they 
could pass the additional cost to the  dhss Tennant and private tenant's but that won't go down well 
another tax will the government never learn . 

Complain now https://surveys.leeds.gov.uk/s/NGU3Y/ 

https://surveys.leeds.gov.uk/s/NGU3Y/ 

https://surveys.leeds.gov.uk/s/NGU3Y/ 

Like hell you will 

www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 

Council will not get govt to greenlight city wide scheme as selective licensing as a measure is under 
review. In this guise, it doesnt work and is nothing more than a tenant tax 

Its should be all of leeds! Leeds has become a let down. I grew up in harehills and loved it. 20 years 
later i hate the area and would love to have the cash and move all my family away from the area. Its 
no longer the area i felt safe in. Its deprived and full of a lot of people who lack respect for 
themselves and the area through "anybody" just moving in. The government are not going to fund 
the areas like they are as it will be a waste of time and waste of money. The areas need a  sweep! 

XXX no 

Thank you for your riplie 

No warries 

XXX negative effect on the area, anti-social behaviour on the area are words & things beyond a 
landlords scope. It it is not a landlords responsibility & as such not a landlords problem provided they 
meet the requirements for letting.   Is it me or are LCC targeting a deprived area of Leeds for this 
license, if so then this is wrong & potentially illegal if not rolled out to the whole of the council 

(Leeds). Shit I could dig further in to this if I had the time 😉 

Go to Noselectivelicensing.co.uk & see what LCC isn't telling you. Nearly everything that is being 
proposed is already in place. So why charge £825 per property for 10 mins work that doesn't even 
need doing. Provide the services you should provide to the residents & the issues you are blaming on 
the landlords will automatically reduce. Only someone living in cuckoo land will think that this cost 
will not be passed on. Most landlords provide a good & needed service. Your unnecessary changes 
will increase costs by well over a £1000 for each property & pretty much provide no direct benefit to 
the tenant or the area. The landlords cannot afford this cost & so will pass it on. So how does this 
benefit the area & the tenants? The knock on effect will be increased rentals in surrounding areas. 
There will be more rejection of tenants if they cannot provide quality references. The biggest 
landlord in Harehills is LCC so you should take the biggest responsibility for resolving the so-called 
issues you are using to justify this. You failed in East End Park with this scheme. You will fail here as 
your changes do not address the issues. Be truthful with the tenants & be fair with the landlords. If 
we are not there you have nowhere to house everyone unless you put them into expensive hotels. 
The Brexit vote was a wake-up call in what happens if you ignore the electorate. 

XXX yeah & most of the landlords are foreign, 

The council need to be stamping on the owners of property just left vacant for years ,& getting a 
compulsory purchase order against the owner & the Council should do the necessary work to make it 
fit to live in & then get a tennent into it, Some of these properties have overgrown gardens, bins that 
have never been emptied, & rubbish strewn all around the property, With the house in a disgusting 
state of repair, If these properties are under the care of an estate agent,then they are partly 
responsible for its maintenance, But tennent should be asked to keep the house & garden in good 
condition, 

Maybe look into your own property repairs standards?Mate of mine had a letter stating his roof was 
due for repairs,only part of the work done so he phoned yourselves.You inspected,still not all 
done.Do you pay only for work done even if work on the quotes not done? 

Discrimination...that dirty word 
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Leeds City Council pays out some of the highest compensation in direpair claims... 

XXX My point was paying for work not done. 

That's why they are keeping out of the scheme 

So its about paying council wages to do what they should be doing anyway? 

Terrible idea, especially now LCC have confirmed there will be no funding of any actual 
improvements. The only landlords/agents that support this are just looking to remove competition 
(one hit wonder landlords, cheaper agents etc) and hope to feed off scraps of over regulation. All this 
talk of improving areas is a smokescreen, it shall just slum label it. 

No one will go near a designated slum, not banks or private investors. Leaving those at the bottom 
stranded 

Could it be that tenants and landlords need to take responsibility. Selective Licensing labels your area 
as a slum, stops banks lending there (RBS, Natwest etc) and takes £5.35million out of the area into 
the council's back pocket. 

It is...for Greed City Council. They stand to pocket £5million+ for doing nothing more than they 
already do... 

Cross Green is the same now as it was before. Save for a bit of money they spent tarting up the main 
roads... Beeston/Harehills will have £0 spent on them... 

I cannot see the real good points, safety, ASB and flytipping are dealt with by the relevant 
departments anyway. 

Requiring stricter referencing will leave the poor, vulnerable and people who have fallen on hard 
times frozen out of renting a house. Those who are already in, may look at eviction... so I cannot 
agree that its only a good thing. Quite the opposite in fact. 

People need to take responsiblity for their own lives. Landlords are not allowed to be judges, social 
workers, policemen and bin men for their tenants. Tenants actually have rights... treating them as 
naughty children is a step too far 

If youre a housing officer 

If you work for Greed City Council. 

It is a great idea if it actually did what it described... it doesnt. Its just a tenant tax. Landlords can be 
dealt with through various council bodies as it is... 

It wont...and it wont 

Thanks...so finally we have an admission that the £5million is to pay your wages. Its not about safety 
or improving anything... itd be like drivers paying £825 each, to pay for traffic wardens... 

Greed City Council are the largest landlord in each area... guess who has the highest disrepair and 
compensation bill for housing in the north of England? 

Im pretty sure no landlord was happy with it, they just didnt have the numbers to fight it. If it 
worked, it would not be under review...it doesnt (at least not in the way described) and it is under 
Government Review 

XXX if you've got a crystal ball you should be playing the lottery. 

They dont apply as the Government will knock it back. So at the moment this Tenant Tax is placed on 
areas that have the largest amount of private landlords (social housing is exempt. 

It only sounds good to those who cant see through the smokescreen of Slum Labelling. 

Is that because you are restricted by central government and all this talk of raising standards has now 
changed into: we are trying to improve management standards... fortunately most people now see 
this is a tenant tax. Looks like people do not buy into your misleading marketing. 

www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 

Of course you do, you're in line to get your cut from house sales, more properties on the market and 
managing fees for those who send over their properties to you... so surprise surprise, you agree with 
it. Luckily around 95% of agents dont. 

Too late, theyve taken over... tekkin ar jobs, tekkin ar benefits... 
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Its funny that Greed City Council say they want to fight poverty, but then push up tenant tax on those 
people who are affected by poverty. 

Thats why youre an ex estate agent...you know that youre on a rung below traffic wardens dont you? 

Maybe £15 quid isnt alot to some tenants, but both areas have queues at food banks and people 
who dont turn on the heating as there is no credit on their meter. Maybe £15 in tenant tax is alot to 
them. 

There are tight regulations. People who struggle for references and credit checks shall be affected. Its 
not a massive assumption... people will be frozen out of rentals. It is not upto the council to decide 
who should be housed where. Not unless they invest (they arent) or have alternative accomodation 
(they dont). Management is a landlord issue, maintenance is both a tenant and landlord 
responsibility. 

XXX no it's because I got sick and tired of the greed associated with property 

Temporary housing is homeless. Sorry, you seem to be sitting up there in your middle class ivory 
castle. Talking about how £5million is not alot. If that is the case, where is the evidence, the facts and 
figures that show private rental tenants are solely responsible for flytipping and anti social behaviour 
in Beeston and Harehills. 

Oh sorry... you have an opinion on areas without facts. Are you a landlord? You say its easy money, 
do you have any experience in these areas? Do you live there? Or are you just spouting your 
"doubts" and beliefs without any factual knowledge of the subject. 

Theyre going to get £5.35 million to pay for those holiday homes down in Cornwall 

Wasting money is what they do best: they spent £25,000 on these misleading facebook posts, 
deceptive leaflets and dishonest bus ads...£25k! Wow 

Bedsits are HMOs so already licensed in the same way... glad to see thats working 

All that flytipping is on the street, so is not affected by selective licensing. It is the councils issue. 
Flytipping is quite scummy by the way, but licensing will not help the issue. 

As a homeowner in what will be labelled a slum area, your frozen out of several lenders and your 
house value shall be hit...something needs to be done to improve areas, not through a Stealth tax 
though 

XXX that flytipping is the contents of manky unfit rented properties. If negligent landlords actually 
cleared houses before letting them to tenants desperate enough to sign up to these mires and 
disposed of the contents properly this would happen far less. 

XXX im sure if your a good decent tenant you have no worries. I suffered from anti social behaviour 
all due to a landlord who didn't care he was told on numerous occasions his tenants were partying till 
early hours i suffered 2 years of crap sleepless nights so i welcome this new law i really hope it takes 
off. 

You maybe right, but thats what the rogue landlords unit is for 

XXX Nope, currently on when over 5 seperate tenants and building over 2 storeys.  From October 5 or 
more irrespective of number of storeys.  So if 4 or less tenants it doesnt need HMO license.  Plenty of 
shitholes in both areas not licensed. 

Landlords should be responsible for their tenants. If youve got nuisance tenants then they should be 
evicted, the people living around them shouldn't have to suffer. But most landlords are greedy 
bastards who arent going to have an empty room are they. 

This wont stop anti social behaviour. We already have nuisance clauses in tenancy agreements, but 
the landlords dont enforce them. 

To be fair, even if these are enforced, ASB has such a wide definition it is hard to prove. Leeds City 
Council ignore that the responsibility for ASB are those people committing ASB. Landlords cant be 
like Batman and fight people... well they could, but that would just be funny. 

XXX No hint of racism whatsoever? 

Will you still feel the same when the £825 is passed onto the tenant or realise that the council have 
officially stated that every penny will go in admin on their part. Sounds great on paper until you read 
the small print & ask them the detail. Everything they are charging for already exists in legislation. 
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I'm not sure how you assume it's scaremongering - it's basic maths - council charges landlord, 
landlord charges tenant. The landlord doesn't have piles of cash lying around, most have mortgages 
to pay & 825 is almost equivalent to 2 months rent for some. Also be aware the council have clearly 
stated all the money will go into the administration of the scheme. Not a penny will go into the area 
from them 

So how does charging a landlord £825 stop antisocial behaviour? That's the job of the police & 
council. The most a landlord can do is kick that person out - they then apply for emergency 
accommodation & the council then spends more money putting them into temp accommodation. In 
the meantime, £825 is added to the rent to cover the new tax. Also, the £825 will go into the 
council's coffers to simply pay for the admin of this scheme. Your area will be classed as a slum area 
by the mortgage & insurance companies because of the selective licensing tag & you will find the cost 
of these services rises as you are now regarded as a high-risk area. Great solution. 

I've stopped furnishing my property because the tenants kept throwing the supplied furniture out & 
using their own even though they signed up for a furnished property. The stuff becomes manky 
because tenants abuse it & wreck it. We dont buy it like that. A bed / sofa can easily last 10 years if 
properly looked after. Landlords are reluctant to put new furniture in because it disappears when the 
tenant leaves. The deposit doesn't cover much more than a couple of pieces of furniture & doesn't 
include the unpaid last few months of rent. So before making simple assumptions be aware of what 
goes on in these places by some of the tenants. I've not included the growing of drugs the tampering 
of service supplies & the damage to the interior of the property. 

Will you still feel the same when the £825 is passed onto the tenant or realise that the council have 
officially stated that every penny will go in admin on their part. Sounds great on paper until you read 
the small print & ask them the detail. Everything they are charging for already exists in legislation. 

You will find that's part of the AST & is actually the tenant's responsibility  - the garden comes with 
the house. 

I get that some tenants are dodgy too Saeed, I along with my neighbours and friends who live in 
Harehills sadly know that first-hand. We've all had to live with their accumulated detritus and 
antisocial behaviour. We've had to drag ourselves to work after being kept awake into the early 
hours by their fighting, partying and firestarting not to mention the police raids they have brought to 
our streets. We have to air our houses to get rid of the stench of their drugs smoking and sweep up 
their discarded bottles before they are smashed. One of my friends had £1000s of pounds worth of 
damage done to her property when a rented house behind turned out to be a cannabis farm and it's 
irrigation system flooded her house from attic to basement. But the point is that most landlords 
don't have to live anywhere near this. Their daily home lives are not destroyed by this. The response 
times to get bad tenants sorted are far too long for those whose lives are being made an utter misery 
by antisocial tenants. Ideally landlords would do better at screening their tenants or at least making 
sure tenancy agreements are drawn up and adhered to. Landlords can get insurance to mitigate 
against tenants who default on their rents or damage property. I'm sorry if my stance does not seem 
sympathetic to landlords, but in the end it is not unlucky neighbours who are making the money and 
not generally landlords who are being forced to live next to the squalid and antisocial results. 

XXX yes i bought my house 12 years ago. I have to live amongst private renters that leave houses 
looking dishusting. 

XXX £825 over 5 years is under £13 per month on properties that rent from around £550, or at least a 
£100 more if the tenants are on benefits (as a friend who required about letting her house found 
out). There is a huge issue with many, not all, landlords not keeping their properties up to standard 
and for those forced to live near them it can be devastating. The money raised will ensure that the 
keepers of properties liked this are brought to book and it is very much needed from the perspective 
of those whose lives and streets are being blighted by the business activities of negligent landlords. 

In the end everyone will benefit from this kind of thing being stopped. Decent landlords prepared to 
invest in their properties will see their property values rise and decent tenants and live in home 
owners will no longer have to put up with the unsightliness and antisocial behaviours associated with 
the activities of negligent landlords. 
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How many Leeds City Council landlord councillors signed up to your accreditation scheme? What 
about the one who ran the scheme in Cross Green? No? What about the ones on your Executive 
Board? No? Surprise surprise... either LCC are being hypocrites or this is just a tenant tax... 

1) it's a flat one-off fee of 825 - it's not spread over 5 years - so the landlords will just pass this on as a 
one-off charge to the tenants. The tenants don't have this money & so will have to leave. 2) The 
council has stated all of this money is to go on admin. Zero return to the property / area. 3) A 
standard AST makes it the tenant's responsibility to keep a house & garden in tidy order, if you want 
to live there then keep it clean & look after it. 4) You get less money from benefit tenants not more & 
it's paid in arrears not up front as it is with private tenants. 5) Property values will fall - as seen in 
other towns as mortgage & insurance companies regard Selective licence areas as a higher risk - The 
council is in effect calling them slum areas. Do you want to go out bragging that you live in a selective 
licensed area? Why are they not doing this in places like Holbeck, Seacroft or Gipton? Are they any 
better? These are the cheapest housing sectors in the city. If you want to raise the level of the 
property to be equivalent to a more affluent area then you will have to pay more. Why does a 5* 
hotel cost more than a 1* one? The majority of landlords spend a lot of time & effort looking after 
their properties but these are often trashed by tenants, furniture stolen or have several months rent 
unpaid as the tenant leaves without notice after failing to pay their rent. This doesn't include the 
hassle the council creates by constantly delaying benefit payments by weeks or months. What you 
completely miss is that landlords have invested over 50k in these properties. Would you put that kind 
of investment into someone else's hands to look after? With this fee on average, only 8 months 
rental income out of the 12 will possibly come back to the landlord once you take out the cost of 
repairs & other expenses. This doesn't include the mortgage or insurance payments. See how that 
works out based on 500/month rental income. Not quite enough to buy a Merc. 

AS you say private renters leave them disgusting, this tax won't make any difference to what / how a 
renter behaves. On several occasions, I've spent money on new furniture etc & then several months 
later the tenant has either trashed it or just taken it. So now I supply them unfurnished. We still have 
to deal with unpaid rent & fiddled meters. Charging the landlords 825 for an admin fee doesn't solve 
a single problem. They already have a Rogue landlord team which deals with bad landlords. So what 
are they charging for? 

Thanks - someone who actually doesn't regurgitate the standard nonsense about landlords. There 
are some dodgy ones without a doubt but most make a good effort until the property gets a bad 
tenant, then all the good work is undone. 

XXX it is absolutely to cover 5 years. And of course the money will go on administration of staff and 
court cases to bring neglectful slum landlords who let entire communities and decent landlords down 
into line. For 20 years the thoughtless activities of negligent landlords has blighted Harehills. People 
have had enough of living with this kind of squalor on every street. It isn't fair that people should be 
forced to live next to this whilst those making money from these properties and the poor souls living 
in them don't give a damn because they live elsewhere. 

From what I see on the maps,Holbeck will NOT be part of this scheme. Why not please? 

You still haven't explained why you need to charge landlords for a licence when you already have all 
of the powers you need to enforce the laws. IT WILL be a tax on tenants, as the landlords will pass on 
the costs. 

All areas,  all properties should be fit for habitat. 

Landlords will pass onto tenants . A little like your parking charges for people to work in city centre. 
Go to machine. Doesn’t work. Get charged anyhow. 

Depends how much it costs? It's a good idea to make sure landlords are renting places you can live in 

"a one off fee lasting 5 years"? So what happens in year 6? It becomes a 2 off fee? 

Disaster for both tenants and landlords...  Typical Leeds city council thinking.. Utter shite 

It’s a good idea from council,in this areas landlord are too tight they even don’t paint their house 🏠 

Another way to scam leeds residents 
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This is a tenant tax! No way around it. Safety and management can be ensured via existing processes 
no need for Slum Labelling. 

Its not just a tenant issue either. Once an area gets its official Slum Label, banks like Natwest, RBS 
and Paragon wont lend. So everyone's house value is in for a kicking. 

www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 

Dont be surprised when this is aborted 3 years in, with  no refunds. When the council choose another 
area to "improve" and pocket £5million + 

Sorry Holbeck doesnt have enough Private landlords to fleece... the truth is that this would NOT be 
under Government review if it really did improve areas in the ways described. It doesnt.  Feel free to 
ask them what improvements, in real terms, are going to be funded= £0 to actual homes. £5million+ 
to Leeds City Council. 

It's just money making for council, nothing more than that Will Create a new department with this, 
some more cars on road. But nothing for tenants or landlords 

"If landlords choose to pass on the cost to the tenant"? haha! "IF" 

So our Councillors who own about 4 or 9 properties will vote for this?  Councillor Kamila Maqsood 

This will not affect the bad landlords. They will still be there. It will only put up rents for people living 
with a reasonable landlord. 

The landlords will pass this onto tenants .It's obvious people buy houses to rent out for one reason 
only to make money . 

To be fair none of the property owning councillors have made any noise about this. 

In reality, its not just more rent, but more EVICTIONS as landlords (good & bad) are compelled to 
carry out more stringent checks, which many tenants will not pass. At the end of it, no one wants to 
be Slum Labelled. 

Good landlords should  be doing this anyway. The council already have the power to inspect and 
enforce. Slum landlords won't care, they'll continue to flaunt the rules and pocket the rent. They 
don't invest in their properties, and they'll push this cost onto the tenant. Meanwhile decent 
landlords who invest in their properties and utilise rent for maintenance will be punished with this 
fee. I think many decent landlords will sell, some may be forced to. Good landlords who operate as a 
business might not make as much money as people think, some only just break even, because there 
is a real cost to maintaining and looking after property and tenants correctly. If they sell and go, it 
leaves the market open to cash buyers who are looking to make a fast buck at the expense of the 
tenant. I can see nothing constructive or positive in this move, yet I understand the need to get the 
slum landlords to comply. This isn't the solution, and tenants will be worse off for it. The way forward 
is to encourage investment and growth in the area, not to punish those who are endeavouring to do 
this already. 

Laziness. Make it clear to tenants you can help them to get the required home improvements and go 
out and inspect rentals for yourself! 

Build more social housing, problem solved!!! 

Leeds City Council is the largest landlord in each area. They have one of the largest disrepair bills in 
England. Social housing is exempt from safety legislation. 

If we build more social housing the problem with private landlords wouldn't exist because people will 
have the choice to live in safe affordable accommodation. We'll know the government has designed 
the reduction in social housing so these landlords can make lots of money. Tory policy : sort it out 
yourself or tough!!! No wonder homelessness has vastly increased , look to America if you want to 
know we're the UK is heading, do they care about social equality...No!! 

XXX they've already done this haven't they? East end park 

Lcc should take advice from existing credited landlords who understand the area and it's challenges, 
and listen to the RLA. But I bet they won't. 

more council house get off ya fat arses and do something 

Need to put a clause in, to say that the Landlord cannot pass this cost onto the Tennant's, & make a 
check on what the Tennant  is paying  before this is instigated, 
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The landlords in these areas have already had plenty of opportunities to raise their standards and 
join the voluntary options in place. They haven't because they enjoy having free reign to rip their 
tenants off and provide poor quality conditions. 

seize properties from problem landlords to help fill the gap in social housing, as a step towards 
abolishing for-profit ownership. 

XXX yeah ano bout this 

And where do you suggest they get the money from? The lovely Tory government 

I don't think you're "thinking..." I think it's a done deal... 

Whoever posted this needs an English spell checker as it lacks professionalism to misspell Licence 
when that's what the whole thing is about 

XXX Beeston house prices couldn't get much lower. The area has declined over the last 30 years. Too 
many takeaways, too many bedsits, nobody takes pride in their neighbourhood, too many immigrant 
homes, it's become a ghetto. I sold my 3 bedroom through terrace, on a decent street, with views 
over a pleasant grassed area. The house was in good condition and only brought £67,000. 

Leeds City Council, try making private tenants aware that you have a statutory duty to investigate sub 
standard housing, even in the private sector. 

thinking about it !!!! my arse your counting the extra income already !!!!  this will only affect honest 
landlords !!! all the dodgey crappy rentals your aiming this at will not be ‘declared incomes’  
wake up people... this is another angle to tax people !!!!! 

More payout to poxi government. Tenants should get off their fat lazy arsholes and tidy up their 
rubbish 

Spelling mistake Leeds city council. Final paragraph should be out not our in the first line. ‘Also use 

this Link to find out about’ not ‘Also use this link to find our about’ ................you’re welcome. 😜 
Another dodgy policy of Leeds city council wanting to have a big slice of cake. Landlords might as well 
give all of their rental income to them.  Why not target majority area of Leeds? 

Does the council have a database of all the properties on rent ?  If not how exactly is this going to be 
enforced, if it does have a databse why not get officers going round carrying out spot checks ? 

XXX cheers � I'm all over this X 

For sure they will 👍 

XXX for XXX x 

Money making scheme to pay for housing officers 

It would not get authorised by the Government 

Tax used to pay for housing officers... 

Eliminating for-profit ownership eliminates the desire to own property for a massive percentage of 
land-lords... 

This will just be passed onto the tenants. Absolutely should be more social housing, and the priority 
system needs looking into. 

XXX... I agree 

Landlords pass n all costs to tenants. It’s always tenants that end up paying out 

God sake 

XXX I am pretty certain that the use of "our" rather than "out" is a typing error rather than a spelling 

mistake. On the other hand your use of "your" rather than "you're" is a spelling error!! 😄 😄 😄 
I dont think we live in a communist state yet comrade 

It is NOT a done deal if enough people make their views heard. Visit www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 
To get a fuller picture & take part in the survey 

https://southleedslife.com/landlord-licensing-raising-standards-or-a-tenants-tax/ 

Hi XXX, the law around selective licensing states that such a scheme can only last up to five years. 
After that, if we wanted to continue, we'd need to propose a new scheme and have that consulted 
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upon by the public (like what we're doing now with the survey on the link in the post) and then 
approved by the government. 

Yeh but I’m a simple mechanic they are a city council. Sorry if I’ve caused any offence with my 
grammatical error. 

Hi XXX. These areas are being targeted because many of the landlords there are not consistently 
taking up schemes such as our own accredited landlord scheme, or the Leeds Rental Standard. The 
latter is a self regulated scheme ran by the sector, for the sector, as a means of recognising good 
landlords in the market, and we have recently supported this. Selective licensing was introduced as 
an option under the Housing Act 2004, and in these two areas it'll help ensure that tenants enjoy a 
secure, comfortable and well managed home. 

We do, yes. This scheme is exactly what would enable us to do such checks. 
Nick 

Edited now to comply with International grammar regulations. 

Hi XXX, it'll cost £825 per property which covers the administration across the 5 year period. 

I am not sure, because even though the cost is to the Landlord, it will be passed onto the tenant. I 
would like rent controls also. 

Well spotted! I can't even edit the original post because it's been sponsored. Sorry about the typo. 
Nick 

That's the point man 

Hi XXX, this is explained in this document which is published via the link in the post: 
https://www.leeds.gov.uk/docs/Selective%20Licensing%20Frequently%20Asked%20Questions.pdf 
Selective licensing is around the management of the property, not its conditions. Current legislation 
covers many aspects of the issues in the areas, though selective licensing is a potential tool to 
support this work and work with good landlords to improve the area and their business whilst 
targeting those who fail to comply or cause issues effecting the community by their lack of 
management of their business.  It was introduced by the government as an option for councils as 
part of the Housing Act 2004 for areas which current powers of enforcement don't quite cover what's 
potentially needed. 
Nick 

Leeds City Council you already can. You don’t need a new scheme, you already have the powers. Just 
enforce them 

£825 fee per house divided by 60months = £13.75 per month. Plus the hassle to the landlord. That 
surely equates to a rent rise of £20-30 per month for the tenant. One of your justifications is poor 
health in those areas. Tax the poor more and they eat less and heat their homes less then get even 
more unhealthy. GREAT thinking LCC. The other option is the landlords, who you say provide a 
valuable service, sell there houses. Which causes less private rental properties, so the tenants end up 
at the councils door. Haven’t seen you building many rental units recently? 

Council have confirmed that there are no plans for rent controls. Im pretty sure they dont care, so 
long as they make their £5.3million 

I think a third of landlords have confirmed they would look to move out of each area under such 
scheme. Leaving those tenants homeless 

When you say this scheme shall enable you to do checks. Does that mean you are currently unable? 

How many housing officers are employed by the private sector housing team? How many HHSRS 
checks were made in Leeds in 2017/18? 

Leeds City Council good landlords already do everything thing they can for their tenants, bad 
landlords will ignore the “licence” anyway. 

Exactly £0 shall be spent by the council on improvements, they have confirmed no funding is 
available for these 2 areas. 
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Is there anything to stop you ending a scheme early (with no refunds), then setting up another 
scheme in another "deprived" area? 

Leeds City Council ... being an accredited landlord only entitles them to a small discount against the 
£825 fee per dwelling, it does not exempt them. So one may ask, what is the point if being 
accredited? Some landlords are not in compliance and can be classed as slum. However good 
landlords, accredited or not, are being penalised and made to pay. Lcc already have the powers in 
place, just not the funding to inspect and bring poor landlords into compliance, yet good landlords 
who look after their properties and their tenants are being penalised by being charged for something 
they are already doing. In any event landlords will pass this cost down onto the tenant, they may not 
have a choice, affecting people on low income and housing benefit, forcing more to apply for 
discretionary housing benefit, at more cost to the government.  The fact that this scheme is localised 
to a certain area and not others, because of the high volume of private landlords is discriminatory in 
my view. The fact that social landlords and council properties are exempt, when many believe such 
housing is in a poor state of disrepair, is in my view discriminatory. It is a one off payment for 5 years, 
on each dwelling.  If its a house converted into 4 self contained flats, that's a big chunk of money for 
any landlord to find and to pay it upfront.  Is there any consideration from lcc to help landlords fund 
this? Are they offering loans, as some landlords will have to borrow, and borrowing within the buy to 
let market is very hard these days, something that LCC may not be aware of. It may not be possible 
for a landlord to simply strip this fee out of their cash flow. Lcc may inadvertently create a tipping 
point for some, forcing them to sell even.  Or are lcc considering breaking this fee up into monthly 
payments over the 5 years? If not, then it definitely will be perceived as a tax filtered down and 
affecting tenants on low income, hitting the poor. And I know of no other tax where you have to pay 
a lump sum up front for 5 years. Regarding the amount LCC will raise over this scheme, do we get to 
see a budget from lcc, showing how and where this money will be spent? I'm sure many people 
would be interested, and I welcome your comments. 
XXX  XXX 

XXX I have put this to LCC in the thread, because they are implying that if landlords are accredited 
they are exempt ... 
Leeds City Council ... being an accredited landlord only entitles them to a small discount against the 
£825 fee per dwelling, it does not exempt them. So one may ask, what is the point if being 
accredited? Some landlords are not in compliance and can be classed as slum. However good 
landlords, accredited or not, are being penalised and made to pay. Lcc already have the powers in 
place, just not the funding to inspect and bring poor landlords into compliance, yet good landlords 
who look after their properties and their tenants are being penalised by being charged for something 
they are already doing. In any event landlords will pass this cost down onto the tenant, they may not 
have a choice, affecting people on low income and housing benefit, forcing more to apply for 
discretionary housing benefit, at more cost to the government.  The fact that this scheme is localised 
to a certain area and not others, because of the high volume of private landlords is discriminatory in 
my view. The fact that social landlords and council properties are exempt, when many believe such 
housing is in a poor state of disrepair, is in my view discriminatory. It is a one off payment for 5 years, 
on each dwelling.  If its a house converted into 4 self contained flats, that's a big chunk of money for 
any landlord to find and to pay it upfront.  Is there any consideration from lcc to help landlords fund 
this? Are they offering loans, as some landlords will have to borrow, and borrowing within the buy to 
let market is very hard these days, something that LCC may not be aware of. It may not be possible 
for a landlord to simply strip this fee out of their cash flow. Lcc may inadvertently create a tipping 
point for some, forcing them to sell even. Or are lcc considering breaking this fee up into monthly 
payments over the 5 years? If not, then it definitely will be perceived as a tax filtered down and 
affecting tenants on low income, hitting the poor. And I know of no other tax where you have to pay 
a lump sum up front for 5 years. Regarding the amount LCC will raise over this scheme, do we get to 
see a budget from lcc, showing how and where this money will be spent? I'm sure many people 
would be interested, and I welcome your comments. 

XXX Ask them, write to your councillor. Ask what do they think? 
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Not even gonna read it and I bet a million pound it’s another tax that will get passed onto those near 
the bottom! 

Why don’t you put the proposed cost of the licence Leeds Chitty Council? Another money making 
scheme to hit the poorest!!!! 

Hi Adam, the cost is stated on our website and on the other social media posts we've done about 
this. If you haven't seen these, the licence will cost £825 and that will last for the full 5-year scheme. 
The selective licensing law (Housing Act 2004) also states that councils can't make a 'profit' from 
selective licensing schemes, and therefore this fee that's been proposed is what will fund the 
administration. It's up to the landlords if they want to pass this cost on to their tenants. 
Nick 

But what shall the cost actually go towards? Keeping housing officers in a job whilst those at the 
bottom of the pile may be evicted or homeowners could lose thousands off their property value by 
being slum labelled, doesnt seem to cut it. 

Its madden. When we searching for property lack of disabled properties for under 60s in private & 
council sector. some i wouldnt put a dog in.the now emtpty propertieswwhich was once used gor 
students who now gone to the new flats.should be done up &allow for local people to live in them. 
.all seem the new   build  for student.not local people who still on the waiting list.  

XXX 
In terms of the scheme being discriminatory - the legislation is laid down by the Government and this 
provides for the exemptions under the Housing Act 2004. The council is following the legal process as 
per the Government intentions for selective licensing. 
The determination of the areas proposed is based on the council priority areas to address those 
areas who are not benefiting from the growth in the city. The legislation provides the criteria for by 
which a scheme may be designated. Other cities have looked at borough wide schemes but that is 
not what is proposed in Leeds. How the fees are charged is currently under review based on a recent 
legal case - though it's likely to be a two-part fee. We're looking at options to support the payment of 
any fee, but ultimately it'll be the responsibility of the landlord to pay the fee, as outlined in the law. 
We will not be able to assist in the payment of the licence fee just as we cannot assist other 
businesses who also require a licence to operate, or to support the payment of mandatory HMO 
licensing fees. The licence fee income can and will only be used for selective licensing. As with 
previous schemes, a budget is available on request. Like with anything related to the council's 
budget, a Freedom of Information Request can be made by emailing dpfoi@leeds.gov.uk 
The licence fee is not a tax... it's a licence fee. 
Hope that helps, 

Any scheme is designated based on a business case - the council cannot move to another area 
without following due process or by simply transferring the fee income. Any scheme that is 
completed early with residual income will result in that income having to be refunded to landlords. 
Nick 

In the areas where this has been proposed, this is not necessarily the case. The selective licensing 
legislation was introduced by the government to combat this. If a landlord renting out a property in a 
selective licensing area fails to have a licence, then they will face criminal charges. 
Nick 

Has there ever been any residual income after Leeds City Council cancel anything? 

As with any council scheme, how the money is spent is available via Freedom of Information request. 
The cost will go towards administering the scheme - having people available to carry out property 
checks, making sure everything's above board, and so on. 
Nick 

Either way East End Park and Beeston & Harehills are totally different. In terms of numbers, issues 
and ways to deal with those issues. Spending millions on small sections of east end park and 
NOTHING on areas that are around 10 times bigger makes any comparison absolutely irrelevant. 
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Under HHSRS legislation, are you as a public authority not already obliged to carry out inspections?  
Can you illustrate the causal link between Health & Safety (that you already have) in private homes 
and anti social behaviour/fly tipping that you are piggybacking this "Slum Labelling" scheme onto. 

They do this in Liverpool!! 

Written to our councillors no reply 

So council tenants are going to be charged so that private rented accommodation is OK for people to 
live in...and the landlords are going to contribute how much from these over priced houses...unless I 
have read that wrong...wtf goes through their minds...leeds city council don't bother with the shit 
they rent to people so how can they do this...wonder if any MPS rent out as private landlords. 

The only people being charged this fee are private landlords - definitely not council tenants. 
Nick 

They are trying to make up their short fall elsewhere from Central Government. I do not agree with 
this, I hope this will be boycotted and heavily resisted.. Leeds City council is discriminating and 
directly targeting the poorest and most vulnerable. Go and tax the neighbourhoods that can afford 
it.. Hands out of the pockets of the poor. 

Under part One of the Housing Act we have a duty to address hazards and condition of properties. 
Selective licensing purely addresses the management of the property and specifically excludes part 
One of the Housing Act from the license conditions of any designated scheme. 

Leeds City Council is this for private landlords houses ? 

Leeds City Council awww  good...thanks nick 

Leeds City Council and how will you deal with all the landlords that will sell up. You can't manage the 
social housing waiting list as it is. Bad idea from a council that leap from one hair-brained vanity idea 
to next. 

XXX seize properties the landlords own these properties the tenants dont have to live there they can 
allways move out ? 

Listen everyone if there were no private landlords in this country these people would be out in the 
streets as there has been a massive influx of people through not policing our borders properly also 
theres no budgets to build social housing I rest my case 

You won't see or hear from our councillors until when it's election time 

Leeds City Council that's far too much!!! Almost £200 a year. Nearly £14 a month on top of our rent, 
but you know that the landlord will just throw an extra 50 quid a month on for all the extra hassle 
and extra repairs they will be doing. Time to consider getting out of Leeds? 

XXX I've just worked out that exact same thing, and that was before I read your comment, and I come 
to the exact same conclusion, great minds or just common sense? 

Surely if you kept up to rogue landlords more efficiently you wouldn’t need this. Landlords already 
pay a lot to provide safe properties to rent, it’s the rogue landlords who don’t conform and cause 
problems. They should be banned from renting out properties for life if they keep on taking the pi**, 
hit them In the pocket 

This cost will be passed on to the tenants. It’s not just about the licensing cost but also the hoops the 
landlords will have to jump through following the inspections just to get the licences. Many landlords 
will just sell up and leave it to Leeds city council to provide rented properties. Who will be paying for 
that one? 

What about the rogue tenants? 

XXX what about them 

thinking about it !!!! my arse your counting the extra income already !!!! this will only affect honest 
landlords !!! all the dodgey crappy rentals your aiming this at will not be ‘declared incomes’  
wake up people... this is another angle to tax people !!!!! 

XXX Right but that then leads to a massive de-valuation of real estate doesn't it? (What happens 
when every landlord in the country wants to sell up at the same time?) Which'd hurt middle/lower 
class home owners (typically their homes are their most valuable asset) the most wouldn't it? 
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Well that's why I was advocating baby steps. Personally I think it would be of benefit in the long term 
to remove the idea of letting for profit. I think the best idea is to build adequate social housing, but 
the difference could do with being made up in the meantime through eliminating problem landlords. 
Id have less of a problem with BTL if there was enough social housing that private renting was a 
legitimate choice and not just what people are stuck with. How you doing anyway dude? 

The landlord will just pass this cost (and probably add on a bit more) to the tenant. If the tenant 
receives housing benefit it will cost the council more in the long term. Just do proper random checks 
to catch rouge landlords. 

The council say in a reply to a comment on here its up to the landlord if they want to pass the cost on 
to the tenant, which obviously they will. Then the housing benefit bill will go up by hundreds of 
thousands a year. A very bad poorly thought out idea. The council need to do better. 

XXX there are some. But no where near as many as good and quite poor ones. 

So licensing is not about safety? Why do your adverts and councillors repeatedly state licensing shall 
improve safety? Is this just rhetoric? Is it about stricter referencing and dealing with flytipping? Has 
Leeds City Council not got Environmental & ASB teams dealing with this? Landlords already use 
tenancies to confer rights and responsibilities to tenants. Again NO funds have been allocated for 
ASB or flytipping in these areas. In fact have Leeds City council not closed down refuse sites, placed 
charges and restrictions on their use and started making charges for dustbins? 

Doesn't make any kind of sense really if the cost is passed on to the tenant? Its greedy and absurd 
enough to cause alarm and anxiety to tenants,give yourselves a big pat on the back for tapeing more 
stuff up red,very humane and compassionate too! you must think? 

How about charging people to park their cars on the road outside their houses if they don't have a 

drive? Its not a tax,uts a reservation fee 👍 and anyone parking in the house holders bit of road can 
be either charged a parking fee or towed away and scrapped even? Much better idea eh? 

It might be Leeds 11 but it is not Beeston. 

How can it be a one off payment if it only lasts five years! 

I agree, it gets even worse when Universal Credit is inflicted onto these areas. By the way, I am 
looking into this, most of what this policy covers can be enforced by existing law, if someone 
enforced it. 

Seen it on the back of buses says it all � 

Another money making scam. To give those at the top, a pay rise for sitting in a office chair thinking 
how can we rape people of money this week. So we can get a bonus and a pay rise. 

They completely rip out any disabled adaptations in council houses however much they cost instead 
of offering a practically ready made home for someone with similar disabilities ! What a waste of tax 
payers money ! How can they justify this madness ? 

XXX . Well in reply to your question. I have had tenants in one of my properties for over 8 years. I 
comply with all my current legal obligations to the tenants on every issue. In return for the tenants 
looking after the property and paying their rent on time they have had no rent increase throughout 
the time they have been in the property. However should LCC decide to introduce licences it will 
involve inspections based on their perceived terms on safety. This could lead to things like solid 
doors having to be removed and replaced with fire doors. Escape windows on the first floor. Main 
interlinked smoke alarms everywhere. Fire blankets in the kitchen. The list goes on. We are not 
talking about a HMO here but a low risk property rented out to one family. As a result of such 
licensing and regulations I would have two options. Comply with everything and increase the rent or 
evict the tenants and sell the property. XXX your advise will be greatly appreciated. Oh and I take it 
the property you live in has all these things????? 

Completely baffled as to why you’re having a go at me?? I’m on your side ! 

Get to Beeston for your cheap properties because there are going to be some coming up for sale. 
Trouble is this will effect the value of all the other none rented properties in the area. Negative 
equity anyone? 
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It’s under consultation, like the Stourton Park and Ride. That work has already started on.  
You may as well just tell us what your going to do and save the cost of the pointless public meetings. 

Agree with you 100% these public meetings is waste of time .. they already made plans on what they 
going to do .. these meetings is waste of time .. useless council ... 

I lived in headingley for 42 yrs the last 17 yrs surrounded literally by students it became a student 
ghetto the behaviour pushed us to move I had 90 students next door in that time abuse noise etc the 
landlord was useless a lot of the big houses with 8-10 students the landlords did nothing some 
houses were s holes and the gardens.there were some decent landlords but a lot of dumps get rid of 
rouge landlords it gives good ones a bad name 

Leeds City Council  Not being accredited does not make you a bad landlord. Sounds like a poor 
excuse to Slum Label vibrant parts of the city that deserve better from Leeds City Council 

XXX I have been party to meetings with the council, who started this marketing it as "safety", now it 
is labelling the area a slum. Whereby landlords are meant to be Batman, whilst the council do the 
robbing... calling it a tax is being polite. 

Your selective licencing department have repeatedly failed to give a breakdown of what this 
£5million is to be spent on. 

There is no free reign, Leeds City Council have a housing inspection team at Knowsthorpe Gate, a 
Rogue Landlord unit, Environmental Health Teams and Anti Social behaviour teams. Selective 
licensing suggests that those resources are being mismanaged. 

It is being actively and proactively resisted. Being labelled a slum, in areas that give people a chance 
(try getting a house in Adel, or Alwoodley) is laughable, Especially when they are not going to spend a 
penny on improving private sector homes, then use the tagline "improving private sector homes". 

from a straw poll I believe a third of small landlords are considering selling up. A regime of 
inspections, fines and prosecutions, is going to end up with the displacement of many tenants. 

its more simple than red tape, its taxing tenants in the most challenging part of Leeds, to pay the 
wages of well heeled housing officers. 

if they could tax you for breathing air, they would... oops, I don't want to give them any more bright 
ideas 

But they market it as Beeston, so no one is aware who is affected... I wonder who benefits from 
sneaking this through... 

At a cost of £25,000... theres where that council tax went!!! 

A number of lenders do not lend in Slum Labelled areas... that means no mortgages for homeowners, 
with other lenders giving higher interest rates. 

I do not agree. Go to the public meetings, show how you feel, fill out their bogus survey. At least do 
what you can to show you know that this scam is not working. 

www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 
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Leeds City Council  
Your paragraph "the determination of these areas..." does not make sense to me. I'm not meaning to 
be pedantic, I just don't understand it, perhaps you could make it simpler. If a landlord is buying or 
converting a property that falls within HMO, then the landlord will have budgeted for this and it will 
be considered at the start. Whereas this proposed fee is something additional. I am staying in my 
view that for some landlords who own several properties and are already meeting good and proper 
standards will be forced to borrow or sell. It's a low income area with low rents. If landlords are 
running their business correctly there will be little spare cash, which might be a surprise for some 
people, but nevertheless true. So if the existing good landlords pull out of the area what are Lcc 
going to do? In my opinion, some will sell, probably at auction to cash buyers who won't care and 
won't comply with your standards and you can attempt to fine them but you'll have to catch them 
first. They will evade, and so how will you deal with this? Landlords fully understand that it will be 
their responsibility to pay this fee. I doubt anyone is under any illusion about this. However if 
landlords subscribe to your accreditation and regulations currently, then why are they being drawn 
into paying this additional fee? They are already meeting your criteria. If they are being penalised by 
being charged for landlords who don't meet your accreditation, then what is the point of your 
accreditation? And I agree with XXX that there are many good landlords who are not accredited 
because its of little or no benefit to them. 

When we going to start been taxed for taking a shit? 

We are totally with you. There are hundreds of people saying this (not just via facebook). 

I think it's more a case of selective hearing when it comes to selective licensing 

XXX . What people don’t understand is a lot of people have become landlords as a means of 
supplementing their pensions to avoid relying on benefits. This is because interest rates are so low. 
Landlords are continually treated like lepers and cash cows along with overburdening of regulations. 
It’s simply making landlords leave the sector altogether. This will then mean the council and the tax 
payer will have to provide the much needed accommodation instead . If tenants think things are bad 
now they are going to be in for a shock. 

XXX . Ok then lots of empty properties for cash buyers. 

XXX It's LCC attempting to appease by saying they will listen and take all views into consideration 
before a decision is made, when in fact it's a done deal, they've no intention of changing their minds. 

The website shows the truth about this licensing scam. You can even visit the bogus survey... spread 
and share 

The council fully understand it. They just want some $$$ to pay for their holiday homes. They don't 
give a toss about tenants who may eventually end up homeless because their land Lord is forced to 
sell, they don't care that they are destabilising growing communities, they only care for the money. 
Calling it a tax is being polite, it's just money to pay for their homes in the suburbs... 

They promised it's a magic bullet, but labelling areas slums and picking on the residents is horrible. 
Lining your pockets whilst pointing the finger at the landlord who helps put a roof over people's 
heads (whilst council waste £25k on false advertising) would almost be funny... save for the fact that 
people aren't as dumb as they think... 

I'm on both your sides here, it's not about landlord vs. Tenant. That's what the council want you to 
think. All whilst they pocket £5million+ for admin... 

www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 

It's easy... They don't care about wasting money, it's not theirs. That's why they have to resort to a 
tenant tax that officially labels whole areas as slums. 

Written to the councillors, they've been silenced... Written to the MP, he's busy stabbing Corbyn in 
the back... taxing the poorest and most vulnerable communities is pretty low to be fair. 

It's either that or sell up. So it's a rent hike or eviction, which leaves some people without a weeks 
food or a roof over their head. 
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Poor little housing officers, I can see those poor souls lining up at food banks, switching off their 
lights and heating because they don't have much credit on their meter... oh sorry, I just woke up, 
they're getting £5million+ for their "admin". That's a hell of alot of stamps... 

www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 

I don't think there are any conditions in the licensing that require "house painting"... 

Beeston has always been a migrant area though...people build themselves up from there. But for all 
the talk of mess the council has well funded Flytipping teams, maybe if they stopped charging for 
using waste sites, placing restrictions on what/when you can dump rubbish, those idiots that do flytip 
would have no incentive to do so. 

So it's not about "safety" anymore Nick? That's what your colleagues said previously? What's the 
matter, not enough wool to pull over everyone's eyes anymore... how come you guys are finally 
posting about this now? 6 weeks into consultation and now you post about this 3 times within a 
week!!! 

The fact that you're colleagues there have such a wreckage of a media policy on this is laughable. 
Anyone can see you have only started posting regularly since opposition to you was proactive... are 
your biased survey results not propping up your narrative? This did not work in Cross Green, you just 
pumped money into it...its not going to work in areas that are 10 times that size; when you aren't 
putting a penny in yourselves. 

It's not even about just money, stricter referencing requirements will leave anyone who's fallen on 
hard times, or those with patchy credit histories to be frozen out of Private housing in what are 2 of 
the most affordable areas of Leeds. Homeowners will feel the pinch too as a number of banks won't 
lend money to any slum labelled area. Bad deal all round... though not to bad for Nick, it'll help fund 
that cushy council job he's doing. 

I know someone who has 5,350,000 reasons to wanting to push this through... whether it's from 
landlords or tenants misses the point that someone is making money for NOTHING... 

It is money making scheme it's not going to benefit tenants or landlords neither to the area. The law 
for the landlords are already in a place. Council needs to cut down their own wages to cover their 
costs. 

It is money making scheme it's not going to benefit tenants or landlords neither to the area. The law 
for the landlords are already in a place. Council needs to cut down their own wages to cover their 
costs. 

Do it !! 

XXX why 

Only people can change their minds... saying nothing will only let them push it through... There are 
hundreds of people working together against this. It's simply wrong 

I just gave an example. In these areas tenants live in a poor condition houses.. There is so many 
problems, people paying rent to stay in dirty houses unsafe for kids and landlords do nothing at all to 
fix it. 

I've just paid Scarborough Council almost £800 for their scheme. 'trialled' across one ward and now 
they are talking about rolling out across others. Currently consulting. These schemes will be 
widespread. It's akin to the adage a sprat to catch a mackerel. Most landlords are decent but these 
schemes make everyone pay to make those who dodge responsibilities accountable. It's a hidden tax 
on everyone. They should have the balls the take action with offenders and not tar everyone with the 
same brush. They know who and where they are mostly but this makes money! 

I dont think its even to catch rogues, they have a specialist unit here, but now say its a management 
issue? Funnily enough it started as a magic bullet, but now theyre saying its just mobey for housing 
officers... 

I am in Leeds East CLP and Seacroft and Whinmoor Branch of the Labour Party. I believe everyone 
should have a voice. What is your main argument, the strong point. I will see what I can do. 

Selective licensing is not a tenant tax? Better regulation for private rented housing is needed in the 
uk at the moment. It wouldn’t even be a subject if there weren’t so many poor landlords out there 
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To be clear its not tenant tax so ignore tha fake news, its about regulation to do something about 
poor landlords, a huge issue at the moment in some areas of Leeds (and the UK) and why the gov 
allowed the ability for councils to introduce licensing in areas where they experience issues. This 
licensing already exists by default for HMOs (rentals over a number of people in a single property). 

This is hardly going to affect good landlords and good tenants. All for it 👍 
To be clear its not tenant tax so ignore tha fake news, its about regulation to do something about 
poor landlords, a huge issue at the moment in some areas of Leeds (and the UK) and why the gov 
allowed the ability for councils to introduce licensing in areas where they experience issues. This 
licensing already exists by default for HMOs (rentals over a number of people in a single property). 

This is hardly going to affect good landlords and good tenants. All for it 👍 

XXX. You won't even have poor landlords shortly. 

XXX It is up for consultation next week. You have my interest I will be watching to see what happens. 

Landlords will pass it onto tenants and when universal credits start in Leeds this will be an issue. 

XXX FYI 

In beeston and holbeck 😂😂 will they fk they will be too scared of being called racist seen as its all 
pakistani's that own most of the slums in these areas!!!!!! 

Leeds shitty cuntsall are the worst landlord in the world 

You work for them 

You are its called cuntsall tax 

Leeds shitty cuntsall being one of the worst 

Do it private landlords here in crossgreen allow tenants to be antisocial and the property's look like 
slums yes leeds look after our housing and local residents 

Councils have burdened people with increasing council tax, parking charges hikes and this is another 
attempt to make extra cash. Government and insurance companies are ripping off car users. The life 
in Britain is becoming difficult day by day. I see number of beggars and homelessness is increasing in 
Leeds. One way roads, obsolete roads, Leeds City soon will become a third world city. People sitting 
in the Parliament and in council chambers are reaping the benefit for themselves. 

They may the air that we breath 

XXX. Asian areas are easy target for them. 

XXX exactly 

comments are my own from personal experience (studied housing and built environment with 
related social studies at leeds met now beckett) also lived in private rented accom all my life and 
know good and poor landlords alike 

er, thats my money. 

Off corse it will affect the rents what planet are you on Leeds council. 

Sounds a bit like social cleansing 

It should be for ALL properties rather then per each. And no doubt just to make more money for their 
pockets, it will be a couple of hundred pounds for each,and I can see more landlords selling 
properties  and more importantly MORE homeless families. My landlord owns quite a few and to 
think he or us will incur more charges. My landlord is one of the decent ones too. 

When council state ”it’s not a tax”...... It’s really saying “It is a tax but we’ll call it something else”!  
And you are definitely correct in that the property owner will pass the cost of the ‘Selective Licence’ 
on to the tenants, the cost could not be absorbed elsewhere. 

So landlords, and when I say landlords I mean tenants, are now going to incur extra charges for the 
pleasure of knowing the council will do exactly what they are already currently doing? How about 
don't impose the levy, proactively inspect more properties, and charge the landlords you see fit and 
necessary for doing so? Good, fit, proper and decent landlords are already suffering by being charged 
more in admin fees by agents since fees for tenants are prohibited, now charges for this as well, just 
seems the rogue landlords will get away with it whilst the honest ones will pick up the bill for it 
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Why not rely on information from residents and then accurately target the landlords in breach of 
current regulations rather than charge all of them for the pleasure of the ones who are? Seems to me 
like saying the crime rates in these areas are higher so we need more police, so we'll charge all the 
residents of these areas the same council tax but an extra security charge (or tax or levy or whatever 
else you want to call it) for extra police on the ground? This is a reactive not a proactive measure 
targeting the ones who care picking up the bill for those who don't 

I know what you mean but that is the way the powers given by government, it is area based and does 
not allow councils to discriminate individual landlords. Generally private landlords are not regulated 
in this country (except where hmo licenses are applicable). Crazy really when you think about the 
commodity they sell (a persons home!) 

I do not agree. What is fake about it being a tenant tax. The council are not putting anything in place 
thats not already there. Selective licensing is not about rogue landlords, they have a unit for that... if 
it actually worked it would not have been restricted in 2015 and would not currently be under 
review. Calling it a tax is being polite. 

Landlords are regulated. To let any property you have to be aware of around 100 bits of legislation... 
Im sure you learnt alot in class, but its not the real world. Ive had a number of good and bad curries, 
doesnt make me a michelin starred chef. 

Cross Green had selective licensing first. Thanks for showing us that this works. 

Dont accept this line of "its a done deal" the council have put out there. Its not. Take five minutes 
visit: www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 

Planet "were going to net £5.35 million for doing nothing"... 

Look up "rogue landlords unit" knowsthorpe gate. It should show you that council has a team of fully 
trained and well funded officers who target specific landlords... 

The council are using Anti social behaviour & flytipping as an excuse to TAX tenants. No measures 
have been mentioned on how to reduce these. Some councillors are quiet on the issue. But of course 
closing down refuse sites, charging for bins and bulky waste and having a LCC rubber stamped red 
light district have nothing to do with those issues... 

Theyre also the largest landlord in Beeston & Harehills...maybe theres a link there 

No maybe about it the robbing cunts 

And they have the cheek to post on a social media site 25 billion in the coffers 

They banks and greedy politicians got us in debt and the greedy cunts want us poor to bail them out, 
scummy no good fucking dirty cunts 

I thought by law landlord had to provide a safe place anyway? 

Its funny how all the local councillors and council workers have been told to say "its a done deal" like 
its a foregone conclusion. Clever way to stop people from actually engaging with the Council. 

XXX 😂😂😂 crack smoking inbred 

Its just their way to say "we consulted" with everyone. When all they have posted is a set of lies, 
blaming private tenants for ASB/Flytipping, hoping they will turn on their landlord. 

The best part of it is when people sleepwalk into believing them that its about the area, that these 
guys arent just trying to pull the wool over everyones eyes... 

Cross Green had millions and millions spent in there (it was THE pilot), even then it was only the main 
streets. Beeston + Harehills will have NOTHING spent on the area. Ask them, all you will get is guff... 
dont fall for it. 

Lets be honest; calling it a "tax" is being polite... people arent dumb enough to fall for it though 

Safety is dealt with under HHSRS regulations. This CANNOT be part of licensing; so now theyre 
scraping the barrel by saying Antisocial Behaviour & Flytipping are why they are doing this; but then 
cannot outline a single policy that can help with these actual issues. Nevermind the fact that there is 
NO evidence that tenants in private homes are the cause for these issues. 

I think colorful descriptions aside, councillors, bankers and public sector all pee in the same pot... so 
unless we collectively complain, tenants and owners are in line to get a good shafting 
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Think you’ve gone a little off course there? Landlords are not regulated, what you refer to is the law 
which by your definition means that everything is regulated. Regulation means a more hands on 
approach. Generally the private rented sector has been left to the market to decide, there are certain 
laws there to protect tenants and landlords yes but it it is very much up to tenants yo fight for their 
own rights which as we all know is impossible given the cost of legal action. The consultation barely 
explains much at all, agreed, but the concept is good as long as it is implemented well 

Just another trick by LCC to STEAL people’s hard earned money! 

How will this help poor tenants? How will this control antisocial behaviour? How will help tidy up 
dilapidated areas and property? How will this make money for LCC? 

Why aren't all tenancies regulated equally anyway? 

More bull shit and beaurocracy, to keep them all in jobs in other words. Whatever it cost the owner 
it will be passed on to the tenant in one way or another. 

Leeds shitty cuntsall  you should think about fixing the roof of my block of flats instead of having the 
extractor fan running 12 hours a day above my head keeping me up all night You have the money to 
fix this so fucking fix it 

The sector is regulated. Bit controlled. Improving standards comes from incentivising investment not 
penalizing the whole for issues of the very few 

Just not true really, incentivised investment just creates investment but the objective remains profit 
with no guaranXXX of quality. And regulation does not exists yet - there are some controls in 
statutory regulation but like I say its generally up to the tenant/landlord to enforce. There are very 
little hands on safeguards for quality control 

Speak with your votes next time they come asking for support..councillors who want to take the side 
of council and not the people that voted for them should have the door firmly closed on their face 
next time they knock 

Last question is easy. £5.35million in fees. Confirmed NO money for Improvements to houses...so 
make your own mind up 

Can somebody at LCC confirm what the take up for inspecting properties will be if they introduce this 
license? Will lcc inspect all properties that are subject to this license? I've heard a rumour that the 
take up will only be in the region of 10% because there won't be the resources for more than that. 
Anybody? 

It is a tax it is a common sence any business can not  afford to pay from their own pockets. How 
come council increases council tax every year because they claim they need to meet their costs. The 
council is playing with fire in future may be no one offer the house to DSS. 

It's not a done deal... 

To be fair, under licensing, stricter referencing + credit checking shall make it very hard for those with 
patchy work/credit history to get a private rent. 

A really poorly thought out proposal 

XXX These council lot are taking the fucking piss bro, I think we should all stop paying council tax also. 

Council are just pulling the wool over people eyes...ripping people off. Don't let the them get away 
with it.  www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 

More homeless due to this as any costs will be added to tenants rent fees . This council sucks the life 
out of people 

It’s not been effective in other areas of England & Wales so it’s not going to work here. This is just 
another income generator for the council and little, if anything, for the Landlord. Costs will be added 
to the rent making the property attractive only to the high earners. 

Stealth tax 

XXX I totally agree this council sucks the life out of its tennents. Especially those on a low income who 
are entitled to feck all help. 

Not very stealthy either 

www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 
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What are these mystical super powers? Don't tell me the licensing team are going to turn into 
Batman and start fighting crime and antisocial behaviour in Beeston and Harehills 

whether you agree or not, go to a meeting and have your say- the council are inviting you to do just 

that ✅ 

www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 

Good idea 

You know, I've seen a lot of moaning by landlords about this on social media but just stop for a 
minute and consider why things have reached the stage where this is necessary. I am owner-occupier 
living in Beeston Hill and like many of my neighbours believe that irresponsible and greedy 
landlordism is slowly ruining our community. We are all getting fed up of neglected, hugely 
overcrowded properties, flytipping, gardens full of weeds, rubbish and furniture, loud parties/ 
shouting / anti-social behaviour, and a constant churn of transient tenants on short-term let's who 
have no stake or pride in our community as they know they'll be moving on again in six months. 
Maybe if some of these absent investor landlords took responsibility this wouldn't be needed. But 
from where I'm standing, this is a long overdue measure needed to encourage landlords to up their 
game (and maybe push some of the worst ones, who shouldn't be responsible for other people, out 
of the business altogether.) 

Rogue land lords unit, ASB unit, environmental health and cooperation from everyone is the most 
efficient way to deal with the issues you have described. £5.35million for nothing really doesnt do a 
thing. 

Dont be like Gertrude here, and let the wool get pulled over your eyes by Leeds City Council. Attend 
Hamara, Beeston on Wednesday 19th September between 3-8 and tell the council YOUR truth about 
selective licensing. 

Everything described in the post is already a legal requirement of landlords. Licensing does not affect 
conditions though the coincil dont promote this fact. Feel free to call and ask them directly. 

Seems like Concil are doing the robbing! 

Landlords are saying that this will be passed on to tenants. It won't, it will be used as an excuse to 
raise the rent above covering this cost. Private tenants are already being ripped off with unjustified 
charges by letting agents, poor housing from slum Lords (Beeston has more than its fair share). I 
think the license is a good idea, but we need a fair rents tribunal too. 

Its a stealth tax and it will not benefit tenants in any way shape or form...the money is not going to 
be invested back into these areas but put into a pot for lcc to use elsewhere...everything that they 
are going to achieve by charging this fee is already happening instead now they want landlords to be 
the garbage collection people, law enforcement and watever elsw they can think of...services we 
already pay for with council tax....tenants will have to pay more rent to cover the license fee and 
most people are already close to being homeless so great help that will be. 

Yes but landlords don't do it 

Bit like selective planning permission then 

What proof is there that they dont. Even the council confirm that most landlords are compliant...by 
contrast LCC are the city's largest landlord. They are not compliant 

Its not just the fee but increased workload. Council are charging £5.35million for ??? Rents in 
Beeston and Harehills are the cheapest in Leeds. Any tribunal would see that. 

Its great that LCC can fool some of the people all of the time, and all of the people some of the time. 
Licensing is not designed for housing conditions, even councils own literature states maintainance of 
outside areas is a tenant issue. So what will this achieve? Higher rents, evictions, disturbance, 
displacement & dropping house values. 

Not so stealthy... www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 

XXX they're the cheapest because the area has been allowed to deteriorate over the last 30 years. 
Much of that has been caused by houses being turned into bedsits and flats. Just because it's the 
cheapest area, doesn't mean rents are fair. The whole private housing rental sector needs a root and 
branch overhaul. I've helped people who's landlords didn't even have gas safety certificates and 
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when tested, gas fires, ovens and boilers have been condemned. If the license prevents one landlord 
from risking someone's life, it's worth it. 

Many of us, who are Landlords, have regularly been to meetings.  The council know who we are so 
it’s easy to find us.  They do not listen to what we say - rather if they can find an additional operating 
charge for us to pay they will levy it.  They should concentrate more on those ‘hidden’ landlords who 
bring us all into disrepute. 

XXX most of the public are against this and think the money should be going into more council 
housing rather than lining landlords pockets. I was actually trying to be neutral in this message!! 

I wonder how many of the people against this are landlords with properties in these areas? 

leeds city council u fucking cock wombles !!! get back to your little cozy nests... and continue with 
your fluffy dreams dick heads ! 

any legit landlord will increase rent inline with costs... and all dodgy landlords will just carry on 
without any change.  LCC - are absolute jokers looking for extra income and thats it !!’n 

I wonder how many Leeds City Council workers have been pressurised by management, to promote 
this, whilst they struggle to do their actual job. 

Anything to make money. Councils needs to reduce number of councillors. Blood sucking taxation 
system and then misc. council charges. They are crushing the ordinary citizen in the UK. 

Councillors and Councils workers remember you are suppose to work for the people of Leeds,  not 
inventing more money making schemes... Every time you post it costs someone something... Bring in 
your landlord tax and see mass houses for sale and homeless rise... 

Great idea 👍� 

To be fair, I think the councillors are an issue. Workers and those low down in the food chain are 
fighting to keep their jobs... councillors though are a joke. Showing action for photo ops, but ignoring 
issues that really matter. Beeston & Harehills concillors are a joke... 

I think it needs to be extended to hyde park and Headingley. There are plenty of nuisance students 
there which landlords should be more responsible for. 

They’ll be charging us to take rubbish to the tip next... 

The licencing scheme is dealing with management not conditions. So unfortunately, what you have is 
not under that jurisdiction...bedsits and HMOs are already licensed. If that is not working, more of 
the same will not work either. Improvement can only be made through targetting and education. 
Licensing is just a cash cow... its disgusting that LCC are whoring safety just to get their pieces of 
silver... 

Hahaha...and they wonder why flytipping is escalating... 

Licensing is about money. Dont be fooled. Hyde Park and Headingley are under HMO Licensing... if its 
not working there, where most money is made, then what hope is there in the cheapest end of the 
market? 

By the way Beeston and Harehills have always been the cheapest areas to live. They are springboards 
not slums...some may need attention, but LCC have powers to deal with those already. NO money is 
going to be spent anywhere in Beeston and Harehills...so where is that £5million going to go? 

XXX, I lived in Beeston from the early 80s until 2 years ago, in the early 80s it wasn't full of bedsits 
and houses split into flats. It was a reasonable area. It's not anymore, it has become an immigrant 
ghetto. 30 years ago it wasn't considered a springboard, it was a happy mixed community.  It's about 
time that landlords were properly regulated. HMOs don't include properties that have been divided 
into flats. 

I remember there in the 1960s and 70s it's awful place now most of it run down in places ! 

XXX, it used to be okay, local butcher, grocer, paper shop, bakers etc. It's all takeaways now. 
Depressing really. 

Exactly 

It isn't about money, it's about improving the quality of rented accomodation by requiring landlords 
to have a licence. 

Evidence please XXX. 
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XXX, where do you pluck these figures from? 

No XXX, it does not. Once again, please provide sources. 

XXX, local elections next year for each Councillor elected to the third seat for their ward, stand for 
election and prove us all wrong. 

You do know that some of our Councillors are also Landlords  Especially in Harehills 

This is an absolute joke I’ve lived in A leasehold apartment for 23 years and have to constantly 
complain about the shoddy management of the block when I pay over £100 per quarter each year in 
service charge the building is almost derelict with overgrown gardens cracked hazardous pathways 
and dirty communal areas and stairways... I have cleaned communal areas myself and paid 
thousands in garden contractors to maintain the gardens ... pull your fingers out you jokers ... or I 
shall go to the press 

1.LCC ad Selective Licensing: Improving Private Rental Homes. When asked under FOI, council admit 
that NO funding for improvements to housing in Beeston + Harehills  
2. Council state that they cannot make profit from this scheme. Council go onto admit that they shall 
raise £5.35million. 
3. Council now state they may be willing to look at potential funding, should this scheme get green 
lit, though then provide no detail on where such funding shall come from. They are currently 
£39million in debt. 
4. Council say this is not a tenant tax. Then state that costs shall probably be bourne by tenants. 
5. Councillors asked not to critiscise/promote licensing, then some (particularly from the the party 
you support) utilise social media to promote it. But do not respond to constituents. 
6. Council state that labelling entire areas as SLUMS is a positive thing (5.35 million reasons for that) 
though again forget about the people who shall have lower house prices, higher rents, and 
reputational damage from being associated with a slum.  
7. Leeds City Council state to tackle inequality and issues like period poverty, but then freely admit 
that this measure shall push up rents in the poorest parts of the city. Think about that, the most 
disadvantaged and vulnerable people (tenants & residents) paying through rent and hiked mortgages 
/insurance premiums. A few pounds matter most to poorer people. Rather than give you a 
dissertation with bookmarks and footnotes, I am sure you can dig around this yourself. A lie is a lie, 
regardless of any political allegiance... 

This another scam by the council 

XXX but the point is that those services are all struggling to keep up. Partly because we have a govt 
hell-bent on destroying all public services by starving them of cash, partly because the problem is so 
ingrained and widespread now that conventional EH and ASB services just can&t keep up. It's clear 
that some areas of this city have been targeted by rogue landlords because of the big, cheap houses 
and lack of interest (until now) from various agencies. FWIW, I've never ever met a poor landlord. 
They can afford this 

So another name for bedroom tax😠 

Leeds City Council email from the Selective Licensing team. 6500 Properties are estimated to be part 
of the PRS in Beeston & Harehills + £825 license fee per property = £5.35million. Not a figure plucked 
from anywhere, but straight from the horses mouth (email selective.licensing@leeds.gov.uk for 
confirmation). It seems that some people don't mind being led on... most people don't. 

As for evidence. There has been no actual evidence to support the view that private rental tenants 
are to blame for ASB or Flytipping. Indeed many social tenures and people from outside these areas 
use the quiet backstreets and ginnels to dump s#@t. This is plainly wrong. LCC and West Yorkshire 
police have yet to provide information showing a causal link between these issues. It is wrong to 
blame who classes of people, especially in disadvantaged areas for things most know nothing about. 
Labelling tenants as problematic, areas as slums, and further devaluing those areas with punitive 
measures only deepen the issue.  With regard to rich/poor landlords. The costs shall filter through to 
tenants. Those who can afford it shall be poorer, those who cant shall have real problems. The 
problem with professionalising a sector, is that it leaves little room for discretion. Even Leeds City 
Council recognise that. 
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I think we've all been part of Beeston for a while. Calling it names just compounds the issue As really 
bricks and mortar don't make communities. It was and still is a springboard. Especially for migrants... 
That is challenging, but HMOs are licensed. Flats have to go via planning (with associated fees), either 
way Licensing doesn't solve diddly squat. Just charges the residents and officially slum labels the 
place. 

XXX, HMOs aren't always declared, neither are conversions into flats. The license fees will make it 
harder for people to get away with that. Being a landlord is a business, businesses have expenses 
which are tax deductible. The place is a shit hole these days, mostly due to rogue landlords, who's 
only interest is profit. That's why I left. 

But would their properties be inspected like everyone elses 

Whether people agree with this tenant tax, or believe the council's magic bullet theory; attend the 
drop in meetings. It is a con-sultation, but how are you going to know if you don't attend? 

XXX exactly - use your voice!! 

I think you should do a freedom of information request XXX. I'm guessing your labour leanings cloud 
your judgement when it comes to analysis...as I've said previously, what evidence there that this 
actually works? Why is it under government review? Why does the government want to restrict it's 
use further? 

I see XXX has left the building? 

The council already have all the powers they need to inspect and force bad  landlords to comply. This 
fee will force some good landlords to sell and move out, opening the market to cash buyers at 
auction who are out to make a fast buck and who don't care about tenants or the area.  
   If lcc are classing it as a slum area, who's responsible? There are council properties and social 
housing properties as well as private landlords, yet they are exempt from any fees or pressure. It isn't 
one rule for all. There are many good landlords, some are accredited some not, but they are doing 
their best through challenging times.  For example, what about tenants with mental health issues 
who don't allow their landlords past the front door? The landlord can evict them if they want, but 
they are in need. Good landlords recognise the element of social responsibility and are not in the 
business of making vulnerable people homeless. But there are some tenants who won't allow a 
council inspection , and that will result in a big fine for the landlord  (£30k), so an eviction would be 
necessary, and that person would go where? The council won't house them, so what is to happen? 
   My point is that this is about raising money for the council to create some jobs and give them a 
purpose for a few years. They have piloted this before and it's shown not to work. But putting the 
money to one side for a moment, there are other social issues at play here. And not all landlords are 
out to rip off tenants with no conscience. Some are... true. But this policy doesn't take care of that. 
Nor does it protect and safeguard the vulnerable in our society. 

You're talking out of your backside. Calling people's homes a shithole. In the 80s; that golden era you 
talk about, people had to walk in daylight for fear of being attacked. Or racially abused. Windows 
regularly smashed, petrol poured through letter boxes, homes vandalised. And you think it's actually 
bad now? Maybe you need to open your eyes; thank God were not going back to the swatstika 
daubed 80s; where walking to the local shop could end up with you getting your face smashed 
in...but yeah, improvements in the economy, housing stock and cultural integration have been 
brilliant. If you don't like the area; stay the hell away. For most of the rest of the people that call it a 
home, it is just that, a home. You left; that's your problem...get over it. 

If you want to be elected feel free. But of course you don't feel free to face facts. You asked for 
evidence you got it...at least you have an opinion, that should be applauded. 

Once again a Leeds City  council SCAM. They will do anything to raise coffers. Sad council. 

Can you the council go sort my daughters damp problem out a  AGAIN 

You state - Compared to legislation that's already in place, selective licensing laws give councils 
greater powers to deal with problem landlords and to help improve the way private rented houses 
are managed, making sure that tenants can have safe and comfortable homes. For example, in a 
selective licensing area, landlords would need to provide gas and electrical safety certificates, keep 
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fire alarms in working order and ensure furniture at their property is safe. YOU FORGET TO STATE - 
These checks are already in place with current legislation & should be managed by you now within 
your existing budgets. YOU FORGET TO STATE - Each property / Flat will be charged a TAX of £825. 
YOU FORGET TO STATE - that this cost will be passed onto each tenant & there will more than likely 
be an additional admin charge to cover the cost of completing this additional paperwork so it's likely 
to be closer to £1000. YOU FORGET TO STATE - in reality the tenants will end up paying for your new 
TAX AS RENTS WILL RISE TO COVER THESE COSTS. Landlords do not have this money lying around. 
Rental property is a business just like any other. YOU FORGET TO STATE - there is a strong likelyhood 
that existing tenants will not be able to pay this extra TAX & therefore are likely to be evicted. YOU 
FORGET TO STATE - not a single penny of this £825 TAX will go to anything but staff administration. 
WHO LOSES - EVERYONE EXCEPT THE COUNCIL. - BRING IT ON - REAL BENEFIT. Also with universal 
credit kicking in - the tenants will really be on a roll - late benefit payments & higher rents. 

XXX - no disrespect, but this is one of the cheapest areas to live in. So you will get the people on very 
low incomes living in this place. They high turnover is due to the way people live. Sometimes they 
simply move to avoid a debt or not pay 2 or 3 months rent. Sometimes they move to avoid paying 
any overdue bills. Most landlords want their properties to be looked after as it's a long term 
investment & they want tenants to stay otherwise it's more work & cost to keep managing a change 
not to mention a couple of months lost rent. You only see & hear 1 side of the story. If private 
landlords didn't exist there would be a lot of homelessness. The majority of these people renting 
cannot afford to buy as they dont earn enough. Thats the same all over the world 

I think some people are looking through rose tinted specs. The nature of the housing tells you it was 
always the cheapest area in Leeds. Not just now but since they were built - No gardens, back to back 
terraced houses to squeeze as many people into 1 piece of land. Racism was rife. The streets are far 
better now than 15 years ago. That's why the prices have risen from 5k or less. Fly tipping exists 
because the council doesn't collect the rubbish regularly & charges for everything at the local waste 
sites. If people are on low incomes then they wont spend money disposing of rubbish when you can 
just dump it on the street. This is not the landlord's fault it's the person / company dumping the 
rubbish. If you think your rented property is not up to scratch then move. No one forces anyone to 
live somewhere.  In case you haven't realised the £825 will only be going to fund extra council 
administration - the council is not using a penny to improve the area. The landlord is not a bank - 
they will need to cover this cost & so rents will rise & more people will suffer. Supersonic thinking. 

XXX, your completely wrong. Not all of Beeston is or was back to back housing, my house was a 
through terrace on 4 floors,  much of the area was built when Morley was being mined. The back to 
backs were built for the miners families and the through terrace houses were built for the more 
senior workers. I don't know where you get £5k 15 years ago from. As for racism, it's still rife now, fly 
tipping wasn't anything like as bad as it is now. 

But that is the same in any walk of life, some mechanics rip people off, some builders rip people off, 
some landlords rip people off... But the truth is, most don't. Most tenants want to live in their house 
free from harassment; the contact time under SL shall lead to just that. If the area is officially slum 
labelled, the residents have depreciating house values, the tenants have higher rents and instability 
as evictions rise, no one actually gets any better deal. Except Leeds City Council... £5.35million, from 
the pocket of the tenant... 

Beeston and Holbeck is mostly back to backs. There are pockets of larger terraced houses, but it is 
mostly back to backs. As for rubbish, it is greatly contributed to by council policy, and by 
irresponsible behaviour. But again, there is no actual evidence to show that Private rented homes are 
the cause. Large HMOs are generally licensed, there is new policy for additional licensing of 
undeclared HMOs. But selective licensing does not contribute to the local areas it is foisted upon. It 
does create revenue for the council, who then spend £5.35 million on lots and lots of stamps and 
envelopes... 

XXX, we are not going to agree on this. You have your point of view and I have mine. If I had my way, 
I'd end all private renting and put it in the hands of the state. The vast majority of landlords I've dealt 
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with professionally over the years, are not interested in their tenants or improving the properties, all 
they want is the income for a little input as possible. 

And how does having a license exactly improve the standard of a house. LCC have admitted SL 
legislation is about management and conditions, £5.35 million going to the council with NO 
improvements. Seems like it is really about money 

XXX  very true 

Be alright if you actually completed repairs... no one to enforce you is there... 

Leeds City Council yes josh she as they was supposed to sorted the problem our 4month ago 

Money money money ! Leeds city council stop ripping off sections of people and organise yourselves 
better. You have long squandered public money on shite stuff. Give me a job and I will sort your 
housekeeping out. 

Seen a number of these in Beeston today. Looks like local businesses don't agree either... 

Leeds city council can't sort their own property out . I've had sewage and waste water pouring into 
my cellar for 12 years , from their property's . They don't care how people are forced to live 

If private landlords didn't exist then there would be a massive availability of houses which would 
bring property prices down to a point where everybody could afford to buy there own home. 

Let's be honest. They are not compliant. They don't have the correct alarms and fire doors.. .But it 
doesn't matter as it's only council tenants lives they put at risk...then point the finger her at the 
private sector... 

www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 

Looks like many Leeds' small businesses are giving the tenant tax the thumbs down.. . 

I think the message is clear, we do not want selective hearing when it comes to selective licensing... 

I don't think their properties are in the marked zones judging by the councillor interests section on 
the LCC website & so they won't be affected. That's why they are avoiding all our requests & aren't 
bothered who gets stuffed by this tax 

Go have a look at the LCC managed ones then you will understand the difference. Grenfell Towers 
was a council owned block owned by the richest council in the land. How well was that maintained? 
Ultimately everyone has the choice - if you don't like what's on offer there is the choice of moving on 
to another place or buying your own. Private landlords invest thousands of pounds in their properties 
in order to buy them & then run them. It's a long term business & with all due respect houses in 
these areas cost the amount they do for a reason. This is far less than other areas & so the rental 
returns are far less. So ultimately the amount of investment will be far less. Why else do we have 
hotels marked as 1 star & others marked 5 star. BTW It was the state that sold off it's properties to 
people renting. 

XXX, why should council tax payers pay for landlords rubbish disposal, being a landlord is a business. 
There is no charge for domestic residents to use the tip, it only charges for commercial vehicles to 
use the tip. Bins are already collected weekly. Too many people want everything for free. Someone 
has to pay.  In my experience most of the fly tipping is done by businesses. As for the property prices, 
those were certainly not the average prices for the area 15 years ago. 

Maybe attend Inner East Leeds City Council on Wednesday at 18.00 and ask them directly  
Would be pleased to hear ARIF Hussein's comments ! 

Who says its landlords rubbish? Leeds City council charge Everyone to ditch waste (plaster, soil, 
ceramic, bricks etc). Landlords are not responsible for fly tipping. There is no evidence to actually 
show this.  Property prices in the bottom end of Beeston and even in Holbeck was really depressed 
around 2000. Back when ckuncils were flushed with cash, you have to wonder why they didnt buy 
these properties and rent them out themselves.  We dont agree in terms of politics or economics 
(who does?) . I do agree it was better having a mix of shops on the main road. But the sad fact is they 
dont survive. Business rates, even in Beeston are pretty high (council not helping there) and cheap 
baked goods, meats, groceries, vegetables from mini supermarkets have hurt small business trade. 
But people had that choice. Anti social behaviour and Flytipping are an issue the council should deal 
with more robustly. In fact, its funny how soon "housing options" call you defending problem 
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tenants, stating that efforts to deal with them are harassment. But at the end of it, no one wants anti 
social behaviour or flytipping. So I have to disagree when you state its usually businesses, theres no 
evidence to show that. Bins collections are regularly missed in Beeston. Its about the only thing £20k 
+ councillors in these areas manage to complain about... 

XXX I have reported business for fly typing along the backs of Dewsbury road on many occasions, I 
filmed them doing it. And you're wrong about LCC charging for using the tip. If you are a leeds 
resident, and not in a commercial vehicle (Van etc) there is no charge, I take garden waste etc to the 
tip regularly. 

I think interested parties should all attend their councillors surgeries. Anything has to be better than 
the eerie silence 

Looks like LCC have selective hearing on quite a few issues 

www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk 

Looks like no one wants to be slum labelled... 

Bad for tenants, residents and local businesses 

I have taken plaster board and old bricks in the back of my car when wrecking my home/doing diy. 
Leeds City Council charge. They have a guy with a chip and pin machine... I have no doubt some 
businesses fly tip. But it is mostly residential (sofas, mattresses etc). Bulk collection charges are too 
high for alot of people... 

XXX, have you got a resident sticker in your car ? I've never been charged with the sticker on view ? 
And if someone can afford a new mattress/bed etc. The £5 bulk waste charge is not excessive. Why 
should council tax be used this way. There are far more important things to spend the money on. Like 
I said, too many people want everything for nothing. 

It just keeps on rolling 

Seems we don't all agree it's a done deal 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://www.leeds.gov.uk/docs/Your%2
520guide%2520to%2520waste%2520disposal%2520charges.pdf&ved=2ahUKEwi3wbKQ6NTdAhWKB
8AKHe1hDwEQFjAAegQIBhAB&usg=AOvVaw0g0ZdfzomRQILz8zeaS20B 

Charges for waste for everyone 

Soil, rubble, plaster, slate etc. 

I do believe it's a £30 for up to 4 items. I can get rid of my own waste, but for those who can't afford 
much it is alot... 

I think the issue is that people are paying and paying but with not much in return... 

XXX  Tell you Daughter to contact the repairs team and request an appointment for a Surveyor to 
attend and assess the damp situation. Once the Surveyor has carried out an assessment they should 
then make an appointment for their contractor to attend and carry out the necessary works. I'd 
advise to take photos of the damp too in case you need to submit a disrepair claim. ( I work in Social 
Housing but not for LCC) DM me if you need any assistance x 

XXX thankyou I'll keep you in touch . It a shame LCC could not this to us 

LCC…stand by for a Judicial Review 😘 

this is just a waste of time and money to net LCC a few million: all whilst risking inflating rents and 
fuelling homelessness... so much for compassionate city 

XXX sorry but your wrong - it's only certain types of rubbish that's free. 

XXX, non commercial waste. If it's commercial waste, like any other business, you pay for it. 
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LIST OF CITY WIDE MEETINGS ATTENDED/EMAILS SENT AS PART OF  

THE CONSULTATION PROCESS 
 

City wide meetings/events attended ahead of and during the consultation period 

 

Date of 
Meeting/Event 

Nature of Meeting/Event 

11.07.18 Presentation to the Voice of Informed Tenants Across Leeds (VITAL) 

04.08.18 Promotion of the selective licensing consultation at Leeds Pride  

08.08.18 Attendance at team meeting at the Leeds Housing Options  

22.08.18 Meeting with the Residential Landlord Association 

05.09.18 Meeting with representatives from GIPSIL, Canopy Housing & LATCH  

12.09.18 Meeting with representatives from the Say No to Leeds campaign group 

17.09.18 Attendance at LCC internal policy network meeting 

18.09.18 Attendance at the Leeds Rental Standard Board Meeting. National Landlords 
Association, Residential Landlords Association & Unipol present 

21.09.18 Meeting with Leeds City Credit Union  

24.09.18 Meeting with Housing Support Team Leader, Leeds City Council.  

03.10.18 Attendance at meeting of Cllr Anderson and representatives of the Say No campaign  
group 

10.10.18 Meeting with representatives from the Say No campaign group 

11.10.18 Attendance at the Strategic Housing Partnership Collaboration Workshop  

30.10.18 Attendance at the Refugee Family Fun Day at Woodsley Road Community Centre  
 

 
 

List of emails sent to city wide partners ahead of and during the consultation period  

 

Date of Email Partner 

01.08.18 Canopy Housing 

01.08.18 Gipsil 

01.08.18 LATCH 

03.08.18 Residential Landlord Association 

03.08.18 LCC Partnership Intelligence and Service Development 

06.08.18 Landlords/agents subscribed to receive updates from the Leeds Neighbourhood Team 

20.08.18 
PRS housing lead officers at surrounding West Yorkshire authorities (Wakefield, 
Calderdale, Kirklees & Bradford) 

22.08.18 Fabian Hamilton MP & Hilary Benn MP 

24.09.18 Citizens Advice Bureau 

25.09.18 Feel Good Factor 

03.10.18 MAP+ 

03.10.18 DWP 

16.10.18 Engage Leeds 

22.10.18 Learning Partnerships 
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Miscellaneous activities undertaken during the consultation period by the project team  

 

     Date of   
      Activity 

Detail 

02.08.18 
Email signatures updated by PRS Housing staff to include the "have your say" icon and a link 
to the Selective Licensing page on the Council’s website 

20.09.18 
Meeting with the Operational Service Manager, Leeds Housing Options (LHO).  Briefing given 
re selective licensing. LHO staff will make client group aware of consultation and will leave a 
questionnaire or will assist in completion of them.    

21.09.18 Paper questionnaires delivered to officers in the Housing Regulation team. 

24.10.18 
Attendance at the Merrion Hub, Leeds city centre. Information and advice provided to the 
public and questionnaires completed. 

26.10.18 
Attendance at the Merrion Hub, Leeds city centre. Information and advice provided to the 
public and questionnaires completed. 
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LEEDS CITY COUNCIL’S RESPONSE TO THE FEEDBACK RECEIVED  
FROM LANDLORDS AND AGENTS  

 

Over 700 comments were captured in total from landlords and agents during the consultation 
period. The majority were made on the landlord/agent questionnaire (both the paper and 
online versions) and a lesser number on the proformas completed at the drop-in events.  
 

The comments have been collated and, where possible, themed. Each theme is detailed 
below and the Council’s response to the feedback follows.  
 

The text in italics are comments that have been extracted directly from the completed 
questionnaires and proformas.   
 

 
Proposed licence fee 
   

 

Theme: The fee is too high   
 

Many comments were made about the level of the fee, here are some that are  
representative of the issue raised;  
 

 “Too high. Agree with the principle of the scheme and understand it’s need but against  
the fee”  

 “The fee should be reconsidered to that which will be reasonable” 

 “You can come and look at the house but don’t charge the £825 for it” 

 “Higher than fees nationwide.  When you look round the country at selective licensing 
schemes charges vary between £150 for 5 years to almost £2000.00” 

 “extortion,total rip off gatehead around £550 why £825”  

 “The maximum amount for licensing needs to be around £100 and no higher” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The licence fee for the duration of the scheme is proposed to be £825 per property/unit of 
accommodation. If any selective licensing scheme was to run for 5 years, this equates to 
£165 per year / £13.75 per month / £3.17 per week.  
 

A discount of £150 is proposed for members of the Leeds Rental Standard, which reduces 
the fee to £675 (which equates to £135 per year / £11.25 per month / £2.60 per week).  
 

The licensing fees charged by local authorities do vary across the country. The Council 
looked at selective licensing schemes operated or proposed by a sample of twenty local 
authorities. The proposed fee for selective licensing in Leeds is slightly above average.  
 

Licensing is a cost effective tool to improve housing management and standards of 
accommodation in the area. Any scheme needs to be sustainable over a 5 year period.  
 

The fee is however based on fully costed estimates of the predicated resources that will be 
needed to process applications and administer the scheme.   The Council cannot make a 
profit form the scheme and any surplus raised by the fee would be refunded to the 
applicants/licence holders. 
 

Theme: Are there discounts for good landlords?   
 

A number of comments were made about the availability of discounts for good landlords  
as well as the proposed fee discount for members of the Leeds Rental Standard, here are  
some of them; 
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 “What discount to good landlord?” 

 “I wasn't aware of the Leeds Rental Standard before this, I am glad that I have been  
made aware of it. However the discount for it doesn't seem large enough. I am dissuaded  
from applying to Leeds Rental Standard as it will cost me even more to do so. (£825 w/o 

LRS, or £675 + £400RLA (~£80x5years)). You see saving £150 when you're paying £400 
doesn't seem like a good deal” 

 “Should be a minimal fee for members of recognised bodies eg NLA/RLA and attended 
training” 

 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council acknowledges that there are a number of landlords who offer good quality 
accommodation and manage their properties well. Unfortunately, if an area is designated  
for selective licensing those landlords would still require a licence to operate their business.  
Good landlords cannot be exempted from any scheme under the legislation but the Council  
will recognise them which will make the licensing of their properties easier. Therefore, it is 
proposed that accredited landlords, who are members of the Leeds Rental Standard (LRS)  
and are applying for a licence for properties in their ownership, will be offered an 18%  
discount (£150) on the licence fee. To be eligible for the discount, landlords would have to be a 
confirmed member of the LRS at the time of their application and the discount would be 
available to the proposed licence holder only.   
 

In order to process any licence application, all landlords are liable for the first part of any fee 
regardless of any discount and this part of the fee covers processing the application. The 
discount is offered to LRS members at the payment of the second part of any fee as this 
covers the ongoing administration and enforcement costs of the scheme as LRS members 
should require less resources as part of the enforcement of any scheme. This has been 
calculated as the likely reduction in time due to the fact the properties should already be 
managed and at a good standard in order to access the LRS scheme.  
  
In addition to paying a lower licence fee, there are other benefits of LRS membership, 
including for example access to advice and guidance; access to the Council’s Private 
Tenant Letting Scheme (PSLS) and business parking permits to allow landlords who need 
regular access to a residential parking zone to park. 
 

As well as the tangible benefits outlined above, the proposed fee discount is per licensable 
property which will help to offset membership costs for landlords with multiple properties. 
 

Theme: Proposed fee structure 
 

Many comments were made about the proposed fee structure, some concerned the 
proposal for a flat fee whilst others concerned discounts, exemptions and incentives. Some 
respondents suggested an alternative fee structure. Here are some of the comments; 
 

 “A flat fee is a regressive form of taxation that does not reflect the rental income  
 associated with the property.  A sliding scale linked to LHA levels might be more  
equitable” 

 “Landlords who comply with good housing standards should be exempt from any  
additional charges” 

 “Many good landlords in these areas and still have to pay the same fee – would not  
oppose a £50 inspection fee” 

 “As an excellent, award winning landlord, I strongly disagree with any need to pay a  
single penny towards any scheme that is aimed at bringing poor landlords or delinquent 
tenants to account. This is the equivalent to collective punishment, which in the case of  

  war, would be deemed a war crime. Asking completely blameless landlords to pay £825        
  or £675 per property is not morally indefensible. Only offenders should be subject to any   
  form of punishment (financial or otherwise), not innocent parties”       
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 “Need incentives eg. skips for clean ups”  

 “If you are going to go ahead with the licensing scheme then why not run a two tier  
system” 

 “Charge your higher fee for someone not willing to upgrade the property, but charge a  
Much lower fee for houses in good condition or ones which meet a higher EPC rating” 

 “Will those landlords who are compliant be refunded the license fee?” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The fee has to be based on the predicted costs of the overall administration of the scheme.  
To avoid ambiguity, a simple fee structure is proposed (£825 per property or unit over the 5 
year term) with no reduction for landlords with a large number of properties or landlords  
with properties that are managed to a good standard, and the fee remaining the same 
regardless of the size of a property or the level of rental income. A discount of £150 per  
licence is proposed for accredited landlords, who are members of the Leeds Rental  
Standard (LRS) and are applying for a licence for properties in their ownership. To be  
eligible for the discount, landlords would have to be a confirmed member of the LRS at the 
time of their application and the discount would be available to the proposed licence holder 
only.  
 

Exemptions to selective licensing are specified in The Selective Licensing of Houses  
(Specified Exemptions) (England) Order 2006  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2006/370/made   
 

It would not be appropriate to apply no fee at all to good landlords as their houses  
still need to be licensed and would incur costs to the Council. Similarly there is no  
provision in the fee structure for refunding the licence fee for compliant landlords as the  
Council will incur costs in administering the licence application and undertaking 
a compliance inspection.  
 

Holding a licence and being fully compliant with licence conditions will enable landlords to 
demonstrate to tenants good standards of management. This should be a positive and will 
be increasingly so when the majority of properties are licensed. The Council and other 
partners will, as the scheme develops, also make helpful information available to landlords 
and tenants on matters that benefit them such as energy initiatives; updated guidance, 
local initiatives and events etc   
 
 

Theme: Payment of the licence fee 
 

A number of questions were asked and statements made relating to the payment of the 
licence fee. Here are some of them;   
 

 “Not clear if the fee is a one off or recurring” 

 “Why not have an annual fee rather than a big lump sum?” 

 “It will be a financial pressure to have to pay for 4 properties. Would need to be paid by  
instalments over a period of time” 

 “It is unclear in the FAQs whether or not this can be paid monthly (£13.75)” 
 

LCC Response:  
 

The proposed licence fee covers the term of any scheme. Following recent case law, the 
Council will charge the fee in two installments, one part on making the application for the 
cost of processing the application and one part that will be payable only if the application 
is successful for the monitoring and enforcement of the scheme.  

 

Following the consultation, the Council has taken legal advice on the fee structure which 
makes it clear that any additional licence condition linked to payment of the fee in 
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instalments is likely be outside the legislation relating to Part 3 of the Act. Unfortunately this 
means that it will not be possible to allow payment by instalments. 
 

The Council has explored several options offered by third parties that would have allowed 
payment by instalments. However, none proved to be feasible for any scheme. 
 

Allowing payment by more frequent instalments would incur additional administrative costs 
for the scheme which would potentially increase the fee payable as the current costs have 
been calculated based on two payments. This could also result in a higher level of unpaid 
fees which would mean the Council having to realign resources in order to carry out fee 
recovery work. 
 

The risks of the issues identified in relation to the level and payment of the fee as identified 
in the feedback and the business case, need to be balanced against the strong evidence of 
deprivation and housing related issues in the area, and the need to take action to improve 
these in the area.  
 

Theme: How will the licence fee income be used?  
 

Many questions were asked and comments made as to how the Council would use the fee 
income. Here are some of them;   
 

 “What is the £825 per property going to be used for?  Is this just admin?” 

 What exactly will people get for this fee? what will you actually do? I don't mean the long 
term benefits for the area, I mean the immediate tangible results of them paying the fee?  
what will you actually do?” 

 “the fee would likely just cover administrative costs and not provide sufficient funds for  

 policing the scheme and identifying those landlords who ignore the requirement for a 
licence” 

 “Fees should not be used to mitigate redundancies. LCC budget is over stretched, SL  
should not be used to pay for housing officers” 

 “Will ALL the money raised be going toward additional officers who can route out bad 
landlords? Will it be going to compensate Landlord who rent to LHA/UC recipients who 
decide not to pay their rents? No” 

 “What investment is the Council making in return?” 

 “I do not believe that £7-800 is in any way representative of the cost of sending a person 
round to check on the property to check that it is fit for people to live in and that I am a  
good landlord. If I was paying someone £800 I would expect nearly a week's worth of  
work to be done for me, not simply a 10 minute visit, that is far, far too expensive and 
completely unfair on my tenants - who will effectively be paying for it because I will have  
no choice but to increase my rent to cover the cost” 

 “Cannot see where this figure comes from. Local authority can only charge for admin and 
visits, each of which has been shown to be £35 for the former and £77 for the latter” 

 “I don’t agree with the proposals regarding where the money will go. It should be  
re-invested in the area to help resolve the issues of fly tipping and ASB and crime” 

 “How is £825 per property which will be used for administration change the anti-social 
behaviour and crime & lack of access to services” 

 

LCC Response: 
 

Whilst the Housing Act 2004 (the Act) allows councils to charge a licence fee to cover the 
cost of selective licensing, it does not allow them to make a financial gain from it.   
 

If selective licensing is introduced in Leeds, the licence fee will cover the costs associated  
with administering the scheme. This would include the cost of implementation;   
receiving, logging and acknowledging licence applications; determining applications;  
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preparing and issuing draft and final licences together with the required accompanying 
paperwork; maintaining a public register; identifying unlicensed properties  
and inspecting licensed properties to ensure compliance with licence conditions together  
with all resultant follow up/enforcement action associated with selective licensing.    
 

In relation to the enforcement of housing conditions under Part 1 of the 2004, any work  
would be paid for from the Councils’ existing budget and not the licence fee. The Council  
would realign existing resources to support the enforcement of housing conditions  
in any designated selective licensing area.    
 

Because the privately rented properties within a designated selective licensing area would be 
visited, it would allow the Council to not only assess compliance with licence conditions  
but to also engage with landlords, agents and tenants to hear what they have to say about  
the area; to ensure they are aware of their rights and obligations; to offer help and advice  
and to ensure that needs were being met. Residents,  landlords and agents would be 
encouraged to discuss problems and issues they may have in the area which would then  
be followed up with the relevant agency, which could include for example the ASB and  
waste teams at Leeds City Council.  
 

In terms of investment, the Council would invest significant targeted resources into the  

area to tackle issues and help bring about improvements to the benefit of all.   
 

A high proportion of respondents referred to a £35 charge for administration and a £77  
Charge for a visit or inspection. It is not clear as to where these have originated or in what 
terms they relate. The Council has the right to charge for a number of different functions,  
such as the costs incurred in carrying out work in default or linked to charging under Part 1  
of the Act which has a cost structure based on the specific legislation used.   

 

Theme: Additional costs will be passed on to tenants  
 

Many respondents indicated that the cost of the licence would be passed on to tenants via 
higher rents. Here are some of the comments; 
 

 “As a business, any preset costs we incur we pass on to our tenants in the form of higher  
rent. The present proposal of the annual charge would increase the cost to tenant by  
£56.25 to £68.75 per calendar month” 

 “Only will be passed onto tenants” 

 “Rent will go up. Tenants will be evicted because they cant pay” 

  “Landlords haven’t got room to absorb the fee, tenants will get it”  

 “Why don’t you just charge the tenants? Landlords will only pass the charge on” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The actual cost over five years based on the proposed licence fee is quite small and 
equates to £13.75 per month / £3.17 per week for non-accredited landlords and £11.25 per 
month / £2.60 per week for accredited landlords.  
 

The Council acknowledges that some landlords may choose to increase the rent to cover  
the cost of a licence. For some tenants this may unfortunately mean that they have no  
option but to look for an alternative home within or outside of a designated area.  Support  
will be available from the Council for those who find themselves in this situation.  
 

It is also acknowledged that some existing tenants may face losing their home as a result  
of them not being able to pay any additional rent. Again, support will be available from the 
Council and/or partners for tenants finding themselves in this situation. Any alleged cases of 
illegal eviction will be investigated and the  appropriate action taken not just in relation to the 
specific case but it may form the grounds for looking at a specific landlord who considers this  
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as an option, to ensure that they are fully compliant with all aspects of legislation.   
 

The Councils Housing Options services which assists people threatened with homelessness  
or who are homeless is aware of the proposed schemes and is aware of the potential impact  
and demand for services and this has been taken into account.  The above provision of  
services will assist with the mitigation of any increase in homelessness as a result of the 
designation of selective licensing. 
 

The requirement to obtain a licence for a privately rented house in an area designated for 
selective licensing falls on the owner or the person having control of it, not the tenants. The 
Council cannot invoice tenants for the licence fee.   
 

The overall aim of the scheme is to improve the management and condition of the private 
rented sector in the area which should have a longer term impact on improving 
homelessness as more accommodation in the private sector will become suitable for longer 
term occupation. The risk of the issues identified related to the potential to increase rents 
needs to be balanced against the other evidence of need to take action to improve the 
housing situation in the area.  
 

Theme: Homes will be left empty or put up for sale 
 

A number of respondents indicated that they would leave their houses empty or put them  
up for sale should the area be designated for selective licensing. Here are some of the 
comments;  
 

 “Additional costs for small landlord make it unattractive … risk the rental pool decreasing”   

 “More costs (licence fee), will sell …” 

 “Tax on landlords. Landlords will leave houses empty” 

 “Extra costs and issues for landlords will lead to property market crash” 

 “Will sell up and invest in an area where landlords are appreciated NOT Leeds” 

 “The cost attached to a single dwelling with an income at current housing benefit levels  
can not be adequately funded from this income, hence the number of properties that will  
come onto the market will reduce available rental housing considerably. Cost will push 
landlords out of the market, we will start issuing notices to quit and sell our properties”  

 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council acknowledges that some landlords may choose to either leave their properties 
empty or sell them in order to avoid selective licensing and as a consequence there may  
be an increase in the number of empty homes. The Council will realign existing resources  
to tackle empty homes in any area designated for selective licensing.  
 

The Council works closely with the Empty Homes Doctor, an independent not-for-profit  
organisation that provides a free service to support and guide owners of empty homes.   
Also, details are held of private investors and charitable organisations who buy empty  
homes. Owners of empty homes in any selective licensing area would be made aware of  
these options as well as any potential buy back schemes. Empty homes blighting an area  
or causing a nuisance to neighbouring homes would be the subject of enforcement action,  
potential buyback schemes as mentioned above and, ultimately compulsory purchase. 
 
The above resources will assist to reduce the impact of any increase in empty properties as 
a result of any selective licensing designation. The longer term aims of the proposed scheme 
should improve demand in the area and potentially lead to longer term reduction of empty  
homes in the area.  
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Theme: Impact on maintenance 
 

Some respondents indicated that the cost of selective licensing will impact upon their ability 
to either maintain or refurbish their houses.  Here are some of the comments received; 
 

 “Additional cost would be recoupled from less frequent maintenance or taking fewer  
LHA/UC tenants”  

 “The proposed fee is excessive and would have a financial impact on large landlords,  
ultimately reducing the amount of money available to maintain and improve their  
properties” 

 “Will reduce money for landlords to actually renovate properties” 
 

LCC Response:   
 

As stated above, the proposed cost of a licence is £825 for non-accredited landlords and  
£675 for Members of the Leeds Rental Standard. Over the proposed 5 year term, this  
equates to £13.75 per month / £3.17 per week for non-accredited landlords and £11.25 per 
month / £2.60 per week for accredited landlords. Whilst it is acknowledged that the cost of  
the licence will impact some landlords, the relatively low weekly cost should be balanced  
against the potential impact of the positive changes that the schemes aims intend to achieve.  
which include for example -    

 A lower turnover of tenancies - and therefore reduced business costs for the private rented 
sector - as tenants choose to stay in a selective licensing area and make their rented 
property their home 

 Properties in areas designated for selective licensing becoming more attractive to tenants 
as they are licensed and achieve certain standards.  
 

 

Theme: Cost of compliance 
 

A proportion of respondents raised concerns over not only the cost of the proposed licence  
but also the cost of carrying out works. Here are two comments: 

 “There is not only the fee but compliance cost” 

 “ … will have to put up rent by £20 to recover the cost and no doubt other costs to get it  
to licensing standard” 

 

LCC Response: 
 

The proposed licence conditions consolidate what a landlord should already be doing 
regardless of whether there is selective licensing or not. Good, compliant landlords should 
not need to spend significant sums of money in order to meet licence conditions.  

 
 Selective licensing does not include compliance with Part 1 of the Housing Act 2004. 
During the consultation, some landlords mentioned a figure of £3000 to be compliant with 
selective licensing conditions when this figure actually relates to property conditions and 
works to address issues such as fire safety, falls etc and not the management costs for 
their property. The cost to ensure that a property meets the legal minimum standard is one 
which a landlord has to bear regardless of any licensing scheme.  

 
 

Theme: Selective licensing is a money making scheme for the Council 
 

Many respondents believed that selective licensing was being considered as a means to  
raise revenue for the Council. Here are some of the comments;  
 

 “Your licensing fee is simply a money raising ploy” 

 “Another money making area” 
 “The Council hasn’t got enough resources so is turning to private landlords. A way for the 

council to make money”    
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LCC Response: 

As stated above, whilst the Housing Act 2004 allows councils to charge a licence fee to 
cover the cost of selective licensing, it does not allow them to make a financial gain.  
 

The Government’s Regulatory Impact Assessment attached to SI 2006/373 on selective 
licensing makes it clear that fees cannot be used to raise extra revenue for the local 
authority. Any surplus at the end of the scheme must be refunded to the applicants. 
 
Overall the costs of the scheme to landlords, and the landlords objections to paying this 
cost, has been taken into consideration however this does need to be balanced against the 
strong evidence of deprivation in the area, the evidence of how the scheme will operate and 
it’s intended aims to improve and benefit the area and the residents of the private rented 
sector in the area that have been incorporated into the business case. 
 

 

 
Properties owned by Leeds City Council  
   

 

Theme: Why aren’t Council houses subject to selective licensing?  
 

Many comments were made about selective licensing not applying to houses owned by the 
Council. Here are some of the comments; 
     
 “Why is it only the private landlords that have to pay the 825 I have seen some council  

houses that are worse but they get off to the 825 payment” 

 “It does not cover Council and other social LL” 

 “Licensing only applies to Private Landlords. Ignores fact that social tenants on little or no 
income cause the majority of crime/antisocial behaviour in area” 

 

LCC Response: 
 

Section 79(3) of the Housing Act 2004 exempts socially let properties (both Local Authority  
and Housing Association tenancies) from selective licensing. There are other exemptions, 
which are detailed in The Selective Licensing of Houses (Specified Exemptions) (England) 
Order  2006  http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2006/370/made  
 

Theme: Conditions in Council homes   
 

A number of respondents referred to conditions in Leeds City Council’s houses. Here are 
some of the comments made; 
    
 “They don’t comply. Sort your properties out”  

 “What are LCC doing with their own houses. They need to put them in order”  

 “Leeds city council should take time to update and ensure their own properties meet the 
minimum spec before they preach and enforce on small landlords” 

 “The council has been unable to keep their own properties up to date” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council recognises that it has a significant portfolio in the area and has a part to play in 
contributing to the improvements in the area. 
 

As part of any scheme, the Council will be realigning resources to more intensely manage 
its own stock to ensure that tenants receive support and help as part of the scheme; to 
ensure that the properties are well managed and that they do not contribute to the issues in 
the area and to any issues arising from the behaviour of their tenants. 
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The properties have already received considerable investment as part of the decent homes 
programme. However, further works will be undertaken to ensure that they are fully 
compliant with all legislation, improved beyond the legal minimum and maintained to a high 
standard. This will involve extra capital investment in the area over and above existing 
planned works. 
 

 

 
Flats  
   

 

Theme: Exemptions for new build/recently renovated flats    
 

Several comments were made by landlords of new-build or recently renovated flats. Here  
is one comment relating to a flat built within the last 10 years; 
 

“…I believe XXX should be exempt from this selective license for the following reasons: 
1) XXX was renovated and flats sold as a New Build in 2010. 
2) It is managed by XXX who manage a lot of what is in the conditions (gas/ electric/  
household waste/ external structure +more) 
3) There is a caretaker in the building who deals with a lot of tenant issues quickly and 
effectively. 
4) The XXX community is very active, vocal and powerful about improvements that can be 
made. 
5) The street the XXX is on has recently had funding and been redeveloped, new houses,  
new Roads”. 
 

LCC Response: 
  

Exemptions for selective licensing are detailed in The Selective Licensing of Houses  
(Specified Exemptions) (England) Order 2006 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2006/370/made  
 

New build and recently renovated flats cannot be exempted from selective licensing as this is 
not provided for the legislation.  
 

Theme: The requirement for a licence for each unit of accommodation 
 

A number of respondents raised concerns over the requirement to obtain a licence for each  
unit of accommodation. Here is one comment; 
 

“I have 3 flats in 2 of my houses. I cant afford to pay 3 lots of fees for each property”  
 

LCC Response: 
 

Part 2 of the Housing Act 2004 (the Act) makes it clear that houses in an area designated 
for selective licensing are required to be licensed by the local housing authority unless they 
are specifically exempted by law.  
 

Section 99 of the Act clarifies the meaning of “house”, ie. a building or part of a building 
consisting of one or more dwellings (where “dwelling” means a building or part of a building 
occupied or intended to be occupied as a separate dwelling).  Each unit of accommodation 
will require a license, however each unit of accommodation also has a potential rental 
income.  
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Proposed licence conditions 
   

 

Theme: Is there a need to have a condition relating to furniture and furnishings? 
 

One respondent queried the inclusion of a condition relating to furniture and furnishings.  
This is the comment; 
 

 “I can see the case for gas and electric safety, not sure furniture was such an issue” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

Schedule 4 of the Housing Act 2004 (the Act) requires a local housing authority to include  
a condition relating to furniture and furnishings in a licence issued under Part 2 of the Act. 
It is one of the mandatory conditions, the Council has no discretion whether to include it or  
not. There are other mandatory conditions, including the requirement to provide the local  
housing authority with a gas safety certificate; keeping electrical appliances provided in a  
safe condition and supplying occupiers with a written statement of the terms on which they 
occupy a house.     
 

Theme: Obtaining references for prospective tenants 
 

A number of respondents raised their concern about the proposed condition relating to 
obtaining references for prospective tenants. Here are some of them;  
   

 “Mandatory reference checks will make more difficult for people at disadvantage to rent,  
this should be up to the landlord if he wants to make professional enquirers”  

 “Most but not all tenants are unable to provide written references and landlords are  
unwilling to provide. I do not ask for written references, most of mine are by  
recommendation” 

 “I find it far more effective to phone a previous landlord and conduct an interview with the 
prospective tenant involving social media as well and make a decision based on years of  
experience. If a written reference was a licence condition half my properties would be  
empty!!” 

 

LCC Response: 
 

Obtaining a reference for prospective tenants allows landlords and letting agents to make 

sure the tenant they are considering letting their property to has the right credentials, ie. 
the ability to pay rent and that they will look after their property diligently. The process  
should help ensure they have good tenants which will not only benefit them but also the 
neighbourhood.  
 

From the consultation over 80% of landlords and managing agents already ask for  
references, although around a third stated that it was difficult to sometimes get a reference  
from new tenants. 
        
A recent House of Commons Briefing Paper1 identifies that tenant referencing has had a   
positive impact in three selective licensing schemes operated by local authorities. This is 
discussed further below.  
 

Guidance on how to comply with the proposed licence condition would be available for  
licence holders and managers. 
 
1 House of Commons Library Briefing Paper Number 4636, 13 March 2019, Selective licensing of private  

  rented housing in England and Wales  
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Theme: Anti-social behaviour 
 

A lot of comments were made by landlords and agents about the proposed condition relating 
to anti-social behaviour (ASB). Many centred on the role of a landlord/agent. Here are some 
of the comments; 
 

 “How can landlords be expected to baby a tenant, for example bad behaviour shouldn’t  
be blamed on landlords” 

 “Landlords cannot socially control their tenants and their interactions within the  
community. Indeed tenants have a right to non interference from landlords in their daily 
lives” 

 “How will the ASB condition be complied with?” 

 “How will licensing a landlord improve an area / prevent antisocail behaviour?  You are  
not dealing with the cause of antisocial behaviour or penalising the right people” 

 “Landlords have very little redress against problem tenants, eviction is an expensive and 
drawn out process with no support from the council” 

 “Social control is not the remit of the landlord” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The expectation is that landlords and managing agents proactively manage their tenancies  
and act upon any complaints of ASB they may receive. This includes cooperating with any 
investigation carried out by Leeds City Council and other agencies.  
 

A recent House of Commons Briefing Paper2 has identified that tenant referencing  
(also discussed above) has a significant impact on ASB. Not only does it provide landlords  
with additional support to help ensure that they have good tenants but it gets the message 
through to tenants who have caused ASB in the past that they need to behave better in the 
future otherwise it will seriously compromise their housing choices.     
 

Guidance on how to comply with the proposed condition relating to ASB (and indeed all  
other licence conditions) will be available for licence holders and managers. At the same  
time, officers from the Selective Licensing team, with the support of partner agencies, 
will be able to assist licence holders who find themselves having to deal with ASB  
caused by their tenants or that is affecting their tenants.   
 

Intensive working in the area, together with closer working with Council services and  
partner agencies, will bring about improved intelligence and the better targeting of  
resources. ASB problems highlighted by the community and other stakeholders would be  
dealt with quicker and in partnership.  This should contribute to the intended aim of a long  
term improvement in the area. 
 
2 House of Commons Library Briefing Paper Number 4636, 13 March 2019, Selective licensing of private  

  rented housing in England and Wales  
 

Theme: Legality of the proposed conditions 
 

A number of comments made by landlords and agents focused on the legality of the  
proposed licence conditions. Here are some of the comments made; 
 

 “Many measures do not seem legal or enforceable” 

 “The proposed conditions go beyond what is legally enforceable, and will, I'm certain,          
lead to legal challenges if implemented” 

 

LCC Response: 
 

The proposed licence conditions have been drafted in accordance with legislation and take 
into account recent case law.  
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The conditions have also been shared with the various landlord associations for their 
comments. None had any comments in relation to the legality or enforceability of the  
conditions. All believed them to be legal and enforceable, regardless of their formal  
responses to the consultation. 
 

Theme: The conditions are onerous and do not present anything new 
 

Some respondents said the proposed licence conditions were onerous, others said they  
didn’t introduce anything new; 
 

 “Conditions seem excessive. Requiring professional landlords rather than someone who  
has to work” 

 “Conditions seem onerous and likely to impact on tenants privacy rights” 

 “Licensing conditions seem to be quite exhaustive; with more hours having to be  

allocated to simply administrate. Both areas are multicultural, so extra costs shall be  
incurred in communicating further information into foreign languages” 

 “Nothing new. Gas checks have been around for 15 yrs” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council believes the proposed licence conditions are appropriate to ensure licence 
holders are proactive in managing their properties effectively, both in protecting the health, 
safety and welfare of tenants and in ensuring that incidents of ASB by their tenants are dealt 
with effectively  
 

The Council recognises that there is a balance to be struck in the licence conditions being  
overly prescriptive and providing general conditions which are open to interpretation. It will  
seek to provide support and guidance on its website to assist licence holders in these 
responsibilities.  
 
A number of the conditions are mandatory and are required by the legislation.  
 

 

 
Proposed Area  
 

 

Theme: Why have you chosen this area?   
 
 

A number of responses focussed on why the Council was considering selective licensing  
for the area. Here are some of the comments;    
 

 “You need to clarify why you have specifically chosen the area for the Selective Licensing” 

  “No worse than Holbeck, Hyde Park or Burmantofts” 

 “Seacroft and Holbeck are far worse” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The latest (2015) Index of Multiple Deprivation highlighted that, despite the efforts of the 
Council, partners and stakeholders, parts of the city had not fared as well as others.  
Inequalities exist in, for example, health; income and educational achievement.   
 

The evidence gathered in the development of this business case indicates a high level of 
private rented homes in the area; initial estimates put the private rented sector in Beeston 
at around 50% of all of the housing stock (this is based on an investigation into the  
potential tenure of approximately 65% of all residential dwellings in the area based on 
information available to officers) and that the area is suffering from high levels of  
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deprivation when compared to other areas of the city, see the business case. 
 

Strategically Beeston is important to the Council. It is one of the priority areas under the 
Locality Agenda 
 

Other areas of the city are also subject to interventions which may include the potential for 
selective licensing in the future or other initiatives depending on the area concerned. The 
Council always reserves the right to consider its options, this includes considering selective  
licensing for other parts of the city 
 

Theme: What about other areas of the city?  
 

A number of respondents suggested that selective licensing ought to be considered for other 
areas of the city or city-wide. Here are some of the comments;   
 

 “Needs to be city wide” 

 “Is there a plan to role this out into more affluent areas” 

 “Why are you not applying similar checks to other areas?” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

Two areas in Leeds are currently being considered for selective licensing, this area and 
Harehills. This is further to the option of selective licensing being considered by the 
Council’s Executive Board in February 2017 when approval was given for officers to 
investigate whether or not there is a business case for each area.    
 

City-wide schemes cannot deal with specific local problems. Whilst some local authorities in 
the UK have introduced city–wide schemes, the Government generally does not support the 
use of licensing across an entire local authority area.  
   
Selective licensing is a legislative tool that can only be used by local authorities to address 
specific problems in a particular area, subject to qualifying criteria (which is laid out  
legislation) being met. More affluent areas may not have the significant, concentrated 
problems which meet the criteria for selective licensing. 
 

The Council always reserves the right to consider its options, this includes considering  
selective licensing for other parts of the city. 
 

Theme: It will have a negative effect on the area  
 

Some respondents raised concerns over the potential negative effects for the area. Here are 
some of the comments; 
   
 “Will deprive the area more” 

 “Investors will choose other areas. Property prices will reduce 

 “Nat West saying if SL is going ahead, the area will be classed as a slum and they may  
not lend in the area” 

 “Halifax have said SL wil stop the getting of a mortgage”  

 “The one big issue is that banks and finance organisations do not like selective licensing 
which will have a huge affect on future investments as well as property prices suffering” 

 “It will tarnish the name of the said areas and decent tenants will not want to live in the  
 area” 

 “Selective licensing will also blight the areas affected causing a crash in values and  
making properties difficult to sell” 

 “Will label as a slum. Investment will stop. Houses will be sold. Rents will rise” 
 

LCC Response: 
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The Council acknowledges that selective licensing may lead to a negative perception of the 
area and that some lenders may be reluctant to offer their mortgage products in designated 
areas. However as a scheme progresses, perceptions change and confidence in an area 
grows.    The aims of the scheme are to lead to long term improvement in housing 
management and conditions in the area, contributing to a reduction in the level of 
deprivation in the area. This potentially will contribute a long term improvement of the area. 
 

Housing markets are complex with a number of different factors affecting why people 
invest. As any scheme is implemented and the sector improves, it may be that landlords 
are keen to invest in a well regulated market which is not being undermined by poor 
housing standards.  
 

 

Theme: It will move issues to other areas 
 

A number of respondents spoke about the potential for problems to move to other areas.  
Here are some of the comments; 
 

 “Shifting problems to other areas.  Will drive bad landlords away to other areas of the city” 

 “Problem tenants will over spill into neighbouring Holbeck, and Cross Green when  
landlords remove properties from the market” 

 

LCC Response:  
 

There is always the potential for any landlord or tenant to move from one area to another. 
This already occurs and will continue to occur regardless of whether selective licensing is 
introduced or not. Selective licensing can increase the likelihood of displacement occurring 
as it highlights an area and as a result resources are directed to the area to address issues 
such as poor housing conditions and management; crime; ASB; environmental issues etc. 
This can lead to both landlords and tenants moving and potentially taking the issues to 
locations outside of any area designated for selective licensing. 
 

There are other rental markets in the city that may be affected by displacement from the 
area. This would need to be monitored by the Council to determine if there are any issues 
as a result, and subsequently managed. Any displacement at all would need to be identified 
and appropriately managed as part of any selective licensing delivery approach. This 
potential risk is identified in the business plan however all risks should be balanced against 
the evidence of the need for action to be taken to improve the issues related to private 
sector housing in the area.  
 

Theme: The proposed boundary  
 

A handful of respondents commented on the proposed boundary for selective licensing in  
Harehills. Here are the comments; 
 

 “Are both sides of Roundhay Road & Easterly Road included?”  

 “Why cutting out the Markhams, they’re bad” 

 “I think the Harehills area needs to extend more widely than that shown on the map.  At       

 the very least it should follow the ward boundary up Back Spencer Place and to include  
    the Avenue Hill / Hiltons area.  Ideally it would also extend across to Chapeltown Road.     
   These areas have, in my view, problems with unscrupulous private landlords equivalent  

 to those in the proposed area” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

A detailed list of the streets falling within the area proposed for selective licensing has been 
produced. This should be read in conjunction with the map showing the proposed boundary 
of the selective licensing area. Both documents are contained in Appendix 1 of the business 
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case. If a designation for selective licensing is made, both documents will be available to 
view on the Council’s website www.leeds.gov.uk  
 

The proposed scheme area in Harehills has natural boundaries which mean that 
displacement into local neighbourhoods is likely to be minimised;  

 To the south east is York Road. The housing market immediately across York Road is 

different with significant social housing;   

 To the north east, in Gipton, there is also significant social housing which provides a 

different rental market;  

 To the south west there is social housing; St James’s Hospital and other commercial sites 

and one of the gateways into the city centre;  

 To the North West, beyond Easterly Road, is a significant private market with privately 

rented properties. This market is slightly different due to the size of the properties 

compared to those in Harehills but it does provide the potential for displacement 

immediately adjacent to the area proposed for selective licensing. 
 

 

 
Why is the Council considering selective licensing?  
   

 

Theme: Selective licensing doesn’t work 
 

A number of respondents commented on the effectiveness of selective licensing; some  
expressed concern that it will not help resolve issues in the area. Here are some of the 
comments;    
 

 “Little evidence than any SL scheme has really worked” 

 “Selective Licensing will not improve accommodation and will reduce accommodation  
and will increase more empty houses” 

 “It will not work. I do not think it will help the area or deal with any problems that are  
already present”  
 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council believes that selective licensing is a powerful tool that can contribute to  
helping achieve the city’s strategic housing objective for everyone to live in good quality, 
affordable homes within clean and well cared for places  
   
The Chartered Institute of Environmental Health and the Chartered Institute of Housing  
jointly published A licence to rent in January 2019.  27 selective licensing schemes running     in 
20 councils were analysed. The schemes were found not to generate ‘quick wins’, that it may 
take several years before tangible outcomes are achieved. Many of the schemes  
studied however were delivering significant benefits including improved property and 
management standards, better opportunities to engage with local landlords and reductions 
in anti-social behaviour.  
 

The potential benefits of the proposed scheme are documented in the main body of the 
business case.  
 

Theme: The issues cited are not a landlord’s responsibility 
 

Many respondents commented that they could not be held liable for some of the issues  
cited, for example anti-social behaviour. Here are some of their comments;   

 

 “Crime, Antisocial behaviour and drug dealing on the streets is a Police responsibility,  
not the landlords” 
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 “We are landlords, we can't police our tenants, we can't clean streets and we can't  
maintain the health of our tenants” 

 

LCC Response: 
 

Landlords are required to manage their properties and tenancies effectively as part of the 
proposed licence conditions. This includes them taking all reasonable and practicable steps 
to prevent or reduce antisocial behaviour, by for example having robust tenancy agreements 
in which breaches are dealt with properly.  
 

The landlords responsibility for the occupiers of their properties does not replace the 
responsibility of the Council and partners to deal with ASB either in the area or at individual 
properties. The Council will work alongside landlords and will provide support to help them 
deal with problematic tenants. It will continue to intervene in high level cases.  
 

In terms of waste, landlords are responsible for ensuring their house has suitable and 
sufficient provision for the storage of and collection of waste arising from the household 
occupying the property, including having the correct type and number of waste bins. 
Individuals who flout regulations in relation to waste will be dealt with under current 
legislation and the areas will continue to be targeted by the Councils Cleaner 
Neighbourhoods Team in relation to street cleaning, fly tipping and waste.  
 

The Council will seek to provide support and guidance through its officers and on its website 
to assist licence holders in these responsibilities.  
 

Theme: No connection between selective licensing and refuse, ASB etc   
 

A number of respondents commented on the connection between selective licensing and 
deprivation, here are some of the comments;  
 

 “How will license fee stop fly tipping?” 

 “How will licensing affect the amount of money a tenant has?”  

 “Will have little impact on social issues” 
 “Selective Licensing will not improve environment or reduce anti-social behaviour, as I  

believe there is no link or connection between them and selective licensing”  
 

LCC Response: 
 

Part 3 of the Housing Act 2004 (the Act) sets out the scheme for licensing private rented 
properties in a local housing authority area. Under section 80 of the Act a local housing 
authority can designate the whole or any part of its area as subject to selective licensing 
subject to the area experiencing one or more of the following; 

 low housing demand 

 significant and persistent anti-social behaviour 

 poor property conditions 

 high levels of migration 

 high level of deprivation 

 high levels of crime. 
 

The Council has investigated whether or not Beeston is suffering from a high level of 
deprivation. In doing so, the following 7 factors (which are laid out in Government guidance 
for local authorities3) have been considered along with establishing whether or not the area 
has a high proportion of property in the private rented sector; 

 the employment status of adults 

 the average income of households 

 the health of households 

 the availability and ease of access to education, training and other services for households 
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 housing conditions 

 the physical environment 

 levels of crime  
 

The results of the investigation can be found in the business case for selective licensing in 
Beeston.   
 

Selective licensing, together with other complementary measures and initiatives as part of  
a wider strategy, would allow the Council and partners to address the complex range of  
issues that are evident in the area and improve housing management and conditions in the 
private rented sector due to the licence conditions, and the fact that a licence holders must  
be a fit and proper person to hold a licence.  
 

By visiting all licensed properties, officers would not only check that they were safe to live in 
and managed properly but would also identify individuals who may need help and advice 
with issues such as access to training and employment; budgeting and debt management;  
health and support around the home. Officers would be able to make referrals to relevant 
agencies and act as a link between occupants and other council departments eg. the 
Cleaner Neighbourhoods Team and the Leeds Anti-Social Behaviour Team and to external 
agencies including the police and the third sector.  
 

 
3 Selective licensing in the private rented sector A Guide for local authorities. Department for Communities and   
   Local Government March 2015   
 

Theme: Selective licensing is not right for the area  
 

Some respondents suggested that selective licensing was not appropriate for the area,  
here are some of the comments’      
 

 “Areas are not as bad as you make out” 

 “Beeston is already improving” 

 “You are in areas you shouldn’t be” 

 “It’s a poor quality area with low rents and attracts tenants who cannot afford higher rents 
elsewhere, in particular a high proportion of immigrant workers, tenants of low social 
economic groups or on Benifits. Many of these are ok, some are not.  All of these have to  
live somewhere” 

 “Flawed thinking.  Agree the area needs to be improved but do not think this is the way to  
achieve it” 
 

LCC Response: 

 
The Council believes that selective licensing is a powerful tool that can contribute to helping 
achieve the City’s strategic housing objective of driving up standards within the private rented 
sector (PRS) and help tackle the inequalities that exist in the area. The potential benefits of 
the proposed scheme are documented in the business case.  
 

The Executive Board Report together with the business case show that the area proposed 
for selective licensing suffers from a significantly higher level of deprivation than other 
comparable areas of the city and that a number of areas within the proposed licensing 
boundary are in the lowest 1% of the most deprived areas in the country. 
 

The area has been identified as a priority area for the Council and its partners. From the 
Council’s vision for the city to its new Locality Agenda, the aim is to improve the lives of all 
citizens in the city and to tackle poverty and reduce inequality. 
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Theme: Selective licensing would adversely affect landlords, agents and tenants 
 

Some respondents spoke about the effect any scheme would have on them and their  
tenants. Here are some of the comments; 
 

 “Interference to tenants” 

 “Already difficult complying with standards” 

 “The scheme will cause greater pressure on landlords who are already suffering from  
tenants who continually smash properties and do not pay rent. Drugs and intoxicants in 
society are a bigger problem and metal health heath  both are bigger then the selective 
license” 

 “Extra costs and issues for landlords will lead to property market crash” 

 “Bureacratic. Paperwork” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council acknowledges that selective licensing will impact some landlords, for example 
those with a large portfolio of properties would be required to submit a licence application 
for each property they own in a designated area, However, holding a licence and being 
fully compliant with licence conditions will enable them to demonstrate to tenant’s good 
standards of management. This is a positive and will be increasingly so when the majority 
of properties in an area are licensed.  
 

The Council and partners will, as any scheme develops, make helpful information available 
to landlords (and tenants) on matters that benefit them such as energy initiatives, updated 
guidance etc. 
 

It is recognised that tenants can cause problems. However, landlords do have 
responsibilities regarding managing the impact of their tenants’ behaviour. To assist with 
this, housing officers and partners will support landlords who find themselves having to 
deal with problem tenants. 
 

In relation to tenants, any ‘interference’ will be minimal. The Council aims to visit all 
licensed properties in the area at least once during the life of any scheme. This is based on 
the assumption that 75% of private rented sector properties in the area are compliant;  
 

It is predicted that 15% of properties will require informal intervention and 10% will require 
formal intervention. This in itself is based on discussions with and written submissions from 
representatives of the private rented sector during the consultation period when it was 
indicated by respondents that the sector is already compliant. In addition to checking 
compliance with licence conditions, officers would engage with the tenant(s) during the visit 
to ensure their needs were being met. This could be anything from accessing debt advice 
to help finding training or getting personal support. During discussions, tenants would also 
be encouraged to report any issues in the area that are concerning them.   
 

Much of the work required to comply with licence conditions should already be in place in 
any case. The licensing conditions and any additional works required are in place to 
provide basic standards of tenancy management, health, safety and welfare of the 
occupants. Good, compliant landlords will not need to spend significant sums of money in 
order to meet the licence conditions and be compliant.  
  

 

Theme: Use it when other measures don’t work 
 

One respondent stated “Selective licensing should ONLY be used where other measures  
don't work”. 
 

LCC Response: 
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For a number of years the Council has operated an accreditation scheme for landlords in 
Leeds. Unfortunately, whilst very successful in some markets (namely the student market) 
it has not been successful across the city. Very few landlords outside the student market 
have joined. 
 

More recently, as part of the close working with the private rented sector, the Council has 
supported the Leeds Rental Standard (LRS) in the city. This is a self-regulation scheme 
run by the sector, for the sector as a means to recognise good landlords in the market.  
 

The LRS is run by the National Landlords Association, the Residential Landlords 
Association and Unipol. The scheme allows landlords to self-regulate their business. 
Should any issues arise they are dealt with by the scheme itself and only if this does not 
work does the Council become involved.  
 

LRS was launched as an alternative to accreditation in 2017. Like accreditation however it 
has not been taken up by landlords operating in the area being considered for selective 
licensing and the Council has therefore considered different approaches to voluntary 
schemes.  
 

There is legislation, and there are powers available, for example, the Housing Act 2004 (and 
associated regulations), the Environmental Protection Act 1990 and the Prevention of 
Damage by Pests Act 1949, to deal with poor management and poor housing conditions. 
This legislation however is primarily reactive and can largely only be used once problems 
have arisen. Selective licensing requires licence holders to be proactive in managing their 
properties. And it offers further powers to the local housing authority to ensure that the 
licence holder is a fit and proper person and that satisfactory management arrangements 
are in place. It will also mean that the Council gains access to all properties. The licence 
holder must comply with a number of licence conditions. When combined with other 
initiatives it can tackle wider issues in an area.   
 

 

 
Alternatives to selective licensing 
   

 

Theme: The Council should use its existing powers  
 

A number of respondents said the Council should continue to use the powers it already  
has. Here are some of the comments; 
 

 “You are already checking rental properties, theres no need to introduce another tax” 

 “LA and police have powers already to deal with poor landlords and conditions without  
licence fee being imposed”  

 “LCC have all the power already, don’t need money to police good landlord” 

 “LCC already have powers of enforcement under HHHRS” 

 “Use existing HMO licensing powers” 

 “Use current powers to enforce repairs on landlords. Go door knocking in these area” 

 “The council should just have a list of all houses that are on rent and do random checks  
on the properties. If any landlord doesn't meet criteria then do what you can but the ones  
that do meet the criteria should have a like a system in place similar to food hygiene” 

 

LCC Response: 
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There is legislation, and there are powers available, for example, the Housing Act 2004 
(and associated regulations), the Environmental Protection Act 1990 and the Prevention of 
Damage by Pests Act 1949, that are used to deal with poor management and poor housing 
conditions. This legislation is primarily reactive and can largely only be used once 
problems have arisen. Selective licensing requires licence holders to be proactive in 
managing their properties and it offers further powers to ensure that the licence holder is a 
fit and proper person and that satisfactory management arrangements are in place. The 
licence holder must comply with a number of licence conditions. All of this, the fact that 
selective licensing will enable access to all properties, combined with working in 
partnerships with others, will help to tackle the deprivation and inequalities in the area 
which our evidence has revealed.  
 

With the exception of a public register for licensed houses in multiple occupation, no other 
registers exist for properties in the private rented sector.   
 

Theme: Target specific landlords 
 

Some respondents suggested that the Council targets rogue and criminal landlords and  
landlords whose properties are the subject of disrepair complaints. Here are some of the 
comments;         
 

 “Property inspections should be carried out to identify rogue landlords and action should      be 
taken against those”  

 “Could the Council increase the size of the Rogue Landlord Team and target criminal 
landlords?”  

 “U need to tackle the landlords that have a high turnover of tenants... and also the  
landlords that get complaints about there properties to yourself from the their tenants!!!” 

 “More strategic targeting would be a better use of monies” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council’s Private Sector Housing Service has been carrying out a range of proactive  
and reactive housing inspections for a number of years and will continue to do so  
regardless of selective licensing or not. Whilst addressing conditions and tackling under 
performing landlords and agents in the private rented sector, the activity does not address    
the wider issues in the area or address property management by the sector.  
 

Selective licensing, together with other complementary measures and initiatives as part of  
a wider strategy, would allow the Council and partners -working with landlords and agents-    
to address the complex range of issues that are evident in the area and improve housing 
conditions in the private rented sector that the current approaches have not managed to 
address. 
 

Theme: Educate, promote, advise  
 

Some respondents suggested the Council educates landlords and agents as an alternative  
to selective licensing. Here are some of the comments;  
   

 “I am still learning , council could offer more advice, a little training and help to achieve  
better property” 

 “Standards should be promoted more vigorously” 

 “a system needs to be devised to determine guidelines of quality properties offered on the 
rental market, and exclude these from any detrimental charges” 

 “Training and education for landlords - help educate them with seminars / support” 
 

LCC Response:  
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The Council provides a variety of information and advice for landlords and agents via a 
range of mechanisms, including for example the following;  

 the Council website https://www.leeds.gov.uk/business/privately-rented-property In   
addition to containing guidance and standards pertaining to the private rented sector, 
the website also contains links to other organisations eg. the police and Gas Safe.   

 e-newsletters 

 Twitter 

 A free annual landlord conference. 
   
In addition, it supports and partly funds the Leeds Rental Standard (LRS) scheme in 
partnership with other accrediting organisations. By joining the scheme landlords can benefit 
from a number of incentives including access to support and training. Further information on 
the LRS can be found on their website,   http://www.leedsrentalstandard.org.uk/  
 

The introduction of selective licensing would allow the Council to work more closely with the 
private rented sector and to better understand its’ needs.  
 

Theme: Target tenants/residents not landlords 
 

A proportion of respondents suggested the Council focuses it’s activity on tenants rather  
than landlords. Here are some of the comments; 
 

  “Why does Leeds City Council run an education programme for all tenants on what basic 
rules are of theirs, this would help educate them now and future generations. Should they  
not instead be educated on basic principles of what good standards on living should be 
 and how to get rid of rubbish and ant social behaviour etc” 

 “Educate residents eg how to dispose of waste & getting kids off the street and put  
funding into that or make grants available” 

 “Black list of problem tenants?” 

 “Our tenants are the lowest of the lows. They cause the damage” (landlord attending the  
drop in event at Shine) 

 “Tougher stance needed for people living in the area causing the problems” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council and partners already have various initiatives and schemes in place across the 
city to support and educate tenants/residents, for example the Council has a team of Waste 
Doctors who work with the public to encourage re-use and recycling and both the Council 
and partners offer various outreach services to support individuals, groups and 
communities. At the same time, various resources are available on line and in the Council’s 
public buildings. However, knowledge and take up of these services is varied. 
 

In terms of rubbish disposal landlords are responsible for ensuring their house has suitable 
and sufficient provision for the storage of and collection of waste arising from the household 
occupying the property, including having the correct type and number of waste bins. 
However tenants are expected to dispose of rubbish correctly and will be given advice and 
potentially have action taken against them under current legislation if they do not comply. 
The areas will continue to be targeted by the Councils Cleaner Neighbourhoods Team in 
relation to street cleaning, fly tipping and waste.  
 

The Council will seek to provide support and guidance through its officers and on its website 
to assist licence holders in these responsibilities.  
 

Selective licensing would give the Council the opportunity to gain access to all licensed 
houses in the area and therefore to engage with tenants. At the same time, the intensive 
locality working would allow the Council to better engage with the community. This would 
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help ensure that all stakeholders were aware of their obligations and rights and also ensure 
that their needs were being met. It will also;  

 provides residents with the opportunity to speak with Council officers about any issues 
they may have in the area, and 

 allows for more effective joint working (and closer working) between different Council 
services and the Council and partners. 
 

This combined approach and ability to access and support tenants will also benefit landlords 
in dealing with any issues they may have with tenants. 
 

Guidance on how to comply with the proposed condition relating to ASB (and indeed all  
other licence conditions) will be available for licence holders and managers. At the same  
time, officers from the Selective Licensing team, with the support of partner agencies, 
will be able to assist licence holders who find themselves having to deal with ASB  
caused by their tenants or that is affecting their tenants.   
 

Theme: Investment, incentives and a partnership approach 
 

A number of respondents suggested that the Council funds housing improvements or  
incentivises such. One respondent suggested the Council adopts a partnership with the  
sector coupled with enforcement. Here are some of the comments;         

 

 “Why not consider investing money with private landlords in order to regenerate these  
areas, instead of creating another paperwork mill to employ more staff with no real world 
experience” 

 “Improvement of specific areas may be achieved through investment and partnership,  
not effectively taxing landlords and their tenants. Alternatives such as private sector  
leasing by Leeds City Council or a greater push on the Leeds Homes Standard via  
education would be a fairer way to make desired improvements” 

 “Capital improvements required to refurbish old properties with contribution from  
landlords and owners” 

 “Use existing funds to improve houses” 

 “Grants to renovate properties” 

 “Have you any idea of the work which goes into making a good home ?  It is 6 months  
usually of hard work to fully renovate.  The capital input is high, but the labour cost is low 
because i do all the work.  At the end of the period i get a new property which rents very  
well.  I have upgraded the housing stock if you like. Why cant you incentivise this type of 
behaviour? Get landlords to make it worth their while updating a property” 

 “Far better to promote improvements via partnership and enforcement (which council  
has many powers)” 

 

LCC Response: 
 

Focusing on housing alone will not impact on the area as a whole and the high  
level of deprivation and inequalities that are evident. Selective licensing, together with  
other complementary measures and initiatives as part of a wider strategy, would allow the 
Council and partners to address the complex range of issues that are evident in the area  
and improve housing conditions in the private rented sector.  
 

Loans and grants for specific circumstances, including for example some long term empty 
homes, are currently administered by the Council and may be available to landlords in  
some cases. 
 

The Council, in it’s Private Sector Housing Service Enforcement Policy, already recognises 
the partnership approach to improving the private rented sector. Indeed, the policy  
identifies a staged approach to enforcement, the first stage being the opportunity to work  
informally with landlords, agents, owners and service users by providing a range of  
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information, support and guidance which includes for example the annual landlord  
conference. Where there is non-compliance with legal requirements after an informal  
approach has been made, formal action will be taken. However, where there are serious 
breaches in legal requirements, the authority will take a formal approach in the first instance 
and will move immediately to stages 2 and 3 as detailed in the Enforcement Policy. 
  
Theme: Voluntary registration schemes 

 

One respondent suggested the introduction of a voluntary registration scheme as an  
alternative approach to selective licensing, here is the comment;  

 

 “Why not introduce voluntary registration to start with, inspect the properties of those who  
do so, get all those in line and on the same standard, then you will see what percentage  
are left to deal with, you could then phase in mandatory licensing knowing that a good 
proportion of stock had been dealt with, if you offer the voluntary registrations a  
guarantee of a healthy discount when you get to mandatory licensing, it may encourage  
more registrations from the outset” 

 

LCC Response: 
 

For many years, the Council has run an accreditation scheme for landlords operating in the 
city. Unfortunately the uptake by landlords operating in the area being considered for 
selective licensing was low.   
 

The Council supports and partly funds the Leeds Rental Standard (LRS) scheme in 
partnership with the other accrediting organisations. By joining the scheme landlords can 
benefit from a number of incentives including lower regulatory fees. Indeed, the fee structure 
proposed for selective licensing includes a discount for members of LRS. 
Further information on the LRS can be found on their website,   
http://www.leedsrentalstandard.org.uk/  
 

Theme: The Council should focus on specific issues in the area  
 

Some respondents said the Council should concentrate on specific issues in the area  
rather than implement selective licensing. One stated that the “Council should tackle one  
issue not highways and housing” and another suggested that landlords and agents are left 
alone;  

 

 “Please leave us alone and concentrate more on waste collections and teenage problems    in 
the areas” 

 “Provide waste removal to improve areas. Most landlords will work with you on this fly  
tipping problem caused by tenants” 

 

LCC Response:   
 

The latest (2015) Index of Multiple Deprivation highlighted that, despite the efforts of the 
Council, partners and stakeholders, parts of the city had not fared as well as others.  
Inequalities exist in Beeston in, for example, health; income and educational achievement  
when compared to other similar neighbourhoods and the city as a whole, and the gap has 
got wider. Continuing to focus on specific issues is not an option for the Council; a  
proactive, wider, co-ordinated approach is needed.    
 
The Council believes that selective licensing, together with other complementary measures  
and initiatives as part of a wider strategy, would allow it and partners to address the  
complex range of issues that are evident in Beeston and improve housing conditions in the 
private rented sector.   
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Theme: Co-regulation  
 

A very small number of respondents suggested the Council considers co-regulation as an 
alternative approach for the area, here are two of the comments;    

 

 “Better schemes and co regulation must be the natural step. Not slum labelling these  
vibrant multi cultural areas” 

 “This is the wrong methodology a better approach would be to give the landlord the  
option to join a scheme with incentives” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The city, in partnership with the sector, has gone beyond co-regulation. It supports and 
operates a self-regulation model which is run for the sector by the sector.  
 

Currently the Council supports and partly funds the Leeds Rental Standard (LRS) in 
partnership with other accrediting organisations. This is a self-regulating scheme for the 
sector. By joining the scheme landlords can benefit from a number of incentives including a 
discounted licence fee. Further information on LRS can be found on their website,   
http://www.leedsrentalstandard.org.uk/   
     
Co-regulation is offered by a small number of local authorities alongside licensing. It  
requires landlords to become a member of the co-regulation scheme and in doing so,  
commit to providing high standards of housing. They are still required to obtain a licence  
for each of their rented properties and must conform with the conditions of that licence.  
Co-regulation schemes are self-regulating, leaving the local authority to focus on those  
landlords who have chosen not to self-regulate.  

 

The Council has explored options offered by third parties, one option included appointing a 
private sector company to help deliver any selective licensing scheme. Unfortunately this 
approach was not a feasible option for any scheme in Leeds. 
 

For many years, the Council has run an accreditation scheme for landlords. Unfortunately 
the uptake by landlords operating in the area being considered for selective licensing has 
been low.   

  
 Theme: Licence non-compliant properties 

 

A number of respondents suggested that any selective licensing scheme should cover non-
compliant properties only, here are a few of the comments;  

 

 “A fairer way to do this would be to inspect properties first before having to purchase  
licences and only those properties that did not pass the inspection be subject to licencing.     If 
this happened people like me would 100% pass the inspection and not have to pay  
extra just because of the poor standards and behaviour of others.  I work very hard to 
ensure that I recruit respectable tenants and maintain my property to a good standard” 

 “Only need to licence if properties don’t comply with requirements”  
 

LCC Response:  
 

Whilst understanding the concerns and sentiments of the responses, selective licensing 
applies - subject to prescribed exemptions - to all rented properties within a designated 
area. The legislation does not allow for the licensing of specific properties and/or particular 
landlords.  
 

Inspections will be carried out during the term of a licence to ensure compliance with licence 
conditions. In cases where there is evidence of non-compliance, enforcement action will be 
considered.       
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Introduce a system to allow tenants to report their landlord 
 

One respondent stated ‘The proper way to deal with these issues is for the council to  
introduce a scheme for tenants to report bad landlords and then the council can focus on  
them’. 
 

LCC Response:  
 

The Council already has such a system in place. Further information, which includes  
contact details for the Private Sector Housing service as well as guidance, advice and letter 
templates for tenants can be found on our website 
https://www.leeds.gov.uk/residents/housing/private-tenants  
 

In addition to containing information for tenants, the website also contains information for  
landlords and agents. This can be found at   
https://www.leeds.gov.uk/business/privately-rented-property    
 

 

 
Miscellaneous Feedback   
 

 

In addition to the above-themed comments received from landlords and agents during the 
consultation period, the Council also received some specific feedback.  
 

The text in italics below has been extracted directly from the completed questionnaires and 
proformas filled out at the drop-in events.  The Council’s response to the feedback follows.  
 

“Why don’t the Council knock all the old houses down?” 

LCC Response:  
 

The area has a substantial amount of older housing, with a large amount of back-to-back, 
terrace housing still in use.  More than double the city average of the housing stock was  
built before 1919.  As a result, many houses are in poor condition, particularly in relation to  
their energy efficiency. However this housing can be a valuable and much needed  
resource in the area.   Also, it is not an economically viable option for the properties in the 
current financial climate. 
 

One of the aims of the Council’s current housing strategy4 is to improve the quality and  
energy efficiency of homes, particularly those in the private rented sector.  Selective  
licensing will play a contributory part in this.    
 

Selective small scale demolition of houses only takes place in very specific instances, such  
as part of an overall development scheme.   
 
4 Housing Strategy 2016 – 2021, Leeds City Council 
https://www.leeds.gov.uk/docs/Housing%20Strategy%20October%202016.pdf  
 

“Why don't you do an initiative/questionnaire titled 10 things the council could do to help 
local landlords?” 

LCC Response:  
 

A recognised benefit of selective licensing is that it can allow Councils to work better with  
the private rented sector. This not only helps to improve an area but it also helps ensure  
that the sector’s needs, issues and problems are understood, and landlords and agents  
know what is expected of them. 

 

Should the area be designated for selective licensing, it is hoped that the sector will better 
engage with the Council and its partners and that this would be sustained as current  
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initiatives have not been widely taken up in the area. 
 

“People who co-operate (like us) will be worse off. We are already doing the right thing and  
will end up jumping through your hoops.  Those who need to be tackled will avoid it just like 
they avoid everything.  How do you plan on finding them?”   

LCC Response:  
 

Should the area be designated for selective licensing, there would be a dedicated team  
of officers to administer the scheme and tackle those landlords that fail to comply with  
the requirements. 
 

It is a legal requirement for landlords to apply for a licence for each home they rent out in  
an area designated for selective licensing. If a landlord does not make an appropriate 
application by the time of a designation - or within a reasonable time if they subsequently  
buy a property in a designated area - they would be guilty of an offence and would be 
considered for enforcement action.  

 
The Council would investigate all houses in the area to identify those that are being  
operated without a licence, Temporary Exemption Notice (TEN) or without a licence  
application having been made. In the first instance, officers would visit all homes  
suspected of being operated illegally. All licence holders will need to be fit and proper  
persons to hold a licence. 
 

“Could this be restricted to landlords with more than one property?” 

LCC Response:  
 

The legislation is clear that it applies to all “houses” (as defined in sections 79 and 99 of 
the Housing Act 2004) unless they are specifically exempted in law. The Council does not 
have the power to over-write the law and create its own exemptions or licence landlords as 
opposed to properties.  
 

 

“How will LCC tackle the homes that have become empty should SL proceed?” 

LCC Response:  
 

The Council has a team of officers to address the challenges associated with empty homes 
across the city. These existing resources would be realigned to support any designated 
selective licensing scheme. In addition, the Council works closely with a number of partners, 
including the Empty Homes Doctor and third sector agencies who buy empty properties and 
renovate them through community volunteering programmes. The Council also maintains a 
list of investors who are looking to buy empty properties. Further information relating to 
empty homes can be found on the Council’s website  
https://www.leeds.gov.uk/residents/housing/empty-homes    
 

“Does Leeds intend (unlike other Councils who have brought in licensing), to inspect every 

property it Licenses before every tenancy started. If so it may help route out poor landlords” 

LCC Response:  
 

No. The aim would be for all licensed properties in the area to be visited at least once  
during the life of the scheme. This is based on the assumption that 75% of private rented 
sector properties in the area are compliant; 15% will require informal intervention and 10%  
will require formal intervention. This is also based on discussions with and written  
submissions from representatives of the private rented sector during the consultation  
period when it was indicated that the sector is compliant.  
 

“I also question how the scheme is going to be monitored. I.e how will the council track and 
report that the scheme has worked? How will you track who is letting and who is not?  Is  
there a pilot period? Will the results be shared?” 
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LCC Response:  
 

In accordance with the requirements of section 84 of the Housing Act 2004, the Council  
would monitor and review the operation of any designated selective licensing scheme 
during its lifetime to ensure it remains effective and is achieving the outcomes hoped for. 
Any necessary adjustments would be made on an ongoing basis and the scheme would be 
as flexible as possible to help ensure it’s success.  
 

The Council would look at publishing an annual summary to show the progress of any 
scheme.  
 

Selective licensing is a legal process. There is no provision in legislation for a pilot   
period. The Council will review the scheme to determine its success or otherwise and if 
necessary take the appropriate legal remedy under the legislation. 
  

“Is there a robust risk management plan in place for this project which provides mitigation  

for the risks of landlords selling up, people not wishing to buy the houses, empty properties, 

alternative provision for very dysfunctional population in the areas?” 

LCC Response:  
 

A risk assessment has been carried out which includes the issues raised. The assessment 
forms part of the business case. 
 

“A blanket provision covers all types of property. More modern houses should be exempt 
because they are not usually so run down. Older houses can be targeted under the existing 
Regeneration programme” 

LCC Response:  
 

Whilst there are exemptions from selective licensing, the age of a home is not one of them. 
Exemptions are detailed in the Selective Licensing of Houses (Specified Exemptions) 
(England) Order 2006.  
 

The Council does not have a regeneration programme for older homes. Some ad-hoc  
schemes have been delivered in small parts of the city over recent years, this however was  
the result of successful external funding bids being made at the time.  
 
Selective licensing relates to the management of houses in the private rented sector. It is  
not linked in any way to the age or condition of a property. Modern houses can be poorly 
managed as can older houses.   
 

“For cost efficiency will any new scheme be put out to tender?” 

LCC Response:  
 

Council officers will deliver any designated selective licensing scheme in Leeds. Early 
discussions took place with a private sector company who deliver schemes for a number of 
local authorities across the country. Unfortunately this approach was not a feasible option  
for any scheme in Leeds. 
  

“You seem to have decided what the key issues are and what the causation is, as well as 
the answer (Selective Licensing)” 

LCC Response:  
 

The decision whether to implement a scheme of selective licensing is not pre-determined. 
Leeds City Council’s Executive Board will make the decision after having reviewed the 
evidence presented to them in the business case, which includes the outcome of the 
consultation.  
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LEEDS CITY COUNCIL’S RESPONSE TO THE FEEDBACK RECEIVED FROM  

RESIDENTS AND STAKEHOLDERS  
 
The comments from the online and paper questionnaires completed by residents and stakeholders 
during the consultation period have been collated and, where possible, themed.  
Each theme together with the Council’s response is set out below. The text in italics has been 
extracted directly from the responses.  
 
 
Potential effects of selective licensing  
 
 

Theme: Rents will increase 
 

Many respondents raised concerns about the potential for the licence fee to be passed on to 
tenants by way of higher rents. Some of the feedback suggested that some tenants had been told 
their rent would rise should the area be designated for selective licensing. Here are some of the 
comments which are representative of the concerns raised;  

 

  “We know that our rent will increase substantially if this unusual proposal goes ahead. This is 
sad as it will put a severe strain on our finances for an issue we don’t even suffer from. We will 
most likely have to downsize and move if our rent is increased” 

 “Want to see change happening.  Don't want to pay rent increase and nothing happens” 

 “Fear I would have to move because of this. Lived here for a few years now and like the area 
and landlord Don't wanna have to move because of rent increase” 

 “Concerned about increase in rent but believe it may be a necessary trade off to crack down on     
   unscrupulous landlords & letting agents” 

 “…The landlord should pay this fee, not the Tennant, especially if the housing is not improved”  

 “Scheme fees should be low and affordable as most landlords are likely to pass the cost of this 
scheme onto the tenant in the form of increased rent” 

  “My rent will increase - this is no good. I have only just come here & will nedd to leave” 

 “If the rent goes up I cannot afford it” 

 “I will just get charged more rent to cover the landlord's costs. I can't afford this & so will need to 
move” 

 “I've always had a good reputation with my landlord and have been discussing this issue with 
them. Ive lived here for a number of years now and feel like i would probably have to move to a 
cheaper area due to the rents going up because of this proposal” 

 

One respondent said “We cannot afford to pay £825”. 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council recognises that a possible impact of the introduction of a licensing scheme is that 
landlords will absorb the cost of the licence fee by increasing rents.  
 

The proposed cost of a licence over the 5 year term of any scheme is quite small at a maximum of 
£3.17 per week.  
 

The Council is proposing to offer a fee discount to landlords who are members of the Leeds 
Rental Standard.  
 

Whilst there would be an increase in the landlord's costs, the Council understands that the licence 
fee is tax deductible as an expense in running a property business and therefore the actual 
increase in costs to the landlord will be lower than the licence fee.  
 

It is the licence holder’s responsibility to pay the licence fee, it is not the tenant’s responsibility. No 
tenant will receive an invoice for any licence fee.  
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The council cannot prevent the landlord from raising the rent. Subject to the correct legal process 
being followed, landlords are currently able to increase the rent and this will continue regardless of 
the introduction of selective licensing. However, in a competitive market, landlords will have to 
determine the benefit of increasing the rent against the loss of a tenant and the associated costs 
of re-letting their property. Furthermore, landlords will need to give consideration to the 
management of any rent arrears which may occur as a result of them increasing the rent together 
with the subsequent cost of legal evictions, void costs etc. if a tenant did not vacate the property.  
 

All rental markets have a market level in which they operate. If this becomes untenable then the 
market will have to readjust accordingly. The Local Housing Allowance (LHA) is set for the city 
and this will not increase as a result of selective licensing. LHA sets the market value for such 
areas when there is a high level of benefit dependency. 
 

Theme: More evictions and homelesness 
 

A number of comments were made about the potential for more evictions and an increase in the 
level of homelesness should the area be designated for selective licensing. Here are some of the 
comments;  
  
 “If they increase rent I will be homeless” 

 “Landlord already stated he will sell the house. This will make me homeless” 

 “landlord already said he will sell if this comes into effect; leaving me to be evicted” 

 “if this selective licensing is to go forward my landlord would be looking at selling this property 
which would mean we have to find somewhere else” 

 “i would probably have to move to a cheaper area due to the rents going up because of this 
proposal” 

 “Have heard a lot of landlords are selling up. Will put pressure on LCC to house people” 

 “Landlord already warned he will sell up under licensing. Making me homeless. Not good” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council has a housing welfare function that currently deals with such cases/issues. The team 
is aware of the potential of selective licensing for the area and would work very closely with 
housing officers from any Selective Licensing Team and would act accordingly to support tenants 
who find themselves having to look for another home. 
 

Tenants would be able to take up other private rented properties in the area or within similar 
markets close by. The Council would be able to advise them as to which properties are licensed 
and it would offer tenants a better standard of accommodation. 
  
In cases of illegal eviction, the Council would look to take the appropriate legal action against the 
landlord and/or agent. This could include prosecution.  
 

The risks of the issues identified related to the potential to increase rents need to be balanced 
against the evidence of the need to take action to improve the housing situation in the area. 
 

Theme: Movement of landlords/tenants into other areas 
 

Some respondents raised concern over the potential for landlords and tenants – both good and 
bad - to move out of the area should it be designated for selective licensing. In the case of bad 
landlords and tenants, the concern is that they would take the problems with them. Here are some 
of the comments received;  
 

 “ … knock on effect around surrounding areas. Displacement is a huge worry” 

 “My home is adequate for my needs for now. It is relatively cheap to run, I would not want to  
   pay any higher rent as I would look to move to a different area with comparable rent instead” 

 “I live in Chapeltown, close to the Harehills border. The changes are likely to impinge on 
Chapeltown in various ways, as the residents of both areas often move between the two, and 
landlords often own properties in both areas” 
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 “Eviction does not solve the issue, just moves it onto another landlord or social housing provider 
or neighbouring area” 

 “My postal area falls just outside of the proposed boundary for the r this scheme, I have 
concerns this will result in unscrupulous landlord electing to buy to rent in my area rather than 
that within the boundary. There are already landlords whose properties and/or tenants do not 
meet acceptable standards within my area, I fear the incidence of the will rise if buying a "slum" 
in the proposed area is more difficult” 

 “Problem tenants will over spill into neighbouring Holbeck, and Cross Green”  
 

LCC Response: 
 

There is always the potential for any landlord or tenant to move from one area to another. This 
already occurs and will continue to occur regardless of whether selective licensing is introduced or 
not. Selective licensing can increase the likelihood of displacement occurring as it highlights an 
area and as a result resources are directed to the area to address issues such as poor housing 
conditions and management; crime; ASB; environmental issues etc. This can lead to both 
landlords and tenants moving and potentially taking the issues to locations outside of any area 
designated for selective licensing. 
 

There are other rental markets in the city that may be affected by displacement from the area. 
This would need to be monitored by the Council, to determine if there are any issues as a result, 
and subsequently managed. Any displacement at all would need to be identified and appropriately 
managed as part of any selective licensing delivery approach. This potential risk is identified in the 
business plan however all risks should be balanced against the evidence of the need for action to 
be taken to improve the issues related to private sector housing in the area. 
 

Theme: The area will be labelled a slum. 
 

Many comments were made about the area being labelled a slum should it be designated for 
selective licensing. Here are some of the comments;   
 

 “Dont want to live in an official slum” 

 “If this proposal is pushed through i dont i tend to be labelled a slum dweller” 

 “I own my house. Dont want to be tarred a slum area” 

 “Slum label will affect my house value” 

 “Do not wish to be Slum Labelled” 

 “Who wants to live in a designated slum” 

 “What about bad reputation for area” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council acknowledges that selective licensing may lead to a negative perception of the area.  
However as any scheme progresses, perceptions change and confidence in an area grows.     
As any scheme is implemented and the sector improves, it may be that people and businesses  
are keen to invest in a well regulated market which is not being undermined by poor housing 
standards. The aims of the scheme are to lead to long term improvement in housing management 
and conditions in the area, contributing to a reduction in the level of deprivation in the area. This 
potentially will contribute a long term improvement of the area. 
 

Theme: Tenant disturbance  
.  

Some respondents spoke about the potential for any selective licensing scheme to affect tenants.  
Here are some of the comments; 
 

 “Dont want more interference and higher rent” 

 “I don't want to pay more to be checked on constanly” 

 “Landlords pushed to police tenants = Less Privacy & Higher Rent” 
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LCC Response: 
 

One of the aims of selective licensing is to bring about improvements in the way properties and 
tenancies in the private rented sector are managed. This is to benefit not only the tenant(s) but 
also the immediate neighbourhood and the wider community.     

 

The expectation is that landlords and managing agents proactively manage their tenancies and act 
upon any issues that may arise. This includes for example, obtaining references for potential  
tenants; ensuring their houses have the correct number and type of refuse bins and that tenants  
know how to dispose of waste correctly and licence holders cooperating with the Council and 
partners should they need to carry out any investigations.  
 

All landlords regardless of tenure have a responsibility for the behaviour of their tenants. Most 
landlords undertake reference checks to determine the character of any tenant and have rental 
agreements which state the conditions and expected behaviour of any tenant renting their property. 
Landlords should ensure that their tenants behave in a tenant like manner. Some tenants will  
choose not to and may even engage in criminal activity. It is not unreasonable to expect any  
landlord to work with the Council and other agencies to support them in addressing any unlawful 
behaviour and not simply turn a blind eye to their responsibility 
 

During the life of any selective licensing scheme, the Council aims to visit all licensed properties in 
the area at least once to check compliance with licence conditions. At the same time, the 
Council’s housing officers would engage with the tenant(s) to ensure their needs were being met. 
This could be anything from giving housing advice or accessing debt advice to help finding training 
and getting personal support. During these discussions, tenants would be encouraged to report 
any issues in the area that are concerning them.   

   
Much of the work required to comply with licence conditions should already be in place so private 
rented sector tenants should not suffer any significant disturbance should the area be designated 
for selective licensing. The proposed licence conditions and any additional works required are in 
place to provide basic standards of health, safety and welfare for occupants. Good, compliant 
landlords will not need to spend significant sums of money and do a lot of work in order to meet 
the licence conditions.  
 

The Council and partners will, as any scheme develops, make helpful information available to all 
parties (including tenants and landlords) on matters that benefit them such as energy initiatives, 
local initiatives etc. 
 

Theme: It will help improve standards in the private rented sector and the area in general 
 

Many comments were made about the potential benefits of selective licensing. Here are some of 
them;  
 

 “It is my opinion that selective licensing would help bring some common decency  
standards to the lived experience of residents  … many of whom are subject to landlords who 
are negligent in their duties” 

 “Hopefully it will improve the ASB, the condition of housing and create a better community 
feeling” 

 “… I feel that the selective licensing is overdue and can only help to improve the area for all the 
residents” 

 “There are far too many landlords ripping off tenants and causing damage to communities, the 
council urgently needs to do something to improve conditions 

 “I had no idea that landlords weren't already legally required to maintain their homes in good 
condition, make sure they had gas safety certificates, etc. I am genuinely quite shocked to 
discover how lax current regulations are, and I support any move which pushes landlords to 
improve living standards” 
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 “The proposed licence would help curb rogue landlords and also those landlords who fly tip after 
evicting tenants. It will also improve the quality of life in the area, something that some residents 
lack” 

 “I think it would improve the area” 

 “My own landlord threatens me with a rent increase each time I ask for any repairs or 
improvements to be made” 

 

LCC Response: 
 

Selective licensing, together with other complementary measures and initiatives as part of  
a wider strategy, would allow the Council and partners to work together to address the complex  
range of issues that are evident in the area and improve housing conditions in the private rented 
sector.  
 

It would allow the Council and partners to support landlords in running and developing their 
business and support those who find themselves having to address specific problems. Landlords 
who are causing issues in the area would be addressed.   
 

By visiting all licensed properties in the area, officers would not only check that they were safe to 
live in but would also identify individuals who may need help and advice with issues such as 
access to training and employment; budgeting and debt management;  health and support around 
the home. Officers would be able to make referrals to relevant agencies and act as a link between 
occupants and other council departments eg. the Cleaner Neighbourhoods Team and the Leeds 
Anti-Social Behaviour Team and to external agencies including the police and the third sector.  
 

Theme: People will move to the area 
 

One respondent said “it will make more people move into Beeston / Harehills which means more 
money for the community” 
  
LCC Response: 
 

Selective licensing has the potential to make a number of positive differences that can help make 
an area a better place to live, work and visit.  
 

In addition to improving the management of and ensuring the safety of privately rented properties, 
selective licensing can for example; 

 help reduce rubbish in the designated area and the level of anti-social behaviour 

 encourage residents and stakeholders to report issues in the area 

 reduce the turnover of tenancies.   
 

In a recent report1, the Chartered Institute of Housing and the Chartered Institute of Environmental 
Health stated that selective licensing is not a ‘quick win’, it takes time for schemes to deliver 
tangible outcomes.  As part of their study, 27 selective licensing schemes running in 20 councils 
were analysed. Many of the schemes were found to be delivering significant benefits including 
improved property and management standards, better opportunities to engage with local landlords 
and reductions in anti-social behaviour.  
 

As with anything, there are negatives associated with selective licensing, for example there is the 
potential for the demand for rented accommodation in other parts of a city to fall (particularly in 
areas close by) as designated areas become more popular. Other negatives include landlords 
choosing to sell their properties and the potential for a negative perception of the area. These 
have been discussed above.   
 
1 A licence to rent. A joint research project between Chartered Institute of Environmental Health and 
Chartered Institute of Housing. CIH & CIEH January 2019 
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The Proposal 
 
 

Theme: It is a scheme for the council to make money 
 

Some respondents suggested the proposal was a money-making scheme for the Council. Here 
are some of the comments;   
 

 “This is just a money making scheme” 

 “Your consultation is on making another money making scheme” 

 “Money maker for Council” 

 “The money for this 'license' will go to the council just to pay back into benefits” 

 “… nothing to do with it being for the better of tenants just another money making scheme” 

 “This is a council money grab” 

 “We pay enough taxes in this country and this is just another way of stealing more money from 
the tax payers. You could implement property matenance laws without robbing more money 
from people” 

 

LCC Response: 
 

The Housing Act 2004 allows councils to charge a licence fee to cover the cost of selective 
licensing, it does not however allow them to make a financial gain from it.  
 

The Government’s Regulatory Impact Assessment attached to SI 2006/373 on selective licensing 
makes it clear that fees cannot be used to raise extra revenue for the local authority.  
    
The money generated by any scheme would solely be for the administration of it. This would 
include the cost of implementation; receiving, logging and acknowledging licence applications; 
determining applications; preparing and issuing draft and final licences together with the required 
accompanying paperwork; maintaining a public register; identifying unlicensed properties and 
inspecting licensed properties to ensure compliance with licence conditions together with all 
resultant follow up/enforcement action associated with selective licensing. Any surplus at the end 
the scheme would be refunded to licence holders.     
 

Theme: Why not licence the whole area or the whole of Leeds? 
 

A number of respondents asked why the Council was only considering a small part of the area for 
selective licensing. Some asked why the Council was not considering other areas of Leeds or 
even the city as a whole. Here are some of the comments;  
 

 “Consider also Gipton / Armley / Burmantofts / Middleton. Low income areas are suffering from 
the same issues” 

 “If licencing should take place it should be for the whole of Leeds and not just Beeston or 
Harehills” 

 “Target the whole city not just two areas” 

 “why not city wide” 

 “Other areas may have the same problems do the whole city” 

 “Why not consider whole city” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

Selective licensing is a legislative tool that can only be used by local authorities to address 
specific problems in a particular area, subject to qualifying criteria (which is laid out legislation) 
being met. 
 

In terms of this proposal, the latest (2015) Index of Multiple Deprivation highlighted that, despite 
the efforts of the Council, partners and stakeholders, parts of the city had not fared as well as 
others. Inequalities exist in, for example, health, income and educational achievement, which is 
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why selective licensing is being considered for the area. This is in conjunction with the area having 
a high proportion of rented homes - initial estimates2 put the private rented sector to be around 
50% of all of the housing stock.  
 

The Council does reserve the right to consider all its options when looking at how best to improve 
the private rented sector in the city including the potential for selective licensing in other areas 
 

It is unlikely in Leeds that a city wide scheme would meet the criteria required by the Government. 
 
 
2 This is based on an investigation into the potential tenure of approximately 65% of all residential dwellings  
 

Theme: The Council says the area is bad  
 

One respondent commented “Council says these area are bad.” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

Part 3 of the Housing Act 2004 (the Act) sets out the scheme for licensing private rented 
properties in a local housing authority area. Under section 80 of the Act a local housing authority 
can designate the whole or any part of its area as subject to selective licensing subject to the area 
experiencing one or more of the following; 

 low housing demand 

 significant and persistent anti-social behaviour 

 poor property conditions 

 high levels of migration 

 high level of deprivation 

 high levels of crime. 
 

The Council has investigated whether or not the area is suffering from a high level of deprivation. 
In doing so, the following 7 factors (which are laid out in Government guidance for local 
authorities3) have been considered along with establishing whether or not the area has a high 
proportion of property in the private rented sector; 

 the employment status of adults 

 the average income of households 

 the health of households 

 the availability and ease of access to education, training and other services for households 

 housing conditions 

 the physical environment 

 levels of crime  
 

The results of the investigation, which include statistics from the Census and the Department for 
Work and Pensions, can be found in the business case for selective licensing. When compared to 
similar neighbourhoods or the city as a whole, it is evident that inequalities exist in the area.   
 
 
3 Selective licensing in the private rented sector A Guide for local authorities. Department for Communities and   
   Local Government March 2015   
 

Theme: Alternatives to selective licensing 
 

One respondent commented “Seems unfair. Something better must be available” whilst another 
said “Maybe some actual investment and training would be a better tack than labelling my home a 
problem area” 
 

LCC Response:   
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The Council already has a number of policies relating to it’s strategy for the PRS. For a number 
of years, the Council has operated an accreditation scheme for landlords in Leeds. 
Unfortunately, whilst very successful in some markets (namely the student market) it has not 
been successful across the city. Very few landlords outside the student market joined. 
 

More recently, as part of the close working with the private rented sector, the Council has  
supported the Leeds Rental Standard (LRS) in the city. This is a self-regulation scheme run by  
the sector, for the sector as a means to recognise good landlords in the market. The LRS was 
launched as an alternative to accreditation in 2017. Like accreditation however it has not been 
effectively taken up by landlords operating in the area being considered for selective licensing. 
  
There is legislation, and there are powers available, to deal with poor management and poor 
housing conditions and the Council has used these, and will continue to use them. This legislation 
however is primarily reactive and can largely only be used once problems have arisen and the 
Council has become aware of them. In comparison, selective licensing requires licence holders to 
be proactive in managing their properties and offers further powers to the local housing authority 
to ensure that the licence holder is a fit and proper person and that satisfactory management 
arrangements are in place. When combined with other initiatives it can tackle wider issues in an 
area.  Initiatives such as the Rogue Landlord Unit working in partnership to target criminal 
landlords, has had some success but this approach is also limited due to the size of the area. 
 

Delivery models such as the Leeds Neighbourhood Approach (LNA) (whereby all properties within 
a small geographical footprint are inspected and occupiers helped to meet their needs), which 
require intensive support funded by the Council, are not appropriate in the area due to the size of 
the area, however the partnership working approach of the LNA will be used in the selective 
licensing area, and the cost of administering the scheme is covered by the licence fee.   
 
In terms of investment, if the area was designated for selective licensing, the Council would invest 
significant targeted resources into the area to tackle issues and help bring about improvements to 
the benefit of all.   
 

Loans and grants for specific circumstances, including for example unsecured loans of up to  
£5000* to make a long term empty home liveable, are currently administered by the Council.  
 

The Council already provides a variety of information and advice for landlords and agents via a 
range of mechanisms, including for example the following;  

 the Council website https://www.leeds.gov.uk/business/privately-rented-property In   

addition to containing guidance and standards pertaining to the private rented sector, the 

website also contains links to other organisations eg. the police and Gas Safe.   

 e-newsletters 

 Twitter 

 A free annual landlord conference 

At the same time, information and advice is available on the Council’s website for tenants 

https://www.leeds.gov.uk/residents/housing/private-tenants. This includes, for example a Private 

Rented Tenant Handbook and guidance on condensation and mould.   
___________________ 
 

*correct at June 2019 
 

Theme: Connection between selective licensing and ASB, fly tipping etc 
 

One respondent said “Can not see the affect the measures would have on ASB or flytipping” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

Part 3 of the Housing Act 2004 (the Act) sets out the scheme for licensing private rented 
properties in a local housing authority area. Under section 80 of the Act a local housing authority 
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can designate the whole or any part of its area as subject to selective licensing subject to the area 
experiencing one or more of the following; 

 low housing demand 

 significant and persistent anti-social behaviour 

 poor property conditions 

 high levels of migration 

 high level of deprivation 

 high levels of crime 
 

The Council has investigated whether or not the area is suffering from a high level of deprivation. 
In doing so, the following 7 factors (which are laid out in Government guidance for local 
authorities3) have been considered along with establishing whether or not the area has a high 
proportion of property in the private rented sector; 

 the employment status of adults 

 the average income of households 

 the health of households 

 the availability and ease of access to education, training and other services for households 

 housing conditions 

 the physical environment 

 levels of crime.  
 

The results of the investigation can be found in the business case for selective licensing.    
 

Selective licensing, together with other complementary measures and initiatives as part of  
a wider strategy, would allow the Council and partners to address the complex range of issues that 
are evident in the area and improve housing conditions in the private rented sector. At the same  
time this would improve the physical environment. 
 

By visiting all licensed properties, officers would not only check that they were safe to live in but 
would also identify individuals who may need help and advice with issues such as access to 
training and employment; budgeting and debt management;  health and support around the home. 
Officers would be able to make referrals to relevant agencies and act as a link between occupants 
and other council departments eg. the Cleaner Neighbourhoods Team and the Leeds Anti-Social 
Behaviour Team and to external agencies including the police and the third sector. The better 
management of properties should positively improve the physical environment. 
 
 
3 Selective licensing in the private rented sector A Guide for local authorities. Department for Communities and   
   Local Government March 2015   
 

 

 
The social housing sector 
   
 

Theme: Improve tenancy management and properties  
 

Some respondents commented on housing conditions and tenancy management in the social 
rented sector. Here are some comments relating to properties owned by the Council; 
  

 “I am in a decrepit council house. Repairs are always done late and there is no good service. I 
am looking to move to a private rent, as I am sick of mould and damp in my house” 

 “But I'm in a council house. It has no fire doors or hardwired alarms” 

 “I live in a council house. It is always damp and mouldy. Nothing is ever done. Housing officers 
ask me to open windows; when it's freezing” 

 “Social Housing is ignored and underfunded” 
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LCC Response: 
 

The Council recognises that it has a significant portfolio in the area and has a part to play in 
contributing to the improvements in the area. 
 

As part of any scheme the Council would realign resources to more intensely manage its own 
stock to ensure that tenants receive support and help as part of any scheme; to ensure that the 
properties are well managed and do not contribute to the issues in the area and to address any 
issues arising from the behaviour of their tenants. 
 

The properties have already received considerable investment as part of the decent homes 
programme. Further works however would be undertaken to ensure that they are fully compliant 
with all legislation; improved beyond the legal minimum and maintained to a high standard. This 
would involve extra capital investment in the area over and above existing planned works. 
 

Theme: Provide more social housing 
 

A number of respondents suggested the Council expands its stock of homes. Here are some of 
the comments;   
 

 “Council could provide more housing via building or long-term leasing” 

 “More social housing not a private tenant tax would improve our lot” 

 “Obtaining further social housing, under council control would be a better way to improve areas 
in question” 

 “There's not enough so-called social housing. Many people and families can't buy their homes. 
So there's an over-dependence on private landlords. Private landlords need to be made face up 
to their responsibilities. Many don't” 

 “Make more council houses available to stop unscrupulous landlords” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council has had and continues to have a programme to provide more social homes under its 
ownership. This is by building; purchasing from developers direct or purchasing existing homes. 
The target for the Council is to provide 1500 homes over the next 5 years. However, current right 
to buy legislation also means that, as well adding new homes, the Council is losing homes to the 
private sector. 
 

The Council also supports other social housing providers with financial assistance. It also supports 
the Community Led Housing sector to bring empty homes back into use, providing vulnerable 
tenants with quality homes.   
 

Theme: Exemption of the social rented sector  
 

Some respondents commented on the exemption of social housing from selective licensing. Here 
are some of the comments; 
 

 “council houses and tenants are the worst of the lot. how does this relate to them” 

 “Your summary refers to 'social lets' being exempt from the scheme. I wonder what exactly you 
mean by 'social lets'” 

 “Seems a little lopsided to ignore public sector housing” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

Section 79(3) of the Housing Act 2004 exempts socially let properties (both Local Authority and 
Housing Association tenancies) from selective licensing. There are other exemptions, which are 
detailed in The Selective Licensing of Houses (Specified Exemptions) (England) Order  2006  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2006/370/made  
 

The Council recognises that it has a significant portfolio in the area and has a part to play in 
contributing to the improvements in the area. 
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Whilst the portfolio is exempt from selective licensing, as part of any scheme in the area the 
Council would realign resources to more intensely manage its stock to ensure that tenants receive 
support and help as part of any scheme; to ensure that the properties are well managed and do 
not contribute to issues in the area and to address any issues arising from the behaviour of their 
tenants. 
 

The properties have already received considerable investment as part of the decent homes 
programme. Further works however would be undertaken to ensure that they are fully compliant 
with all legislation; improved beyond the legal minimum and maintained to a high standard. This 
would involve extra capital investment in the area over and above existing planned works. 
 

 

 
Miscellaneous  
   
 

Theme: The licence fee should be spent on regenerating the area 
 

Some respondents raised concerns as to how the Council would use any income from the licence 
fee should the area be designated for selective licensing. Here are some of the comments;  
 

 “It seems like all the money charged will only go into administrating a scheme that seems to be 
in place. So what use is this to either the landlords, tenants or owners like me. Any money 
collected should all be used to improve the facilities. More police would be very useful” 

 “Why don't you use the money to provide extra bin collections instead of having lots of missed 
collections. Bigger bins could help. More street cleaning. Spend the money fixing the roads & 
getting rid of all the bad 1 way signs”  

 

LCC Response: 
 

Government guidance makes it clear that fees cannot be used to raise extra revenue for the local 
authority nor can they be used to supplement the work of other teams or departments. The money 
generated by any scheme is solely for the administration of that licensing scheme, which would 
include the cost of implementation; receiving, logging and acknowledging licence applications; 
determining applications; preparing and issuing draft and final licences together with the required 
accompanying paperwork; maintaining a public register; identifying unlicensed properties and 
inspecting licensed properties to ensure compliance with licence conditions together with all 
resultant follow up/enforcement action associated with selective licensing.    
 

In that the privately rented properties within a designated selective licensing area would be visited, 
it would allow the Council to not only assess compliance with licence conditions but to also 
engage with tenants to hear what they have to say about the area; to ensure they were aware of 
their rights and obligations; to offer help and advice and to ensure that their needs were being 
met. Residents would be encouraged to discuss problems and issues they may have in the area 
which would then be followed up with the relevant agency, which could include for example the 
ASB and waste teams at Leeds City Council.  
 

In terms of investment, the Council would invest significant targeted other resources into the area 
to tackle issues and help bring about improvements to the benefit of all.   
 

The Council believes that selective licensing is a powerful tool that can contribute to helping 
achieve the city’s strategic housing objective for everyone to live in good quality, affordable homes 
within clean and well cared for places. 
 

The Chartered Institute of Environmental Health and the Chartered Institute of Housing jointly  
published A licence to rent in January 2019.  27 selective licensing schemes running in 20 
councils were analysed. The schemes were found not to generate ‘quick wins’, that it may take 
several years before tangible outcomes are achieved. Many of the schemes studied however 
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were delivering significant benefits including improved property and management standards, 
better opportunities to engage with local landlords and reductions in anti-social behaviour.  
 

Theme: Why aren’t the Council going to clean up the area/deal with ASB etc themselves? 
 

The comments made by a number of respondents suggested that, should the area be designated 
for selective licensing, landlords would be responsible for dealing with issues such as anti-social 
behaviour. Here are some of the comments;  
 

 “It is the collective responsibility of the council, the police and the local resident community to 
report and curb crime and ASB! …… By shoving the responsibility of 'policing' to local landlords 
so that police can utilise their time in setting up coffee mornings to raise dementia awareness?? 
It's like the service providers are unable to do their job so someone has to pay the price and it 
would be the homeowners of Beeston and Harehills! …” 

 “ASB should be dealt with an independent body, not landlord, may use for bogus evictions” 

 “Leeds Council should take responsibility for Anti social residents….”  

 “And making the private landlords accountable for anti social behaviour is repugnant. Tax is paid 
for the council and police to do this” 

 

LCC Response: 
 

If the area is designated for selective licensing, the Council and partner organisations, including for 
example, the Council’s anti-social behaviour (ASB) and Cleaner Neighbourhoods teams and the 
Police, would continue to operate in the same way as they do across the city however they would 
adopt a joint working approach. This would allow for, for example multi-agency case reviews to  
take place with the aim of developing a number of solutions to solve a particular problem.  
 

Landlords should take steps to deal with problems caused by the behaviour of their tenants 
including anti-social behaviour, as they can be held liable for nuisance caused in their properties. 
This will not replace the responsibility of the Council and partners to deal with ASB either in the 
area or at individual properties. The Council will work alongside landlords and will provide support 
to help them deal with problematic tenants. It will continue to intervene in high level cases and will 
continue to investigate complaints of ASB received or referred to them.   
 

All landlords regardless of tenure have a responsibility for the behaviour of their tenants. Most 
landlords undertake reference checks to determine the character of any tenant and have rental 
agreements which state the conditions and expected behaviour of any tenant renting their 
property. Landlords should ensure that their tenants behave in a tenant like manner. Some 
tenants will choose not to and may even engage in criminal activity. It is not unreasonable to 
expect any landlord to work with the Council and other agencies to support them in addressing 
any unlawful behaviour and not simply turn a blind eye to their responsibility 
 

If problems are being caused by the tenants of a privately rented property within a designated 
area, the licence holder must take all reasonable steps to deal with nuisance and/or anti-social 
behaviour caused by tenants within the boundary of their property, or by visitors to that property. 
Managing difficult tenants is part of a landlord's overall responsibility for properties that are let. 
 

In terms of waste, landlords are responsible for ensuring their house has suitable and sufficient 
provision for the storage of and collection of waste arising from the household occupying the 
property, including having the correct type and number of waste bins. Individuals who flout 
regulations in relation to waste will be dealt with under current legislation and the areas will 
continue to be targeted by the Councils Cleaner Neighbourhoods team in relation to street 
cleansing, fly tipping and waste.  
 

Selective licensing cannot be introduced to specifically deal with fly tipping and waste issues. 
However, selective licensing officers would ensure that referrals are made to the correct services 
and they would follow up on the actions to ensure that any issues referred have been addressed 
accordingly. This would not only include matters relating to waste but would include anything else 
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that is picked up during visits to licensed properties, for example referrals for support from jobs 
and skills; referrals for welfare rights, help with budgeting and debt advice. This should help 
improve the physical environment and the lives of residents.   
 

The Council will provide support and guidance through its officers and on its website to assist 
licence holders and residents in meeting their responsibilities.  
 

Theme: The area has gone downhill  
 

A number of respondents said the area has gone downhill. Some said something needs to be 
done to address the issues. Here are some of the comments; 
 

 “Good idea - area has gone down hill in the past 10 years” 

 “Some houses are I a terrible state bringing down the area this should be addressed” 

 “The few streets where I live is nice normal most of us work and look after our homes. But you 
come out off here and if feels like a no go area its frightening I don't even like driving through to 
get home from work. Their is one street imperticular that is really really bad its so run down 
windows always getting smashed rubish all over. it used to be a place to be proud of, I am now 
ashamed to say where i live” 

 “There has been a significant rise in antisocial behaviour and crime rate in this inner city area of 
leeds and over the years. I have seen drastic changes in terms of number of people living in this 
part of the city, the cleaniness is absolutely shocking at times. And overall the safety of this area 
i believe as a tenant gone beyond crisis level. As a tenant who has lived and grew up in this 
neighbourhood, It’s unbelievable to think now, that this was once an affluent area. These are 
contributing factor which may lead me as a tenant to move out of the area but also to seek new 
opportunities to find better housing too” 

 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council recognises that whilst the city has prospered, some of its areas have not benefitted. 
Poverty and deprivation remain significant challenges. Indeed, evidence suggests that the city is 
experiencing an intensification of these inequalities, particularly centred in the most deprived 
communities.   
 

Designating the area for selective licensing - and introducing supporting initiatives to complement 
this - would contribute to the Council’s aim of improving the area. It would allow for the 
introduction of licence conditions to ensure that all private rented sector landlords operating in the 
area manage their properties and help address anti-social behaviour, crime and waste. By visiting 
all licensed properties to ensure they were compliant, the Council could also ensure they meet the 
minimum legal standards. It would also allow the Council and partners to support residents; 
address their needs and better target resources in order to make a difference to people’s lives. 
 

Theme: Everyone deserves a good standard of housing 
 

Some respondents spoke about the condition and management of some of the houses in the area 
proposed for selective licensing. Here are some of the comments;   
 

 “Several homes in this area are in a very poor condition. Many of us who live here, either renting 
or owner occupiers are disgusted by what has been happening over the last 5 years. 'Slumlords' 
as I call them are everywhere” 

 “Many properties are in great need of improvement. If properties were better maintained 
perhaps tenants would look after them better” 

 “ …I have visited families who are living in conditions that would put the Victorian slums to 
shame, and the landlords get away with it because they have the power to evict tenants if they 
complain” 

 “Some houses are I a terrible state bringing down the area this should be addressed” 

 “Selective licensing could give tenants a better quality of life and guarantee an acceptible 
standard of living without fear of reprisal and potential homelessness” 
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 “Better to live in a better house, landlords should look after property” 
 

One respondent said “… and better housing can only improve the area” while another said “Better 
landlords make for better tenants and better relationship with local community. Everyone deserves 
a decent home”. 
  

LCC Response: 
 

Regardless of tenure, everyone should have a safe and secure home in which to live. The 
Housing Act 2004 provides the legislative criteria by which all properties are measured to ensure 
they meet the legal minimum standard.  
 

Unfortunately across the city, and particularly within the older housing stock, the poorest quality 
accommodation is within the private rented sector (PRS). 
 

The introduction of selective licensing in the area would contribute to improving the PRS. It would 
help ensure that the sector is well managed, that tenants needs and issues can be addressed and 
that the properties meet the legal minimum standards. Support for both landlords and tenants 
would be available and, where necessary legal powers would be used to target those who do not 
meet the required standards. 
 

The Council recognises that it is a large provider of homes in the area and would be realigning 
resources to ensure its stock is well managed; that investment is made; that tenants are 
supported and that all their needs are met in order to improve their lives. 
 

Theme: More regulation is needed to ensure landlords are accountable and their properties 
are maintained  
 

A number of respondents believed that more regulation of the private rented sector was required. 
Here are some of the comments;   
 

 “Landlords seem to be able to run rings around Leeds City Council who do not appear to 
enforce any of the powers they have. For example, landlords letting out properties which do not 
meet decent standards of accommodation, rodent infestations, non working boilers yet these 
same landlords are able to easily obtain Housing Benefit payments from Leeds City Council. As 
part of the scheme I would like to see Leeds City Council enforce the rules they already have to 
ensure all gardens and the exterior of the property are kept in a good condition. For example, 
not allowing gardens to be used as local tips or allowing residents to build fences out of odd 
pieces of old furniture such as doors, cupboards and baby gates etc” 

 “Private landlords need to be made face up to their responsibilities. Many don't” 

 “I think private landlords should be held accountable if they fail to provide safe, decent 
accommodation for their tenants” 

 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council has a range of legislation and powers available to ensure that properties in the 
private rented sector meet the required standard. However, the legislation is primarily reactive and 
can largely only be used once problems have arisen and the Council becomes aware of them.  
 

Selective licensing requires licence holders to be proactive in managing their properties and it 
offers the Council further powers to ensure that the licence holder is a fit and proper person and 
that satisfactory management arrangements are in place. With the exception of some houses in 
multiple occupation, these powers are not otherwise available to the Council.   
 

Designating the area for selective licensing would provide the Council with some new powers, 
such as the ability to impose licence conditions to address issues relating to the environment; the 
safety of a property; anti-social behaviour and crime. At the same time it would support those 
landlords who provide good quality, well managed accommodation by ensuring that all operating 
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in the sector achieve a minimum level of management. Those that don’t could potentially face 
further action. The aim is to improve the area as a whole.  
 

Significant rental markets in the city have good quality accommodation that is well managed by 
landlords. Unfortunately however not all areas and landlords meet the required standards and/or, 
due to a variety of factors, this can affect an area.  
 

Theme: Bad landlords won’t apply for a licence 
 

One respondent commented “Slum lords won't even apply for the license. This project will punish 
the reputable landlords” 
 

LCC Response: 
 

The Council acknowledges that there are a number of landlords who offer good quality 
accommodation and manage their properties well. Unfortunately, if an area is designated  
for selective licensing those landlords would still require a licence to operate their business.  
Good landlords cannot be exempted from any scheme but the Council will recognise them which  
will make the licensing of their properties easier. Therefore, it is proposed that accredited landlords, 
who are members of the Leeds Rental Standard (LRS) and are applying for a licence for properties 
in their ownership, will be offered a discount on the licence fee. 
 

It is a legal requirement for landlords to apply for a licence for each home they rent out in  
an area designated for selective licensing. If a landlord does not make an appropriate application  
by the time of a designation - or within a reasonable time if they subsequently buy a property in a 
designated area - they would be guilty of an offence and would be considered for enforcement  
action. 
 

Should the area be designated for selective licensing, there would be a dedicated team of 
officers to administer the scheme and to identify those landlords that fail to comply with the 
requirements. 
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RISK ASSESSMENT FOR SELECTIVE LICENSING IN HAREHILLS 

Risk Outcome Likelihood Mitigation of the risk 

Financial Institutions  
“red line” the area for 
private rented 
sector (PRS) 

PRS unable to finance 
repairs causing poor 
housing conditions 
 
PRS abandon area 
creating increased void 
levels 
 
Increased insurance costs 
for landlords 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Low – there is some evidence 
that some lenders will not 
lend in the market but this is 
not all lenders 
 
Low/medium – there has been 
some evidence that insurance 
companies have increased 
premiums for landlords and 
stated that is due to the 
introduction of the selective 
licensing in an area 

If PRS abandon area O/O may purchase available premises as entry 
level properties – area is currently one of few in Leeds classified as 
Affordable Housing.  
 
The Council may purchase as part of its buy back scheme using the 
HRA. Third sector organisations have indicated that they would wish 
to purchase properties in the area  
 
Empty Homes Strategy would help to reduce void levels, including use 
of CPOs as necessary. 
 
Lenders have indicated that each case is likely to be assessed at risk as 
per current financial market. Ability to service loans, credit records 
etc. would be taken into account. Finance on the open market should 
be available 
 
Whilst some lenders may not consider lending in the markets due to 
selective licensing. Discussions with other LA’s were selective licensing 
has been introduced shows that there is funding available to landlords 
and the markets to ensure w health housing market in those areas. 
 
MHCLG discussed with Council Of Mortgage Lenders – will base 
lending on risk and market factors not as its Selective Licensing 
 

Displacement of problem 
tenants to adjoining areas 

Transfer of issues 
affecting the area to 
adjacent areas 

Low/medium The area has natural boundaries as detailed in the business case. 
However this will require to be monitored and if significant addressed. 

Displacement of 
problems to other areas 
of Leeds 

Issues of low demand 
transferred to similar 
areas of Leeds – main 
markets for transfer 
would be Beeston and 

Low risk – movement around 
the city already occurs as part 
of the churning of the rented 
sector. 

There is limited churn around the city. The recent JSA shows that 
there is movement between low rental markets already. The 
introduction of licencing in Beeston and Harehills will along with other 
initiatives such as the Leeds Neighbourhood Approach means that 
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Holbeck and initiatives 
are in place to support 
landlords and tenants 

most of these markets dominated by the PRS will have initiatives to 
address issues which may arise from any movement. 

Retaliatory Evictions as 
landlords need a to 
operate 

Increased number of 
tenants made homeless 

Low/medium – Landlords have 
indicated that they will evict 
tenants if introduced. Tenants 
have indicated that this a real 
concern for them 

LA has a housing welfare function which currently deals with such 
cases/issues. They are aware of the potential of Selective Licensing 
and will act accordingly 
 
Tenants will be able to take up other PRS in the area or within similar 
markets close by. If eviction is illegal then the Council will look to take 
the appropriate legal action against the landlord including 
prosecutions 

The introduction of 
universal credit 

This may affect the 
availability of properties 
for those on benefits as 
the loss of direct 
payments may affect 
landlords willingness to 
rent to those on benefit 

Medium – there is evidence 
that is the case in areas where 
it has been introduced due to 
loss of rental income 

Universal credit is a Government Policy and there is little that can be 
done regarding its introduction. Issues for the sector will arise 
regardless of the introduction of selective licensing. 
 
Selective licensing could help support both landlords and tenants with 
access to support networks and agencies to help all parties with 
claims, access to I, help for landlords via better Council support.  

PRS reduces in size as 
landlords leave 
properties empty/sell on 
thus reducing availability 

Less properties to rent, 
increased demand over 
supply, increased rent for 
those remaining 
 
Long term void levels 
increase contributing to 
the issues of low demand, 
poor environmental 
factors, blight of 
neighbourhoods 
 

Low/medium risk – has been 
anecdotal evidence that some 
landlords have threatened this 
action 

If up for sale they may be purchased by other L/L who wish to invest 
in the area so ensuring the supply of properties for rent is maintained 
 
Opportunity for O/O to purchase property within the area – linked to 
affordability of homes 
 
Empty Homes Strategy to proactively target as per above 
 
Third sector organisations wishing to purchase in the area increasing 
the supply of social and supported homes 

Higher cost of renting Increase in rent to cover 
the Fee Avoid fee by 
leaving 
void/selling on 
 

Medium/high – landlords have 
indicated that this will be the 
option they will take to pay 
their licence fee costs 
 

There is little that can be done to mitigate this risk. Landlords are able 
to increase the rent currently regardless of the introduction of 
selective licensing, subject to correct legal process.  
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Price the area out of 
reach of existing tenants 
 
Tenants may more form 
the area to find more 
affordable 
accommodation 

Tenants have highlighted this 
as of significant concern to 
them especially given the 
issues of low income and 
benefits dependency in the 
area 

All rental markets have a market level in which they operate – if this 
become untenable then the market will have to readjust accordingly 
 
The Local Housing Allowance is set for the city and this will not 
increase as a result of selective licensing – this sets the market value 
for such areas when there is a high level of benefit dependency 
 
It may affect availability to tenants – this may occur if regeneration of 
the area occurs and demand to live there increases.  
 
Within the city they is a diversity of markets which are available to all 
sectors. 
 

The better landlords 
leave the area and the 
void is taken up by poorer 
landlords 

Poorer managed 
properties  
 
Perpetuation of current 
problems 
 
Area deteriorates 

Low risk – due to it being a 
Selective Licensing scheme 
poor landlords should be 
discouraged from entering the 
market 

Selective Licensing means LL has to be fit and proper person which 
should prevent poor landlords/properties occurring 
 
Strategies in place already to deal with these issues including targeted 
and coordinated enforcement by all agencies 
 
Use of management order procedure where necessary 
 
Proposed investment of area will hopefully encourage good landlords 
to remain 

Reduce demand for 
properties in adjacent 
areas 

Adjoining areas become 
low demand and causing 
them to decline 

Low risk - adjacent 
neighbourhoods are different 
markets being public sector or 
O/O sector. Current demand 
for 
housing markets in Leeds are 
buoyant and are likely to 
remain so 

Tasking groups and interagency meetings cover adjacent areas and 
they would become quickly aware of any sign of decline following the 
introduction of Selective Licensing. If it did occur then proactive 
actions could be introduced to try to reverse any change prior to a 
major decline being established 

Selective Licensing has a 
negative impact on the 
area causing further 

Continuation of the issues 
and the further decline of 
the area. 

Low to medium risk – scheme 
outcomes are not known. 
Other 

Ensure all partners are signed up to ensure its success Services to help 
landlords deal with issues are available to the sector 
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decline in the housing 
market 

LAs have yet to see the 
outcome of their schemes. 
Various factors will affect the 
scheme incl. possible credit  
issues currently in the world 
financial markets which have 
made lending more difficult 
the cooperation of the sector 
in relation to any scheme 

Regular monitoring of trends (Empty Properties/houses prices/ 
turnover/crime stats etc.) to try to determine progress.  
 
Targeted enforcement against those landlords who fail to licence or 
comply to support the good landlords in the area 
 
Supporting initiatives to address issues of deprivation in the area to 
support the sector, communities and residents. 
 

Changes to the tax 
system for landlords – 
loss of tax relief on 
mortgage interest as of 
April 2019 

The loss of the mortgage 
tax relief will affect 
landlords with certain 
business models. This 
may affect their income, 
cash flow and ability to 
operate in certain cases 

High – for those whose 
business model is built on the 
need for the relief to operate 
it will have a detrimental 
effect on their business 

Little that can be done as this is a Government taxation policy 
 
May lead to properties being sold  - see Empty Homes Strategy 
 
Help with payment of the licence fee – 2 part fee structure – potential 
for Leeds City Credit Union to lend to all the cost to be spread over 3 
year period 

Lack of cooperation of 
the PRS in the area to the 
introduction of selective 
licensing 

PRS failure to work with 
the Council. Any scheme 
assumes a level of 
cooperation but if  

Medium – based on the 
feedback the sector has 
indicated it is potentially going 
to increase rents, evict and 
leave properties empty 

Try to engage with the sector as part of any implementation of the 
scheme 
 
Support those who cooperate and target those who don’t with 
partners  
 
May affect the ability to complete the selective licensing as planned in 
the 5 year period – may have to extend via second business case if 
significant  

Judicial Review If approved any 
stakeholder can apply for 
a judicial review – this 
would need to be heard 
prior to any scheme being 
implemented 

High – landlords have 
indicated that they will look at 
taking a judicial review if area 
approved 

Assumption form the start of the process that this is the likely 
outcome. Legal involved in the process to ensure the process and case 
is robust and follows the correct legal procedure. 
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FEE STRUCTURE 
 

Fee structure for the selective licensing scheme, the tables below detail the calculation of the licence fee cost. 
Table 1 shows the calculation of processing of the application, issuing of the licenses and the enforcement costs 
of the scheme. 
 

Table 2 shows the overheads and costs to the Council to deliver the scheme – this is incorporated in to Fee 1 in 
table 1. 
 

NB the overall fee is greater than the initial £825 proposed in the consultation due to the need to split the fee 
following case law. The additional cost will not be added to the initial fee as part of the designation of the 
scheme. 
 

Table 1  
 

 

Main 
Grade 

Time 
taken 

Total time 
taken per 

activity 

Cost 
per/hr 

Total Cost 

Application Processing Cost –Fee 1      
Receive App - includes      
Open envelope/email (print) & stamp date C3     
Check application details C3     
Check SR for open requests C3     
Query raised? Further enquiries  
(Partners -Planning BC etc) C3     
Enter SR for incomplete app and await information C3 60 1 17.19 17.19 
      

Entering App - includes      
All information received - log onto system C3     
Print off documents and create a file -electronic 
storage of documents C3     
Acknowledgement letter & send C3 60 1 17.19 17.19 
      

Invoice - includes      
Set up debtor record if required C3/SO2 30    
Await debtor set-up C3/SO2 15    
Determine discount C3/SO2 15    
Determine capping C3/SO2 15    
Invoice & file away C3/SO2     
Check payment C3/SO2 15    
Retrieve paid file C3 15    
Put invoice ref on UNIFORM and file jacket C3 15 2 17.19 34.38 

Pass to officer for drafting C3     
      

Officer drafts intention - includes      
Officer considers & drafts licence SO2 60    
Date checks SO2 15    
ID checks SO2 45    
Determine capping SO2 15    
Check SR to see if reminders sent SO2 15    
Priority rating SO2 30    
Submit for drafting/IT updating SO2 30 3 20.61 61.83 
      

Processing a draft - includes      

Log into record and draft licence including notices and 
covering letters 

SO2 1 
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Check correct number in UNIFORM for occupancy & 
records linked 

SO2 15 1.25 20.61 25.7625 

Officer checks draft & signs PO2 30 0.5 22.92 11.46 

Photocopy C3 15    
Post C3 15    
Issue (2nd invoice stage) invoice inc ck LRS membership C3 15    
File and await payment C3 15 1 17.19 17.19 

Council Cost       
On-costs  for the scheme to the Council - see table 2   1,620,820 6500 249.36 

INITIAL LICENCE COST     434.36 

Licence and enforcement costs – Fee 2      
FINAL LICENCE      
Check final payment C3     
Insert detail to UNIFORM & File C3     
Generate final licence C3 60 0.5 17.19 8.595 

Officer checks final licence PO2 30    
Officer checks Priority Rating/Inspection requirements 
and records 

PO2 30 1 22.92 22.92 

Photocopy C3     
Post C3     
File C3 30 0.5 17.19 8.595 
      

INSPECTION      
Diary check SO2/PO2 15 6.75 22.92 154.71 

review portfolio/priority rate SO2/PO2 30    
      

Review files SO2/PO2 30    
Check UNIFORM screens including Service Requests SO2/PO2 30    
Gather inspection paperwork SO2/PO2 15    
Travel SO2/PO2 30    
Inspect SO2/PO2 60    
Travel SO2/PO2 30    
Inspection report generation -email/standard form SO2/PO2 90    
Discussions with landlord (pre and/or post inspection) SO2/PO2 30    
Enter inspection & notes to UNIFORM SO2/PO2 45    
      

POST INSPECTION ISSUES      
Travel SO2/PO2 30    
Revisits SO2/PO2 60    
Travel SO2/PO2 30 2 22.92 45.84 
      

Enforcement - general enforcement of the scheme inc 
chasing non licence props and street wlks       
Chasing non licensed properties SO2 1    
Chasing bad debt SO2 1 2 20.61 41.22 

Legal Action      
Initial investigation of evidence -inc gather evidence PO2 14    
PACE interview PO2 3    
Management checks PO4 2    
Disclosure Officer PO6 1    
Case determination PO2 5    
File preparation - witness  statements etc PO2 12    
Legal - discussions/ meetings/summons PO2 7.5    
Case check/review/prepare for court/tribunal PO2 12    
Attendance at court/tribunal inc. travel PO2 10    
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Post trial/tribunal actions PO2 3 69.5 22.92 159.294 

Total draft Licence and enforcement costs     441.174 
      

Total Licence Cost     875.53 

 

Table 2  
 

 Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6  
 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2023/24 2024/25  

 

Oct - 
Mar 

Apr - 
Mar 

Apr - 
Mar 

Apr - 
Mar 

Apr - 
Mar 

Apr - 
Mar 

Apr - 
Sept 

Total 

EXPENDITURE        
Basic Pay 299,032 610,026 622,227 634,671 647,365 660,312 336,759 0 

National Insurance 30,564 62,351 63,598 64,870 66,168 67,491 34,420 0 

Superannuation   
(Non Teaching) 48,442 98,822 100,799 102,815 104,871 106,969 54,554 0 

IAS19 WYPF adjustment        0 

Professionally Linked 
Training 500 1,010 1,020 1,030 1,041 1,051 531 6,183 

Office Furniture & 
Equipment 5,000       5,000 

Office Consumables 250 505 510 515 520 526 531 3,357 

Postage 2,000 4,040 4,080 4,121 4,162 4,204 2,102 24,710 

Mobile phones 7,150       7,150 

Mobile phone contract  303 306 309 156 79 79 1,232 

Laptops 24,000       24,000 

Online payments set up 10,000       10,000 

Printing 1,250 2,525 2,550 2,576 2,602 2,628 1,314 15,444 

Clothing & Uniforms 200 404 408 412 416 420 210 2,470 

Other Hired And Contracted Services      0 
Public transport 
expenses 500 1,000 1,010 1,020 1,030 1,041 520 6,121 

Car & motorcycle 
Allowances 2,500 5,050 5,101 5,152 5,203 5,255 2,628 30,889 

Car parking fees        0 

Essential car user  
Lump Sum 8,667 17,507 17,682 17,859 18,038 18,218 9,109 107,080 

Legal Disbursements 5,000 10,100 10,201 10,303 10,406 10,510 5,255 61,775 

Invoice charge Hough 
Top Court 65,000       65,000 

Management time 19,035 38,831 39,607 40,399 41,207 42,031 21,436 242,546 

Admin 13,195 26,917 27,455 28,004 28,564 29,136 14,859 168,130 

Overheads 81,343 131,909 134,483 137,109 139,762 142,480 72,646 839,732 

Total Council Cost        1,620,820 
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PROPOSED LICENCE CONDITIONS FOR SELECTIVE LICENSING IN HAREHILLS 

 
Leeds City Council (‘the Council’), being the Local Housing Authority, attaches the following conditions to 

the house subject to selective licensing by virtue of the provisions of Section 90 of the Housing Act 2004. 

 

The licence holder and (if appropriate) a person on whom restrictions or obligations under a licence 

are imposed, is required:   

 

Gas  

To ensure that all gas installations and appliances are in a gas safe condition and that an annual gas 

safety check is carried out by a Gas Safe registered engineer.  

To produce to the Council on demand for inspection, a copy of the gas safety certificate obtained in 

respect of the house within the last 12 months.   

To provide a copy of the current gas safety certificate to all tenants/occupiers at the beginning of their 

tenancy/occupancy and to keep a written record that this has been provided.    

Electrical Safety  

To keep any electrical appliances that are made available in the house in a safe condition and to supply 

to the Council, on demand, a declaration as to the safety of such appliances.    

Smoke Alarms  

To ensure that a smoke alarm is installed on each storey of the house on which there is a room used 

wholly or partly as living accommodation and to keep each alarm in proper working order  

To supply to the Council, on demand, a declaration as to the condition and positioning of any smoke 

alarm.  

Carbon Monoxide (CO) Alarms  

To ensure that a CO alarm is installed in any room that is used wholly or partly as living accommodation 

and contains a solid fuel burning combustion appliance and to keep any CO alarm in proper working 

order.  

To supply to the Council, on demand, a declaration as to the condition and positioning of any CO alarm.  

Furniture and furnishings  

To keep any furniture that is made available in the house in a safe condition and to supply to the Council, 

on demand, a declaration as to the safety of such furniture.  

Antisocial Behaviour  

To take all reasonable and practicable steps to prevent or reduce antisocial behaviour (ASB) by persons 

occupying or visiting the house, including, but not exclusively -   

To put in place a written procedure that indicates how complaints relating to ASB will be dealt with. A 

copy of the procedure shall be supplied to the occupier(s) upon the commencement of their tenancy and 

to the Council on demand. 

To keep a written record of complaints received relating to ASB. The record shall include details of the 

complaint together with the action taken to resolve the matter, and shall be retained for the term of this 
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licence. iii. Where ASB is sustained, regular or more than one occurrence (even if months apart), the 

licence holder shall take all reasonable and practicable steps to ensure it is effectively dealt with, up to 

and including eviction. 

Management of the Property  

To ensure that the internal structure of the house and every window and other means of ventilation is 

maintained in good repair and that any fixtures and fittings and appliances made available are 

maintained in good repair and working order.    

To ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, that the exterior of the property (including any boundary 

walls, gates and yards) is maintained in reasonable decorative order and in a good state of repair; that 

the exterior is free from graffiti and fly posters; and that gardens are maintained in a reasonably clean 

and tidy condition.  

Household Waste  

To ensure that the house has suitable and sufficient provision for the storage and collection of waste 

arising from the household occupying the property, including the correct type and number of waste bins.  

To ensure that all waste collected from the premises complies with the Council’s Waste Policy for the 

collection of waste from domestic premises  

Tenancy Management  

To supply to all the occupiers of the house, within 7 days of the commencement of any new tenancy, a 

written statement of the terms on which they occupy the property and to keep a written record that this 

has been supplied.    

To obtain a reference for each person who wishes to live in the house as their main home. References 

shall be obtained before entering into any new tenancy, licence or other form of agreement to occupy 

the house and shall be retained for the term of this licence.   

To supply to the Council on demand any references obtained for any tenancy for the term of the licence.  

To supply to the Council, on demand, details of all occupiers of the house. 

Where a tenancy is terminated during the term of the licence, to ensure the correct process is followed 

and to supply to the Council, on demand, a copy of all relevant documentation to demonstrate that the 

correct process has been followed.   

To ensure that they give the tenant/occupier at least 24 hours’ written notice of their intention to enter 

the house and specify the reason(s) entry is required. The exception to this is when it would not be 

reasonable to give such notice and access is urgent, for example in an emergency.  

Licence  

To notify the Council, within 14 days, of any material change in circumstances that may affect the validity 

and/or terms of the licence, including:  

A change of address 

A change of manager, management arrangements or property ownership 
 

Any change in the licence holder’s and/or (if appropriate) a person on whom restrictions or obligations 

under the licence are imposed, or any associate’s circumstances that may affect their status as a fit and 

proper person under the Housing Act 2004.  Any proposed changes to the house, including its layout that 

would affect the licence or licence conditions. 
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LITERATURE PRODUCED BY GROUPS CAMPAIGNING AGAINST  

SELECTIVE LICENSING  
 

Screen shots of the Leeds Says No to Selective Licensing website  
 
https://www.noselectivelicensing.co.uk/  
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Template letter for landlords on website- 
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Template letter for tenants on website- 
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Screen shots of the Leeds Against Selective Licensing Facebook page  
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Copies of leaflets distributed by the Leeds Says No to Selective Licensing campaign group 
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